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THE PENMAN PRESENTS

Wll \ I wiiii beat li bathrobe* and

Tartan locked in the closet, the

Penman returns alter a purple-light

ball at the beat be* .ill summer and a

wild autumn. On tap we have a stac k

e<l portfolio "I new material for your

pleasure and enjoyment.

On the cover is a design demonstrat-

ing tli»- various aspects of our new con-

stitution. It is Evelyn David's handi-

work.

A host of ne\% writers and artists is

represented on our pages for this first

issue. We present them to you now in

the form of words and pictures.

For your information is Carmen
Grant's article ahout the future plans

and former history of the W-L The-
spian club. This will be of great value

to anyone intcrestered in drama. It's

called "Drama For One and All."

Mary Jane Howe relates an interest-

ing international incident which oc-

curred after Queen Elizabeth's recent

coronation in London, England. It is

"Three Pence."

Charles Pratt bemoans the woes of

speeding down a highway in "Wanted:
a Drag Strip." This interest-holding

personal story might well be the basis

for a new popular song entitled "Li-

se, Come Back To Me."

John Gunderson has penned a real-

life adventure in tension with "The
Welcomed Intruder."

"The Thoughts of Harold P. Eater"
is a humorous sketch by Claudia Chris-

topherson of a little man who needs his

ego inflated. I think you will agree
that a more original story has not ap-
peared for some time.

A masterful tale of superstition and

intrigue with an Egyptian setting is

woven by Betty Turner in "The Black

Si arab."

A sketch entitled. 'The Epic of

Weasley" is guaranteed to show you
the greatest day-dream since Walter

Mitty.

Norman Schmidt has written for us

a tense tale of shipwreck on the New
England coast. You'll be reading right

to the last word in this story of hope

and despair, which he calls "The
Light."

Barbara Garnett uses a very uncom-
mon name in her character sketch call-

ed "John Smith."

Pegasus, the world's one and only

Qying white horse (not a red one, like

Mobilgas) comes to W-L in Mary Jane

Howe's unusual story, "If I Had Three
Wishes."

Last June, Marybeth Hulsey, now a

sophomore at W-L, won the annual

Junior High Short Story Contest. Her
prize-winning talc of "01' Tiger Lil'

'

will surely catch everyone's fancy. Be

sure to read "The Adventures of Tiger

Lil'."

As is customary in the Penman, we
give you a spray of poetry created with

the student in mind. For a most
thought-provoking thirty seconds, read

Rod Rogers' stimulating poem "Mile-

stone." Then turn to the lighter side

with "Roast Bee," by Mary Jane Howe.
John Gunderson's creative imagination

is shown in "Drifting." B. French Cart-

er gives us a taste of powerful express-

ion in his poem, "The Warlords,"
while Kathleen Blake shows our inner

(Continued on Page 48)
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Claudia Christopherson Illustrated by Adrirruir Ellis

THE THOUGHTS OF
HAROLD P. EATER

HIS NAME was Harold P. Eater,

and he was a very small man —
short and plain, with glasses and thin-

ning hair. The only distinctive thing

about him was the expression on his

face. While eating lunch, working be-

hind his desk, relaxing in his apart-

ment, or riding on a bus, as he was
now, Harold P. Eater's expression re-

flected his thoughts—for Harold P.

Eater thought. And more than that,

he was aware that he thought — and

was definitely proud of it. Especially

now, right at this moment — for he

had found it. After years of searching

he had finally discovered a witty re-

mark that would create an impression

upon any stranger who was being in-

troduced to him. At a party when
someone said, "John, this is Harold

Eater," Harold would just arrange his

face into his best dead-pan expression

and smile. "No relation whatever to

P. P. P. Eater," he would say in a slight-

ly bored tone.

There it was—so simple and yet so

sure. Of course it was subtle, but sure-

ly after a few seconds' reflection it

would become obvious. Then the man
would gasp out between spasms of

laughter. "Oh you mean Peter Peter

Pumpkin." and think both he and Har-
old were terribly clever. Harold gig-

gled to himself just thinking about it.

Of couse, it really wasn't intellectual,

but it did have a definite appeal.

Harold leaned back in his seat and

felt very satisfied. But then little

worms of doubt began crawling into

his mind. He remembered the Last

party he had attended where the con-

versation had been rather dull, and
Harold had been thinking his own
thoughts. Having hit upon one he con-

sidered of general interest, he repeated

it out loud. "You know. I was just

thinking, wouldn't it be awful to go
through life with your nose caught in

the ice-box door?" There had been a

hideous pause broken by one uncertain

laugh. Harold P. Eater had been furi-

ous then, and was now, just thinking

about it. "Idiots," he muttered.
"What's so strange about saying that?

I merely thought it would be uncom-
fortable with my nose in an ice-box

door. I wasn't trying to be ninny. And
they so completely misunderstood me."'

Harold shmgged his shoulders in a

gesture of self-pity and began wonder-
ing at the intellectual stagnation of the

people he knew. What an utter lack

of imagination, and how horribly
bored they must be! Harold despised

boredom; he was abnormally afraid of

it. In fact, he considered it a "com-
plex." and Harold took great pride in

the fact that he understood himself so

well that he recognized his complexes
and could analyze them—at least to

his own satisfaction. Whenever the

conversation turned to psychology,

Harold felt very superior, for he wi^
one of the few people who really knew
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himself. "Honesty with oneself is the

key to a happier life," he was always

saying. And so lie spent many hours

with himself "analyzing" his person-

ality, arranging his thoughts and re-

phrasing his words so as to make good

conversational material.

Harold considered his analysis of

what he called his "boredom complex"

very compact. He traced it all back to

his unhappy childhood. Harold had
figured that it was all because his

mother had been bored. It had been a

sort of creeping disease that oozed into

every crack and crevice of the mind
and enveloped the very soul. She must
have been totally and completely bored

with herself and her world, and as a

result she made everyone around her

miserable. A bored person can never

be anything but boring.

Harold had read somewhere that the

only great sin in the world was bore-

dom, and Harold agreed. In fact, he
agreed so much and quoted this so

often that people thought he was the

one who had originated it. Gradually
Harold did too. Many wise sayings of

famous writers and philosophers were
rearranged by Harold and put into his

own language so that he received credit

for them. And now—these thoughts

concerning his mother and boredom

—

they were good. He repeated the phras-

ing over to himself and felt very smug.
He would say the whole thing to his

wife this evening when he f^ot home.
Although he didn't particularly like

Sarah, at least she had the good sense

to know that a wife should let her hus-

band think she appreciates him.

Harold really didn't dislike his \\if<'.

but he had always felt vaguely that Bhe

wasn't what he had expected her to be.

In the first place, she jiggled when she

rode on a bus. Whenever the bus
went over a bump, everyone always
jiggled. Harold did too. but he felt that

somehow it was undignified, and he
always tried not to. But he never

could. So he was determined that the

girl he married would not jiggle. But
when he met Sarah, he was so convinc-

ed that he was in love with her that he
forgot all about his resolution. And
when, several months after they were
married, he took her for a bus ride and
she jiggled, it killed something inside

him. And he was very annoyed at

her for disappointing him. Still, she

could cook, and right now Harold P.

Eater was hungry. He thought of this

and became convinced that there were
golden opportunities for a pun in that

sentence. You could connect Eater and

hungry together in a clever way.

Harold was still thinking about it

when he left the bus and stepped out

into the night.

Mary Jane Howe

A LIFE

Never too young to lose;

Never too old to use.
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Carmen Gn an i Illustrated by Anne Conklyn

DRAMA FOR ONE AND ALL
TN 5 J B.C.. a greek tragedian. Thospis

of [curia, !»«'< .mic the winner of the

first play contest over held. It is from
his name that we derive the word Thes-

pian which now means dramatic, or

actor. With the idea of establishing a

now mode in dramatic entertainment,

\Y-I, has formed a drama program
with television and radio workshops,

extended drama classes, a children's

theatre, and a fast-growing club, The-
spians.

Last year, Thespians (which is a

national organization) established

Troupe 125 here at W-L. "Personal

Appearance," their first production,

was immediately in rehearsal in what
than was called the Speech House, but

is now the University of Virginia

building. Members worked for six or

seven weeks, memorizing lines, design-

ing the set, running from one second

hand store to another trying to find

the right properties, painting the flats,

and then going home to get the other

half of the paint buckets out of their

clothes and hair—all of this after

and on Saturdays.

Their second play was about some-
thing quite familiar to most of us,

school. This, however, was a girls'

school full of problems that develop in

privately managed colleges. It concern-

ed itself with prejudices, stealing and
tradition. The play was a drama, en-
titled "The Young and Fair." It had
an all-girl cast and involved the same
hard work as "Personal Appearance."
The third play was quite an ambiti-

ous undertaking—the musical "Briga-
doon." Its cast included a dancing

chorus, a singing chorufl and ten lead-

ing roles. There was a large publicity

committee for this play, and the light-

ing plan was so ambitious that every-

/ X
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one was trying to learn how to be an

electrician. The problems were teach-

ing teen-agers to dance with some re-

semblance" to grace and precision, get-

ting untrained voices to sing effective-

ly, seeing that costumes looked authen-

tic, and (confidentially) praying con-

tinously that Yiggo's bagpipes would-

n't get stuck. Its blessings were Nancy
Dussault's voice, June Cooke's piano

playing, Irene Baird's dancing, and
Mr. Jcglum's patience. It was a won-
derful experience for every student.

The last play of the year was quite

an unusual production, called "Rain-

bow of Rythmn." and that is exactly

wbat it looked and sounded like. The
costumes were extremely colorful. The
music, which Mr. Jeglum selected, was
taken from tlie more familiar classical

pieces. Most of the cast from "Briga-

doon" showed up for tryouts for "Rain-

bow," and all of them worked hard.

This year, Thespians is carrying out

its purpose to promote new and re-

freshing work in dramatics. The club

is beginning something that has never

been done before at W-L in drama.

Thespians now has a workshop for all

those who are interested in drama.

Their first workshop was quite hon-
ored by the presence of a very prom-
inent Washington publicity manager,
Mr. Scott Kirkpa trick, and two leading

mbers of the Dublin Players.

Everything from the theoretical to

the practical viewpoints of the theatre

was discussed. The ones who attended

Learned that theatre is taken much
more seriously in Europe than it is

here, that our "Star System'' often

eliminates good talent, and that W-L
is most fortunate in having a drama
program, because so many European
schools are without one.

I'ln- se< "ml and third workshops
were in stage movement and dam ing.

Large groups attended them. I he mu-
sic thai the members dam e to runs

from choral to the more populai sbnw
music, including "Bandwagon,' 1

"Wonderful town." and "Me and Jul-

iet." Mosl nl the dancing now is quite

basil .mil intended for developing
poise, ivtlini. scli'i onditioning and i on

fidence, and better stage movements.

The workshops for the resl of the

year will include make-up, acting te< h-

nique, the reading of plays, making
costumes, doing scenes Irom plays, and
in general Learning just wbat theatre

involves. Some of the work will be done
at members' houses, some in the gyms,

or the little auditorium. Sixteen of

these workshops give those intertested

one credit towards becoming a member
of Thespians. There will be mine dis-

tinguished visitors to speak, and the

group hopes to go to see some of the

better plays. There will be times when
members will work together in smaller

groups on various projects; such as

showing one another how to transform

a teenager to an old man by the mir-

acle of make-up, or receiving helpful

criticisms on acting technique. There

will be discussions of various methods

of designing sets and a few of the

thousand tricks one can use for build

ing sets effectively. Then. tOO, students

will be taught to improve their voices

and diction. These are a few of the

hopes of the Thespians for this year.

Next semester, Thespians hopes to

sponsor another play, perhaps another

musical, with tryouts open to the en

tire student body.

W ell. peril, ips this isn't exactly \\h,it

Thespis intended, but it certainly is .1

busy and ambitious schedule for

Troupe L26 of the Thespians.
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l)ii i Grier

THE LOCKER ROOM

It
is now seven o'clock. In one short

hour the game will begin. All the

team is in the locker room. The guys

who arc the definite 1 starters — the

hoys who know they will play — are

nervous, keved-up. tense, hut ready.

This game will depend on them from

the word "go."

Besides them, there are the if play-

ers.

"// we ^et ahead. I know I'll play."

"// he gets hurt, then it's all my
show."

These are the if boys. Perhaps

they are even more tense than the

starters are. For the starters are some-

thing definite. They know that they

will be playing and that's that. But

for the if guys there is doubt.

"Will I play
?"

"// I do get in. will I mess up? Will

I be the one to goof the whole game?"

In a few moments these questions

will probably be answered.

Besides the starters, who are usually

the first team, and the i/'s, who are

generally the second team, there is the

third team — mostly juniors and soph-

omores — a few seniors. The tense-

ness still prevails. But most of them
will see another year or two, another

season, another chance. They are

learning, gathering information which
will prove invaluable in years and sit-

uations and games yet to come. Nat-

urally they are nervous, not just for

themselves or for other individuals,

hut for the team — their team.

Suddenly a voice stands out from the

mumbled conversations. "Let's go boys.

Ten minutes 'til warm-up. Let's hurry
it up."' booms the voice.

Most of the team is dressed, resting

and thinking, a few are talking. Some
others are waiting to have injuries

taped or bandaged.

"You gonna be in there fightin',

Bob, boy?" inquires a starter.

"Yeah, for my seat on the bench."

replies an if, self-consciously.

A few quiet, quick laughs. A few
other good-natured ribs are exchanged
More laughs—few, but evident. These
laughs help. They aid in relieving

some of the tensions, help worried

minds think momentarily of lesser

things. But only momentarily, for

soon the thoughts again return to the

business at hand, the all important

game—the contest which two teams
have been priming for all week.

Thoughts race, pell-mell, through
many minds.

"Will we win?"
"How much will we win by?"
"Will we lose?"

"Will I play the whole game?"
"Will I play?"

"Will our six straight wins end here,

with the seventh game? Only four

more to go. We could do it. We can

do it! We can go all the way! But will

we? Sure, they say we're good, they

say we're great—the greatest. But are

w\e? We've beaten every team we've

faced, but were they any good — any
good at all? Thornton was good, and
we beat them, but we got the breaks.
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This team tonight has lost only one,

and they've played seven games to our

six. They were state champs last year,

and they're aiming for the same title

this year. But we could be the ones to

be champions. We are ready. This

must be our year. This is our year! And
tonight we will win. That's a fact.

We will win/"
The last pre-game meeting is over.

Number three and the ifs and tin

startits are waiting.

"Let's get 'em. boys," booms the

voice.

Out into the cool, crisp air they trot,

and the air makes the power- ia< e

through them. Each one. to a man,
knows that this is it. This is it! And
they are ready.

MILESTONE

Rod Rogers

A man may look to men for help

And always throughout life,

He'll find someone who'll comfort him
Through times of toil and strife.

And man need never do his work,

For always there's someone
Upon whose shoulders he may lean

Until the task is done.

A man may slip along through life

And never do his best,

For always others gladly do
Their share—and then the rest.

Though man may profit from men's words.

And likewise from their deeds,

Yet man was created from the dust

—

To dust man must recede.

And though a fool may profit thus.

All fools a debt must pay

—

For man is never so alone

As on his judgement day.
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M \ui Jam. 1 low I

THREE PENCE

HOW OFTEN that old saying is

true: lake care of the little

things and the big tilings will take

(arc ni themselves.*
1

This coin, for in-

stance. It is a three pence copper,

worth three and a half cents in our

money. This so little that it hardly

matters by itself, yet this particular

< oin made two persons happy and per-

haps bettered relations between two
countries in some way.

On June second, the day of the Cor-

onation. 1 was coming by bus from
Mordon to Angel Hill. I climbed to the

second story and took out my fare,

three pence. In London, the conductor

goes around collecting fares after

ryone is on, but he never got to me.

We came to Angel Hill, I jumped off,

and as the bus roared away I found the

three pence in my hand.

My first thought, which only lasted

a moment, was "What am I going to

do?" The second, "Oh, well, his tough

luck," and "Three pence won't bank-

rupt the London Transport," lasted

somewhat longer. Still-three pence

wouldn't bankrupt me either. The
coach had a sign asking everyone to

pay his correct fare, adding. "Nonpay-
ment by a few throws an unfair burd-

en on the many." If the London Trans-

port Co. was only charging three

pence, it meant that everyone must pay
his. or the fare would go up. "I'll pay
him next time.'' I derided, remember-
ing our own high fares, "Will he be

surprised!"

At the time I had not considered the

fact that the next bus I rode was not

likely to be the same one.

It wasn't.

The fare had been paid (by someone
else) we had settled down for the trip—

that three pence. When I had attract-

ed the conductor's attention, I held it

out to him, explaining that the last trip

hadn't been paid for. After this got

across (British and Americans have
trouble understanding each other) he
said that was none of his business, to

keep the money—and walked away.
That wasn't the end, however; it was

only the beginning. He came back,

wished me luck, and because of my ac-

cent found out I'm an American. At
Sutton we got off, and as the bus pull-

ed away the conductor was still look-

ing happily after us.

"Now," said Elizabeth, "He thinks

all Americans are honest."

And which ever way the conductor

translates that little experience, it

won't harm America. If he disliked us

before, he certainly likes us now, judg-

ing from those smiles, while if he al-

ready liked us, he has another concrete

proof that we're not so bad. Going
farther, perhaps the next time a friend

harangues about the Americans, he
will rise to our defence; perhaps he
will become one of our staunchest sup-

porters. But for the time being, he has

made me supremely happy and proved

again that "Honesty is the best policy."

And that experience was the most re-

warding thine; a three pence could

have bought. "Ill have to try that

more often," I replied.
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Beau Bahnes
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MOONLIGHT AND ROSES
Making Your Marriage Succeed

by Doctor Theodore F. Adams

THE AMERICAN divorce rate is in-

creasing annually. Today one

out of every three marriages ends in

divorce. What can we, the youth of

America, do about this startling fact?

For the past ten years, psychologists,

doctors and theologians have been

making extensive studies of the pro-

blems that confront the average Amer-
ican couple as they face marriage.

Many informative articles and books

have been written concerning these

studies. One of the most recent books

to be published in Making Your Mar-
riage Succeed, by Dr. Theodore F.

Adams. Dr. Adams is an outstanding

Christian leader in the South. He has

tried to answer this question from a

theologian's point of view. He believes

that you can make your marriage suc-

cessful only if you take God into the

Christian home you are establishing.

Basing his work on this belief, but

writing with as much realism as a

psychologist. Dr. Adams has developed

a book that will be of interest and
value, not only to the couple who is

contemplating marriage, but also to

those of us who are looking ahead to

marriage.

The book follows a chronological

pattern in its discussion of the matter.

The early chapters deal with the prob-

lems that are facing most of us today.

For example. Dr. Adams talks at

length about the saying that is quite

familiar to the younger generation,

"So you think you are in love." Includ-

ed in this chapter are several helpful

charts, to be used in checking yourself

as an individual and in checking jroui

lover as to his or her qualities.

After two people are sure they are in

love, Dr. Adams points out sonic of the

pitfalls of an engagement period and
charts the course towards a happy be

ginning in marriage.

The author realizes that many
young people have been blinded by the

stars of romance and have overlooked

the fact that their dating days will

soon change from "Moonlight and
Roses" to "Daylight and Dishes."

As the discussions continue, the im-

portance of a Christian home is

brought out in relationship to the chil

dren of this marriage. The book con-

cludes with a heart-warming note a-

bout the serenity and happiness that

accompanies the golden years.

The ideal marriage would be carried

out to its utmost if all lovers could say.

as Channing Pollock said in his poem.

"The Shining Armor":
"Oh. could I live my life again.

A life complete—three score and ten.

The gift I'd ask from Him above

Is that I might but have your love.

"For with it I am brave to go

Out in the world — meet any foe.

Without it I am worse than lost.

And dread to reckon up the cost

"So pledge me now your love anew.

As I pledge mine, so strong and true.

And through the years that stretch

ahead.

I'll love you as the day we wed."
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DRIFTING

Notice

the

course

of

a

leaf

as

it

falls.

Of

many
men's

lives

to

me
it

recalls.

It's

journey

is

crooked

with

no

certain

trend.

It

reaches

it's

destiny

right

at

the end.
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B. French Carter

THE WAR-LORDS

Across the low waste and desolated valleys,

Some by camels, some in galleys,

Brave on boulevards, cunning in alleys,

Progressing, aggressing, came the Warlords.

Far to the north, beyond the torn mountains,

Far to the south, with its torrid yet stagnant fountains,

Away to the west, where the land meets the sun,

Back to the east where it had all begun,

And here in the desert where gun meets gun

—

Congeals this might, one by one, the Warlords.

So they assemble on these granulated plains,

Ready to risk lives, loves and domains
Towards an end that varies as belief

—

Towards an end perfumed with grief

—

Towards an end which offers no relief

—

For one, for some, for all —thus pondered the Warlords.

B. French Carter

NOTE WELL THE STRANGE THOUGHT

Take notice of the strange thought,

for it passes but once this way.

Record the least of chances,

for they're not prone to stay.

Humor ideas of infinity,

the mind but gives a glimpse.

Remember well the conception

—

It hasn't returned since.
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George Wilson Illustrated by Anne Conklyn

THE EPIC OF WEASLEY

THE COUNTRY we were entering

was wilder than anything I had
ever seen — a fierce tangle of rock

spires split into numerous tremendous
gorges. We paused to glance upward.

All other mountains I had ever seen

were insignificant beside Mt. Everest.

Draped in the pale green of ice, the

queen of mountains held her head over

five miles high in a halo of shining

clouds.

Farther and farther we went, near-

ing the highest point on the face of the

globe. The bitter cold gnawed at my
hands and face, and my toes felt ready

to crack off. The panorama of natural

splendor which surrounded us became
inconsequential as we settled down for

this, our final night before attempting
the ascent to the summit.

There were only four of us—myself,

Tom, Dick and Harry. The coolies had
left us at twenty thousand feet above

sea-level. Everything was in good con-

dition, but we knew how hard it would
be to reach the top. I slept with a cer-

tain feeling of apprehension, tossing

and turning beneath a layer of heavy
blankets.

We awoke with a strange, closed-in

feeling. Tom went to the tent-flap,

and tried to open it. "I can't budge
it!" he shouted. "It's frozen stiff!"

Dick rushed to his equipment. "We-
've got to get out of here." His tone

was demanding. "Aha!" He seized ;i

hatchet and assaulted the canvas top of

the tent with furious determination.

At once the tent top gave way, and a

mass of snow poured through the gap.

"Yah!" Dick squawked as he fell to the

Floor under the weighl of the snow.
"Oh. nuts!" Harry said. "Imagine

anyone stupid enough to try hacking
out the top? Let's knock the door loose.

Thai mui li snow couldn't have fallen

in one night. . .

"

He never finished what he was say-

ing, for the whole tent collapsed and
rumbling drifts of snow piled over us.

I threw myself face down, waiting for

the heavy snow to stop falling. Final-

ly I reached up and looked around.

My companions and our equipment
were strewn here, there and every-

where. I helped them gel free of the

various objects hampering them. Tom
had suffered a broken arm. Dick had
a broken leg. Harry had suffered a

bruised — well, he suffered because he
couldn't sit down. Naturally. I had
come through it all unscathed.

I patched them up and put Tom and
Dick in cots. For some reason, Harry
wanted to stand up.

Tom said "Gee, Orville, (that's me,

Orville Weasley) what would we do

without you? You're great! Gosh.

Orville. you're terrific!"

Dick said. "Orville, you are tremend-

ous! We would really be in a pickle

without you!"

Harry groaned as he stepped toward

me. "Yes," he chimed in, "we would

be in an awful fix if it weren't for

you! You'ic magnificient!"

I said, "Aw. shucks."

Harry and I decided to try for the
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top alone. We told Tom and Dick we
would make it. They wished us lurk;

then they crossed their fingers, toes,

and eyes for further Luck.

As \n<- passed twenty-eight thousand
•. I began to grt just .1 wee bit

woozy.
I glanced over .it Harry. Even with

my 20 l" vision, I had some difficulty

f<>< using ni'.

I [arry looked awful. "(>nnit. groan,

grunt,*' he said.

"Whassamatter?" I asked.

Harry sighed.
ltThey say the average

person blacks out around this height.

I should've . . . brought an . . . oxygen
mask." I lis words dragged as if he

were going to sleep.

I watched him drop in his tracks,

last asleep. He must only be an aver-

person, I thought to myself. Too
late. I saw tin- bulky snow fold under
his weight. He plunged into an end-

Less hidden by the new-fallen
snow. "Aieeeeee!" was his last remark.

I had been forced to exert myself in

jumping quickly backwards. Even to

my calm, unwrinklcd, iron-nerved

brow there tame a scattered few small

beads of cold sweat.

"Ghaa!" I gagged audibly. I knew
it had been a close call for me. I had
almost twisted my ankle besides. Too
bad about Harry, I thought. I'd known
him for ten years. It was a little bit

hard to see him go so suddenly.

My progress continued. I knew that

nothing could stop me. I came within

twenty feet of the top. Around me. I

saw strewn the skeletons of much less-

weaker-willed men who had never

come back. I knew that only a valiant,

able, super-courageous individual like

myself could make it.

I had carried a six-foot, personally

engraved name-plate to plant on the

summit. After I had made sure it

would remain for posterity. I turned on

my heel and went back down the

mountain to the salutations of my less-

able comrades, Tom, Dick minus
I brry.

John Gunderson

SNEAKY PETE

I ride da rails from town ta town,

I git me < ig'rets from da groun'.

I play da horses fer me beer,

I git me food from who knows where.

Me social life is purty low

—

In fact. Fs jus' an ol' hobo!
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Norman Schmidt Illustrated by Roxanne Keefei

THE LIGHT

"L
IGHT. ALIGHT!" Aboard tlic

Pelican the cry went up on the

swamped deck as a tiny, flickering

beam appeared dimly in the distance.

To the four men marooned on the fish-

ing vessel, the tiny glow in the distance

meant that help was near. To those

four men it meant warmth, light, sleep

and food. It meant being with their

families again. It meant life itself.

There were four men crowded on the

small forward deck of the old fishing

boat. Having been there since about

six o'clock on this cold October even-

ing, all were soaked and chilled to the

bone. Clinging to each other for

warmth and safety, the four had al-

most given up hope. With the tiny ves-

sel grounded on the shoals about a mile

off a deserted part of the beach, and
without radio or signal lights, chances

had been slim that anyone would no-

tice them. Certainly no one would be

expected to be walking on the beach at

this time of the night or in weather as

threatening as this. All felt the des-

pair that this knowledge brought with
it. And now with the sudden appear-

ance of the light, Jeb Rollins. Carl

Hoge. Bill Arnold and Rob Davis gave
a cry of relief and exultation.

The bobbing light had been seen by
Jeb Rollins about five minutes before

the others had seen it. He was afraid

at first to raise the hopes of the group
before he was sure about its existence.

Now. as he watched its motion, it re-

minded him of another lighl that he
had seen once before when he had been

near death's door. It resembled thai

swinging lighl bulb, hung from the

ceiling of his hare room in the old

wooden cottage thai had housed him
during his childhood and youth, lie

remembered thai Lighl only vaguely,

and even more indistinctly did he re

member the conversation that had tak-

en place at his bedside. The doctor, an
old retired sailor who was the town's

preacher and veterinarian as well, had
diagnosed the illness as the dreaded
disease, influenza. I le wasn't expet ted

to live! Through the haze of semi-

conciousness through which he saw. all

he could remember of the period of his

crisis was the swinging Lighl bulb and
the dim shape that must have been his

mother as she watched over him. After

he had passed the crisis successfully,

and as he was regaining his senses, the

swinging bulb grew brighter and clear-

er. It gave him a sensation of coming
back from death into light. That was

long ago, but now that same feeling

came over Jeb as he watched the glow-

ing orb in the direction of land.

The light on the shore also brought
memories to Carl Hoge. memories of

the past that were 1 formed under simi-

lar conditions of despair. As he strain-

ed his eyes to follow the motion of the

tiny glow on the shore, it was very

much like thc^ nighl he had peered into

the darkness Leading up to his small

houseboat in the back creek. His only
son was Lying on a bunk in the boat.

bearing the pain that racked his body
a^. well as any seven-year old could.
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Carl had recognized the symptoms of

appendicitis when he had come home
to find his M>n lying on the floor, and

looking chalk white. He had Bent old

Jim Conklin to fetch the doctor in the

row boat and had done all h<' could to

make his son comfortable. Standing

at the landing, trying to sec the glint

of the lantern that would indicate that

help V?aS on the wav. Carl had cursed

himself for living so hi Erom town,

and for not having gone to gel the

doctor himself. He had grown tired

ami almost hysterical as he watched
for that light He knew that an emer-
gency operation would be necessary

and th.it the only chance of sun
for his son depended upon the arrival

of the doctor. But though he watched
through the night, the lighl failed to
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appear; the doctor had been unable i<>

come, and before morning his son was

dead.

Now Carl thought hack to that night,

and although the nonappearance of

that light had heralded death, mow the

appearance of a litjht filled his heart

with joy and served to reassure him.

To Bill Arnold the light conveyed a

message, as well as a promise of sur-

vival. A deeply religious man, he had

prayed earnestly for their rescue. Now
the light on the shore had the same im-

pact upon Bill that the Christmas star

must have had on the shepherds. The

light resembled the burning of candles

on the altar the small church in the

community. The light seemed truly

to be an answer to his prayers. It was

like a lamp illuminating the way.

Somehow he felt comforted by that

tiny glow, and he felt that sure-

ly it meant his life was going to be

spared. For these reasons, as he stood

on the deck, he gave thanks for that

small light that linked them with hu-

manity again.

To old Bob Davis the light meant
rescue too. But beyond that, it was
merely another light in a long series

of lights. A sailor since his teens, he

had spent nearly fifty years sailing by
the light of the stars, the lights of ports.

and the lights of passing vessels. Boh
was as tired as he could be, and the

sight of the glow on the shore caused

him to want to lie down for a long

sleep while awaiting assistance. He
had lived a long, useful life and now
the strain of waiting on that sloping

deck had fatigued him immeasurablv.
The appearance of that light probably

bad the leasl effeel upon Rob. for he
had the old person's attitude thai death

would come when his usefulness on
earth was finished. Thus he accepted
his fate with the i aim reassurani e thai

death, if it were to come to him to

night, would bring a much desired

peace and rest. The lighl mighl have
reminded hob of the rapidly disappear
ing lighl on the stern of an old Frigate

when he had fallen overboard and had
been able to stay afloat until picked up
by a coastal fishing vessel, or it mighl
have reminded him of the time a small
lighl in a fog materialized into another
ship which collided with his own and
sank both vessels. And then again it

might have appeared to Rob as the har-
bor light of his final port.

Actually it was hard for any of them
to think at all. for the cold waves and
wind had numbed them as thev stood

there erect on the slanting deck and
tried to visualize the rescue operations
that they assumed wore takinj? place.

Yet. as each man stood there with tears

in his eyes and strained his vision that

he mighl see, lie thought his own in-

dividual thoughts. Little did they real-

ize that those thoughts would be their

last, for at that moment of exultation,

a giant wave swept across the boat,

causing it to pivot slowly and then
rapidly capsize and slip beneath the
waves. For four men the light of life

was snuffed out: and to this day no one
is sine of their fate because minutes af-

ter the ship disappeared, the old wo-
man collecting driftwood on the beach
to keep her hearth warm during the

storm, turned, and with the aid of a

lantern, made her wav painfully back
to a shack, with her dog. Though she

was the only one who could possiblv

have seen the boat on the shoals, she

was nearly BLIND.
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K \ i in i in Hi aki

HERITAGE

To us is the unsung soup.

To us the new temples to build,

To us to right the old wrong.
To us new land to be tilled.

For us the life austere;

The monasti rj or convent.

For us children to rear;

To make a home warm and content.

To us is a life of fame.

To us are new sermons to preach,

To us is a prison of shame,
To us are new lessons to teach.

To us is sorrow or bliss;

We have what there is to give.

Our heritage is this;

To us is a life to live.

Kathleen Blake

ON THE SENSATIONS OF A DREAMER

I walked down a strange street I had never seen before.

Yet I remembered it; who knows why or wherefore?

This seemed to have happened before

But then

I could not remember
Eactly when.

What caused this strange sensation, the recollection of that sight?

Was it Prophecy or vision, or a dream in the night?
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Illustrated by Anne Suairi

THE ADVENTURES OF TIGER LIL'

T RECALL the day she died. I was at

least four. They mourned through-

out the household—from my older sis-

ter, Connie, all the way up to Grand-

ma, who would swear on oath that she

despised animals, all shapes, forms

sizes, or species. But the red eyes of

those concerned told the real story. The
epitaph read, "Tiger Lil'. Born 1898.

Died 1026."

You know how older people tell you
so much about something that has

happened before you were born or be-

fore you were old enough to remem-
ber until they have you believing that

you remember it by yourself. I really

don't recollect very much about Tiger

Lil' on my own, but I do recall what
she looked like. "Ole Tiger" was a

dirty yellow with broad gray stripes

running zig zag across her back. She
had a short, lean tail which didn't sport

much hair, and her left ear had been
clipped (she was a veteran of many
battles) so that it lay almost flat a-

gainst her head. Tiger Lil' would not

have looked well on television.

One of the experiences most fre-

quently related to meAvas the episode

of Tiger Lil's religious leanings. Her
spiritual awakening occurred about a

half mile from town in an old hotel or

tavern, which we had converted into a

barn. It was here in the hay loft that

one of her innumerable litters of kit-

tens was horn, instead of in the hat box

in the hall closet at home, as the chil-

dren had hoped.

One Sunday, two weeks after the

three little shavers were burn, while

Tiger was out (ratting, probably one
of the kittens wandered ou1 of the aesl

Tiger had constrw ted for them and
made his wobbly way over to the

floor's edge. The barn had an inner

and an outer wall, and before he

knew what was happening, the kitten

tumbled down between the two walls.

Fortunately, his fall was broken by a

(loss beam, and here he lav wedged in

uncomfortably, just out of arm's reach.

When Tiger returned and found one

of her babies missing, she began a fran-

tic search. Finally, she located the

plaintive meow in the dark hole below.

She stuck her paw in tentatively, but

she couldn't reach him. She meowed
persuasively lor the baby to climb up
to her, but his fat little body was stuck

fast. Tiger ran back to the house but

found nobody at home. Sunday morn-
ing and\they were all at church. _

Tiger set off down the road as fast

as she could! run. The fresh sweet

smell of spring and apple blossoms

floated in to the congregation through

the open church doors. Everyone was
at prayers, and no one saw Tiger enter

and pad softly up the aisle. Just as the

minister was saving "Amen," be felt

something rub against his leg. Then
the whole congregation heard Tiger

bowl. She opened her mouth wide and

howled long and persistently with th.u

irritating raspjeharactor istic of ca ts or

babies, winch no adult can long en-

dure.

Grandma looked once, then looked

s

©
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in. "Oh, no!" she whispered to Un- "Well, come on, boy. Let's get her
i le Ned. "Ain't thai Tiger I.il

'.'
"

ou1 afore she starts a riot."

Yessum." Grandma <md Ned tiptoed up the
"\\ h.it in tarnation she dour

1

hei aisle as inconspii uously as it was poss-

"Dunno" il)l< for people who knew that everyone

AS
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else was staring at them, cornered Tig-

er Lil
1 and dashed for the exit. Uncle

Ned, who had heen Grandma's un-

willing Sunday escort for twenty years

and who was delighted at the early

escape, unhitched the horse from the

post in front of the church, and headed
for home. On the way. they decided to

drop Tiger off at the barn and see how
the kittens were.

Climbing to the loft, they discovered

the tragedy, and with an old hoe, Ned

gently lifted the cat from his pre*

ions position. Tiger took a firm, gentle

hold on the m i nil of his m< k and < AT

tied him with dignit} ben k to the nest.

Grandma and Ned then transported

Tiger and her family back to the

house, where Tiger was permitted to

make a newer, much safer home in the

cellar. Here all the kittens were soon

sleeping peacefully in their now habi-

tat, not even half appro iat inLr their

mother's cunning and practical mind.

¥
Norman Schmidt

ELEGY ON ROUTE SEVEN

Courtesy is a virtue

Admired by everyone,

At home or school or office,

From dawn 'til setting sun.

But on the open highway

Folks forget to show this trait,

And often end up knocking

At Heaven's pearly gate.
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loll N ( 1 1 NDERSON Illustrated by Marian Murray

THE WELCOMED INTRUDER

ar^ IT,—GO ON; git outta 'ere!

vi Nexl time I set- the! danged
mongrel 'round, I swear 111 kill im."

Jefferson Parker hated dogs, espec-

ially the mundane old black and tan

which was a frequent visitor at his

place. The dog fled around the corner

of the house, yelping—not too far a-

head of a barrage of stones from Jeff

Parker's true right hand. With tail

tucked between his hind legs, and ears

flat against his head, the dog disap-

peared hurriedly over a hill.

"That'll learn 'im. bless it! He ain't

good fer noth'n,—jus' a nomad," he
mumbled as he walked up the precar-

ious back steps of his small shack.

"What's all the noise fer. hon?" ask-

ed Mrs. Parker, nonchanlanty.

"It's thet old dawg agin.—snoopin'

around. Gits on me after awhile."

"Gone?"
"Yeh—

"

If II sal down to the unpainted table

and started to cat lunch.

"Been workin' hard 'day?"

"Anybody workin' out t'day's work-
in' hard; thet sun's a killer."

"Yeah— . Kids 'a already eat'n.

They're outside somewheres playin'.

"Good."
The rest of the lunch was eaten in

silence.

Jeff jndped down his last piece of

cornbread and went to his bedroom.
where he threw his shirt across the foot

of his iron bed dejectedly. He rolled a

cigarette, walked through the kitchen,

where his wife was still eating and
went out the door toward the wheat
field.

"Think you'll finish t'day?" Mrs.

Parker called out as Jeff crossed the

littered back yard.

"Hope so, 'bout half way through

now."
Across the field, on the temperment-

al old tractor, down and back, row by
row, the unplowed land decreashm
with each furrow, sweat pouring from
his brow— . The tiring, relentless work
of a farmer was showing on the cloud-

ed face of Jeff Parker. The throbbing

of the engine and tired muscles caused

Jeff to kill the motor of the tractor and
climb down for a much-needed rest.

He got off, took a deep sigh and a long

stretch, and lay down, using the last

furrow which had been turned up as

a pillow. His eyes automatically

closed and the world was cut off from
him as he dozed under the warm sun.

He was brought abruptly to his feet

by a stinging sensation on his shoulder

and had time enough to swing at the

yellow-jacket, seemingly the cause of

the excitement.

"Ouch!". Jeff finally mumbled, after

a stream of profanity had been directed

at the black and vellow bee.

Realizing that his work must be fin-

ished, his thoughts went back to the
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tractor. "You gonna start up nice,

—

huh?" Then he threw his foot on the

wheel, grabbed the seat, and clamber-

ed back on, ready to continue.

Through the shifting breeze came a

familiar sound—the barking of the old

black and tan off in the distance. The

barks were sharp, each one decisive,

and even meaningful.

"He musta' treed a possum or somo-

th'n." Jeff reached for the starter.

"Man, he's barkin' his head off

—

got somcthin'!"

The first try to turn the engine over
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failed, as did the second and third.

Jeff climbed down and peered into the

front end of the tractor.

Stubborn jackass!" He couldn'l

find anything wrong; "Probably flood-

ed.'' so he leaned against the hack

wheel, waiting for a new try.

The barking of the tramp dog had.

by this time, become sharper, and al-

mosl frantic.

"If ii he don't shut up. I'll look 'im

up and' run over 'im," Jeff thought.

"It's biting in ta me."

Then, as if carried away, he shout-

ed an emphatic, ringing. "Shut up!"

hoping it would stop the continuous

barking.

Miraculously the barking stopped

iiporrjhclrude request of Jeff Parker,

fun. Jeff grunted in amazement.

ien. after hoarding 'the heap." "Guess

he knows his master."

This time the tractor started with

the initial try and chugged off down
the field. Jeff was whistling as he

guided the plow, attached behind the

tractor, down each row. Before he

could even finish a song, however, his

attention was attracted by the figure of

a woman running toward him. Her
arms were waving madly, as if she

were trying to tell of something im-

portant. Jeff brought the tractor to a

stop and kept his eyes on the woman,
far across the field.

"Who could that be?" he said in a

low voice, "She acts like a mad ladv

—

God!"

He saw her stumble and sprawl on

the ground, get up. and continue.

"It looks like — good gosh!"

He couldn't help but recognize the

familiar face of his wife. Before she

had gone a half dozen furroughs furth-

er he had vaulted off the tractor and
was at her side. "Honey—".
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U if — hurry, the baby —." She

started to cry.

I : ( rod's sake tell me; what's the

matter

I he baby, I rarj . be's in the old

well! Quit k. he's hurt You go on— I'll

gel help from Torreon."

Jeff didn't Linger. Like .1 shot, he

was off toward the previously forgotten

well. A trail of dust rising from the

parched iiold was the only trace of the

frightened man.

Within moments Jeff arrived at the

well. 1 te had to wipe the dripping per-

spiration from his forehead in orderl to^

see plainly. He was breathing heavily

as he peered into the dark pit. "Gary!"

He couldn't see a tin,

"Gary!" His frenzied plea brought

nothing but a mocking echo. Silei

not even a whimper. "Why- oh, why?

For the next half hour Jeff Parker's

only companion was fear. Time drag-

ged on. Minutes were hours. The sun

didn't move a bit; His calls were in

vain.

"I can't do a thing; must be 'bout

twenty-thirty feet deep. If I could on-

ly do something. Where's the blasted

help?"

He was still peering into the well

when two pick-up trucksjsped over the

rough terrain and skidded to a stop

near the well. The first to arrive at

the pit was a* tall, husky man. Behind

him was Jeff's wife.

There's where he fell." she said,

pointing toward the opening.

"We're the rescue men, sir — do all

we can. We got a drill coming. Sure

hope we can do it."

"Do what?" Jeff questioned.

"Oh. we're gonna try to dig another

shaft next to the well, cut over at the

bottom and lift him out. It's gotta be
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fast, ho may bo hurt. Oh yeah, a doc's

comin' too."

A much larger truck bumped over

the land toward the scene. "That's the

drill now," the tail one touted. l

*Q.

K. boys, let's "et ready, Charlie, you--"

The assignment of each man was
given. The minuteman crew acted as

it the action had been planned out pre-

viously. Like clockwork, the precision

maneuvering and drilling continued

for hours. Foot by foot, the emer-
gency shaft came closer to the still un-

conscious child. Beside the well Jeff

Parker and his wife sat praying silent-

ly. By this time the doctor had arriv-

ed, as had quite a large crowd of neigh-

bors, townsmen, and curious travelers.

All were moved by the operation to

save the child, the great effort. If only

he were alive —

.

Five hours after the pounding drill

arrived, the bottom was reached. Ex-

cept for the gasoline engine of the drill,

it was silent. Then a muffled shout

from the bottom of the shaft, relayed

up, "He's here, we got 'im. He's still

breathin'." The baby was lifted to fresh

air on a chair-like lift with ropes

The Parkers were Standing beside

the shaft when he came out.

I im ' Jeff whisper* d

"I don' t know yet," he observed,

"still breathing, pulse weak, still a

chance."

With the great dexterity of a conn

try physician and assuredly with the

aid of God. the next feu minutes were
feverishly spent in reviving the child.

The doctor pressed his lips together and
nodded.

"The doctor says he'll be O.K., hon-

ey!" were Jeff's first words.

"Twenty minutes more, and I could-

n't have saved him. His arm's hurt

pretty bad. not broken though — he's

lucky. Yeah, twenty minutes more—."

"Oh, Fm glad you found 'im." Jeff

hugged his wife as he spoke.

"It wasn't me that found him. Jeff."

"The kids?" he questioned.

"No, not the kids. Not nobody hu-

man found him, Jeff. I'd never've

found him that way. It was the bark-

ing of the old black and tan."

Mary Jane Howe

ROAST BEE

I think that I shall never see

A freshly roasted bumble bee.

A bee that's been so gently turned

That not a single whisker's burned.

Dipped in honey, salted, and then

—

Look out! Everyone wants it, men.
Cookies are made by squares like me
But it takes an expert to roast a bee.
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Barbara Garnett Illustrated by Adrienne Ellis

JOHN SMITH

IT
WAS 5:15 when John Smith, aged

thirty-six and single, pushed open the

red doors with round glass windows of

Mike's Bar and Grill. Although it was
close to supper time, the bar was Mr.
Smith's objective, not the grill. Perch-

ing himself on a tan swivel stool, he

ordered whiskey and as the glass was
placed before him, lit a cigarette. It

was not customary, nor even a habit of

slight regularity for Mr. Smith to visit

such estalishments, but at the end of

this particular work day he found him-

self in need of comfort and companion-
ship other than that which could be

provided by his acquaintances at the

broading house.

"The boarding house," he mused.

"What a dreary establishment. I only

chose it to economize. But why such

thrift anyway?" His friends had posed

the same question, suggesting that he
change his place of residence to per-

haps that newly-constructed blond-

brick apartment house, which so con-

veniently lay on a direct route to his

office at Anderson and Nelson, Attor-

neys at Law. He had always consider-

ed, however, that the effort required to

move and the additional expense out-

balanced the disadvantage of Mrs.

Mundy's rooming house. "Now if I had
married," he thought, "there'd be no
question; the boarding house would be
quite inappropriate. What am I talk-

ing about, if I had married! A man
doesn't give up to the fatal resigna-

tion of a confirmed beachelorhood at

thirty-six, and a deceiving thirtv-six at

that!"

Mr. Smith was right. Of his thirty-

six years, at least three were hidden by
a smooth complexion, a slight but cap-

able-looking physique, and closely-

cropped blond hair, against which, be-

cause of its color, no white hairs could

be distinguished. Only his eyes divulg-

ed his age and the simplicity of his

character. They revealed his almost

dutiful existence, and increasingly re-

flected a deep longing whenever he
passed the park and viewed parents

and children on family excursions, or a

young couple, hands clasped, content

merely with each other's presence.

Whenever he was happy or amused,
there was warmth in his eyes, but it

was faint and grew slowly.

On the seemingly rare occasions

when Mr. Smith felt any emotion, he
made certain that it was concealed;

therefore his expressions rarely chang-

ed. He himself was aware that this

was not particularly appealing to

many young ladies but could not bring

himself to react otherwise. Consequent-
ly, the number of social relationships

that Mr. Smith had with members of

the opposite sex was limited. Those of

the distaff side of life had found him
always sweet and considerate, but

never very assertive or aggressive, per-

sonality musts for the modern man. In

fact, he was under the impression that

women thought of him as stoicism per-

sonified, and because of this self-eval-
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uation, shied away from making any
contacts with them other than business

ones.

His name, he was sure, even added
to the colorlessness of his character.

John Smith was a name associated only

with teaching children how to write

checks or footnotes. Many were the

times he was strongly tempted to sign

all his letters and documents Basil

Markem or Anthony Ashby.

His thoughts were terminated as he

raised his glass to his lips and found it

empty. Ordering another, he turned to

rA A
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survey his partner! in remorse. The
sound of Laughter drew his attention

to a booth diagonally to His right

where a young man and woman were
smiling in subsiding amusement. It

was the girl that arrested his attention.

She bad blond hair like his own that

was pulled back and then dropped to

her shoulders. Her eyes were pale

blue, but their expression was almost

hidden by thick lashes. She question-

ed the young man earnestly and then

sat back considering his reply.

"What an understanding fa.

though Mr. Smith, "and such a charm-
ing manner I wonder what she's do-

ing in a place like this? She doesn't

seem to really enjoy it." Recalling his

reflections of the past moments, he
placed the girl in the light of his judge-

ment, as he did many of his female ac-

quaintances and many women that he
did not even know, and playing his

own little game of human relations,

imagined her as a marriage partner.

"This is the type of girl for me," he
concluded. "She never takes her gaze

from her companion's face. What an
oddity that is for a woman. I could

just see the two of us now some Sunday
sitting on one of those park benches,

and wouldn't Janice's eyes pop!"

Mr. Smith had been engaged to Jan-

ice Lovcring several years ago, but she

had considered it premature to think of

marriage at th.it time. She then turn-

ed around, broke the engagement, and
married ,i wealthy oil man from Hous-
ton. Janice's action had not really sur-

prised Mr. Smith, but as manv who are

hurt in a similar manner, he wanted to

let her know that he was not affect-

ed at all by their abrupt separation.

"Although I overlooked it at the time,"

thought Mr. Smith, "Janice could be

quite (ut ting to me and even to her

family. Now. its impossible to con-

< eive the idea of any sharp comment or

rebuke coming from this girl." and he
once more turned his gaze to the booth.

"I like the way she dresses, no frills.

That indicates a sensible mind. Ah
well, it's encouraging at least to know
that such women do exist."

Taking his change from the bartend-

er, Mr. Smith noticed that the conver-

sation between the blonde girl and the

young man was growing more audible.

"But Fran, I'm making just as much
as I can."

"Listen," came the girl's reply, "if

that's all the better you can do, I'm

leaving, you good-for-nothing loafer!"

Mr. Smith opened the red doors

with round glass windows and stepped

out.
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WANTED: A DRAG STRIP

I
WAS in particularly high spirits

after a Friday night date that had
had all the necessary ingredients —
pretty girl, a good movie, the II<>t

Shoppe, and my dad's car. What a car

that was! It was a big, powerful auto-

mobile with lots of "dig." Just to

touch the accelerator made it surge for-

ward. It rode along the dual highway
without a sound, except for the wind.

It fell as if it were going faster and
faster, and I began to wonder just how
fasl it would go.

Both Mother and Dad had lectured

and warned me against speeding on a

highway. I knew how dangerous it

was, for others as well as myself. My
parents' confidence in me and my own
personal pride kept me from hot-rod-

ding or cutting up with the car. The
day I had received my driver's license

I had promised myself to be a careful

driver, and I always had been.

Rut riding along on that highway
late at night with such a car was
mighty tempting. That afternoon I

had been at a friend's house. His fam-
ilv had gotten a new car which he
showed to me. and man alive, what a

powerful looking engine it had! A new
desire came over me, as I wondered
how it would feel to come hurtling
down the highway, at top speed, be-

ll ind the wheel of a car with an engine
like that.

Now I was behind the wheel of this

car. and although I had restrained my-
self for three years. I decided to go

ahead and see how the car would

handle. I figured that since there w<

hardly any cars on the road, it really

wouldn't hurt to speed up for just a

minute or so. I pressed the BO elerator

to the floor. The car responded imme-
diately. The speedometer shot from
fifty miles to eighty miles an hour he

fore I knew it. The car began vibrat-

ing slightly, but there was almost no

noise. I was sitting there enjoying the

whole thing when T saw a car up a-

head and had to slow down to pass it

As soon as I had passed it. T speeded

up again. I pushed the accelerator to

the floor and held it as the speedometer
went above ninety-five. Then I < ame
in sight of another car. After I had
passed it. I sped up again. I still had-

n't approached the maximum speed, so

I really let her go. There wasn't an-

other car in sight; the speedometer
(limbed slowly to one-hundred and
then gradually went to one-hundred-
five. I was a little frightened, hut not

as much as I had thought I would he.

There was so little sound from the en-

gine that it felt as though I wore going

much more slowly. It was something
like riding in space at a very high
speed. I'm sure, like shooting through
a soundless vacuum. I had always
wanted to do it. but I had never dared
to. The idea of having control over so

much power made me feel wonderful!
The speedometer was --till climbing

when I saw a few cars far down the

road. Even though they seemed miles
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(Im. int. I started to slow down prior

to pwffrfng them. It wasn'1 .1-
1 as] as

I had thought it Would be; I was a-

111. i/< (1 .it how fasl I < ame upon the

the cars. I pushed the brake bard, bul

it did very Little good. The < ar b
tn swerve, wanting to slovi down .1 lit

tie but not fast enough. It was extreme-

ly difficult to keep the car on the 1

THE PENMAN

Now 1 realized the real danger of

ling. I had bend how difficult it

w.i- to handle a <<n" -it a very high

speed, Init I thought I < ould do it easily

enough. Here I became very bright-

ened, and rightfully so, for I was ap-

proaching those <ai- at an awfully

high rate of speed. I couldn'l slow
down ,m\ faster, and the car certainly
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wasn't in my control. I tightened up
all over and shot past the cars. It was
lucky for mo thai they were all on the

right side of the highway. Somehow I

managed to get by them all without

hitting one. I still hadn't quite found

the top speed of the car, but now I

wasn't particularly eager to. I had
been scared once, and that was one

time too many. I slowed down to a

moderate speed, and as I was still

shaking from the narrow escape I had
just had, the dreaded thing happened.

I heard a low siren on my left, be-

hind me. What went through my
mind then, I couldn't tell you. My
mouth went dry. The minute I heard

the siren I pulled over on the shoulder

of the road. From the time I stopped

to the time the officer came to my car

seemed to be an eternity. Just as he
was approaching, I saw another State

Police car come from the opposite di-

rection. He stopped to say something

to the officer coming to my car, and I

heard him say, "Did you get him?"
The other replied, "I finally got him.

Lucky he dropped the anchor! He was
sure moving, but I got him." I shud-

dered when I found out that he
had been following me. I knew now I

was in some real trouble. The other car

waited while the first officer looked at

me with a very stern face. He asked

me if there were any reason why I

should be going so fast, and I said there

wasn't any. Then he asked me for my
driver's license and the registration for

the car. I gave them to him. After

he had checked them he said, "I am
arresting you for exceeding one hun-
dred in a fifty-five mile zone. If I had-
n't caught you, the car coming from

the other direction would have. I didn't

know if I could. My car will only go
ninety-five, and you were losing me
fast, so I radioed the other car."

With that he t"l<l me to follow him.

1 [e kepi m\ license ,m<l registration

card to make sure I followed him. I he

other tar was still sitting there when
we Left. I h.ul been .is polite to the of-

ficer as I could be. and he. in turn, had
been courteous to me. Bui I was really

si ared! I'm sure I had never been thai

scared before in all my life.

As I was following the police car to

the station I kept wondering what
would happen to mo when I gol there,

and what my parents would do when
they found out about it. I would rath-

er have faced anyone in the world
than my parents when they discovered

what I had done. I wasn't afraid of

their punishing me. or fussing at me.
It wasn't that simple. It was their di-

appointed faces I didn't want to B

I knew how it would hurt them to

know that I had done something which
they were so sure I wouldn't do. Our
neighbors had come over to praise my
parents for my beiniz such a careful

driver. Both my parents took great

pride in this. Thev were happy, know-
ing I wouldn't do the tiling I had just

done. Now all of their trust, confid-

ence and pride in me would be gone.

I really felt bad!

When we got to the station. I was
shaking all over. An arrest inn officer

sat down and recorded all the informa-

ion on my license and the registration.

While he was doing this. T noticed a

policeman behind a radio, and several

others, talking among themselves.

I had supposed that I would be given

a summons to court and have my li-

cense taken away from me for a month
or so. or if thev did hold me. it would
be for a fine no larger than ten or fif-

teen dollars. But this was not the way
it happened.
When the arresting officer h.ul fin-

ished taking down everything, he call-
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ed a man who was talkini; with some of

the Itate troopers. He came over, look

ed at what had heen written down, and

said harshly to me, "You'll have to pul

up a bond of onc-hundred-five dollars,

or we'll have to hold you.''

Oooh. was Uiat a shock! I asked him

to repeal that, and—lie did. He was

riichl the first time. I couldn't he-

lieve it. I knew I had done something

serious, hut not that serious. I asked

him why it was so much. He said thev

( barged the hond according to the

speed I was (aught doing. One hundred

is about as high as they go. I didn't

have any idea where I was going to

gel the money, for one-hundred-five

dollars was quite a sum. I had never

been in a situation like this before. I

felt sort of weak in the knees, and sick

to my stomach. I was one very scared

teen-ager.

I decided that the only thing to do

was call my father. There was no way
to keep this thing from my parents,

and I knew it! When Dad answered

the phone and heard what had hap-

pened, he asked only about directions

to the police station, and he also won-
dered where he could get that much
money so late at night. I remembered
that I had over one-hundred dollars in

my room, from my earnings of the pre-

vious summer, so I told him about it.

He said nothing more, and we hung
up. There was nothing to do but wait.

I noticed the officer that had arrest-

ed me was a clean-cut young man. and
very courteous indeed. He came up to

me and asked with a smile, "How fast

will that car of yours go, anyway?"
I told him the whole story of my curi-

osity about the top speed of the car.

and in turn, he told me about some of

the horrible accidents which had oc-

curred just recently as a result of such

speeding.

After I had waited nervously for

almost an hour. Dad came with my
money, and paid the man al the desk.

1 1 explained that the money was only

a bond and 1 would have to < ome to

court in about a week.

Dad Still hadn't said a word to me.

but as We rode home I knew the worst

w.is yet to come. When 1 walked in-

side the house, Mother was sitting in

the Living room, as stern as I had ever

seen hei-. 1 took off my coat and hung
it up. Still not a word had heen spok-

en. Finally, Mother asked me to sit

down and tell the whole- Story. I did:

I told them the exacl truth, giving no

excuses.

My parents didn't bawl me out and
fu<s at me as I had expected them to

do, but, as I also had expected, they

were terribly disappointed in me for

submitting to the greal urge to speed.

They said that now. as long as T lived.

I would have a police record. That was
the worst part about it.

I didn't sleep much that night, for 1

fully realized what I had done. I

wished 1 hadn't done it. but what is

done can't be undone.

A week later I went to court. I ex-

plained the whole thing to the judge,

just as it had happened. He suspended

my license indefinitely, pending an m
ccptable 3500 word essay on the subject

of "The Ten Major Causes of Traffic

Accidents and Their Results." With-
in tun weeks. I had written it. turned

it in. and gotten my license hack. The
judge had impressed me more than

anyone else on the dangers of speeding.

This is one experience that won't be

easily forgotten. If you are ever con-

fronted with such a tempation. forget

it. Remember, what happened to me
could happen to you.
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l >i i iy Turn i r I IIust ratid by Darlene Graham

THE BLACK SCARAB

SINCE THE seat beside the grey-

haired, middle-aged man was va-

cant, the soldier saw no reason why he

shouldn't occupy it. He sat down and
in doing so, apparently awakened the

older man.
"Excuse me," he apologized, "I did-

n't mean to disturb you. This scat is-

n't taken, is it?"

"No indeed," said the grey-haired

one, "I'm glad to have your company."
The engine of the big Trans-Atlan-

tic airliner droned on, filling the si-

lence. The soldier spoke again.

"Where have you been?" he inquir-

ed. "I'm going home on leave."

"Egypt, I was there on a business

trip," answered the other, a furrow ap-

pearing in his brow, "and I wish I had
never gone."

"Gosh! Why?" asked the soldier. "I

would think Egypt would be fascinat-

ing. If I'm not being too nosey, what is

it that you do?"
"I'm an archeologist," replied the

older man, "I don't mind your curio-

sity. I think I ought to talk about it.

You see a fellow archeologist, (that is a

scientist who digs for the remains of

ancient civilizations and decides what
era they are from) and myself were
sent by the museum for which we
work, to Egypt, to see if we would pick

up anything of interest. Rather than
take a crew with us. the museum made
arrangements with some people there.

"The day after Henry (the other

archeologist) and I arrived, we decided

to go out to the site where we would
work, and look around. In that way,

we could get an idea of what we would
be working with before the crew start-

ed to dig. It was an old tomb, almost

completely buried in the sand. It had
long ago been ransacked and pillaged

by thieves, but we thought deeper

down there were other relics which the

thieves had overlooked.

"We looked it over closely and dis-

covered that with a little digging we
might be able to open the entrance.

Using only our hands, we set to work.

After half an hour of digging, we had
made a hole wide enough to wriggle

through. Henry went first; I followed.

It was black inside. The small amount
of light that our hole let in had no
effect upon the murky interior of the

tomb. The air was so close and stuffy

we gasped for breath, and I thought I

would surely suffocate. Henry groped

for his light. He snapped it on, and
its yellow-white beam stabbed the

darkness. The circle of light fell on a

small black object resting on a greyish-

white surface. We took a closer look.

A scarab! Not just an ordinary scarab,

either. A black scarab!"

"Excuse me, sir, I don't want to in-

terrupt you."' said the soldier, "but just

what is a scarab?"

"A scarab is an ancient Egyptian

beetle," said the archeologist. resuming
his tale. "They were considered sacred

by the Egyptians. They worshipped
the scarabs and often mumified them
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w ith <i ruler or person of state when he
died to take with him into the next

world. 1 liis turned them to stone.

Well, we had often seen grej scarabs

oi brown ones but never a black one
Ours was <i most unusual find.

'Jiinint-N Cricket,
1 Henry cried. I

remember it so well because I thought

it a rather undignified expression tor a

man of 1 lenry's age. 1 Ic handed me the

light and went over to examine the

m arab. It was lying on some rotted

i lutli that might have been clothing of

-Mine sort, but now it was falling away
to powder. Henry picked up the

scarab. In doing so, he brushed part

of the cloth away and revealed the

bones of a human skeleton. It, too, was
falling away to powder. That gave
me a jolt

" 'He must have gotten in here and
then became trapped,' I said to Henry.
'But how?'

1

'Goodness knows, poor guy,' he

answered, unless the wind shifted and
sand closed up the entrance.'

' 'What an awful way to die,' I was
saying, when suddenly Henry distract-

ed me.
" 'Hey,' he yelled. 'Look!' I looked

where he pointed — the spot of light

where we had entered was now only a

pinpoint. The sand was shifting! If

we did not get out soon, we would suf-

focate.

"Henry said, 'Let's get out of here!'

But first he took the little black scarab

and wrapped it carefully in his hand-
kerchief. 'You're going with me,
Black Beauty." he said.

"We beat the sand away from the

entrance. It was three or four feet

deep near the bottom, but with great

difficulty we managed to crawl out.

Sand was in our hair, noses, eyes,

mouths, and ears. The wind was blow-

ing hard and driving the sand like mil-

lions of little kni\es into our skin.

' 'A sand storm,' Henry said. I'm

tting out of hen
' 'No, Henry,1

I warned him. you ll

lust, and eventually you'll fall and

be buried under t«>ns of sand. It will

be over in a little while. Wait here.'

But Ileniy wouldn'l wait. He said he
wasn't going to stand there all night.

I watched him disappear into the

swirling mass of sand. Thai was the

last time I ever saw him alive."'

I loly Smoke!"' cried the soldier, in-

trigued. "What happened to him?"
"Well, I stood there against the

tomb—thought it offered a little pro-

tection—and some four hours later,

when it finally stopped, I trudged

wearily back to the hotel where we
were staying, thinking on the way that

perhaps I was a fool not to have gone
with Henry. However, when I arriv-

ed there, I found that Henry was not in

our room. Moreover, on inquiry, I

learned that he had not been at the

hotel since we left that morning.
"I was frantic. I managed to gather

my wits enough to realize the police

could find Henry if anyone could. I

went to the local police station."' Here
the lines on the elderly man's face

deepened and his jaw set. "They had
already found him. Dead. He had
apparently fallen. The sand had al-

most completely covered him, and he
had suffocated.

"I made arrangements for his body
to be flown back to the States. He did-

n't have a wife, but I notified his sister.

I also sent back his personal effects. I

kept the scarab, however, for it was
museum property. I felt Henry would
have wanted me to do it for him." Here
he sighed. "I wish he had listened

to me. Well, anyway, I put the scarab
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in the drawer of my night table and in

my hurry to leave the next morning
—I felt I could not continue the re-

search without Henry; besides, it had
been somewhat of a shock—I forgot the

scarab. Winn I was buying my rail-

road ticket, I remembered it and hur-

ried back to the hotel.

"I ran up to my room and snatched

open the drawer. It was gone! I raced

downstairs, all the time hating myself

that I should let such a valuable treas-

ure slip from my fingers. I asked the

desk clerk if anyone had turned it in.

He said 'no.' but suggested tli.it the

cleaning woman mighl have found it.

and he gave me her addi i

"It was on a dirty, narrow, back

street, where many ragamuffin chil-

dren were quarrelling noisily at their

\b
v
\
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play. Flocks of chil kens roamed free-

ly, picking up bits of food and squawk-
ing when a small sj>oUed dog barked

.md snapped at them. The pungenl

odor of rotten fish came repulsively to

my nostrils, and I gagged and hurried

on. I found the house, a dirty hovel,

its door ajar. I knocked, and when no

one answered, I peered in. There was
but one room. A reed mat was on the

floor. As I entered, a huge roach scur-

ried away, and again 1 was met with a

foul smell, this time of unwashed hu-

man bodies.

"I braced myself and called, "Hello,

is anyone here?
1

I heard a moan and
glanced about the filth-littered room.

I saw something white in a distant cor-

ner. I approached and saw an old wo-

man Lying on the floor. She muttered

something in Arabic of which I know
very little.

' 'Do you speak English?' I asked

her.

'Yes,' she gasped, and I noticed her

face was badly bruised and blood was
trickling from a deep gash on the side

of her head.

" 'What happened to you?' I asked

her.

" 'My step-son, Abdul, he did this to

me.' She raised herself painfully on

one elbow. 'He is a thief, wanted by
the police.'

" 'But why did he hit you?' I asked

here.

' 'I found a stone beetle of some kind

left in a hotel room that I clean. Since

mostly tourists stay there I didn't think

anyone would come back to claim it,

so I took it home with me. Abdul came
in. He was running away from the

police. He asked me to hide him. I

would not. He found that beetle and
said it was worth much money. He

took it. I said he could not h.i\e it. He
hit me many times and went out.

Please find him.' The old woman
moaned, then suddenly collapsed. 1

felt her pulse—she u,iv dead.

"I arose and hurried out of that

stinking place. I went again to the

police station. Abdul had been pick-

ed Up. I told them about his stepmoth-
er and the beetle. A policeman was
sent to the house, and the police chief

assured me he would pay with his life

for the crime he had committed.

'What about my beetle?' I asked
them. 'It's very valuable.' I had been
waiting all the time they were investi-

gating. They had a conference among
themselves. Finally, one of them told

me that since they did not know of its

value, they had given it to a little boy
who often came by the station. 'We
give him such trinkets. His mother
sells curiosities at the market — he
probably gave it to her,' the policeman
added.

' T must find it,' I said. 'Where is

the market?' The police chief gave me
instructions, and I soon found myself
again in a poorer section of the city.

The market consisted of many little

sidewalk stands grouped together, each
selling its own particular product —
fish, meat, vegetables, baskets, souve-

nirs, and so on. Each vendor tried to

get attention by shouting his product

at the top of his lungs. It made quite

a din. I searched anxiously for the

souvenir stand that had my beetle, but

I did so without success. Finally, I be-

gan to inquire of the various vendors

and at last, one old woman said sin

knew of such a beetle.

' 'Have you got it?' I asked eagerly.

" 'No, but if you will make it worth

my while I will tell yon where it is.'

I showed her a bill. She reached for
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it. I tore it in two and gave her half.

" 'You will get the rest when I get

the beetle,' I said.

'"She told me she had sold it to an

American tourist. She described him
and said he had told her the name of

the hotel where he was staying. She

gave me the name of the hotel and re-

minded me not to forget to give her the

rest of her money.

"I found the hotel. It was luxurious

compared with the one where I had

stopped. I described the man I sought

to the desk clerk and he gave me his

room number. I hurried to the room
and knocked.

" 'Come in,' called a deep, pleasant

voice.

"I entered and found myself in a

large, attractive room and face to face

with a plump, jolly-looking, balding

man.

" 'Well,' he said with a big smile

that seemed to try to touch both ears,

'What can I do for you?'

"Briefly I told him the story of the

scarab and my search to reclaim it.

" 'Sure, I bought it,' he laughed a-

gain. I'll give it to you gladly' — he
leaned back to reach into his pocket

and suddenly doubled over."

"Gosh," said the soldier, wide-eyed.

"What was wrong with him?"

"His heart — he told me later," an-

swered the grey-haired man, "but right

then he just gasped, 'medicine, on
table—water—quick!' I saw a bottle

of vile looking green pills, so I gave
them to him and brought a glass of

water from the bathroom adjacent —
he swallowed a pill with the water,

then rested for a minute.

' 'How do you feel?' I asked him.

1

'Fine, niiw.' he answered. Then
lie told me it was Ins heart. 'Lucky

you were here,
1

In 1 said 'I usually

keep them in my pockel with a little

flask of water. Here is your beetle.

Take it. That is the least I tan do for

you to repay you for saving my life.'

"Gratefully, I accepted the scarab

and promised to look up my new found

friend when I returned to the States.

Then I went to the market place and

gave the old woman the other half of

the bill. I hurried to the station and
caught a train to Cairo. There I board-

ed this plane with the scarab still safe

in my pocket. Then you got on at

London."

"Gee!" breathed the soldier. "That
was quite an experience."

The archeologist reached into his

pocket and produced a small object. It

was a jet black beetle. He showed it

to the soldier.

"There it is," he said. "It will be

quite an addition to the museum. You,
know," he mused thoughtfully., "if I

didn't know better, I'd say there was a

curse on that scarab, but that is silly,

old-time superstition."

The soldier agreed. The archeolo-

gist put the black scarab back in his

pocket.

"Look," he said to the soldier, "you
see the ocean stretching for miles down
there. Just think, in a couple of hours,

we'll be home."

"Sure will." the soldier agreed.

They both leaned back and relaxed,

listening again to the steady throb of

the plane's mighty engines.

Then, one by one, the engines

coughed—sputtered—and stopped'
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IF I HAD THREE WISHES

II
\\ \s ,1 warm, lazy sort of Saturday

morning. I lay down on the soft,

damp grass. Miss Calico, a small wisp

of feline fur, ran after me. skidding to

a stop just in time to avoid bumping
into my outstreched hand. Pirate, an

enlarged copy of Miss Calico, stalked

haughtily to a vantage point about

nine feet away, and sat down. She

would have nothing to do with the tiny

kitten. I threw a stone. Pirate bound-

id gailv after it. and I rolled over on

my bark.

Then it started — I began making
wishes—idle ones, of course; I never

i \ ported to have any of them granted.

Then suddenly a blinding light seemed

to rise out of the grass and move slow-

ly toward me. I was wondering whe-

ther to run or stay and sec what this

light could mean, and had just chosen

the former when the light disappeared

and a little old lady dressed in blue

stood whore the light had been.

"I am the Fairy of Wishes," she an-

nounced. "It is my duty to listen to

everyone's wishes, all over the world,

decide which are worthwhile, and

grant them." I didn't say anthing,

so she continued. "For the past five

irs vmi have been wishing, on and
off. This morning you seem to have

been wishing for everything anyone
could want." I blushed, dropped my
eyes, and she went on. "So I am going

to give you three wishes — on condi-

tion that after you have made them

you will never make another. That
will speed my work up considerably."

she sounded i ross, but there was a

tw inkle in her • \ I

-

\ u mean — just anything — any

thing I want.'" I questioned.

"'That's w li.it I said."

Three 1 wishes and only three! I

thoughl of asking for money, but the

things I wanted most, money seldom

buys. Then I thought of a hors-

measured this from every standpoint,

and spoke: "I want a horse. I want him
to be pure white, and strong, and fast.

and beautiful. I want him to be smart,

and let no one except me on his back,

and if it wouldn't be too much trouble.

I'd like him to have wings, like Peg

asus!" I looked at her anxiously, won-

dering it she would granl a wish like

that.

"Hmm. Complicates things a bit.

because Pegasus is the only winged
horse in the world, past or present,

and I don't think the Muses will part

with him."

"But can't you just wave your magil

wand, <>r something, and make anoth-

er?"

She laughed. "My goodness, no one
can do that. Now if you wished to be

famous or something like that. I coidd

have spread rumors to grant your wish.

But since you wished for Pegasus, we
must go to Greece and ask the nine

Muses for him."
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"But did such a horse ever exist?"

"Certainly. How else could you have

found out about him? Come, we are

wasting time.

I started to argue, but suddenly I

fell dizzy. Then I felt myself rising.

Then I remembered nothing, until I

woke up in what appeared to be a cave.

A fire was burning cheerily in one cor-

ner, and the floor and walls were cov-

ered heavily with tapestry picturing

every major evenl in the history and
Legends of ancienl Greece.

Then in a stall hollowed out of the

rock I saw Pegasus! He really had
wings, folded over his hack like a great

white blanket, and he was eating hun-

V\ \
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gril) al <i pile of hay tb.it he never

seemed to finish. He was everything

I could have wished for. He was beau
t it nl.

Then, in the middle of the loom. I

noticed the Muses. They didn't look

particularly happy, and I suspected

tb.it the fairy had already asked them
for Pegasus. When they saw thai I

was awake, however, they changed im-

mediately. Thalia. Muse of Comedies,
whispered to the others, pointed at

Pegasus, and with a smile told me that

of course I could have him.

The next few minutes were busy
ones. The fairy and I stood and
watched while the Muses brushed
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Pegasus with amazing speed and thor-

oughness, and prepared him for the

trip. Then I clumsily climbed on, for

he was the biggest horse I had ever

seen. I accidentally sat on one of his

wings, which apparently were some-

what sensitive, for he snorted and half-

bucked, which got me off his wing and
almost off his back. Then the Muses
told me how to control him, for Peg-

asus wore neither bridle nor saddle.

I told him to fly, and he ran a few

steps in the cave, gently flapped his

wings, and then flew gracefully out

of the smoke hole in the corner. I

coughed, and my eyes smarted. I

would have rubbed them, except that

I was afraid if I did, I would fall off.

The smoked didn't seem to affect Peg-

asus at all. He just flew calmly on.

He was flying faster now. I saw
people far below, all of them shouting

and pointing up. I reasoned that I was
going to be killed if we fell anyway,
so I told Pegasus to fly higher. Now
I only occasionally saw people looking

up, when I had the nerve to look down.
Pegasus was a fast flier, so we arriv-

ed home in time for a late and much-
missed lunch. We landed in the woods
about a block from my hoxise. the start-

in point for my long and eventful

journey, and walked home. I was stiff

in every muscle, and couldn't stand the
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thought of being on the horsesback an-

< >t her minuted. If you think you need

a saddle to get saddle-sore, you've got

another thought coming.

I was surprised when I looked at

Pegasus, for he wasn't even breathing

hard, until I remembered that he was-

n't an ordinary horse. He had been

living in the days of the ancient Greek
Empire, and presumably would always

be alive. Therefore, I was only a tem-

porary owner, for when I died, he
would certainly fly back to the Muses,

and in the course of a few hundred
years would probably forget me entire-

This thought almost made me wish

\-\-v - \ 0*0

for Pegasus to go back to Greece, but

just then he nickered and rubbed his

soft nose against my arm, and I felt

that I wouldn't part with him for all

the world.

I naturally left Pegasus outside

while I went in and told my brother

that I had a flying horse. He stared at

me. "Get lost; I'm busy."

"But I can prove it," I protested.

"Come outside and see for yourself."

He did. "Wow!" Then he ran inside.

In about two seconds my father and
mother were out on the porch, staring

at Pegasus. He snorted, jumped grace-

fully over the fence, and started eat-

ing grass.
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I was telling the story of how I hap-

pened U) gel Pegasua when Henry, my
brother, said that the rose bushes were

ta-t disappearing. Apparently my
horse had an appetite as great as his

ngth. <md I wondered if that was

what Thalia had whispered when she

said I could have him. I'd show them!

I led him into the garage, and wished

I had enough food to feed him.

A blaze of light shot out of one cor-

ner. Then the Fairy of Wishes ap-

pealed, carrying a bundle of grass.

"I just knew this would happen, so

I came prepared. This grass will fill

Pegasus up in no time, because its the

magic grass the Muses use for him.
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This pile will always stay the same size

no matter how much lie eats."

She emptied the bundle, spreading

the grass before the horse, and vanish-

ed before I could ask any questions.

On the radio that night, it was re-

ported that the flying saucers were
back, and one had been seen in the

area. From the scant description, I

realized it had been Pegasus.

The next day was Sunday. Alter

church, I mounted Pegasus and flew

off to see a friend of mine who thought

myths were silly. After we revived

her. she stayed strictly away from
science fiction, fairy tales, and me. Na-
turally, there were more radio reports
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of a flying saucer, and some in the

papers, too.

The next morning I fed Pegasus and
hurried off to school, but how can you
concentrate with a horse like that at

home?
\\C were outside in fifth period, my

gym class, when I saw Pegasus come
swooping down on the baseball dia-

mond. Everyone scattered, screaming

for help. He made a perfect four-

point landing beside me. and when I

bawled him out for disrupting the

whole school (lie had sailed along the

back of the building) he hung his

hcid. I was going to ask permission to

take him home but no one was within

shouting distance by that time; so, rea-

soning that they would be glad to get

rid of him, I took him home anyway.
It turned out that there was a big

hole in the side of the garage (he ap-

parently had quite a kick) but I led

him in anyway, and this time told him
to stay.

About a half-hour later, when I

walked into W-L, the classes were still

in an uproar. I crept down to the lock-

er room as quietly as I could, though
with all their noise it really didn't mat-

ter, and was instantlv assailed with all

sorts of questions. Was that really a

flying horse? Where had I gotten

him? What was he doing here^1
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Where had I taken him? I answered saw that Pegasus could, or would, do

them as best as I could, and after I had

changed from shirt and bluejeans to

a dress, I went up to the office for a

conference with the principal.

I was scared to death, and making
up all sorts of excuses, but all lie want-

ed was a simple explanation, which

turned out to be the hardest explana-

tion Id ever given. I practically ran

to sixth period after I had promised

that Pegasus would stay at home. With
all the questions, my face was still red

when I came home.

Life with Pegasus was very enter-

taining. When I brought him out of

the garage I had quite an audience,

and I was glad he could fly, because

that was the only way to shake my
watchers. It also took quite a while to

explain that he wouldn't let anyone
else take a ride. Henry tried once, but

1
'> i^asus bolted away before he could

get on, so he never had a chance.

All went well until Saturday. Peg-

asus stayed at home, or took limited

flights, and was seen no more at W-L
High School. He was in newspapers,

of course, but I refused two television

offers. I wasn't having him advise T-V
watchers to eat Munchy-Crunchy
breakfast cereal because he did, or use

Ishy-Squishy Toothpaste. Also, the

thought of what the Muses would say

to that may have had something to do
with it. Then, on Saturday, I decided

to fly up to a farm where they raised

horses, and compare Pegasus' finer

points witli theirs. We had traveled

about half the distance when I thought
I saw a friend of mine. I leaned over
too far, and the next thing I knew, I

was falling, down, down, down! I

nothing, so I immediately used my
last wish: '"I with th.it everything

would change ba< k and be like it was
in the first place."

I looked up. There was a small white
spc( k drifting slowly off toward the

East — and Greece. It might have

been IVixasus — or it might have been
just another white cloud, slowly going

its way. I couldn't tell.

The Penman Presents

(Continued from Page 4)

thoughts by her poem "On the Sensa-

tions of a Dreamer."

Showing the terrific feeling before

game time, William Grier writes a

piece entitled "The Locker Room."

As a Penman regular feature, we
will give you a literary review on
some important topic, in each issue.

This time, Beau Barnes has shown her
impressions of and reflections on Dr.

Theodore F. Adams' book, "Making
Your Marriage Succeed." This im-
portant topic is pertinent to our lives

today. Read "Moonlight

In closing, the staff lends its whole-
hearted support to the entire student

body in saying, "Come on W-L, beat

G. W. !"

JllEO..
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ABOUT THE COVER
STARTI.I I) by tlie Penman cover?

We were when we first saw it.

Our editor bad asked for a valentine

motif, something to make one feel

sentimental and warm. 'We even

remonstrated a bit with the artists but

found our objections growing milder

as we Looked again and again at the

novel design — weird women, cer-

tainly; the three witches from Mac-
beth, perhaps; but Bowing and rhyth-

mic and cold — cold as the depths of

winter, so cold that we found our-

selves shivering and wishing figura-

tively for red flannels.

P>\ this time pencils were bn\
The art staff was offering to give us

what we said we wanted. "Valen-

tines? No. they're sissy." we thoughl

secretly. "We really love the three

witches; they're distinctive," we added

in surprise. So we hastened to stop

the Bying pencils and accepted the

strange women as our valentine. We
pass litem on to you. hoping thai you,

too. will prefer their freshness as a

substitute for the saccharinity of the

traditional valentine.
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SOMETHING ABOUT THE AUTHORS

THERE'S Mary Jane Howe, the

only person we know who went

to England last May to see the Coro-

nation Procession. Mary Jane is ac-

tive in the Tell-A-Tale Theater and

writes stories, poems, and articles.

Even seasickness inspires her to write

— which should prove something or

other about printer's ink running

through her veins.

Howard Ostrowsky's adaptation of

,in Indian legend is his first contri-

bution to the Penman although we
have suspected for two years he might

be a writer some da v.

Claudia Christopherson's bent for

psychology is evident in her under-

standing of what could happen to a

sensitive person because most people

want to talk rather than listen.

Brains and brawn mix gratifying-

lv in Bill Grier, who can write with

equal case about football, a winter

dav. or problems of a social nature.

Speaking of football. Sonny Whit-
ten, a pretty good football player him-
self, gives us a heroic yarn about a

heroic guy. in a tale familiar to us

all— or is it?

Steve Milliken tells a personal (I

hope not, though) experience which
could happen to any bear hunter.

Steve, the picture of calmness, was
probably the hero of his story, albeit

he didn't say so.

Charles Sloan, humor writer of

the Crossed Sabres, provides the epic

of the African hipowp, hip hip, hup
pot. uh, or. hog wallow. If you don't

believe it. read it yourself and see.

Switching from the humorous to

the serious vein, John Gunderson
shows that when there's something
missing in the fiction department, the

fiction editor can fix it right up by
weaving a splendid saga of irony and
human nature.

Carl Hannah writes a story of a

strong man and his effort to achieve

success.

Contrast the different works of

Frank Chilton and you will be amaz-
ed. On one hand are several witty

ditties designed to tickle your runny
bone. On the other is a highly ima-

ginative yet deeply intellectual science

fiction selection.

Rod Rogers, creator of much pro-

phetical poetry, theorizes on accom-
plishment and possessions.

Ralph Buck has been working for

a month in between Student Directory

happenings on his latesl poem. It's

really a scream.

Dennis Parks took the trip to his-

toric Williamsburg with his junior

history class in November, and aptly

recorded his memories for readers of

the Penman.
Carolyn Mayo, a JV Cheerleader,

developed an interesting thought

about our lives and what we should

do with them.
Norman Schmidt then developed

a similar problem for us by asking the

familiar question, "Where will this

hurly-burly, hurry-scurry existence

lead?"
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John Gunderson Illustrated by Danny Sautherland

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

FOR THIRTY YEARS Bovvcn's Store

had stood as a landmark in the

east side of Baltimore. One may not

recognize it today as the same store

of three decades ago when it was
Bowen's General Store, as its face has

been lifted whenever the old man felt

financially able. Indeed, it grew from
almost nothing to a fairly prosperous

establishment, and, overlooking the

surrounding neighborhood, there was
definitely a future for old man Bowen.
The store's policy was friendliness, as

any small store relies on regular cus-

tomers, and Bowen undoubtedly had
many friends. But one spot of mold
ruins a loaf of bread.

Bowen was preparing for a busy

day when a tall man, giving the im-

pression of importance, though sorely

lacking any characteristic of dignity,

walked robustly into the store and
asked for the "boss of the joint."

Bowen overheard the impudent re-

quest and emerged to reprimand the

stranger. "I'm the boss of the joint,

sir. Could I help ya?" He spoke sar-

castically.

"Yeah, maybe so," the tall man
flicked his cigarette, scanned the store

and put his hands on his hips. "May-
be so."

"Maybe?"
"That's what I said, maybe. If

you're as smart as you look."

"Meaning?"
"I mean I want the store." He

looked into Bowen's stony eyes.

"I don't understand your langu-

age," Bowen said. "I don't feci like

learnin' it either! Go away and don't

pester me. I wouldn't part with this

little store for $15,000."

Bowen left the big shut in the mid-
dle of the store to return to the quar
ter of beef on t he block. The stran-

ger's eyes remained on the old man.
He pulled a knife and started cleaning

his fingernails.

"That wasn't a very wise d<< ision,

mister," he hinted. "I got dough —
enough for fifty of these dumps "

"Well, go buy fifty of 'em then;

just don't bother me, see?" Bowen re-

taliated.

"You're not with me. mister. It

ain't the store; it's the location I want.

I got business, big business, and it

thrives on people like the ones around
here. Think it over, will va? Name
your price. Lemme tell ya though,

I'll get it one way or another, so be

easy on yourself."

He left the store with th.it. joining

three other men outside, and disap-

peared in a black sedan. Old man
Bowen didn't look up to see him off.

not until he had finished trimming
the "hind."' Then he called up to his

lone employee in the front of tbe store

and asked who the stranger was. He
received a negative shrug of the shoul-

ders, and went about his work.

"Better lay off me if he knows

what's good fer him. Gives me any

more trouble. I'll rail the cops." The
old man forgot the incident and he

gan whistling a tune.
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Days went by rapidly as the fall

business began to pick up. For Bowen
they were long days, — h >n^. hut

more important to him. they were
lucrative days. With the fall season

came the in< reased ^.il« % of intoxicating

hevti.i. The neighborhood in

which the small store of old Bowen
was Located was congested with peo-

ple who drank abnormally. I hey

were good people to Bowen, though,

for their average weekly consumption
was no less than a case. Had it been
manufactured by the barrel, the old

man coidd have torn down the meat

signs and stocked the shelves with the

more popular commodities.

So it went, day after day. The
little store compressed between row
houses prospered. Foul personalities

and bouncing checks failed to daunt
the old man. From early morning
until 0:30 at night old man Bowen
was kept occupied. He was enjoying

life, serving his customers, and estab-

lishing a creditable bank account

Then one evening, a re-occurrence

took place. It was a lousy night, cold

and rainy, with no business. The en-

tire day had been miserable; mayb
it was better it happened on this

night and then some better day would
not be spoiled. At any rate, it hap-

pened.

The wind rushed into the store

after slamming the door against the

wall, in front of a tall, overly-dressed

man whose hat was pulled over his

eyes. Old Bowen looked up from be-

hind the counter with a routine.

"Good evening/'

'What's so good about it?" The
figure gestured as he flipped the bill

of his hat back.

Bowens smile faded out and wis
over-shadowed by an uncertain frown.

"\"\\ again," he said softly, "I

thought I
"

"That's what \a gel hi thinking,

mister; I tol' va I'd be back.*
1

I told \a tint to bother me no

more too; can'l \ a take a hint
'"

"Your mind don't change easy,

does it. mister?'
1

"No!" There was a moment of

silence and an exchange of determined
looks before the Stranger spoke.

"Slicker." The tall man wheeled
and left the store. A disturbed look

appeared on the aged face of Bowen.
A light Dickered and went out. leav-

ing darkness in the tear of the BtOTC

Usually, closing time was nine-thirty

sharp. Tonight, tor the first time in

years, he motioned to his help to

"lock'er up." It was only nine. The
old man said he felt ill; a good night's

rest woidd "put him in good shape."

He walked out into the night just

as the rain was turning to ice. Up
the deserted street, under a street

light, a pause, then a dash to catch

the bus. Soon the red lights on the

rear of the bus were engulfed in the

swirling mist, and the neighborhood
became silent and motionless. The
next day was no better than the dreary

night preceding; if anything, it was

worse. Customers were few and far

between. The water dripping from
the roof to the base of the tin spoul

kept up a monotonous beat.

This was soon to be broken all too

abruptly. Old man Bowen was look-

ing over the shelves to prepare for an
order. His help was totaling the day's

income, as closing time was approach-

ing. There was a shattering noise.

It pierced the stillness and stabbed into

the consciousness of the two inside.

Bowen looked up in time to see par-

ticles of the plate glass window scatter
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through the front of the store and fall

with .1 tinkling BOUnd into the fruit

shelves. He sav« .1 half-brick rebound
from the (Mid of a counter and come
to .1 wavering stop in the center of the

aisle, He saw the punctured window.
< rat ked to uselessness, resembling a

spiders web. He ran to the front

where he saw a bla< k sedan squealing

BTOUnd the corner. His help ran out

into the street. Bowen picked the

brick up. surveyed the littered store,

and let the missile fall from his feeble

asp, where it thudded blankly. His

fists were tightly clenched as he walk-

ed to the rear of the store. The lights

were turned off.

As Bowen left that night, he turn-

ed to study the window which had

been crudely patched with a piece of

cardboard. A stream of profanity, un-

usual for him. betokened his twisted

mind.

"That's all. that was the last straw.

From now on I'll be waiting. The
dirty ."

Bowen left, ignoring the cold rain,

his head bowed in thought.

At eighl o'clock sharp the next

morning Bowen unlocked his store.

The air was fresh and clear. The rain

had stopped, and the sky was not as

dark as it had been the previous day.

There was that certain something in

the air. however. Bowen was still

angry; his anger seemed even to in-

< rease as he occasionally looked

through the plate glass window.

By ten o'clock the sky was becom-
ing overcast. Bowen paused in his

butchering to watch the pedestrians

walk by and the cars whiz past. His

s followed a black sedan till it

Stopped on the opposite side of the

street. The car door opened, and a

tall man got out. The sedan remain-

l
il The old man looked intently.

I fey, Blackie!" he called to his

help.

Yen?"

"Over there," Bowen pointed to-

ward the sedan.

"Where ? Oh, oh! Looks like

our friend!"

"Yeah, it looks like him."

The old man stared for an instant,

as if uncertain of his plans. But his

jaws were set. He went to a drawer
where he kept his knives and returned

to the counter, holding a revolver.

The tall man was waiting for the

traffic light to change. He placed a

• tgarette in the corner of his mouth
and struck a match, shielding the

flame from the wind. The light

changed from green to yellow to red.

The tall man stepped from the curb

and crossed the street. He paused to

see if there was anyone in the store,

then he looked back at the black sedan.

After a last drag from the cigarette, it

was flicked into the gutter where it

sizzled and went out in the trickling

water. He reached for the door,

opened it. stepped inside. His glance

went from the clerk at the counter to

the shattered window to the old man.
Bowen was standing in the rear of the

aisle with gun in hand.

"Get out!" he shouted. The veins

in his neck were distended. Sweat
broke out on his forehead. His finger

tightened around the trigger.

"You're a fool, mister. I ain't done

nothing." The tall man swallowed

uncomfortably.

"I said get out o' this store."

Bow en's words came slowly, an accent

on each one.

"Don't act like such a ; I
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came to give you something. Here
." The tall man started to

reach inside his overcoat.

"Oh. no ya don't." Bowen didn't

hesitate. His finger squeezed the trig-

ger. Instantly the gun kicked, and

leaden death found its way into the

stomach of the tall man. His hands

covered his belly. He slumped for-

\\ urd, grabbed for a shelf, and slouch-

ed to the floor. The sedan, too, had
left. Bowen placed the gun on the

chopping block. He told his help to

lock the door, and walked to the tele-

phone where he dialed a number.
"Police?" Assured that he had the

right number, he continued, "I want
to report a death at 1 706 East Courtley.

May be somebody big."

Within minutes, two squad cars

were out front. Three policemen en-

tered the store.

"There he is, Slovac," one said.

"Cover him up and radio an ambu-
lance."

"How'd it happen?" The other

officer questioned the old man.
"I shot him, self defense. The

gun's over there on the block. He
was reaching for his gun when I gave

it to him. He broke thai window
Been trying to make me give up my
stoic, threats an' all. Must be some
one big, nar< otic 5 m,m maybe

"( li<( k ini. Charlie. 1 le mighl be

the one we've been alt< i

The tall man was turned over on
his back. "Don't recognize the fact

His coat was unbuttoned. The of-

ficer frisked him. then looked at the

other policeman. Bowen looked at the

two.

"Well?"
The offii er stood up and shook his

head.

"No?" Bowen asked.

"I'm taking you with me."

"Why?"
"It don't smell right to me."

"But it was self defense. This
guy's been bothering me for weeks,

he reached for his gun when
I tol' him to get out, too! I shot 'im

in self defense!

"I'll still have to take you in —
for murder. That guy wasn't reach-

ing for his gun. All he had in his

coat was a (berk — a check for S50,-

000. made out to you."
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Hai ph V. Bi ( k

EPICUS CEDRICUS

EPIC I

Attention! Now heed me and hearken, ye folk.

To the trials and the triumph of Cedric Egg-Yolk.

You ask me. perhaps, with a name quite like that,

Did he start out in life by becoming high hat?

If this question you queried, I'd duly reply:

Good heavens, sir, no, he became a G. I.

Inducted and processed, including his books,

He was promptly shipped out to encounter the Gooks.

Exhausted and weary, quite fresh from the sea;

Aspiring to glory, he slaved at K. P.

But soon he was finished, though covered with grime,

He quickly rushed off to spend all his free time

Back at the barracks, absorbed in a book,

Though not even giving his comrades a look.

They jeered him and razzed him, but nothing availed

To stop Cedric's reading; persistence prevailed.

EPIC II

Then finally it happened, the order to move;
The ammo was flying, today he would prove

That the Chinks and the Russians thrown in with

the Gooks,

Were no match at all for the power of books.
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The assault was prepared and though drenched
in the rain

But wait; our man Cedric was seen on the plain.

Through rockets and chaos our hero drove through
With his book in his hand, he most literally flew

Toward the foe on yon ridge as we watched with a si^h,

And thought it the end of a really scpiare guy.

But lo and behold everyone, out there, look!

The foe had turned tail as he brandished his book.

Henceforth from that day a new hero was born
Through the might of one book, though 'twas tattered

and torn.

And the name of that book, praised from each spire and
steeple,

Was

—

How to Make Friends and to Influence People.

Winifred Rouse

THE CHILD

I saw him in the garden all alone.

The corner where he stood held spring.

The sun was warm, birds sang, and flowers grew;

Yet, elsewhere snow lay on the barren ground.

His robe was red, his tunic softest white;

His feet were bare, and in his hands were wounds.

But now the child is gone, and I'm alone;

Yet, in my heart love blooms, and it is spring.
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- N1 Willi I EN

JUST FOR KICKS

4<T_f I RRY II"" screamed the

il coach "Get thai water on the

Beld!"

With this command Eddie spun off

the bench with his bucket and sailed

to the thirty-yard line oi Rascal U.

Thus Edward Littlefield Gwonn.
otherwise known as Eddie, began his

fourth year as manager of the Rascal

University Rascals. For three years

he had devoted his time and efforts to

the pride of the Alumni.

And he had enjoyed it: at least he

thought he had. Rut now it was dif-

ferent. He was sick of washing dirty,

sweat v faces in games, carrving smelly

practice uniforms in the locker rooms,

and taking dirt from the football

"heroes."

He knew what he wanted; he knew
exactly what he wanted. He wanted
to be a football hero'

And this is just what the Rascals

needed — a new star to show the way.

After all. when a team loses eighteen

straight ball games, isn't something
needed?

Nevertheless. Eddie had to face

facts. What could a 1 3 (-pound guv
do against the blazing lines of the

Middle West Conference? He could,

perhaps, become a specialist — a drop
kicker maybe. Sure! Who hasn't

heard of the old story of the bantam
kicker who saved the day? That was
it! He'd become a kicker.

"Get out of here." growled the

captain. Rack scampered Eddie to the

sidelines, but now he was a man with
.i goal.

Th.it \%.is it — a goal — the goal

of State, the Rascals' arch rival. State's

goal was Eddie's goal.

The game ended in despair for the

Rascals. They were edged out again,

this time by Colon, by the score of

$4-0. Again the team filed into the

locker room, sad and dejected. Eddie
went slowly about his duties. Soon
the locker room was empty except for

him and the coach.

"Tough luck, huh." Eddie said.

""Guess they were pretty good. I

guess."

No answer.

'Tom got off a good punt in the

fourth quarter."

Still no answer.

"Prettv soon we'll win one, may-
be?"

That did it.

Enraged. Coach Salad slowly lifted

his head and calmly shouted, "Hand
me my shoes!"

Eddie spent the week-end studying

all the books he could find about drop-

kicking. On Monday, after practice,

he stood for forty-five minutes dogged-
ly trying to split the uprights. After

that, little Eddie Gwenn became a

familiar sight after practices and on
week-ends kicking footballs through
the goal posts. The college wise guys
began to ask him when he was going

to win a game for the Rascals, and Ed
would just laugh and say, "pretty

soon."
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The season dragged on in gloom
for Salad's men. They continued to

be butchered l>v the entire Conference.

The Alumni decided thai Coach
Salad's Future rested on the outcome
of the State game. They didn't think

he was adding to Rascal U's football

glory.

Nothing else mattered now to

Salad's men. They wanted State's

blood. They were ready to die for

dear old Rascal.

At last the big day came. The
game that the fans had waited months
for seemed to fly by. By the end of

the third quarter the score stood. State

21 — Rascal U. 19.

Eddie heard the familiar chant of

Rascal U's faithful few — "Go You
Rascal U! — Go You Rascal, You'

This was the first game in five that

Rascal had scored in. They were
clicking. However, time was drawing
short. If Rascal only had three points.

A field goal would do it. But who?

ain tin- ( banting began, but this

time it wa8 different — "We want Id
die. we want Eddie

Salad remembered the < ampus juke

of his manager's folly. Maybe he

could kick. What did Rascal have t<>

Lose? Forty set onds lefl on State's -

yard lino.

"Son, can \ on ki( k a Beld goal,

save the <\>n For Ras< al. and presi rve

old Sam Sal. id's job?" murmured the

Coach.

'Til do m\ In- 1. sir."

Before he know it. Eddie was back

behind the big (enter and a pei I' < t

snap was sailing toward him. He
caughl the ball, dropped it carefully,

and booted it just as be bad done
thousands of times in practice.

The crowd cheered wildly, the ball

went sailing end over end. Eddie
looked up proudly, just in time to see

the Referee's arms signal, "No Score!"

"Damn. 1 would have to miss thai

one."

Sandy Noakes

THE LAND OF YESTERDAY

There is a land of joys and sorrows

A land I'll ne'er forget:

Though I may live for a thousand tomorrows
I'll think of this land and regret.

That I could not have stayed there for all my <\<i\ s,

For my mind shall always cling

To the hopes and dreams, the thoughts and ways,

That the Land of Childhood can bring.
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B. Fai nch Carter

SKETCHES FROM MY SKYLINE

I -aw her in the distant e

.mil she remained removed

—

The word was west. I crepl upon it.

bul the sun had crepl behind me;
my shadow --

1 1
*

» t out to embrace her.

I'gly and umber it wrapped about her as

if in effort to dull .uid expunge her very purity.

I cried — the sun -oared higher;

My Black Soul slithered home;
I groaned at the reunion, but we wore one.

I could not see her shadow since it wont

before bcr as mine preceded me.

I could see it not — I pondered not

its existence —
I only knew thai the sun sets west,

and if she survives tins day. then

her shadow shall fall on me.

Though our shadows reach and retra< t

w ith the dictates of the sun. no idle

whim of that Star governs our direction

—

for we are glad in the mind we know,

sad in the SOUl we see.

But let not your sadness cower your

gayety — your shadow is your nature,

your polished action never conflicts.

We'll walk the same way — I hope.

We walk the same way — I think.

We walked the same way — I thought

So goes the course of man's love

—

from future, to present, to past

—

Nursed with hope, strengthened by reasoning,

entombed with the shattering of illusions.

The assumptions vanish, reasoning replaced

by despair — naught is left save the shrunken

remains of the desired — and this lies

dormant — waiting— for a ray of hope.

for .i settled thought,

for another illusion.
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What hell!

Yet: The word was west, I i rep! upon it.

hut the Mm w.is sw ifter than I.

S i her shadow entombed me;
I [eathen in< ense stin ed

the pagan w ithin —
I stepped,

I sobered,

I slept.

Maeve Quin

TIME

"Time! Time! What is this thing

I hat men have crowned it and made 1
it King?

Is it a god that men bow down
Before it—that they Eear its frown?"

The eager asker was young and hold

The one who answered w a^ w ise and old.

'"It is the master, and men the slaves.

It is the tide, and men the waxes.

It rules us by night—rules us by day.

It lengthens our work—shortens our play.

"And I myself must leave you this moon
For Time is calling, far too soon.'*

"How can this tyrant be overthrown?"
The old man answered with an audible groan,

"It is impossible to o\ erthrow
An enemy we do not know.

"No man shall he free of Time, till he Learns

What Time is and lor what it yearns."

The old man is dead; the young, grown old.

And still he ponders what he was told:

"No man shall be free of Time till he learns

Wh.it Time is lor and for w hat it yearns."
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Lawrence Vaughan

FOUR STRAIGHT LINES

Four straight lines can arrange themselves

In a very pleasant way.

And usually for my wiser friends

They turn into an £L

But to my frequent sad dismay

When they take shape for me,

Much more often than I hope

They turn into an t

Rod Rogers

ON ACCOMPLISHMENT

Cast out your eye to that tree on the hill

—

All gnarled and crooked and planted in stone,

But that tree will stand when the dust of the earth

Has softened and rotted and eaten your bone.

Notice its roots as it clutches the earth

—

Scarred and deformed by the passion of time,

But the scars and the scales which cover that tree

Masque a strength and a truth and a patience sublime.

Take heed of the moral we learn from that tree

—

Of facing your burden and doing your best,

If you make the most of whatever you have

Then your God will take care and accomplish the rest.
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BRAXTON

IT WAS PRETTY COLD out there,

but I'd been walking up and down
that stinking hill so much I'd worked
up a pretty good sweat. The football

jersey I'd swiped from the team last

year was all sweaty. It's pretty tight

anyhow, and the sweat didn't make it

too comfortable, you know.
I'm really not bad. About foot-

ball, I mean. I made the varsity the

first year I tried out, and I made bas-

ketball, too, but not the varsity, just

the J. V. This is my second year at

the high school, and I'm what you
might call a pretty big gun around
here. I mean, making football and
basketball and everything. I guess I

rate pretty high. Now don't get me
wrong. I'm not conceited — just sort

of honest with myself.

You know. I think I'm pretty gun-

ny, and most people think I am too,

but sometimes I think I'm being
laughed at. I mean, well, when I go
by this real hot-shot sorority table in

the cafeteria they all bust out laugh-
ing. It's probably just a coincidence

because I'm really what you'd call

pretty popular, but they all bust out

aughing. I don't get it.

I here's another thing I don't get.

Sec. I cat lunch with this real hot-shot

fraternity. I'm not in it, you see. but

there's these couple of guys on the

football team in this fraternity, and
since we're all what you'd call pretty

neat guys, we eat together. Well,
what I mean is, they jnst don't acl like

friends should. They're all the time

kidding me about everything. I mean
everything. And lots of times when
1 < dine to sit down and there's onl\

one (hair left they tell me it's saved

So I go sit with this real dippy guy
named Braxton kravbill.

I'm really not a friend of his. but

he lives next door to me, and I sort of

mess around with him some. But am
way, about saving the (hair. When I

look over, nobody's even sitting there.

Sometimes I can't figure those guys
They're great guys though: don't get

me wrong. But sometimes I can't

figure them, that's all.

"Well, anyway, about this hill. I

was walking up it because I was going

down it first on a sled. Yeah — the

hill had snow on it. and I was sled-

riding. So what? Lots of guvs prob-

ably want to sled-ride, but they're

afraid of what people will say. Any-
way, nobody would ever know I was
sled-riding anvhow. The hill's prett\

far from town.

The part I didn't like was that I

was with old Krayhill. Yeah, Brax-

ton. But he's the only guy who'd
Nobodv likes him anvhow SO he

doesn't care what people saw I don't

even associate with him except for

sled-riding and things like that. He's

really dippj

.

When tin 1 plan.' i lashed, me and

Braxton were right there in a second

almost. It was pretty small consider

ing it wasn't one of those piper rub

jobs. There were only about seven

people on it. counting both of the
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pilots. The fire wasn't so bad. but

me and Braxton started dragging peo-

ple out of the way before the fire go1

to the gas tank and blew the whole
place up. All the people were groan-

ing and laying all over the pla< e.

They wore bloodier than hell. It

looked like a movie or something.

There was this one guy whose arm

was really smashed and bleeding all

over the place. I was going to leave

him there because he looked like he

was dead anyhow. He was a lot bigger

than Braxton, too. but old chicken-

dippy Braxton picked this guy up,

blood and all, and carried him away
from the wreck.

Before we had all the people car-
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ried away, all those guys — doctors

and guys like them — came running

up. This one guy, a photographer

bom some paper, had me and old

Braxton posing all over the place. A
reporter was with him, and he asked

us all kinds of questions like who \\ <•

were, and how we got to the wreck so

quick, and what we were doing up on
the hill, and whore we went to school

and stuff like that. Then we went
home.

I was already figuring on the hig

time Td have in school the next day.

I guessed I'd be pretty much of a hem
and all. I was sort of heroic, you
know.

In school I saw this guv on the

football team who I'd figured to he a

pretty good friend and all.

"Hey. Judson! I read about yon
and old Braxton Kraybill. Sleddin'

with old Braxton, huh? Man, that's a

good one!" The laugh that followed

wasn't exactly friendly.

Pretty soon Joey and Al — two

basketball ^uys — came walking up
behind me.

"\\ li.it are you ^< >nn.i do tonight,

Foej
'

"Oh. I "iicss I'll go sleighing with
Braxton. Yon knew Braxton hi.i\

hill, don't you?"
"Oh. yes! I le's ,i fine I. id' You

all should have a joll) keen time,

sleighing and such."

I turned in the Brsl room I < ame
to. just to gel away from those < rumbs
Even though I'm QOl SO Smart, I fig-

ured I wasn't ,1 hero. The rest of the

day wasn't what you might classify

as a party, .is tar as I was concerned.
I ate lunch with Braxton, and not the

fraternity. When Braxton and I pass-

ed the hot-shot sorority table, that old

coincidental laugh came out. hut loud-

er than usual.

I think I'll quit the football team
I didn't play much anyhow. Besides

I'm going to go sled-riding with Bra\

ton this afternoon. You know—Brax-

ton Kraybill. lies a pretty good guj
and all.
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INCOMMUNICADO

A I I I RWARDS, he never could re-

member the place distinctly. It

was ,i large hall — a meeting place

of some sot! — but, although the

furnishings and details were shadowy
,wu\ blurred, the people he < ould not

forget

John was a stranger in this place,

and he was confused. What was he

doing here? And who were all these

people? They were all sitting, either

singly or in groups, laughing and talk-

ing quite freely among themselves.

He had never seen any of them before

— no one looked at all familiar. A
puzzled frown clung to his forehead

as he tried to collect his thoughts and
to understand his surroundings. Vain-

lv he peered at all the faces in an at-

tempt to recognize a familiar one.

Who were they? At first glance they

seemed to be completely ordinary

types, but as he stared at them he be-

gan to be aware of some strange ele-

ment thai was common to all. He
tried to listen to their conversations,

but the snatches he caught were com-
pletely unintelligible. They were
speaking English, of course, but noth-

ing seemed to be connected. And
their eves — there was a certain blank.

glazed look about them that was some-
how fearful. Fascinated, he drew
closer. At length, one man looked up
at him and smiled. "Hello. Sit down
and join us," he said.

John pulled a chair into the group

,iii<l sat down. 'Could you please tell

me what place this is?"' \\ V asked.

"Oh. that's all right," the man re-

turned.

John looked startled. "I beg your

pardon?"
"I'm a lawyer, you know — a gen-

eral practitioner. I enjoy my work —
it's really very interesting." he said

conversationally.

"Yes. but what is this place? Is

this a meeting of some sort?" John
Laughed nervously.

"Good money, too. I always say a

man who finds his work interesting

and can make money at it at the same
time is pretty well off." He nodded
sagely.

John's confusion mounted. Again
he repeated his question, thinking per-

haps the man had not heard him cor-

rectly. But the man only smiled and
continued his discourse about his busi-

ness. In bewilderment. John moved
his chair over to a middle-aged woman
and touched her shoulder. She turned

and smiled politely.

"Excuse me. could you tell me
what place this is? I asked that gen-

tleman over there, but he didn't seem
to understand me."

"I'm Mrs. Brown. Mrs. Alexander
Brown." she said proudly.

"Well, thank vmi. but where am
I? Who are all these people?" he
asked desperately.

She leaned toward him and tears
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filled her eyes. "My son died last

Wednesday — or was it last Tuesday?

His name was Alexander, too. He was
a fine boy." She looked at him
mournfully and her face began to

pucker.

"I'm terribly sorry to hear that,"

John said hastily, "but ran't you please

tell me where I am?"
The tears streaked down her face

"He died <>f pneumonia," she said.

John stared at hor blankly. A
sense of growing panic filled him. and
he looked around wildly. He must be
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Losing his mind. He had to gel out-

side — to gel away from .ill this

Hurriedly, he i^« »t up and started t<>-

w.iid the door. The door — where
was it.' The room was dimly lighted,

and he could nut even see 1 1 1
«

» walls.

Ho looked around him Frantically, bul

he only saw more faces, endless fat

faces with .1 patient smile, lares blank

and uncomprehending. He started

walking and then broke into a run.

He ran and ran but still he could not

End the door. Exhausted, he sank into

a i hair. A small, dark-haired girl

was seated opposite him. She looked

at him < uriously, <md as he gazed at

her eyes ho began to sense that she

was somehow different from the

others. Maybe she could help him.

Oh please. God. make her understand

me. he prayed. He started to speak

to her. but she interrupted him.

"You look tired. Is something

wrong?" Her voice was warm and
earnest, and her eyes were kind.

"1 don't know where I am, and no
one will tell me. No one seems to

understand what I'm saying — they

don't seem to understand what anyone
is saying. They're all crazy or I'm

crazy or something, but I've got to get

out of here, and I can't find a door.

and no one will help me. and please,

for God's sake, tell me what this is all

about." he babbled.

She smiled calmly. 'Yes. I know."
lh waited for her to continue, but

she just looked at him placidly.

"Then will you help me. or at

least tell me where I can find a door
'

he pleaded.

She reached over and patted his

hand. "Yes. I will help von. because,

you see. I love vmi."

John stared at her in disbelief. "Do
you understand what I'm saying?"

The o ill looked puzzled. "Under-
stand' \\ "li.it does that mean?"

Desperately he groped for words.

He babbled an explanation, but she

only looked at him as if she couldn't

hear him.
"I had a dog once, but he ran

away. I don't know why — I was
very good to him. I Loved him, too,"

she said

John began to laugh hysterically.

"Maybe — maybe he didn't under-
stand you!" The more he thought

aboul that the funnier it became. A
wild insane laughter overcame him
and he shrieked in glee. The dog
didn't understand her

"John, for He, inch's sake, what
have you been saying to yourself all

night? Honestly, I hardly got a wink
of sleep."

1 Ie awoke to find his wife standing

over him. "Oh my God, Ethel; thank
the Lord it's you." He gasped in re-

lief. "I had the most awful night-

mare. I was "

"Well tell me aboul it biter. John.

I have to put the coffee on." She
turned to go.

"No. no. let me tell you." he in-

sisted.

"John, don't be an idiot. You can
tell me later — I have to get the

children ready for S( bool."

Frantically he clutched her robe.

"No. please, listen to me. I
"

"Stop acting like a child, lust be-

cause von had a bad dream Honest-

ly'" She jerked her robe from his

hand and disappeared into the living

room.

"No — can't you understand —
please listen — you've got to under-
stand — please — you've got to under-

stand
"
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K. Agnes Bi \m

FELIX, THE CAT

Felix, the cat, long and lean.

I lis pants droop from his hips.

A smoky haze surrounds his head

From the weed between his lips.

You dig his purple patter

If you arc a Jazbo fan.

But if you happen not to he.

I hardly think you can.

Unpegged pants to Felix

Are absolutely square.

Pegs, fruit-hoots and suede shoes

Arc things he likes to wear.

In a little chartreuse hook

Are all the Juliets.

Dated by our Romeo.
Whose numbers he forgets.

His cagey playing of the field

To girls is most appealing.

They try so hard to make him yield

1 lis "no-go-steady" feelings.

His flat-topped, ducktailed haircut.

His stripped peel-buggy of blue.

Make his elders skli and wonder
"What are these kids coming to?"
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Norm \> Schmidt

WHERE WILL IT LEAD?

TPHE SALT SEA beats relentlessly

upon sandy beaches the world

over. The waves roll in, one after

another in orderly swells. Breezes

blow through the trees, and the trees

respond by swaying back and forth

in graceful movements resembling a

ballet dance. The stars twinkle in a

blue sky. and the moon rises, slowly

traverses the darkness, and then sinks

behind a cloud or fades in the slowly

arriving sunrise. Birds fly across

the blue of mid-afternoon heavens.

Throughout the endless expanse of

time nature continues in methodical

courses. Life goes on peacefully.

Peacefully in Nature, that is. One

of the most apparent differences be-

tween the existence of man and any

other creature is the hurried pace

which man attempts to keep. Watch
any of the processes of nature and

you see the slow tempo of life. The

softness of a breeze, the movement of

moon and stars, the flight of birds —
all illustrate the easy course of natural

existence. Watch man and you see

a hurly-burly rush to complete one

thing so that another may be started

and completed in the same hurried

manner. More things must be crowd-

ed into each day until the events of

life pass in such a blur that days and

years pass without time for pleasant

memories to be formed. Day follows

day in the same endless pattern of

speed so that endurance depends on

how well you keep up with the pass-

ing throngs of humanity about and

around. The old expression, "More
hurry, less speed," applies well in our

society. No real effort can be put into

a job that must be rushed to comple-

tion, and no pride can be placed on

such a completed task. Speed kills —
not only on our highways — it also

kills ambition, pride, pleasure and

many other virtues.

Consider a peaceful existence. No
worries, cares, deadlines to meet,
Joneses to keep up with. Relaxation,

enjoyment, happiness would replace

our present emotions of anxiety, wor-

ry, and fear. Nature rushes not, does

not get worked up over problems, en-

joys the simplicity of life as it was

intended. And yet society says that

one who relaxes and enjoys life is lazy,

and thus society requires the frenzied

endeavor of today's problematical

world. Where will it lead?

Who knows!
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Carolyn Mayo

TODAY IS STILL OURS

A MAN building a parage was job? Why paint .1 picture or writ
asked what he would do if he song or begin a novel.'"

were suddenly to learn that he was The builder put his answer in a

to die at sunset that day. He said: simple way: "Go <>n building your

"I would finish building my gara garage. The job is still there — the

house to build, the book to write, the

The answer of many people of to- examination to prepare for. If the

day seems to be: "We can't be sure future looks dark, so did it on the

of anything, now or next year or the morning of the fust Christmas. And
year after that. Why should we go however dark it is. we can meet life

to classes or take examinations or get better if we fulfill the present to the

married or have children or try for a BEST of our ability."

Rod Rogers

POSSESSIONS

Many gifts my God has given me

—

But the greatest gift of all.

Is the right to see the green of spring

And the fiery flame of fall.

What more beauty or perfection

May my humble eves still see,

Than a tinkling silver brook

Shaded by a weeping tree?

And what can be more graceful,

Motionless as they lie

—

Than billowy flakes of snow,

Fallen pure from the sky?

And what can be more eerie

—

More awe-inspiring to hear.

Than wind kissed by the treetopa,

Nature's music on our ear?

How many of us have searched.

Never to find. I fear.

The plenteous fruit of our journey

—

When the tree, indeed, was quite near.
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I )i nnis Parks

AFTER A VISIT TO WILLIAMSBURG

Williamsburg,

Old and colonial

In peaceful

Reverence,

A monument
I'm out brai e

Past.

This town
Only twenty

Years past

Was but a

Memory lost,

An open parody

On a paragon of

Seventeenth century splendor.

A shameful exhibit

Of vertical skeletons

And horizontal shambles.

These ribs

Of wood and mortar.

Rats and mice
Gnawing

At an open sore

In our forefathers
1

side.

Rut wait.

Middle Plantation

Thrives again.

Restored to its pinnacle

Of colonial perfection.

A memento
To a way

Of life,

A gentle reflection.
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Mary Jane Howe

WONDERFUL DANCE

U/\H, WHY is it always me?"
KJ Tim thought, abstractly watch-

ing the couples waltz past. He re-

membered the trying morning at the

courthouse, the hot afternoon spent

working in a sadly neglected garden.

And then, just when he was prepar-

ing for a relaxed evening and an early

trip to dreamland. Barbe had shatter-

ed his hopes with.

"Daddy, you'd better hurry and
get ready—you haven't forgotten

you're a chaperone tor the Sophomore
Dance, have you?"

Of course he had forgotten it, and
was perfectly willing to go on for-

getting, hut his wife ' we want to

do all we can for the children) had
persuaded him to go.

So he drove in silence to the

dance, where Barbe was immediately
spirited off by certain friends of hers,

leaving him with an efficient, bossy

person named Mrs. Smith, who said

that all he had to do was sit beside

the door.

So here he sat. wondering why
someone else couldn't sit here instead,

and watching the party sweep on
around him. like surf on a rock. That
was the worst thing, he decided; the

chaperones were so very much a fix-

ture that he felt decidedly ancient and
unwanted.

As the dances passed he felt older

and more tired until he wondered
whether anyone would notice if he

left. The wait/, ended and the M (

announced that the next dance would
be a multiplication round. Tim
watched, half asleep, planning his es-

< ape.

Suddenly the whistle blew, and Tim
found a young Lady standing beside

him smiling shyly and .isknu'. "May
I have this dance.'" Not the w.i\ .1

young person addresses ;m elder— tin-

way one teen-ager speaks to another.

As it sank in—he was being mis

taken for a teen-ager—he suddenly
felt like one. "Sure," he grinned.

And for one wonderful dam e he

was one. full of life and Laughter, and
not feeling old or even tired anv
more. "Thank you."' he said when
the dance was finished, and thought,

"Thank you for a wonderful dance
and for making me feel young and

happy." And that magic feeling last

ed the rest of the evening. "Honest.

Daddy. Barbe told him afterwards,

"You were the life of the parts'

Everyone wants you back at the next

dance! You will come, won't you.'"

"Couldn't keep me away!" he de-

clared. "Now you get your coat while

I gel the car."

"Thank you so much lor dancing
with him." Barbe was telling a < las-

mate next day.

"You're certainly welcome, Barbe;

after all. it was your idea."
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C^ne uteuflit Uf GfsLninLtij

I throw a ruck up in the air.

If it landed. 1 know not where,

But I'm sure it was arousing.

I live in an area of glass housing.

IT.

Mary had a little lamb
Whose wool was really tops.

But now we have sufficient wool
Tomorrow we eat chops.

III.

When walking down the road called Third
I came upon a little bird.

When I asked him what he'd heard

He didn't say a single word.

He was speechless.

\Lne Silent X^ijpe or CJ\ol Oj very Puzzy Jjee

As I was rambling down the road

I rame upon a big fat toad

Who sat and eyed me warily

As if I were a bumblebee.

But since I didn't start to buzz,

I Ie knew that something else I wuz.
So turned from me and hopped away.

I guess I'll learn to buzz someday.
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IV.

I was out late last night
Now 1 have a code.

It's so bad I cannot talk,

On the tedefode.

There was a little sheep,

That ran in front of my car.

I stomped upon the brakes,

And skidded very far.

Beep, sheep.

bamentaliions

Woe unto us.

Our souls are black.

Late to class

Alas, alack.

How could we do it?

It wasn't hard
Burned at the stake..

Forever charred.

Next time we'll run.

And be out of breath.

But if we don't

It means our death.
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''Below him lay his ponderous load . .
."
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Carl Hannah Illustrated by Adrienne Ellis

THE WEIGHT LIFTER

THE OLD MAN'S bones appeared

to creak and bend under the pres-

sure of the four hundred and fifty

pound bar-bell.

Twice he had tried it before —
twice in the past two years. It would
be harder this year and he wasn't

younger either. At forty-five he was
competing with young men now, all

of them completely worthy of filling

the title of "Mr. Weightlifter of 1020."

At his age there was always the dan-

ger of straining or pulling a muscle
which could be very serious. These
were the thoughts that washed
through Red O'Donald's mind as he
grunted and groaned, still straining

under the huge bar-bell.

Slowly he lifted the dead weight
far over his head. His elbows
straightened, then locked as he com-
pleted the lift.

Now he was tied for first place.

"Five hundred and ten." the ref-

eree called out sharply, breaking in on
any thoughts the old man might have
had.

"Five hundred and ten!" he
thought to himself. "Why he had
never lifted that much even in his

prime! How could be possibly do it

now?" Very quietly he watched the

attendants put on the surplus weights.

Disc after disc of cold iron was added
until finally the last heavy, flat plate

was attached. Five hundred and ten

pounds of heavy dead iron, iron that

seemed to be fused to the floor. Cold
sweat began to pour from his big,

muscular body as he waited nervously
for the referee to pronounce his name.

"O'Donald. on the platform!"
Slowly he stepped up on the plat-

form again. Below him lay his poll

derous load, the determining factor

between success and failure. He had
to make this lift. This was it, it had
to be.

His mighty chest inflated quickly
as he inhaled deeply of the moist air.

Once more he felt confidence. Once
more he felt power. His arms. 1<

shoulders, all pulsated with enerf

just as in the good old days. Mightily
his gigantic arms swooped down, his

big caloused hands gripping hard the

long steel bar. He jerked the bar up
to his chest, his powerful arm muscles
writhing and turning as every muscle
in his huge body bulged and tightened
in strain. With a final surge of exer-

tion he succeeded in raising the bar
over his head. He was almost through
now, except for straightening out his

arms. He must straighten out his

arms!

His head whirled, everything was
turning red. His faee became Bushed
with gushes of blood. His veins pro-

truded like thick cords of a cable. On
and on he pushed, harder and harder,
his tremendous body quivering with
tension. Finally a sudden hurst of

energy injected itself into the old

man's arms. Instantly his elbows
snapped into plate, locking firmly.

He had done it'

I le had succeeded!
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Bill Grieu

WINTER MOOD

Sentinels of time, the ageless trees keep watch over the hushed

pray sky and the land beneath.

From afar, seemingly nowhere, wild geese fly to some uncharted haven.

Their sharp and ghostlike waitings lend an eerie note to the already

sober surroundings.

And yet another sound adds to the forbidding atmosphere;

A moaning, solemn train hastily crosses the horizon.

The bitter cold seizes up the few puffs of crisp, white smoke and

quickly obliterates them from existence,

Seeming to be resentful of anything which might mar the tranquil,

gray blanket

—

The roof of the universe.

And then a snowflake gently finds its way to the dead earth.

Another—many more.

Soon the sky is obscured by minute, flitting flakes.

The jealous, somber sky resents but can do nothing.

The world transforms its hue from gray to white.

In moments the ground condescends also and starts its change from drab

brown to the overpowering, magnificent brilliance of

snow, newly fallen.

Unobserved night glides in upon the scene.

The cold, pale moon, bearing no emotion—a mute witness.

Winter rules here.
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Si IVE MlI.I.IKl N Illustrated by Anne Swain

JUST BEARLY THE FACTS

SIX BOYS were along on the trip,

all anxious to bo as far from

school and civilization as possible dur-

ing the brief holidays after Christmas.

There was snow on the ground, which
was why we were staying in the cabin

instead of sleeping outside like decent

scouts. The cabin belonged to a friend

of a friend of the senior crew leader's

cousin, which made it free — which
is also why we were staying in it.

It was a swell cabin, too. An old-

fashioned stove made it warm and
cozy; a big fireplace made it seem
cheerful, and a genuine bearskin rug
was the finishing touch. It was this

rug that had me fooled.

I had been detailed to cook sup-

per and was returning a little early

from the trail-clearing expedition to

accomplish this. By all accounts I

should have had the cabin to myself,

which is the best way to have it for

cooking purposes. Therefore you can

imagine my surprise and disappoint-

ment to find that one of the fellous

had beaten me back to the cabin, and
had, in fact, had so much time as to

dress himself in the old bearskin rug
as the bear had been dressed in it

previously. He confronted me when
I opened the door.

Although still thinking of supper
and in no spirit for fun, I forced a

laugh.

"Hello there, Fuzzy-wuzzy," I

said. "I hope I haven't intr
"

"Grrr-r," interrupted Fuzzy, not

verj civilly and sounding more Lib

bear than a bear himself.

Since thai was the way he felt

about it. I decided to ignore him. and
went to the cupboard in search ol

food. Because the food was not in the

cupboard but under the table, I had

to hunt quite a while, and still <ii.i

not find it. Fuzzy stopped growling
and watched me.

"Wuff?" he said presently.

"Looking for the beans."' I ans-

wered.

So he lumbered over to the table

and handed them to me.

"Well, open them up." I said, and
returned them to him alon^ with the

can opener. While ho opened them
I looked for the pork chops. I set

these to cook alongside of the beans

and then made gravy while Fuzzy
made mashed potatoes out of some
instant-mix by a chemical formula

written on the package. This sur-

prised me, because none of the fellows

know anything about chemistry or

cooking. I was dying to know which
one it was that was being so useful,

but I did not let on and just pretended
that I did know and just continued

to call him Fuzzy as long as he want-

ed to be a bear. It did not really

matter; he was surely helpful, and we
had supper ready in jigtime. We sel

the table and then sal down to wail

for the rest, whom T expected momen-
tarily.

We waited patiently for ten min-
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utrs. .md then impatiently for another

ten minutes. About thai time Fuzzy

began to growl again, so real I bad to

Laugh, although I felt like growling

too. Instead. I said, Let's eat," and

we did.

I thoughl it was remarkable hov<

well my companion handled his food

in spite oi the clumsy skin. In fact,

I said so. At this he grinned; th.it is.

be made the bearskin grin which was

even better, showing rows of sharp.

Long, vellow teeth. I made a few more

attempts at i onversation, but all I ever
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got in reply was a nod or a shake of

the head, or a grunt of some sort,

which made everything one-sided, so

I finally gave up.

When we had finished our meal,

the fellows still had not returned, and

although I was worried about them, I

was more worried about the food, so

Fuzzy and I went on to clean it up.

Fuzzy began to have trouble with a

particularly tough piece of meat, so I

handed him a sharpener. He gazed

at it for a moment, then laid the knife

down and ground his teeth. This cer-

tainly startled me at first, but I saw
that it was much more effective —
he even ate the bones after that. I

set out to try it myself and then I de-

cided not to.

When we had eaten all there was
to eat, and still nobody showed up, I

really began to got worried. I ex-

pressed my doubts to my companion,

but he continued to act like a bear and
merely gave a noncommital "Wuff."

At this I was exasperated and be-

gan to scold him, more to cover my
own doubts than anything else, but he
remained as unperturbed as ever.

Finally I told him cither to go out

and look for them or help me wash
the dishes. He went out with a friend-

lv nod.

After I had finished the dishes, I

sat down in front of the fire to read,

curling my toes in the bearskin nig.

Presently I became aware of what
my toes were already aware of — the

bearskin rug. A little doubt began to

enter my mind. I sniffed the • » i i in

the < abin. Then I ^ot up and \>

cautiously looked under the table.

There 1
I found conclusive, Incontro

vertible. st.n tlin^ prooi

Fuzzy-wuzzy was more than ju^t

a bearskin. Fuzzy u,is nol hou

broken. Muttering something aboul

table manners, I removed the evi-

dence. Then who should (nine run-

ning down the trail but the gang.

They were shouting at me Long before

they were within earshot.

"I h\ ' they yelled, "did you sec

the bear? He'srighl around here. A
real live BEAR! In these woods. We
saw his tracks right around here."

"No fooling." I said, unimpressed
"Nope 1." they said, and then, al-

though still out of breath, they went

on to explain. "He came just after

you left us. and the trail led ITghl up
to the cabin. Yes, this (abin. We
lost it here, but we kept hunt inn B

round, and just a few minutes ago we
saw him take out over the ridge

"Too bad I didnt see him." I re-

marked.
"Oh — well, cheer up, maybe he'll

come back and then "

"Be my Luck," I muttered.

"What did you say?"

"Oh, I said you guys act all the

luck. I never have any excitement."

Then I went inside and cooked
breakfast because supper had all been

eaten.
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Week \. Day 2, Year 1

Position: 18.35 S7 rr\.ll

Course: 1000 7.109 2.954

WE BLASTED OFF the fifth planet

of Alpha today. Two of the

Crew arc si( k. Doctor Watkins says

that it is something now. but the biol-

ogists can find no specimen of unusual

microscopic life in the blood samples

of the men.
An epidemic would be disastrous

in these close quarters. The ship

would be gone in just a few days.

Week 4, Day 3, Year 1

Position: 17.24/19.32/50.43

Course: 3.000/75.451/2.954

Two more men are sick today.

The disease seems to affect the mind
because the original two are delirious.

Oddly enough, this interested Doctor

Watkins immensely. Later when I

asked him why, he said that ever

since he was an intern he had nursed

a hypothesis about delirium, and now
he might have a chance to test it. His

theory was, that while in delirium, all

the various facets of one's experience,

therefore of one's character, make
themselves evident in a random but

predictable sequence. In order to test

it he is going to record all that is said

by the patients while in this condition

and compare each word, phrase, etc.,

for relative frequency and amplitude.

Naturally the disease has caused a

lot of anxiety in the ship's company.
This Absolute Space Time System

is the best yet devised. It is too bad a

decimal time system wasn't initiated

sooner. The left steering rocket stall-

ed at 4.73 hours today. A new damp-
er and neutron coil were promptly in-

stalled. We are now thirty megamet-
ers off course. Correction factor 0.342

Y.

Week 4, Day 4, Year 1

Position: 16.45/18.73/46.31

Course: 3.000 75.112/2.966

Only one more sick today. The
first two men have died. When the

autopsy was performed, there appear-

ed to be no direct cause of death and
still no microbes were present in the

blood of the men.
Doctor Watkins summarized his

findings for me today. He said that

in all cases the most prominent arti< u

lation sounded somewhat like the

quack of a duck. Until he let me hear

it. I thought he had shattered his cka-

tron. When I tried to spell it pho-

netically in order to record it here, I

couldn't. Later he told me that this

ended his hypothesis, since all the men
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said the same tiling, whereas their

experiences would have been radically

different.

The exploration party turned in

their report today.

REPORT OF THE EXPLORATION
PARTY ON ALPHA CENTAURI
V.

Membership
Dr. Johnson, Mathematician and Phy-

sical Scientist

Dr. White, Natural Scientist

Dr. Baureheim. Historical Scientist

Materials

1 Light Rocket

1 Amphibious Planetary Scooter

3 Entropographs, paladinoidal

2 Ekatrons, dilisandrical

Supplies for one week
Personal equipment, as required.

Week 3, Day 8, Year 1

We left the ship in the light rocket

at 1.35 hours today, went 7312.37 kilo-

meters from the ship, and set down in

a clearing. We immediately set out

on a search, leaving a technician at

the rocket.

Although we covered nearly 500
km 2 we saw nothing but the red foli-

age peculiar to the planet. Dr. White
says the leaves have a high content of

iron oxide. We made camp by a

stream. Although it didn't contain

water, it contained something much
more valuable — mercury.

Week 3, Day 9, Year 1

Today at 2.36 hours we found evi-

dence of civilization. We had been

cruising along when we came into a

clearing. The clearing had seemed to

be a circle, and after careful examina-

tion it was found to he just lh.it. Its

polar distance was approximately
1.734 km. In the circle were six

spheres arranged in a circle around a

Larger seventh sphere. The six had
diameters <>l approximately 20.1 ^ m.
and the seventh had a diameter of ap
proximately 50.762 m.

The Spheres all seemed to he made
of an impervious material. After try-

ing for an hour to gel into one of

them, we found that each sphere OJ

the six could be entered through a

circle which was the portion of the

surface closest to the seventh. I his

entrance could not be distinguished
from the outside at all. The spin res

soon proved to be hollow shells whose
surfaces were of zero thickness. I )r

Johnson expressed the belief that the

material was a type of crystallized

energy. Naturally this is a material

beyond our wildest dreams.
The spheres were lit internally

without an apparent source.

So far there has been no sign of

habitation.

Week 3, Day 10, Year 1

After much careful study and
thought. Dr. Johnson came to the con-
clusion today that the geometrv of the

former inhabitants of the planet was
entirely spherical, a non-Euclidean
geometry. This means that to the in-

habitants there was no such tiling as

parallel lines'

Dr. Baureheim mentioned some-
thing today about a possible explana-
tion which he had for some of the

mvsteries on this planet. He expe
to prepare his paper on these to-

morrow.

At a distance of 1.34 km from the
clearing there was an extremely targe
deposit of Califorium. In fart it is
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the largest natural deposit yet found

h\ man. Tests were promptly made,
,ui(l Dr. Johnson found that the sub-

stance was 'i'i'i'mi' pure. We have

retained a megagm to use as fuel and

spa imens.

Week 4, Day I, Year 1

At 1.03 hours today the party was
aroused by a scream which apparent-

ly came from Dr. Baurehcim's cabin.

When we got to his cabin we found

him delirious. At 1.78 hours, one of

tlu- technicians was stricken with the

same malady. We blasted off for the

ship at 1.85 hours.

END OF REPORT

Week 4, Day 5, Year 1

Position: 14.1/17.43/45.167

Course: 2.097/75.076/2.986

As of today, half of the crew is

sick. Dr. Watkins is working on a

serum, but has had only negative re-

sults thus far. An emergency message

was sent by hyper-wave transmitter;

however, no answer has been received.

A meteor broke through the gravitie

repellent screen at 4.17 hours toda\

It damaged only a few rear compart-
ments, which have been sealed off.

but not yet repaired.

Week 4, Day 6. Year 1

Position: 13.51 16.27/43.20

Course: 3.000, 75.10 2.978

There are five of us left, three tech-

nicians, Dr. Watkins and myself. To-

day at 2.61 hours Dr. Watkins innocu-

lated the five of us, but there is little

hope of success. We have moved out

of the rest of the ship into my cabin,

taking the necessary things with us.

Week 4, Day 7, Year 1

Position: 12.82/15.43/40.17

Course: 2.097 75.15 2.954

Today I am the only one left. The
serum failed with the others — but

worked with me. I have locked my-
self off from the rest of the ship.

Nothing can get through the door, not

even the — "Qkkkkiargzzionz.qck!"

John Gunderson

A LONDON NIGHT

Oh, towering clock in London town,

Oh, midnight tolls, ye ghostly sound,

Oh, choking fog, the streets ye creep,

Oh, blasted wharves, how ye do creak,

Oh, how I toss 'n turn in fright,

Oh, God, ye let me sleep tonight?
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Charles Sloan

JUNGLE SAGA

i i I SAY THERE, Sneedby, we seem
i to be in a bit of a pickle." Col-

onel Ragweed appeared rather fluster-

ed. He must have been the excitable

type. After all. it was only two weeks

now that they had been lost in the

terrible wilderness at the headwaters

of the Dishpan. Those two weeks were
spent dodging poisoned arrows and
rusty musket balls which had been

thoughtfully sent their way by the

Banga-bangios. a tribe with some-
what cannibalistic tendencies.

The two rugged leaders of the

Emptybucket Explorers, Stamp Collec-

tors, Map Makers, and Chopstick

Carvers Society Expedition to capture

the Croaking Crag Crawler, a rare Af-

rican insect, were discussing their sit-

uation in their eleven-room ancestral

headquarters tent.

Colonel Ragweed was a blustering

explorer whose outward expansion

was quite obvious under his loose

shirt. A mustache, which resembled

a small, long-haired sheep dog, flop-

ped listlessly on his upper lip. On
the table before him was a massive

volume entitled Napoleon s Basic
Strategics. THIS IS THE PICTURF
OF A MAN! This is the picture of

a man?

Sneedby was a slight man. slight-

ly anything you can think of. lli-

rimless tilassi - reflected the Light, hid-

ing his eyes. He had a Large Lower

Lip that twitched nervously — it rather

resembled a fat lady doing the rhum-
ha. lie was sitting on a camp stool,

and resting across his knobby knees

was a book even larger than R.

weed's — its title was One Thousand
and One Speedy Methods of Retreat.

"By Jove! We can't let our honor-

able founder down! Poor Lord Empty
bucket — nasty shame that bull hit

ting him when his back was turned

I hear they had to search for days to

locate where he landed." Colonel
Ragweed paused a minute to puff his

pipe. Suddenly ho bellowed some-
thing about having an exceptionally

bully idea and flopped heavily on his

campstool. the Legs of which had been
sabotaged by a tremendous herd of

termites. When the dust had cleared,

Colonel Ragweed was sitting on solid-

ly packed terra firma gustily profan-

ing the atmosphere. Fortunately for

Sneedby's sensitive ears, his shouts

were drowned out by the waiK of

thousands of homeless termites.

While Sneedbj gently removed the

splinters from the Colonel's person,
the plan was outlined. "As you know.
Sneedby, the — ouch! Can'1 you be

,1 hit more careful with those tweez-

ers? — Croaking Crag Crawler is a
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\ it imis Little monster. We have •

built a jolly Croaking Crag Crawler
to put it in. Our — ouch' Blasl

I Mir m<l< rs are to bring only one

of the blood) creatures back with us,

but the blooming beasts travel in pairs.

Am I — ouch! — convct.'
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"Yes, I believe — blasted splinter

won't come out — you are quite cor-

rect, quite." Suddenly the splinter

came out with a sound something like

"sproing," and Snecdby shot sprawling

backwards through the side of the

tent. Ragweed stuck his head out of

the rent in the wall and quietly sur-

veyed the scene. Snecdby had landed

headfirst in an abandoned hippotop,

hiphij). uh. hog wallow, and all that

was visible were several inches of his

best oxford hiking boots. The rest of

him was floundering under several

feet of pure slime. The fight was on!

The fight of Colonel Ragweed against

the suction of the African mud. After

much grunting on the part of Rag-

weed, there was a loud pop, and
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Sneedby and the mud parted com-
pany.

While the two explorers were try

ing to get reorganized, a band of

Banga-bangie warriors appeared in the

clearing. Ragweed saw them not a

minute too soon, so he grabbed his

trusty sixteen-inch elephant gun and
pulled the trigger.

After the smoke had cleared, ten

and one-half rooms of the eleven room
tent were gone. At the opposite end
of the clearing something was agitat-

ing the mud of the hippopot, hippi,

hipwop, uli. hog wallow. Those ele-

pliant ^inis have .1 terrific ki< k 1'

weed was more of a stick in the mud
than Sneedby, and it took .ill the

Banga-bangies' strength to gel him
out, but they did. Colonel Ragweed
was knocked unconsi ions in the pro-

cess, and Sneedby, tint wishing his

comrade to go down alone, fainted

When they came t<>. they were in

a large pot of water over a crackling

fire. It was here that Sneedby utter

ed his last words. "Blasted decent () |

them to give us a bath like this.

what?"

Mary Jane Howe

HOLIDAY MYSTERIES

New Year's is a starting time
For new lives everywhere

—

The mystery is—why don't we keep

Our hearts in faith—with prayer?

Good Friday is a proper time
To tread where He has trod—
The mystery is

—

why don't we keep
On the narrow road to God?

Easter is a holy time
Of faith and hope and joy

—

The mystery is—why can't our faith

Our hands and feet employ?

Christmas is a happy time

Of song and love and laughter

—

The mystery is—why can't this last

And stay the whole year after'
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B French Carter

TOO SOON

The Dawn lias come.
And \% itli its passing

There are none to mourn;
Nor is grief lasting.

The Lighl is gone,

And no one cares save me.

The Dawn has come —

Yet as does no sound
out-live the silence,

So shall no light

surpass the darkness.

For what docs man ply survival?

For what mortal light does crave?

For what is not duration in match
with the infinite?

Glad to be alive? For how long?

What a small taste — with such preponderance

of Apple.

The Eye of Eternity scans but in sorrow

of its own selfishness.

What gladness survives this sorrow

What light surpasses this darkness

What sound out-lives this silence.

The mind craves survival only through

the doubt of the unknown,
And soid clutches for immortality.

. . . "Thus conscience does make cowards of us all."

Death comes quick— too soon shall

I know. Too soon the faint mind
plays no part,

Too soon —
Too soon —
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THE ORDEAL

S\Y 1 1 I -RUNNING-BISON stirred

restlessly in his sleep. As he

tossed and turned, his out-flung arm
struck sharply against the tentpole of

his Lodge. With a cry of pain, lie

awoke. Looking around Fearfully, he

saw tluit his father, Deer-On-Three-

Legs, had not awakened at the sound.

Good. He wanted no one to know
how nervous and highstrung he was
today. Today! At the thoughl of

wliat this new day meant he was gal-

vanized into instant aetion.

Dressing was hut a matter of don-

oing his hreerh-rlotli and ceremonial

moccasins. He then lifted the tepee

flap and walked out into the sunshine.

As the camp awoke, the male mem-
bers of each family greeted the sun.

giver of life. On the small hill-top

at the entrance of the camp. Many-
Spirits, the "te-wat" or doctor of the

tribe stood with arms outstretched to

the early sun. chanting the morning
devotions.

Suddenly Swift-Bison remem-
bered. This was no ordinary daw This

was the day of initiation which he

had been anticipating with dread for

all these eleven years of his life. To-

day he was to begin his new life. He
would change his name, and bring

forth his ceremonial paint and dance
w ith the men.

Rut there was one thing he musl
do first, something of which he was
in deathly fear. A few miles from

the camp rose a huge Rat-topped mesa.,

red in color, and having vertical cliffs

thai toweicd six hundred feel above
tin' plains. At one point the mesa
was (left as il .1 gianl with .111 axe had
chopped it through with ,1 mighty
stroke. This clelt di\ ided the < lifl

into two sections, with an eighl fool

space between. The bottom of the

Chasm was littered with the bleached

bones of those initiates who had laded
in their attempts to leap to the Other
side. This must Swift-Bison do. to-

day, before the sun reached the top

of his course at mid-day.
lie was afraid — deathly afraid.

Although he and the other boys who
were to make the trial today had fasted

and prayed for two weeks, he /, new
the jump was too much. There wasn't

enough flat space on the cracked and
stonv surface of the mesa to net a good
running start. It was as though he
had to do the leap almost from a

standing position.

For weeks he had tried, in vain,

to do an eighl foot standing broad
jump. Always, always, he had missed

by a foot. It was too far. just too

far!

He looked over to where Kills I lis

First-Antelope stood, surrounded by
an admiring throng of younger chil-

dren. Antelope had killed the animal
for which he was named when he was
but eight years old. sneaking off with
his practice bow at night, and bring

ii". him down with an arrow in the

eve. He was self-assured, even ej

tisti< al. saying to all how greal he was
//»• had nothing to worry about. //«
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had often leaped eighl feet in the

practice pits.

W i t h these thoughts running

through 1 1
i -i mind, Swift-Bison began

the long trip to the top of the nu

He walked so slowly that before he

got there, the others were assembled.

At that moment, a veil came from
the crowd, and there stood young
Antelope, poised and triumphant, on
tlic other side. From his more ele-

vated position, he could see the new
arrival before the others, and he called

out in a mighty voice. "Ho, look, fel-

lows, what comes! Do von. young
papoose, think to take the leap with
us men Go hack to the tent of your
father, or your hones will join those

of your brothers at the bottom.*' The
others joined in a chorus of jeers and
taunts, and for a moment. Bison al-

most turned back. Then he lifted his

head and strode proudly forward.

"I am today a man. and as a man,
not a papoose, will I jump the trial of

death''* These words came forth with

a rinc: of bravery that surprised even
the speaker.

The Laughter that arose after this

statement was suddenly stifled by
Kills-Antelope.

"Ho, what he savs is tine. Shall

we blame him for that his father is a

coward who would not take the leap?

I fe « .moot help this Let us pity him.

not be angry at him!"
"Thai's a lie' \h father could not

Leap; be w.is Lame, ami even now must

walk with a stick! Don't talk that

way about my father!"

"Ah." said Antelope, "he grows
angry; see bow bis face is red, bow he
sputters and fumes! He knows that

what I say is true. His father is a

coward, a coward, a coward!**

With these words ringing in bis

ears, the angry boy doubled his fists.

and. with a mighty Lunge, threw him-
self bodily across the yawning chasm,
full at the surprised Antelope. Before
anyone knew what had happened he

had bowled over Kills-His-Fii st -Ante-

lope, and stood on his outstretched

body, shouting:

"Behold. Swift-Running-Bison is

no more. He is indeed dead, and in

his place stands He-Who Dares, a

man. Which of you papooses w ill

leap and join me here on this side?

Come!"
Thus did He-Who-Dares show the

promise of the man he was to become
—a mighty warrior and chief of the

Sioux. He had conquered a greater

enemy than any man or beast, or even
the Leap of Death.

bis own fear.

I le bad ( onqu<
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A STUDENT'S PRAYER
Lawrence Vaughan

I pray, Lord, that you will not

Fill my path with ease, these days,

But give me strength to live and learn

That I might mend my selfish ways.

Send me where hard work awaits.

Give mo problems to the sky.

But through the tiring trials of life

Help me keep my ideals high.

Make me proud of what I have.

Give my life a noble plan.

So on the tombstone o'er my grave

It can be caned, "Here lies a man."
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VOLUME VII - THE LAST CHAPTER

George Wilson

WHEN THIS SPRING ISSUE is

published, Volume VII of the

Penman will become history. An-
other year, another Penman staff, an-

other magazine will pass into the an-

nals of the bygone.

There is a certain something about

the three issues of a volume of the

Penman that is representative of the

staff which put them together. An
inspection of former Penman volumes
would disclose that the greatesl

changes occurred between the spring

and fall issues each year, concurrent

with the change in staff. Each staff

gives of itself to the magazine, and
since each staff is different, each vol-

ume differs from all the others.

This year we have had a very able

and sincere staff, and I would like to

express my whole-hearted appreciation

to every member of that staff for all

the work that each has done through-

out the year. I especially offer my
thanks to Mrs. Councell. without

whom, of course, there would be no
Penman

In this issue, most of the Features

section of the contents is devoted to

class memories. Seniors express them-
selves in "Alpha Without Omega," by
Beau Barnes, and Frank Chilton's "A
Senior Sums It Up." Charlotte Kehart

presents the high points of the Juniors'

year in "Something Special."

Each year, ELOS. the society of

literary endeavor, holds a short story

contest, and QUILL AND SCROLL,
the international societv of high school

journalism, stages a poetry contest.

The Penman is very proud to offer you
the first and second prize winners and
their works in this issue. Look for

them in a special section starting on
page 5. We wish to thank Mr. Book
and the membership of ELOS as well

as Mrs. Councell. Mr. Rhodes, and the

membership of QUILL AND SCROLL
for the use of this material.

Many of the students at Washing-
ton-Lee have had the benefit of living

or visiting in foreign countries. Most
of them can recall numerous interest-

ing experiences during their travels

which would never have happened
had they stayed at home. In this issue

you will find two such interesting ex-

periences, as told by Frank Chilton

and Mary Jane Howe. Frank's tale,

"The Agent and the Secret Docu-
ments," is an intriguing story of a

communist plot that will leave you —
well, read it and see. Mary Jane's

"No Laughing Matter" is actually a

dissertation on the woes of ocean travel,

among which there is one great woe.

In closing the last chapter of the

Penman for 1953-1051. the whole staff

wishes you and yours a very pleasant

summer, and we surely hope that

you've enjoyed reading the Penman!
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"THROUGH A GLASS, DARKLY"

Rod Rogers Illustrated by Roxanne K inter

The PENMAN is proud to present to you

the winners of ELOS' annual short story

contest. This is the hist prize winner — a

storv of splendid creative imagination called

"Through a Glass, Darkly." Its author,

Rod Rogers, demonstrates clearly his abil-

ity to write impressive and compelling

prose. While you are reading the Story,

notice how the writing keeps an emotional

variety that is entirely fascinating and

never boring.

WHO CAN DRAW a line between

life and death? Gregg Lawson

couldn't. In his present condition,

Gregg couldn't do much of anything.

He wasn't sure whether he was dead

or alive. Who knows when one is

dead? A person can die only once.

Or can he?

So Gregg wasn't sure if he were

dead. He could see; that is to say, he

could look. But in his condition the

most he could discern was a hazy out-

line of nothing. Gregg's troubles had
all started in a typically trite manner.
An almost disgusting manner, in fact.

The turmoil in Gregg's mind had
started like this.

To begin with, everyone knows
that women are the root of all evil.

There- was a time when money en-

joyed that questionable reputation.

But. today, very few of us have money.
So what else is left but women to be
the root of all evil?

Gregg Lawson had a woman. Not

too respectable a woman, hut a woman.
It is not surprising in the least thai

Gregg liked Lorna. This is to be ex-

pected because Lorna was beautiful.

She was the most beautiful girl Gregg

had ever seen. And. not too remark-

ably enough, Gregg found that he more
than just liked Lorna. He thought

he loved her. And maybe he did. be-

cause beauty does strange things to

men. This is important, because the

fact of the matter was that Lorna did

not love Gregg. Not at all. Which
is typical of the type of woman Lorna

was. Gregg didn't know that, so lie

thought he was not at all presumptu-

ous when he tried to kiss her. After

all, he had known her for two weeks;

and two weeks is a long time to wait

for a kiss. Even a kiss from a girl as

beautiful as Lorna. I said Gregg tried

to kiss Lorna. He didn't just try. he

succeeded. And Gregg liked that kiss

so much that he tried it again. But

this time he was not so successful. If

Gregg was surprised when Lorna de-

prived him of her desirable lips, he

was much more surprised when she

stepped away and slapped him. This.

Gregg could not understand. But he

got told. And what he gol told was
the usual. Plenty of the usual.

So now we can chuckle to ourselves

about how Gregg could be so naive as

to think that Lorna loved him. Or,

indeed, that she would even put up
with his crude attempts .it affection.

But while we arc chuckling, Gregg
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will nut be so happy. Because he still

thinks tli.it he loves Lorna. And may-
be he does. Bui w hat would a man
lik> do to forget his troubles?

1 iv to drown them, of course. And
since nobody drowns in water any

more, the next Logical thing is alcohol.

And this is very important too. Be

cause now we find Gregg in a bar.

In a bar people drink. Gregg is drink-

ing. Not just drinking, but drunk.

Saturated. Polluted. He is lying in a

stupor over the bar. quite unaware of

the toils of an angry world, but acute-

ly aware of the troubles of a frustrated

lover. Perhaps he is dead. Who
knows? Who can draw a line between

life and death? So now we have

reached the beginning again. And
thus you have experienced progression

without advancement.

Now meet Gregg Lawson. Lie

with him in his drunken stupor. Fol-

low him as he lives the fantasy of life

and death.

Gregg was still looking through a

gray haze. He couldn't really see

much of anything except himself. He
was big and awkward, and way out of

proportion. His bloated head was
twice as big as his whole body, and it

med to be connected by a neck a

mile long. He looked down at his body
and didn't like what he saw at all. He
could see right through himself. "My
God."' he thought. And he thought

that he was dead. Of course, he wasn't

sure, but it seemed that way. And if

he really were not dead, then why
couldn't he feel pain? Gregg hadn't

lived what you would exactly call an
ideal life. And he had always ex-

pected to be punished for his worldly

sins. But now. he supposed, he was
dead, and it didn't hurt at all. Not
one little bit.

Gregg looked down again. But
this time, instead of himself, he saw

thousands of little people scurrying to

and fro in mad chaos. There, he
thought, was one who looked like him-
self. "Gregg," he called to his little

image.

"Hi there. Gregg. I haven't seen

you for a long time. I thought you'd

never get here."

"Get where?" asked Gregg.
"Where are you going? Where are

you coming from? And where am
I?"

"You're no place, Gregg," answered
the little image. "No place, with

nothing to do, and plenty of time to

do it in. Isn't that what you always
wanted?"

"Wait! Wait for me," cried Gregg.

But the little image had already disap-

peared into the gray haze.

Now Gregg looked down again.

All the little people were gone. But

something even more startling had
taken their place. Gregg saw himself.

He was alive and happy. But most

of all he was kissing a beautiful girl

And that girl was Lorna. "Lorna,"

he called. "Lorna, I love you. Don't

you love me?"

The girl looked up and whispered

melodiously. "Of course I love you,

Gregg. Can't you tell?" And then

she continued her passionate kiss.

"Lorna, you're not kissing me,"
Gregg cried frantically. "How can

you kiss me when I'm not even

there?"

Once again Lorna looked up.

"Don't bother me now, silly," she

crooned. "Can't you see that I'm ter-
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ribly busy?" And then Gregg saw
himself ki» Loma again.

It was more than he could stand.

Gregg began to crj He sobbed un-

ashamedly. As he watched, Ins tears

fell and caressed Lorna, and Loma
melted away. Now bis tears were

falling into •» i rj ^t.il pool; and ea< b

tear Struck a note mi beautiful lie stop-

: ( rying thai he might better listen

to the music But the music ceased

at the momenl when his tears stopped

falling into the pool. And then the

pool began to bubble, and disappeared

in a flash of fire. The fire disappeared

also. But in its place was an even

more interesting fantasy. Gregg sau

a golden staircase, carpeted in deep

blue velvet which extended farther

than the eye could conceive. Above it

bung a flashing red and blue neon
sign. "Follow inc." it directed. And
since it seemed logical. Gregg did ex-

actly that.

It was a descending staircase, and
Gregg followed its path with relative

ease. The journey was tiresome,

though, because Gregg felt strangely

impatient to reach the end. He could

not make his legs move fast enough
to suit his mind. "Why not," he

thought, "slide down the banister?"

That, it seemed, was an excellent idea.

So he did. Only children are allowed

to slide down banisters; it's undigni-

fied for anyone else to do so. But
Gregg learned this soon enough. All

at once the banister ended. For that

matter, the staircase ended. But

Gregg's journey did not end. Ob. no.

His strange descent continued at a

furious pace. And as he was falling,

Gregg began to reason with himself.

"This," thought Gregg, "can only lead

mo to bell. I think I must stop." So

he did. He stopped because the space

ended and the floor began. A smooth
marble floor, that reminded him of ice.

And since hell is not ice. Gregg felt

sine that he must not be in hell.

"Welcome," cried a voice. Gi

looked up to see a little man smilii

at him. "I am glad to see that you

have arrived precisely."

"Don't you mean precisely on
time?" asked Gregg.

"Oh. no," he replied. "You see,

we around here don't bother with
that. It's much too restricting. Be-

sides, when you have so much of one
thing you just don't seem to need it."

"Well," observed Gregg, 'that cer-

tainly is strange."

"Follow me." commanded the lit-

tle man. That phrase was familiar to

Gregg, so he did. For the first time

Gregg noticed how old the little man
was. He walked with a limp, and
his skin was wrinkled and dried. His

long white beard completed a distinc-

tive touch of ages past. Presently

they came to a halt. "Here," said the

little man. "I must leave you."

Gregg saw two doors, framed in

bright red. with black velvet tapestries

hanging across them. "What must I

do?" he asked.

"You must enter one of those

doors," answered the little man.

Gregg did not want to obey, but

he felt compelled to do so. "Very
well," he consented. "And goodbye.

Mr. . What did you say

your name was?"

"Just call me Time." said the little

man. "Good bye. and good luck!"

Gregg entered the door on his left.

Beyond it stretched a corridor as long
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and as straighl as he could imagine.

Where his imagination ceased, the cor-

ridor continued. He began to walk.

Who knows hovi far one's imagination

may roach? Does it seem likely that

one mighl walk to the end of one's

imagination, and then farther? Gregg

thought it was impossible. Rut he had

learned to expert tho impossible as the

probable, so he was not at all surprised

when he eventually reached tho termi-

nation of tho passage. The corridor

had gradually tapered into nothing.

And there stood Gregg, alone and

wondering what he should do next.

"Enter and state your name," a

voice boomed out of nowhere.

"My name." stammered Gregg,

"is Greggory Alory Lawson, Jr. May
I please inquire as to the nature of

the party with whom I have the honor
of conversing?" Gregg always spoke

formally and politely when he did not

know whom he was addressing.

"Who I am." replied the voice, "is

insignificant. I am nothing. Every-

thing is nothing. In fact, you have
arrived at nothing, and beyond nothing

is nothing. I advise you to make
yourself comfortable doing nothing
with nothing until the end of noth-

ing."

"You." hammered the voice, "are

at infinity."

"Rut I don't want to be at infinity,"

cried Gregg. "I want to do something
and be something. Nothing is as bad
as nothing. I want to return."

"Then return." ordered the voice.

"Rut hear this! You may find much
worse than infinity on your journey."

"I think not," cried Gregg. And
he turned and fled terrified along the

infinite passage. And presently he met
Time.

"Ah. ha!" < ried Time. "1 see that

you have returned."

"Yes." panted Gregg. "I think

that there is nothing in the world woi

than infinity." Rut then he was a-

shatned. because he realized that DO
where in the world could he find

where he- was now.

"And what door will you choose

to enter now?" asked Time.

"Must I?" asked Gregg.

"Oh, yes," replied Time. "It is

written, and no mortal may break the

written law."

"Rut am I mortal?" asked Gregg.

"That," smiled the little man, "is

for you to discover."

So Gregg entered the other velvet-

covered door. The passage was im-

mense in size, and very short in com-
parison with the path to infinity.

Presently he arrived at the end. "Hel-

lo." he shouted.

"Hello!" cried voices. And sud-

denly he was surrounded by dozens of

girls more beautiful than he had ever

seen before. And remarkably enough,

they were clad in absolutely nothing

at all. And then he noticed that he.

too, was strangely lacking in proper

attire.

"Where am I?" he demanded in a

rather embarrassed voice.

"You," volunteered one of the

maidens, "are at eternity. And we
are here to comfort and receive you.

We are sure you will like eternity, be-

cause everything here is perfect. In

fact, nothing at all can ever go wrong
for people who live h<
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"Well." r.-fli < ted Gregg, "it i

tainly is ironi< thai I could never find

you w hen I was Looking."

"Bui you have found us now,"

ed the girls. And v* ith lliat. (

m

being only human — hut come to

tliink of it. was Gregg hum.m? Gtt

did not know if he were human.
Furthermore, he did nol i are. 1

1

knew only one thing; that he had
found eternity. And to him this was
knowledge enough.

Bui no one may exist without

Learning. And Gregg Learned only too

soon thai true perfection may not exisl

in the presence of imperfect thin

And certainly Gregg was imperfect.

''Do you receive every man who
comes here as you have mc?" he de-

manded of the girls.

"Oh. no," chorused the girls. "We
are all virgins."

"But what use have I with vir

gins
0-

' he asked. "A virgin is as use-

ful to me as hay is to a dead horse."

Arid then he laughed at his cleverness.

"But we are no1 virgins," cried the

2 iris. "We all love you."

"Then I hate you," he shouted.

"And yon are filth." He arose and
fled as quickly as possible, leaving be-

hind him a multitude of crying crea-

tures who slowly faded away and van-
ished into nothingness.

"Hello.- said Time. "Why have

you returned?"

"I have learned." answered Gregg,
"that perfection is an extreme of

nothing. And I am an imperfect

something. I think I must he mortal.

And that is why I have returned,

Time."

"You have learned well," said

Time

"Bui where must I go n<

queried ( rn

"You must outer the third and last

door." answered Time. "And nothing
must interrupt your journey therein."

And for the firsl time Gregg saw a

tiny door, formed of gray slate, at the

side of the room. "I had not seen that

door before," said Gregg. "But it

ms to me that any door as insignifi-

< ant as that could never prove to house

anything beneficial."

"Sometimes." reflected Time, "one
must not judge by appearance alone.

Fare thee well, lad. and may God be

with you."

It was not until Gregg had stooped

to enter the door that the lull signifi-

cance of Time's statement penetrated

him. "Goodbvo." he replied weakly,

"and . . . and . . . thank you. Time."

The doorway opened into a small

earthy tunnel. It was rocky and nar-

row, and Gregg found it difficult to

maneuver along the path. It was

growing unbearably hot. and Grt

had about decided to turn back when
he heard a familiar voice fill the tun-

nel.

"Hello, Gregg, darling," it sang.

"Lorna," panted Gregg, "what are

you doing here 1 "

"I've been waiting for you." Lorna

said. "I love you, Gregg. Come here

and I'll show von how much I love

you."

Gregg approached and was greeted

by Lorna's warm lips. "Darling." he
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breathed passionately, "darling, I love

you."

"Then conic with me," she replied

dryly. "Where we are going your

life will be mine completely."

"I love you." cried Gregg, "but

Time has taught me to continue on

the path. Won't you come with me
We shall be together."

"Time." breathed Lorna, "is a

fool."

"No," said Gregg. "Time is no

one's fool. But I love you."

"Then kiss me," said Lorna. "Kiss

me and love me."

"First tell me your name."

"Kiss me, Gregg," she commanded.
"Kiss me now."

"What is your name?" Gregg was
more insistent.

"You know my name, darling.

Kiss me."

"First, tell me your name." Gregg
was shouting now.

"My name," confessed Lorna, "is

Satan. And you are a fool."

"No," shouted Gregg, "you are the

fool. Goodbye, Satan. I only pray
that others likewise shall escape your
kiss of death."

"You are a fool's fool," cried Satan.

"Then a fool has escaped a fool,"

shouted Gregg. "Not even the mirror
of the devil may reflect evil from a

pure image." But the devil was not

there to hear.

"I am the luckiest fool that has
ever existed." thought Gregg as he
continued along the passage. But his

thoughts were broughl to a halt by a

gate across the path. He knocked.

"What is your name?" asked a

voice from inside.

"Greggory Alory Lawson, Jr.,"

answered Gregg. The gate opened.

"If I may ask, where am I. at this

moment?" I [e spoke very politely.

"You are at the gateway to the

Kingdom of Heaven," said the voi<

"May I enter?" asked Grejju

"Advance and stand before the

judgment bar," directed the voice.

"What deeds of good will or mercy
have you performed that you now re-

quest entrance into Heaven. 1

Gregg thought. He could remem-
ber only his sins. "I can think of

nothing, sir," he said. "Except one
thing," he added as an after-thought.

"Yes?"

"Only it is nothing. Once when I

was a boy I helped a starving kitten."

"And that is all you have done to

deserve admittance?"

"Yes, sir. I am sorry sir. I fear I

have sinned more than my share."

"Have you any questions, then, to

ask before a verdict is delivered?"

"Yes, sir. Are you God, sir?"

"No, son, I am not God."

"Then, why must you tell me
whether or not I may enter Heaven?"

"God has given, and God may take

away," answered the voice. "I am
but the keeper of the gates."

Gregg was deeply impressed. "I

have no right to enter," he said. "Now
I must leave."
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'W.iit." spoke the voice. "God has

followed your journey lure. lie has

given His word that you arc to enter.*
1

"Oli. thank Godl Thank God,"

sobbed Gn . I am .1 f<»<»l in Para

di-..

"Step forward and be washed of

your sins, thai you may enter," said

the voice. Gi It the cool pure

feeling on his fa< "Enter into Hea-
ven.'" the voice commanded. And for

the first time Gregg saw a beautiful

archway before him. It was so beauti-

ful, in fact, that it defied description.

And as Gregg looked at what he sup-

posed was Heaven, he was filled with

a feeling of anxiety. And that feeling

of anxiety was not caused by what he

supposed was Heaven; what he thought

he saw was earth. And to him it was
the most beautiful sight he had ever

seen.

"Thank you, sir," he said. "Thank
you very much."

"You're a lucky lad," said the

voice. It startled him. "But I'm

warning you," it said. "Now that you
are pure, stay that way. I'm warning

you! I'm warning you
"

" I'm warning you! I'm

warning you!" The gray haze lifted.

mil Gregg !<>'>k< d up into the item
of the bartender.

"Are you God," he asked?

"Of course I'm not God'" yelled

the barkcej). "But I'm warning you,

if you don't leave in two seconds I'll

have vmi thrown out' The idea, hav-

ing drunks sleeping at all hours in inv

reputable establishment. Out with

you now!"

Gregg staggered toward the door.

"Yes, sir." said Gregg. "I'll he going
now. But just remember, sir. if you
ever gel this place clean, keep it that

way. sir. I'd hate to see it dirty, sir.

( loodnight, sir."

"Of all the crazy drunks," sighed

the bartender, and continued mopping
the concrete floor.

And then Gregg walked out the

door of the bar into the cold night

air of a lonely world. Or was it hea-

ven? Or what was it? Who can draw
a line between life and death?
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THE BIG TRIAL

John Gunderson Illustrated by Rouinuc Kicjjcr

line is the work of John Gunderson.
This delightful story holds everyone's in-

trust, and produces a wholly believable

ending that warms the heart Be sure to

note John's careful handling of the dialo-

gue, and the ways in which he keeps his

ending hidden until it happens.

A MAN SEEMS to develop favo-

rites. It's sort of natural like,

even if you preach against it. Old

Russel Long, down the lane, has a

favorite fishing spot, even though he

ain't caught nothin' there for weeks.

And Lyme Jenkins —he'd walk till

the sun set fer his brand of t'baccee.

Even in Maw I kin see a special han-

kerin', though it don't concern me.

Her danged flower plot next to the

cornfield 'd take her from anything.

I ain't like mos' people though.

Oh, I got my favorites, all right. Don't

deny it either, and I never will. But

unlike most people, my favorite only

lasts 'bout ten years at the most. That's

about 's long as dogs live, if you treat

'em kindly, anyways. An' 'taint long

after one goes till I get hooked to

another. Half my heart musta been
hewn from a dog's soul somewheres,

'cause long as I've been breathin', I

been pattin' the head an' scratching

the ears an' belly of some old hound
—sometimes a worthwhile dog and
sometimes jus' something to irritate

everybody but me.
Why, I kin remember as plain as

the side o' my barn the first one I had.

She was an old beat-up coon hound
that had the shaggiest, battle-scarred

cars Fvr over saw, and she was ton old

to do anything but oat and sleep and

let me scratch her thin coat while she

licked my feet. Yeah, she wuz the

first. She wasn't the best by a long

shot, but she wuz what made me like

dogs, and I'll never forget 'er.

Fact is, I'll never forget any of

'em. Not until I go my way, God save

me. Old Ned. he weren't good fer

nothin', 'cept for bringin' them cows

in to be milked, and then half the

time he'd squat down half way home
and do his duties and let 'em get away
into the road and all. Jamie. —Prince,

—Nick, —they wuz all good. They'd

work their tail to a stub fer ya, and
love ya for anything ya give 'em.

Some were cow dogs, some watch
dogs, some jus' pets.

Like I said though. —bout favo-

rites. As long as I kin talk, I'll always

have to go back 'round fifteen years

t' when old Bo was whelped. His

mother was one of the many bitches

dad had about the farm, and the sire

was some mongrel that I still don't

know. A pup out of a couple of no-

goods usually wouldn't be no better n

his parents, but there wuz something
molded into his little black and tan

frame that I've never seen since he

left. Just show me a man who ever

saw such a rabbit dog as Bo. if they'd

ever watched him work, an' I'll give

ya my whole dern farm. And old Bo
was born deaf to top it all. Ya ever

watched a dog for a long time, and
noticed how he uses his hearing for

'most everything? You can see their
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ole ears prick up at a snapping twig.

or to i .it< li tli<' calls of their mates, or

to their master's whistle. On a <!•

them cars work over-time too. They
tell 'em if he can sleep peacefully or

if he can sense danger. Not ole Bo's

ears, though. Ole Bo always had 'em

hangin' down over his jaw. perhaps

even wonderin' what the danged

things were there Fer, gettin' briers

and dirt in 'em all the time. 'Sides

from that, though, you couldn't tell

the difference in Bo and any other

dog, 'cept fer what I knowed 'im to

be. Fact is, a man in the gallery of

the big trial wouldn't believe he

couldn't hear till he had the satisfac-

tion of sneakin' up on 'im against the

wind and shouting in his ear, and see-

ing that ole Bo didn't even look a-

round. He left, swearin' he'd never

seen a dog work in the field like Bo.

much less a deaf 'mi.

But Bo did more for me than just

win field trials and never once let me
down. 'Specially in his last trial. Yeah,

ole Bo wuz kinda gettin' old and losing

some of his friskyness, but when it

came to a field trial he wuz younger
than any of 'em in heart. Still, the

corn grows until God figures that the

soil 'round the roots has done it work.

and then the stalk starts to turn brown
and wilt, ya know? What Bo did in

this last trial wuz more than puttin'

on a whale of a show, too.

Ya see, back about ten, fifteen

years ago, old man O'Malley. the same
one that lives up on Baldy Hill in that

mansion-like, always had a chip on his

shoulder when I wuz around 'im.

Seems kinda silly lookin' back, but the

things he said to me and the answers
I give 'im back wuz like two calves

fightin' over the same udder — both

of 'em fightin' away knowin' that the

other wuz just a-- good bu1 not givin'

in.

Well, it all started — and ended

— with a field trial. Being neighbors,

SOlta, it WUZ natural to be trvin' to

whip the other. Hank O'Malley al-

ways bad more cattle, and harvested

more grain, and sold more produce

and milk; but he could never beat me
at a trial. And ole Hank was the

kind that wanted e\ < rvtliiii". once he

had a little, and "come h'-ll or high

water" he wuz gonna beat me at the

big trial out at the Clifford's farm.

Well, him and some of his Friends

thought that he really had .1 rabbit

dog in this beagle of his. and seem' as

I hadn't seen 'im in 'bout a year, ^im e

the last big trial. 1 wasn't going to

say that Bo would take 'im. That's

one thing 'bout ole Hank: when he

sets hisself to doin' something with a

dog, ain't nothin' gonna stop im from

doin' it, — 'cept a better dog. That

man'd work and work and work with

King until he couldn't hardly run.

and if King 'd do something wrong.

O'Malley 'd whip 'im till he whined.

I guess that's one reason why I couldn't

stomach Hank to begin with — dog

whippin'. A man should be whipped
hisself if he can't make a dog mind
'im without usin' a stick. That didn't

make no difference with Hank though,

'cause he always had blamed others

fer his wrongs, and he couldn't see

past his nose.

As the trial came nearer, I heard

more talk about O'Mallev pushing

King. Gettin' up fore the sun and
startin' the day with trainin' and
endin' it with whippin". Man. he WUZ
out fer ole Bo. Shucks. I like to win.

too. and so floes Bo, 1 reckon, but 1

figure the only thing trainin' does is

wear you both out. Ain't no 1
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gonna get any stronger or smarter

than he is alter he gets 'round Bye

is old. And I figure B 'log's gonna

work better it he has something to

look forward to, —sides a whip.

Well, me an' Bo jus' kept on goin'

on our daily walks, and once in a

while I'd take my gUD along and we'd

hunt ns some rabbit. Sometimes we'd

sit by Little Fork ("reek and jus' lay

down under my favorite tree and let

the gurglin' water put me t' sleep.

An' once in a while we'd walk down
to the general store in Gatlinburg and

talk with the townsfolk. There wuz
always talk about dogs and the latest

piece of machinery or sumpin'. 'Bout

this time o' the year, though, it wuz
all the big trial. After sundown and

all the work wuz done, everyone would

meet out front of Daily's Hotel on the

front porch and talk the chances of

every dog enterin'. The kids would

sit open-mouthed on the railin' and

listen fer hours to us older folks; lis-

ten in' to the tales and wishin' they

wuz older and could do things.

The day before the trial, me an'

Bo walked into the store to buy some
groceries, and who's browzin' around

but O'Malley. Well. I didn't know
whether to say something or let him
talk first. Shucks, I could see that ole

chip of wood jus' waitin' to be knocked

off his shoulder, and I didn't want to

start nothin'. Anyway, I walked over

to the counter with Bo right behind

me to place my order. All of a sudden

I hear a yelp. I look around and see

Bo huddled next to my leg, starin' at

O'Malley. who was sort of grinnin',

and he said. "Oh, I'm real sorry. I

didn't see him there." but he didn't

mean it. I looked into his eyes. Cold,

blue, stony eyes that had jealousy

written all over 'em, and I felt like

ki< kin' him in the ribs like he'd done
tu Bo. Instead. I asked 'im if he would

be at the trial. He nodded confident-

ly. Then I said something about King
bein' too tired and Deal to work in the

field, and he got all red. 'cause he

knew denied well what I meant He
jus' Stood there, know in' he couldn't

accuse me of over-workm' Bo. Then
he stammered and said. Ill put mv
five against your one. Levi, that

King'll run over that mongrel of

yours." Well, I ain't no kind to turn

down a challenge of any kind. If he'd

of asked me to a sword fight. I'd a been

right there. So I stuck out my hand
and met his half way and we shook,

lookin' each other in the eyes. He
glanced down at Bo and his mouth
drew up at one side in a snicker, and
he walked out of the store.

Well. I didn't see Hank till the

next day at the trial. He came into

the barn a little after I got there. That
mornin' I woke up early and got

dressed and had some oatmeal an'

cornbread an' fed Bo some of the

same. My old field trial boots wuz on
my feet; them kind that come up al-

mos' to your knees. That's one thing

you can't tell, where a rabbit's gonna
take you — 'cept in a circle — and
without my boots, I might as well go

barefoot, what with the muck and
briers on the Cliffords' place. Well,

Hank, he went to one group of men
and started a talkin' away, and I wnz
with some of the men I went around

with most o' the time. We didn't look

at one another till this tall man, one
o' the officials, called everybody a-

round this long bench and table in

the middle o' the room. Then. I

couldn't help scein' him, lookin' like

he'd done won the thing 'fore it

started, leanin' back with an ear to
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ear grin. Maybe he would win, too,

but I wouldn't act like that, not even

w ith Bo workin' fer inc.

The tall man stood up at one end

of the table and coughed and rubbed

his smoke-stung eyes. He viewed the

handlers, sittin' 'round the table, dis-

gusted like. Cause they wouldn't stop

talkin\ He henied 'n hawed, then

finally shouted out fer 'em to shut up

'fore they simmered down, and even

then you couldn't bear yourself think,

what with the dogs yelpin' and howl-

in' around back.

Before long though, he wuz callin'

out the preliminary brackets and the

trial wuz underway. All through the

preliminary matches Bo and King were

paired apart, both lookin' sharp as an

axe and makin' the other dogs and

bitches look like novices. Well, like

expected, Bo and King beat every dog

they wuz paired with; King and his

graceful form and exact manner and

Bo with his never endin' barkin', a

trait which conic from his maw, and
his bear-for-honey nose that wuz al-

ways on the ground right behind ole

cottontail. The way it came out, the

judges couldn't pick between the two.

They tol' me and Hank to run one

more trial. Bo and King, for first and
second place.

So me and Hank and the judges

took off across the field, with the gal-

lery behind us makin' bets and dis-

cussin' the chances fer each one. and
we wuz beatin' the brush and thickets

tryin' to loose a rabbit fer ole Bo and
King, who wuz followin' Hank an' me
on our leashes.

From the other side of the field, in

a ravine. I heard a judge holler, "Tally-

ho"; and by golly, I swept Bo up in

my arms and ran over to the spot

where he wuz pointin' the rabbit wuz.

I waited fer I lank to gel there, vi ith

my eye on the spot where the judge

was pointin', and then I let Bo down

beside Kin-:, and it wuz on. the great-

est trial I ever seen.

The two dogs no sooner hit the

ground than the yelpin' started. Side

by side, they picked up the trail and

they wuz off. head down and mouth
open, fillin' the air with the most

blood-curdlin' sound since the panti \

shelves fell over at spring cleanin'.

They kept up such a pace as I've never

seen, and I wuz thinkin' 'bout sittin'

on a log fer a second till I thoughl of

that poor rabbit going through the

same thing, 'cept he wuz bein' (based.

I could tell Hank wuz tirin' too, but

he wasn't gonna say so.

Well, Bo and Kin» wuz pressin' the

rabbit so dcrned tight that mos' the

time they didn't have to use their nose.

but that only made 'em bark more.

That's where ole Bo had it all over

King. too. That infernal, low howl

that never seemed to cease, drowned
out Kings' lesser sharp barks. An' in a

trial, the bark counts a whale of a lot.

If'n that rabbit knows there's someone

that wants 'em enough to bark like

ole Bo wuz. he ain't, fer love ner

money, gonna stop to sec who 'tis

that's doin' it. May be 'cause Bo

couldn't hear anythin' wuz why he

kept it up constantly. Lord knows, I

get tired of hcarin' myself talk some-

times, an' I stop.

Once, maybe twice, cottontail got

loose and they had to hold it up to

find 'is trail. They both knew when
they lost 'im. and when they did they

circled completely around the spot

where they lost 'im and used their

nose to pick up the scent. When they

lost a trail, they stopped their barkin'

and let out a hoart-touchin' whine.
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like their day \mi/ a complete loss.

Bui soon they'd pick it up. You could

always tell who got it by which one

barked first They wuz even <>n thai

test. Each dog had found the 1

trail once, and surged off a hit ahead
of the other, yelpin

1

up a storm an'

Leavin
1

a path of bent grass and dust.

Tho way I figured, though, Bo wuz a

hit ahead in the scorin
1 — thai blamed

howlin'l

I'm tellin' you. I weren't too old

back then, but by golly I never been

so tired. There weren't a hill on Clif-

fords' whole doni farm that they didn't

take us over. Their weren't a gulley

or stream or brier path — bless my
boots — that we didn't have to follow

them two dogs through. And there

wuz only one more spot that could be

new to us. the woods. So. to be sorta

complete-like, they found the trail to

go smack through the middle of 'em.

An' then all of a sudden I don't

hear Bo's barkin' no more, but a yelp

and a whine like a dog gives when
he's been hurt. I hear ole King still

goin' at it. Well. I tried to ketch up
to 'im an' see the trouble, 'cause I

knowed he wuz hurt, and 'bout the

time I get near 'im. he sees me comin'

and he got up from his haunches and
took off after King, not makin' a sound.

When I got to the spot where I saw
'im. I saw blood on the ground and on
some leaves. I tol' Hank I didn't want
to win it bad enough to hurt Bo, but

derned if I coidd stop 'im. Bo kept

on. right on the heels of King. I could

see 'im once in a while, through an
^penin'. but he wasn't barkin'. A trail

of blood was left everywhere he went.

The judges tol' me to get 'im. but 1

said. "Man, I can tell 'im to do any-
thin

1

but die at home, and he'll do it.

but when he's in a trial, I don't mean

DO more to him than a stick in a field."

Shui ks, I illicit as well've gave ole

Hank the trial with a muzzle <>n?

Well, Bo couldn't bark, and to me thai

WUZ it. Yeah, he WUZ keepin' up to

King and stayin' on the trail good as

ever, hut the only thing you could
hear wuz King's choppy, high, barks.

Wasn't long then, for the jud
tol' us to pick em up. Hank and I

ran forward 'bout a bundled yards an'

finally caught 'em. still goin' after the

rabbit. When I got to Bo. I could

he wuz weak; and when I bent over to

pick 'im up, he squatted down on his

belly with an ashamed look, like be'd
sinned. But I ain't never been so

proud of anything as Bo on that day.
I looked at his mouth and saw the
blood comin' out. and I knew I'd have
to stop it. Somehow a broken stick

or root had caughl his upper palate

an' ripped his tongue too, and he
couldn't even shut 'is mouth for the
pain. But that dog jus' didn't give up
on that day. I talked to 'im softly

an' tol' 'im that he wuz the best I've

ever seen, even though he couldn't

hear me.

The vet fixed Bo's mouth and said

that he wuz lucky to save 'im. He tol'

me it wuz Bo's last trial. I knew it

before he tol' me. but it wuz sorta a

shock. A dog like Bo not bein' able
to work a trial wuz like a man with no
teeth winnin' a barrel of caramel
candy.

Well, it wuz over; Yept fer the
judge's 'nouncin' the winner an' all.

And after a cup of coffee they came
into the room, back at the barn, with
official lookin' faces. I looked across
the table at Hank O'Mallev. He WUZ
sittin' by hisself starin' at the floor

with a cigar in 'is mouth. The head
judge stood in the middle of the table
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with a card in his hand and began

reading the places, from the bottom

up, like they do it. Ole Hank didn't

move. The judge got at the top two
places and paused and looked around

the room, first at Hank an' then at

me. He finally spoke; it wuz like I

said t'would be, too. Ole Bo came in

second. But I knew he would'uv won
it. The gallery knew it too, cause I

overheard 'em sayin' Bo wuz the best

they ever saw, and it wuz too bad
what happened. It pleased me.

I started to leave when I felt a tap

on my shoulder an' I looked 'round

an' there wuz Hank, with a warm look

in 'is eyes. Ho shoved out his hand
and we shook, sorta automatically.

Hank said to me, "Levi, it was a good
trial, and King did his best, but there

isn't a dog in the world that could've

taken that one of yours. You should

be proud of him." And I said, "By
golly Hank, you know I am," and we
walked from the barn together to take

our dogs home for a rest.

NIGHT

Virginia Holsinger

Who knows the marvelous mysteries of night?

I seek an answer to this strange request.

I'll ask the stars with their uncanny light;

Perhaps they are able to answer best.

Bright Sirius, the all-seeing Dog Star,

What mystic tales can you repeat to me?
Or red-gold Betelguese, seen from afar,

Will you tell what strange happenings you see?

Mighty Orion, through the sky doth roam,
Eternally bearing his massive spear.

He guides the lonesome errant sailors home;
What weird tales he has for a straining ear!

The twink'ling stars are deaf to human tears;

My answer lies not in these magic spheres.
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"Closed Doors," the first prize winner

in the Quill and Scroll contest, was written

by Dennis Parks, a junior at \Y-L. His

poem captures so completely the feeling of

truth, that its integrity and quality of mean-

ing arc unquestionable.

Straight from the senior Knglish classes

comes this unique series of epitaphs of char-

acters from Shakespeare's immortal play,

Macbeth. In this second place winner Beau

Barnes has given singular meaning in a few

sentences to these characters.

CLOSED DOORS

Dennis Parks

Closed doors

—

For a time

They shut out all

That man won't face.

Behind these doors,

Secure in solitude,

A man may think,

Or only hide.

To open the door

Takes courage.

To sit still,

Just time.

TO THE DEAD AS THEY LIVE - - HAIL!

Beau Barnes

INTRODUCTION

In our study of Shakespeare's Macbeth,

I found the characters Macbeth and his lady,

Banquo and Macduff exceptionally intriguing.

My impressions of these characters are

Set forth in the following epitaphs.
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MACBETH

Oh. Thane of Cawdor

—

On Earth you were betrayed

To restlessness and wandering
By your true love.

In eternity may your soul

Find the sleep that

On Earth you did murder.

BANQUO

Hail Banquo

—

God give you rest.

The spirit which made your
Life so noble cannot be
Vanquished with a sword
Thrust by shameful hands.

LADY MACBETH

Lady Macbeth, thou wretched on
Cursed be thy soul

—

Made holy of God and damned
By thy own selfish desires.

Thou, who would for ambition's sake

Entice thy noble husband to do
That which only the blasphemous
Witches would dare to scream of

—

It is only fitting that

Thy soul should sink

—

Sink into the miry clay . . .

Never to return again.

MACDUFF

Macduff, victor o'er evil.

Thou who lost thy family for

Thy country's sake,

May the crown you have won
Shine also from above to all

Of Scotland.
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Senior Jrliemones ..Semor

ALPHA WITHOUT OMEGA

Beau Barnes

THE POMP and circumstance is al-

most over. By June 12, the last

echo will have faded into the recesses

of our halls. All will be still through-

out the school, and another chapter in

the destiny of our world will be com-
pleted. And yet, still another chapter

will have begun.

Strange, isn't it, how an ending so

often is just a beginning. Stranger

still that as the years disappear into a

yesterday, life never ends but contin-

ually begins.

You remember when September
arrived and with it our green and
white ribbons, those crazy-mixed-up

sophs, and the familiar, "We're seniors

now!" That was a beginning — yes,

the beginning of the most wonderful

year of our lives.

I can still feel the excitement.

That first football game! With a

hearty welcome to Coach Waldorf, we
won — W-L, 20—Fairfax, 0. Co-cap-

tains, Chris and Tom, doing a good

job — "Looks like a good season a-

head," we said.

Student cheering section — what
a fabulous idea! Ross and the cheer

leaders 'busting' with pride. "Now
wove really got spirit." Even Gusti's

pizza broke into a chorus of "Shine!"

Still hoarse from the game. The
Sock Hop — Frank and Barbara, our

Mr. and Miss Argyle. George, our

editor, made a great M. C. The Pen-
man is bound to be a success!

The Boat Club was again the site

of ye old Crew Dance. What a 'neatv'

time — too cold to go canoeing, but

Louie Brown kept things swinging and
swaying.

The long anticipated Senior Class

Party. The 'kids' did a terrific job of

decorating. "How-dy Maw, How-dy
Paw!" — Carmon bringing back
"Brigadoon," an evening long to be re-

membered.
College Night — "Where are you

going?" and "I wonder if I'll ever

make it?" were the questions each of

us asked. Many important decisions

were made. The project was a suc-

cess, thanks to Miss Allen and Kale-

gethos.

The W-L Choir let its hair down
and had an old-fashioned 'hoe-down.'

What a riot! Miss Bee can really

swing her partner.

"Beat G. W.!" The car caravan —
"We've got that W-L enthusiasm!"

The game — heartbreak! Time heals

everything, and evil is overcome by
good. The good? Judy Evans, our

beautiful football queen — the Tur-

key Hop a success, despite our damp-
ened spirits.

Hall monitors at their stations, "Do
you have a pass, young man?" Dum-
da-dum-dum — no more vandalism in

our halls.
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Jf,emones Senior JHiemones

The Candle Light Concert — the

Christmas story was told in song —
the Singing Tree and "We wish you a

merry Christmas." Open house at

Jan's — 'Dry Bones" — where you
been?

Alumni Dance — we all renewed
old acquaintances as we danced around
the Main Ballroom of the Shorham.
"Where are you in school?" "Do you
like it?" and the familiar, "It's great!"

were typical of the conversation. Vig-

go — counting the money all even-

ing. "We've made a profit!" This was
just the beginning of a holiday season

full of spirit.

College Boards — really not as hor-

rible as "they" say. What a relief to

have them over!

Snow — snow — snow!

Exams (pardon the expression) I

do mean "tests!" A new idea — a

new system — time will tell how
profitable it is.

Noon time, tune time over W-L's
own radio station, WLHS, keeps the

lunch period jumping.

All State Band — W-L the host

school — what fun to have a new
family member for a few days!

The State Track Meet— W-L wins

again. Excitement still reigns as Ross

and Jo are crowned King and Queen
of Hearts.

Our German exchange students,

Wolfgang and Hildegard, alias Butch

and Hilda — came — saw — learned
— laughed — worshiped and played

in traditional American style. Let's

hope that we have shown them the

same delightful spirit that they have

given to us.

Basketball games — the Campbell
Gym — W-L beats G.W. — one point
— we win the Northern Virginia
championship — lose Metro and State

Tournies — we'll show 'em next year!

Fairfax and the District Music I es

tival — "Excellent" ratings received

by our band and orchestra!

Thespians' production of the year,

"The Robe," magnificent interpreta-

tion. They've done it again. W-L en-

ters the One-Act Play Contest— Bitty,

George and Irene — winners for the

state.

Spring has sprung and with it the

Annual Band Concert— Alan and his

baton — Phil and "Tramp — Tramp
— Tramp." Career Day — doctor,

lawyer, merchant, chief. Opening of

Track Season— the W-L—G.W. Meet.

W-L wins.

Cherry blossoms bloom, and so does

our own little Frankie as she is crown-

ed Queen of the Festival. Remember
that snow?

The Exchange Program with Hol-

ly Ridge — tremendous — sight see-

ing — dances — dinner at Antoine's
— new friends — warm hospitality

— "Y'all Come to See Us By and By!"

Annual Variety show takes a new
twist as we go "From Broadway to

Paris." Hill billies make the trip a-

long with dancers and songsters.

"Holy, Holy. Holy'* — the Easter

assembly — Mad's Sunrise Service —
4:30 A. M.

Crew practice — rain or shine —
big races ahead — Stotesburv and then

the Nationals

Our Spring Conceit — the Nation-
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al Art Gallery — formal* —
of Nature'

1 heart-warming experience
— making beautiful music together.

"Meet Your Science Department"
— the chemists — the physicists —
and the biologists really "went ape."

Campaigning — stage Erighl be

fore the speeches — posters and slo-

gans — every man for himself.

Conceit master David — fnning

up — the big moment — "Oberon" —
Mi-s Baumle ti< kled pink as the 0T1 li-

estra concerl is a success.

June has broughl with it Annual
signing '64 Annual best yet), Class

Night, Seniors' Trial by Jury, Green

Hat Day, Those long-dreaded Exams,
Baccalaureate its challenge for to-

morrow), the Prom our so< ial peak
of the year). Graduation rehearsal,

Caps and Gowns. Awards, Diplomas.
This has truly been the best year

of our lives, a year of maturing —
making tremendously important de-

cisions about college, work, marri.i.

It has been a year of fun and gaiety —
laughter mingled with tears — disap-

pointment — surprise and now the

realization that all of this is behind

us— Tomorrow will open a new page

and with it a future. Will anything
else ever be as great as this year?

A SENIOR SUMS IT UP

Frank Chilton

Long years of wrork and worry 12

Hour in which all assignments

were done 11

Lowest form of life, grade 10

Senior prom, June 9

Number of applications for

honor cards 8

Number of eyes in back of

teacher's head 7

Periods of captivity 6

Number of days until Friday 5

Number of bad report cards 4

Issues of the Penman 3

Number of days in which to

do term papers 2

Number of senior privileges 1

Total accomplishments
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SOMETHING SPECIAL FOR THE CLASS

OF 1955

Charlotte Kehart

AS I PUT THE scrapbook in the

trunk, a nostalgic fooling swept

over me. "1953-1954, Junior Year at

Washington-Lee High School." An-
other wonderful year to look back on

and recall memories; but there was

something special about this year.

What?
"Class of 1955." Class officers-

Bill, Walt, Jean, and Marby. Our
sponsor, Mr. Anderson. The Sock Hop,
Barbara Brewer, her shaggy dog story.

A football program. W-L vs Fair-

fax. A win! Yea! Everyone in the

stands those chilly nights cheering our

team to victory. Mr. Waldorf, our

new coach. Eight cheerleaders from
our class ....

The Junior Class Party. Bedlam
in the cafeteria. Co-recreation. What
a ball? Williamsburg.

Thanksgiving Day, the G. W.
Game. The Turkey Hop, Toot and
Carolyn in the football court.

Christmas Candlelight Concert —
the Christmas Tree . . . Christmas par-

ties, the Alumni Dance.

Mike and Jo, officers of Student

Council, the Junior-Senior Party. New
Year's Eve, that night was extra spe-

cial. Bark to the grind. The three

days we missed because of snow. The
Valentine Dance, Jo, our Queen. A

basketball program. Was it our num-
ber one team in the area that made
this year so special? Sonny and Jim.

The Metro Tournament, heartbreak,

seeing our team lose to Gonzaga. Had
break, State Tournament.

Winning the eastern seaboard

track championship. Setting up the

system for honor cards . . . another
year and we'll graduate, it doesn't

seem possible.

THE ROBE. Bob as Demetrius. Jill

as Salome. Ann as Helen. Last minute
rush, make-up difficulties. Opening
night, the whole school talking. The
wonderful production. FROM BROAD-
WAY TO PARIS. Our talented class-

mates participated.

The trip to Louisiana, the United
Nations, all wonderful.

Baseball—great crew, crew dance,

menu from the Hot Slioppe.

The night of OUT Junior Prom, the

spring air filled with excitement

—

final exams, report cards
—"The End"'

the last page of another year.

I sat unable to grasp the thought.

The cover fell hack and revealed the

title on the first page. "Class of 1955

Junior Year' Then I knew. This

IT was special because I had become
a part of a grand organization, tun

class, our class, the class of 1955.
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READING FOR EVERYONE FROM 14 TO \\U

Jay R. Morgan

The Razor's Edge
by W. Somerset Maugham

CHOOSING A BOOK to read can be

done in many ways. Some peo-

ple just glance through a collection of

books until they find a title that in-

trigues them. Others acquire books

that pertain to the subject they are

studying. However, when picking a

book. I find that my decision is guided

by the author. A book that has been

written by an author whom I especial-

ly like always has precedence over a

book that has been written by an au-

thor with whom I am not familiar.

The Razor's Edge was chosen by
this last method. There arc many
things in the style of W. Somerset

Maugham's writing that make him
one of my favorite authors. I enjoy

his witticisms, his vivid descriptions

of characters and places, and his un-

usual beginnings and endings. I found

The Razor's Edge no exception to these

rules.

One of the important qualifications

of any story is that there must be at

least one major protagonist and one

major antagonist. This novel fulfills

that qualification very satisfactorily.

Every important character in this story

has a want that is strong and neces-

sary. Among these desires are love,

death, social eminence, security, and
happiness. By giving each one of his

rharacters something to strive for, Mr.
Maugham transforms them into peo-

ple who seem real. They are all

given certain traits that lend individ-

uality to them. As soon as a new per-

son is introduced into the story, the

author describes him picturesqm 1\

and gives the reader a little history of

each one's life. This is done in such a

clever way that the smoothness of the

story is not interrupted.

Mr. Maugham expresses his inter-

esting philosophy of life through Lar-

ry, the most important character in tin 1

story. The author's whole object ive

in this book seems to be to show the

reader the real purposes of life. Larry
also reflects the novelist's attitudes to-

wards God and other religious beliefs.

Maugham makes the reader reel that

all of his protagonists' desires are m« re

trifles when compared to those of Lar-

ry, for Larry wants to acquire as much
knowledge of the world and its in-

habitants as the human brain can hold.

as well as a closer communication with

God, and peace of mind.

In all truthfulness I can say that

I have never enjoyed a book more.

The experiences were continually n

freshing, and during the course of the

story, the reader could feel almost

every emotion that a person feels at

some time or another in his life. I

highly recommend this book to am
one between the ages of 14 and 114,

and I hope that each one gains as

much satisfaction out of reading TJie

Razor's Edge as I did.
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GOOD OLD GUSTI'S

George Wilson Illustrated by Anne Swain

THE CREW DANCE was over at

11:30. A night more perfect

could hardly be imagined. The air

was warm and springy, and a slight

breeze blew through the trees. The
breeze had dried the sidewalks and
streets after a short April shower had
fallen that afternoon.

Joni commented on the weather.

"Nice out, isn't it?" What originality

that girl has! What wit! I'm really

glad I took her to the dance.

I looked over at her and smiled.

"Sure is." I almost ran through a

red light.

From the back seat, Bob yelled.

"We'll all be killed!" I stopped hur-

riedly. Ann just snickered.

The light turned green. As usual,

I started the car with a jerk, and when
I got it into second, I jerked it even

worse. It went smoothly into third.

Thank heaven for little things! It

wasn't me, it was the car. As long as

I'm rationalizing, I might as well re-

iterate. It wasn't me, it was the car!

"This car's jumpy," Joni observed

intelligently.

I smiled. "Sure is."

When we got to Gusti's, I became
worried. There was a car directly in

front of the door, and another about
twenty feet in front of it. That should

have been enough room, but I was
afraid the car would bo hard to park.

I backed in fairly well, except that I

almost hit the car behind me.
"Stop!" Bob shouted. "I'll bet

you're no farther than two inches from
that guy."

"That's far enough,'
1

I said.

"Sure is," Joni added.

"Sure is," I repeated.

We went in and started up the

stairs. There was no one waiting for

a table, but there seemed to be two or

three fellows standing around the

cashier's counter. Suddenly they

turned and leaped down the stairs.

One of them put a short black pistol

into his pocket. The second man
knocked Joni off-balance, but I caught

her — I certainly did!

As soon as the three had gotten

out the door, confusion broke loose

upstairs. People were running around
and screaming wildly.

The four of us just stood there on
the stairs until Joni finally realized

that I had caught her; so she moved
away. Mmmmm — love that girl!

We went on upstairs. The girl at the

cash register was talking to the police.

"Hurry up! You might still catch

them! They just this moment left!"

I looked over the room. Evidently,

only the cash register had been robbed.

Everyone was talking away at a fran-

tic clip, very nervously. I could see a

lot of relieved faces. The funny thing

was that Al. sitting at a corner table,

was eating. He didn't even look wor-

ried! What an imperturbable guy!

There wasn't another person in the

place even looking at food, let alone

eating it.

I heard a siren almost immediate-

ly. Then two more followed. This

oughta be good, I thought.
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Five minutes Later we were still

standing there. The police had asked

us to stay until the sergeant arrived.

At thai point, the whole thing was be-

ginning to sound like a cops-and-rob-

bers story on the flickering screen. It

occurred to me that they might hold

us all night for questioning. I wasn't

exai tlv itching to be grilled.

Then Joni said. "Mama's going to

be worried. Ohhhhh! I'm scared,

too!" I Could tell even then that she

was the sorl of girl who had the ability

to Cope with a situation.

The sergeant walked in carrying a

brown pouch. I was startled at its

striking resemblance to the pouch car

ried by one of the men who had brush

ed by me. The sergeant gave it to

the cashier. I wondered how they
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possibly could have caughl them si)

fast.

"You're all free to go now. when-
ever you like" the sergeanl said. "Oh,"

he added, "and one nunc tiling. Would
the owner of the car with Ohio License

'E 63' please see inc."

Now what in the world docs he

want with nu\ I asked myself.

"Is that you?" Hoi) whispered.

"Sure is," I replied. "I guess I

better go see him. Did you want
me?"

He was writing on a pad. "Yes.

Give me your name and address.

You're parked illegally in front of the

building. Didn't you see the 'no-

parking' sign?"

To this day I still wonder how I

ever missed thai sign. "Let m<- ask

you one question. With all the com
motion <>ut there. hov\ did you ever

notice thai m\ car was parked illegal

ly?" My voice mighl have been

slightly sarcastic.

The sergeanl smiled. "Oh. it v.

n't hard. You see. you parked bump-
er-to-bumper with those fellows

1

car.

They couldn't even move their car!

So they started running. We rounded
them up without any trouble. They
left the money in their car. I went

over to net it. and saw your car."

He paused. "You know, we probably

would still be chasing them if you
hadn't parked there." He smiled

again.

Somehow it didn't seem very funny
to me.

TEACHERS

Malcolm Zeitlen

Teachers are such funny things

They pierce the mind with fearfid stings.

They lay upon us tactful pains

Which pin a burden on our brains.

The burden presses hard within

And forces knowledge through the skin.
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S. 1232

Frank Chilton

Arc you the least bit concerned as to

the make-up of a bill introduced in Con-
gress? Well, take off your thinking cap

and relax with this masterpiece of clever

humor, "S. 1232." (Don't take it too liter-

ally. After all, it is thirty years away.)

February 30, 1984

Mr. Chilton introduced the following

bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Bills.

Amending existing laws on social aid

and government participation in med-
icine.

BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the

United States of America assembled,

that there be a government program
of social aid and subsidy of medicine
to be carried out in this manner:

SECTION 1 . All Doctors of Medi-
cine who are citizens of the United
States of America will hereby be con-

sidered to hold positions of govern-
ment service and will receive remu-
neration from the Treasury of the

United States of America of such a-

mount as thought proper by Congress.

SECTION 2. In order to maintain
the necessary unity the doctors of each
State will be organized into nineteen

Spokes. Each Spoke will meet once a

year to elect officers. These officers

consist of Scalpel, Undertaker and Huh
Cap.

Duties: The Scalpel shall be re-

sponsible for the serving of refresh-

ments at the yearly Spoke meetings.

The Undertaker shall be responsible

for the alleviation of any conditions

resulting from the mistakes of the doc-

tors. The Hub Cap shall act as the

chairman at all meetings, and shall

represent his Spoke at the annual
meetings of the State Axel of Medi-
cine which shall consist of the Hub
Caps from the nineteen Spokes. They
shall meet together to discuss their ail-

ments and elect a chairman, who shall

be designated as the Wheel. The
Wheel shall represent his state at the

annual meetings of the National So-

ciety for the Furtherance of Life, Med-
icine, and Castor Oil.

Every three years this society shall

make its report to the Congressional

Committee on Non-Civic Activities in

Medicine and Rain Making.
SECTION 3. Further Provisions:

In order to conserve the strength of

our doctors, no doctor will work more
than twenty hours a week.

Whereas the country is in great

dearth of trained medical personnel,

it will be necessary for their services

to be rationed. On January first of

every year each citizen will be issued

a medical ration card limiting his ill-

nesses to one every four months.

In order to further the education

of the afore-mentioned doctors there

will be a disease exchange program
instituted between the United States
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of America and sucli foreign countries

as are willing to enter into such a re-

ciprocal agreement.

All storks will be required to regis-

ter with the Secretary of Health, Edu-

cation and Welfare, so that medical

centers may be advised at the earliest

possible moment of coming events.

In order that there be better pro-

tection for the citizens from the ac-

tivities of non-civic microbes, no mi-

crobe will be eligible to cause discom-

fort to any citizen of the United

States of America without first taking

a loyalty oath to the United States of

America.

All bacteria will be required to

purchase a hunting license before en-

croaching upon the health of any fel-

low being. Failure to comply yields

a penalty of five years imprisonment
in a five percent solution of agar-

agar at minus fifty degrees Centigrade.

FALLS THE SHADOW

Doug Watson Illustrated by Anne Conklyn

THE PUNGENT ODOR of sweat

greets you, easing the darkness

from your brain. Young men plod

barefoot across the cold, red, concrete

floor toward the shower room. Wisps
of steam rise in little spiral columns.

The steady sound of water, playing

against the tiles, swirling across the

floor, fills your ears. The humid air

hangs heavy.

Once, not long ago, the boys had
laughingly slapped each other on the

back, talking jubilantly of another vic-

tory. Tonight there is only quiet,

while a few speak in low voices.

In a corner of the shower room a

young, slender fellow leans against

the walls. The water beats upon his

head and shoulders, soothing the ach-

ing body and giving new strength to

the spent mind. The youth sobs; his

shoulders shake convulsively. You
turn away, blinking back tears. You
know too well how he feels.

The rough white towrel makes your
skin tingle. As you turn toward your

locker you see the uniforms strewn

upon the floor. Once worn proudly,

they now lie discarded — the concern

of no one. Everything here was a

part of you, but no longer are you the

rightful owner.

Dismay sits in contemplation, eyes

cast upon the floor. What you see and
feel hurts.

At home, in your bed. you wait

for sleep. The luminous hands read

one, then two. then three; finally you
drift into oblivion. You move into the

abstract, the unconscious. You have,

even if only for the moment, escaped

reality.
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COLONEL PLUMPFRONT DISCOVERS LITMUS

Dave Perkins

PLl'MPFRONT'S BATMAN usher

ed us briskly into his study. "A
Mister Lee Ward landfall and a Miss

Claire de Loone " Colonel Plump-
front waved affably without rising

from deep in his easy chair and to

Vampireboy directed a few words in

Swahili.

"Kay sa wee skie!"

Grinning obsequiously, the boy
bowed bimsolf out of the room.

I explained as quickly as possible

to the famous explorer that we wished

to compile a series of adventure stories.

"Naturally we immediatelv thought

that you might give us the story of

one of the little known incidents from
among your varied experiences."

"Why, Harrumpf, I'd be glad to,

Harrumpf. I've got just the tale for

you," and he winked at me. "Har-

rumpf. it's never been told before.

Harrumpf, Harrumpf." He snickered

to himself.

At this moment Harrumpf came in

carrying a case of bonny Scotch. The
Colonel drew himself up in the (hair

just long enough to clutch a bottle in

each hand. He slumped back in his

chair, and between frecpient swizzles

told us his story.

"It was during the blizzard of

ought-three." he began, "and we. but

forty miles from Point Barrow. By
ihis time we were in dire Straits— just

a few miles east of the Bering Straits

— for we had only the day before fin-

ished the hist of the sled-dogs. We had
nought left to eheu on but the remains
of a cache of surplus butter ue found
stored up there. It must have been
the mid-day of our sixteenth day out.

and we were about ready for our
hourly ten-minute break to take on
antifreeze. It was already forty be-

low, and suddenly an exceedingly cold

blast of frigid air enfolded us. In a

few moments we were frozen stiff.

"We kept very well for the rest of

the winter."

(At this point Colonel Plumpfront
shuddered, thinking of the cold, and
undertook refueling operations.)

"Well." he went on. "when we de-

frosted, we found ourselves — it took

quite a bit of searching — on an arctk
tundra. Famished as we were, we
undertook to discover some means of

nourishment.

"Fred Bilious was the first one to

stumble onto what was to be our sus-

tenance — he had just stepped on his

shoe-lace at the time. There on the

ground, two inches from his nose, w.is

a stubby greyish-green Ii< ben smoking
a cigar — lichens have vices, too: they

are not as moral as you might think.

It was palatable-looking, and Fred had
the utmost confidence in the powers of

chlorophyll, so he and Dick Deadeve.

encouraged by Fred, downed a few

mouthfuls raw. Of course. I had
enough sense to use ketchup on mine.

"Dick, overjoyed at our salvation
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and still unrecovered from the effects

of having blood creep into his alco-

holic system, slapped Fred, playfully,

on the back. Now Fred's alimentary

tract was unaccustomed to such treat-

ment as it had so recently undergone,

and, at this last fillip, Fred rebelled

—

we often found him revolting. He
coughed up his lichen—the cigar

stayed down. Incensed—no doubt

from cigar-smoke—he pummclcd Dick

on the back until he, too, was forced

to give up his prize.

"We all three did a double-take.

There on the ground lay two pieces of

lichen, one was red, the other was
blue!

"Quick as a flash I figured out the

reason for this singular occurrence.

Fred Bilious suffered from acid-indi-

gestion, and Dick Deadeye was a base

fellow. It was obvious we had dis-

covered a chemical indicator
"

"Brilliant!" Claire interrupted,

"how did you come to call it litmus?"

'We discovered, by testing various

members of the party, that our indica-

tor could detect surprisingly small

amounts of acidity and baseness. It

could differentiate (mathematical for

'finagle') between subtil* differeno

Thus we called it Litbus, 'subtil' spelled

backwards. When we got back to ( i\

ili/.atiuii and told til our discovery, the

reporters thought we pronounced it

lit/nis because we had "codes id ouw
doses' and so they had it printed lit///us

in the newspapers. Of course, when
the press bungles something it stays

bungled, so it lias remained 'litmus
1

ever since." I le (buckled a little, deep
down in his throat."

I heaved an empty bottle at him
(there were no full ones around any-
where), thanked him, grabbed up
Claire, and dashed for the door. In

the doorway we paused and looked

around just in time to see him snatch

the bottle out of the air, as handily as

though it were an Esquimaux spear,

and pour the last few drops down into

his pulsating maw.

Claire and I left the house hand in

hand in hand.

•Editor's note — You are right,

subtle is spelled subtle, not subtil.
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NO LAUGHING MATTER

Mary Jane Howe

Composed aboard the

I EMPRESS OF FRANCE,
Atlantic Ocean,

May. 1

OF ALL THE MANY ILLS man
can possibly pass through, sea-

sickness is the worst. A victim of

pneumonia or appendicitis is rushed

to the hospital and surrounded by the

best available doctors and nurses,

while anxious relatives and worried

friends stream in and out with flowers,

get-well cards, and he expects a little

sympathy when he staggers back to

school, sneezing and blowing his nose.

But for the victim of seasickness, who
shares (and in no less measure) a feel-

ing of imminent demise with the can-

cer patient, there is no concern, or

even more than amused interest. His

closest friends are more likely to laugh
than help him when he turns a deli-

cate green and lurches out of the

lounge.

Surrounded by sailors and seasoned

travelers who have conveniently for-

gotten the days when they were sick

themselves, the victim is accosted on
all sides by such reassuring statements

as. "Oh. it's calm as anything now

—

von just i rn a g i ?i e you're sick."

Minhtv powerful imagination.) "You
shouldn't be in bed—you'll get weak
that way." (I'm too weak to get out.)

"You moan to say you haven't eaten

anything since last week? And only
crackers then? Fll send the stewardess

right in." (Why bother?) At such
times, nothing gives the victim more
pleasure than to see one of his "friend-

ly" enemies running for the nearest

porthole.

Occasionally the victim gets a spurt

of desperate energy and crawls up to

the deck for the fresh air which every-

one says will cure him. The fresh

air, however, is a hundred-mile-an-

hour gale which blows his pale green

carcass overboard and puts him out of

his misery, unless one of his friends

comes out of a laughing fit long

enough to throw him a life preserver.

If he is still thinking clearly, he will

avoid it and drown in peace, but

numbed by hunger, cold, and a churn-

ing stomach, he grabs hold and is

pulled aboard. The first comment,
naturally, is "Oh. if you could only

see yourself!" His friend goes into

another fit of laughter while the vic-

tim collapses into the nearest deck

chair, too far gone to notice it is al-

ready occupied. Then slowly a look

of determination comes into his blood-

shot eyes. He gathers all his wasted

strength in one supreme effort. Slowly,

his purple lips tight with resolution,

he rises to his feet. Haltingly he tot-

ters across the rising and falling deck.

Then in a final grand expenditure of

energy, he heaves his tormentor over-

board, and forgets the life preserver.

A smile of contentment spreading over

his contorted features, he collapses to

the deck. And no jury that has ever

been sea-sick will convict him.
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THE AGENT AND THE SECRET DOCUMENTS

Frank Chilton Illustrated by Anne Conhlyn

WE HAD BEEN living in Ansbach
for about six months. It was a

typical town in northern Bavaria, with

part of it encircled by a dilapidated

wall. There were traces of turrets on

the wall, and all the other, now de-

crepit, things that went with a me-

dieval city. Although the clock func-

tioned only spasmodically, the tower

was still there, lending an air of ma-
jesty and foreboding to the gates of

the city. The main street was so nar-

row and winding that only one car

could drive over it at a time, and then

at the break-neck speed of three miles

an hour. All along the street were

the little shops. Actually, they were

just holes in the wall where shelves

had been put. They sold nearly every-

thing you could think of—beer mugs,
jewelry, sausages, fountain pens, and
anything else that your heart, stomach
or bunions might desire.

Right through the center of the

town snaked a stream. Back in the

good old days when chivalry was in

flower, it was customary to build

towns beside a stream. This was
probably because of the general lack

of city water plants.

The old houses stared at you
through hand blown glass of the type

popular when New York belonged to

the cave men. They had seen several

centuries of strife and bloodshed. Their

faces were now drawn and pinched
with the inlaid wooden supports form-

ing lines in the skin of creamy sincco.

The red roofing tiles were parted neat-

ly in the middle as il sonic gigantic

comb had been used just a minute
before.

No matter which of the cobbL
stone streets you followed, you would
eventually come to an inn. All the

inns were dedicated "zum Lion" or

something like that. The inn is usual-

ly the center of the social life of a

neighborhood. It is rumored that the

sale of all beverages with dubious rep-

utations increases three fold on Satur-

day night.

Ansbach had one distinction. She
was the proud possessor of a castle, not

an ancient, tumbled-down one, but a

modern, shiny one, built about 1725.

It had been built when Ansbach was
the scat of the government. The gov-

ernment had long since moved, but the

residents of Ansbach still cherished the

memory of its sojourn there. (And
still charged tourists to see the cast I

We lived in a very nice house

there. It was fairly large and had a

spacious yard filled with apple, pear

and cherry trees. 'When we first ar-

rived. I was the fastest in climbing
the stairs, and thus had claimed the

room with the balcony.

For the first two months, every-

thing was tranquil. Wo were trying

very hard to learn German, but we
never did. really. All in all. the

Germans were quite polite about the
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language problem. They would let the

Americans struggle through what
they wanted to say. and then, to get

things straight, they would answer

in English. Most of them had taken

about four years of English in school.

Some spoke what might be called per-

fect English. My German teacher

knew English so well that he could

correct the mistakes in English usage

that any member of the class made.
Late in 1949, my father was call-

ed away on a business trip to Nurn-
berg, about fifty miles from Ansbach.
He said that he would be gone about

a week.

This left the total force of the

household consisting of the following

items: one mother, two sisters, one

maid, two lazy, good-for-nothing
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chowlioiinds, one stripling (myself).

One day I came home from school

had something to eat, and wenl up

stairs to work hard .it doing nothing

until supper was ready. After concen-

trating on nothing for a while. 1 wenl

to the balcony for some fresh air. A
man was standing across the street,

looking at our house. It occurred to

me that he had been there when I

came home from school. Any anxie-

ties which I had were quickly dis-

missed, for there were more important

things to think of
—"When do we eat?"

for instance.

Even after dinner, the man was
still there. Sometimes, instead of just

watching the house, he would walk

up and down the street.

After feeding the two lazy, good-

for-nothing chowhounds, I came up-

stairs with a vague notion that there

was something I was supposed to do.

Oh, yes, homework! I knew that

everything had been too pleasant.

Later on, the man was still there.

I had long since decided that he wasn't

waiting for a street car—mainly be-

cause there were none in Ansbach.

After coming to this profound conclu-

sion, I decided that it would be best

to wait and watch. My mother and
I took turns watching him.

Along about 11:30, he walked over

to the gate and let himself in. I took

my trusty, single-shot, twenty-two

down and crepl out onto the balcony.

He came down the walk—clump
clump clump. There I was, twelve

years old, trying to convince a seven-

teen foot tall gianl that he should

stop before I scratched him with my
rifle. They say that discretion is the

better pari of valor, but sometimes I

think I tended too far toward being

discreet that night. Evidently, he was
rather surprised to see me out that

late at night, because he ducked be-

hind a hedge and disappeared.

As soon as I was sure he was gone.

I ran downstairs, closely followed by
my mother. To add to the mystery,

we found the maid downstairs. She

said she had been unable to sleep and
had been reading.

Some time later, we found out the

whole story. The maid was a member
of the Communist party, who had
been planted in our household. The
man who had ducked behind the hedge
had come to get certain "secret docu-

ments" from her. We discovered that

those "secret documents" were strict lv

"burn-before-reading" classified stuff

that "proved" what capitalists we
Americans are. They were pages from

an old Sears and Roebuck catalogue.
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THE RED RASH

S
i | \ 1 M I I I I K I \ Illustrated by SJuri Frazua

When you read this sparkling epic of

human pestilence, be sure to keep your

mind open l 'ism, in all ways, shapes,

and forms. Literal meanings are seldom
natc interpretations of the author's in-

tent No doubt you will enjoy "The Red

Rash."

it ANOTHER CASE OF THE —
** of it ju^t reported."' The nurse

spoke to the doctor in barely audible

tones, and the color of her face match-

ed the starched whiteness of her uni-

form. The doctor looked up qucstion-

ingly at her. and knew immediately

what she meant.

"Tell me who it is." he said dis-

passionately. "I'll go at once."

When he arrived at the victim's

house- at the 1 other end of town, a crowd
had already begun to gather. The
town constable stood guard at the

door. All were watching anxiously

for the doctor.

"Here he comes," said someone
in the back of the croud.

"Well, it's a threat to clean peo-

ple!"

The pastor of the town church

spoke to the doctor as he went by,

"Do von really think he has it, he

was "

"Can't say 'till I see him," declared

the doctor.

"We'll know if he doesn't." in-

toned the mayor.

"There's the possibility," admitted

the doctor. "Let's go inside."

The \ u t i in was a young boy about

ten. lie was slighl and tow-headed,

but the only striking thing about his

appearance was the red rash thai cov-

ered his hands, arms and I

One look was enough for the doc-

tor. The boy looked up at him ap-

pealing- from the bed where he lay,

but the Doctor remained grimly stead-

last. Sadly but firmly he said to the

boy and the witness.

"He has it."

"Please. Doc—"
"Sorry, son." Tears appeared on

the boy's face.

"Do von know where von caughl

it?" inquired the doctor. The boy '

silent, almost sullen. "All riuht. son,

you can have until tomorrow to tell

us."

The boy's mother, who had been

holding his hand, dropped it and
moved away.

"Please take him out of the houst

she begged. "I don't want anybody
else to get it."

"Certainly." replied the doctor.

"Go outside and bring in four strong

men. and we'll carry him out in his

bed."

While awaiting their arrival the

doctor sat down on the edtre of the

boy's bed and turned to him, being

careful not to come into contact. He
spoke to him quietly, without con-

demnation.

"I'm very sorry," he said, "that this
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had to happen to you, son. I know
you didn't mean to do it. Neverthe-

less you must be treated for it. Why
don't you tell us from whom you got

it so we can treat him instead. That
way nobody else will suffer."

"I don't care if anybody else suf-

fers!" said the boy tearfully.

"Yes, but you will save yourself."

the doctor reminded him.
"How?"
"You know the ride. You will be

allowed to leave town and

—

"Where will I go?"
"Anywhere you plon

"If I go outside and point to — to
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where I got it. will that be enough?"

"Certainly

il \%a^ th.it tlit- mayor, the dor-

ter .uid the four men carrying the little

boy made their appearance at the

\11 right, who ifi it?" the doctor

said.

The boy hesitated and then he

Started to point to one of his play-

mates.

"Him?" asked the mayor.

Suddenly the boy seemed to change
his mind. "No, that." He shifted his

direction a trifle until he pointed to a

tree with an ivy plant growing on it.

The doctor walked over and pulled a

stem off the plant. There were three

shiny leaves growing on the stem.

"This?" The doctor seemed puz-

zled.

"Yes."

"You'll have to do better than that
son," said the doctor grimly.

An angry murmur moved through
the watching crowd. Now the doctor

turned to them.

"Do you believe him?" he asked.

"No!" they shouted. An old man
in the crowd yelled, "Give the little

brat what he deserves!" There were
other murmurs about the "cheek of the

little runt."

BALLANCE'S

Prescription Drug

Store

TEmple 6-4444

3925 Mt. Vernon Avenue

"Sorry, son." the doctor shook his

head. Then he turned to the men.
"Strap him down, we'll get it ovi r

with now." A nurse broughl him a

sponge and a can of kerosene. Taking
the sponge he swabbed the rash with
the kerosene. When this was done
he poured the rest of it over the bed.

The boy could not stand it. He
screamed and tore at his bonds.

"I told the truth!" he yelled. "You
said I could go free—you lied!"

"Take it easy, lad." the doctor
said soothingly. "It won't last loi

"How patient the doctor is," said

one woman among the watching
crowd.

"Yes," agreed her companion, "It

is good we have such an understanding
and courageous man looking aft< r

us."

"Ain't it the truth!" said the first

"Just think what would happen if peo-

ple like that were allowed to spread

that disease, among decent citizens!"

The doctor was almost finished

now. At a motion of his hand the

constable stepped forward and handed
him a box of matches. Then before

the kerosene could evaporate, the doc-

tor ignited the bottom sheet and step-

ped back, smiling grimly.

CHERRYDALE
FLORIST

Original Corsages to Fit Your Finances

3725 Lee Highway

JA. 7-1181 —Arlington, Va.
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THE WREN

Jesse Maghan Illustrated by Evelyn David

"KENT'S NO GOOD, he can't do

anything! Why, he can't even

draw a straight line." These words
kept moving through Kent's mind.

Why couldn't he do these things?

Children of the same age as he had
no trouble. In fact, children who
were younger could do better than he.

How very hard he struggled to

make his body cooperate with his

mind, but his efforts were useless.

His body kept up its continuous jerk-

ing and shaking. Dr. Oiler had as-

sured him that he was as intelligent

as other children of his age. Kent be-

lieved this, but could not understand

his handicap, which Dr. Oiler called

"cerebral palsy."

When Kent's mother was first

handed her son, she knew he differed

from her other four children, but be-

ing a woman of good mind and gentle

heart she accepted him with equal

love. Perhaps the resentment was
more noticeable in Kent's father. He
had seen many cases of nervous dis-

order in his war days, and the thought

of a cerebral palsy victim in his home
made him almost fear his son. Al-

though Kent's case was mild, he soon

became a joke to his older brothers

and sisters who knew no better than

to ridicule his weirdly shaking muscles.

This caused Kent to retreat into a

world of his own. where he became
the hero.

Dr. Oiler carefully explained to

Kent's parents that he could lead a

practically normal life, but it would
greatly depend on them and their

patience and Love. He told of previ-

ous cases where children suffering

from Kent's cruel handicap had de-

teriorated into mental cases and had
been put into homes for the incurable

because of lack of love and security

in their homes. Dr. Oiler stressed the

fact that much depended upon encour-

aging remarks from his father and
the rest of the family as well as from
his mother. He also suggested that as

Kent grew older he be given some
simple task to do about the home or

yard that would give him a feeling

of importance.

However. Dr. Oiler's suggestions

soon became a problem in Kent's

home. His mother feared giving too

much attention to him, as it might
make his brothers and sisters resent

him. As it was, he soon became the

victim of their frequent remarks ridi-

culing his handicap. Finally, after

much thought, Kent's parents believed

they could relieve this strain in the

house by dropping their special atten-

tions towards Kent. Without consult-

ing Dr. Oiler, they began to work on
their new plan. Abruptly they literal-

ly walked out of Kent's life, and he
was so suddenly thrown into isola-

tion that it caused him to retreat into

himself. lie became a lifeless boy
with Tio interest or eagerness to better

his condition. I lis grades, which had
been extremely good, dropped; he lost

all interest in school and soon gave up
even attending it. His small ta>-k of

caring for the garden was neglected

entirely; his once frequent trips to the
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kitchen to show his mother colori]

he had painfully struggled with for

hours ceased. II. stopped searching

her eyes for an answer to her sudden

retreat from his world and now a-

voided her as much as possible. As
for his father, Kent saw him only on
Sundays, when the family would
gather to go to church. Kent dreaded
this occasion, for the children would
soon begin to smirk and laugh at the

wav his jerking neck muscles would
pull his tie and twist it into a SCraggly
mess, while the other hoys woidd pa-

rade about with theirs neatly in place.

Whenever Kent would hear the pastor

speak of the Lord's tender love and
understanding, he would believe he
was a child of the devil, to be horn

in such a wretched condition and live

in a world where he was unwanted
and could do no good.

At Christmas or on Kent's birth-

day, his mother would try to offer a

sign of special attention to him. When
she asked what he wanted from Santa

Claus or what flavor cake he would
like for his birthday, she usually pot

a puzzled, almost fearful look from
her son. He would bluntly answer

thai he didn't care and quickly re-

treat. On Kent's tenth birthday, how-
ever, when he was asked what he

would like for a gift from his family.

he smiled. His request was for a

small orange canary which he had
often watched in the window of the

town's pet store. His mother bought

it for Kent, hoping to better her rela-

tionship with her son and perhaps

lied the troubled wound in both of

their hearts. Not more than three

weeks after Kent had received his pet.

it caught a slight cold during a storm.

After a few days of suffering on the

floor of its small wooden rage, it final-

ly fell lifeless on its side. With it

wont Kent's new interest in life and
the sudden popularity whirh the bird

had brought It was not Long before

a chorus of < hildren't - could be

heard about the yard in a never-tir-

ing refrain. '"Kent can't even keep a

small bird alive."

The death of the bird caused Kent

much agony, but the < ru< 1 remarks
from the children caused him even
more pain. He often thought of fol-

lowing his one friend to another
World, but he knew that to take his

own life would be wrong and never
really attempted it.

One day in the early Spring, Kent

noticed two chirping wrens busily

building a home near the highway
He kept a careful watch on them, and
with great excitement and interest lie

watched the small brown eggs hatch

and the wet, s< laggly baby birds flu

t

ter about their nest.

One afternoon while returning

from his daily viewing point, he was
met by a gang of boys and girls com-
ing home from the swimming hole.

They began to jeer. "Bird killer, let's

see you get another pet: let's see you

do it!" they shouted, and laughing
they turned to run down the hill. But

to their surprise, they were halted by

a sudden blurt from Kent, and turn

ing. they looked at him.

Did they actually hear him speak

'

Did he actually call them back' It

was true — — he had. At Brst he

spoke with an air of quiet dignity,

but his voice soon changed into a shrill,

angry sound, and he bragged that he

woidd get a bird. He would show

them.
"Just you Wait," he said. "Just VOU

wait here." and in his clumsy manner
he started up the path towards the

highway, while the children stayed

behind bickering among themselves
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and laughing at his sudden display of

anger and pride.

"Aw, he ain't ^ornia do it." claimed

a husky brown-eyed kid. and h<> started

to leave.

He was soon halted by the calls of

his companions who were excitedly

yelling. "He's coming! He's coming
down the hill!" they shouted togetl

"and he lias something in his hand!"

The small hand oi « liildron

gathered around watching the Limp

ing lni\ approai h. Kent could sec the

look of surprise on their faces, their
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sudden warm friendliness. He clutched

his pet tightly, not daring to loosen

his hold. For he must not lose this

little wren, now when so much de-

pended on the bird.

He did not like to take it from its

home, for it had seemed so contented.

It had put up quite a few shrill

squawks of protest, but he kept telling

himself that he would repay the little

fellow. Now, breathing hard and
speaking out loud, he said, "I'll give

you some real nice pumpkin and pop-

py seed and a good piece of bone to

sharpen your little beak on."

He entered the small group of dis-

believing children, and as they passed

forward, crying "Let's see, killer,"

Kent carefully raised his hand. The
children quieted down, staring at the
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small brown feathers pushing from
his hand. But as Kent proudly opened
his fist, the bird fell lifeless on its side,

not once even fluttering a feather or

letting out one peep. The children

stopped and stared at the bird for a

long moment. Then, raising their

eyes, they saw a small tear start down
the cheek of a terribly hurt and con-

fused face. Turning with sneers and
smirks on their faces, they shrugged
their shoulders and walked over the

ridge and down the hill. Looking back

they saw the silhouette of a small boy,

with bowed, slightly jerking head,

looking down at dry gray earth tram-

pled with bare footprints, where in the

center lay a small brown wren still

warm from the life it had known only

a few minutes before.
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THE PROFESSOR'S OTHER PARTY

B. French Carter

THE TWILIGHT was short lived,

and night descended upon the

city rapidly. The breeze that had
been warm and friendly earlier in tin-

day had now taken on qualities that

annoyed even the staunchest outdoor

lover. But the city was prepared for

night, even for a cold one—that was
man's genius.

More lights commenced to flash on

and off with each darkening hour.

Soon the whole mass of cement, brick

and steel began to gleam like a score

of heavenly galaxies superimposed

on each other. But it was not heaven-

ly. The human clement became more
prominent as the night wore on. The
city crawled with life seek-

ing pleasure.

Perhaps "in quest of happiness"

would be a more elevating phrase,

but it was not the case. The teeming
throng knew so little of their drive

for happiness that they mistook the

fleeting pleasures for it.

The Professor wrapped his overcoat

about him as he walked into the freez-

ing wind. His collar was up, and he

tried to keep his lapels tightly across

his chest by pressing his chin against

them. He walked faster. The people

on the street seemed to swirl about

him as leaves driven by the wind. A
door opened to his right, and he turned

to see loudly laughing creatures

emerge from a rathskeller.

"They laugh too loudly to be

amused." he thought. "What poor

deceivers people are. and yet such ef-

fective ones." It seemed as though
the poorer the deception the greater

the acclaim. At least it appeared that

way to him, and he wondered if it

were not a postulate of man.
"Even nature acquiesces in this de-

ception." he mused. "The warmth of

the sun caused the crocus to spring

from its winter bed only to be killed

with the freezing breath of this un-

friendly night. Ah. nature but hurts

herself by such fraudulence. Her own
beauty is impaired by her inconsis-

tency. So it must be with man; he

injures only himself by deception.

What a refreshing thought' What a

revelation!" He laughed and de-

scended the steps to the subterranean

bar.

Small steins were scattered among
the thirsty customers, while more pic-

turesque varieties decorated the stuc-

coed walls. The den was not crowded,
but the stench of stale cigarette smoke
told of their excessive indulgence. The
beams of the low ceiling seemed to

hold the smoke indefinitely, and a

blue-gray cloud hung over the heads

of the drinkers. The waitresses were
clad in some sort of Bavarian costume,

but they went almost unnoticed for

their trouble.

The Professor sat down in an in-

conspicuous booth far from the loud-

ly laughing "Bohemians" whom he
viewed with disgust. He lighted a

candle, which had been allowed to

drip picturesquely down the sides of

a basket-bound Chianti bottle, and
waited. At length a waitress came
over and asked for the order.

"Two Bum-Collins." he said.

"Yes, sir. Are you expecting

another party, sir?"

"Yes." he chuckled. "I am expect-

ing him presently."

The waitress turned and disap-
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peared into the veils of the murky at

mospfaere. She returned Later with

the two ordered Rum-Collins, plat in 1

one in from of him and the other

at ross from him in anticipation of the

other party.

rcral drinks later, the waitress

began to become mildly alarmed .it

this man who ordered two drinks, one

for himself and one for his friend.

and then proceeded to quaff both of

them himself. She returned to the

table where the two glasses gleamed
empty.

"Your friend," she hesitated and

repeated, "Your friend hasn't showed

up yet, has he?"

"No," he laughed. "You don't

see him. do you? However. T exped
him along presently.

'"

The waitress retreated with the

empty glasses and returned promptly
with two mere tinkling Rum-Collins.

As she began to attend to her other

customers, she heard the Professor say

again. "Yes. I expect him along
— presently."

The waitress turned, but no one

else had come. She stared blankly at

the man who was seemingly conver-

sing with "another party." She shrug-

ged her shoulders swiftly. "Another

drunk," she sighed, and continued

smearing her wet tray with a rancid

rag.

In the booth the young professor

continued to talk to the "other party."

His voice was not thick, though he
spoke very low.

Although he did not call "the

party" by name, it was apparent that

he was not talking to himself. "You
know." he confessed. "I never feel

better than when I talk to you
about myself."

He paused here and gazed at his

long and delicate hands. Then he

dropped them and continued in earli-

est.

inetimes I think I am unfit for

the brutality and the struggle of life.

Often all I ( ,m do is to stand aside and
let the vulgar throng hustle by in their

pursuit of the good and tin- not-so-

good. And," he added, "when I am
beaten. I come here." Wit 1 1 this he
raised his frosted glass and drained

the amber liquid from it. The "other

party" broke in.

"Are you trying to give me the im-

pression that to fail is a more dedicate,

a more 1 exquisite thing, than to suc-

1 1 ed? You insinuate^ that your aloof-

ness is due to distaste for all that is

common and low. and yet sometimes

you speak so beautifully of the philos-

ophers whose paramount aim was to

enhance men. All men! You. my
friend, are choked with impatience!"

The "other party" became a little ex-

cited at this point, but then subsided.

"Ponder the consequences if the

teachers of this generation were to

surrender to their impatience because

those whom they were teaching were
not as receptive as would be desired.

What coidd then he passed on to your

children and the children of those you
loved and the children of those whom
you never knew to love 1 Not life,

only an existence." He waited. The
drinking man remained in a mood to

listen, so the "other party" continued

with renewed vigor.

"You think those pupils don't care,

but they do. Everyone desires knowl-

edge. It does not matter to what end
they wish to extend it. for few are

criminals of humanity. Don't worry
about the will of each man. because

knowledge is truth and will not vary
with the individual. Sooner or later,

all truth will come, and with it will

come understanding." He rambled
on
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"Religions have been expounding

understanding foi centuries, and it has

been a cry for love without true

knowledge in order that man could

progress in a somewhat tranquil en

vironxnent. Unfortunately, too many
people soughl religion as a means, in-

stead of as the end for vi hich it was in-

tended. In the name of religion, peo-

ple will suffer; hut in the name of

themselves, the creators of religion,

they are disgustingly weak. Lent is a

splendid example of tli is." He still

continued . . .

"But now. in the other extreme,

some men have taken such pride in

their intellects, because of their

triumphs over matter, that they think

they no longer need any religion.

Hence, they no longer respect it. And
yet how contingent they are on that

minute portion of all matter, earth!

How little of the universe they have
any control over whatsoever! Still

thev persist in measuring their intelli-

gence by how loud each one of them
can laugh at religion."

"Yes, yes. I know about religion.

Don't forget I took several courses in

it before I became a teacher instead of

a student."

"Several courses, that's fine." came
the annoying retort of the "other

party."

"Don't be so sarcastic. As a matter
of fact, if we might return to my ori-

ginal plight. I still don't believe I im-

part much to my students."

"You must have faith in yourself.

Remember that no one realizes just

how much he influences the people

about him. You are fertilizer and new
life to many. You must know and be-

lieve this. Remember how you were
swayed by your rhetoric professor

when you were still a formal student?

This process remains even after your
personal death. Call it reincarnation

if you like, but I dont prescribe it."

The '"other party" stopped on this and
waited for the well-known reply. He
knew it would rome. and lie was not

kept waiting.

"But I want to see my influence!"

He tried quickly to justify himself.

"I want to see it so . . . so that I can

at least evaluate myself. My worth."
"If you wanted to see yourself

manifested a little more tangibly, you
should have been an active architect

or engineer, or perhaps a mechanic."
The young Professor had contem-

plated all this before making his

choice, but he still chose to be a teach-

er because he thought in this capacity

he could give more to people. Now
he wondered. Was he big enough to

continue without the more obvious

recompense of the other fields? Could
he be gratified without this? The
"other party" continued as if reading

his thoughts.

"All you have to remember is that

you do influence most of the people

you come in contact with. And if you
subscribe to the truth, as you know-

it. your teaching and your influence

will be for the best. You seem to for-

get that to see one's influence is the

greatest joy this earth has to offer.

Don't prostitute that pleasure by de-

manding more happiness than is af-

forded you."'

"I'll try," came the return. "I'll

try because I want to be big. Because
I want to leave to my children, to the
children of those I loved, and to the

children of those I never knew to love.

a part of the truth, a part of that which
I have added, and thus a part of me.
That is my best. In truth I cannot
rationally hope for more."

"That is your ultimate achieve-

ment." smiled the "other party."

"But but who are you?"
queried the young Professor. "Al-
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though we have (unversed on two oc-

casions before this. I have never known
who vmi .no."

"It does not matter that yOU should

know me. onlv that \ou should know

yourself. Mv duty is complete, for

vmi have sufficient knowledge now.

and all that you need is the will. I'll

Leave it to you."

"Don't fro. The night is young
and I ... I never feel better than

when I am with vmi."

"I must. Besides, you are reach-

ing the saturation point. A most un-
compromising position for both of us,

and one which I hope to avoid."

"Will you come again?" The
question was more than an inquiry; it

was a plea.

"No . . . and don't look for me
here. I have a growing distaste for

the surroundings. Besides, you won't

need me like this any more."
'Hut . . . but you're so much

stronger than I. What shall I do for

strength if you desert me '

"

"I won't ever <!< Bert you, but re-

member tli.it to you I am only as

strong as you are weak. Consider me
as a lather who 1 « <u Iks his ( hifil to

walk, but it is the child who teaches

himself to run."

Slowly the running not wax from
the candle gained momentum and
splashed onto the young Professor's

long, delicate hand. lie jerked into

consciousness and rubbed his stinging

hand. He looked around and saw the

waitress and a burly man bearing
down on him.

"That's him. Ox," squawked the

waitress. "Make him pay and pidl

out"
"Okay, mister, you heard what the

girl said; shake it off and go home."
"Yes . . . yes. I will. I was just

going." he said politely He gave the

waitress a smile and a ten dollar bill

and walked unerringly toward the

door.

FLY FISHING
Sonny Whitten

A DESCRIPTION of the beauty and
pleasure involved in fly fishing is

a story of travel, skill, experience, and
enjoyment. Certainly there is nothing

that can approach the splendor of

wading in a cascading, sparkling

mountain stream, with golden sunlight

filtering down through the evergreens.

Imagine the immeasurable pleasures

of softly paddling into a lilypad-cov-

ered cove in the still of the morning,
with the bow of the canoe cutting the

glass surface of the water in ever-mov-

ing ripples, and seeing a silvery demon
with a thread trailing from its mouth,
explode from a serene expanse of wa-
ter, only to crash back to its watery

home. Such is the glory of fly fish-

ing!

There is nothing more thrilling to

a sportsman than battling a gamensb
with a flyrod. on even terms. Most

of us have never seen the spe< t.x ular

leap of the kingly Atlantic salmon,

when be has been stung by the barb

of a flashy Jock Scott — one of the

favorite Atlantic salmon flies, or the

lightning swirl of the brown trout, or

the surging power of the black baSfl

as he frees himself of the torturing

steel imbedded in his lips.

All this is just a fraction of the joy

and excitement of the true sportsman,

the fly fisherman.
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W hile inquiring about tin* vital

statistics and information of the con-

tributor to the Penman, we found

that W-L students come from wide

and far.

Kathy Gard from Lexington, Ken

tucky, worked on her poem "Begin-

ning" for two months before she was

satisfied with the finished product.

After reading Walt Whitman's Leaves

of Grass she decided to try her hand

al free verse. "Beginning*
1 was the

result.

Claire Chennault, a much travelled

miss, was in Spain driving from

Madrid to Zaragoso when her poem
occurred to her. The sun was setting.

painting the hills a lovely red, and

her father was whistling a strange

melody- This combination so im-

pressed her that the result was "Song

of Ages." Claire was born in Detroit.

Michigan.

Karen Haussmann and Grandin

Conover are natives of Arlington,

while Dennis Parks was born in Berea.

Kentucky. When these three ener-

getic members of the Penman Staff

got together they had a definite pur-

pose. All of them are going away to

college next fall. They felt that they

should write something about their

county, Arlington, and what it means
to them. Their result was "Mood
Arlington."

It is apparent that Grandin Con-
over, who also wrote "Mrs. Wimple's
Party," likes all types of writing.

Gail Hansen of Boston. Massachu-
setts, contributed the story "The Extra

Death*' to tin I'i nman. -It was con-

sidered excellent enough to be the fee

ture story in this issue. She prefers

writing the lighter type of story t<>

the more serious kind.

Paida Malinick's short sketch, "In-

fatuation"' was written for a definite

purpose. She wished to convey to the

reader the thought that this situation

urs in many a person's life. It is a

typical example of an ordinary hap-
pening. Paula is a native of Arling-

ton.

Joe Thompson's humorous story,

"The Escape." is the result of an Eng-
lish assignment. This singular inci-

dent took place in the life of Joe's

grandfather. Joe hails from St. Paul,

Minnesota.

Marilyn McKibbon from San Diego,

California, has always loved poetry

and enjoyed writing it. Her poem.
"Eternal," is a good example of this.

Marilyn writes all types of poetry on
any subject she happens to be inter-

ested in at the time.

Ralph Reymond was born in Ge-
neva, Switzerland. While listening to

a lecture in chemistry concerning ab-
solute zero, the seed of his Story, be-

gan to sprout. The result was "Via
Absolute Zero."

Lawrence Vaughan enjoys writing
and his ideas come quickly and easily

His writing varies from humor to a
more serious style. "Thoughts of a

(Continued on page \ft)
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THE EXTRA DEATH

Gail Hansen Illustrated by Anne Swat

i«nrHERE MUST be some mistake!"

The golden chambers rang

with the Perfor's voire. Oswald, first

angel, fourth class, stood trembling on

the cloudy rug surrounding the Per-

for's desk.

"Em sure my calculations are cor-

rect, sir. I don't see how I coidd have

missed anyone. Why, I always "

"Oh, can't you stop jabbering?

That's what got you in trouble in the

first place. You were gabbling with

that pretty new angelette we sent to

help out in your section. How you

were made first in your class astounds

me!
The Pcrfor gave Oswald one last

dreadful look and the poor angel wish-

ed he could crawl under a golden car-

pet unnoticed until everyone had
calmed down.

"It's not what / would say," the

Perfor continued, "Although you
should have had your head examined;
but the High One will he greatly dis-

pleased with both of us. I suggest you
try to remedy your mistake as soon as

possible, though I haven't the faintest

idea how you're going to go about it."

"B-but sir! I'm quite new here, as

you know, and I don't have any con-

nections at all. Couldn't you
"

"I most certainly could not! Ilar-

umph! These new ones always expect

us to do all the patching of their im-

becile mistakes. But I must say this

is the most serious one yet." The Per-

for sat stroking his beard.

"Well. I suppose I could notify

some officials of your predicament, but

it will probably cost you your station.

However, wo must think of the mor-

tals first. They are so helpless
"

Oswald felt a twinge of resentment

at this, for he thought of his past life

on earth as a wonderful period of his

existence. He just couldn't seem to ad-

just to conditions Up Here.

The Perfor pulled out a shining

golden case from his robes. He opened
it and took out a miniature set of

chimes. He struck them gently, and
the hall reechoed with the melodic

sound. Instantly, (Oswald could never

understand their rapidity) a corps of

bland, expressionless angels appeared.

"You summoned us?"

"Certainly," snapped the Perfor. "I

have run up against quite a problem
just now. This this moron here has

just miscalculated his count."

Oswald squirmed uneasily.

"The High One sent a list yesterday

of the mortals that are to join us to-

day. It was a small number—several

hundred thousand — but apparently

our welcoming section could not cope

with numbers of more than one digit.

So there is one more mortal due to

die than we have room for. And
where else is there for that poor soul

but
"

"Stop it, stop it!" cried Oswald. "I

can't stand this. What if it's someone
I know?"

"Well then, think of a remedy. You
brought this all on yourself." The
Perfor turned to the listening angels.

"Have you any suggestions?"

"Since this fourth class angel joined
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us so recently, why not send him to

Earth to Bee if he can prevent the

death of one of the mortals?" one of

the taller angels proposed.

"lint if it is the High One's will "

"Ah, but surely He would rather

have one of ns try to prevent it than

to lose a soul. And you have the

power you know
The Pcrfor seemed to approve of

this.

"Oswald, this could be your chant e

to justify yourself. I do think the

High One would understand. But we
must go ahead with this without con-

sulting Him because He might release

you from your position here and now,

to the learner's ranks."

"I see," murmured Oswald. "But

can / get back here if I go?"

"If you make a provision for your-

self before you leave. That can be

done tomorrow."

So, as soon as everything was in

order, Oswald, dressed for the first

time as a mortal in over one hundred

and fifty years, departed on his jour-

ni'V to Earth.

"My goodness, this place has

changed. Oh well, I haven't been here

in quite a few years. I see our nation

has grown a bit since the Revolution.

And they tell me there was a Civil

War, too! My, my "

Oswald clutched his list in — ahem
— a death grip.

"There are so many due to die. Let

me see. I've got America's list

Hmmm I'll try New England first."

Oswald soon found himself in Bos-

ton. The first name on the list was

John Patrick Sweeney. Occupation:

Sailor.

"What a queer profession in this

day and age," thought Oswald.

Hi- came to the waterfront and be-

gan inquiring about "Mr. Sweeney."

"Haw. Put?" laughed a burly bar-

tinder. "Man, how could I have
missed him? He had a coupla' beers

and left with Rags Wheeler. Said

something about settling something."
"Well. thank you. I'm miic"

whispered Oswald, and fled the place

as fast as possible.

As he ran outside, he heard shouts

and rioting.

"Give it to 'em, man. Duck, Rags!"
Oswald ran to the nearby pier and

watched in horror as Rags Wheeler
dumped Pat off the dock. And in-

stead of crowding around, the mob
broke up swiftly. This puzzled Oswald
considerably. Then, in a flash, he
jumped in after Pat and brought him
to the surface.

Surely, he hasn't drowned this

quickly. I've saved one!"

He dragged Pat out of the water
onto the dock. Trying to remember
what he had read about the latest

methods of artificial respiration in the

last Earth Bulletin, he rolled Pat over.

A knife was sticking out of his back.

"Oh!" sobbed Oswald, crushed. "He
isnt saved at all

"

Meanwhile a police officer had come
up behind the well-meaning angel.

"Hey there, bud! Just what do you
think you're doing?"
"W-why officer I-I was just

going to save his life I
"

"Yeah? These stories get better

every time. You'd better come along

with me. These little brawls have
been running through the neighbor-

hood lately." He plunked some hand-
cuffs on Oswald and led him away

—

still protesting, of course.

Meanwhile, the Perfor was having a

mild case of hysterics.

"What does that idiot think he's do-

ing getting himself arrested? While
he's cooling his heels in jail, every-
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body's dying!*
1 The Perfor took two

golden aspirins and wrung his hands.

"But officer," Oswald pleaded, "I've

told you a dozen times I have to stop

people from dying. Please turn those

bright lights off."

Two hours later the officer was say-

ing, "Well, you think about it. You
can stop people from dying tomorrow.

Meanwhile, we have a cozy little cell

here that's been bothering us. Empty,
you know "

Oswald waited until everything had
settled down and then he left the cell.

Left behind was a neat little note say-

ing, "Please excuse me. I told you I

had to leave."

(Those officers are on a long vaca-

tion in Florida now. But with rest,

they should be back on the job soon.)

"I believe I'll try California now.

They say that it is quite nicely settled

these days.

He flipped the list to California.

Under San Francisco, a name caught
his eye. "Mr. E. M. Morganthau,"
he read slowly. "Hmm, I do believe

he'd be fun to save. My, but I must
hurry."

Mr. Morganthau was quite easy to

locate. He was well-known around
the better hotels in San Francisco.

"Well, at least this is a better sec-

tion," thought Oswald. He entered

quite the best hotel and managed to

find Mr. Morganthau's suite. Previous

experience bad taught him not to be
noticed so ho did not ask to be an-

nounced.

As he approached the door, he heard
shrieks. They ended abruptly with an
ominous silence following. Oswald
simply could not contain himself.

Without knocking, he walked right in.

A topsy-turvy room greeted his eyes.

A wild-eyed woman stood in the midst
of the debris with a small gun clutched

in her hand. Oswald had never seen

one like it; it was so small. A man

—

Oswald saw it was Mr. Morganthau

—

l,i\ s|u ,iw led on the bed.

"Where did you come from?" The
woman looked as if she were about to

lose her wits. A wilder look flashed

over her.

"Why, madam, did you have to kill

him? That's one more gone and there

just isn't room. Really, how inconsid-

erate!"

The woman stared. Then she

screamed, "I knew it! I knew it! Ed-

ward was right! I am mad!" She ran

to the window and jumped.
"Oh no!" moaned poor Oswald. "I

came to save people, and there goes

one we didn't even figure on."

The Perfor looked at the golden
hourglass. "Why that nincompoop
has only two hours left! He isn't

going to succeed and then where will

we be? And where are my aspirins?"

"I'll try Florida now," puffed Os-

wald. "Must hurry, MUST hurry!"

He consulted the list. It was becom-
ing a little dog-eared. "Anderson, Car-

penter, Douglas, Farrell, Gouganhau-
ser, Hmmmm Gouganhauser
that is an interesting name." In no
time, he was headed for Key West.

"Mr. Gouganhauser? Why, I be-

lieve he went out this evening, Mr.
Mr what did you say your

name was?"
"Never mind. I just must lo-

cate
"

"Sure. Mac, I know. They all have
someone to find. How much does he

"I beg your pardon?" Oswald fixed

an angelic stare on the hotel clerk.

"Why. why. I'm sorxy, sir I'll have
him paged. He might be in the cock-

tail lounge. He generally is."

Mr. Gouganhauser, a red-faced man.
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was sitting at a table with several very

attractive young ladies.

"Ah," thought Oswald. "He is

alive. Well, I'll just sit here and keep

an eye on him."

Meanwhile the Perfor was frantical-

ly trying to locate Oswald.

"Oohh," he moaned, "I've got to get

him back, lie didn't need to go, he

Where are my aspirins?"

"Cocktail lounges are interesting

places. Yes, they are. Why, these re-

freshments aren't half bad. No sir!

And they put olives in 'em too. Isn't

that KIND? Oh, waiter
"

A few rounds later, it was hard to

tell who was feeling better, Oswald
or Mr. Gouganhauser.

"Have another, Gougie."

"Don't mind if I do, Ozzie."

All of a sudden, a pained look cross-

ed Mr. Gouganhauser's face. He gasp-

ed and slumped to the floor.

"OOIIHH" a hushed cry ran

through the lounge.

One of the girls at the table said,

"Well, he did it. Just like the Doc
said."

"Did what?" asked Oswald, who
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was trying to catch the room as it Perfor. "You've been through a Lot,

went round again. but ibis is just a common—what do

"Drank himself to death," whisper- you call it—carry through?"

cd the girl as she readied for ber "Hangover," groaned Oswald, as he

cocktail. fell back to bis golden iceba

Those were the last words Oswald
"Have l 1,,st B M *"' '" he managed at

remembered. las*

T .

™, ill u i* i_. 1 was just about to tell you. IYe-
1 hen, slowly, be saw golden light ' u n , ,

J

,, j i • pare yourself. Oswald,
all around him. r

„v '' ,„ , , r» u uYesr broke in Oswald, as he -.it

"It must be day. ' he thought. "I m u_ a£ra in
to° late

"
"You needn't have gone You didn't

He must have said this out loud, for make a mistake. The High One's list

an angel bent over him and said, "No, had a clerical error, undoubtedly from
it is not day; you are back." my inner office. I declare! Those

Startled, Oswald sat up. OOhhh my angclettes
"

head! I'm dying "
Oswald grinned. "I won't tell him

"Come now, Oswald." It was the about Mrs. Morganthau just yet."

MELANCHOLY MIX-UP

Dennis W. Parks

A cloud floats by,

And soon

The sky is clear.

The rain comes down,
Tomorrow
The earth will dry.

A child doth cry,

But an interlude

Before a smile.

A man is troubled,

He pauses—ponders

But then

A hearty laugh
A jovial handshake
A sigh

—
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SONG OF AGES

Claire Chennault

Out of the red hills it came
And I heard it and listened.

It came out of the hills,

I lills the color of new wine;

It came to me.

It was old. old as the hills,

And I heard it.

It whispered to me
And I listened.

The sky was red, the earth was red,

And I listened.

The sun grew young, the moon grew bright,

The song was young.
And I was old, and listened.

The grass was new, the stream was fresh,

And I was old, and heard it.

Then it was old. much older.

The stars were old. the earth was old,

And I heard it.

The grass was dry. the brook was still,

Hills the color of dried blood.

And still it whispered, and I heard.

I was young, so very young,

And it was old, and whispered.

And I knew I was young and it was old.

And listened.

Then set the sun. and it was silent.

I was again myself, yet not the same;

I had listened; I was wiser.
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MRS. WIMPLE'S PARTY

Grandin Conover Illustrated by Adriewie Ellis

MRS. WIMPLE was happy. She

wasn't often happy, hut today as

she climbed the gray steps to Abington
Elementary School, she felt almost

ecstatic. Many times that fall she had
trudged up the same steps feeling

dispirited and old. Mrs. Wimple,
tired, grey, old before her years, some-

times suspected that she enjoyed being

unhappy, but today Mrs. Wimple
brushed away any such thoughts as

she hurried to her sixth grade class-

room.

"I am going to have a party. I am
going to have a wonderful party," she

thought gaily to herself. It was to be

a special party and with Christmas a

week away, Mrs. Wimple would, of

course, have a Christmas party.

She had discussed it with Mrs. Grey,

her new landlady that very morning.
"Many of my students have never

had a party, Abington Elementary is

located in a poor section and is popu-
lated with many Puerto Ricans, Ital-

ians, and other foreigners," she ex-

plained to Mrs. Grey.

"Oh. I know." oozed the stout land-

lady. "So many foreigners, always so

impolite. I'm glad I'm an American,
and I think

"

Mrs. Wimple said a hasty goodbye.

Poor or not, Mrs. Wimple's students

wire a lively group. And if they did

not exactly respect Mrs. Wimple, they

liked her and tolerated her rather

formal manner which was alien to

many of them. Mrs. Wimple, in turn,

tried to like her students but often

could not comprehend them as little

people, but more as little animals

She had been known more than oik e

to wonder aloud. "How do they ^et 50

dirty?" Mrs. Wimple did not like the

word "dirty," but was quite at a loss

to express herself better,

Today, however, as she fared the

room filled with leering, dark-tinted

little faces, she felt no usual qualm
but a spark of hope. Maybe this party

would make things right between
them.

"Well, children, I have a surprise

for you," she exclaimed, feeling a

warm glow enveloping her. Pausing
dramatically to bring out every bit of

effect, Mrs. Wimple plunged on. "We
are going to have a Christmas part\.

or rather, you are going to have a

Christmas party. I am to he the . .

."

Lack of the right word escaped her,

but she was still very proud. The
room was quiet for the first time in

days. Mrs. Wimple felt nettled.

"Will there be any 'hooch'?" Jose.

a dark boy with bright quick eyes,

asked.

Mrs. Wimple, not being thoroughly
acquainted with the ways of the world.

inquired doubtfully what 'hooch' was.

"Oh. you know—beer, gin, tequila.

My parents always have . . .
."

Jose was discouraged from finishing:

by a dark look from Mrs. Wimple.
The class, however, had broken out in

loud discussions on the general merits

and drawbacks of 'hooch' at parties.

The general conclusion was that things

tended to get broken up but that

everyone always had a good time.
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Mrs. Wimple abruptly ended the

discussion by emphatically denying

the presence of 'hooch'.

"The party will be a surprise and
will be held Thursday as you come
for only an hour in the morning be-

fore £Cttin»; out for Christmas holi-

days," she said.

The rest of the week was spent in

subdued anti< ipation. On Wednesday
afternoon alter -< hool, Mrs. Wimple
hurried downtown to purchase deco-

rations, refreshments and favors. "I

rarely have a party; in fact I've never

had one. and 1 am going to do it

(Continued on page 50)
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THOUGHTS OF A REBEL

Lawrence Vaughn

Things were fine in '61

Upon our old estate

—

With fifty slaves to do his work,

My grandpa's life was great.

I'm told he didn't need to learn

That two and two are four,

But spent his time in telling jokes

To make the ladies roar.

Then Sherman paid a little call

With 90,000 Yanks,

And after burning all he saw

Went on to pull more pranks.

Despite the fact that work is much

Against my inclination,

The fact that one must work to live

Is no exaggeration.

So now I bore into my books

Beneath a lover's moon,

Convinced that Lincoln freed the slaves

A hundred years too soon.
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VIA ABSOLUTE ZERO

Ralph Rf.ymond Illustrated by Sue Wilson

ui 1 [ .Y. MAC, can you give me aHI Y. MA
hand?"

"I reckon so, Mr. Miller." The little

old colored watchman shuffled into

the thermodynamic research lab.

Boh Miller, a young, eager scientist,

was working late, as he had done near-

ly every night since the death of

Karen, his wife.

"Mac, I must go inside to inspect

the cooling chamber of this apparatus.

Now all you have to do is to close the

door of the chamber after me and then

flip those two switches as soon as the

en light flashes. That shows the

machine is on."

"Well, okay, Mr. Miller. But how
I turn dat machine off, when you
wants to come out?"

"Oh, Mac. it's all automatic. You
just have to start it and it cuts itself

off."

After ten minutes the watchman
started to wonder when those lights

would stop flickering and then Mr.
Miller would come out. Peeking into

the cooling chamber by means of the

TV screen, the watchman mumbled,
What's that in there with Mr. Mil-

ler? Hey, where Mr. Miller? Maybe
I ought to call Dr. Stone. That ain't

looking regular. No, man, it ain't

regular at all. That machine still

workin'. and where Mr. Miller is?"

Dr. Stone, the tall, distinguished

chief of the division, arrived fifteen

minutes after the watchman's call.

"You say Mr. Miller was going to

inspect the inside of the cooling cham-
ber?"

"That's what Mr. Miller said,"

answered the frightened watchman.
As Dr. Stone rushed into the room,

the familiar acrid smell of serum 6.12

hit him.

"Good grief! Bob must have given
himself a shot of 6.12 serum!"

"That's bad?"
"It's what we give to animals to

prevent them from dying when we
take them to the absolute zero," Dr.

Stone explained over his shoulder. He
was anxiously peering at the cooling

chamber TV screen.

"You mean Mr. Miller took off and
went to absolute zero leaving that ma-
chine without me seeing him?"

"No, Mac. You know we put ani-

mals in the cooling chamber, and then
as we reduce the temperature they de-

crease in size; and when we decrease

the temperature to absolute zero they
shrink to nothing. Nothing but ener-

gy"
"Oh, do you mean poor Mr. Miller

is in the absolute zero? Then what's
in that chamber with him?"
"What you saw was him when he

had lost shape and size."

"But that machine is automatic. He
ought to come back now. All them
animals come back. Mr. Miller told

me it never hurt them none."

"That's right. We'll just reverse the

thermo-recordograph tape, and we will

bring Bob back." the doctor said re-

assuringly.

But when Dr. Stone tried to turn on
the cooling chamber apparatus to

bring back Mr. Miller, he discovered
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that the thermo-rccordograph had
heen disconnected and a folded piece

of paper had replaced the tape. He
pulled the paper out. It was a note.

The doctor read it aloud.

"To Dr. Stone.—I have de-

cided to join my wife. That
is why I have separated my-
self from my useless or-

ganic body. I disconnected

the thermo-recordograph so

that you could not bring me
back."

"Good heavens!" the doctor gasped.

"What does he mean, you can't

bring him hack, Dr. Stone, just be-

cause he disconne< ted that tlicrmo-

thing?"

Dr. Stone shook his head sadly.

"Without the thermo-recordograph
tape we can't bring Bob back from
the absolute zero. You see, that tape

records all the data of the animals as

the temperature is lowered to absolute

zero, so that they are brought ba< k

under exactly the same conditions.

Otherwise they would be distorted."

(Continued on page 33)
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MOOD ARLINGTON

Grandin Conover
Dennis Parks
kwu.N Haussmann

Tempo

A city that's not a city.

Perpetual motion

without warmth.

Home

but only a house.

Motel of the service people,

Catering to the whim of the

donkey or the elephant.

An artery leading

to the heart.

Andante

Last home of the brave.

Land of eternal shopping centers.

A gawky adolescent

crowding its confines,

High

in relative intelligence.

Scherzo

An independent galaxy

of self-sufficient citizenry.

Secure financially.

Agreeing with the seasons.

A symphony of suburban

white collar,

domesticity.
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THE BLUE AND GRAY

Granuin Conover

Nobody goes to the Gray anymore,
Closed,

locked,

dark.

Grimy windows,
Decorated with garish cigarette ads.

Once accepted and thriving

—

A well fed parasite

Suddenly outlawed

—

Existing only for a fraction of

nonconformists who braved

the wrath of a careful administration.

Still proud in a tarnished sort of way
capable of invoking from certain alumni

A nostalgia

for fifteen cent hamburgers,
the blaring jukebox,

smoke filled room,
and the precious change of

atmosphere from
dignified,

impressive,

learning.

Some vivid imaginations

pictured a den of iniquity,

of dope

and other vices,

Activities not housed in this tiny shack.

Now- closed:

no more quick breaks to the Gray,

no loud music,

gone are fifteen cent hamburgers,

smoke clogged cubicle,

Crowds around the door,

gone.

And left.

Only a decaying memento
of death

and chipped paint.

Nobody goes to the Gray anymore.
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GUSTI'S ITALIAN RESTAURANT

Charles Hal Dayhuff, III

| \ peraonal interview with Agostino But-

tcnclli, Cesarc Megiani, Robert Zcnder, \incc

nrcdicc, and Cesarc klamnetto)

GUSTI'S, the mectiug place of many
celebrities, is also the meeting

place "I many Washington-Lee stu-

dents. For the teenager who likes

Italian food in a friendly atmosphere,

Gusti's is to be recommended. The
owner, a typical Italian who radiates

friendliness and good will, likes teen-

agers especially those from W-L.
I went into Gusti's with the inten-

tion ol getting a brief interview with

Vince Bredice, an assistant, and ended

up in the office of Mr. Gusti himself.

This came as something of a surprise.

However. I was prepared with ques-

tions on the restaurant's operation.

I low do you like the patronage of

teen-agers?" I began. Mr. Buttenelli

i Gusti himself) smiled. "I am very

happy to have the teenagers come into

my place and have fun because they

arc only one step from adulthood.

W-L students are particularly welcome
because they are well behaved. Teen-

agers add life to our place. If they

behave, they are welcome. If not, I

don't want them."

In September of 1949. Gusti's was a

one-room restaurant on the corner of

Nineteenth and M Streets N.W. By

1951, the establishment had mush-
roomed into eight dining rooms and a

bar.

"Do vim plan to enlarge the restau-

rant again?" I asked. "No," replied

Mr. Gusti. "If we get any larger, we

mighl lose OUT friendly atmosphere.
s i\ o| the dining rooms are used gen-

erally. ' he continued. "The two up-

stairs rooms are reserved for large

parties.

"Since the war,*
1

he went on, "peo-

ple have learned about Italian food.

Americans who served in Italy arc

among my best customers. They like

the pizza pies, made from my mother's

own recipe. TI:« great number of

Italians in the United States makes it

possible for a restaurant to produce

authentic Italian food." he finished as

we walked toward the dining rooms.

The pine-paneled dining rooms are

furnished with tables covered with red

and white checked table cloths. Soft

lights and Italian music in the back-

ground add the final touch of atmos-
phere "Many people come here."

Mr. Gusti said proudly, "because of

the friendly atmosphere as well as the

good food. Unlike many places which
are full of steel chairs and bright

lights, our restaurant tries to have a

homey atmosphere." Another thing

that Mr. Gusti pointed out was that

he wouldn't stand for youngsters com-
ing in and trying to buy liquor. He
said that many places don't cater to

teenagers. "But teenagers," he said

warmly, "are the ones who find many
of the good places to eat. Mam-
parents came in to see our place and
to check on where their boys and girls

go. We always welcome them. These
same parents are now among our best

(Continued on page 40)
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INFATUATION

Paula Malinick

WELL GAL, heir's your chance.

The moment you've been an-

ticipating for quite a while now

—

don't just sit there—do something.

What's wrong with you? Why aren't

you the talkative vivacious person you
usually are? You know what you look

like now? A wallflower, a deadpan

—

to sum it up, a love struck idiot. And
how you preach. Never be self-

conscious; be the individual, the un-

usual personality in the crowd. Al-

ways say exactly what you feel. And
here you are with an asinine look on
your face, thinking in vain of what to

say next to impress old Johnny. Now
listen! If you don't practice what you
preach, he'll never even know you
exist.

All right, all right. I tell myself.

Stop your endless chatter and let me
put a word in edgewise to Janet, my
best friend. Janet's gone for Johnny
too.

What's that? Johnny is walking
toward me. "Dance?" After the won-
derful dance I walk toward Janet who
excitedly ushers me into the next

room. All aglow she informs me John-

ny asked her out next week.

This is the end! The very end! I

must always like someone impossible.

I've decided, or else it wouldn't be any
fun—I'm happy when I'm miserable!

Walking hack to the room. I take the

wallflower chair just bestowed on me.
I do like to sit. Especially at a dam e.

Solid man! Just sit and think—about

Johnny. Beginning to be miserable, I

feel a warm happy glow enfolding me.
As I said before, I'm happy when I'm

miserable.

What time is it? Twelve-thirty?

Guess I'd better be leaving soon—need

my beauty sleep. Johnny—Johnny?
It can't be I — But he's smiling direct-

ly at me. I stretch my mouth to pro-

duce the resemblance of a smile, try-

ing to hide the excitement I feel. In

a dream world I hear him utter the

lovely words—"W'ould you like a ride

home?"

************

Well gal, you're home now—you've

had the chance you've waited for for

what seems an eternity. But what
happened to the excitement, the thrill

you felt a while ago? You feel noth-

ing—absolutely nothing—not love, not

hate, just nothing. Gal. I think you're

a crazy mixed-up femmy who doesn't

even know what she wants.

But I guess that's the way the ball

bounces. That's the way things go.

How about £oing to bed now so you
can get that beauty sleep—OK .? Good
night, gal — pleasant dreams.
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THE ESCAPE

Joe Thompson

THE SUN was shining through the

budding trees. Balmy spring

breezes were blowing under a blue sky.

At a little after three o'clock in the

afternoon Central High School had

just let out. Among the first to leave

the building were Tom Snider and
Hank Long. This was unusual be-

cause these two boys were probably

kept after school more than any of

the other students at Central High.

Tom and Hank weren't bad boys; they

were just filled with that boyish ex-

uberance that teachers abhor.

"Hank." said Tom, "you know this

weather we've been having for the

last few days is the kind that makes
school seem worse than usual."

Hank drawled elegantly. "Don't

forget about the physics test tomor-

row, it's the last one before the finals,

and it ain't exactly going to be easy."

"Ye gods! Hank, don't remind me
of the darn thing. We just gotta skip

tomorrow. I'm not quite ready for

that test yet. Next year maybe, but

not before."

"How are we supposed to get out.

Master Mind? I can't stay home
'cause Mom can always tell whether
I'm really sick or just faking."

Both boys thought for a while, and
then a fiendish gleam crept into Tom's
eyes.

"Oh. no," Hank groaned, "not an-

other one of your screwy ideas?"

"Now wait a minute," Tom said,

"this one isn't so bad. You know it's

a darn handy thing to have a father

who's the school engineer."

What's that got to do with it?" de-

manded Hank warily.

"Well,'
1 Tom began, "you know

thai we're not using the furnace now
that nice weather i^ here. Dad has

blueprints of the heating system at

school. All we have to do is to mem-
orize the path of the pipes down to the

furnace. Then when the teacher

leaves the room we can sneak out

through the furnace pipe."

I low about the kids? Won't they
squeal on us?" asked Hank.
"No — they're always trying to get

us to do something more daring than
we've ever done before. Well, this

time we'll really show them!"
"Well. I know I can do it," kidded

Hank. "But do you think you can
push that big bulk of yours through
the pipe?"

"Look, you skinny bag o' bones,"

said Tom as he hit Hank good na-
turedly. "are you trying to insinuate

that I'm obese or something? I'm
not fat. I'm just —."

"Pleasinglv enormous," finished

Hank.
The next day Tom smuggled the

blueprints out of the house and
brought them to school. Both boys
studied them during home room pe-

riod. They decided to make their

"break" during second period which
they had in common.
"You know." said Tom. "that Miss

Hardtack never comes to class on time.

She always stands out in the hall for

about ten minutes flirting with the
janitor."

"Yes, that'll give us enough time to
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take down the guard and climb

through."

"We can get Dave Barnes to re-

place the guard for us," said Tom,
"and Miss Hardtack will never know
that we've skipped. We'll he gone by
the time she comes back to take the

roll."

When the second period came, the

boys walked into Miss Hardtack's

room and saw some sentences on the

blackboard for the class to diagram.

"Boy, sure am glad that we get out

of this," Tom started to say.

"Shh! Not so loud!" Hank inter-

rupted. "Do you want the old bat to

hear us?"

The boys quickly told Dave about

the plan to skip and explained his part

in it. Dave agreed to keep the class

quiet. The two conspirators went to

work and first Tom and then Hank
went in. Dave replaced the guard be-

fore Miss Hardtack entered the room.

The boys moved as quietly as pos-

sible down the pipes. The inside of

the pipe was completely devoid of light

and neither boy could see at all. Tom
led the way because he had studied

the heating system the night before

and was more familiar with it than
was Hank who had studied it only

during home room period.

There were several turns in the path

that they had to take to get to the

furnace. The pipe also branched of-

ten. Hank did not realize this and
continued in a straight line while

Tom made a sharp turn to the left.

Hank soon realized that Tom was no
longer in front of him. He retraced

his steps but could not find the turn

that Tom had taken.

By this time. Tom had reached the

furnace. He crawled out of the fur-

nace and was surprised to see that

Hank was no longer behind him.

Then he heard Hank's voice through

the furnace pipes.

"Hey, Tom," I lank's voice echoed

Loudly through the pipes, "I'm lost!"

"Not so loud." Tom said, fearing

that Hank's voice would ring through
every room in the school.

"Well. I'm whispering now." Hank
responded with a voice that sounded
just as loud as before. "Get me outta

this place, will ya, Tom?"
"Crawl along 'til you hear a teacher

so I can find out where you are."

Tom waited for about two minutes.

"I'm right by Old Man Slater's

room," Hank said with a voice that

seemed to Tom to be not as loud as

the two times before.

"0. K. Now face me," Tom ordered.

"I can't. I'm turned around and
the pipe is too small to switch myself."

"So crawl in reverse! Now look,

crawl backwards about fifty feet, and
turn to your left. Then crawl until

you can't crawl any farther, and turn
to your right — then fifty feet more
and another right turn and you'll back
right up into the furnace."

"0. K. I'll try it," sighed Hank.
After about fifteen minutes of

strange noises coming out of the
furnace. Tom heard a plaintive wail.

"Tom," moaned Hank, "now I'm by
Mrs. Globie's class."

"Good night. Hank. — how did you
get over there?"

"Well, it sure wasn't easy!" Hank
sounded disgusted.

"Look," Tom said, "stay right where
you are and I'll come in and get you."
Tom got back into the furnace and

crawled with some difficulty to Mrs.
Globie's room where he found a very
morose Hank.

"0. K.. Hank, just follow me and
we'll get out of here all right."

"Oh no you don't," Hank said, 'we
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tried th.it 0O0e before and I got lost.

You'll have to think up something bet-

ter than that."

"O. K., Hank, O. K." Tom thought

a while and then said. "I have a clean

handkerchief in my bark pocket. I'll

tie oik 1 (Mid to my belt and you hold

the other end in your teeth since you'll

need both your hands for crawling."

"Anything to get out of here," Hank
sighed.

The boys crawled until they thought

they could go no farther. Just as they

were ready to drop they found them-
selves at the furnace door. There at

the door was Mr. Potter, the school

principal, politely holding the door

open for them. With Mr. Potter was
Tom's father, Mr. Snider, who was
the school engineer. Both men were
grinning as though they had new false

teeth which they were trying to show
off.

"Dad," said Tom, quite startled.

"Mr. Potter," said Hank, equally

startled.

"Hello, fellows," said Mr. Potter.

"It looks as if you boys have done a

Jim Dandy job of cleaning the furnace.

From the appearance of your clothes,

it looks as if we won't have to have it

done next fall. From what I heard in

my office through the heating svstem
I believe you've covered almost every
pipe in the school. You boys must
come into my office after school so that

I may fittingly reward you. In fact,

you may come in every day for the

rest of the year."

"Oh, by the way, boys," Mr. Snider

said, "your physics teacher had a cold

today so I know that you will be hap-

py to learn that you haven't missed

the test after all. It will be given to-

morrow."
"You and your big ideas," Hank

said to Tom disgustedly.

"Take it easy, old man," retorted

Tom, "maybe it will work the next

time."

WHY?

Dennis Parks

If only to understand

My life and self

To comprehend
The reason

Why?
and how?

What purpose do I serve,

Me, one single man, alone?

Who am I?

Why am I?

I wonder
My reason for existing.

A drop of rain may stir

A leaf.

But alas, one leaf alone

Can not sway a tree.
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NOW I HAVE TWO FAMILIES

Ann Mickel

(Thanks to the American Field

Service, an organization devoted to the

idea of "international understanding
tliru student exchange" I was one of

370 American teen-agers who spent

their summer living with hluropean

families. This is my story.)

AT THE CLOSE of my first day on
German soil, five other teen-agers

and I decided to skip the Bremen
orientation meeting arranged for all

students in Germany and do a little

sight-seeing on our own. We had
walked two blocks when we were
stopped by an old German fellow, ob-

viously on his way home from the

local biergarten. He insisted that we
have tea at his home. Afraid of what
his frau would say, but eager for ad-

venture, we accompanied him. The
house, although crowded and dark,

was the essence of cleanliness. We
were greeted by his kind wife and his

beautiful nineteen-year-old daughter
who wore lipstick and rouge, some-
thing we found out later was not done
by most German girls. The man talk-

ed constantly in either German or

broken English. He showed us a small

Bible, all that was left from his war-
demolished home. Startled as we were
to hear that he had been a war lord,

we were even more surprised to hear
him repeat over and over during the

course of the evening "that Germans
and Americans are brothers and must
be friends always." As we teen-agers

left Bremen. I felt, because of this ex-

perience, that not only had the people

of that city opened up their homes to

us, they had opened up their hearts as

well.

Stuttgart, the beautiful city in

which I was to live, was located in

southern Germany. My family was
not there to meet me when I reached
the Stuttgart Bahnhof (train station),

and naturally I grew more apprehen-

sive as nearly ten minutes passed.

Suddenly, I was surrounded by a fam-
ily speaking mostly in German say-

ing. "Here she is—this is my daugh-
ter—we have found her." Herr Hein-
rich. my German father, put me at

ease immediately by saying that some
things would be very different but

that they would do their best to help

me and make my stay a pleasant one.

This they did. and by the end of the

first week. I felt that I belonged. Be-

sides the mother and father, the fam-
ily consisted of Ursel. fifteen; Hans-
Jergun, thirteen; and Klaus, a boy of

ten, who was my special playmate be-

cause he spoke no English and was
more patient than the others with un-

limited German. We taught each
other, he learning English and I learn-

ing Deutch ( German").

Eating is the favorite pastime of my
German family, with beer drinking
running a close second. Told that I

wouldn't like German cooking. I was
convinced that I would lose weight on
my trip. Mom wasn't prepared, nor
was I, for the twelve pounds I gained
on my German mother's cooking. We
usually ate five times a day. break-

fast, brunch, dinner, tea, and supper.
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Bread and potatoes are the staples and
.1 main meal consisting of some kind

of stew just wasn't complete without a

dish of boiled potatoes. Wnrst ( sau-

sage with bread was served every

evening for -upper.

German dating customs differ a

at deal from those in America.
Teen agers do not have formal dates

although they do attend parties that

last until the wee hours of the morn-

ing. Germans are excellent dancers,

first because they love music and sec-

ond, because they attend dancing
school.

I'll never forget the time that I at-

tended a dancing class with a German
boy I had met. I had no trouble with
my dancing until the instructor started

to teach the Bayou, a new dance
sweeping Europe, done to the tune of

"Jambulaya." Not a person there

spoke English except my date, who
didn't speak very well. I hadn't the

faintest idea what was happening; I

couldn't even apologize to my partner

for my mistakes. Feeling like crying.

I laughed instead. Soon all the pupils

were doing their best to help and
were laughing with me, not at me.
Back in the apartment again after

a streetcar ride and a long walk, I

asked the German boy if he wanted a

glass of water? We were sitting in

the front room drinking water when
in stormed my German father shout-

ing in English. "This is impossible

—

absolutely impossible." I sat there

stunned, unable to comprehend the

cause of this outburst. After ushering

the German boy to the door, I return-

ed to my parents' room thinking that

this was the end; I would surely be

sent home. My parents were very

understanding and patiently explained

that a German girl never entertains in

her home especially at such a late

hour unless the young man has an in-

vitation from the parents. We all

laughed together at the recollection of

my bewildered expression. I wonder-
ed if the other kids hadift been told

these things in the orientation session

I missed.

When asked if 1 could horscba< k

ride. I replied "Certainly." not bother-

ing to tell them that I had learned the

art of horse-man-ship by merely
mounting the horse and riding. Urs< 1.

my fifteen-year-old German sister, in-

formed me that on Saturday we would
go riding. I dressed in my blue jeans

and saddles, these being the only
things I had comparable to a riding

habit. For effect, I tied a scarf around
my neck. Ursel appeared dressed in

the approved riding garb of breeches

and boots. As we entered the stables.

T had the feeling that people were
looking at me. but I didn't really

understand why until I saw the riding

master's expression as he saw my at-

tire. Obviously, German girls didn't

ride in blue jeans. Thinking I could

redeem myself by my riding. I clamor-
ed up on the spirited horse and pro-

ceeded to canter around the ring. The
riding master began to shout in Ger-

man. Finally Ursel told me that he
said I rode like a sack of oats. It was
his job to correct my riding faults as

he corrected hers. After fifteen min-
utes of a barrage of German words,

the riding master gave up. I was glad

to leave when the hour was over.

Funny thing, Ursel never did suggest

going riding again.

Little did I realize that when I left

the boat in Bremerhaven. I would
probably not see a self-respecting glass

of water until I returned. Beer is
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drunk in most places although a cer-

tain kind of water much like Ameri-

can soda water is sometimes sold. In

southern Germany wine is served with

the meals. German beer is the finest

in the world, so some people say. hut

it also has a very high alcoholic con-

tent. It takes seven glasses of Ameri-

can beer to equal one glass of German
beer. Some of the students didn't dis-

cover this until too late.

A trip to Paris was made by all

the students before our departure

from Europe. The students living in

Germany took an all day boat trip

down the Rhine and boarded a night

train for Paris. We had been without

liquid of any kind since early morn-
ing. The train sounded just like a

funeral caravan, with the song, "Cool

Clear Water," taking the place of a

funeral dirge. At a station just short

of the French border, one of the stu-

dents discovered a drinking fountain

to which there was a mass migration,

all 270 students, who drank their fill,

disregarding the dangers of typhoid

and dysentery. It certainly proved the

saying that "water is more precious

than gold."

Being very well-off financially, my
family included me in their vacation

plan to spend the month of August in

Switzerland, a beautiful country of

snow, mountains, and sunshine. To
mt' the most impressive thing about

Switzerland is the honesty of the peo-

ple. My German father said, "In

Switzerland, no man locks his door,"

and this proved to be true with the

trust well placed. Since the weather
was the coldest and wettest in fifty

years, most of my stay in Switzerland

was used in an effort to keep warm.
I had only summer clothes with me.
What good times the family had on

those cold nights. We sat in our flat

playing games, talking and enjoying

each other's company. All of our ac-

tivities were together as a family unit.

After saying goodbye to my German
family, I joined the other Americans
in Germany and headed for Paris and
the boat home. But I could never
really say "Goodbye," for now—now I

have two families.

ETERNAL

Marilyn McKibbon

Silently

Always silently

Relentless in pursuit

Methodically going along

Never going back.

Forward
Always forward
Keeping in step

Speeding gone

—

Racing—always racing

Never beaten

Swiftly flying

Never caught resting

Moving
Always moving
Here a second

Gone the next

It keeps on flowing

Moving
Time.
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DAYDREAMS, GHOSTS AND RED BRICKS

Grandin Conover

Day dreams,

built on the strong foundation

of red bricks

and common sense,

Will stay, and support.

But the stuff of clouds

is transient

And capable only

of haunting,

Like Ghosts

flitting through

An empty house.

LEAVES

Suzanne Cotts

Leaves

Leaves

Leaves

Are the postcards

of the angels,

Maybe.
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THE UNEXPECTED CALLER

Marilyn Spitz Illustrated by Ann Boone

CAPTAIN JAMES FORBUSH, re-

tired, did not go to Florida, or

some equally pleasant spot to round

out his days. He loved the seclusion

and peacefulness found only in the

mountains. It is here that on a cer-

tain winter day we find him, working
laboriously over a fire, quite uncon-

cerned by the falling snow.

This was also the day that in a

cabin not too far away, a certain

young man and his family were be-

coming impatient to terminate their

visit and return home.
Road conditions on the main high-

way were fair considering the time of

year and weather.

Traffic was light, and Dan made
good time until he heard his son's

voice.

"Detour, it's a detour," shouted Lit-

tle Dan.
Big Dan looked at his wife. They

didn't speak, but their eyes met, and
they knew they'd have to take a

chance. It was too late to turn back.

Dark was close, and the snow fell as

if it had no concern with the late

hour.

"Why are we stopping, Dad?" Lit-

tle Dan asked. He looked up and saw
his father leaving the car.

"Why did we stop?" he persisted.

"We're stuck in the snow, that's all.

Now be quiet!" answered his mother.
The car door opened again. "There

are two other cars," Dan said. "We'll

build fires. There are animals about,

so stay in the car."

Little by little the band of autos

worked together through the night,

but slight was their progress on the

slippery roads. Henry Bell, the only

other man besides Dan, grew discour-

aged and volunteered to seek a forest

ranger for help. He had no family,

and Dan reluctantly agreed to let him
go.

Dawn began to appear on the hori-

zon. Henry Bell's car was left aban-
doned. An automobile belonging to

two elderly women had scaled the

next knoll and awaited the third ve-

hicle. Dan was still attempting to

make it, but his efforts seemed futile.

Exhausted, he decided to rest awhile.

He slipped behind the wheel of the

car, half frozen. Shutting his eyes

momentarily, he thought, why doesn't

someone come? How long can we
last? With this, he fell into a dis-

turbed sleep.

In the meantime Captain Forbush
had heard someone approach his cabin.

Who could be coming now, he
thought, half surprised, half annoyed
by the unexpected caller. He went to

the door, peered out, almost closed it

again when he saw a man, torn and
bleeding. He rushed to his aid, but it

was too late for that.

Dan heard someone tapping on the

car window. Was it a dream?
"Are you all right? I've sent for a

tow truck," the man said.

"Yes, but I'm afraid they're beyond
help. Poor fools left the motor running
with windows up too."

"What about Mr. Bell?" inquired

Dan.
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"If he's the same chap, he nearly

made it to my cabin. Mountain lions

got him. He had only a club for

protection. You owe your life to him,

-mil I figured there might be others

and came looking.

Just then a tow truck arrived and

with it a new day. Dan and his fam-

ily will spend many an evening by a

warm fireside recounting the adven-

turesome tale to friends. For them

each day will make the memories fade

into obscurity.

There is one man. however,
who

will never be able to forget. Every

time he sees snow, chills will run
through him, as he recalls the horrors

of that night. Often he will pause

when he is working, wait and listen

through the silent night for unexpect-

ed callers.
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TRANSITION

Dolores Wiuttaker

When the suit of adolescence is donned,

The simple truths of childhood are challenged

by hypocrisy;

And optimistic hope, born of inexperience

Tries fleeing from the never satisfied hunger
of despair.

The security of earlier years slips away
As world affairs become more prominent
And threaten that security.

A feeling of inadequacy bears down
On the once assured youngster

Who used to perform readily for visitors.

Then, as though a magic wand is waved,
Clumsy gallops give way to smooth, rythmic strides.

And well-worn jeans bow to swirl skirts and
loud ties.

Pin curls assume the honored position

Once held by pig tails; while hair is

Combed and ears are washed willingly.

No longer does life follow a set pattern.

It goes along in a turmoil of emotions;

Hope, despair, love, hate, boldness and shyness

As they occur.

Yet there is a stirring of gratitude

In every teen-age heart

—

Gratitude for this time with all its faults

Thankfulness for a chance to explore, weigh
And finally choose.
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MRS. WIMPLE'S PARTY

(Continued from page 12)

right," she had told Mrs. Grey, the

landlady, as she was leaving. She had
arranged with the janitor to get a

Christmas tree and install it in her

class room, and being a resourceful

woman, she had economical ideas for

its decoration. She dashed from store

to store, buying crepe paper, nuts,

oranges, Christmas balls, tinsel, candy
and various favors. She added small

gifts such as rubber balls, pencils and
riders. She ordered ice cream and soda

and asked that it be delivered at 9:00

o'clock the next day.

Sitting up that night wrapping
presents and making paper chains, she

felt the now familiar warm glow
spreading to every inch of her small,

compact body.

"This is my first year teaching, and
from now on I'll have at least two or

three parties a year." she exclaimed

to Mrs. Grey who had stopped in to

hint broadly about the rent being due.

"Why I thought you'd been teachin'

for years," said Mrs. Grey.

"No," said Mrs. Wimple shortly.

"Oh," said the landlady, discon-

certed.

"My husband died and I felt the

need to — — to accomplish some-

thing, you know."
"Of course." replied Mrs. Grey, not

knowing at all.

"Well. I hope the party's a success,"

said Mrs. Grey rising to leave. Mrs.

Wimple only stared. The idea of the

party not succeeding was inconceiv-

able to Mrs. Wimple.
Arriving at school early in the

morning Mrs. Wimple found a beau-
tiful tier installed in her room. She
put herself to work and be^.m dl l

rating feverishly. Soon the barren
room took on a capricious air. Crepe
paper and wreathes were distributed

around at strategic places. The tree

was decorated with brightly colored

balls, tinsel, lights and paper chains,

and like most Christmas trees was so

loaded down you could hardly find

the tree. The presents were put under
the tree, and each bore a tag with a

pupil's name on it.

Finally all was done and Mrs.
Wimple sat back to gaze on her handi-
work. She loved it and could never

remember seeing a room so beautiful.

Promptly at nine they came, troop-

ing in fast and furious. A few of the

boys, like Antonio, the butcher's son,

wore suits. Many of the girls wore
gaily printed, cheap cotton dresses.

They all looked like angels to Mrs.

Wimple.
Their faces are shinv and their

hands are clean, she noted with satis-

faction as she greeted them at the

door.

"Merry Christmas, Marie!"
"Merry Christmas to you, Mrs.

Wimple!"
"Merry Christmas, Jose!"

"A hell of a Christmas to you. Mrs.
Wimple." shouted Jose catching the

festive air. Mrs. Wimple winced but

held back her remonstrances.

Everyone was impressed with the

decorations although a little afraid to

move for fear of breaking them. The
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girls soon found themselves on one side

of the room and the boys on the other.

No one had very much to say after

the initial "oh's" and "ah's" regarding

the Christmas tree.

"Well, help yourself," Mrs. Wimple
called gaily, bringing forth two large

boxes of nuts and oranges. "The ice

cream and soda will be ready shortly."

The invitation did not need repeating.

Little hands dived and absorbed nuts

and fruits while stomachs unfamiliar

with such luxury had a field day.

Soon, however, the first fight started.

Casey grabbed Liz's orange and at-

tempted to squeeze it all over her. Liz,

in return, vented her female ire on
Marie (who was suffering from hys-

terical giggles) by mashing the peel in

her face. Mrs. Wimple left the ice

cream to restore order but found the

task almost impossible since a full-

fledged brawl was taking place be-

tween Marie and Liz, with Liz having

a slight edge. When she finally

reached the two Liz was swinging on
Marie's pigtails with great agility.

With the promise of ice cream and
pop, however, the children were per-

suaded to stop and for a while all was
well with Mrs. Wimple and her party.

The presents were discovered and
opened, but in some circles feeling ran

high that Mrs. Wimple's generosity

far out-ran her taste.

"Gosh, who wants an old ruler,"

cried the ungrateful Casey.

"I got a ball, Ha! Ha!" squealed a

delighted Jose.

"Gimme it." yelled Casey, the bully.

"I ain't ever," screamed Jose, the

outraged.

"Here, Tony, catch." The ball sailed

across the room, missing Tony but

hitting a paper chain, bringing it laz-

ily to the floor.

"Catch your own self," someone

answered vehemently, flinging half a

dozen walnuts, \%liiili brought down
three Christmas balls that splintered

in multicolored splendor all over the

floor.

The air was soon filled with a volley

of balls, nuts, oranges, paper plates,

cups, candy, nope paper, pencils and
anything else within the grasp of the

groping fingers.

Everyone was having a wonderful
time—everyone but Mrs. Wimple.
who while dodging the torrent of mis-

siles vainly fluttered and scrambled
around the room, trying to raise her

voice above the chaos. Suddenly a

paper plate zoomed from nowhere and
skimmed across Mrs. Wimple's dis-

torted face. Mrs. Wimple's lady-like

manner and reserve snapped. Al-

though she was appalled by her action

later. Mrs. Wimple grabbed wildly for

an orange and flung it across the room.
It landed on a much flustered Casey,

who toppled into the Christmas tree

and became enmeshed in tinsel,

branches, broken balls and lighting.

The tree and Casey heaved back and
forth, showering the immediate area

with glass and tinsel.

Several curious onlookers paused at

the door and wondered, indeed,

whether Mrs. Wimple had had
"hooch" at her party.

Meanwhile, Mrs. Wimple was try-

ing to decide whether to fling another
orange or jump out the window when
at last the bell rang, summoning her

charges to the holidays.

Mrs. Wimple felt she should cry but
was too stunned. She remained seated

and stared with mounting shock at the

corpse of her party. The floor was
covered with debris and the tree was
leaning precariously to the left at a

rakish angle.

"Well, gosh, it's kinda messy; guess
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we didn't behave none too \\c\\. huh. been to one before but man. we
Mis Wimple " it was bright eyed sure had a wonderful time." Grinning

She hadn't even noticed him widely. Jose hurried off.

standing by the- door. M__ _ . _. ,,.. ,

• t r , „ i .I - , i , Mern Christmas, Mrs. Wimple.
I forgol my ball, he explained, , . -. ,, , ...

, , • ,• ,. , ,, \ f . and thanks, he caCi .

shyly picking a rubber ball out of the

debris. Mrs. Wimple felt no need to Mrs Wimple found herself smiling

comment and then suddenly laughing. Laugh-
"Well hell I mean gosh. Mrs. ing as she never had laughed before

—

W imple," stuttered Jose beginning to laughing until the tears streamed
feel uncomfortable, *'I guess we didn't down her face. Then Mrs. Wimple
know hnu to have a party I never sat very still for a long, long time.

LA PLUIE

Ralph Reymond

C'est la pluie qui tombe . . .

La pluie est aimee par les champs assoiffes

C'est la pluie qui tombe . . .

La pluie est aussi une curieuse qui voit tout et entend tout,

C'est la pluie qui tombe . . .

Elle tombe goutte a goutte et puis se fache et tombe tres

fort, puis se calme et elle est aussi capricieuse,

C'est la pluie qui tombe . . .

La pluie tombe dans les champs en chantant,

C'est la pluie qui tombe . . .

La petite quotte d'eau desaltere le petit brin d'herbe

et le petit brin d'herbe la remercie en chantant une

douce chanson,

C'est la pluie qui tombe . . .

Elle fait chanter sur les vitres sa meme et monotone

chanson,

C'est la pluie qui tombe . . .

Tombe la pluie . . . tombe . . . tombe . . .

Tombe la pluie . . .

C'est la pluie qui tombe . . .

La pluie.
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VIA ABSOLUTE ZERO
(Continued from page 15)

Dr. Stone folded and unfolded the

note absently as he frowned in concen-

tration.

Mac was reaching to yank open the

chamber door.

"Sure ya can't cut them machines

off an' open that door?"

"No, stop Mac! You'll kill him!"

shouted Dr. Stone, spinning the little

old man away.
"Doc, you gotta help Mr. Miller!"

"I think we can do it," Dr. Stone

burst out hopefully. "We'll use

Bonzo's thermo-recordograph tape to

bring Mr. Miller back."

"But Bonzo is one of them gorillas,

— Eat While You

Talk At —

OWL
TAVERN

0OOO0

Conveniently Located

1716 Wilson Blvd.

and Mr. Miller ain't like a monkey."
"That's a gamble we've got to take.

The gorilla is the closest to a human."
"Poor Mr. Miller," said the trem-

bling watchman.
Dr. Stone rummaged in the files.

"Here it is—Bonzo's tape."

After having reconnected the ther-

mo-recordograph machine. Dr. Stone

placed Bonzo's tape on the spool and
soon the machines began humming
and the panels were again blinking

and flashing.

"Sure that Mr. Miller ain't going

to be a gorilla when he comes back?"

"There may be some distortion,

FURNITURE
CARPETING

MODEST PRICES

Barnes & Kimel Co.

Open Daily Til 9

• ARLINGTON
1916 WILSON BLVD.

• ALEXANDR1

\

2V?> MT VERNON AVE

• FALLS CHURCH
WASHINGTON BLVD.

AT LEE HIC.1IW \V
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Mac. Let's hope not," said the doctor,

pale and tense.

The watchman peered at the TV
M IV. 'II

"Is tluit Mr. Miller in there? He
ain't human looking!"

That's all right. He is just com-
ing out of the absolute zero. He has

not regained his shape yet."

At last the single steady green light

told them that the temperature was
once again normal. Looking at the

TV screen Mac exclaimed happily,

That's Mr. Miller, his own self."

Dr. Stone yanked the door open and
greeted him, "Bob, how are you feel-

ing? Bob, answer me. What's the

matter? You're not angry because I

brought you back? Are you sick?

But— You don't seem to understand
me. Bob for heaven's sake

—

"

"Mr. Miller ain't like he was, Dr.

Stone. Look like he forgot you and
me."

Mac was right. Bob had come back
—but his mind had escaped to Karen,

via absolute zero.

N

TM

Member FDIC

Clarendon Trust
. A .. n i yw Arlington, VirginiaCOMPANT JA 5-7777

Main Office — 3192 Wilson Boulevard

\\, stover Branch — 1701 N. McKinley Rd.

U. S. Federal Depository

J. W. AYERS
5 & 10 Store

Cosmetics, Notions

Toys, Books and Games

Dupont Paint & Hardware

5853 N. Washington Blvd.

DAIRY QUEEN

'The Cone with the Curl on Top"

4117 N. Fairfax Drive

4811 Lee Highway

Arlington
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Town
House

FINE FURNITURE

MODERN
OR

TRADITIONAL
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

TO

STUDENTS & FAMILIES

OPEN DAILY 9-9

JA 7-2036

2854 Wilson Blvd., Arl., Va.

Partners In Progress
Washington-Lee and

Arlington Trust Company

Former W-Lites make up al-

most one-third of our 6taff, serv-

ing as bookkeepers, tellers and of-

ficers of Arlington's oldest and
largest bank.

ARLINGTON
TRUST COMPANY
Main Office—1515 N. Courthouse Rd.
Rosslyn Branch—2029 N. Moore St.

Navy Facility—Arlington Navy Annex

High Interest Rate Paid on
Savings Accounts

Member Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation

Federal, State and County Depositary

DOMINION
Camera & Supply Co.

For the Amateur and Professional

CAMERA REPAIRING

24 Hour Service

PRINTING &
DEVELOPING

1409 N. Garfield St.

Corner Wilson Blvd.

ROSSLYN

AUTO BODY CO.

E. L. Lee C. D. Frank

Body Repairing

Auto Painting

Towing Service

JAckson 5-5600

1817 N. Lynn Rosslyn, Ya.
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BEGINNINGS

Katherine Gard

From the blackness ....

light shone

Out of the void ....

the earth was conceived

Up from the dust ....

rose man

Out of the dirt ....

the image of God.

Thus, the Genesis fulfilled

And thus, the pattern for all beginnings

was laid.

Only from the darkness of despair ....

gleams hope

Out of the void of an empty soul ....

the life more abundant

From the dust and ashes of a dead past .

the future.

Out of the dirt of chaos and war ....

the image of God.

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK OF
ARLINGTON

249 N. Glebe Rd.

Ja 5-6300

CONKLYN'S

FLORIST
2046 Wilson Boulevard

CONCOURSE PENTAGON BLDG.

Member Florist Telegraph

Delivery Association

JA 7-6916 JA 7-7113
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RAYE'S "thrift uisc fashions"

Washington & Lee Students

Make Ravi's Their

"FASHION HAVEN"

A
Of VESTOVIt

5867 N. Washington Blvd. KE. 8-7127

\\ t stover Shopping (enter—Ample Parking

Old Dominion Hank
Arlington, Virginia

Four Convenient Locations

2926 Columbia Pike—

3555 Lee I Highway

—

4254 X. Fairfax Drive

—

419 23d St. So.

Member
Fedkral Deposit Insurance Corp.

POLITICIAN X

Grandin Conover

Polished diction

Complete with silver

coated phrases

Elegantly modulated;

The just right touch

of tolerant smile

concealing

the growl;

Undermining all this

superficial perfection

—

An impoverished intellect,

capable only of imitation

and the desire to dictate.

Clothed in a silken garment.
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS
(Continued from page 4)

Rebel" is a good example of his hu- and were returning by way of a dif-

mor. This outstanding writer hails ferent route. Their car was stuck and
from Anderson, South Carolina. they had to spend the night in the

Marilyn Spitz submitted "The Un- mountains. One of the party went to

expected Caller" to the Penman, the ranger station for help and they

This story was taken partly from a were finally rescued. Marilyn comes
real experience of hers which hap- from Phoenix, Arizona,

pened in Colorado. Her family had Thus you can see W-L students

driven to the mountains for a picnic represent a large area of the world.

SMALL TALK

Harper Barnes

Conversation —

Two people talk;

Words back and forth

are prattled.

Neither listens, neither thinks.

Each stilted sentence

Is dogmatically

anticipated.

A standard, cliche dialogue

Pure,

simple,

unadulterated

BLAAH!
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SAVINGS AND

LOAN ASSOC. OF
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MARGE'S
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DRUG STORE
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PRINTING
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Papers, and Catalogs

Try us for any type of printing
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McClure Printing Co.
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ART SUPPLIES
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708 N. Glebe Rd.
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3725 Lee Highway

JA. 7-1181 — Arlington, Va.
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GRAY
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GUSTI'S ITALIAN RESTAURANT

(Continued from page 18)

customers. For this, I thank the teen-

agers who told them about us."

W aitcrs of Italian descent serve the

patrons. Presiding over the har is

Yince Brcdice who declares that "Mr.
Gusti is one of the nicest men anyone
could ever meet." Working among the

tantalizing odors eminating from the

kitchen arc a happy crew, headed by
Cesare Mazzanetto. Mr. Mazzanetto
is proud of the food prepared in the

gleaming stainless steel kitchen. There
are six different types of pizza pies

—

tomato, cheese, sausage, mushroom,
anchovy, and "everything." It takes

about five minutes to cook a pizza pie.

About 200 pizzas are sold a day.

The kitchen itself has plenty of el-

bow-room. A scrubbed concrete floor

and tile walls and ceiling surround the

busy staff. Eleven ovens provide the

cooking space for the tasty pizzas.

Four large refrigerators contain the

cream, meats and cheeses. As one en-

ters the kitchen a small salad room is

on the right. Here Eddie Rice builds

his artistic salads. We went down the

scrubbed wooden steps which lead

from the kitchen to the wine cellar.

The meat and vegetable locker, three

ice-making machines, and the deep-

freezes are also found down here.

I learned that Mr. Gusti came from
Rome about twenty-five years ago.

Eighteen of these years were spent

working in a beauty salon of which he

was part owner. Before and during

his first days in the restaurant busi-

ness. Mr. Gusti wrote a column for

the WASHINGTON NEWS. He told

about places and persons of interest.

Many of the persons are now his regu-

lar patrons.

How do Mr. Gusti's employees feel

about him? This information would
round out my story, I thought. But I

could not ask the question of the res-

taurant's owner. His employees would
furnish the answer. I chose the ans-

wers of two ... a handyman at one

end of the scale of importance and the

head waiter at the other end.

Ronald Johnson said he liked his

job because it was different every day.

He cannot speak Italian himself, but

he is learning fast. I asked him how
he understood the kitchen crew at first.

"I could pick out a few words here

and there, but most of them talk with

their hands anyway," he laughed.

Bob (Mr. Robert Zender) the head
waiter, who has worked at Gusti's for

most of the last four years, said "Mr.
Gusti is a great man. He's like a

father to me. He is always willing to

listen to us and help us—and the res-

taurant," Bob continued, "there is

nothing like it. Its patrons range in

age from toddlers to octogenarians.

"People hear about Gusti's in all

parts of the world. Scarcely a day
goes by but what some such person

comes in and says, 'When I was in

Calcutta last year, a friend recom-

mended my going to Gusti's when I

returned home.' Sometimes it is a

person from Paris or Mexico City or

San Francisco," he continued.

"Gusti's is more famous than I

realized." I said. "Mr. Gusti wac
right when he told me that teenagers

know how to pick good eating places.

I think I'll have to have one of those

'Everything' pizzas right now. Wait-

er, bring the menu!"



Meet your friends at —

GUSTI'S
1837 M Street N. W.

• •••••

Featuring

PIZZA

LASAGANA

SPHAGHETTI

and Other Delicious Italian Food
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS
or

FOR PEOPLE WHO RHYME

Claire Chennault is the winner
of the short story contest.

Her gentle whimsy was judged the best.

It is always pleasant to see beauty
discussed with new light.

Joan Barcy says some gentle things.

And Pat O'Neill expounds on flight

in a poem called "Escape."

But Pete Thompson recounts with delight

on a breeze that may die.

A crippled mind and a crippled leg

are spoken of with truth by Jane Daily.

Karen Haussman is torn between being

a temptress or a winsome lass.

And you can find yourself seeing

Charles Sloan's building and the surrounding derelicts.

A carnival comes and a carnival goes

in Suzette Salet's story of boyhood woes.

Our nation's living document is Suzie Mann's
subject created in the midst of required essay throes.

And with a tongue in cheek air

John Farris tells how to expose

Those with snubbed noses.

Dennis Parks and Lawrence Vaughn
have been around for a while,

But for truth, talent and style,

For art at its highschoolish best, unmarred
There's no one better, except for Joe Thompson or Kathy Gard
They've all been around a lot before

But that doesn't stop us from asking for more
If you're impatient at this late stage,

Find out for yourself. Just turn the page.
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TO BE A WITCH

Claire Chennault Illustrated by Shirley Forbes

T T IS A STRANGE THING, to be a

witch. It sets a person apart from
everything, no matter how well she

conceals her powers from her family

and friends. It's not an obvious

chango: it's more of a feeling of not

belonging, of being, well, different.

I can't really say how it came
about. It sort of descended upon me.
stayed for a few crazy days, and van-

ished, leaving me a witch, and enjoy-

ing it immenselv.

It all might have started the night

I dreamed about the little green man
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I'll tell you about that in a mo-
ment
Or that fortune teller might have

had something to do with it. But

th.it happened so long ago

Nol Now I remember! It all be-

gan about ,i month ago, on the way
home from school

"Give that purse back to me im-

mediately, Robert Guv! I'm late. I

tell you!"

I made a lunge at the boy, who
escaped me by a fraction of an inch.

He danced on ahead of me, keeping

the purse just out of my reach.

"Come on. 'Slant Eyes'!" he shout-

ed, and broke into a run with me
light after him. He knows how I

hate that name; he hasn't lived next

door to me for all these years for

unfiling.

Finally I gave up chasing him. and
eontented myself with merely keeping
an eye on that purse. He was fully

capable of hiding it somewhere, and
I wouldn't have put it beneath him
either.

He kept his distance for a few min-
utes, and we went on in silence, but

then he began moving closer, with
his eye on the library book I was
carrying. I pretended not to notice

what he was doing, but quietly got

ready to make a try for my purse.

Suddenly he darted in and made a

snatch at the book, and at the same
time I caught hold of my purse and
jerked it away from him. He let go
of the book in his efforts to keep the

purse, and I threw him off balance
with a quick shove.

"Hey, watch it. you little witch."

he said, sitting down abruptly on the

sidewalk. He sat there a moment
with a puzzled expression on his face.

Then he got slowly to his feet, rub-

bing his arm.
You don't have to scratch, do

you?" He showed me a long red

streak on his arm.

"Oh, I'm sorry," I said. "I really

didn't mean to hurt you. Bob."

He took no notice of this apolo<:v.

but. with a grin, he set off up the hill

at a good clip. I stood there for a

moment, wondering if he were mad
at me, but his next words srt me at

ease on this score.

"See you tomorrow. 'Slant Eyes',"

he said. "And next time we have a

fight, sheath those claws, will you?"
Then he was I'mic. leaving me to

wander on home mvself.

I didn't think of the incident ap.iiu

until that night, when I was rolling

up my hair. Then I began wonder-
ing idly just why he had called me
the things he had. "After all." I told

mvself. "He might have called me
any number of names. But why did

he have to pick such witchey ones?"

It is a bad habit of mine that I al-

ways try to detect ulterior motives in

everyone, so, true to form. I began
analyzing the dispute.

"First of all." I argued. "There's

nothing unusual about his calling me
'Slant Eyes'. After all. that is a nick-

name of mine, though I wish it

wasn t.

I leaned forward to peer at my eyes

in the mirror. There they were, just

as green as ever, and tilting upward
with that same old slant, so peculiar

in a face as obviously northern Euro-

pean as my own. They had always
been a source of worry to me. for

there was none but German blood in

the family, and everyone knows that

a German's eves don't slant — at least

not as much as mine do. I had been

(Continued on Page J9)
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WHEN THE CARNIVAL COMES

SUZETTE SALET Illustrated by Diana Voegelin

JEAN LOUIS was a familiar sight at

the Le Vcsinct market. Every Sat-

urday he came just to wander among
the stalls. He stopped at every stand

and gazed at its contents. He looked

at the dead fish lying on top of soiled

tahles and at the huge cheeses piled

on top of each other. He stared with

longing at the heavy woolen sweaters

and compared them with his own
navy blue sweater that had a torn

sleeve. He saw the color books that

Sister Mary told him about at school.

As he wandered through the market

Jean sniffed the fragrance from the

flower stall that hid the smell of fish

and dirt from the fresh vegetables.

Jean saved until last the candy stall

owned by Monsieur Le Blanc, a tall,

red-faced, man. Each day the boy
and the man spoke of the same thing.

"How much is the chocolate today,

Monsieur Le Blanc?"

"It is still twenty francs, Jean."

"Maybe next time, Monsieur, may-
be next time I'll have twenty francs."

"Maybe so, Jean. But here is some-
thing 'til then."

Jean always took the long stick of

taffy as if it were a piece of gold. He
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Dew Ste it until it began to molt in

his hand. Then he made it last as

long as he could.

Usually Jean returned to his shabby
home after going to the candy Stall,

hut on one certain day as he was

walking toward his street foansavi the

wagons thai were not the market

wagons. They were the carnival wa-

gons, and that meant that the rami
val was coming to Le Vesinet.

The following Saturday Jean made
his usual trip to the market and at

last he had twenty francs for the

chocolate. The market stalls were set

along the streets of the town, and in

the usual market place the carnival

had been set up. After his second trip

around the carnival he became a little

dismayed, for everything cost at least

twenty francs or more. What shall I

do. he thought, shall I buy my choco-

late or take a ride on the carousel?

As if to answer Jean's question, a

strange, high pitched voice reached

his ears. The voice was laughing, and
when Jean turned to see what it was,

he saw it belonged to a little yellow-

haired puppet. The puppet was a

clown and was chasing another clown
around the small stage. The two pup-

pets looked so funny that Jean began
to laugh and he just couldn't stop.

He became so involved in the clown's

mad race that he started a little,

when a monkey came by him with a

hat. Just a few coins lay in the old

beret. "My twenty francs. I must give

them away? No chocolate again!''

thought the little boy.

His coin made a clinking sound as

it hit the others in the cap. The mon-
key bowed low before the boy, and
crept over to a girl and her mother,

bowing and shaking the beret as he

moved. The mother dropped a coin

in the hat and the monkey bowed
again.

The boy turned back to the puppet

stage just in time to see a yellow he, id

peek over the edge and then disap-

pear. The puppets didn't come back so

Jean began to make his way around

the carnival again. He couldn'l find

the candy man; everything was all

mixed up since the carnival came.

Everywhere Jean went he kept imag-
ining he heard the puppet laughing

behind him. Rut when he turned

around, no one was there. Maybe if

he went hark he could see the puppets.

He could try.

He ran to the puppet stall. Dark-

ness had crept over the carnival and
the puppet stall was closed. All the

rides were running and music played

loudly. Shrill laughter and pops

from the shooting stand came to Jean,

but there was no one near the puppet

stand.

Finding the door unlocked. Jean

couldn't think of any reason not to

go in. As his eves grew used to the

dark he saw a little puppet stage in

the corner of the stall. But where
were the puppets? Ah! Over there'

He wondered if he could work it.

Jean climbed up on the box and
dangled the yellow-haired puppet be-

low him. He pulled fust one string

and then the other. The puppet's he, id

turned up as if to say. what next hey 1

Jean laughed and pulled another

string. The clown's leg kicked out

and then fell hack in. And then that

funny, shrill voice came. It laughed

and laughed and then it said.

"Fun, isn't it? Pull the other leg

go on."

Jean pulled a string.

"No. no not that one! The long

(Continued on Page 43)
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I'M ALL MIXED UP

Karen Haussmann

I'm all mixed up, because you see,

I cannot decide who's really me

—

At times I want to dress in black

—

Something tight that has no back,

And pile my hair upon my head,

And paint my lips a brazen red

—

Then I change to ruffles and lace,

And innocence adorns my guileless face.

My dainty ways make me look prim,

And the palest pink, becomes my whim.

Then too I have a favorite shirt

Worn with jeans, that are covered with dirt.

My hair is back in a pony tail,

The lack of rouge makes my face look pale.

All of these I can sometimes be

—

But still I ask

—

Who's really me?
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MORE THAN JUST A COACH
Dennis Parks

CHARLIE BUTT is more than just

a coach to the boys who have row-

ed on the W-L Crew. He hears prob-

lems that boys won't even confide to

the best of friends, answers questions

that boys won't ask their fathers and
teaches more good sportsmanship, self-

discipline and reliability, than could

ever be absorbed in a classroom.

Soon after a new crew aspirant enters

the Boat House he learns that Crew is

run very informally. "Charlie,"

"Chass," or "Mr. B." are the usual re-

ferences to the coach. He has an aver-

sion to being called "Mr. Butt," or

"Sir."

From the first day a boy meets the

crew coach his admiration and respect

will grow. In the six years that he has

coached W-L crews, three National

Championships have been produced.

No other high school coach in the

United States or Canada can boast a

record like that. Many of the boys he
trained have gone on to spark such col-

lege crews as Navy, Cornell, Wiscon-
sin, and the University of Pennsyl-

vania.

Self-discipline is always stressed by
Charlie. A curfew is never placed on
the W-L Crew and neither are eating

restrictions made. The crew is told

what to do to keep in shape, if one
doesn't do as advised he doesn't row.

In a sport as strenuous as this one, if

a boy doesn't train, he can't produce
well enough to make a boat, so in the

end he eliminates himself. This sys-

tem has proved efficient in the past as

well as the present.

This man, great in attributes, is quite

small in stature, compared with the

boys he coaches. But all five feet eight

inches, one hundred and fifty pounds,
of Charlie Butt is loaded with ambi-
tion, enthusiasm, and love for crew and
the boys he coaches.

Charlie spends six months out of the

year coaching and many of the remain-
ing months repairing boats. During
the day he is an aeronautical engineer

for the Navy Department. It is only
after he leaves the office at 4:30 that

he comes down to work with the crew
and sometimes he doesn't arrive home
until after 9:00.

The rowing record that he himself

made in college was not one of the best.

Sometimes he would row on M.I.T.'s

lightweight and sometimes he would
coxswain, but he was never very suc-

cessful in either position. This didn't

seem to matter to Charlie, he was just

glad to be in a boat.

He is now married and has a daugh-
ter about a year old. His wife Millie

is a former W-L phys.-ed teacher who
met Charlie in the early days of organ-

izing the first crew and was the found-

er of the Pep Club. She comes to most
of the races whether on the Potomac or

away and accompanies Charlie to the

crew dances.

The money paid Charlie for coach-

ing is quite trival when you think of

the time and energy spent training

winners. Already over three hundred
boys have come under Charlie's in-

fluence, and none will ever forget the

little man who taught them more than

just how to row.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Barbara Brewer

tt^RIT FUR ESSENS;' "Mange-
z_< ons-dejeuner," and ( oma-

mos," all are invitations from Later

national Club members for some real

international fun. While eating pi//<i

pie we may imagine ourselves in sun-

ny Napoli, and tortillas suggest to us

the breath-taking spectacle of the bull

fights. To some, these mental pic-

tures will bring thoughts of foreign-

intrigue, but to those with hearty ap
petites, foreign food will suggesl some
really good eating.

Claire Lee Chennault is one of the

many W-L students who has lived in

a foreign country. She lived in Ger-

many, and has traveled over most of

Europe, Canada, and Mexico. Claire

suggests that the next time the hun-

gry gang comes in after a basketball

game, you treat them to this Polish

T. V. Snack.

D^

Polish Piroshki Stroninska

2 Tablespoons butter

1 Tablespoon flour
l/y Cup mushroom broth or stock

Salt and pepper
1 Cup chopped canned mushrooms
1 Chopped hard-cooked l

1 Tablespoon (hopped parsley

2 Teaspoons onion juice

_' Chopped chicken livers

Rich pastry dough
Melt butter, add flour, cook with broth

until smooth. Add rest of ingredients

.mil cook slowly until very thick.

Cool. Roll pastry dough very thin and
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CU1 in Miu h squares Put spoonful

of filling in each half and fold o\. r.

I cducs with ,i loik dipped in flour.

Put OB .1 baking sheet and bake in a

hot oven until browned.

When foreign exchange student

Patty Smith returned from Duisburg.

Germany, last summer, she brought
with her the recipe for a cheese

ipread < ailed Quark. Patty explained

that in Germany you could expect to

have Quark spread on hard bread for

breakfast and supper, and in the mak-
ings of "IJutterbrot." a sandwich to

(Continued on Page 46)

DEATH

Claire Chennault

Come out of grey mists and black shadows.

Come out of the shades across the dead river.

Come to me. I call you, I need you!

Draw your dread cloak about me.

Place your bleached hands across my eyes.

Quench my breath, and bear me across the river Styx

To your dark land.

That land of waiting in eternal twilight,

That land of bleak hills and stagnant pools,

That land of white faces and glassy eyes.

11' ar me away to your country of death.

Call your oarsman to ferry me across the Styx.

I would live in that land of staring hollows and thorns.

I would add my tears to the perpetual rains.

Death would be sweet to me.
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MACK BETH

Joe Thompson Illustrated by Arm Boone

MACK BETH, the chemistry teach-

er at Jefferson High School, took

his magnificent 132 pound body from

his bed, expanded his 29 */2 inch chest,

and forced the sleep from his green

eyes while he thought about the

strange dream that he had had the

previous night. He continued to mull

it over while he shaved, dressed, and
tried to comb his unruly crop of straw

brown hair. He went into the kitchen

of the small rented apartment, pre-

pared breakfast, and then waked his

wife.

Mrs. Beth got up, slipped on a robe,

and went to the breakfast table, where
she found Mr. Beth deep in thought.

Mack this morning seemed not to no-

tice the hair curlers or the cold cream
on her face to which he usually ob-

jected in a very mild manner.
"Well, what's the matter with

you?" she merrily greeted her hus-

band.

"I had a rather strange dream last

night. Erma. In the dream first I

was made head of the science depart-

ment and then principal of the

school."

"Stuff and nonsense! What's so un-

usual about that?"

"Well," replied Mack, "in the

morning paper it says that at night

school last night there was an explo-

sion. The head of the department
was rather badly injured and will be

out for the rest of the year. The
school board announced that I am the

new head of the science department.

Just coincidence, I suppose."

"Coincidence, my eye!" scoffed Mrs.

Beth. "My horoscope for todaj ^-ays

to put all my faith in other's dreams.

You could be principal of the school

if you were man enough to take the

easiest way."
"You mean ?"

"Yes, I mean !"

To avoid an argument Mr. Beth, or

"Meek Mack" as he was called b<

hind his back by his students, would
agree to anything his wife proposed.

It was no use. he knew, to argue with
her because she was a very dominant
woman, used to having her way.

Mack had a secret desire to commit
the perfect murder. He had harbored

a dislike for the police ever since he
received a ticket for impeding traffic.

Oh. how he would love to baffle them'

Mr. Beth spent the rest of the break-

fast hour planning the murder, and
when he told his plan to Mrs. Beth.

he was surprised to observe that she

did not criticize it too much. In fact,

she rather liked it.

After school that day he stopped in

the principal's office and invited Mr.
Bawlings. the bachelor principal, and
Miss Pentelope, the principal's secre-

tary, to dinner one night in the next

week. Miss Pentelope was a middle

aged spinster who had idolized Mr.
Rawlings ever since she began work-

ing for him. some twenty years ago

Mr. RawlingS bad been then, and re-

mained since, entirely uninterested in

the opposite sex.

On the oighl of the dinner Mr. Beth

walked home from school reviewing
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the plans for the evening. '"Is this,"

he muttered .b he walked, "a test tube

I see before me? Come, Lei me chitcb

th« He waved his hand blindly as

he walked, as though ho were trying

to grasp something in the air.

When he arrived home ho prepared

everything for the murder that was
about to take place. He pot the poison

and the test tube ready. The dinner

priests arrived exactly when they were
expected. While Mrs. Beth put the

finishing touches on the dinner. Mack
got the test tube and handed it to Miss
Pentelope.

"Is this not a rather unusual test

tube?" he asked her. "I devised it

myself. For some purposes it is much
more practical than the old style."

'It is quite unusual." agreed Miss

Pentelope. "Why is the mouth so

much more constricted than the

mouths of other test tubes?"

"That is the beauty of this tesl

tube,*' responded Mack. "When some-
thing is heated, much less gas is lost

with a test tube of this typo."

He took the test tube from Miss
Pentelope. being careful not to dis-

turb her finger prints on it.

"I must see what is keeping Erma."
he said as he rose from his chair.

"Dinner is almost ready so I will help

her put it on the table.*
1

When Mack reached the kitchen he

put the poison in the test tube. He
thou poured the poison from the tube

onto Mr. Rawlings's plate, after which
he discarded the test tube in the garb-

age can. making sure that only Miss
Pontelope's finger prints remained on
the tube. He then assisted his wife,

carrying the food to the dining room
table.

When all was prepared he called

his guests and they began to eat din-

ner. Suddenly Mr. Rawlings clutched
his throat

Garawhk," he croaked as he tried

to stand up.
x

i n may have as much as you
like." answered Mack, as he patted

the potatoes to Mr. Rawlings.
"Garawhk."
' ( >h. I'm sorry, sir, I thoughl you

s.iid potatoes.*
1 This time Mack pass-

ed the string beans.

"Doesn't he sound just like a seal?"

squealed Miss Pentelope. who was
amused at the vwiv Mr. Rawlings w.i^

acting. "You should do that at the

P.T.A. meeting some night I know
the parents would just love it."

"Garawhk." Mr. Rawlings repeated

in a much weaker voice. UK face was
turning from a bright red to a bluish

white. Finally his body relaxed and
he slumped over the table.

"A joke is a joke, Mr. Rawlings,"

said Mack indignantly, "but did you

have to fall right into the mashed po-

tatoes?"

The figure remained still.

"Mack—he's dead!" Mrs. Beth

screamed.

Miss Pentelope promptly fainted.

Mack looked at his wife and smiled.

"Everything is going just as planned,"

he gloated.

Mrs. Beth called the police. They
soon arrived and found the test tube

just as Mack hoped they would. The
police took the three, the test tube,

and the dead body to headquarters

Here the three were fingerprinted,

and soon the police had Miss Petite

lope's fingerprints matched with the

ones on the test tube. Mr. and Mrs.

Beth implied that Miss Pentelope was
tired of waiting for Mr. Rawlings to

take some interest in her and so she

killed him. Mis. Pentelope was quick-
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ly placed in a cell and the Beths were

free to go home.
When they returned to their apart-

ment, Mrs. Beth noticed a small stain

on her hand, left by the poison. "It's

a good thing that the police didn't

notice this," she said, realizing how
closely they had avoided arrest.

Suddenly there was a loud knock-

ing at the door. Mr. and Mrs. Beth

looked at each other nervously. "Let's

pretend that we are not home," whis-

pered Mack.
"It's no use. We have our lamps

on. They know we are here."

"We have to face the music."

"Let's open the door and get it over

with."

Mack tiptoed to the door, opened it

(Continued on Page 36)
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PARALLELS

Gramdin Conover

Cancer Cells,

running rampant
through the human body.

Cancer Cells,

hitlers and stalins

running rampant
through the human spirit.

Divided camps,

"coexistence,"

in the dust.

Divided camps,

heaven and hell,

one for you and one for me
through eternity, divided.

Lines

parallel,

Wedging themselves

between
God's images.

DRIFT ON HIGH

Pete Thompson

Drift on high
Oh mighty wind.
Thrash the clouds with icy fingers,

Do not linger

But blow!

Blow yourself toward the sea.

There you will quickly die

Or meet another breeze

And live forever.
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HOW TO APPEAR TO BE A GENIUS

John Farris

T DONT KNOW how many geniuses
A there are in the world, quite a few

I suppose. I don't even know how
many there are in W-L. But I know
one thing: There are a hell of a lot

fewer geniuses in the world than there

appear to be in W-L.
The reason for this is simple. Many

people have discovered how to look

and act like a genius without really

being one. I have made an extensive

study of this and I am now about to

divulge to you a few of the more
popular and more successful methods.

Now you too can appear to be as

smart as the next fellow appears to be.

The first method we shall discuss

is the

Slide-Rule Method
This, probably the most often used

of all methods, is sheer simplicity.

All you do is carry a slide-rule with

you at all times. At the mere drop

of a hat you pull out your slide-rule

and slide it around a little bit. peer-

ing at it intently. Then you put it

away with a satisfied, I-knew-it-all-

the-time look on your face. Some-
one is bound to see you and be im-

pressed by you. But, even if you are

not seen, no matter. You have had
the thrill of acting like a genius and.

in this way have gained experience.

It is best to have, not necessarilv the

most accurate slide-rule you can af-

ford, but the one with the most scales

on it. The more scales and the more
cryptic the markings, the better your
chances. This is a very effect i\e

method, and popular too, because of

the minimum of effort required. One
more hint, which has the disadvani

of requiring an accomplice: Discuss

your slide-rule and the last problem
yon solved on it with someone.

This leads us to the

Meaningless Conversation Method
This method, although requiring a

small amount of skill, happens to be
my own favorite. Here, you engage
with someone, in a conversation which
is "full of sound and fury, signifying

nothing."' (the Shakespearean quote
method). In other words, just keep
the words rolling off. Don't won"}
about the meaning. That is unim-
portant. You are not trying to im-

press people with your knowledge.
(Acquiring knowledge is a tedious,

boring, and. for our purposes, a use-

less process.) You are trying to im-

press them with the sheer volume of

your vocabulary. Aside from giving

the appearance of intellectuality, this

method is more fun than a barrel full

of people. A friend of mine and I

have spent untold evenings just bask-

ing in the aesthetic delight of hearing

our own voices. The main idea is to

keep talking and changing the subject

as often as possible. There are a hun-
dred and one stock phrases that are

guaranteed to attract attention. For
instance: it's warmer in the summer
than it is in t In- city": or "My mind is

so open thai the wind whistles through
it": or "All Gaul is quartered into

three halves." A few of these phrases

arc invaluable. This method is most
popular with people who. either are
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ng. or have gone, ti> college . i
spec-

ially those in the field of education.

Nexl we have the

Pxbsonal Appearance Method

This is. I think, a vast, only partial

lv explored field. It consists ot many
little things, -i it 1 1 as dressing eccen-

trically, wearing old, ragged clothes,

carrying .1 pipe, purring thoughtfully

mi a pipe is one ot the best ways to

t reate an illusion of profundity). Also,

there is the device <>! wearing thick-

rimmed glasses black, if possible),

combing one's hair backward, if at

all; carrying a briefcase, or affecting

any of the thousand little oddities that

will attract attention. Here, however,

it is well to remember that a foolish

inconsistency is the hobgoblin of

slightly larger minds. Talking \%ith

teachers is a good one it you can do
it well. It is a little dangerous, though,

because there are a few teachers who
are quite hard to fool. In most cases,

I think, it becomes a case of who's

fooling whom and you're bound to

run into competition, which does not

make For IriendU relationships. This

method is not very popular.

I have given here only a few meth-

ods. Doubtless, you will want to try

ii<\% ones of your own. If you perfei I

some good ones, be sure to let me
know about them. Just walk up to

me and say:

"Things are not as they appear

to be."

Charlie Sloan

A LOVER OF PROSE

The words moon, June, and spoon

Are right easy to rhyme,
But try orange.

Words there are,

And words there wuz.

Why can't we remember Shakespeare's?

The earliest phrase is " Good Morning.
And the last bell rings "Good By."

But, come a test with little warning,

The most proper imperative is

"Good Night!"
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THE DRAG

Dick Hyud

Till. TWO PAIRS OF EYES stared

unblinkingly at the red traffic

light, nervously awaiting the change
to green. The blue Mercury's power-

ful Y-8 revved as it crept up and roll-

ed back impatiently. Beside it the

black Ford coupe stood .it idle its

dual pipes growling to the tunc of the

Loping engine.

The light at the intersection

changed to yellow. At the change
both engines rowed, the Merc's pow-

erful mill resounded like a truck

steadying out with a throbbing.

pounding roar as the car crept for

ward its driver riding the clutch. The
Ford's clutch was engaged slightly

more, pulling it up even with the

Mercury. The cars crept slowly to-

ward the Light, waiting, waiting

—

The Lighl flashed green. Simultane-

ously the rear ends on the already

lowered cars dropped as the clutches

were engaged and the throttles thrown
open. The cars surged forward, the

right wheel of the Merc digging hard

into the concrete, leaving rubber be-

hind with an ear-piercing squeal. The
black coupe's rear wheels barely spun
as the little car pulled ,i few pre< ions

inches ahead.

The cars shot through the intet

tion. their souped engines pulling

them with terrific acceleration. The

pipes roared and the engines screamed
for mercy as the cars tore across the

street and out onto the open highway.
The Ford's tachometer soared high as

the engine started to wind out. The
transmission was thrown out of low

gear. A spin second elapsed. The
engine revved, and it was dropped
into second. The thes squealed again,

the rear end dropped, and the t.i< ho

meter needle fell and stalled its (limb

up the scale all over.

The Merc's higher gears still held

it in low. It was starting to pull up,

taking advantage of the time lost by
the coupe's shifting into second gear.

The peak R.P.M. of the hot engine
had been reached, and the hand on
the shifting lever tensed. The shift

was quick and well coordinated; the

clutch movement synchronized per-

fectly with the slamming of the lever

into second gear. The back tires left

black strips along the highway as the

Merc Lurched forward, almost pulling

up to the speeding coupe.

The hot rods were eating up the

road now. The light-bodied, heavy-

engined Ford was pulling away. The
speedometer needles wavered severely

toward the righl side of the scale push-

ing towards the pin at the 1 end.

A red flash tinned both pairs of

eves momentarily from the road to the

rear view mirror. They did not have
to look twice—there was no doubt

about the origin of the 1 Light nor the

wailing siren accompanying it.

The throttles were not slaked off a

fraction ol an inch. They were push-

ed harder into the floorboards as the

cars tore through the- night. The

swath of the headlights' beam from
the Merc disappeared. An instant

Later the coupe's headlights were cut

also, yet the speeding cars did not
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slow up one mile per hour. The
transmissons were dammed into high

gear and the speedometer needles were

pushed into the pin at the end of the

scale. The red lighl and siren drop-

ped farther and farther back as the

cars sped through the night, ghostlike

with their Lowered bodies hugging the

road. Had their not been the scream-

ing pipes, the engines being wound
beyond capacity, the sound of the tires

tearing along the road, they might
have slipped by unnoticed instead of

blasting through the night with no
lights on. The road was straight as

an arrow now, as the automobiles fol-

lowed one another down the barely

discernible white dotted line in the

middle of the road, their engines wide
open.

Suddenly a second red light flashed,

this time not from behind, but ahead,

down the road. At that terrific rate

of speed the light seemed to appear

out of nowhere. Now a pair of white
lights, headlights could be seen on the

side of the road, waiting for the speed

demons to stop for the road block. The
super hot engines might outrun police

cars but not police radios.

The driver in front reacted, red

brake lights penetrated the night,

smoke poured from the tires, and the

ear-piercing squeal could be heard for

miles. The sound of the rapid decel-

eration acting on the mass of speeding

steel was followed instantaneously by
the grinding impact of metal on me-
tal. The cars swayed, one way and
then the other, then sideways, sliding

to the side of the concrete roadway
through the white guard rail and
down the embankment. The cars

crashed and bounced, coming to a halt

at the bottom.

For a moment there was silence,

then the barely noticeable sound of a

siren screaming in the distance.

Pat O'Neil

ESCAPE

How easily one small white sail

Can take us far

From earth-bound cares

And fears

Where on this vast

Tranquility

Caressed by ocean wind

There is oblivion.
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MATCHING WITS WITH THE EXPERTS

Malcolm Zeitlen

WHEN I WAS a small boy I had

many pleasures resting within

the boundaries of the entertainment

field. Like most boys of my age, I

liked to listen to radio programs and

read comic books. As I marveled over

the exploits of the Lone Ranger and

other heroes of the day, my childish in-

stincts warned me little when a space

commandant or the Lone Ranger him-

self appeared over the airwaves to an-

nounce the production of a new type

of ring or other such wonderful object

which he was willing to part with for

the sum of twenty-five cents—and a

boxtop, of course. Little had I foreseen

the lure of such a well-planned adver-

tising scheme as I indulged in the pro-

gram. Little had I suspected, as the

secret compartments and other fea-

tures were enumerated with enthusias-

tic tones, causing hundreds of thou-

sands of young minds to reach into

their piggy banks and exchange their

quarter of a dollar for a genuine, one-

inch high, saddle ring with official

cattle brands embossed upon it. No
amount of persuasion from my father

could convince me that any of the ob-

jects was worth less than the price ask-

ed, for through my young eyes they
were as good as gold.

Today at high-school age I am
able to watch as a spectator and not as

a victim. Now it is easy to perceive

clever tricks and be totally unattracted

by the endless array of "junk" which
passes before my eyes through the mir-

acle of television. When Cadet Corry
saves the Space Ranger's life through

the use of a new telephonic supersonic

ray refractor, I know that at the end

of the program a pitch for this device

can be expected. Today the prices may
vary anywhere from ten to fifty cents;

they give a quick profit to the sponsor

and his affiliates.

These are not the worst schemes,

however, for one which I consider

totally infamous is the "membership"
racket. True that only ten cents is ex-

tracted from the young victims in this

racket, but ten cents times a couple of

million can add up. In exchange for

this tenth of a dollar a small piece of

cardboard is remitted, certifying that

the child is a member of the "Dick
Tracy" club, or the "Superman" club

or any other that you might wish to

pick out. Accompanying the card may
be a few other sheets of worthless paper
which make the entire content worth
about one cent.

The television and radio field aren't

entirely to blame for this racket, be-

cause comic books sanction it also. I

remember well how the "Marvel"
eomic books would print a message in

each magazine in a seeret code and
then explain how the secret of decod-

ing was open to all who would become
a member of the "Captain Marvel
Club." T sent my ten cents along with

thousands of other children and receiv-

ed the two by three and a half inch

card with the secret of decoding print-

ed on the back.

The lure of "sendinc way" for things

is very great to a child when he is up
(Continued on Page 1\)
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THE PRICE OF SUCCESS

Lawrence Vaughn Illustrated by Adrierme Ellis

WITHIN MINUTES, it not sec-

onds. I shall !><• turn limb from

limb, and mv lifeless body will he

bun:: from tin- aearesl telephone pole

Whal have I done to deserve this

treatment? Nothing, excepl that

Six months ago, tlir annual figures

showing tho Dumber of marriage lic-

enses granted during the past year
were released. The Dumber was con-

siderably lower than a year before,

although the population of my town
had greatly increased. It was evidenl

th.it something was wrong somewhere
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along the line, and I decided to find

out why.
In my spare time. I made a secrel

Investigation. There were plenty of

bachelors around town, since I knew
quite a few, so I concluded that it

must be the young ladies' fault if

Cupid was failing to live up to his

expectations.

The next time I attended a cocktail

party, I found out why. Every lady

I met talked about that SI,000 mink
wrap she had. or wished she had.

When I danced, I held hands that felt

as if they had never been in a dish-

pan. When I kissed, I gazed into

eyes that were wide open from the

lack of late-hour work.

It soon became crystal clear to me
why marriage license sales had taken

a dip. Not even a fool would want
to marry a girl who was money-mad,
ignorant of the facts of dishwashing,

and unaccustomed to hard house

work;

Here, if ever, was a chance to make
some money, and I was determined

not to let the chance slip through my
fingers. Every cent I had was invest-

ed in developing a cure for this lack-

of-matrimony illness.

After weeks of painful research. I

finally found the perfect solution. I

then rented a small office, stocked it

with the needed equipment, and put

the following advertisement in the

local ladies' magazine:

"Girls! Are you beautiful, and have

a good personality? Yet are you un-

able to land that man of your dreams?
Well, you need suffer the agony of

an old maid no longer. For only ten

dollars you can take our husband-
catching course. Guaranteed results

or money back. Come now to our of-

fice at 647 York Ave."

At first, business was slow. But a

few customers did come, and told

their friends how mm li the < nurse had
benefited them. Soon, more and more
ladies came, jusl as I had anticipated.

As I made more money, I added

more equipment. The only thing I

had started out with was a Lai

caldron of boiling water. In it was
put choice food slop, creating a dish-

water mixture Ladies sat around the

sides of it and talked while they

bathed their hands in its miraculous

waters. Of course this made their

hands look as if they had been in

dishwater for years. Then there was
the blower, designed to mess up the

hair. Its purpose: to make a woman
look as if she constantly hung out

clothes on a windy day. To create

the effect of a hard house worker, a

back massager was used. It soon had
the backbone 1 out of joint, causing the

beneficiary to complain of an aching

back.

With a scientific setup like this, I

was soon making more money than I

knew what to do with. Appointments
were being made months in advance
because of the demand for treatment.

Scores of ex-customers dropped in to

tell me that they were now married
or engaged.

But then, the truth leaked out.

Somehow, someway, the recent grooms
learned of my racket. A lynch mob
was organized in the city square, and
marched on my home. The door to

my room is barricaded, but it will

stop the intruders for only a short

time. When they break in, my life

won't he worth

Editors? Note — We regret, that be-

< ,iuse of the untimely death of the

author, this story remains unfinished.
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WEARINESS

Claire Chennault

My feet move mechanically forward

As I walk in the dusk

—

Tramp, tramp, one before the other.

My back is bent and aching

As I walk in the dusk.

It is a strain to stand upright
Tramp, tramp, the darkness sighs.

My arm aches from tiredness.

My head is heavy, so heavy
I can hardly hold it up.

Tramp, tramp, the dead sound.

Numb limbs and brain.

No impression meets my eyes.

Save the grey mist that folds me in.

No sound do I hear.

Save the dull tramp of my feet.
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TWO CRIPPLES

Jane Dailey

Two cripples entered a church one day
Cripples but each in a different way.

One had a body, strong and whole

But it sheltered a warped and twisted soul.

The other walked with a halting gait,

But his soid was tall and fair and straight.

They shared a pew, they shared a book,

But on each face was a different look.

One was alight with hope and joy

And faith that nothing could destroy.

The other joined not in prayer nor hymn;
No smile relaxed his features grim.

His neighbor had wronged him,
His heart was sore.

He thought of himself,

And nothing more.

The words that were read from the Holy Book
Struck deafened cars, and a forlorn look.

To one came comfort; his soul was fed.

The other gained nothing from what was said.

Two cripples left the church that day,

Crippled but each in a different way.
A twisted foot did one body mar
But the twisted soul was sadder by far.
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COUNTING OUR BLESSINGS

Grandin Conover

DID YOU knou there are 4,483 light

bulbs in Washington-Lee High
School? That's a lot of light bulbs, be-

lieve it or not. But not only that, there

are 28 water fountains all over the

school, except for the teacher's rooms.

The teachers' rooms were not accessible

for accurate count. No one is allowed

there, except teachers, of course. There
are 84 loudspeakers in Washington-Lee
and (hold your hats or whatever
you're wearing) 180 doors.

You think this is pretty dry stuff,

huh? Well, you're strictly not with it

then. Have you no school spirit? But

wait, don't turn your back yet, the best

is still to come. There are 172 rooms
and 14 closets, 1,027 windows and a

couple of unbought Penmans in the

Penman room. Hurry, you can still

get yours. Where was I? Oh yes,

there are 12 George Washington pic-

tures and 17 Dwight D. Eisenhower
pictures. That just goes to show
well something.

There are unlimited opportunities

for using these little known facts. Just

think, we can make school cheers for

the football games. For instance:

Rah! Rah! Rah! W-L
321/2 pieces of tile per student

Go team! Fighl team!
For those 4.480 light bulbs!

Rah! Rah! Rah'

Or when out with friends from rival

high schools, you can casually bring
the conversation around to W liool af-

fairs and if they happen to remind vou
of their superior football team, \<>u

<<m haughtily look down your nose

and reply. "Well, yes, but after all you
probably don't have 3,071 desks, 12
think' signs and 100 calendars."

Wouldn't it be a wise idea, also,

to incorporate a few such worthy fa< tfi

in our school hymn? Such as: "Hail to

W-L, to thee our voices rise with praise

to your 84 loudspeakers, 22,760 books
and 5 51 bookcases...."

There are just hundreds of interest-

uses for these assorted bits of valu-

able information. There's more,
(thought it was over, didn't you'
There are 47 potted plants. 110 fla-s

(with a total of 5,280 stars) and 661

window shades.

Incidentally, there are quite a few
students and teachers at Washington-
Lee. No one had gotten around to

counting them yet. There is just so

much one can do.
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WHAT IS BEAUTY?

Joan Barcy Illustrated by Suzie Wilson

What is beauty?

It is the sun that rises in its splendor

To greet the earth,

^ hen night has disappeared.

What is beauty.'

It is the color seen in autumn's landscape,

And Spring's

—

The pale pastels that flame to brighter glory.

What is beauty?
It is the love that streams from mothers' faces;

The light

That's common in the eyes of youth.

Again, what is beauty?
It is the music swelling from the hearts

Of true musicians

And falling on receptive ears.

What is beauty?

It is tho world, and thought, and love, and life,

But more—for beauty is the soul.
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THE BUILDING

ClIAIU II M.OAN Illusttdtcd by Curly Hobbs

IT STOOD A DERELICT, a rotting,

dangerous, crumbling wreck. Yel

it had majesty. It stood apart from
its surroundings—by the settling ol

its foundations rather than its own
choosing. But it held something thai

nunc of the surrounding tenements
could ever claim. The abandoned
edifice had a past.

The tallest building in its section

of town — a pretentious apartment

dwelling — that is what it was at die

end of the nineteenth century. The
twentieth century came with a steady

hum of sewing machines from the

poorly ventilated interior of the build-

ing. The towering skyscraper had he-

come a blistering sweat-shop. More
years passed; the steady hum went
bust, and so did the lives of thousands
of speculators. Income charts had
swooped low and depression lay on the

land. The building became a hotel,

or more accurately, a flop house, ten-

anted with bed bugs and bums. The
red brick wreck never recovered from
its last fall. Friendly hands tried to

renovate the neighborhood. The build-

ing became a real hotel, with a nij^li

t

club on the top flout

But this. too. faded, and the hulk
was abandoned. It was left to its in-

sect inhabitants, left to the voracious

rats, left to the evil hands of men
and elements. The windows were
shattered. Shattered by youthful cat-

apults, storming the empty castle with

bricks, rocks, stolen goods that had to

be gotten rid of in a hurry, shattered

by deadly bullets from the last gun
thai a murdi rer ever held.

In this condition the stranger found
the building one summer evening. He
stood with feet far apart and looked
up. chuckled -it the odd clearing it-

roof made in the jungle of television

aerials, and then looked down again.

Down to the scorching sidewalk. His

eyes followed the pattern of hop-

itch boundaries scrawled by young
but practiced hands. He seemed to

he oblivious of the city roar around
him.

A man is absorbed by a big < itv.

even a big man. So it was with fix-

stranger. He stood for perhaps a half

hour. His well built frame aroused
only bleary stares from the bovs and
girls in front of the liquor store with

the barred show-window. It w;is not

a very nice place to get stared al

Hut he was not here for the same
reason a new hat shows up on Fifth

Avenue.

At last the stranger shook his square

shoulders, as if to rid them of the

continual passing glances, and moved
to the entrance of the building. He
fitted a rusty key in a resisting lock

and swung in one side of the big

doors. Quickly he moved inside. .1

roaring "el" train covered the slam
of the door, and then all was quiet.

The intruder, still a stranger, hut not

so much so. found his way to the

stairs and started a long climb. With
every step he became less a stranger,

he seemed to find a warmth in the

cold gray walls. But as he climbed
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upward scurrying rodents reminded
him that he was still an intruder,

as he always would he. At last he

reached the top. rounded a final cor-

aer, and turned the knob of a plain

door.

The Room

Dingy, dark, worn out. All these

things could have described it. But a

better description would be "blue."

I \i i \ tiling about it reflei ted sadneai

The peeling wallpaper, the cobweb
adorned ceiling, tin warped floor.

Even sound had a way of dropping
into blue notes. Every footstep was
magnified into echoes of happy times

th.it would never come again—shuffl-

ing, dancing feet, blaring jazz band,
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mellow orchestra, tinkling glasses,

shattering bottles, even gunshots.

They all had a part in the past of this

"blue" chamber.
The intruder entered and slowly

shut the door, a gold cufflink strut k

the knob, and the echoes twisted the

sound into ringing laughter. Hysteri-

cal, derisive, ringing laughter. Im-
maculately polished shoes stirred a

field of dust, plowed by the trailing

tails of rats and cultivated with a

crop of crumbs dropped by hustling

roaches. A hardy ray of sunlight

fought its way through a dingy pane
of glass only to be smothered by chok-

ing clouds of dust.

From somewhere in the distance

came the sound of a kid with a horn.

"St. Louis Woman" wafted her way
to the intruder. Something caught fire

in his tired eyes and inside he jumped
a couple of times. But the tired eyes

were in a wise head, and their luster

was quickly shaken from them. Peo-

ple linger too long on memories of

what should have been in order to

make what could be.

The immaculately polished shoes

time-stepped over to the dingy win-
dow, and, while powerful hands rub-

bed a clean space into the glass,

switched to a soft shoe. More light

timidly crept into the dusky room.
The intruder peered through a maze
of television aerials and waving laun-

dry. Yes, he could still see it—the

old tower with its big clock that had

been so easy to see from the band-
stand.

"St. Louis Woman" was fickle with
the trumpeter, and after a couple of

futile searches for the right note he
gave up. The silence of the room was
fairly complete, but a second later the

trumpeter located his note—it was a

hot one—accentuated by ;i rhythmical
throbbing. A duo of swinging saxa-

phones picked up the melody—in the

imagination of the intruder the room
was coming to life. Through a heavy
haze of nicotine six pulsating masses
took shape. A gleaming shaft of brass

caught the light and a deep throated

trombone squawked '"mama." A wild

eyed kid went crazy with the drums—"St. Louis Worn. in' was on a spree.

The trumpet whinnied like a horse

and blared to an ear-splitting peak.

Suddenly a stream of lemon juice ran
through the score. The throbbing of

the base returned to its rightful place

between the intruders ears. He won-
dered how such gosh-awful sounds
could come from one trumpet. The
intruder, the spell shattered, turned,

and went to the door.

Once again a gold cufflink struck

the knob, but the only sound was a

dull clank. His footsteps aroused only

angry protests from the creaking floor,

the rusty key turned in the resisting

lock, and the intruder became again a

rational, straight thinking, destroyer

of condemned buildings.
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MATCHING WITS WITH THE EXPERTS

(Continued from Page 21) a great weakness of children, that de-

against modern advertising techniques, sire children have to receive mail.

There is no question about whether or These were the tilings I was up a-

not a small child lias the ability to gainst each time I sent money to pay
match wits with the finest adver- for the cheaply-made items. Unfor-

tising minds in the country. These tunately, it is persons like myself who
men use their superior skill to exploit have enabled these rackets to continue.

I MET AN OLD FRIEND

Mary Lou Hill

I met an old friend yesterday,

With whom I used to share

My daydreams of growing up
My hopes and fears and peace of mind.

We stopped to talk "How nice the day,

How have you been?" But as obvious

As a red brick wall, was our formality

Which hid the ghosts of friendship past.

it was so nice to see you, please do call."

And so we parted, each relieved

To be once more on his separate way.

MEANDERINGS

Art Walker

Humpty Dumpty sat on the wall, Humpty Dumpty had
a great fall Messy, wasn't it?

Keep your nose to the grindstone and pretty soon
you'll have a small nose.

Be prepared We're hungry!
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OLD HOUSES

Kathy Gard

Old houses

crumbling
wasting

dreary, dark, and useless

And old houses

steadfast

stately

beauty increased by time.

All depends upon
planning,

skill,

bricks used many years ago.

Old houses—how very like

old people.

DARKNESS

Dennis W. Parks

Darkness

You feel it,

It's everywhere, enveloping all.

It lurks in alleys,

It cloaks evil,

It thrives at night.

A ray of light

Might spoil the plan?

Who knows?

But what man, in this world

devoid of courage,

Will strike the match?
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RESTING HALLS

Grandin Conover

The busy halls are resting.

They prepare a peaceful time

Divorced from their sweet, prime

Hours of tramping and dismembered

Echoes.

All bathed in silence,

All swathed placid,

The halls sit gently

in their dense frame

And pull shadows

around their introspective mood.

For them a gentle memory serves as food,

of other unremembered students

Who will not again tramp

and stamp their miles of tile,

Bringing on a sadness, a grief,

As a tree which relinquishes a leaf

too soon and then repents in silence.

But let us not probe too long

within these soulway hallways

—

As of the body there is

A modesty of the soul,

And who can declare that quiet

hallways have no soul.
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FACES, FRANTIC IN THE DUST

Grandin Conover

Faces, frantic in the dust,

with

Running stalks loosely connected

To the man made stone.

God's image, flesh, blood and bone,

Surrounded yet remote. Alone.

God's image personified

—

flesh, blood and bone.

Is there more
behind this fleshy

Face 1

A core perhaps

of being?

Or mere existence

Insistent in the dust.

M.in must find groat and
greater

In man to find

The soul's promised,

promised

Land
and King.

Conjurors find

wondrous objects under
Their cloaks of silk.

Rut they wore instilled there.

Not furnished by the magic.

Magic air.

He is his own deceiver.

His own foe.

And deep,

deep down
He knows.

Yet we are here.
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God's image

—

vanilla,

licorice,

lemon,

cherry and
chocolate,

(why not green or purple)

Gumdrops

—

in the dust.

Gumdrops

—

struggling to be sweetest.

Gumdrops

—

struggling to be first

In the little boy's mouth.
Those faces, frantic in the dust.

Faces mirroring each tiny lust.

God's image turned rust?

This creature dressed in

Conjurer's cloak.

God's image or man's?

Yet we are here.
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MACK BETH

(Continued from Page 15)

and thrusl <'ut his hands, waiting for

the handcuffs of the police.

"Collect for the Doily Bugle." said

the little paper-hoy at the door.

The following morning Mark told

his wife that he had had another

dream. I was warned to beware of

the captain of the school patrol. I

was also told that I would never be

arrested by a policeman wearing blue,

and that I need not fear arrest until I

see the desks walking down the school

hall."

"Well, it seems to me that we'll be

safe once you eliminate the captain

of the school patrol." said Mrs. Beth.

"That's just what I was thinking.

You know the more murders you com-
mit, the more fun it becomes."

Mack was met at school that day
by a member of the school board.

"Mack." the school official said, "since

you were one of the best friends Mr.
Rawlings ever had. mainly because

you were about the only one who
could stand him. we at the school

board feel that Mr. Rawlings would
rest easier if you were made princi-

pal."

"Thank you very much, sir," said

Mack. "I really don't know what to

say."

"That's all right, my boy. I just

hope that you do as well as Mr. Rawl-

ings did."

"Now. how did he mean that?"

thought Mack.
Mr. Beth was often if not always

henpecked at home. He did just as

Erma Beth commanded. He had no
choice, for she outweighed him, was
taller than he, and once taught a judo

class at the Y. YY. C. A. Mack had al-

ways wanted a job where he could

have some authority, and the job of

principal which he now held seemed
ideal to him. He became power
drunk. During the morning «>f t ho

first day of his job he expelled twen-
ty-six students. Five were expelled

for wearing their hats in tin- school

office-, seven were expelled for speak-

ing to him before he spoke to them,
four because their hooks were tun .

ered, three hoys because they cracked
their knuckles as they walked down
the hall, six girls because they wore
"make-up to ex< ess,*' and one small

boy for turning the handle on the

pencil sharpener the wrong way.
During the afternoon he amused

himself by walking into various

teachers' rooms and contradicting

them as they taught their classes. At

the end of the day he received the 1

resignations of nine teachers and
cook whom he heckled during lunch

period.

Mack looked around all day for the

captain of the -< hool patrol but could

not find him. "Ah, well." he thought.

"tomorrow will be soon enough to

kill him."

That night after an enjoyable din-

ner Mr. Beth had some difficulty fall-

ing asleep. When he finally did drop
off. he was suddenly awakened by tin-

sound of the front door closing. He
sat up in bed. then got up, slipped on
his robe and slippers, and turned on

the liaht. Erma was gone
Putting on his glasses and hat. he

left the apartment just in time to see

Erma turn the corner going on to

Main Street. She was wearing her
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robe and tennis shoes which she pre-

ferred to slippers. Mark ran after

her with his robe dying in the wind.

I he Beths presented a more interest-

ing sight to the public that night than

most married couples do any night.

Mrs Beth, witli her eyes open but

glassy, strode down Main street in

her 1 "I"' and sneakers. Her hair was
rolled up in curlers and she wore a

chinstrap. Her hands were about a

fool in front of her face. Running
after her was Mr. Beth wearing slip-

pers, robe, and his hat. At the bot-

tom of his robe his pajama pants were
visible. Mr. Beth's clothes were al-

ways conservative except for his paja-

mas. The ones he was wearing at

the time consisted of a series of spots

varying in size and color on a laven-

der background. His robe was not

less conservative than his pajamas. It

was a bright red and green plaid that

somehow did not seem to go with the

p. 1 jama pants. When Mrs. Beth took

her full stride Mack always had to

trot to keep up with her. Mrs. Beth

was not only taking her full stride,

but she had a head start on her hus-

band. The town hall clock had just

struck one o'clock, and there was no
traffic on the road. The strange

couple were in the middle of the

street, one chasing the other. Mrs.

Beth strode toward the swanky section

of town where the mayor, police chief,

and all the members of the school

board lived. With the exception of

the street lights all was in darkness.

"Out. nasty old spot! Out. I say!"

suddenly boomed the voice of Erma
Beth. "One: two: why, then 'tis the

time to do it."

Lights in the houses on both sides

of the street suddenly went on and
windows were opened. A very sleepy

mayor looked out on what he thought

was a bad dream. Members of the

school board, in fact all the town of-

ficials, looked out of their windows,

not knowing whether they were awake
or dreaming.

Mack had finally caught up with

his wife and was about to put hi-

hands over her mouth before she said

anything that would incriminate them
when suddenly he fell down an open

man-hole. By the time he pulled

himself up, his wife was a half block

farther down the street.

"Will these hands of mine ne'er he

clean ?" boomed Erma.

Mack finally caught up with her

and tried to steer her home. At first

Erma resisted but then she followed

him peacefully emitting disconnected

phrases all the way back to their

apartment.

In the morning Erma remembered
nothing about the incident. On his

way to school Mack noticed several

people staring at him in a rather odd
way. He chose to ignore them.

When he arrived at school he de-

cided to murder the captain of patrols

and get it over with. He sent for the

captain, an intelligent lad by the

name of Willy Shakespear, who hap-

pened to be the nephew of Miss Pente-

lope.

"Mr. Beth," said Willy as he walk-

ed into the office, "you can't fool me.

You were the one who killed Mr.
Rawlings."

What?"
"Yes. I analyzed the poison and

found out that my aunt, Miss Pente-

lope. is allergic to it. I just called the

police and your game is up. you shag-

haired villain!"

"Young fry of treachery!'' Mack
snorted as he killed little Willy by
stabbing him with a letter opener.
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"At least I'm not the first one to mm
der Shakespear."

Mack quickly dashed to the chemis-

tiv lab from which he took some
selected chemicals and glass contain-

ers and returned with them to his of-

fice.

"Why am I so flustered?" he asked

himself. "I won't be arrested until

the desks start moving down the hall.

Even then, only a policeman who isn't

wearing blue can capture me."

Mack measured and mixed chemi-

cals until he had a substantial supply

of bombs. Suddenly out of the corner

of his eye he saw desks go by his of-

fice. He looked more carefully and
saw that a large mass of desks were
coming down the hall.

"My time has come," moaned Mack
as he reached for a bomb. "Let's see

if one of these will stop the desks."

He threw a bomb. About half of

the desks were blown up. The dead
body of a plainclothes man came fly-

ing through the air and landed at

Mack's feet. "This boy I didn't have

to wottj about. He's wearing blue

socks."

Mack looked at the rest of the desks.

They were being pushed by another

plain » lothes man. Reaching for an-

other bomb, he knot ked one of the

smaller ones off the desk. When the

bomb exploded. M.ii k's glasses were
knot ked from his head. Mack was
rather helpless without his glasses so

he reached down and groped for them
on the floor. He found what he

thought was one lens of the glasses

and he put that up to his eye as a

monocle. He looked at the door of

the office and saw a man in blue

pointing a gun at him.

"All right, Mack, the jig is up,"

said the man in blue.

Mack looked at him in contempt.

"You don't scare me," he said. "I

cannot be arrested by a cop wearing

blue and you're wearing more blue

than any other cop I've ever seen."

"Sorry, Mack, I'm not wearing any
blue. That thing you've got in your

eye isn't a monocle, you know. It's

a blue camera filter
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TO BE A WITCH

(Continued from Page 6)

teased about them all of my life, and
had never quite learned to ignore it.

"Next, the claws." I put down the

comb and began examining my hand.

"Nothing different here," I said stout-

ly, trying not to notice the thickness

of the nails. "He said 'sheath them',"

I remembered. I contorted my fingers

in what I hoped would be a vain ef-

fort to sheath the nails, and my eyes

almost fell out of my head when I

saw them glide smoothly back into

my hand. "What have I done?" I

thought wildly. "I'm not a witch; I

couldn't be! This is all nonsense!"

I hastily began combing my hair

again, only to stop after a few strokes

to re-examine them. I sheathed them
and unsheathed thorn. watching,

amazed, as they slid silently in and
out of my hand. Then I tried it with

the other hand, and finally I stood

there working both hands together.

"A-a witch!" I exclaimed. "I-I

couldn't be! But then, that explains

the slanted eyes that have puzzled me
for so long, and these fingernails!

These ooh!" I sheathed the nails on
my right hand abruptly, and let them
out again.

"A-a WITCH! — Whew!"
* *

I am afraid that I acted very
strangely that evening. My poor par-

ents must have wondered what had
come over me. I did some wondering
too, or rather, thinking. Now that I

thought about it. it seemed that I had
always known that I was a witch.

Of course, I had never thought seri-

ously of its possibility until now. but

several incidents in my past that I re-

membered made me wonder whether
I had not known it all along. There
was. for instance, that time at the cir-

cus, when I went to the fortune tel-

ler
* *

I was very young when it happen-
ed. My parents had taken me to the
circus, and I had been having a sim-
ply wonderful time. I had gone on
all the rides, and had even tried my
hand at marksmanship, although I

was so small I could hardly hold the

gun.
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Just as we were leaving the circus,

my big sister saw a fortune teller's

tent over near the exit. Nothing
would do but she must have her for-

tune told, and of course I insisted

that mine must be told too, so m\
long-suffering father took us over to

the tent and ushered us in.

It was a very dirty tent, smelly

and dark, and in a far corner sat the

oldest, yellowest, most shrivelled-up

woman I had ever seen. She was so

ugly she frightened me, so I drew
back behind my father, while the

woman told my sister's fortune.

Then it was my turn, and I had to

step out into the light of an old kero-

sene lamp, where the gypsy could

look me over. I hesitatingly offered

her my palm to read, but she didn't

seem to see it. She was staring at me,
looking me over from head to toe, and
frightening me half to death in the

process. Suddenly she seemed to no-

tice my hand, for she knocked it

roughly away, saying in a low crack-

ed voice, "Why don't you tell your
own fortune, dearie? Witches can,

you know." She motioned abruptly

for us to leave.

I wasn't very concerned about this,

not knowing exactly what a witch

was. Besides, I was far too glad to be

out of that tent and away from that

old gypsy. However, I do remember
wondering why my father was look-

ing at me so curiously on the way
home.

* * *

Now I come to the first step in be-

coming a witch, not only in practice,

but in deed. It came in the form of a

dream, the night that I discovered

that I was a witch.
* • •

I was walking through a frightfully

dark, cold place. It seemed that I

walked for hours, but got nowhere.
Just as I was ready to give up, there

was a bright flash of pink light, and a

little green man stood before me.

He didn't say a word to me, or even
notice me, but seemed to be intent on
something he was doing with the piece

of chalk he held in his hand. I

watched carefully while he drew two
circles about ten feet apart, and then
carefully interwove them with penta-

gons and crescents, in a strange and
fascinating pattern.

Finally, when his drawing was
finished, he walked to a spot about

ten feet from the two circles, where
he drew one more circle, and with a

comical little hop, jumped into its

center. Then he drew a little silver

knife, waved it three times over the

designs on the floor, and spat.

Immediately the pink light filled

the air again, and I found myself sit-

ting up in bed, blinking at the sun.
* *

Now I come to the last step in be-

coming a witch. It was the next day,

about mid-morning
* * *

Quietly, I slipped down the stairs

and into the hall. Watching careful-

ly, to make sure that no one was
looking. I slipped across the hall into

my little brother's room, and helped

myself to a piece of chalk at his black-

board. I was just getting ready to

leave as quietly as I had come in.

when I heard him calling me.

Should I hide — should I answer
him? My mind deliberated between

these two points. Finally I stepped

out and answered:

"Yes, Billy?"

He came storming into the room.

"What are you doing in my room?"
he asked.

"Oh " I hesitated for a good lie.
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"Just straightening your comics," I

answered.

He looked dubious, but let it pass.

"Mother wants you to keep an eye oil

the roast in tbe oven. Sbe's gone
shopping."

"Okay," I answered. "I'll be in my
room if you want me." With this last

speech I left his room, and very

noisily went up the stairs. A few

moments later I crept silently down
them again, slipped past his door,

through the kitchen, and on out into

the garage.

Once out there, I closed all of the

doors and turned on the light. Then
I took the chalk out of my pockot.

where I had stuck it when I heard
Billy coming, and proceeded to draw
the figures on the floor exactly as I

had seen them in my dream. Miracu-
lously, I remembered every bit of the

spell, for that was what I had de-

cided that it was, and soon had
reached the point of getting inside the
third circle myself. It was that part
I was worried about, as I had been
unable to find a silver knife in the
house, and was using a letter opener
instead. Nevertheless, I made the
three passes in the air with the letter-

opener, and screwed up my courage
and spat.

The dreary room seemed to explode

into a wonderful pink mist, there was
a terrific rumbling, and I felt the floor

shaking beneath my feet. Finally the

pink glow died away somewhat, and

I found myself staring at the other

two circles I had drawn.
There, in the one on the right, was

the most beautiful creature I had

ever seen. It had long golden hair,

and was dressed in a long white robe.

But the awe-inspiring thing about it

was the two filmy wings that grew
from its back. They were long and
white, and trembled ever so slightly

in the cold of the room. For a mo-
ment I thought I had died and gone

to Heaven, for I was positive that the

creature was an angel.

But then I happened to glance at

the other circle, and what was in it

riveted my attention. It was a filthy

black mess, lying there in a heap,

with no features that I could see, save

the two little sparks that served the

creature as eyes, and the horrible red

hole that was its mouth. It made
me ill to look at the monster, but I

somehow could not look away until

the angel began to speak.

It said in a high clear voice: "I am
the angel of good magic. You, who
are to become a witch, think carefully

before you turn to evil. White magic
is the gift of life. I shall help you to

S^S
/iilFi Clarendon
\J!Ufc_COMPANY

Trust
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learn white magic."

Then in a low rasping voice the

black devil said: "I am the angel of

evil. You, who are to become a witch,

think carefully before you turn to

•I. Black magic is the gifl of Life

.mil death. I shall help you to learn

black magi<

Then there was a little flash of

light, a slight pop. and my little green

man stopped forward, saying: 'T am
to be your teacher. I shall help you
to learn both kinds of magic, and to

be the type of witch you are to be."

Chuckling, he looked at the floor for a

moment, and then said: "As I am
neither good nor bad. and am not a

human. I need no circle to protect

me from magic."

I had been standing there the

whole time with my tooth hanging
out, so to speak, struggling with my
confusion at the success of the experi-

ment. Now I nervously cleared my
throat, and, after a few false starts, I

managed to say: "T— thank you f-for

your a-appearances. I-I What am
I to do? ' I looked helplessly at the

little green man.
That little imp grinned and said:

"Well, if you wouldn't mind getting

rid of all of these forces of good and
evil, maybe we could start teaching

you magic. You know, you can't do

too much with angels and devils horn-

ing in all the time."

The angel and the devil made in-

sulted sounds.

"H-how do I get rid of them, then?"

I asked.

"Don't you know?" he answered.

"Just make the three passes again,

and spit. That'll do it."

I hesitatingly followed his instruc-

tions, and the angel and the devil dis-

appeared with a gratifying crash, tak-

ing most of the pink glow with them.

My little imp had only a little glow

around him. because, as he explained

to me Later, he isn't really a first class

spirit; just a son of assistant to a third

class one. Only, there are no third

(Kiss spirits in his business, because
spirits must all ho either good or bad,

and he is an in-between.
Well, we began my magi< lessons

with practice in magical gestures,

and. to my disgust, th.it imp. whose
name, by the way, is Ehoiu accio. pro-

duced a text hook' It's really not as

boring as regular school text books,

hut still, who wants to spend several

hours a day studying diagrams on
how to call up a salamander, or how
to make a flying carpet. (These are

only examples. We haven't got to

things this hard yet.)

Eboncaccio turned out to he a

mighty tough teacher, often requiring

me to do one gesture several dozen

times before letting me go on. He is

one of those teachers who seem to be-

lieve that all a person has to do is

study his one particular subject.

I have a class every night from

eleven o'clock until four in the morn-
ing, and am not anv the worse for

sleep, as one of the first big spells I

made did away with needing sleep.

That was one complicated spell' I

spent a whole week practicing before

I even attempted the spell, and then

I had to do it three times before I

got it ripht.

I haven't decided yet what kind of

witch Em going to be. Sometimes I

think that white magic would be host,

but. then, black magic is ever so much
more interesting than white, though
I have no particular desire to kill any-

one. If I had a really free choice. I

would pick black magic, hut then, a

soul is an awfully high price to pay
for a little power, so I really can't
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make up my mind.

As for Mr. Robert Guy, I'll get

even with him yet For leasing inc. and

taking my purse, and most of all, for

causing me all the worry of finding

out that I am a witch. We're going

to start learning love potions next

week, Eboncaccio and I, and as soon

as I learn how, I'm going to make
Rob fall in love with the ugliest girl

in school!
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When The Carnival Comes

( ontinued from Page H)

string. That's it! Now. the other

OHO.

Thr clown's legs were going up and

down just as they had when Jean Grsl

saw the puppet. lean was pleased

with himself at having made thr pup-

pet move, hut suddenly lie stopped.

The voice—where did it come from '

The puppet strings became tangled

.is lean Louis tried to take them from
his fingers. The hoy looked tip and
saw a very old man standing in front

of the open door.

When the man heard laughter com-
ing from the stall he went quietly to

the door. For some reason or other

he noticed Jean's shoes first. They
were old and sniffed and tied with

knotted shoe laces. His hare legs

were scratched and his navy hlue

shorts were a little hit too large for

him. The navy hlue sweater hung
like a sack on Jean's shoulders. The
child's hlue heret sat on his head at

an angle and when the old man look

ed at Jean's hair, he wondered how
long since it had been cut. But even

though Jean's clothes were too large

and a little disarrayed, he was the

cleanest little hoy the old man had
ever seen.

Jean Louis coidd only stare with
large eyes at the bent old man. to see

if he were angry. No. he was almost

smilintr. Perhaps Jean should say

some
"Qu'est que r'est 1 Do you not ask

to come in. little one
"

"Pardon, mon vieux. T only wanted
to see the marionettes. The clown, he
isn't hurt, Monsieur. See?"

But when Jean looked down at the

clown which was standing on its head.

two tears dripped out of his eves and
his mouth drooped ever so slightly.
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The old man came over to the boy
and took the puppet He pulled a

<tiini: and the clown straightened out.

"Mcici. mon vieuv"

The old man nodded and turned to

put the clown away. When he turned

again le.iii was gone but .1 blue beret

was on the flour, and the stall door
was dosing slowly. He shrugged Ins

shoulders and bout to pick up the

beret. Then he went slowly to the

door, stepped out and closed the door

behind him. lie moved to his wagon,
climbed the steps and went inside.

11<' set the beret on a chair. Tomor-
row, tomorrow le petit will come back

and I will give him his cap thought

the old man.

From the shadows a little boy
watched the wagon until the window-

was dark and smoke stopped coming
from the little chimney. Tomorrow
the old man will show his puppets

again. Jean thought, as he turned by
the corner of the wagon.

At Mass, Jean couldn't concentrate

on his prayers. He received more
than one warning glance from Sister

Mary when she caught him day-

dreaming. At the end of Mass he
blessed himself hastily and left the

church.

The carnival was quiet when Jean

reached the old man's wagon. The
door of the wagon was open, but no
one was there. Jean sat down on the

steps and stared inside. A little stove

and a bunk-bed were at the far end
of the wa^on. flanging on the walls

were all kinds of puppets. There
were more than Jean had ever seen

before!

"Bon jour, petit. How are you to-

day?"
Jean jumped when the old man

spoke to him.

'"Bon jour, mon \ieux. I am well,

and you?"
"Fine. Y<>u Left your beret."

"Oui, I know. Mon view Maj
I see the puppets again?"

"Yea, yea. Come in."

Jean spenl the whole morning in

the wagon. Neither of th< m -poke

more than a word or two. The old

man's ( lever hands put a new puppet

together. Jean watched another pup-

pet half made by the old man before

he spoke.

"Mon vieux, may I see the yellow-

haired clown again? Please?"

"Oui. come along."

They walked to the stall, and the

old man spent the rest of the morn*
ing teaching Jean how to work the

clown. But it was Sunday and Jean

had to go home early on Sundays
"Tomorrow may I come after school

and the next day too?"

"Yes. Jean. Come back."

For the first time in his short life

Jean actually skipped home.
Every day Jean cam*' to the green

wagon or to the little stall to watch
the old man work. lie met the mon-
key with a beret too. The old man
borrowed him from the candy lady

to collect money for his puppet show

-

The next Saturday Jean came to the

market place and he saw the wagons
again. They were lined up and ready

to leave. The bov ran from wagon to

wagon until he found the old man.
"Mon vieux! Mon vieux! Why

are you leaving? Will you come
back soon? You didn't tell me. mon
vieux!"

"Oui. petit, oui. Jean. Ell come
again next year. You must come to

see me when the carnival comes
again

"

Some of the wagons were leaving.

Jean ran to the old man and threw his
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arms around his neck. He whispered

something in his ear. The old man
patted him on the head and tnrned

and climhed into the wagon. Jean

Louis's words echoed in his mind,

"Mon vieux, I am sorry I tangled the

clown's string. I'm sorry."

Every Saturday Jean came to the

market in Le Vesinet. He never stop-

ped to stare at the stalls any more.

He went straight to the candy stand

but never asked for candy. Instead

he said,

"Will the carnival come soon, mon-
sieur?

"Perhaps, Jean. Perhaps next Sat-

urday."

"When the carnival comes I'll see

mon vieux, monsieur. When the car-

nival comes "

"Oui, Jean. Here is your taffy."

"Merci, monsieur."

He went home chewing on his taffy

but one day he saw the wagons again.

Jean ran to the spot where the puppet
stand had been the year before; but it

wasn't there. So the little boy went
from wagon to wagon asking for his

old friend. No one knew about the

old man. At last he came to a wagon
with an orange door. He knocked.

It was opened by the woman from
whom the old man had borrowed the

monkey.

Holtzman & Piatt

Restaurant if Delicatessen

708 N. Randolph St

Arlington, Va.

The Newest, Most Modern
Delicatessen in the Area

"An Adventure in Good Eating"

"Pardon, madame. The puppet
man, where is he?"
"You are Jean Ix)uis?"

"Oui, madame."
"He said you would come. He left

something for you. Just a moment."
"Madame madame!"
"Oui?"
"Where is mon vieux?"

"He is dead, Jean Louis."

The woman disappeared into the

wagon and closed the orange door.

Mon vieux dead? How? Why?
He tried not to cry but he did.

"Jean Louis?" said the woman as

she opened the orange door.

"Oui, madame?"
"Here, Jean."

The little boy took the yellow-hair-

ed puppet and turned to run. He
turned around again, "Merci, ma-
dame," he said solemnly.

And then he ran to the church. It

was dark and comforting inside. The
little boy fell on his knees by the altar

and he cried. He cried until he could

not cry any longer. And then he slept.

And that is where the priest found
him.

"Is there something wrong, little

one?"

"No, mon pere. Merci, I'll go home
now. Bon soir. mon pere."

PRESTON'S
DRUG STORE

"Ethical Prescription Service."

Reg. No. 7940 • Phone JA 2-3H

Lee Highway at Glebe Rd.

Arlington, Va.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

(Continued from Page 12)

be eaten between classes during the

school day.

Quark-Cheese Spread
Cream cheese

Milk
Catsup

Paprika

Salt

Chives or onions

A little Worchester Same
The quantity of each ingredient de-

pends upon the amount of spread

needed to ice crackers or small sand-

withes. Begin with one package of

cream cheese and add liquid until the

cheese is of a good spreading con-

sistency, then add seasoning accord-

ing to taste.

Tun Lee is a senior who arrived

here five years ago from Hong-Kong.
China. An active member of the In-

ternational Club, he is a wonderful
ambassador of good will for his coun-

try. Although Tun likes American
food, he prefers Egg Fooyoung to hot

fudge sundaes. This Chinese Omelet
makes a hearty meal to climax winter

skating or sledding parties.

Egg Fooyoung
1/2 Cup finely diced cooked bacon

or ham
V2 Cup minced onions

14 Cup sliced water chestnuts

1 Cup bean sprouts

5 Eggs
Combine meat, onions, chestnuts and
sprouts and mix well. Beat eggs un-

til thick. Add meat and vegetables.

Divide into six portions, mold into a

soup ladle or cup and pour carefully

into a shallow' pan of hot fat or oil

and brown. Serves 3 to 6.

(You can use 1 No. 2 can of mixed
vegetables and * > cup shredded

cooked chi< ken. instead of first four

ingredients above.)

\\ hether or not you like foreign

cooking. \oti will be sure to like these

recipes. The next time the gang is

looking for a new party idea, an In

ternational Dinner of the progressive

type might fit the bill. Have food,

decorations, and entertainment, repre-

sentative of each country. At any
rate these recipes should certainly add
to your "savoir-faire" and spice your
iMiurmet tendencies. Or they mi^ht
just make you want to follow the

Chinese instructions on page eleven

which say "Dig in."
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Ann Micki i.

Many Washington-Lee students

have been to the four corners of Un-

earth. Some of them write for the

Penman.
Betty Lou Moseley is an example of

a well-traveled girl. Her father is in

the service, and the Moseleys have

spent some time in Turkey. Betty's

poem, Constantinople, shows her im-

pressions of that city.

Mary Shuler, a very versatile Miss,

wrote Hour of Darkness, which won
second place in the Elos short story

contest. Mary is the managing editor

of Crossed Sabres as well as an accom-

plished authoress. She says her goal

is "to write the great American novel."

Dorothea Miller is a rarity in this

area; she has lived here all her life.

The Six-Bit Hound is a true story

about her father who is a refrigerator

mechanic for the Navy.
Japan is the birth-place of Michel

Scott, who has been around the world

twice and spent many years in Eur-

ope. Michel speaks French and Ger-

man fluently and is going to go to

Georgetown University to prepare for

the foreign service. In addition to his

poetry, Michel sings in a musical

group and has acted in several produc-

tions at W-L.

.Marianne HiggS lias had diabetes

since she was six years old, and feels

qualified to write on the subject Her
essay was orginally written for her ad-

vanced composition class and was so

interesting tint it is printed here.

Music is Marianne's big interest, and
at present she holds the first chair posi-

tion in the saxaphone section ol the

band.

In 1950, Ralph Reymond left Switz-

erland and came to America. He hopes

to become an American citizen by the

end of the summer. Science is Ralph's

main interest as is evident in hU
s< -ience-fiction story. Tin- Spots. Ralph
intends to study nuclear physics at

John Hopkins University.

Susan Cotts is going to study psycho-

logy when she graduates. Meantime,
she participates in the Beta Club, is on
the Debate Team and worked for the

Thespians here at W-L. Susan was

born in New Orleans and eventually

came to Lynchburg, Virginia, where
she began to write. She has been at

W-L for a year.

These are just a few of this Penman's
authors. ^ ith smh backgrounds it is

obvious that they have interesting

stories to tell.
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THEN TIL NOW

Judy Acker

SEPTEMBER THE seventh seems

like yesterday. W-L's face had
been rejuvenated. The building was
freshly painted, the halls were newly
polished, and the library was complete-

ly remodeled and now included an

enlarged roading room.

The first annual dance of the year,

the Penman Sock Hop, ushered in the

social whirl with John Bott and Suzie

Sells crowned King and Queen of

Argyles. Oh, those socks—in reality,

rubber work-gloves decorated to look

like hands.

Football season really flew. With
the first report period over, it was time

for the annual W-L vs G-W clash on
Thanksgiving Day. As always the

traditional bonfire was lighted the

Wednesday before the game, with a

big pep rally to boot. Then Thanks-

giving Day arrived. It was cold and
sunny. Our team tried their best, but

the Old Oaken Bucket was relinquished

once more. The well-worn saying,

"Wait 'till next year," was heard again.

That night at the Turkey Hop every-

one seemed to forget the defeat of the

day. Our queen, Sybil Child, reigned

over the dance with supreme majesty,

and fun was had by all.

During the month of November
there were several big events. Remem-
ber College Night? Representatives

from colleges as far away as California

came to speak to us. Who knows? Per-

haps one of them helped you make a

major decision in your life—which
college you should attend.

Soon after that, weeks of practice

Culminated in our Variety Show, lor

the set "iid time it was held in the gym.
It had a circus theme. Long practices

showed their worth. It was a terrific

show, sparked by the other end of the

white horse with the black < ircle

an mud his eye.

A new Senior privilege was added
to the Honor Card—the Senior Lounge.
For the first time W-L Seniors had a

place of their own where they could

talk and listen to the radio.

Winter finally descended, but what
happened to the snow? It was mild

compared to some of the winters Ar-

lington has seen. Before we realized

it, the Christmas holidays had crepl up-

on us. December the twenty-third ar-

rived with the Alumni Dance at the

Shoreham. Old Grads and W-Lites

danced and renewed acquaintances.

Basketball season was well under
way by the end of vacation. Our team
was tops. All the way to the State

Tournament in Richmond, then the

finals. That game will go down in

W-L's history as one of the finest, even

though we lost by one point. To quote

Mr. Levin, the assistant coach. "\\

.

didn't lose, they just won.''

February brought the Valentine

Dance with our own Jo Schilling and

Tommy Bransford chosen Queen and
King of Hearts. The crowning of the

royal couple brought enthusiastic ap-

plause, and many said it was one of the

best dances they had attended.

W-L turned out a wrestling team for

the first time this year. One of the

{Continued on Page
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THE SIX-BIT HOUND

DOHOI III \ Mil I 1 I! Illustrated by Adricnnc Ellis

Till' WHOLE situation is sorta a

mix-up of hounds an' folks in gen-

eral an' Ma in particular. It all hap-

pened last Saturday, an' it jest goes to

show how funny grown folks can he,

especially women folks.

You see, even since I was ol' enough
to sit still through one of Pa's sermons,

I've wanted to hunt on my own. You
know how swell it is joggin' down a

windin
1

path, jest you an' a hound an'

the cpiiet that's made up of the sound

an' smell of a wood. It's the thrill

when the quiet's ripped open by the

w lhne an' cry of a dog on the trail, the

excitement of the chase, the pride

when you haul off the dog an' find

you've made a clean shot. That's

hunt in' on your own an' you gotta be

jest about grown to do it.

Now I'm 'most ten, an' Pete's prom-
ised me his ol' gun because he got his-

self a new one when he came back
from Cuba. That ol' gun sure does

kick, hut she sights pretty as any gun
in Stokes County. I figured all I need-

ed was a hound. Not that we didn't

own a couple, but. well Pete is awful
touchy about anybody usin' his preci-

ous Rastus. An' Pa's ol' Moses never
would have nothin' to do with me—ex-

< optin' at meal times. What I wanted
w as a pup of my own, one to be my
dog. all mine.

A good hound will cost money.
Matter of fact, a grown hound like 01'

Man Henry's Sal runs most as high as

an ol' horse. Even a pup would cost

'most a dollar. I only had four-bits, all

of it herry-pickin' and wood-choppin'
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money. In another three months I'd

have saved enough, but or Man
Henry's gip bad jest had puppies. An'

thai Siil was sine .1 great hunter. I hem
pups was 'mosl gone, an I knew they'd

make swell rabbit dogs. I wanted one

powerful bad.

Last Saturday afternoon when I'd

finished my chores. I gol up my nerve

an
1

approached Ma on the subject of

th.it loin-bits I was short. As I came
into the kitchen, Ma was bendin' over

the stove seasoning Brunswii k stew for

supper. The smell of it tickeled my
nose an' the sound of her hummiu'
made me feel all tighl inside. I took

a real deep breath an' begun. Funny
thing, with all that air inside me.

tns like the words should've come
out strong, but they didn't. They was
all gaspy.

Ala, can I have four-bits?"

"Land sakes, Cornelius, whal do you

want fifty cents for?"

A preacher in a town as small as

ours, you understand, don't make
much, an* Saturdays, like as not, the

brown crock would be pretty empty.
"I 1 want to buy a hound, Ma."

I said.

"Well/ said Ma. thoughtful-like.

vmi already got two dogs. There's no-

jjaing the matter with Rob and Shep."

\w. Ma' Tlirv ain't hounds' Why
Bob and Shep don*t know a rabbit trail

from from a row's track."

Ma chucked some wood in the stove

an' closed the oven door. Then she

turned to me. "You're mighty young
to hunt alone. Cornelius," she said gen-

tle-like. An' she smoothed down the

hair a1 the back of my bead that was
always stickln' up straight.

"Aw, Ma. I'm 'most ten! That's

plenty old enough."
She smiled an' said. "We'll see," the

way grown folks always do when they

seem to be thinkin' you're voung
enough tO be Ivin' on .1 bear rug with-

out no ( lotbes on. Then, without a

word, she slipped the oold i oini into

my hand an' told me to run along. I

-tumbled toward the door, an' then the

happiness hit me, an' 1 turned back,

(lean forgettin
1

I was mosl grown-up,
an" hugged Ma jest as hard as I could.

Then I dashed upstairs to gel mv own
four-bits from under the mattress.

Ma called up after inc. "Just make
sure your dog is a gentleman." she

sounded mighty determined.

I took the stairs down two at a time

an' tore right through the kitchen, an'

didn't bother with the porch steps at

all. I whooped as I ran. hollered for joy,

an' Bob baiked an' ran after me. I

ran an' ran, across the yard and down
the road, 'till I couldn't run no farther,

an' there wasn't no breath left in me.

Then I slowed up an' looked back

Bob was sittin' smack in the middle of

the road, stirrin' up dust with his tail

an' grinnin' like Uncle Ben's kid that's

"tcched in the head." I whistled, but

bein' a lazy sorta mntt, he never budg-

ed, jest stirred up some more dust an'

let his tongue hang out. I didn't care

much; T didn't need Bob to show me
Shepherd dogs are worthless as a cake

of lve soap.

It was three miles to the Henry
place an' I took it slow, feelin' the hap-

piness inside me an' the wonder of a

summer evenin'. The dust was warm
on my bare feet an' the breeze felt cool

after ninnin". The honeysuckle smell-

ed strong an' sweet. The money jing-

led in my pocket an' the birds was jest

singin' up B storm. Somewhere a j<i\

an' a squirrel was scoldin' each other.

Right then, I promised myself that

somedav my hound would help me get

that squirrel. Oh, the whole world

was hummin' of huntin', even the bees
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in lli.it sweet, smelly honeysuckle an'

the Frogs iii tlie crick was singin
1

of

hounds ,111' huiitin'. I was at the

Henry place before I knew it.

It was a scrawny, poor lookin' place

enough. There'd been a mess of kids

once, hut most of tliein had grown up
au" left, an the last Little ones had died

of the pox an' spring sickness. The ol
1

man was as lazy as they come. Mrs.

Henry did all the work as got dene.

hut a woman can't gel much out of

starved, scrubby laud. I found her

feediif the pigs. I called, "Howdy,"
an' she looked up an' waved an empty
pail.

I like Mrs. Henry, though she's so

different from Ma. Ma talks pretty as

a hook excepl when she's riled. She's

been to school, same as Pa. But Mrs.

Henry talks kinda rough-like. Hei
face don't look soft like Ma's, an' she
always seems messy an' tired lookin'.

She's a big woman—hefty-like. An'
when she gets to talking, she's as bad

(Continued on Page \S
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ON BEING A DIABETIC

Marian m I Iiggs

SI NCI. I) IMUTES can be controlled

through diet, exercise, and insulin,

.1 diabetic has to balance each against

tin 1 other. Most growing diabetics, at

least this is true in my case, can have
almost anything to eat if the carbohy-

drate or fat content can be measured.

Ice cream or a piece of meat are ex-

amples. They are consistently the

same in the carbohydrate count. But

a piece of pie. cake, or cookies cannot

be depended on to have the same
amount each time. Therefore such

foods are forbidden. The matter of

special limitations on foods is often a

i ause for tension when hosts or hostess-

es proceed on an inadequate knowledge
about diabetes. Without exception

these kind people are trying to help

me.
On one occasion when I was invited

out to dinner, my hostess did not know
me very well, and there were five or

si\ other guests whom I did not know
at all. During the afternoon various

smells came floating out from the kit-

> ben making my appetite grow and
grow. By the time dinner came I was
umisally hungry and looking forward

to the food I had smelled. On the table

was a big juicy roast of beef with

browned potatoes along the side, and
a big bowl of green beans. Then out

of the kitchen came the hostess with a

plate of dried beef, steamed rice with

no butter, and a small hunk of lettuce.

"This." she said, "is for you. I knew
that you were not to eat any of what
we were having so I fixed this especial-

ly for you."

At this everyone turned to stare, and
comments could be heard such as,

"She's on a diet.' Well, now that's

what I call plain silly; she's already

too thin."

At another time a hostess served me
the same dinner everyone else had.

This, of course, is what every host or

hostess should do. Then for dessert

she brought out ice cream—my favor-

ite kind, too—but she disappeared into

the kitchen and brought me out a big

grapefruit with a cherry in the middle.

On another day I made a trip to

Fairfax to practice a saxaphone solo

with my accompanist. A terrible snow
storm came up. and I was unable to gel

home that night. There was a drug
store near, so we drove that far to gel

insulin for my morning shot. My
friends were all ready to write me a

note to get my insulin, but I explained

that I wouldn't need one. This hap-

pens frequently. They drove me up
to the store and as we got there I could

tell that they were planning to go in

and say something to the druggist. I

tried to forestall them by bopping out

quickly and running into the store.

But they were at my elbow when the

druggist handed the insulin to me.

They insisted that it was the wrong
kind. By the time I had persuaded

them that it was all right, the druggist

was ready to take it back.

After dinner that same day some
iiirls and bovs in the neighborhood took

me with them when they wont out to

sleigh ride, an activity that really

burns up sugar. Afterwards when we
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had come in our hostess brought every-

body a big steaming cup of hot choco-

late—except me—I was brought a cup

of tea with saccharine. I may have

three spoons of sugar a day, so I could

have had sugar in my tea. I had told

her so several times before and felt

that I could say nothing more. I could

even have had the hot chocolate, in

fact, I needed it after all the exercise

of sleighing.

Then there was a lady who was so

uncertain about the treatment of a dia-

betic that she wouldn't let me have a

drink of water until she had called my
mother.

Sometimes one wonders what in the

world a diabetic is supposed to look

like. I went into a grocery store to

buy some of those sugar-free drinks

which are advertised as good for peo-

ple who are trying to reduce. I took

them to the check-out counter, and the

man there looked at me rather strange-

ly and said, "Well, you sure don't need

to reduce. What are you worrying a-

bout?" I told him I was a diabetic.

"What?" he hollered. "You certainly

don't look like one." At this everyone

around turned to look. It was the sec-

ond time that week I had been told the

same thing.

Often it is necessary for a diabetic

to give herself shots when she is out.

If, in a restroom, there is no place

where I can set the little kit, I just do
it out in the open. Then the on-look-

ers always look as if they are going to

call the police. Sometimes, however,

a person will open the door, see me
with a syringe pointed toward the ceil-

ing, close the door again quickly, then

come back later making little noises

and giving me queer looks. One wo-
man who had to give the shot in her

car in the middle of town, finished and
put her equipment away. Pretty soon

she heard a tapping on the window
and looked up to see a policeman who
said that three or four people had run

up to him and told him there was a

dope fiend up the street taking her

shot. She had to take out her identifi-

cations and prove to him she was a dia-

betic.

It is the friends and relatives that

make it hardest for us. My grand-

mother, treating my cousins, once

when I was younger, insisted that I,

too, could have a piece of toast that was
piled high with jelly. "There's not

really as much jelly as there seems to

be," she suggested illogically. "That's

the small side of the bread."

After one becomes used to diabetes,

particularly if she takes care of herself,

it can even be fun. Those who don't

take care of themselves cause every-

body trouble and never learn to live

with themselves.

If ever you should have a diabetic

visiting you, offer him everything. It

makes everyone more oomfortable.

DRESS
Susan Cotts

A social custom,

To be clothed.

Not yet

obsolete.
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I LOVE MY COUNTRY

Ship Mori, \n

My country was forged by scores of hand-
Of many people from countless lands.

They toiled to erect a mighty nation,

Strove to lay firm my counttvs Foundation.

1 Kinds of the pilgrims at Plymouth Rock.

Gripping Ul axe and a rifle stork.

Carving a home from the barren coast.

Gaining the freedom they wanted most.

Hands of the soldiers at Valley For^e.

Free/iiiti arid numb in that bitter goi

Fighting for freedom and liberty,

Giving their li\cs to make us free.

Hands of the founders of government,
Drafting a mighty document,
Protecting our rights in a Bill of Rights,

Forming a union strong and tight.

Hands of the west-going pioneer,

Fearlessly moving on year after year,

Hands of Dave Crockett and Dan'l Boone,

Leading on with their caps of coon.

Hands of Abe Lincoln at Gettysburg,

Ending a war with immortal words,

Hands of Fulton, Edison, Morse,

Inventing new marvels directing our course.

Hands of the GFs on Pork Chop Hill,

Clutching a rifle and getting their fill

Of fighting and hatred and bloody wounds,
Hoping the war will be over soon.

Hands of the laborers down the street,

Hands of the Rabbi and Catholic priest,

Hands of a negro lifted in song

—

Building my country and making it strong.

My country was forged by scores of hands
Of many people from countless landv

They toiled to erect a mighty nation.

Your hands can help brace its strong foundation.
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CHRISTMAS IN JULY

Grandin R. Conover

THAT WAS the year that the city

and the sun seemed to blend in an

incantation of heat. My father felt it

.is much as anybody. Each morning
he rose before dawn, put on his oldest

and most ragged clothes, and traveled

in our beautiful car to the very center

of tlic < itv to sell his newspapers. He
would sit there all day and scream the

usual "Read all-1-1 about it!" plus other

standard, journalistic pleas in his

li'.arse, magnificently accented voice.

Many people woidd look at him, sigh

and seem to feel strangely guilty. I

often did even though I knew tliere

was nothing in the world my father

would rather do. Some of the people

paid him a quarter for a newspaper
which cost only a nickel.

My father bad only one eye but used

it in the most adroit ways. With his

one eye he could look happy, pitiful,

miserly or peaceful, merely by turn-

ing it a certain way and twitching his

long, white beard. There was never

a woman that passed his stand that he

did not wink at—old, obese, skinny,

beautiful, it made no difference, his

great eyelid would quickly come down
and then up again like a shutter on a

camera. The women almost always
were a little flattered and rarely took

insult. When the men came by he
would look downcast and just a little

hit accusing as if to infer that they

were in some way responsible. My
father sold a great many newspapers.

He would come home every nighl

for dinner in our wonderful car, and
sigh, and of course, read his newspaper.

He always read bis own newspapers

with tin 1 greatesl diligence and con-

centration possible. They were lii-

Bible. He and mv mother bad escaped

from Germany at the time a tittle man
with a large mustache had decided to

trol the free press along with othu r

dishonorable enterprises. They bad

rushed to the United Stat with many
of my relatives, and those that were
left behind, being strong willed indivi-

duals, bad died in concentration (amp-
in defiance at the new leader, or mon-
ster, as toy father always called him.

My father often impressed upon me
the horror of tyranny and war and the

wonder of a free state, lie loved the

United States and worshipped the free

press. The pi ess could do no wrong
. 5 spoke the truth. That was

why he loved selling newspapers; he

had the feeling he was dispersing '.neat

works of art and if be occasionally cap-

italized on his beggarly appearance
and disabled eye, it was only because

he combined his art with a shrewd
business sense.

When toy older sister became
haughty ,mA distant 1). < aire her latin r

sold new- p ipei • on the streel and she

felt she should be ashamed, ray father

just Laughed Ins gentle laugh and was
silent.

It was June of thai year that he be-

gan to worry. As he sat at the table.

tchin ' bis shaggy beard be would
look dolefully at the headlines, "Rl S

SI \ HAS NEW IMPROVED 1)1 \ 111

BOMB," or "CRISIS IX COLD WAR"
or some equally depressing headline.
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Each hot summer day tl med to

get worse Bind mj father's perpetual

frown sliced deeper into the rough
( rags "I his face.

'I'm afraid. Marta." he would say

to my stoul mother. '"I'm afraid lor

the world. There will be no America
t.i run to in the next war. No place

will be safe, the papers say so."

"Vdu are too sad, Joseph, there can

be no more war,"* she would invariably

answer.

"The papers say there will be," he

would reply patiently, as if she had

failed to comprehend a simple lesson

in algebra. Then they would both

look at me and sigh.

We had relatives of all kinds in the

city—fat ones, thin ones, merry ones.

and sad ones. None of them had v<

much money though. We weren't

nearly as poor as some of them, and 1

suspect my mother felt a little guilty

about it. But my father didn't. They
were always borrowing from him,
which he didn't mind too much, but

when, by chance, one would pass his

newspaper stand and expect a free

newspaper, my father would come
home to our tiny flat in a rage and
cross the unlucky relative from the

Christmas list. We had all the rela-

tives over on Christmas. They came to

our flat in the Bronx early in the

morning and sang carols, gorged them-

selves on my mother's magnificent

cooking, and got wonderfully drunk. I

loved those times and we saved for

them all year long.

It was toward the end of June thai

my father first mentioned the celebra-

tion

"Marta. if we have war. we will

never have another Christmas. The
bomb will come, and after that no one

may even believe in Christmas any-

more. If anyone is left to believe," he

added with dreadful Finality.

M\ mother si olded him for his pess-

imism and told him firmly not to

-IK h 1 1 1 1 r

"But I want another Christmas," he

said, "1 do so want another ( bristmas.
I or him as much as anyone," he add-

ed, pointing to me.
"Joseph, what if war does nol come?

We will indeed feel foolish then."

'Look at the headline. Marta! You
do not read enough!"
And sure enough the headlines

would always contain some ominous
statement.

Finally my mother sighed and said

wearily. "When will Christmas be?"
I was delighted and wanted to shout

my joy to the streets. Christmas was a

beautiful time and of I OUTSe th<

would be presents. I was sworn to

iet v. however, and mv hither warn
ed me that it was to be a surprise cele-

bration for all the relatives on the

twenty-fifth of July, and that I stood

a good chance of beine whipped sound-

ly with his razor bell which he never

used because he hated razors) if I SO

much as hinted my joy to anyone.

I saw very little of my father during
July. He was very busy with his news
papers and his thrilling plans. All the

relatives were notified of the celebra-

tion and were very pie, red as they

loved my mother's cooking and enjoy-

ed gel tine drunk On other people's be. I

The neighbors stared at my father

more than once, when, in his enthus-

iasm, he would leave for work in the

torpid early morning singing, "Jingle

BeUs," or "Silent Night" Once I heard

the woman over us telling tlu> man be

low us. "Old Joseph's finally gone

batty."

The day before the ('bristmas party,

my mother began her baking and

Continued on Page 45)
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IF ! WERE GOD

GR \ N m N CONCN I H

If I were God

—

a naive idea,

a simple expression,

Yet, It I were God
I would be capable of

A fundamental magic.

Trees and their origin are magics.

I would be capable of

respecting myself and even

An infinite disregard of ego and id

tbat mortal man in his

Soft £mi7. of flesh

Can never attain.

Tbese would be mine.

I could create

—

(a delicious word, create)

Silver rains and still mountains.

Rivers and golden grass,

even an onyx moon if I chose.

Sands, each crystal clear,

Oceans, each eternally deep
hiding <diffs and valleys

Man has never seen

—

These would be at my beck and call.

Yet. I would not demand of them.

I would be content to exist, a cosmic

force of appreciation

—

And I would know the universe.

I would love it compassionately.

I would not capitalize my name.
If I were a God.

I woidd choose to be a

God of rivers, rains, trees and mountains,
Complex they are

—

Bui man! I cannot imagine
myself as a God of Men.

That would take stronger hands.

If I were a God
I would be a Taoist God

And I would Love my handiwork
w itb a soft power.
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HOUR OF DARKNESS

M \uv S 1 1 1 I EH Illustrated by Anne Sivain

Till'. ROAD ahead was straighl and
wide as Km and Margie drove

home from the movies. They were
taking their time, nut eager for the

ning to end. Ken was softly whisl

ling a time from the show, and Mai .

was searching through her purse in the

dark, to find a handkerchief. The
liuhts that lined the road winked

quickly at them as they sped through

the trees.

Margie and Ken had heon dating

each other more and more seriously

during the past few months. They
were seniors in college, and both were
!>• ginning to think of marriage, though

they had not spoken of it. They real-

ized that they were happiest when they

were together, hut they did not realize

yet that they were in love.

"Where'd you like to go now,

honey? Ken asked, glancing at her

with a smile.

He looked back at the road just in

time to see a towering moving van ap-

proaching from the opposite direction.

It was almost in the center of the road,

tying badly. Ken cautiously slow-

d down, and just as he saw the truck

move back to the right and breathed

a sigh of relief, the long rear part of

the truck swayed away from the cabin

and swiped the car with awesome force.

Margie screamed. It seemed as

though they were suspended in space

for hours, with Margie's scream pierc-

ing the aii' to hits of agony. Ken could

not move, and it seemed to him that

he was dangling helplessly in space,

without benefit of gravity, friction, or

any COSmic law. He wondered feebly

what was happenii

The ton e of the truck hitting the

little car had knocked it off the road.

It rolled lazily over in mid-air and
landed at the foot of a slope that W8J
beside the road.

The driver of the truck pulled to the

side of the highway at once and flagged

down another car. He sent the help-

ful woman in th.it car to the nearest

telephone to call lor police and ambu-
lance. The only apparenl damage was
the shallow crumpling of the entire

length of the car on the driver's side.

The ominous thing aboul the scene was
tin- niter sonndlossness of it. The thin

s< ream oi a girl, was now, only a fear-

ful echo.

lie could see the boy leaning dazed
on the steering wheel. I le tried to

open the door, hut he could not pry it

open. When he tried the door on the

giiTs side, it gave easily.

The girl was lying against tin 1 boy,

;till grasping his arm in an iron grip

1 !er ey< - w< i e w !,! open and naked

with terror. Her month was slack and
soft, with a tiny stream of dark blood

trickling steadily from one cornet-

down the clean white collar of her

blouse. The strange angle at which
her head hung told the story.

When Ken opened his eyes a little

later he was engulfed in a white, quiet

pain. Almost immediately he slept

again.

'Kenny, can you hear me?"
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Again the dark eyes opened with an

effort 1 hey searched the ceiling,

which was distressingly blank and un-

familiar. They turned t<> the left, still

searching for the voice.

"Mother.'
"

Kenny, my l><>\ ' the gentle

\ uii e broke w ith pity and concern. The
woman Leaned over her son and search-

ed his eyes tenderly. His face was con-

fused and very young.

"I'm here, dear. Here's Dad, too.

You're in the hospital. Do yon re-

member the accident?"

"Mother?"
"Yes, Ken?"
"Margie?"
"Go back to sleep, son. Rest."

"Margie!"
"Later, Ken. Go back to sleep.

Later. Rest now."

Ken closed his eyes and let the sooth-

ing darkness close over him again.

They told him the next day. There
was no way that they could keep it

1

1

miii him; he asked about the girl con-

stantly and was growing insistent. His

parents refused to let the doctors lie to

him. There was nothing physically

wrong with him except shock. They
had feared that he might have a frac-

tured skull, but the X-rays had shown
no damage.

lie looked at them in bewilderment
and disbelief. The thought that Mar-
gie might be gone had simply never

occurred to him. It was something of

which he could not conceive. The doc-

tor repeated it to him. His own parents

told him once again. Then they left

him alone.

{Continued on Page 40)

As
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THE SKY

Bill McNamara

THE SKY

Wish I knew

Illustrated by Anne Suxiin

What was up there.

Can't tell, though,

too hazy.

THE WORLD

Wish I knew

what goes on here
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MY NAME IS KAREN

Kareis 1 Iaussman

MY NAME is Karen. I live at the

bottom of a hill in a white house

with red trim, with my mother who
makes angel food cakes, my father who
designs houses, our cat Gertrude who is

lazy, .\i\d my brother, who, if I didn't

have, would make this story impossible

because this story is about my brother.

Althought my brother has had girls

chasing alter him ever since he was
first out of diapers, he never really fell

for any of them. Oh, he had little

crushes of course, and maybe he even

felt a little serious over one or two, but

not the REAL thing, if you know what
I mean. That is not until Sarah.

My brother's name is Bill. He is

>i\ feet tall, with blondish, brown hair

that curls just enough. He is just one

of the best looking brothers a girl could

have. I mean, besides all I have told

you about him, he also has real tre-

mendous looking eyes. They are nice-

en, with gray and blue in them too.

He really has a neat smile too. His

teeth are very straight and white, but

then they should be for all the trips to

the dentist's that we took when he had
braces. When he smiles he has two
dimples, and if you look hard enough,

he also has one in bis chin. So, it is

no wonder that he always has had one
girl or another, and sometimes even
several at a time running after him.

So, after knowing all these different

girls he got a pretty good idea of what
his dream girl would be like.

My brother's girl was going to be
Perfect w ith a capital P. She was go-

ing to be absolutely beautiful. She was

going to be smart; she was going to

have a wonderful, sweet, agreeable (lis

position 'cause it there is one thing mj
brother can't stand it i> to be bossed

around by a girl. He has to be boss.

She was going to be smart: she was

going to have a figure thai would put

Marilyn Monroe to shame; sbe was go-

ing to have long dark hair lie's always

preferred brunetttes : she wasn't going

to be real talkative. He savs that I've

talked enough to last him for the rest

of his life. Like 1 said she was going

to be perfect. And she was going to

be tall, which made me mad because

I am not tall, and he made it seem that

being five-foot-one was like having two

heads and that I would be an old maid
forever. So, he went along for almost

twenty years just dating various uirls

and not getting serious and not finding

his dream girl. It is my very own per-

sonal belief that he did not meet this

girl for the simple reason that a girl

like that just doesn't exist, and if she

was that perfect anyway, she would
probably look only at kings, and all.

and wouldn't bat an eyelash at my
brother even if he does have two dim-

ples and three if you look hard enough
at his chin.

But. one day last spring, we received

a Letter from my brother who was in

Florida attending college telling us that

he was pinned to a girl named Sarah,

and that this was finally the real thing.

the real live thing' Naturally this

made us very happy if not a bit sur

prised.

When Billy came home from < "1
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tui the nimmer, lit' brought along with
Ins gorgeous tan which nude me In-

sanely jealous) tWO pictures (if him
and his girl, one of which stands on the

piano in the living room and one of

which adorns the little table in his

room upon which he writes his letters

to Sarah. Billy explained to us that

she went to the same college he did

,md that is how he met her, and that

she lived in Ohio which would make
it most difficult for them to see each

other since we live in Virginia. And
'cause they were both going to work
for the summer.
A great change came over my broth-

er. He seemed to settle down. He
stayed at home more instead of going

out all the time with the "boys" and

he began to save money which was
most unusual considering how my
brother likes to spend money. And
one night when some of his friends

who were going to be bachelors got to

discussing the many reasons why they

were going to stay single and making
it very hard for me to convince them
that girls really weren't so bad, my
brother who was going to be a bachelor

also (until he was at least twenty-

eight) actually took up for my side

and gave some pretty convincing argu-

ments on why a man should get mar-

ried. And every night after dinner, he

would sit up in his room writing a

faithful reply to the daily letter that

arrived from Sarah in a pale, perfum-

ed envelope. This was really a cause

for some surprise from the rest of the

family because if there was one thing

my brother did not like to do it was
writing letters. I mean we almost

never heard from him while he was at

college and when finally an answer to

our many pleas for some information

as to whether he was still alive would
come it was usually like this:

Dear Mother, Father, and Karen,

1 need some money desperately.

I Mease send some as soon as

possible. I am learning to

water ski.

Love Bill.

V.S. send the money by special

delivery.

So, as you can imagine, it was (mite a

shock to us to see that he actually could

write a letter.

Billy got a job for the summer ti\

ing tennis courts which gave him an
opportunity to improve his tan even
more (which made me insanely jeal-

ous). The summer went on quietly

for him with the pale blue envelopes

arriving regularly day by day, except

for the two weekends when he took the

family car, after first feverishly wash-
ing and polishing same, (come to think

of it, it was me who did all that work.

Billy said it was a good way to get a

tan) and took off for Ohio to visit

Sarah.

I guess home was never quite the

same after he returned from those trips

to Ohio. I mean it seemed that Sarah's

family had a lot of money. They ate

steaks all the time, they belonged to a

fabulous country club, and her father

was a very, very, big wheel where he
worked.

Naturally we were all very anxious

to have Sarah come visit us too, so

when my brother informed us that she

would be coming in two days we were

very excited. I mean, here she was
coming in two days and we had the

whole house to clean up, and the yard

to fix and just everything. After all,

when someone is coming to your house

for the first time, you have to make a

good impression. But even more so

when your brother's girl who has

money, and whose father is a big wheel

( 'ontinued on Page 1

1
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CONSTANTINOPLE

Betty Mosely

The blue of the Bosphorus Straits,

its treacherous three way tide,

Castles breaking into the horizon,

minerets reaching to the sky,

Smelly fishing boats,

tugging, panting,

The clap, clap of horses' hooves

trudging along the

cobblestone path

only to be scared by the beep
of an auto.

The "bachi" cry of the shoe shine boy,

The "suet" of the singing milkman,

Tourists looking for Dolma Bachi,

People bustling on the Pera Palas,

Sudden darkness as the electricity fails.

Ladders leading to the mud-thatched huts,

The ringing bells of the tram waiting impatient lv

for the stubborn donkey,

Airplanes roaring overhead, fascinating, exciting,

captivating.
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THE MAN IN THE WHITE COAT

Mahy Lou I In 1.

a! 1 YOU can'1 trust people, why
A

live with them?*' says Mr. Walter
Kttleman. This perhaps accounts for

the fad thai his grade book is open to

students at all times, and that the hon-

or system is used during tests.

Although he was born in Pennsyl-

vania, Mr. Kttleman moved to Arizona

when lie was four years old. At that

time he had only four months to live.

"I've done pretty well with those four

months,'" laughed the thirty-three year

old chemistry teacher.

After recovering from the bronchial

trouble which threatened his life, he

had an attack of diptheria which left

him paralyzed from the waist down for

over a year. He recovered with the

.lid of piano and swimming lessons as

therapy for muscular coordination.

By the time he reached high school,

he was a three-letter man. He was
also Arizona state champion swimmer
in the Junior Arizona Athletic Union,

when he was fifteen.

lie has deep feelings about outdoor

life. There is "something about grow-

ing up outdoors that gives you a differ-

ent sense of values—you feel mighty
insignificant," he said. He added that

he would like to see a U.S. Senator or

Representative go down into the Grand
Canyon and return impregnated with

self-importance.

Mr. I •'.ttleman is known to many peo-

ple as the man in a white coat. This,

he saw is a left-over from medical

school, which he attended after three

us of college in New Mexico. His

medical experience doesn't aid much

around home, Ibis is because a little

medical knowledge causes worry. Al-

though to most people a sore throat is

just a s,,re thro.it. t<> him it is a symp-
tom of Polio. Mr. Kttleman saw ser\

it e with the Medical Department in

the Philippines. Despite World \\ .ii

II he enjoyed himself because he liked

the people. The) were "like the Span-
ish people down home" that he had
grown up with. His memories of the

Philippines include "sitting in the rain

w i t li a tin hat and poncho watching

movies." Not all his memories are so

pleasant. One is of a young flyer who
had a Leg amputated. "I had to carry

thai leg outside. That's one thing you
can't imagine until you have to do it."

When he returned to the States, he

worked with the Geological Survey
and as State Director of Polio Prevent-

ion in New Mexico for one and one-

half years.

lie fell into teaching through neces-

sity. "It sounds crazy," he said, "but

I was desperate when I started—found

I liked it. and now I'm happy about

the whole thing." lie likes to teach

high school students because he finds

them idealistic and alert

He has a wife and two daughters.

Mr. Kttleman describes their marriage

as "the best selling job I ever did."

When he was asked how he won his

wife, he shrugged and thoughtfully re-

plied "I don't know really—perserv-

ence. I guess."

Perserverence, trust, congeniality

—

all are qualities to be found in the

in. in in the white coat."
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TIME SPREADS HIS WITHERED HANDS

Peggy Schafer

Time spreads his withered hands apart

And gathers us into his folds.

Man is only a tiny drop

In the broad sea of eternity.

Man thinks he is God's finest thing;

He forgets the tiny hummingbird.

He forgets the lowly bumblebee,

He forgets the stones, the sand, the trees,

Longer than man upon this earth,

And longer to remain when he is gone.

Time spreads his withered hands apart

And gathers us into his folds;

All of us, men and birds and trees,

Insects and stones, sand and stars,

Moving on forever.
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PICTURES OF INFECTIOUS CHAOS

Charlie Sloan Illustrated by Ann Boone

A DRESS rehearsal is a casual

three-zing circus, .1 stifled bed-

lam of conflicting ideas held together

h\ a slightly shaken director. It is the

last step before the final perfection re-

flected in the limelight of production.

Without it there would be no gauge to

judge performance; without it the peo-

ple involved would be in much better

health, but they would be incomplete

as people.

The theatre during a rehearsal is

many things: a collection of still lives,

a false-front world of manufactured

situations— an organized mixture of

artists, near-artists, electricians, car-

penters, experts, kibitzers, loafers, and,

through an occasional quirk of fate,

normal individuals. Yet each verte-

bra of this widely varied backbone of

the make-believe universe called the

theatre, with the possible exception of

the last rarity, is tightly entangled to

mi it her by a high strung spinal col-

umn: each wants to attract other peo-

ple with a presentation of the unknown
or unusual.

A dress rehearsal is a collection of

--till life photographs. A maze of raft-

ers casting geometric shadows on bare

brick; a thumbworn script stuck in the

braces behind a towering flat; a web
of gauze painted with cheap paint and
hung in front of a cold blue flood

light; a scattered pile of electrical

equipment paying silent homage to a

broken spot light: all these are famil-

iar sights, highlighted and beautified

by the overflow of artificial contri-

vances.
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Manufactured situations mingle

with real ones as the boundaries of the

stage disappear and its grease painl (it

i/ens spread into the audience and the

halls backstage. Conversations in ex-

ecrated tones echo among the empty

seats as amateur perfectionists fight to

remember cues which always seem to

be mumbled too softly for detection the

oighl of the performance. Threats of

\ iolence are commonplace; they start

as the actors recite what is written for

them, spread as a stagehand mutilates

his thumb with a paint-smeared ham-
mer, continue into the near-vacant au-

ditorium with the hoarse rasp of an ex-

hausted director bawling out an actor,

and return to the stage, as the impend-
ing violence once more becomes a

thing of make-believe.

Bubbling pots gurgle their liquid

harmony, balancing gracefully on

glowing hot plates. Not all of them
contain the food called for in the

scrip!, one heats a smelly sticky mass

of glue so that the stage crew can con-

tinue building the realistic sets and re-

pairing those which have already been

completed and broken by awkward
feet and gesturing arms. Over the pots

containing the food hovers a starving

stage band, stirring the mass occasion

ally and drooling with pleasure at his

chefs ability. These are the real

items that can't be imitated by (heap

painl or cold lights, so the glue is con-

cealed and the food real—last resorts

in the constant striving for artificial

realism.

From the make-up room comes a

babble of happy voices as artists smear
wierd colors over grimacing faces. Be-

ing caked with piles of clammy make-
up is not a pleasant situation for fine

young gentlemen of the stage to go
through.

On the stage the rehearsal goes

smoothly, the players apparently obliv-

ious of whispered comments, nerve
wracking giggles, and sporadic flashes

as shutter bugs practice their art on
everything in sight. All is a world of

make-believe, from the cheap cloth in

the expensive looking costumes to the

solid canvas walls covered with paint

which was mere powder a few days
earlier. This is the world which
through some mysterious osmosis

works its way into people's blood, ab-

sorbing them into its circle.

CONCERNING HEAVEN

Ronald McLeod

Said

Youth,

"I have no desire

For a more wonderful world.

I want the people, the trees

the rivers

—

No gold and silver lined streets:

No golden gate for me.
I wanl never to leave this world."

Said

Wisdom,
"In heaven there is contact with God."
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VALUES

Michel Robin Scott

Warmly blue is the arch of sky;

The buds, scarlet:

And the preen sways in masses,

While a fountain is spraying silver

—

All in nay neighbor's garden.

Behind the lace of willows mi .1 painted pool.

A swan is gliding.

In snowy grace and stately, she patterns

The lights and shadows of melody
Flowing from the violin

Through my neighbor's window.

A fairy-garden, bonds, and world plaudit'-.

Weave velvet slippers for my neighbor's feet,

While my shoes trend the mill of daily bread-

But he is blind and I ran see!



HEART BREAK

Michf.i. Robin Scoi i

Beneath the calm of evening sky,

The river sleeps in dappled lights

And shadowed palms bear weary moss,

Uncheered by songs from dusky heights.

My heart has reached its evening time

—

It sloops and hangs with heavy moss,

Where once both song and hud had lived,

Before it knew the grief of loss.

MELANCHOLIA

Michf.i. Rohiin Scott

There's a sighing in the breeze

And a sadness in the tre»

There's a boating in the waves
And soft weeping by lone ways

—

Phantom arms from mist-hid trees

Twist my soul with all of these.
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THE SPOTS

Ralph Reymond Illustrated by Suzie Wilson

MY FINGERS were red hot from

typing on my thesis in metal-

lurgy at the University of Johns Hop-

kins. At two A.M. the phone's ring-

ing interrupter! me. I knew it was

Jesse having one of his brain waves.

He wanted me to come over right a-

way. I told him I would come over

the first tiling in the morning and

quickly hung up. Five minutes later

he banged on my door. So there was
nothing to do except to put the cover

on my typewriter and stagger to his

room. His hobby was photography

and he had taken pictures of metal

structures for my thesis.

"What's that," I exclaimed as Jesse

handed me a gummy thin square of

black, dripping wet stuff. Looking to-

ward the mustard color safety light I

saw a large slender pink spot on a

film of the Bay Bridge.

"As a photographer," he declared.

I ran tell you that nothing—but no-

thing—can make a pink reflection on

black and white film. Otherwise wo
would call it a black-white-and pink

film."

"Is that a fact?" I gibed.

"I'll prove it to you, Dan!"
Jesse opened a cupboard filled with

all shapes, sizes and colors of bottles.

There were forty-three bottles, two
jars and three packages of stuff, all evil

smelling enough to make your ancest-

ors move out of their graves. We eut

a new film in strips and began testing.

There was something about that weird

pink spot that kept me at this game in

spite of my skepticism. We produced

white spots and black spots and gray
spots, and even some holes in the

films. But not a single pink spot.

"Satisfied?" Jesse sneered.

Next morning back at the bridge we
took more pictures. Jesse could not

wait and insisted on developing the

film in the car, in his special light-

proof gimmick.
"Holy mackeral! The pink spot

shows up in every negative.*
1

It seemed to be elliptic in shape,
fifty feet long, about 100 feet above the

bridge, but there was nothing visible

at all over the bridge.

"Of course you can't see unearthly
matter! But why pink?"

"Maybe they like la vie en rose" I

explained.

"Don't pull French stuff on me.

"

Jesse raged. "I threw away my pink

glasses long ago. Let's get Professor

Burns down here."

Professor Burns was head of the

Physics Department. He obviously

thought we were pulling his Leg, hut

he came down to the bridge and took

pictures which he developed himself.

When he discovered pink spots on his

own negative, he began to get almost

as excited as Jesse.

"They seem to be following some
sort of progression! Look, some of these

films show one spot, some two, some
four. And on this last one, a group of

six.-

"Inst like rabbits." I commented.
'They multiply."

"Exactly, Dan, exactly!"

"Then we are dealing with thinking
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beings?" Jesse asked.

"They are speaking to us in the uni-

versal language—mathematics," the

professor said solemnly. "Now we
must reply."

"With what?"
"Well, they came recently. Per-

haps it was radiations of the latest a-

tomic bomb test that attracted these

beings.—now, boys, we're going fish-

ing—er, officially, that is."

We tried infra-red rays, then alpha

rays, Roentgen rays (X-rays) ; we went
all through the list of possible radia-

tions given off by a nuclear reaction,

without success. Then Jesse got one of

his brainwaves.

"We are sending like a Morse code

—

with time lapses. But perhaps these

beings are outside our time."

"Exactly, Jesse, exactly!" the Pro-

fessor beamed. "We'll map out our

message on the ground, using space in-

stead of time lapses."

After many experiments, we found
that certain radioactive materials af-

fected the spots, which began to re-

group.

"Something wrong with the

bridge?" We became aware of a re-
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porter, who had sneaked into camp,
. 1 1 1 1 «i< ted, no doubt, by the moving of

li.ilt the Physics Department's equip-

ment.

"Certainly not," tin- Professor l>it

liirn off.

The reporter tinned to me. "What's

your specialty, Ma<
'"

"Metallurgy, Bud,'
1

I replied
promptly, thinking the bridge angle
was safer than the spots.

s.p it is the bridge?" the reporter

( harged. "Are you X-raying the metal

for Flaws with these machines here?"

"Gel lost, wise guy," the Prof snap-

ped, amazing him with his hearty
-dang.

"O.K., O.K." the news hawk strolled

,i\miv. hut Later we saw him talking to

some of the crew. By this time we had
quite a camp. A large tent for our pri-

vate quarters, and a crew of technic-

ians to handle the "hot" equipment.

Iesse came running out of the photo

lab with wet films dangling from his

hand. "They're answering us! They
5-5-10."

incidence ' Coincidence! Tt can't

always be coincidence," the Prof mut-

tered, as he ordered us to mark out a

pattern of 6-6-1 1

.

"Six, six, eleven?"

'That's what T said." the Prof shout-

ed.

But it's wrong sir. gulp—I mean—" Jesse stammered.

"We wanl to see if they're just echo-

ing iiv" explained the Prof.

The next films told the story. "Six,

six. twelve."

"They've corrected us! That docs

it." the Professor looked almost fright-

ened. "We are definitely dealing with

thinking beim Now we'll try geo-

metry. Well outline the theorem of

Pythogoras on the ground by means of

tape covered with that radioactive ma-

terial. Their answer will show if they

also have logii
."

The sputs disappeared as if onto «>

huddle to think things over. Next af-

ternoon the films began to show the

characteristi* pink figures again— this

time, not in spots. I tut in lines

i

!" rx< Laimed the Profess-

or, peering at the odd looking figun

"They've gone into higher mathema
ti( -

"Oh. boy! What a bunch of curves,"

Jesse gibed. "Bui they don't stack up!"
"This geometry is not linear, hut in

some sort of CUTVed ^p.u «."' the Pro-

fessor went on. "I think its sixth

dimensional. I'll have to contact Dr.

Linderbroc kstein for his help."

"Linderbrockstem! You don't mean
the mathematician?"
"Who else? Meanwhile, we'll send

another formula—this time in three

dimensions. We'll have to build a

pyramid, a cube and a sphere out of

v ire, and outline them with that radio-

active tape."

"Oh. brother!" Jesse gloated. "Dig
this Baltimore Sun's headline. I'm

going to order six copies of thU paper

for my girl friends. I'm right on the

front page beside von. Prof. Oh, yes,

you're in it too. Dan. You're the little

dot in the corner," he reassured me.

"HOPKINS PROFESSOR COM-
MUNICATES WITH OUTER SPAC1
PINK SPOTS TELL STRANGE TALE
OF THINKING BEINGS." I read.

"We'll be invaded." groaned the Pro-

fessor.

"By the beings from another world,"

I breathed.

T>\ the press," he retored.

Tn fact, two press enrs just then tore

flown the highway, escorted by a

squad car. The Professor, looking an-

gry, told the cops about the dangerous

(Continued on Page $2
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OUR PETS

Phillip A. Powell Illustrated by Ann Boon*

We have a dog at our house,

I [e an ived four months ago.

Our cat just caught a mouse;

That's all she has to show.

The canary cooped up in his cage

Sings with such a tremendous rage!

The fishes gives us no trouble

They just lie there and bubble!
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WHITE SECOND

Grandin Conover

A white spark springs over a grey casing

And leaps

and slithers

and ignites.

A chemistry unknown to the dark boy

Selling newspapers bearing crude headlines of War.

A molten fury goes screaming,

Complete degeneration, a ray of hope perverted.

The white blinds,

hums for a moment

a horrible tune.

Then all is silent—all motion arrested.

The spark flowers,

Paling the medium-sized star with

A man-made sun,

Winging time back through immortal ages.

Shadow's shadows are etched forever on

a crumbling, man-made stone.

And Mirza's bridge collapses

while all the people dance in air,

Gyrating wildly on the precious air

for a tiny, white second.
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Then all tlio conflicting tmths go floating

Upward,

Replacing the shattered neon letters

of the Barnes and Kimel sign.

Winking at us in garish colors,

off and on

and off again

For a tiny white second.

Then the poet's symbol of purity comes

—

seeing with a scavenger's eyes,

clucking with a scavenger's tongue,

Ignoring the fleeing white second

transposed all scarlet and ashen

In the mild, fading sunset.

And then

And then

And then ?

Perhaps the soldiers will dress in armour.

Women in ragged, peasant clothes

Crying in ashes

Dying in hovels.

Or perhaps only a cave and chunk of sodden meat

and barren walls

No knowledge yet of

Proper Sanscrit technique

For future forerunners of

Tiny white seconds.
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THEN TIL NOW

ntinued from Page I

outstanding matches^ which we won,

was with Galludet, a ichool for the

deaf. Tin' season was a highly success-

lul one.

Our track team, as always, carried

home the honors. Records were brok-

en ri_dit and left as they won honors

for our s< hool. I hey arc hoys to be

proud of, as shown by the results of the

indoor ACC & holastic Division and the

outdoor Duke-Durham Relays.

son soon arrived complete

with Cherry Blossoms and exchange

students from Minnesota. At our last

all-school assembly, we were Luck}

enough to have the wife of the late

Peter Marshall as our guest speaker.

At the time of this writing, our ten-

nis, golf, crew, and baseball teams have

just begun their seasons. Accurate

s< ores can't he predicted, but we know
our teams w ill he a credit to our school.

The two biggest events of the year

are yet to come;—the Senior Prom and

Graduation. They will climax one of

the memorable years in our lives

—

5 (-1955. This was a year never-to-

he-forgotten, from then 'til now.

J. W. AYERS
5 & 10 Store

Cosmetics, Notions

Toys. Books and Games

Dupont Paint & Hardware

V WaOiin^Ujn Blvd.

CHERRYDALE
FLORIST

Original Corsages to Fit Your Fmamrs

3725 Lee Highway

I \ 7-1181 — Arlington, Va.

THE SPOTS

{Continued from Page 28)

i adioa< ti\ it\ in the an a, and the police

threw a cordon to keep the gathering

crowd away. It was suggested thai we
Should make a telecast to keep the

crowds quiet. After answering the

questions of a member of the Senate's

Investigating Sub-Committee, we ton-

eluded the telecast by asking people

not to try to pet by the State trooper-.

because the field was covered with

dangerous radioactive elements.

The Professor was now using non

Euclidian spherical geometry to get

(loser to the thinking of the spots, and

the films were rushed daily to Dr.

Linderbrockstein. After two flays a tele-

gram arrived.

SPOTS BEGAN IN SIXTH STOP
NOW EXPRESSING FIFTH DIMEN-
SIONAL MATHEMATICS STOP
WITH PERMISSION WILL ARRIVE
THIS EVENING STOP I BELIEVE
THEY ARE BREAKING DOWN DI-

MENSIONAL BARRIERS AND AP-

PROACHING OLR WORLD. LIND-
rm'.ROCKSTEIN

"That is an assumption." comment-
ed the Professor calmly, but I knew

thai he feared or hoped that the spots
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were really approaching. A meeting

of minds—or a meeting oi Eon es?

The Professor and I were the recep-

tion committee for Doctor Linderbrock-

stein. lie was .1 short man, sevents

eight years old, very modestly dressed,

.uid had a surprising hahit of chewing
gum. The Professor asked him how he

could he sure th.it the beings actually

existed in the higher dimensional

worlds.

"Das ist simple." the Doctor said.

"As near as I could dig it." I ex-

plained to Jesse later, "it seems like

when the Doctor builds equations for

theoretical sixth or fifth dimensional

space, he puts in a certain constant to

balance the equation, but he doesn't

know the exact value for this constant.

The spots' equations included the exact

values—that proves they had been able

to measure them directly."

"So the Doc thinks that the spots are

real and are coming closer to our

world." Jesse grinned. He was sure

these spots were his friends—he had
spotted them first.

At 9:00 P. M. we were due for our

telecast, which was becoming the most

popular show on the air. We persuad-

ed the Doctor to say a few words.

"Gentlemen and other televiewers,"

the Doctor began. "No doubt is. we
,in dealing with highly thinking be-

ings. They came from a sixth dimen-
sional world and now in the fifth arc.

They are coming closer to our four di-

mensional world, for it seems these be-

ings can even reduce the number of the

dimensions of their world."

"Dot tor, what will happen if they

do attain our world?" the M. C. asked

brashh.

"That is depending on if two worlds

can overlap in time. We think we
know, they cannol invade our other

three dimensions, for this requr

mass or energy equivalent."

I hen Jesse gave his five cents' worth.

"Another reason that they could not

invade our space is that two masses

cannol occupy the same space at the

same time. Check, Doc?"
Doctor Linderbrockstein smiled

"Das ist right, aher this is only tine

in time, hut when they will reach our

third dimension we don't know if we
will live in time. Aher they cannot

push us out of our space because mass-
es cannot he fabricated nor destroyed,

and our world cannot exist in two di-

mensions. We could not only flat be

—you and me like pancakes, nein?

—

also, we will see tomorrow—or yester-

day, uicht war? Good sleeping to all."

No one understood the Doc. and no-

body slept much that night—except the

Doctor, who snored his troubles away
By five o'clock the Professor was up.

and the camp lamps were relighted.

Dawn was not expected until 6:}0.

Films taken during the night were
brought, dripping to the Doctor, who
took one look at the arrangement of

the spots and exclaimed.

"Gott in Himmel! Ya, these spots

are in the fourth dimensional universe.

They have our world reached!"

Jesse rushed outside the tent as if to

£roet them, but the Doctor went on to

say,

"Maybe we may never see them,

also, as we cannot see the wind but

only know it from its effects."

"If they are hostile beings." I re-

in, irked dubiously, "they can make ef-

fects like the wind in a typhoon."

To tell the truth, we were all ter-

rorized by the knowledge th.it the spots

had now reached our world. Wash
ington, D. C, from State Department
to the Pentagon, was awake and wait-

ing. Before long the whole world w.is
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en its feci I OF some, it was noon, and
for others it was tea-time, but fox us it

was one half hour before sunrise. The
T.V. cameras and radio mikes move!
into camp ami made it look like a mar-
ket place in a little European town.

Soon the sun would rise as it had done
for thousands of years, Would it be

for the last time?—was the thought
that filled everyone's mind.

As 1 stood before the tent, Looking

through the gnarled branches of an old

tree. I too was waiting for the sunrise.

A comforting little morning breeze

messed my hair as I bent down to pick

up a sheet of paper that had drifted to

my feet—a crumpled note made by Dr.

LinderhiTx kstein. As I rose, I saw my
own shadow in the brown grass. That
tight was strong, but it could not be

the sun—the light was from the west.

A nightmare of western sunrise! Was
it the radiance of the spots?

Wheeling around, I saw the sun in

the west as I was used to admire it in

the evening. The rays slanted across

the water of the bay, and I watched
the building of the bridge. That
bridge! It had been finished three

months ago. Yet I saw the little boats

carrying strong steel beams and heard

the workmen busy at their riveting.

They were working overtime—right

up to sunset, hurrying to finish the

center span.

Yes. the spots had really reached the

fourth dimension. They were like

children playing with something new,
trying out all the knobs. Thev had up-

set our time tables. As these thoughts

were going through my reeling head,

my eve fell on the few words written

by Dr. Linderbockstein on the piece of

paper which I had picked up.

"The spots have reached the fourth

dimension and are expected to reach

the third this afternoon at 2:12 EST."
The doctor came to the door of the

tent and looked over my shoulder.

Das i-t note for your morning
broad* eat, but you will have to send it

yesterday evening. The spots are push
in^ us Ilk kward in time as the\ sii i\c

to penetrate our world."

"And if they reach the third. 1

"

"They will inner reach it.** the Dm
lor reassured me with a slight smile.

"We will be moving backwards as fast

as they forward push. We probably
will come to a stand still at the begin-

ning of time."

"The bridge!" Jesse shouted, rushing
up. "Look' they've knocked down the

bridj

"No, Jesse. The bridge just hasn't

been started yet," answered the Profes-

sor, who had joined the Doc tor at the

doorway.

"Can't we send the spots a two di-

mensional message to indicate that

they are squeezing our world?"
"The spots would never get a mess

age now. Because now they are in our

time, and pushing us out. Don't you
understand?"

"What shall we tell the people in

our broadcast?*' cried Jesse. We've got

to Warn them—

"

"That also will impossible be. We
are now already four months in the

past. We would never reach anybody.

We are going in the other direction.

mein Kind."* The Doctor and thr Pro-

fessor laughed, as though this was a

joke.

It was all right for them; they were
getting voun- er. But what about

Jesse and me? We would be back in

the cradle, if this kept up. Finally the

silence broke with Jesse's screaming.

"Can't anybody send a message to

those blasted spots to scram?"
"Quite out of the question," said the

young Professor to us kids "The radio-

art ive material we were using has not

yet been discovered."
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THE SIX-BIT HOUND
{Continued from Page 7)

as Gramp Adams when he gets on the

"Good 01' Days ol 1850's. There ain't

no stoppin' her.

"Why, howdy, Red,
-

' she said as

soon as I got in talkin' range, "Been a

while since I saw you last. How're
your folks?" (She never gave me no

chance to answer though.) "Got that

gun of Pete's yet? No? Well, I reck-

on he'll give it to you soon enough.

Guess I know why you're here; you
want to take a look at them pups of

Sal's. Jest come right up to the house.

Hold it a minute lot's see yep,

guess I'm finished here. The pups are

under the porch. Only two left

pretty as pictures they be too. Here,

hold on a minute while I git some kind-

lin'."

"I'll cany it for you. ma'am,"' I said.

Mrs. Henry beamed; menfolks don't

do much for her most of the time.

"Why, thank you. Red. Here, that's

enough; I'll get the rest. Like I was
sayin', them pups are pretty as pic-

tures. I'll kinda miss them after

they're gone. They be right promisin'

hunters, too, the little gip especially.

Here now. you jest give me that wood.
U hi] show you them imps."
Jeb Henry was leanin

1 back in an ol'

wooden chair with his feet propped up
on a porch rail as wasn't fit to be a

fence post an' his pipe in his teeth,

jest surveyin' the world like he owned
it. I never cared much for 01' Man
Henry! The only work he ever did
as I could see was hoss tradin'. He sure

could strike a hard bargain there. That
raspy voice of his would go sweet and
soft, but it always made me feel like

the taste of maple sugar after you've
eaten too much of it.

As Mrs. Henry went in the house
she told him I wanted a pup an' he

banged down his feet an' sat down on

the porch steps. He whistled an' big

honey Sal come crawling out with a

couple of pups trail in' after her. The
01' Man spoke to her curtly an' she

wiggled up to him on her belly an'

whimpered. I didn't like the ol' man
then, let me tell you. There was nasty

marks on Sal's sides, an' they weren't

no briar scratches.

Gee, but the pups sure was cute.

They was long legged an' floppy eared

<in" frisky. One of them looked at me
an' then turnin's his back danced off

to chase a squirrel. The other one
come over to me an' laid her head on
my foot. Then she rolled on her back,

all four feet stickin' straight up in the

air, an' chewed at my toes. It tickled.

I picked her up an' she snuggled

against me an' nibbled at mv ear.

Then she wiggled down an' dashed off;

an' turnin' back, tail waggin'. made a

Funny, squeaky, sound that I reckon

she meant to be a bark. She runned
back to me an' dashed off again, tryin'

to get me to play.

When I looked at 01' Man Henry I

saw that hoss-tradin' gleam in his eye.

"How much you want for the dog?"
1 ventured. I didn't really want the

do£ at all; I wanted the gip. but Ma
had t^ld me to get a gentleman.

"Don't rightly see how I can sepa-

rate them," said the ol' man. That
"I'm going to get the best of this do.il'

-

sound was in his voice. "No, sir. Jest

don't see how I can sell one without

the other. Them two is the only ones

left of the litter, an' Sal grieves every
time I gel rid of one of them. I reckon
if she's gotta grieve two more times

she'll drive us all off the place, because
she always grieves to the moon. Now
if you was to take them both

"

"No. sir," I said quick. "I can't do
that; Ma told me to make sure my doc
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was a gentleman. Ill give you four

hits lor the dog pup."'

A pause followed in which the oT

man Beemed to consider, an1

the tip

tried to COax me to Irolu. Mr. 1 jest

Fingered the change in my po< ket an'

hoped I wouldn't have U) pay the whole

dollar. In the quiet I could hear the

other pup barkin' at the pigs an' the

hogs squealin' bat k at him. Finally

the ol' man took his pipe out of his

mouth an
1 knocked it against his ]

The gip sniffed the ashes an' sneezed.

"I jest rant see my way tO do it." he

said. "Now you know that there dog is

worth more than lour hits. He's worth
near a dollar."

I wondered if it was his hoss-tradin'

sense or whether he could really sec

i ight through my breeches how much
money there was mixed up with the

marbles an' nails an' kite string.

"Tell you what I'll do/' he drawled

on. "Ill give both of them to you for

a dollar."

"Four-bits for the dog."' I said, rub-

bin' the gip's ears an' wishin' I could

have her.

"Ninety cent- lor both." he wheed
led an' I got that too much maple-

SUgar feelin'.

"Fifty-five for the dog."

"Eighty-five for the both. There!

I ain't goin' no lower an' I won't sep-

arate them neither!"' As Pa would say,

he looked like a man who'd reached

his ul-teo-matum.

I got up. hopin' bed change his

mind. Twas no harm to bluff, an'

I knowed he'd have liked some spare

cash. "So long." I said. I started slow-

ly toward the road. The gip tried to

follow me an" the ol' man took hold of

her by th' scruff of tb' nerk to keep her

back. I was 'most to th' road when he

yelled.

six bits for both!"

He let th pup go. an' she ran pell-

mell to me.

I tone!" 1 shouted. An' I ran ba< k

an' tli* pup barked that high, (put k

hark an' nipped at my heels.

I ( ounted out th' < hange for th' or
Man careful. He took it an' counted
it again, carefuller vet. Then he veil-

ed into th' house that he needed some-
thin' in town an' left me standi))' th)

wonderin1 why I'd done such a fool

thing .is saddle myself with two pup-
pies—one ol w hie h jest w, isn't a gentle-

man.
Mis. Henry came to th' door an'

watched him go. "Humph! Reckon
he's gone for licker," she said an'

wrinkled her nose. Then she turned
to me an' grinned. ""It was a good
bluff, ("lad somebody got th' best of

him for once. What ya gonna call the
...

pups?
"I'm gonna call her Queen. 1 said

I picked up my gip. "Queen," I said

again, "Queen." an' she wagged her
tail faster an' wiggled 'til she could

lick my face.

"Well, you'd better put Queen down
til you catch that dog. He's kinda

scary."

She hadn't underestimated the situa-

tion none. That pup was shyer than a

wild turkey. Wo finally caught him.

but not 'til we'd scared all th' chickens

half to death an' had cornered him in

th' shed a wigglin' an' yippin' an' snip-

pin' bundle of legs an' ears an' teeth.

For such a little pup he had surprisin'

sharp teeth. Mrs. Henry give me ,i

string to tie round his neck an' a can-

died sweet tater to eat on th' way homo.

Sal had stood by all this time anxi-

ous, an' now when Mrs. I lenry tied her

to the porch rail that sboulda been

used for a bean stake, she- got more
nervous than ever. As I headed home
with Queen beside me an

1

th' dog on
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a suing, she set up mw h a howl I did-

n't wonder 01' Man Henrj wanted to

Bpare her Losin' them pu p~> at separate

times. I could Mill hear her a half a

mile down tlf road. Hut tli" sound of

her mouinin' got laintei an' fainter an'

th' male pulled hack, on th' string less

an' less. Purely soon he was marchin1

riii lit along with Queen an' me.

Ahout half-way to town .lake came
along with his chord wagon. Jake is

a big nigger, black as coal dust. with

a heart as big as a prize watermelon.

He stopped Liza an' Ezra, his ol' mules,

an'cast his eye. admirin' like over my
dogs.

"Afternoon, Red.'' he said. "Them's
line locikin' hounds you got there, sho'

miff."

"Yep," I said, happy an' jest bout to

busl with pride. "1 just bought 'em
from 01' Man Henry."
"Uncle Jake, what'm I gonna call

tins dog?"
After considerable thought he said.

"Your Pa once told me about a man, a

general named Caesar. He sure was a

good fighter; he done beat everybody.

An' that dog'll be a fighter too. He's

powerful quick to snap."

That name sounded good to me.
When I got home with Queen an'

Caesar, Ma was riled. "You will have
to get rid of her. that's what." said Ma.
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"I'll not have a gip around th' place."

1 felt worsen I'd ever felt in my
whole Hie. 1 went out on th porch.

Si-- was sittin' on the steps with Queen
in her lap. They was already good
friends.

"Maybe you'll ii,\\ to keep her." Sis

said as she handed the pup over. I

wasn't so hopeful. Ma didn't gel ni.nl

like this once in a month of Sundays,
but when she did th' devil an' General

Grant put together couldn't have mov-
ed her.

Queen wanted to play, but when we
got inside th' barn an' I'd set down in

the hay an' took her in my lap she was
quiet. I told her all about it. She
understood. I explained to her how
Ma felt an' why I'd have to send her

away an' she licked rny face. I caughl
her head between my hands an' rump-
led her ears. Her head was such a

little thing an' her ears felt soft as new
silk. I pressed her face against my
cheek. Funny how this here little

hound what I hadn't even known about

a few hours ago was the whole world

rolled up in one wiggley bundle right

now.
I didn't want to go in. I didn't want

to do nothin' at all but figure out a

way to keep Queen. But I couldn't

think of nothin' at all an' I heard Ma
callin' so I put Queen in an empty
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stall an1

went tula th' house. She
I).iikcd to me twice an' then jest

whimpered a bit. I thought I could

hear her, even in the house. Th' folks

was Mill at the table. Pete an' Pa an

.laniev was talkin', or rather Pete was
t

«
> 1 1 in* about Teddy Roosevelt an' how

he was th' greates' live American an'

l\i .in' Jainey was listenin'. Mary was
complainin' to nobody in partic'lar

'bout her "rithmetic an' Ma an' sis was
pl.umin' 'bout a dress for the church

social or some such women's nonsense.

I got my vittles an' sat down.
"Pa. I reckon Colonel Roosevelt 11

be President someday...."

"Mr. Hanson gives th' awfuleel

problems...."

"Marion," (Ma always called us

young'uns by ouT given names) Mar-
ion. I think you should make it of that

pink flowered cotton...."

"Ma, I'd much rather have it of

blue. If only I could have a dress like

( iimiy Dorder...."

"You shoulda seen him leadin' us up
San Juan Hill! I tell ya, Pa, the man'll

I).' President someday...."

"Pa, would you help me with my
sums after supper?"

It was all a jumble an I didn't listen

to none of it. I couldn't seem to eat;

ray food was chokin' me.
s

( use me," I said, pushin' my
chair back.

"Where are you goin'. Cornelius?"

asked Ma.
"Jest out. Ma, jest out. I ain't hun-

gry "

Ma started to say somethin' an' then

shut her lips tight. There was a look

of undcrstandin' in her face, but there

was no sign o' her changin' her mind.

I went out an set down on th' porch

steps with my head on my hands. I

kept wonderin' what to do. Maybe I

could run away. But who would chop

tlie wood for Ma and tend the garden?
Limey came out with the paih hi

milk Miriah. Th' chickens was goin'

to roost. Gaaaai was eatin' a bone he
stole trom Rastus. I just sat there; 1

couldn't seem to mo\ « somehow. Af-

ter <i while Jamej came back with th'

milk.

"Take in th' pails for me. will ya,

Red? I'm goin' with Sitch to gil that

lo\ wh.it s been robbin' his henhouse."

1 [e started to go an' then i ame ba< k.

"Don't feel bad about tli.it gip, Kid."

he said. It was all very well for him
to talk. He didn't know what it was
like to hear Queen cry. I watched him
swing down the road to Jim Sitch's

place. He was 'most out ol si^ht when
Pa came out Pa set down on th' steps

an' put his arm 'round my shoulder.

"Queer thing about women, son." In-

said, "they'll' awful soft hearted. Your
Ma thinks she wants to net rid of that

pup. But if she was (u know the pop.

an' then thought somethin' was going

to hurt it. like it was going to get shot.

for instance why she'd probably put up
a battle to save it an' adopt it in the

bargain. Your Ma'll be alone in the

kitchen," he said. "Now if Queen was
to get out of the barn

"

When I looked up at him. his mouth
was sober under his whiskers but his

eyes were crinklin' at the edges an' al-

most dancin' with fun. I felt excited

all of a sudden. ,\n as I looked he grin-

ned.

"It's worth a try, son." He got up

abruptly an' went in th' house, takin'

the milk pails with him. I could hear

him talkin' in there.

Thanks to Pa, Ma was left alone

with no company but the dishes. Pete

had gone callin' on Rose Mary Whity
(seems like boys go sillv when they git

about eighteen). But I didn't mind
him callin' on that little snip of grey-
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eyed gal tonight It gol bim outa th'

way. There'd be no one to put Queen

out for Ma.
I slipped into th' bam an' explained

every tiling to Queen from over tli

si.ill dour. Then 1 loosed th' latch an'

slipped into th" house by th' trout door.

I wasn't halt way up the stairs when
I heard a high, quick hark, an' knowed
Queen was loose an' would head sma< k

lor company. 1 figured to give her

"hoot ten or fifteen minutes.

I went to Pete's room. There was th'

gun over th' fireplace. Course, he had-

n't given it to me yet—but he'd prom-
ised. 1 took it down an' waited. The
sweat started to break out on my face

an' neck; i Celt it trickle down my
back. I felt pain sudden, an' I realiz-

ed I'd bit my lip so hard it had 'most

brought blood. What if Ma didn't like

Queen? Oh glory! What if somthin'

terrible happened like Queen usin' the

kiti hen floor lor the Johnny-house?

Ma would sure let me use that gun
then'

II always hurls me to think of shoot-

in' a dog, even a wuthless cur. An'
around here, it sure ain't uncommon....
II va don't want a dog an' can't get rid

of it no other way, ya shoot it. Th'

thing is just that simple.

Purdy soon I took the gun an' went
down. I could hear Ma talkin' soft. I

he;;,in to whistle .m walked in brave

i if I shot th' most pxedous thing in

ih world every day. Ma scrambled

up from th' floor where she'd been on
her knees pcttin' Queen.

"Lost a nickle under th' stove," she

muttered sheepish like. An' then to

me sharp, "Where you goin' with that

pin?"
"Why I reckon I'm gonna shoot that

nip," I said. I made it sound careless,

but the sweat was breakin' out on my
upper lip.

Ma's blue eyes just blazed, she

reached down an' hugged Queen.

"YoU*ll do no such thin;.'. Cornelius

Miller. This is my dog. You just put

thai gun away an' get me some 1 i t

«

wood An' a box. J won't have niv

pup sleepin' with thai no counl bunch
of mutts. She'll sleep in th' kit* hen

bj tli* stove. Well, don't just stand

there," her voice had a funny little

break. '"( ro, do as I ea)

Vs. ma'am." I turned away so she

wouldn't see Id been bluffin'. As I

put th' gun down h\ th' door, it came
to me sudden like that 1 couldn't have
shot Queen anyway. I'd been so flust-

ered I hadn't remembered to load th'

gun. I went an' fetched th' wood an'

then a box an' some ol' feed bags to

put in it. When I came hack from th'

second trip. Ma was just washin' th'

lust of the dishes an' Queen was in her

box, proud as the county judge.

"Anything else I can do for you,

Ma?" I asked.

Ma chuckled. "You could dry th'

dishes if you're that way minded."
You know, I thought grown-folks

were purdy funny. I must be growin"

up mighty fast 'cause, gee! I'm fun-

ny too! I hate to dry dishes, but that

night I didn't mind a bit. An' all of a

sudden, I was hungry.
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HOUR OK DARKNESS

I ontinued from Page 15)

With the return of Ins senses and
reasoning powers, Ken's hour oi pain,

ni trial, and of darkness began.

The boy who left the hospital three

days Liter was so different liom the

light-hearted youngster oi a week be

fore thai lhs friends did not gnize

him. He bad eaten ahnosl nothing for

five days. His face was gaunt and

stony. The dark, red-rimmed eyes

mcd black, and they were sunk into

deep pits. His youthfully poor posture

had been exaggerated into a hunched
shell designed to avoid all contact with

people. 1 Ee spoke to no one. I le would
not look into anyone's eyes, but pick-

ed at his fingernails or looked frankly

away when anyone spoke to him.

Kin left college without a word of

explanation except a brief statement to

his parents that he could not stay any
longer. He put a change of clothing

into a little cloth overnight kit and be-

gan walking away from all that he
knew and loved. He didn't tell even

his parents where he was going, be-

cause he didn't know himself.

Ken rented a room in a little town
over one hundred miles away. It was
a deserted little place on the river,

which had its only busy season in the

summer, when a few fishermen and
boatsmen visited the place to retreat

from civilization.

Ken got a job in a stone rpiarry on
the out skirts of the little cluster of

shops and houses. 1 lis job consisted of

swinging a heavy pick for hours. He
blinded himself to all feeling by work-
in '[ his body until he was nearly uncon-
s< ions. The foreman looked question-

ingly, puzzled at a man who arrived

before work officially began, and who
worked long after the whistle blew

:.it\ in- tin end ot the day. Yet he
hesitated to speak to the strange young
man who spoke to no one and who
asked loi nothing e\i ept th.it he be ,il

lowed to Work.

The hours between dusk and dawn
were hell. Ken would stumble blindly

back to the little rooming house and
eat the Wholesome meal set before him.

Then he went to his room, stretched

out flat on the bed, and prayed for

sleep to come. He often lay all night,

Staring into the daikness and seei:

pictures that tore open mental wounds
that ware better left to heal.

The landlady was an interfering, but

kind soul who was instantly toiu lied

by Ken's plight. She coin ot ted special

treats for him that were so toothsome
and appealing that any other boy of

twenty would have been won complete

ly. Ken ate indiscriminately every-

thing that was put before him. Cherry
cobbler smothered in cream was de-

voured with precisely the thoroughness

and lack of enthusiasm with which he

ate cold oatmeal and warmed-over cof-

fee.

In a town as small and isolated as

the one where Ken was staying, there

was little or no automobile traffic. His

unusual hours, going to and from

work in the semi-darkness of morning
or twilight, made it even more unlikely

that he encounter cars. Therefore no

one in the village had even seen Ken
and an automobile at the same time.

'I nree months after his arrival, when
everyone was beginning to take him
for granted and Leave him as alone as

he obviously w.mted to be. Ken made
the mistake of Leaving his room one

Sunday afternoon and walking through

the quiet streets ,,n his way to the

fields that he Loved. A young couple

were strolling hand in hand across the

Street from him. and Ken felt a wrench
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at his heart thai made him groan aloud

with pain. At the same time a long

sedan, obviously owned by someone

visiting the area, turned the corner

and headed toward him.

The change tint came over him was

so marked and astonishing thai even

the two who were so absorbed in each

other were struck by it. He turned

absolutely white, which left his un-

shaven cheeks looking like a black

shadow of death on his face. He made
a sound like a terrified animal, corner-

id and unable to fight. He spun on

his heels and raced away from the car,

his eyes rolling with terror. Fear lent

wings to his feet, and he flashed

through the entire town, as heads turn-

ed to watch him go.

Running, running, pursued by the

demons of hell. Running, away from

a pain that was unbearable and im-

possible to conquer. Running, away
from a guilt that stalked his sleeping

and waking hours and could never be

complotolv numbed. Running, away
from what he feared other people

thought of him, and the condemnation
that he read in their eyes. Running.
away from the fact that his Margie had
been killed, and he had not been
scratched. Running, from automobiles

and young lovers and life and feelings

and specters that brought his mind to

the brink of insanity. A lonely, con-

fused, miserable boy, running, run-

ning, running, and destroying himself.

death. The tears flowed down his face,

into the soft dirt, and upon the tender

shoots of grass. These tears released a

g re.it dam of agony that had been

building up to dangerous pressures

within him.

The thin, long body pressed into the

soil as a child presses against his

mother. The searching arms clasped

the earth in a dreadful longing for se-

curity and safety and peace. He clung

to the ground as though he feared that

he would whirl away from the earth

and into tho endless blackness of space.

Ken lay in the springy green growth
that was shooting up in the wheat field

under the gentle persuasion of the

spring sun. He lay on his stomach and
pushed his face into the fragrant earth

and shook with terrible sobs of sorrow
and fear and pain. It was the first

time that Ken had wept since Margie's

He left the next day. He had spent

money for his room and board only,

and he had several hundred dollars

stuffed in his pocket. He pulled his

hat low over his eyes and slunk out of

town like a defeated alley cat. People
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noted his passing and wondered orally

about it. But they soon forgot liim.

It was a bright and sunny day in

June, and km was tramping along an-

other river'. He was not «i« tuallv smil

ing. bill there was a promising lapse of

Struggle evident in his features, and he
w.is lev-, unhappy than he had been in

some time.

1 1'' had a sudden longing for a ch

late ice cream soda. The more he

thoughl about it. the more he longed to

taste one. I'p ahead was a little town
surh «is were common in his part of the

country. Surely it would have a drug
store. At such a hot and drowsy time

of the day he probably would not en-

counter anv vehicles. He weighed the

thought of the chocolate soda carefully

against the chance of seeing traffic or

having strangers speak to him. The
soda won.

He ordered a soda and sat surveying
the store while he waited for it to he

made. It was as good as he had anti-

cipated, and he ordered another.

About an hour had passed when Ken
came out of the little shop. He noticed

that at the top of the hill there was a

car parked which had not been there

earlier. He would have to pass it if

he wanted to continue in the direction

he had come. He steeled himself and

walked quickly up the hill toward the

car.

In spite of himself he could not re-

sist looking .it it. 1 le looked .it the car
in the way th. it the average person
looks at .1 poisonotU rattlesnake, with a

blend of fear, fa< (nation, and horror.

He noticed a little hoy in the car.

bouncing around the front seat and ap-
parently waiting for his mother to

come back. He was about three vears
old. with thick, silkv hair bleached al-

most white by the sun, a dark, healthy
tan. and bright blue eyes. He waddled
over to the driver's side of the < ar to

watch Ken go by on the other side of

the street. He laughed happily and
waved a fat little fist. Ken smiled in-

voluntarily at the little fellow. The
baby banged his fists joyfully on the

steering wheel and then jumped up
and down on the seat. To Ken's hor-

ror, the car began to roll forward. The
baby had dislodged the brake in his

play, and the car was moving slowly
forward to the place where the hill be-

came so steep that the car would roll

swiftly.

Ken was frozen with shock. He saw
the car rolling, the baby chuckling
with glee at the new motion, the steep-

ness of the hill that would surely mean
disaster. Into his mind flooded all the

V,,, <r.
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months and months of fear, all the

scenes he could nol forget. The baby's

crowing became Margie's scream. It

w.i-. so sickeningly real again thai he

clapped his bands to Ins cars, but he

Could not shut it out. Higher and

higher, terrible in its doomed dread,

and an instrument of torture to Ken's

sbocked nerves. He stood with his

bands clutching bis bead and scream-

ed aloud, his voice shaking with re-

morse and grief.

Then he was running again. This

time he was running toward bis fear,

right into the teeth of it. He was run-

ning to save himself and the little

child who beat on the horn in the car

and sounded a blast that startled him.
He was running for Margie and his

parents and his very life.

He reached the car just as it began
to plunge downward. He flung him-
self at the door, got it open, and landed
in the car nearly on top of the young-
ster, who began to cry. Ken grabbed the

emergency brake and slammed his foot

on the floor brake. The car screeched
to a sharp stop that threw both of them
forward, but Ken grabbed the child as

he flew at the windshield. He clutch-

ed the boy to bis chest and cradled him
there with a fierce tenderness.

"I did it. I got in a car again. The
kid's okav

."

The mother of the boy was running
toward them, a bag of groceries scatter-

ed all over the side walk where she had
dropped them. Several passers-by had
seen the near-tragedy and were run-
ning forward. Ken saw the mother
and jumped out of the car, thrusting

the baby into her arms. She wept with
relief and I nddlod her son to quiet him.

K.-ti slipped unnoticed through the

crowd and headed back in the direction

from which be had come. He was fill-

ed with triumph and limp relief. He

had conquered himself and fitted him-

self to start over again. He could go

back to school and then back to his

law. He could go home.

The long night was over.
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MY NAME IS KAREN
I ontinued from Page 18)

where he works is coming. Nol thai

our house is a complete wreck or any-

thing like that—but well, it is kind oi

old—seventeen yeara isn*1 \ «

-i \ young,

you know, when you consider thai it's

been in constant use and all with my
brother and I tracking through it when
we were little with our wagons and

roller skates and playing hide and
m ck in it all the time. And how it

ever survived the period we wenl

through when he and his friends took

up wrestling and I took acrobatics, I'll

never know.

Anyway, the next forty-eight hours

really flew by. Daddy took a day off

from designing houses and we all work-

ed real hard. Daddy finished the

fence across the hack yard that he had
been working on. Mother and I scrub-

bed, polished, and dusted everything in

the house. [ we even cleaned under the

beds) and Mother planned a scrump-

tious dinner.

Finally it was time for them to ar-

rive—the house fairly glistened it was
so darn clean. The tantalizing aroma
of steak floated from the kitchen, where
a fluffy angel food cake stood also. The
family sat in our Sunday best on the

edges of our chairs trying very hard to

appear calm but inwardly a little ner-

vous. Even the <at seemed to sense

th.it .1 big moment was about to OCCUI
and ( ui led in ,m adorable, inn<>< cut

ball "l fluff in her favorite < hair. We
sat making bright, witty, conversation

we hoped .uid looked .it our \\.it< lies.

or Leafed through magazines that we
had already read a dozen times. And
there (.one a knoek-knoek at the door.

Billy ran to open it

—

and in houneed a

lively, peppy girl with .i pug nose,

freckles, wide blue eyes, and blond

hair worn in a "tossed salad'" fashion.

She made herself right at home im-

mediately by kicking off her shoes, and
began talking excitedly about her trip

down.

Hut I just couldn't understand it.

Where was the tall, sophisticated,

slinky creature that I had been prepar-

ed for? That question I don't know
the answer to. hut I'll tell you one

thing. My brother, named Bill, who
is six feet tall, with two dimples, and
three if von look hard enough at his

chin, My brother, mind you, has fin-

ally been caughl — and completely

wrapped around the little finger of

—

a five-foot-tall, slightly scatterbrained,

very talkative blonde—named Sarah.

And as far as I know, the "Perfect"

girl has not been heard of since, at the

bottom of a hill in a white house with

red trim.
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CHRISTMAS IN JULY

( ontinued from page 12)

brewing and our tiny, but iriinunnl.it!'

lhit. recked with the odors of delicious

spices, sauces, breads, hams and highly

seasoned stroodle.

The twenty-fifth of July dawned as

usual, hot and humid. All clay my
mother worked feverishly, the sweat

pouring down her plump face and
quite often into her cooking. When
ever this happened she merely mumbl-
ed something about 'salt not hurt in"

anybody" and threw herself even more
energetically to the task of Christmas

Eve in July. My father came home
early that day lugging an enourmous
green tree behind him with an imita-

tion wreath perched on his head. I

have never known where he got them.

The neighbors and various other peo-

ple stood around and stared, laughed

.Hid shook their heads in bewilder-

ment. We had never gotten on well

with the neighbors since one of them
had knocked my sister's front tooth out

for not being particularly faithful to

him.

My father turned a deaf ear to their

loud questions as he struggled up the

narrow stairway, clutching the tree in

one hand, his omnipotent newspaper in

the other, and the wreath balancing

piecariously on top of his round, grey

head. When he reached the landing

he turned, glared with his good eye,

and went back to the task at hand,
ignoring their laughter, as if he were
in a vacuum. I should have helped

him; he was getting older and a little

lame, but young as I was, I somehow
sensed that he did not want me to.

We decorated the tree with balls,

tinsel, lights and all the standard

Christmas decur.itions which we had
used for years. The tree was pla< <d at

the only window, and as the sun began
to tire and relax behind the east ii\.i

We turned on the lights of the tree and
watched them flicker at the approach-

ing, hot city night.

The relatives would not come be-

fore 9:30 because many of them did

not get off work until then. A lew of

my female cousins
| my father always

referred to them when he spoke of

them at all, as third cousins) worked
at night, but we were always very po-

lite about leaving them out of the con-

versation if possible. My mother in-

sisted on inviting them each year and
I. for one, preferred them to the rest as

they were always laughing and were
extremely beautiful. I thought, with
their bright lips and colorful clothes

My father abhorred them, however,
and they were the only women I have
never seen him wink at.

We ate a simple meal and then my
mother helped me bathe in the sink

and dressed me in my best clothes. My
father had explained to me that this

particular Christmas there would be no
presents.

''There is just so much money,'
1 he

said, and for some reason, perhaps
from some reflex action, he winked at

my mother. So I was very surprised

when after dinner he brought out a

large package and told me to open it.

I was thrilled and pounced eagerly on
it. After I had torn the gay. red paper
off. I found that I had no idea what it

was. It was rubbery and had buckle-

and straps. My mother didn't know
either, but she looked rather shocked.

"It's a guaranteed, latest, pressuris-

ed, anti radiation suit to protect vou
liuin the bomb," he said simply.
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There was a little card that said

"Mcrrie Xmas to you, son, and may
you live a long time and carry on the

family name."
I burst into tears and rushed from

the room. My mother was upset, too,

hut she came and dragged me back to

say thank you to my father, who was
also upset. My mother is a very polite

woman. After we had all settled

down, my father turned off all the

lights and read the birth of Christ from
the Bible by the lights from the Christ-

mas tree. Then my mother told the

story of the littlest angel from memory.
She had bought the book two years be-

fore in the ten-cent-store, and I had
her tell it so often that we both knew it

by heart.

Then the relatives came. They were
rather shocked at first by the tree and
the wTeath. They stared and mum-
bled and looked quite ill at ease. My
mother soon began passing out quanti-

ties of food. My father soon began
passing out quantities of beer and slow-

ly they loosened up. At first they took

it all as a big joke. "Ya, Joseph, a hap-

py Easter to you!" my grandmother
screamed boisterously. However, as

the beer flowed faster, everyone began
yelling for my father to bring out his

concertina and soon the tiny flat was
quivering to the strains of "Oh Come
All Ye Faithful," "Deck the Halls" and
"Ihr Kinderlein Kommet." My rela-

tives were enjoying themselves. My
rotund Aunt Sara in a skin-tight knit

dress, began kissing everyone and hug-

ging them to her immense bosom. I

almost smothered. My uncle Moss was
soon doing a jig to "Silent Night" on
my mother's sofa. It was stiflingly hot

and unbearably crowded in the flat,

but no one even seemed to notice.

My father walked vainly among his

guests trying to tell them in a highly

muddled way, "This is your last Christ-

mas the bombs the newspaperi
said that the...." No one listened. They
laughed and slapped his back and told

him how generous and funny he was.

My father was a little disconcerted, but

made up for it by drinking four foam-
ing steins in a row (much to my
mother's consternation) and soon was
wishing everyone a "veddy murry
Chwishmus," winking his eye at every-

one in sight, specializing no longer.

The relatives soon followed his exam-
ple and had to see how many foaming
steins they could down. Soon a con-

test was in progress and needless to say

my Aunt Sara won.

Everyone began to get rather loud.

Soon the people below us began to

bang their ceiling, which was our

floor. Then the people above us began

to bang on their floor, which was our

ceiling. Of course, my relatives were
delighted and promptly began banging
back. Then the people above us yell-

ed out the window that we had better

calm down, but in much different lan-

guage. My indignant Uncle Moss and
Aunt Sara, inflamed, rushed to our

window and screamed, "Shut up your

own mouths, you sacrilegious S. 0. B.'s

and land in Hell."

News travels fast in our neighbor-

hood and soon all the neighbors and
many other people were gathered in

the street and around the door. Dis-

cussion raged concerning Christmas in

July. Quickly hundreds of people were

in the street gazing at our tree in the

window. My father in a magnanim-
ous gesture invited everyone in, and
everyone tried.

Then the riot squad came. They
pushed their way in and threatened to

turn the fire hose on everyone if they

didn't "can it." They asked who was
responsible, and everyone became very
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quiet. My father stepped, or rather

wobbled, forward.

"I just am havin' a Christmas party,"

he said thickly.

"It ain't Christmas," one of the cops

muttered, looking suspiciously at the

tree.

"I know, I know," my father an-

swered, "and we'll never have another

one."

"He's crazy as a fruit cake," one of

them declared, and everyone, includ-

ing my traitorous relatives, agreed.

They look him away then and all

through the month of August my
mother sold the newspapers. It was
even hotter in August and the heat

melted the imitation berries on the

wreath, causing them to run all down
our door.

ABOUT THE COVERS

Our first cover for the year by Mari-

lyn Hoener captured all the spirit of

excitement and rivalry of the football

season, but it was basketball season

when the Penman finally came out.

This was probably the most revamp-
ed cover in our history. We kept modi-
fying it to suit the art staff censors who
kept changing the position of the cheer-

leader's hands. Marilyn took it all

good naturedly.

Suzanne Heyne designed our sec-

ond cover. This, we decided should
have a musical theme, mainly because
Lois Michael had made us a beautiful

copy of the Washington-Lee Hymn,
which we intended to print. That sug-

gested a musical theme for the cover.

Suzanne plans to major in art educa-

tion, and later to teach high-school art.

Margaret Jackson, a junior, drew
the cover for this issue. It is the first

thing she has ever submitted to Pen-
man. Realizing that this would be the

last issue, she wanted something to do
with graduation, but not anything run-

of-the-mill like a boy and girl looking

off into a technicolor sunset. She
thought of hats and the result was not

only different but completely unique,

and interesting.

Many exciting cover designs were
submitted during the year. It seems a

shame we can't publish oftener and use

more of them!
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THE SOUR GRAPES

I'm 'LA Malinick

Soui grape

—

Looking bo very svfeel and tempting

—

But beneath that outer beauty

Evil and bitterness lurk.

I reach eagerly for it

Thinking it the best among the cluster.

But just one taste of the purple temptation

And bitterness and gall fill my mouth.

Immediate displeasure

—

Realization that I have chosen wrong —

But there is no way I can rid myself of the

Unpleasant flavor.

Dissatisfaction and hate fill my mind

—

And I want to leave this sourness behind.

Forever I will reach for another

Thinking it is the sweeter

—

But all are sour and hateful to me.

The sourness of the grape

—

Damn the grape which

Brings such a scathing bitterness

—

The grape of wisdom

—
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WHISTLE STOP

Carolyn Greer Illustrated by Ncal HartseU

I II IV CAME TO an old log Lying

1 in their path and their frisky

ponies Leaped high over it and gal-

loped on. It was just Like flying. The
boys Laughed and kicked their spurs

as the two ponies darted up the dusty,

stony trail in the fading western snn.

The younger boy, Tim. tinned his

speckled pony to the right and rode

down a winding path. bob (lose at his

heels. They galloped across a desolate

field of dry shrubbery.

"Over here," yelled Bob, heading

for a shady spot under a gnarled,

twisted tree. They reined up and
climbed down from the lathered

ponies.

"Wow! Never thought I could By!"

puffed the older boy, as he wearily

leaned against the tree. Tim plopped
down beside him and picked up an
old piece of bark. He tore bits of it

off as they talked.

"Yeah, we oughta do this lots more."
Bob frowned as he dusted off his

worn shoes. "If only that ol' Mrs.

Prickner would let me. She hardly

never gives me any freedom. Seems
like all she does is sit there in that

high, starchy white collar and say,

'Now, now. Robert. Don't yon ^o near
that nasty ol' trail by the Barker's

rant h. It's too dangerous!
1

"Phooey! I'll bet thai ground is as
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tame as any. I'll sure lie glad when
Mom uii^ home. At least she doesn't

wear those <i\n lul collars!"

Tim pulled another piece "it the

li.uk. "\\ hen's your mother nniiiii'

home. Bob?"
"I don't know. Maybe in a tew

days, I hope. You know . . . your
mother's sister can he a lot different

from your mother. That ol' Mrs.

Pricklier just doesn't like me
"Aw. Hob. don't worry. Your niom'll

be back soon, and I hot she'll bring

back lots of good things from tin

l itv."

Boh glanced at the fading sunlight

and nudged Tim. "Better be getting

back to Temrock. Hey! Before we
head back, let's take a peak at that

trail by the Barkei

They mounted quickly and headed
.i< rose the ..pen held. Peeling the wind
in their l.n es made them laugh, and
they were in high spirits as they

reai bed the top of the hill.

"Bob, I'm thirsty. I think there's a

stream somewhere off to the left. How
"bout it?" Bob nodded and they started

tor it in the quickly gathering dark-

ness.

I bet I (.m he.it you down the

hill," yelled Bob as they dismounted
and started down the hillside to the

Stream. They broke into a run and
raced across the dark, unfamiliar

ground. Tim saw it too late to warn
Bob. Two long black strips of iron

(continued on next page)

FALLACY

Arlene Saunders

A BRILLIANT, FLAMING sphere is this world of ours, encircling a sun

and worshipping it as a source of life — master of a humble satellite.

Atop a cold, deceiving crust of earth, a million fires of passion glorify

man's worthless triumphs, yet blind him to the highest truths — a fallacy in

golden flame.

This world would turn its fleeting gaze upon some human form, seeking

in it a release from omnipresent fear, from loneliness and doubt. A single

being is enthroned upon a pedestal that he may rule a chaos of conflicts and
desires. But he himself does tremble in void and emptiness.

Man is so deceived by values that he cannot look upon the truest things in

life because they are intangible. A simple act inspired by love so pure and
unadorned it moves the very soul, could bring the joy for which he vearns.

Man searches for some great power so that he can call it God; but he can-

not understand that God is love.

Like the "Purloined letter"' it is sought in vain by blinded eyes. It is too

( Lose to see, or rather, this deepest truth is smothered by a thousand human
"values."
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fastened to a 1 < » 1 1 tz, row of flat w len

planks. I he railroad tracks," he
( ried out, l)ul Hob. ahead of him. bad
already fallen hard, A shriek of pain

made Tim tremble with frighl .is he

raced up to the sprawled body on the

railroad tracks.

"Bob," he shrieked. The pain-ra< k

ed boy clasped a twisted fool caughl
fast between the ties.

"My foot . . . It's caughl ... I

can't move it." he sobbed. Tim tried

to pull the foot out. hut Boh only

shuddered in agony with each attempt.

His flooded eyes looked up at Tim. "I

think it's broken. Tim—go get help.

Go get somebody ... I can't get it

out'

"I can't leave you—what about the

trains?"

"Today's Sunday. There's no train

into Temroek on Sunday, you know
that. Go. will you. Go on!"

Trembling with fear, Tim stumbled
up the dark hillside to the ponies. He
kicked viciously with his spurs and
plunged away into the blackness. He
rode hard, sometimes charging down
wrong trails and having to retrace

steps. Only by the pony's instinct and
his own prayers did he finally manage

Id st.i\ mi the righl route. Terrified

of the unknown country, the darkness,

and of Bob's peril, he kicked the pony
until blood came to the speckled COat.

He had been riding l"i almosl half

.111 hour- when he finally saw the lights

of Temroek station. Horse and rider

stumbled down the long road toward
the only Lighted window <>( an old

frame house.

The lighl shining through the win-

dow caughl a glint in the silver tea-

spoon held by an old woman as she

quietly sipped her tea. Iler com-
panion, a younger woman dressed in

traveling clothes, sat across from her

and talked gaily. "My, my! I've got

lots of things I bought in the city to

show you and my son. Well, it's good
to see you again, sister—I hope you
managed all righl without me."

"Everything has been fine." said

Mrs. Prickner "How fortunate for

you that there was a special train into

Temroek this evening, and on Sunday
too." she added.

The younger woman took another

sip of tea and sighed happily. Her

twinkling eyes wen' inquisitive as she

looked up at the old woman, "Where's
Bobby?" she asked.

TO A YOUNG FLIRT

Michel Robin Scott

White Rose,

In beauty you smile on me
Through tear-drops of early dawn;
Long I gaze—
I do not pluck

—

To look at you is not feeling your thorns!
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AND NOW, COLLEGE

Kl( kl 1)1 \( HAM

BRIGHT-EYED AND glowing you
walk unto your college campus.

Along with other freshmen you move
in wonderment and anxiety toward

the registrar's office to make your ar-

rival official

For days you arc caught in the ex-

citement ol orientation and getting

settled; however, once the whirl of

your first days in college has subsided

and studies begin to take precedence,

you begin thinking about the people

who helped make this possible.

hirst you recall your high school

guidance counselor who. early in the

tenth grade, made it his affair to find

out your interest for the future. He
helped some of your friends plan post

high school careers, but when you
spoke of college plans he busied him-
self helping you decide upon the high

school course that would most nearly

prepare you for the college course you
wanted to follow.

Come to think of it. your high

school guidance department did a

pretty good job of presenting the best

opportunities available to you and
your classmates. Remember those

career days, college nights, interviews

with college representatives and the

College bulletin board? All of these

things helped you and your friends de-

cide on the right college or career.

Now you think about the interviews

you had with the college counselor

—

what were some of the pointers she

gave you? In your first interview she

was concerned mainly with your
choosing the proper college. As your

first step, she suggested that you get a

general college directory from the

Library. After you had selected sev-

eral colleges which offered suitable

programs in your < hosen field, she ad-

vised you to write to the office of the

registrar of each college and ask for a

catalogue. She .1K1 > cautioned thai

although her office emphasized collej

a graduate of a specialized school

could be jusl as successful as a colli

graduate if his talents lay in one par-

ticular field and all other courses weir

merely a hindrance to him. Before

you left her office, she commended you
for investigating your college future

early enough to forsee many of the

difficulties that were sure to arise

For weeks you studied catalogues,

comparing the programs each colli

offered and deciding whether that

girls' school, the co-ed college or the

big university would give you the most

rewarding experiences. That hint your

counselor gave you aboul talking to

students from the colleges you were

Considering, in order to help von form

opinions about the schools, started you

thinking. You decided to make ar-

rangements with the colleges to visit

them as soon as possible.

Finally, you decided upon a couple

of colleges tli.it you thoughl you might
like to attend and wrote to the Dean
of Admissions of each asking for an

application blank. Another tip your
college counselor gave you helped you

when you wrote the letters. She men-
tioned that most colleges were more

(Continued on Pane JO
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THE RUNAWAY

K.ATHY GARD Illustrated by Margaret Jackson

JIM ALWAYS FELT relieved to get

away hum the closeness and con-

tusion of the trailer court. As the

rickety old station wagon lurched onto

the highway, he could see the gaudy
^imi over the entrant e

THIS IS WINTER QUARTERS FOR
BIGBY AND TILLER TRAVELING

CIRCUS
Beneath it were plastered half a

dozen pictures of the various acts.

Soon he would he driving away for

>d. In two weeks he would have a

good job in town, where lie would
work right hours a day. report for his

check every week, and live happily
over alter. Whv. then, did the thought

of this never fill him with enthusiasm,

hut only a half-hearted acceptance?

There would he no more of the dis-

comforts and heart-breaks of circus

life. Instead there woidd he comfort

and security. But ? He let it

drop.

What peculiar fascination did the

word "Circus" hold for small boys,

Jim wondered—one named Gary in

particular? The telegram from Mr.
Kistner had come this morning. Nels

Kistner had been with B & T for

nearly fifteen years before a heart con-

dition forced him to retire. Fifteen

years of circus life! He must have

had pink lemonade in his blood. Evi-

dentally his son Gary, had inherited

this enthusiasm. After some of his

father's tall tales, one visit to a real

circus, and a borrowed book from the

library, he decided this was the life

for him. Not being one to hesitate

once a decision was made, he left a

note on his pillow thai night, and ran

off to join the circus, luckily his

father's old alma mater.

Jim parked the car and waited as

the engine chugged into the station.

Only two passengers got off ... a hur-

ried fat man with a briefcase, and a

rather frightened little boy.

Gary was about nine, with large

blue eyes and towsled sandy hair. He
carried a hobo stick in one hand, and
in the other, a thin green book and a

miniature whip. He looked like all

runaway boys after a day and a night

away from home, tired, hungry, and
very, very lonesome.

"Say. you wouldn't be looking for a

job. would you?" Jim called.

"I sure would!" Gary looked sur-

prised. (A happy surprise that lit up
his whole face.)

"Well, what a coincidence! I'm Jim
Merrill. I work for the Bigby and
Tiller Circus down the road. Don't

believe I got your name."
Gary's mouth was open. ( I^ady

Luck was certainly on bis side toda\

He promptly shut it. "Gary Kistner.

sir. and I know all about circusi

You gol yourself a man." He stuck

out a sticky hand, trying to seem
grown-up.

In a few minutes they were rattling

down the highway.
"Do you really work in a circus?"

he asked, eves wide with admiration.

Then, without waiting for the obvious

answer continued. "What are you . . .

a clown?"
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"No."

"A cowboy?"
"Nope."
Gary held his breath. This was his

lucky day . . . maybe . . . just maybe
. . . "A lion-tamer?"

"I sell stuff like that whip there,"

he confessed.

"Oh."
"But of course you know a circus

man has t<> be versatile. Sometimes I

do trapeze stunts."

"Gee whi/. ... I fi,ot a book on cir-

( uses . . . Sec.'"' I Ic held up tin

hook. "It says lion taming is the

bravesl thing of all. but I bet it takes

nerve to do trapeze tricks, too."

"Well, li & T is just ,1 small circus.

We don't have any lions."

) Continued on Pa»o 2">
i
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PLAYING IT MODERN

Paula Mamnick

Abstract, loose, uninhibited,

Never understood

By the conventional

—

Only the modern

—

Loved by the modern,

Craved by the modern.

Society may condemn

And look down upon

—

But the moderns care little

For society is convcntion.il.

And

These are individuals of

True art and soul

—

And speak with their hands,

And speak with their hearts.

To blow at two bit joints

—

O. K. by them

—

As long as they can blow.

Beautiful sounds

—

Incomprehensible to the

Lovers of the dead.

Only those

Vitally alive

—

Warm and rich with

The feeling of

The sound of the baa

Strumming thru their ecu &,

To their brains.

Pulse, and finally taking over

The ( omplete l>"dy.

Living every beat,

Feeling evei \ beat

Unprepared and unorthadox sounds

To wash minds of

Sorrow, unhappiness.

All seen, all heard is

Sounds
,

Beating out each

Love note to

The unconventional.

Pure undiluted art.

Possible to

Lose in sounds all trouble

—

To blow and blow,

Til all is gone

Except the feeling of

Love for the modern and

Oblivious to society

—

Conventional and orthodox.
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SUZETTE SALET

TOPS

T F YOU ARE IN the habit of listen-

ing to WEAM radio station, you
have undoubtedly heard the familiar

strains of Dragnet many times. Fol-

lowing this, a flat, expressionless voice

speaks.

"Morning, Joe."

"Morning, Frank."

"Picked up some hamburgers last

night. Joe. We've been giving those

hamburgers the third degree all

night."

"Flm-m-m grillin' the hamburger,

eh?"
"Yes, but his answers were incom-

prehensible."

"Oh?"
"The hamburger had a bun on! He

works at Tops Drive-in, Joe."

"Let's investigate, Frank."

The yellow, white, and green build-

ing at Arlington Boulevard and Glebe
Road quickly became a familiar sight

to teenagers and adults alike. Its pop-

ularity is based on its good food, won-
derful location and its quick, easy tele-

tray system.

The originator is Mr. James J. Mat-
thews, who formerly managed a

Hechts Company restaurant. While
working with Hechts, Mr. Matthews
got a few ideas for a drive-in in the

Virginia area. But these ideas were
not the only basis for Tops. He travel-

ed widely, gathering ideas from other

drive-ins and restaurants.

Money, of course, was essential in

building the drive-in. Mr. Matthews
arranged a deal whereby one man pro-

vided the building, another rented him

the land, and Mr. Matthews himself

supplied the equipment. This arrange-

ment is good for twenty years.

Mr. Matthews is a young man with

new ideas. He has originated such

foods as the famous Sirloiner. and the

newly released Slim Jim.

Tops was opened in December of

1953. At present Tops is doing a very

large business, topping two of Wash-
ington's largest restaurants. From 2,-

000 to 3,000 customers come into Tops
every day. To keep up with business

requires a large staff of over fifty peo-

ple, working in two shifts. Seven cooks

turn out the good food.

The equipment is up to date and
much of it is automatic. Sirloincrs

are freshly ground and made into pat-

ties in a machine right there at Tops.

Nothing but pure sirloin has ever

been used in the Sirloiner. Coffee, at

Tops, is 100% pure coffee and it is

sent from a New York dealer. A
truck-load of freshly baked bread is

brought in every morning.

One of the famous pieces of equip-

ment at Tops is the tele-tray system.

It works something on the order of a

part time radio, part time telephone.

The tele-tray system provides a quick,

convenient way to order, and pleasant

music to accompany the food.

Tops has sold over 400,000 Sirloin-

ers since it was organized and opened
in 10") 5 . . . enough to stretch in a

solid line twenty-six miles long. The
Sirloiner is now the most copied sand-

wich in the Washington area.
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fops has sold its quarter of a mil-

lionth Sirloiner and is working on .1

half of .1 million now. The prize for

the person buying the quarter of .1

millionth Sirloiner was <i trip to NVu
York for two. The winner was a

Chestnul Farms truck driver, father of

four, who was buying a Sirloiner to

take home to his sick wile.

In the future Mr. Matthews plans

to cut down the menu in older to keep

up with the growing popularity of

Tops II,. want-- to keep up and in-

1 rease efficiency to provide lor the in

1 reasing number of customers. A chain

of Tops Drive-ins is a plan for the

luture.

There is no doubl that Mr. Tops
lias made a hit in this area. Good
service and good food pay off. Drop
in and try sonic. Maybe you'll buy
the half a millionth Sirloiner'

CITY

Peggy Schafer

A tireless giant sprawled on the lake shon :

An eager ehild looking toward the future,

And yet old. Old with the knowledge of crime,

Shooting, race riots, gang wars,

Old with the knowledge of roaming Indians,

Covered wagons, pioneer industries, great fires,

Deep in her past.

Old, but never standing still.

Wrecking the old, piling on the new,

Factories smoking, train whistles shrilling.

And people.

People ever coming, ever going,

Ever searching for that small, elusive thing

Called happiness.
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THE DOOR
Peggy Schafer

T HAVE ALWAYS had a low regard

for adults who answer a child's

question of "Why?" with the reply,

"Because, that's why." This answer
does nothing to satisfy the child's cur-

iosity; lather, it serves to increase it.

Curiosity unsatisfied is a living thing

which twists and turns the soul until

it receives an answer. I know, for it

is a thing which I have lived with. It

began with a child's question of

"Why?" answered, "Because, that's

why."
My grandmother's house is one of

those old Victorian houses still occa-

sionally seen crumbling into decay.

It stands well hack from the road and
its blank window eyes stare vacantly

at the radio tower on the distant ridge.

When I was a child, it was in good

repair; it has since fallen into neglect.

The children in the neighborhood say

it is haunted. Tt may very well be.

I don't know.

My grandmother and grandfather

moved into the house soon after their

marriage, and their seven children

were born and raised there. The house
four times witnessed the sorrow that

accompanies the death of a child. My
mother, too. is dead now; mv uncle is

(Continued on Page 32")
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SILENCE

Katherink Gard Illustrated by Jell Human

I low many arc the moods of silence

It is by turns charged with love, hate, fear,

Loneliness, hope.

There is that silence wherein two souls speak
Excluding all the world
Wherein they pour forth a love too great for words.

There is a silence, electric with malice

A poison goes to work
And flaming wrath turns to cold smouldering hate.

In silence a nameless something
Clutches at the heart

And panic envelops, cutting off escape.

And then there is the echoing silence of loneliness

Where the world is an empty room
And you stand, unloved and unloving.

Hope's silence is like a prayer

A whisper in the air

And all is again right and beautiful.

Silence when idle prattling ceases

And one surrenders

To the deeper current of his emotions.
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N THE INTEREST OF MODERN JAZZ

Deirdre Illustrated fry Curly Hobbs

WI IAT IS MODERN JAZZ? Who
can define it? To some it is a

feeling, the expression of emotions
through a group of closely integrated

musicians. To others it is a study of
t,

's\% i i ii_i ii l^," atonality and harmonics.

And then there are people who think

it is rubbish.

It is to these people that I address

this article. I realize that people's

tastes are not to be tampered with, but

I also believe that tastes should be

broadened and enriched. Those who
dislike modern jazz often have never

really taken the time to sit down and
listen to it objectively. There are very

few who immediately become convert-

ed to this type of music. It takes time
to become accustomed to the different

styles and sounds. A few introductory

sessions of perhaps an hour or so can,

however, open up an entirely new field

of enjoyment.

Frequently a person who is willing

to hear and judge some of the "new
sounds" makes the mistake of basing

his opinion on a piece of music that is

far too advanced and complicated for

his untrained ear. A jazz presentation

such as Stan Kenton's orchestration of

Robert Graetinger's "City of Glass" is

strictly musician's music. It is an ex-

periment in music and extremely dif-

ficult to comprehend without a

thorough knowledge of musical ar-

rangement and composition.

Therefore, it is important that one
begin with music that is simple

enough to be pleasing. If this is over-

looked, modern jazz is likely to go over

a person's head instead of impressing

itself favorably upon his mind.

There is a group tbat has been re-

cording recently called the Modern
Jazz Quartet. If you think that you
woidd like to be introduced to modern
jazz, this is the combo to hear. They
have refolded two albums that can be

purchased at most music stores but if

(Continued on Page 20)
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A FREIGHT TRAIN MOVING FAST
Eric Adelberger Illustrated by Anne Boone

An awesome noiso arises from far off down the tracks,

A noise that rumbles back and forth

And pounds among the shacks.

A noise that never ceases, a noise which ever swells,

A pounding, blasting, bursting n< >i^f.

A sharp stacatto blast,

A freight train moving fast.
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Around the curve a si^ht appears, all smoke and syncopation,

A massive monster mo\ ing last,

The devil's own creation,

While spewing, smoking, fiercely, it rumbles down the track

A blackish, faming fiery cloud,

A sharp stacatto blast,

A freight train moving fast.

The train behind the engine groans,

Protesting this commotion.
It stretches back a mile or two,

Twelve thousand tons in motion,

Rolling, rocking, racing in

—

Hell-bent to haul the nation,

Screaming, shouting, roaring by,

Tonnage moving fast

A freight train going past.

At last this noise is over, this dreadful sound has ceased,

The shouting and the roaring, the cinders and the blast.

All is quiet once again,

Not a thing is stirring,

Not a soul to tell the world
A freight train has gone past.
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IN THE INTEREST OF
MODERN JAZZ

(Continued from Page 1 7

you are a hit wary about uvhllging in

such a purchase you can request to

hear some of their numhers on one of

the numerous "Deejay" shows. Better

yet, find someone from whom you can

borrow one of the albums and give it

a spin.

This combo has recorded music that

is relaxed, entertaining, fresh, well-

rehearsed and well-played. It has the

charming qualities of a fugue by
Bach, and yet it is surprisingly easy to

listen to.

I have done a bit of experimenting

with their recordings and I have found
that even those people who have used
the most derogatory adjectives in con-

nection with modern jazz find the

Modern Jazz Quartet completely en-

joyable. Play it once and then analyze
your feelings. The next day play it

again and sec if you don't find your-

self humming along with the rhythms
of piano, "vibes." bass and drums. If

you honestly find you like it. try DO

bear more of this type of music. You
might go on to recordings by Gerry
Mulligan. Chet Baker, Barbara Carrol,

and Barney Kessel. These people have
created excitingly new sounds from
saxophone, trumpet, piano and guitar,

respectively; and all of their music is

especially pleasing to the ear.

As you begin to progress you will

probably reject some of the music you
hear and also find that you have fav-

orite performers. But even when you
have found what you think is the right

wedge out of this far reaching idiom

of jazz, take time to listen to those

numbers that once sounded strange to

you. Who knows, someday you may
slip one onto your record player, listen.

and say to yourself. "Heh. man. it

swings!"

SNAFU

Art Walker

THE ELDERS SAT IN A FAR-REACHING DISCUSSION:

Can it be that all this is a dream
Being dreamed within some titan's slumber?

Is it part of some great scheme
Of superhumans without number 1

Are we but pawns in the greatest chessplayers' game?
Are we twisted and turned to suit his will?

Tell us. What is our fate? What is our aim?

Spake the eldest: "Man's own destiny shall he fulfill."

AND THE GODS FOUGHT AMONG THEMSELVES FOR
POSSESSION.
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PUERILE PHILOSOPHY

Deirdre

We, all of us,

Are such

And much
The same.

We have, each one of us,

A body,

A heart,

And a mind.

Quite so

We are all brothers

Kin under God
Or something

Or someone
Like that.

My body is not dissimiliar

To yours

Then why
Am I

(Who am exactly as you are)

The interloper amongst you.

1 was conceived of naught but

Normal passions;

And yet,

My passions are

Not one jot

As yours are.

1 lave you ever seen

Snow fall from the sky
Each flake

A singular color

Red
And blue

And green
And even

Burnt sienna snow.

The hell you have.

I Live you ever watched
The air about you
Disappear?

Have you ever known the glee

Of living in

A vacuum?
Did you ever hear
The silent voices

—

Sardonic

Shrieking

Laughter?
And if you dare say you have,

Then
Tell me how
You smother them.
Ill never tell

The way I did it.

It is probably

Illegal or

So terribly

Abnormal that

They would
Take me away
Someplace.

They will do it anyway
I guess.

I am insane

You know;
But maybe
Not,

I am afraid

It is true

I am
Just young.
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(AUTHOR'S NOTE)

T \ THE FIELD OF Letters, I have

been noted for my daring and
progressiveness, and I find pleasure in

experimenting in the various new
types of prose as the short, short, short,

short stor) and verse prose written

exactly like prose, but with rhyme and
metre SO that the reader who hates

poetry can Learn to enjoy it the pain

less way) to the two Litest mediums
in poetry: blanker and hlankest vei

The former is a variation of blank

verse, that old favorite of aspiring poets

who can't rhyme worth a darn. Blank-

er verse is a cross between blank verse

and free verse. It is often wrongly as-

sociated with loose verso. Loose ve:

however, is the black sheep of the

poetry family and refers, oJ course, to

a poetry that happens to be unfit for

publication.

In this field, which incidently has

become very popular among the more
eccentric artists who frequent this in-

stitution (blanker verse, that is). I

have done extensive experimentation.

In the earlier days of this marvelous
form I created an amazing piece of

poetry by simply taking two and a

half pages from the most boring sec-

tion of Kidlman's Manual of Insect

Study for Beginners, dividing it into

lines at the most unreasonable point-.

sometimes having only one word to a

line, and capitalizing the first letter

of each line. However boring Knll

man's Manual may be in the prose

form, one must admit that it makes
some sense. But when it is magically

transformed by this simple process, it

not only becomes a work of art. but

also makes absolutely no sense what-

ever' Think of the advantage of this!

Not only is it perfectly in keeping
with the finest and most highly praised

of blanker verse, but it also enables the

reader to appear DEEP, PROFOUND,
and MYSTIC, n ithoul having a shred
ol intelligence, merely by quoting such
I hies as:

"In the Spring, as

I lie Tityrus Skipper emerges
from his cocoon,

you may
Find many Ichneumons gentlv

Skimming along

The
Black earth of the forest

"

Of the last and newest form of poetic

expression I mentioned, blankest verse.

I happen to be the originator and sole

writer. In my masterpiece, (the poem
which accompanies this note) I be-

lieve I have soared to greater heights

in the poetic world than have ever be-

fore been reached. I feel that I may
modestly state that through it I have
said less than any poet in the history

of verse, although I must admit that

some have come very close.

Stu Baker

BLANKER VERSE WAS
NE'ER BLUNK

by Stu Baker
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LOUIS XI de CLERY de LOIRET

Jill Cusack

TO THE un-enlightened it may ap-

pear from the bnpressive title

above that I am a French kin». Well,

my tastes and habits are indeed regal,

but everybody knows that old Louis

XI died years ago. No, although I

am not of royal blood, my relatives

and I are certainly the aristocrats of

the canine world. You see, I am a

French poodle. You may think that

it is strange for me to be writing an
autobiography, but I get so tired of

seeing those phonies, Lassie and Rin-

Tin-Tin on television, I have decided

to give the world a chance to know a

truly magnificent dog (namely me).
I must admit, with all due modesty,

that while my size is considered stand-

ard, it is the only mediocre thing about

me. In all other fields, I exccll.

My earliest recollections are of a

smelly kennel on the Champs-Elysees
in Paris, not a pretty sight for the in-

nocent eves of a dog (such an un-
imaginative word to explain me!) of

my standing. At the time, however,

I was hardly in the position to com-
plain about the "aroma of the arena,"

so to speak, as I myself had never been
bathed or clipped. I feel sure that I

resembled nothing so much as a fat.

shaggy bear. (Ugh!)
One day in June, when I was four

months old. I was mixing with the riff-

raff, when in walked three Americans
who were to be my future owners
(That rather spoils the story for von
mystery-lovers, doesn't it?) Anyway,
the daughter made a bee-line for a

fuzzy white poodle on the other side

of the pel shop, and spent ten sicken-

in" minutes gushing over her. Well,

I tell you true, that made my royal

blood curdle. Why, thai Little white
ball of fuzz had more fleas, than she

knew what to do with. What with her

scratching and mournful yapping and
all at night, nobody in the pet shop
got a wink of sleep. Take me, for ex-

ample, I had bags under my eyes down
to my knees, although on me. (of

course) they weren't unbecoming.
I can't recall how it all came about,

but eventually, my magnetic personal-

ity drew the whole family to my cage.

where I was rooming with a distant

relative. I quickly went into my rou-

tine .... stepping on my unfortunate
roommate's lace and biting his ear to

show that poodles aren't sissies (a pop-
ular misconception among would-be
dog authorities). After many sus-

pense filled moments while the man
took stock of his finances, they decided

to take me. Little did they know that

they were getting a black pearl among
poodles.

The first indignity they subjected

me to was having me clipped like a

pruned hedge, and then buying me a

yellow turtle-neck sweater — a little

too Bohemian for my aristocratic line-

age. I After all, I am not an Apache!)
I soon managed to snag the sweater

on a fence, and it was replaced by an
imported hound's-tooth sports jacket in

muted shades of pink and grey, with a

pocket on the side that I couldn't

reach. This ensemble was "pour le

sport" naturally. For an occasion that
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required more formal attire, I was ap-

propriately garbed in a black tweed

smoking jacket with black satin lapels

and with a gold I reel .lppliqued on the

side. I wear this with my rhinestone

collar. ( I'm a natty dresser, to say the

least. In these two outfits, I greet,

with an enthusiasm I sometimes don't

feel, all the people who mistakenly

think they have come to see my own-
ers. I am a meticulous host, and soon,

with practically no effort, I have won
them over completely.

My childhood was spent in a cha-

teau in Versailles with the family

whom I grew to love. The feeling is

more than mutual, I assure you. My
playmates were a boxer and a German
police doe. who could run faster than

I. but whose progress was seriously

impeded when I learned the clever

trick of hanging onto their lips or ears.

This annoyed them no end.

My full name, which appears as the

title of this story, was shortened to

"Louis" or "Lou" — hardly a fitting

name for a person of my dignity.

You may think that I was satisfied

with limiting my acquaintances to the

general area of Versailles, but not so!

I accompanied my family to such

countries as Holland, Belgium, Lux-

emburg. Germany, and Spain, leaving

trail of ardent admirers in mv wake.

I am still smarting under the disap

pointmen! of not being able to go to

Garmisch with the folks at Christmas

for the winter spoitS. Instead. I was
left behind to celebrate New Year's

Eve in the kitchen with the servants,

without so much as a small portion of

< a\ iar to cheer me up. The "hired

help*
1

did their best to cheer me, but I

refused to be consoled. I spent the bet-

ter part of the evening staring morose-

ly at the shadows, my soul eaten up
with self-pity. (I rather enjoyed the

part, I must admit. It was the only

thing that kept the evening from being

a miserable flop, for me.)

My biggest trip, to date, was the

flight from Paris to Washington. D. C.

where I am living now with my bosses.

We are more or less permanently in-

stalled in a rambler-type house which
is a far cry from the chateau in which
I was reared. But America
has its compensations.

Here we will stay until the Army
sends us to some other location. I am
very enthusiastic about the possibility

of going somewhere else, as I am look

ing forward to conquering all of the

United States with my appeal, just as

I have conquered most of Europe.
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THE RUNAWAY
(Continued from Page 11)

"Do you use a net?"

"No, we never have any acci . . .

we don't use a net." The silence hung
heavily.

Gary tried to cover up. "Gee, that's

even braver!"

Again stillness. "Jim, would I make
a good circus person? Could I ever

be a trapeze man like you?"
"I sell souvenirs, remember?"
"But I'd rather be a trapeze man or

a lion tamer. Why don't you do

trapeze tricks all the time?"

"There's B & T right up ahead,"

Jim said.

"I see it. I see it. Now I'm a real

circus man," he chanted.

The station wagon lurched as it en-

tered the court. Jim had hardly stop-

ped before Gary was out and standing

spellbound as the trapeze was strung

up.

"Our trailer's second from the end
on the left," Jim pointed out. Gary
skipped along to keep up with him,

and began whistling "The Man On
The Flying Trapeze", cracking his

whip at imaginary lions.

Mom looked appropriately surprised

when he introduced her to the new
"hired man." Gary smiled shyly, but

kept on staring at the wheel chair in

the unembarrassed way kids always

do. It made Jim nervous, but never

seemed to bother Mom.
"Well good, he can start by helping

me bake a cake for the picnic to-

night."

Jim stood uneasily as his mother
wheeled over to get the flour. Finally

he made a fast escape, mumbling
something about having to study.

Whv° Why was it that everytime

he had almost forgotten . . . when the

wounds were almost healed, some-

thing, a familiar strain of music, a

siren in the night, or the casual ques-

tion of a little boy brought it all back

.... just as vividly?

He could picture it even now as

clearly as when it happened two years

ago. His mother's face, twisted with

pain even in unconsciousness, the peo-

ple screaming their fool heads off and
finally, after seeming hours, a bright

red ambulance.
Jim was in the catcher's swing, con-

fidently waiting for their act to begin.

It was just carelessness. He had been

catching mom for years. He waited,

listening to the music, waited until the

timing was perfect and then gave the

signal . . . the signal to jump. Yet

when he went to catch her (automa-

tically with the assuredness of prac-

tice) she just wasn't there.

For two days it was a question of

life or death. Finally she changed for

the better. But the doctor said she

would never walk again. Mom never

walk .... whose whole life revolved

around the circus . . . and being an
aerialist in the circus! Gradually, of

course, she got used to it. But to Jim,

watching her sit on the sidelines while

someone else was doing the swings

and flights was the worst kind of tor-

ture.

Maybe that was the real reason he
was leaving for a job away from the

circus. Mom said it was. She said he
was running away. Well, maybe so,

still, without the constant reminders,

he could forget. This much he did

know though, if he stayed he would
go insane.

His forehead was wet with perspira-

tion. "I've got to concentrate, got to

get my mind on something else ....
keep busy. Wonder how Mum and
Gary are coming along with the

cake?"
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"Doesn't Jim like the circus?" Gary
asked in between bites of peanut but-

ter sandw ii h.

"No, I guess not. He used to though.
lie u.is uood too. Our performances
used to be just like a dance. They
were so graceful. And the way Jim
could keep time to the music, it's un-
canny. We used to steal the whole
show. You know what eur theme song

was, Gary? 'The Man On The Flying
I rapcze .

"I don't think he likes the circus

anymore."
"I guess not."

"Why doesn't he?"

"Circus acts are funny, Gary. The
people doing them have to love their

work or it's no good. The audience

can tell whether you're performing
only for the pay check or whether for

the very joy of being up there defying

even the laws of gravity for a few
seconds. Somehow Jim has lost that

joy and the audience can tell. He's

still pretty good, but unconvincing.

"I smell something burning. Oh
goodness, it's the cake."

The voices continued, but Jim
couldn't focus on them. He couldn't

think. He couldn't even move. Time
seemed to be standing still.

In a few minutes (or was it a few
hours?) Gary came dancing in. His

gay mood ended abruptly. "Jim, Jim,

are you sick?"

It was like pulling himself back

from another world but finally he stir-

red and answered. "No, no, what is

it you want?"
"I'm through my work and your

morn said you'd show me around."

He smiled. "O. K., but you may be

disappointed."

Two women with rough red hands
and obviously bleached hair were
scrubbing out a pile of glittery cos-

tumes on a wash board.

The band was rehearsing across

from them "0. K. now again . . . .

one . . . two. three, four . . . one . . .

No, no, no," shrieked the leader. "This
ain't no solo, Jones. Now again . . .

one . . . two."

At this point one of the dogs from
the dog act gol loose and ran wildly
yelping between the orange crates and
folding chairs, knocking over two
trumpet players and a tuba while his

owner gave chase.

"Ladies and gentlemen, over here
we have Zelda, the human . .

."

droned the new barker as he read his

speech to Mr. Bigby. The latter, pay-
ing little attention, surveyed the whole
scene.

"Good grief! This show opens in

two weeks!"

"Some thing wrong with my speech,

Mr. Bigby, sir?"

Whereupon Mr. B. told him what
was the matter, not only with his

speech but with him especially and
proceeded to explain just where he
could go.

"What a place to send one's nine
year old son," Jim thought distaste

fully. "Well, what do you think so

far?" he said aloud.

"I never knew so much went on be-

fore in the circus. It's better even

than the show!"
Jim wondered with what rosy color-

ed glasses a runaway boy who wanted
to be a "circus man" could view all

this. A nine-year-old didn't see that

for them this was real. The sweat and
tears and curses were real. The doc-

tor bill since December, the hocked

watch, the worn out shoes for their

children, and meals of hot dogs and
baked beans, these weren't just a win-

ter vacation but a way of life ....
day in, day out. a very heart-breaking,
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poor, demoralizing way of life at that.

Maybe before the accident he w.is

looking through those same glasses,

but now all he could see was the ugly

part, and he hated it! Two more weeks

to go. Two weeks 'til he could con-

sider it a closed page in his past.

"Oh Jim. look." Gary pointed to

where Gus was testing the ropes for

the swings and bars so the rehearsal

could start tomorrow. Gus had once

owned part interest in the circus, but

hard times forced him to sell out to

Mr. T. Now he was a second rate

clown. The only reason he was kept

on the payroll was that he had no
place else to go. Circus life was in his

blood. It was all he knew.
"Would you do some tricks for me?"

Gary begged.
tie* '

'

Sure.

With Gus as catcher he went
through the easy jumps and then the

more complicated routines. Gary went
nearly wild with delight. After a

while they stopped. 'Come on up.

Gary. You said you wanted to be an
aerialist. Now's your chance."

Gary climbed up the rope ladder

without delay. He trembled partly

from fear and partly with anticipation.

"Here now. Gus will start you off on
the easy things. Just do what lie says."

"I want you to show me. Jim."

"Nonsense. Gus taught me bow
Don't be afraid."

"Teach him yourself. I ain't got no
time to dilly-dally round with kids."

Gus snarled.

"You catch me, Jim." Gary was
almost in tears as Gus started down
the ladder.

"Yeah, go ahead and teach the kid

how .... if you ain't scared." the old

man sneered.

"Go an' sleep it off." was Jim's

rather weak reply.

"Yeah, like a little kid you run

away. When a man gets a hint.' In-

indicated himself, "he looks it righl in

the eye ami says, Mint. I can lick

you any day." But a little hoy runs

away."
Jim was angry and scared at the

same time. He was being openly

challenged about a closed subject. He
wouldn't be here long. What differ-

ence could it make whether or not lu-

was a catcher this last time? He didn't

have to do anything on a dare. And
then he knew. Gus's angry words
made no difference, but the ones In-

heard within himself did.

Quickly, before his nerye ran out. he

placed Gary in the swing, explaining

the rudiments to him as he did so.

Jim waited until the timing was per-

fect (but then, it seemed perfect that

time too). "Now when I say three,

you jump. Not too hard now. One
. . . two . . . three."

"I can't Jim. I'm afraid."

Jim's hands were sticky with per-

spiration. (How could he catch any
one that way!' What in the world was
he doing up here anyway? i "Every-

body is the first time, Gary. I'll catch

you. Let's try again."

Then the count. This time Gary
jumped . . . too hard . . . like all be-

ginners. But Jim felt his hands clasp

firmly around the boy's wrists at just

the right second. He hauled Gary
onto the swing. There were red im-

prints of Jim's fingers on Gary's wrists.

"You sure catch hard," Gary grin-

ned.

"Well you jump pretty hard too."

They both laughed.

Afterwards at the picnic Gary care

fully explained every detail of his half

second in the air. They sat around a

campfire singing and talking about the

show. Mr. Tiller arose and said he
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thought it would be the best on<

\Vhi< li ot rourse he said <\n\ \ <-,u

Jim looked around the trailer court.

Mr. B was making a little In. in to help

with that doctor bill. The fat lady

told Stories to a crowd of spell hound
kids whom she was minding while

their parents went to the picture show.

No one he knew knocked himself out

si rimping and pra< tii ing for the meas-

K p. iv check thai 15. A T. offered,

[here had to 1><' something else. May-
he. like Mom always said, it was just

the joy of making a whole tent full of

nine \ car-olds happy
"I propose a toast." Mr. B. said. "In

memory of an excellent jump and a

new aerial artist horn this afternoon."

The band began to play "The Man
( )n The Il\ im; Trape/e".
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. . . AND NOW. COLLEGE

(Continued bom Page 8)

favorably impressed ii you told them
when you wanted to enter before vou
informed them of vcur desire to win a

scholarship, if this was your wish.

She impressed upon you the import-

ance of applying early, especially to

the girls' schools and the more popular

colleges and universities, so you rush

to get these letters mailed long hrfore

the end of your junior year.

Another conference with your col-

lege counselor helped set you straight

in your planning and thinking about
scholarships. It was she who told you
to ask whether college hoard exams
were required hefore you applied for

scholarships or for entrance into

schools.

Since one college did require a col-

lege board exam for scholarship candi-

dates, you asked your counselor for an
application hlank and applied for the

first test, which was in December. The
deadline for application for this test

was November 12. so vou had enough
time to get in on it. If you missed

the deadline you could wait for the

next test which came in January. Al-

though the test would be given in

March, May and August too. this was

your senior year and you wanted to

take the first one because the school

requested th.it the results be sent to

them by February.

Conversation between vou and the

Counselor then turned to the question

oi your chances of getting a scholar-

ship. She told you that scholarships

.in- awarded for the most part, by the

schools themselves, and are based on
your academic record and colli

hoard exams or other similar tests; in

addition, she said that your general ac-

tivities, which in< hide school, com-
munity and church activities, as well

as any special talent such as outstand-

ing musical or dramatic ability would
be considered. Furthermore, she stated

that your financial need would be

taken into consideration.

As for your scholastic record, your
"B" average looked good. She said

that, in general, colleges would accept

students who are in the upper half of

their class with a "C" or above in

every subject.

To prevent you from being disap-

pointed in the event you were unable
to win a scholarship, she advised you
to look into other means of financial

aid, such as a part-time job on or near

the campus, co-operative work-study

programs, college loan funds, loans

jackson 2-9HH0

clarendon beauty salon

hair stylists

3176 wilson blvd.

arlington. in.
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from community organizations, and

self-help plans in which you would

work for the college for part of your

keep. For quickest and surest results

she suggested that you write to the

college of your choice and notify them
of your desire to help yourself finan-

cially.

At this point your thoughts subside

as you remember that it's never too

early to report to the job placement

office since it is through part-time

work thai you have decided to help

finance yourself. One thought fills

your mind now—the winds of your
college counselor when she said that

the guidance department of your high

school felt that any young person,

with the mental ability and the desire

for higher education, could get

through college regardless of any

difficulties. You arc inclined to agree.

LINES WRITTEN ON AN EMPTY STOMACH

Lloyd Acton

Why does the lowly dandelion,

Adore the regal rose?

Why are the humble bobby sox,

Bewitched by nylon hose?

Why does the common cigarette,

Admire the big cigar?

Why does the little puny scratch,

Idolize a mar?
Why is it? Do you know, my friend?

For surely I can't tell.

But this is merely nonsense, so,

Perhaps it's just as well.

Clarendon Trust
COMPANY

THl C

Member FDIC
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M.un Office - 3192 Wilson Boulevard

Westover Branch — 1701 N. McKinley Rd.
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THE DOOR
(Continued from Page 15)

in India, and m\ .mnl. I have neither
n nor heard from fear fifteen yean.

This explains wh\ n tell to DM to dis-

pose <>f the house <ind its effects after
my grandmother died.

I Stood in the pallet, still nmwiling
the same musty srent I had smelled
ever} time I entered the house. It is

one of my earliest memories. My
mother and I used to come the twenty
miles from the dry to nrj grandmoth-
er's house quite often when I was
younger. Mother and grandmother
would sit in this same parlor and talk

over tea. while I explored the house.

which was a never ending source of

fascination. Grandmother did not us.

the upstairs any more, partly hecause
she did not need the room, and partly
because stairs had heroine hard for her
to navigate in her advancing years I

used to tiptoe quietly up the stairs and
enter another world
The many rooms, once resounding

with childish laughter, were silent

then, as now. Th.\ were filled with
old furniture, old hooks, old clothes.

and much dust, both old and new
My childish imagination transformed
the rooms and their contents into a

grand palace, of winch I was the

queen. I danced down the long, dark
hallway on the arm of a handsome
duke at the Grand Ball. I sat on a

musty oaken throne in a throne room
where the paper peeled off the walls.

I drove a golden chariot in and out of

the rooms until the house resounded
with the sound of clattering hoovi

Most of my delight, however, was
found in reading the stacks ^i hooks

of all descriptions which sat piled in

the corners of the master bedroom.

Yes. I enjoyed visiting my grandmoth-
er. There was only one thing to mar
my joy. That was "the door
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At the end of tin* hall was a closed

door. This annoyed me, because all

the other doors were open. For a time,

I let the door alone, satisfying myself

with playing in 1 1
1*

- open rooms. Soon,

however, my childish curiosity was
aroused beyond restraint. I would
march resolutely to the door (knowing

my mother would disapprove, since

she had often warned me not to med-
dle or to disturb my grandmother's

things) put my hand on the knob, and
turn. The door was locked.

At first, I only wondered vaguely

why the door was locked. Then the

obsession began to grow. Each time

we visited grandmother. I tried to open
the door. It remained locked. Why?
What was in the room beyond the

door? I went outside the house and
found the window which I fancied be-

longed to the room beyond the door.

If I could have, I am sure I would
have climbed to the window and peer-

ed in; the window, however, was in a

most inaccessible spot. The rest of

the house held no joy for me now. I

wanted, more than anything else I had
ever wanted before, to find out what
lay beyond the door.

One day, I could stand it no longer.

I asked my grandmother why the door

to the room at the end of the hall was
locked. She started, stared at me with

a look which mirrored something al-

most like fear, and said, in a tight

tense voice, "Because, that's why." I

never asked about the door again.

Shortly after that, my mother and I

moved away, and years elapsed in

which I did not visit my grandmother.
I went to the State University and,

when I graduated, got a good job with

an advertising firm. My mother died

shortly after my graduation from col-

lege, and I moved into a small apart-

ment near the firm for which I work-

ed. I had been working for three
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wars, when I received the news of my
grandmother's death.

I stand down at the keys in my
hand. The answer to the question lay
in one of those keys — one key, which
would lit into the lock of that door and
reveal to me the secret which it had
guarded for so my years. I mounted
the stairs and walked down the hall.

peal the rooms where I had played as

a < liild. Far back in my memory I

beard the strains of a waltz at a grand
ball and the clattering hooves of horses

pulling a golden chariot
I found the correct key without any-

trouble. At last, the answer was at

my fingertips. Was it a room kept
just as it had been at the death of the

child who had occupied it? Did it

hold some sinister secret? I remem-
bered the look in my grandmother's
eyes as she had said, "Because, that's

why." She had never even told my
mother what was in the room; it was
a subject not to be discussed. But I

would find the answer! I would enter

the room where I had been forbidden

to go! I would violate the wishes of

the dead!

As I inserted the key, the complain-
ing sound of metal on metal made me
pause. But that's ridiculous, I told

WOODLAWN
PHARMACY

YOUR FRIENDLY DRUG ST

Glebe Road at Washington Blvd.

Phone JA 2-2222
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myself, forcing the key farther. I

gave it «i hard turn, The panic rose

sharply in mo and formed a hard

lump in my throat. The key ^tuck.

I rattled the doorknob and gave the

key another violent wrench. It gave

this time. I heard the latrh eliek

back. At last!

The kev gave no protest as I turned

it back again and locked forever a\\,i\

from me the secrel of the room. My
hand trembled as I removed the key

from the lock and turned my back on
the door, still unopened. I never look-

ed back as I retraced my steps down
the dark hall. Someone else will open
the door and learn the secret; it will

not be I. And if you ask me why I

did not end the years of wondering
and open the door, I can only answer.

"Because, that's why."
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POETRY CONTEST WINNERS

THE WINNER of the Quill and
Scroll poetry contest is 0< •

Peterson. Her poem is entitled "Lone-

ly Search." Ocoee l- <i senior and a

now student at W-L.
this summer from Athens. Greece.

where her father, an officer in tiie

Arinv. had l»'<'n Stationed. Like many

other "army brats" she has traveled

throughout the United States as well

as abroad. She was born in San An-

tonio. Texas, but at the age of two

weeks she began the moving about

that is now such an accepted part of

her life. Her overseas travels have

taken her to Germany and Italy to

live, but she has visited many other

European countries. France is one of

her favorites. She says she would like

to return there someday.

Ocoee did not begin writing until a

year ago while she was in Athens.

Before that her prime love was paint-

ing. Her first literary aspirations came
about when she and a group () f French"

and English friends from the simrrr

English high school she attended,

gathered in an Athens tavern to hold

philisophical discussions. She took

notes whenever anything particularly

interesting was said, and from those

notes she wrote short descriptive pieces

that were often published in the Si hod
newspaper.

"Lonely Search" is Ocoee's first

published poem. Wo of the Pf.nm\n
staff certainly hope that she will con-

tinue with her writinir. both poet

and prose. After you have road her

fine poem. you. too. will surely look

forwan

pages

to more of her work on tl

'aula Malinick. poetry editor of

l'i \m,\n. takes sei ond pla< e in the

Quill .iml S< roll ( ont« si w tth her

poem "Sour Grap She has been
writing for "absolutely ages,'

1

although
none of her work was published until

List year. Paula's material comes from
mil ill incidents, which she dramatizes

poetically. "I jusl let my imagina-
tion take over." she says, "and viola'

— a poem."

! go-Id" takes third place in the

Quill and Scroll contest. Its author

IS Susan CottS, managing editor of

"Blue and Gray .'* Her poetry has ap-

peared before in Penman and might
well be referred to as "terse verse

Sue has that amazing ability to say in

a fev\ words what so many of us would
take many closely written panes to

explain.

Susie entered W-L from Lynchburg
nt the beginning of her junior year.

She had < ontributed to the » hool

newspaper at Carter Glass High
School. At W-L she took creative

writing last year and with some prod-

ding from her teachers, she wrote and
submitted poetry to Penman. Susie

complains that she hasn't enough time

to "be inspired" because she is kept

busy By her annual work. Speal

Bureau. Tri-Y. homeroom duties, and
myriads of other activities. Actually,

we all know that even without these

activities. Susie wouldn't turn out

poetry the way wo should like her to

turn it out. She is. and she admits it.

just plain lazy.
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THE SQUEEZE
Elos winner

Written and illustrated by Torn Grunwcll

WHAT A DAY! It was beautiful

in every waj possible. The sun

was shining high overhead, and the

sea swishing gently around the bow
of the boat gave one the thought of

adventure. There were few clouds in

tho sky. and the doop blue of the skj

contrasted with the emerald green

clearness of the Gulf of Mexico. On
dock in the warm sun was Carlos

Rodriguez, a dark, muscular, good-

Looking boy who was about to make
bis first dive in a diving suit. He was
reading his instructions over carefully

before he dived because bo wanted to

please his father and older brother

who were both deep sea divers and
who were both aboard to wateb him.
I [e looked out over the water momen-
tarily and wished they would hurry
and gel to the spot where the ship

had gone down. \\c was eager to be-

gin his career. Just then Ramos, his

father, came up and sat down on tho

warm dock beside bis younger son.

"I see you read the manual very
careful, hey?" He slapped Carlos on
the back and laughed. "I was the

same way when I go to make first

dive, only I have no manual to look

at. My father was my manual and
he say that I was asking him many
questions even when they pul the hel

nut over my bead. He say be was
very lucky I didn't have telephone or

he would have gone crazee!"
Carlos listened and laughed. He

had an understanding father, and he

was glad of it. Then he asked, "Papa,

where is the place we arc going?"
llis father's face darkened and then

he was saying, "Ah. my son. you no
worry, are you Wail never mind.

I toll you where we are going. It is

to the very dangerous Gasparilla Reel

The ship we go to salvage the cargo

from is the 'Gaspar.' I have my
doubts if we over o.et anything but

bad luck, though, my son."

"Why do you say that, Papa" I

have boon over the reef in Tio Tomas'
airplane and seen the wreck and it

does not look very bard to get. It is

in only ten fathoms of water too."

"It is easy to see that you are new
to suit diving, Carlos. You cannot see

from the air what you can see from

the water. The 'Caspar' she lie in ten

fathom, is true, but those are tho

trickiest ten fathom you over see! Wo
are not the first men to go after the

i argo of the 'Caspar' and you will see

thai when you reach it!"

"What do von mean?'" asked Carlos.

"I have heard of no other people who
go to the w reck."

"All. you will see. Carlos'" said bis

father, mussing his son's hair. "It is

a thing that will make a real man out

of you 1 " And without further words
bo turned and walked to the wheel-

house.

Carlos wondered about bis father's

words, and it made him all the more
er, but at the same 1 time, paradox

icallv. not so eager to gel to the roof.
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But he decided not to worry anymore
and went 1>.h k to his reading.

"Half ahead!" sang out Manuel.

The engines slowed and the boat

crept along over the water. The sea

was still a glassy calm, and the water

was crystal clear. Gonzalo. the old

tender, heaved out the sounding lead

from the after cabin and said to

Carlos. "Here, boy! Get to the bow
and sound before we join the 'Gas-

par .

Carlos grabbed the lead and raced

forward. There he coiled the line and
threw it ahead of the boat. As it sank

he watched it, and when he saw it

hit the bottom he looked at the line.

"Fourteen fathom!" he sang out. He
again coiled the line and heaved it.

"Twelve fathom!" he shouted.

"One-third ahead!" shouted his

brother, at the wheel. Thr engines

slowed still more, and the boat barely

moved along over the glistening

water.

Below, Carlos could see the lead as

it touched the bottom the third time

and he yelled, "Ten fathom and there

lies the 'Gaspar'!" He brought the

lead up from the bottom as the order

to stop the engines was shouted by his

brother. He unstopped the anchor and
threw it overboard to starboard, and as

the slack was taken up, he threw a

clove hitch over the Samson post and
went aft.

There by the starboard rail were
his father and old Gonzalo. As he
approached, his father threw a small

can of bright red dye into the water.

He watched the can plunge to the

bottom and break on the coral. The
rod dye came out of the cannister and
it began to go in myriad directions.

These directions were all back and
forth in motion, however, as there was
a sweeping current.

"Same current as when Fales was
killed." muttered Gonzalo. I am for

Leaving the 'Gaspar' where she lies

and s,i\ e another boy's lr

"Ah, Gonzalo, you are old and you
have fear of the sea now. Fales would
not have died had he been watchful.

It was his own fault."

"The reef is a bad place. Ramcs 1

You didn't find it a nice one did you?
I am aware of its treacherous cur-

rents and eddies and I know how
many divers are down there who did

not know of them!"
Here they became aware of Carlos

standing at their sides and the old

man was quiet. The three of them
looked down at the shimmering wreck
lying on the coral reef. The dye made
it look like a huge wounded animal

just dying. The thunder of the seas

breaking on the outer edge lent the

roar of the animal in its death throes

Old Gonzalo muttered to himself as

he walked away to go about readying

the diving equipment.

"It is dangerous. Papa?" asked

Carlos.

"It is very dangerous Carlos." an-

wered his father. "But I am trust you
are big enough man now to take care

of yourself. You must learn tin hard

way, and I coidd think of no better

place than the reef for it. If you suc-

ceed you are a man and nobody say

different ever! If you lose well,

Carlos, I lose too. But we no talk

about that, boy, we know you going

to win!" And he clapped his son on

the back and smiled. Carlos looked

again at the wreck. "I win, Papa!"

he said.

They didn't dive that day but spent

the day getting equipment ready for

the next day. Carlos spent some time

looking at a plan of the 'Gaspar' get-

(Continued on page 36)
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NEED A JOB?

Barbara Jurgens

Wi—LITES, have you been down to

the placement office yet? When
you open the door to room H }. you

mav be opening the door of oppor-

tunity in the vocational realm.

Concentrating specifically on voca-

tional assistance, the placement office

guides many students to satisfying

positions in the working world —
especially those seniors who are

glancing beyond the day when they'll

turn in their books and hang up their

caps and gowns.

If you are a job-minded senior,

work-hound immediately following

graduation, that vague blur called the

future may begin to focus after a dis-

cussion with Mrs. Hargraves, the vo-

cational guidance counselor.

She may suggest that you take the

GATBY Aptitude Test if you're uncer-

tain about the kind of ability you
have. The GATBY Test, given by the

Virginia Employment Service, mea-
sures the aptitude of a student in any
number of fields, ranging from man-
ual labor to medicine or law. And
don't worry — you aren't expected to

be able to pass the bar exam at this

tender age.

Before graduation rolls around, a

form will he sent to you seniors who
arc not planning to attend college. On
this questionnaire you. who are the

prospective employees of the com-

munitv. will supply data centered

around your particular job prefer-

ences, your tentative interests, and

your specific talents or abilities. An
employer of the Arlington area, con-

sulting the placement office might
find the vei \ person he is seeking to

fill <m opening in his firm merely by
the facts that the placement office can
furnish him about qualified W-Lites.
That's it. "just the facts ma'am" —
and you will supply them all.

This accumulation of facts works in

reverse too. Members of the Career
Club and volunteers from the Student
Business Clinic compose a Placement
Advisory Committee consisting of ten

students. This committee has a gigan-
tic project in operation aimed at pre-

paring you employees of tomorrow for

your roles. Questionnaires containing

your inquiries will he sent to business

firms in the community, and with the

results the committee will compile a

summary sheet, in pamphlet form.

which will be available for your gen-

eral use.

Before most of you looms a big

question mark when you consider the

red tape involved in finding either

part time or full time employment.
How do you go about this process of

applying for a position, meeting the

requirements, and finally adjusting to

the job after it is secured? The place-

ment office recognized the need for

solving these problems and a training

program seemed to he the answer. In

advance of the Christmas rush season

a course was offered to prepare stu-

dents for part time employment in the

local stores. Qualified businessmen of

the community conducted classes every

afternoon after school for a week. The
(Continued on page 28)
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AND WE SHALL LAUGH

Paula Malinick

So many arc clustered at our feet

—

But we care not —
The laughter at them turns them away

—

Soon there will be no more laughter

—

Soon the eyes will shod tears

—

Soon we will pray

—

Soon

—

But while we are young the future seems forever

—

So we laugh

We hurt

—

We break

Without thought or feeling

—

Just laugh gaily

As we dash all in contact with our mighty selves.

Against the steel wall

—

And laugh

—

It's so funny to break

To see them run in humiliation

—

And so fascinating

—

Ah

The future is forever

Never past

—

Never memory-

Just now.

Today!

And we shall laugh today.
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ELEGY FOR THE BLUES

Judith Schnackenberg Illustrated by Bonnie Lynch

"CMFTEEN-TWO. fifteen-four, fif-

I teen-six and .1 pair make eight."

Fifty two tiny clicks as the cards are

shuffled. A red, then a white peg is

moved. A victorious "Aha' .111 en-

vious "Ooh 1 " A cribbage game. II<>\\

Long had it been going on, she won-
dered. It seemed to her thai she had

never seen her father and brother in

any position save this—hunched over

the coffee table, intent upon nothing

save the board, the pegs, the cards.

She stood in the doorway of the liv-

ing room, watching them, and sighed.

Her eyes roamed the room slowly,

seeing nothing that made them spark-

le, nothing at all that they had not

seen everyday for years. She had be-

gun to realize lately that the entire

house, every stick of furniture, every

piece of wallpaper, was a non-com-
mittal grey color and that she hated

that color — not. however, with a

fiery, passionate hate but a hate that

was dull and listless. Therefore she

did nothing, made no comment; but

finally, though her eyes opened and
closed and blinked and moved, she

had stopped seeing.

Her mother spoke. Where was she?

Oh. yes. there on the couch. She must
be. She was always there, sitting on

the couch. It was more difficult to

determine what she had said. A ques-

tion? A simple statement? A com-
mand? That was probably it. Her
mother was fond of commands. She

answered with a sound that could

have been "Yes" but wasn't quite.

Her mother seemed satisfied. Then
she simI,,.,! ,iM,, m

she was. ,it seventeen, life-weary.

A year before this her life had been a

nit. eai li da\ ,i challenge

tint she had met self-confidently, re-

veling in the beauty of discovery that

is the joy i'l youth. One \<>\v from
now. she knew, life would once more
be aglow with newness—not merely
shiny with the gloss <>i novelty, but

brightly radiating the burnished i^lory

of a mind that finds fresh significance

in each small facet of living.

Her mind was capable of this per-

ceptiveness, this happiness; but now
it was enveloped in a dark shroud, be-

numbing it to all hut basic sensitivity.

And this shroud is called ennui, the

malady of the soul.

There are many causes of boredom:

an occupation without challenge, an
unimaginative family or mate; dull,

distasteful surroundings or the lack of

intellectual interests in the life of the

jester, the Lack of humor in the life of

the scholar. Hut the closest compan-
ion of boredom, and its super-sales-

man, is loneliness.

She had been lonely now tor nearly

five months. He had been gone for

five months, he. the one whom she

loved, the one who brought color and
sound and feeling into her life. He
was gone, taking all that Loveliness

with him and Leaving nothing but this

slow, suffocating boredom. It was

cruel of him really, bu1 she did not

blame him. She only loved him more
and more although it was no longer
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an exciting thing to love him. It had
become a part of the boredom and she

could do nothing bul endure it as she

waited.

She held his most recent letter in

her hand. She had read it so often

that the words no longer Had mean-
ing. Still it was something tangible

that shr could look at and think. This

is from him. He is there, and he
loves me, and soiihm1.iv — someday,
I will be with him again. In some
small way it justified the terrible

waiting.

She realized suddenly that she could

not remain where she was, standing
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in the doorway, doing nothing. She

must move from that spot, walk into

her bedroom, turn on the radio, go

to the kitchen, open the refrigerator

door, pretend to na<l tin- newspaper,

try to write to him — something. If

she didn't do something quickly, she

would begin t<> < ry. And crying made
her head ache and her eyes -mart,

hut it did not cleanse or relieve the

heaviness in her (host. Crying was
too frequent and familiar to alter her

leelinfrs.

"I'm going to the movies."

Her brother and father looked up
from the cribbage hoard. Her mother
got up from the eouch and walked to

the opposite side of the room and
fussed with the thermostat.

"The car keys are on the mantle."

"There's a good show at the Strand.

What's-his-name with all the hair."

"I'll leave the key on the window
ledge. Try to rememher to turn off

the porch light when von come in."

"Okay. Thanks. I will. 'Bye now."
The coat, the gloves, the handbag.

the keys—out of the house.

He had taught her to drive, and she

maneuvered the car with the ease of

an expert. Although by now driving

had become a mechanical process, de-

void of the pleasure she felt when she

was learning, still she was glad to be

in the car and moving fast. She roll-

ed down the window and the cold,

slapping night air rushed in. causing

her to trasp for breath. Down a thou-

sand little streets she went, each of

them lined with birches and respect-

able three-bedroom brick houses. She
was exceeding the speed limit by
twenty miles, but she did not glance

at the speedometer or relieve the pres-

sure of her foot against the gas pedal.

The scenerv faded with the sense of

speed and the sharp wind against her

face. A short and dangerous escape

this was. She might have had an ac-

i ident. even killed someone; vet it was
worth the chance, for now. though
only momentarily, the heaviness had
been lifted from her body and mind.
The neon lights of the town proper

came too soon. She was not vet ready
to slow down, vet she did; and the

window came up. shutting out the

sounds of the heavy, creeping traffic of

whii h she was becoming a part. By
the time she had stopped for the first

traffic lighl she could already see the

theatre marquee blazing a few short

blocks ahead. She could make out two
words, "passion" and "fury." Under
her breath she uttered one unprintable

word and then, fully ten seconds be-

fore the light changed, pushed her
foot down hard on the ^as pedal. With
that, two pedestrians and three drivers

Condemned all teen-agers. She didn't

care, not one hit.

She found a parking place easily

and after the car was squeezed in be-

tween two others she sat with her

head resting on the steering wheel,

crying softlv.

"Oh. help me. help me. pie.

She sat up suddenly, wiping the

tears from her eves, telling horsplf.

"No. no. don't let it get you. Get out

of the car quickly. Go. g;o. got out."

And she did. slamming the door

hard and running from the car where
in her emotions had trapped her again.

She drew herself up sharply before

the theatre and stood for a moment
until her breath came more slowly.

She smoothed her hair and straighten-

ed her coat collar and then, hesitant-

Iv. walked to the box office and pur-

chased her ticket.

The lobby was brightly liirhted and

crowded. Rv pushing ever so slightly

(Continued on page 31)
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EROSION

Rana Gand

Tiny drops

Falling upon

Responsive ears

Trickling rivulets

—

Water falling from

Lip to ear

Splashing, gaining

Volume, speed

Ricocheting from corner

To corner

Suddenly

—

Hurtling forth

From a subterranean passage

Into the open.

Slowly, slowly

Evaporating,

Leaving

—

Erosion.
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QUARTET IN A MINOR KEY

Judith Sc:hna< ki nherg

Well, here wo are

The four of us,

Depressed, dissatisfied,

Swilling poorly-made black coffee,

Being cynical,

Yawning,

Smoking too many cigarettes.

A kitchen,

Littered, showing the effects of

The end of a party —

Ill-lighted,

Smelling of stale beer,

Overly-warm,

Our haven at four A. M.

Cloyed with dance and drink,

Making weary discordant music

With our muted voices

An atonal chorus

Crying out silently,

"Mother, come take me home."
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RIPE OLIVES AND A FULL MOON
Mary Beth Hulsey Illustrated by Ann Boone

FOUR PAIR OF FEET hung over

the side of the big bed. The pink

taffeta spread had been twisted and
towsled by the wiggling, giggling

girls. In the center of the commo-
tion and chatter a magazine lay open,

The Modern Bride.

White organdy curtains frosted the

pale blue walls, and figurines of

horses and dogs and small animals

perched atop the dresser and book-

case.

Luanne stretched dreamily on the

carpeted floor, her long copper hair

flowing away from her attractive face.

Her car pressed near the speaker of a

portable phonograph. At forty-five

revolutions per minute a tiny needle

was deepening the grooves in "Un-
chained Melody."

"Now here comes the part I like,"

she breathed long and deeply, emitting

a little sigh at the end.

"Lonely rivers flow to the sea, to

the sea I'll be coming home. Wait
for me."

"Aren't records a marvelous inven-

tion?" Luanne murmured.
"Gee, Luanne, you're lucky," Carol

said. "I bet I never get married. I

told Daddy to get a good look at me
going down the aisle in front of you
this time because it'll probably be the

last."

"Don't be silly. Carol. In a few

years I'll probably be matron of honor
for you."

The other girls
1 mouths twitched

upwards at the corners a little.

(Continued on page 29)
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TRANSIENT TEENAGER

GT Shafer and Judith Schnackenberg

ALTHOUGH Washington-Lee is as

American as apple pie, it has a

definite air of internationalism. Many
\Y-L pupils are sons and daughters of

foreign diplomats or of roving mili

tary personnel whose travels have
taken them from Greenland to Guam.
It is not an uncommon thing to hear

snatches of conversation such as this

in the halls . . .

"Oh did you meet her in Tangiers?

We took the Mediterranean cruise to-

gether while I was there."

*'\\rll. I was walking down the

Champs Elysee and this good-looking

Frenchman . .
."

"You should have seen me in Swit-

zerland — nearly broke both my legs

on those skis."

Yet Americans who have been
abroad remain categorically Ameri-
cans who have been abroad. The au-

thentic flavor of foreign life comes
from the foreign exchange students.

From them, American teenagers learn

of life outside the United States, and
it is this knowledge that brings the

world, at least the teenager's world,

much closer together.

For example, Margaret Britten, who
is visiting W-L from Christchurch,

New Zealand, has passed along many
tales of life in that, "country over in

the corner of the world." One of the

questions which Margaret is most of-

ten asked is, "What are the schools of

New Zealand like?"

"Actually, my school is not a typi-

cal New Zealand high school. It is

right in the middle of town and the

students come in from all over the sur-

rounding area."

Christchurch has six public and six

private high schools. Margaret attend-

ed Christchurch Girls' High School
which is public and has about 700
^irls. In her last year there, she took

math i this math course included al-

gebra, geometry, and trigonometry)
French, English and geography. One
interesting feature about the New
Zealand school system is that the stu-

dents choose which high school they
wish to attend, depending on what
courses they wish to take. The grades

there are called forms, and forms 1-6

correspond to our grades 7-12.

At W-L, Margaret is taking Ameri-
can history, American government,
American literature, psychology, typ-

ing, and girls' chorus. "I certainly

am learning a lot about America," she

laughs.

"What about social life?" is anothei

question Margaret often hears.

"There is not nearly as much em-
phasis placed on dating," she says.

"The people are so spread out that it

is hard to get to your school friends'

houses, as they may live several miles

away. Very few kids have cars;

Christchurch is so flat that we all ride

bicycles everywhere.*
1

There is more social life outside

school in church groups and in hun-
dreds of little community sport clubs.

"New Zealand is sports mad. Be sure

to put thai in," says Margaret. "We
have been criticized for placing too

much emphasis on sports." There are
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little sports clubs everywhere and
nearly everyone belongs to at least

one. Margaret belongs to a tennis

club, a badminton club, a swimming
club, and a square dance club.

"The churches hold dances once a

month or so," says Margaret. "Every-

one goes stag and dances with every-

body else. It's more fun that way;
you don't dance with the same per-

son all evening, and you meet lots

more people."

The hardest rmestion which Mar-
garet has to answer is "What are the

differences between New Zealand and
American teen-agers?"

"There aren't many differences.

Kids are the same all over, I guess," is

her answer.

Well, perhaps she's right. And
having Margaret and other exchange
students visiting America may mean a

better understanding between teen-

agers all over the world.

EGO-ID
Third place in Quill and Scroll contest

Susan Cotts

In every other man

We seek ourselves.

Searching, trying

To find our ego in

Our friends,

Trying to find the id.

Ceaselessly analyzing,

Looking

For minute particles of

The thing we love best-

Ourself

—

In strangers.
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Nee Salyer

WAITING

I hate you;

You're like a black monster,

Always silent

—

As if in a deathly sleep,

Your many white eyes

Laugh at me.

Your silence is like a depressing smog,

A discontented air

Closes over me.

Every waking moment

—

Your silence occupies my mind.

Please speak,

Oh, Telephone!

Make the right sound

From the right source!
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TRIUMPH OF BEAUTY

SUZETTE SALET Illustrated by Curly Hobbs

DICK COLMSTOCK tiptoed softly

from his chair on the wide, twi-

light veiled verandah to the railing,

where a dusk colored bird was sing-

ing. He stood in the dark, while the

bird, ignoring his presence, trilled on.

I wonder, he thought, if all the world

is this lovely at twilight. Then sud-

denly an expression of almost wild

joy spread over his face as the strains

of a Negro spiritual were carried on
the breeze to his eager ears. Why
do I feel so close to it all? he mused.
The warm scented earth and that mel-

ancholy Negro music? He laughed,

breaking his mood, and answered him-
self when he thought, perhaps it's that

strain of Negro blood in me.
Dick hadn't mentioned that joke

about his Negro blood since he went
to Alabama soon after his father's

death. Strange that he never connect-

ed his ancestry with the odd sensa-

tions he felt when he heard the darky
music. Strange that here in the very
land of the Negro he had temporarily

forgotten his strain of Negro blood.

That jest about his Negro blood

made him lonesome for the old crowd
back in England. Oh yes, his friends

had shared his knowledge, and made
a joke of the fact that one of Dick's

ancestors had married a woman with

a tinge of black blood in her veins.

The black sheep had been disowned
by his father until it was discovered

that without the son of the dark skin-

ned woman there was no heir to the

Colmstock name. The truant ancestor

was welcomed reluctantly into the

allfold again. Oh, it was
amusing. There had never

a little

been a

dark Colmstock since, but Dick some-

times wondered if it would ever hap-

pen.

The lonely tones of the song faded

away. Dick returned to his chair and
sat gazing at the moss hanging from
the huge oaks next to the verandah.
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How he loved beauty! How it haunt-

ed him! Perhaps that is why he loved

Michele so much. Beauty was Mi< hole.

Michele — would she never come?
He had waited for almost an hour.

Minutes later he turned to see her

coming toward him. His eyes drank
in her beauty. He kissed her M arlet

lips gently; then taking her hand, he

said, "Darling. I was petting so im-

patient."

He was startled at his own words.

He actually had hardly noticed that

she was late, the night had seemed
so lovely.

As they walked hand in hand
through the garden, they talked about

the wedding.
"All White Haven will be there,"

said Michele. "I do hope all goes

well. You don't really mind our hav-

ing a big wedding do you, darling?

We have so many friends, and every-

one wants to see "Little Michele" get-

ting married."

He winced at the exclusion of his

name. "Little Michele" getting mar-
ried—but one look at her smile and it

didn't seem so important.

"You'll let old Uncle Josh have a

peek at us. won't you, Michele?"
"Oh you and your Negroes! I sup-

pose we'll have him if you insist. You
treat your Negroes almost like broth-

ers. That's surprising, considering

the short time they've worked for you.

We love our servants too, but you gel

a little too
"

"Perhaps it's that strain of Negro
blood in me," he said chuckling.

"Negro blood in you?" Michele's

laugh was a little forced. "What a

stupid thing to say! But never mind,
you can't frighten Michele. Father
wrote and found out all about you.

You don't think he would have con-

sented to a match with a man he

knew nothing about, do you? Go
along \%ith your silly jokes about Ne-
urit blood!"

"But I'm not joking, dearest, it's

true. I fust never thought to mention
it until now. when the subjei t < ame
up." Dick turned, the story on his

lips, but Stopped at the look on her

face. She teemed to l>o carved of

stone.

"You're serious, Dick? You're ser-

ums? You have Negro blood in yon'

And I'm going to marry yon'' I won't,

Dick— 1 won't marry you. I'd be dis-

graced. I'd hate myself. I'd hate

you. Yes. hate you! Get away from
me. Go away from me!" She turned

and ran into the darkness.

Dick turned without a word and
walked into the woods, then he broke

into a run. never Stopping until dark-

ness surrounded him. He fell head-

long onto the grass. He remained
there for an hour or more in silence.

Then he sat up and looked at the trees

over head with his hands clutched into

hard fists and raised in the air he
cried. 'God. she's hurt me—hurt me,
and I want to hurt her back 1 '' Day
after day he lived onlv a monotonous
routine. All the beauty about him
seemed gone now. Only the bitter

thought of Michele remained and fill-

ed him with a mixture of rage, then

incomprehension, and then only bore-

dom.
It was almost a week after that

nighl when Michele came running

out of her house, her face red with

anger. What right had her father to

question the decision she had made
about Dick? She ran to the stable

and snapped at the colored groom to

saddle Pegasus immediately. The
groom stared in annoyance and a-

mazement at the girl.

"But, Miss Michele, that horse ain't
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for riding at night. He ain't even for

riding dining the day if it's a girl

riding him."

"Saddle him. Now!"
"Yes'm," he said.

She tapped her foot impatiently as

he shuffled around. As soon as he

had finished, he pulled the reluctant

horse out of the stahlc and helped the

girl mount. She grabbed the reins

and galloped away, paying no heed
to his warning.

"Don't gallop him. Miss, not at

ni^,ht. He's too frisky."

The wind stung her face as she

pushed the horse faster and faster.

Then suddenly she felt tired. She
(Continued on page 34)

DRIFTING

Peggy Schafer

On my back I lie

Wrapped in the warm brown waters of the river;

Drifting,

Letting the current carry me
Down to the sea.

The hot yellow sun
Hurls its brilliant rays against my upturned face;

Drifting,

Eyes closed, my body floats

Dowrn to the sea.

Suddenly the water changes
The warmth gives way before another icy chill;

Shifting,

Eyes open, I see before me
The bleak, restless sea.

I turn my back and flee

Seeking again the warmth and safety of the river;

Drifting,

A ceaseless journey
Down to the sea.
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LONELY SEARCH

Quill and Scroll winner

Ocoee Peterson

Illustrated by Alice Peck

I stand alone upon my hill

As all the world is sleeping.

And I see a million other men
Their lonely vigils keeping.

Each has his hill, his minute world,

His tiny hand to hold

The secrets of the universe

When they, at last, are told.

For Truth I seek, I search, I scream.

I fight my weakness, blindness, faults.

I stumble on to reach a dream.

My frightened body halts.
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I try so hard to reach the plain

Where hates and prides and selfish goals

Are all forgotten And I yearn

To know and understand the moulds

Which bend me, make me what I am.
And I believe that someday

A final truth for every man
Will find the perfect Way.

Yes, I stand here on this hill!

My childish voice is dumb.

My narrowed concept of what "Is"

Has made my senses numb.

Foolish infant that I am,
To complicate the Fine.

If I'm alone and all is dark.

Whose fault is that but mine?
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APRON STRINGS

Ann Hansen

Oh! Wait! My child,

'Til you have known

The wisdom of your eighteenth year.

Besides,

I can't support the two of you.

Child of mine! Eighteen summers

Aren't so long. Please wait, small one

'Til college days have passed.

Besides,

Who will support you two?

Precious child! What do you know

Of life, and love in the outside world?

Wait 'til you know the ways of the world.

Besides,

He can't support the two of you.

Mamma's child! Don't you fret!

You're best rid of that impatient brat!

He's not our kind.

Besides,

I'll support the two of us.
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W-L's F. T. A.

Martha Hammond and Katherine Gard

A FUTURE Teachers of America
class has long heen the dream of

Miss Higgins, Guidance Counselor;

Dr. Thompson, Elementary Super-

visor; and Dr. Hass, Assistant Super-

intendent of Schools. This year the

dream materialized. So far, they re-

mind us, the class is "just an experi-

mentation to test or determine its

value." It is a pilot project involving

only seven specially selected seniors.

It is hoped, however, that the class

will soon become a full-fledged and
integral part of the curriculum.

Washington-Lee has had an F.T.A.

club for many years, but as Miss El-

liott, teacher of the class, commented.
"Although the club offered many op-

portunities, there was not time enough
for the research, the observation, and
the extended work we needed to do."

After listening to speakers, working
on research projects, seeing movies,

and being reinforced by their teacher's

assurance, the prospective teachers are

ready for their trial by fire—super-

vised practice teaching in a local ele-

mentary school.

Martha Hammond, a member of

the class, writes of the mingled feel-

ings of excitement and apprehension

in this experience.

"Are yon scared?" asked a fellow

F.T.A.

"A little. Are you?"

"Scared stiff!"

"So it went that first day of observ-

ing," Martha continued. "At first I

thought I was the only one who was
nervous, but as it turned out. all of us

were a little bit apprehensive about

our first try at teaching.

"Teaching as a profession has long

been my ambition. When I mention-

ed this to my guidance counselor, he

suggested that I sign up for F.T.A. in

my senior year. He explained that

the purpose of the class is to acquaint

students with teaching and show them
some 'tricks of the trade."

"As one of our first orders of busi-

ness in F.T.A. we set up a schedule for

observing. We decided to spend five

weeks at each school and go three days

a week—first objective, Stonewall

Jackson Elementary.

"I approached my assigned room
with my heart in my hand and found

I had lost control of my knees. The
minute I entered. I knew this was en-

tirely unnecessary and that I was go-

ing to enjoy the next five weeks im-

mensely.

"The first few days were spent

learning the children's names. I no-

tired some of them in particular and
made a mental note to watch them
closelv in the following weeks. The
barrier of Miss Hammond vs. Martha
w.is slowly broken down when I play-

ed with them at recess.

"One of the highlights of the ex-

perience came when I was allowed to

teach an art class how to draw faces.

1 found them willing, if not overly

talented, pupils.

"The days passed. We told stories.

held class discussions, graded papers;

then suddenly it was our last day.

There will be other schools, of course,

but none quite like the first."

"Like teaching?" the Future

Teachers of America ask each other.

"Sure do. How about you 1 "

"Wouldn't take anything for it."
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FIRST TOM

Harry Metzler Illustrated by Diane Bottoms

FIRST TOM. then Joe, then me.
That's the way it's been as long

as I can remember.
Like where we lived. Tom in the

house nearest the corner, Joe in a

house down past Tom's, and me in a

house beyond Joe's.

Or like the way we walked down
the street. Tom next to the curb, Joe

in the middle, and me at Joe's rifiht

Or like the i,
rrade school days, why

we were pals in the truest sense of the

word. We wouldn't play in am <>f

the games during recess unless we
were <>n the same team. If one of us

was <\< used earlier than the others,

he'd wait outside for the others.

In high school it was the same way.
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The football team, for instance; we
all fancied ourselves great quarter-

backs. Here's the way we made the

team. Tom made first string; Joe

was second string quarterback, and I

was termed "auxiliary backfield man,"
in other words, third string quarter-

back.

When we began to appreciate the

opposite sex, it was in the same order.

Tom began to date, found it was
O.K. and told Joe. He tried it. and
found it the same way. Joe told me.

Then we graduated from high

school. None of us was unintelligent,

but something that amused me when
the class rankings were published was
the order the three of us were in.

Same old thing.

Then came along a place called

Korea. Just a little "police action in

a remote corner of the world."

A little while later the reserve unit

from our locality was called out and
put into active duty. The three of us

had joined up in the summer of our

junior year, and so were involved in

the call to active duty.

Tom was a sergeant, Joe was cor-

poral, and me? A plain old buck

private.

Well, they sent us to a place in

California for re-training and then

shipped us over to Japan for a re-

fresher course in hand to hand combat
and establishing beach heads and all

that. Then to Korea

Just like that. From a pure, happy
life back home, to the place where
these Korean fellows were shooting at

each other.

We went into action immediately,

and the captain was kind of proud
when we established the beach head
with very few casualties. About fifty

guys got it.

The first ones were kind of import-

ant to me.

First Tom, then Joe

TREES

Sally Moorman

Swaying in the moonlight

Shadows on them fall,

Growing on the hilltop

High above us all.
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NEED A JOB?
(Continued from page 8)

graduates of these classes were given

diplomas stating the number of hours
spent receiving this valuable instruc-

tion — a fine recommendation to

present to a prospective employer.

In the spring, before Cap and Gown
Day, a more detailed course of this

type will be presented for the benefit

of you seniors who will be entering

full time employment on a permanent
basis. This program will be designed

to equip you for your future by giving

you a sound preparatory background.
The placement office emphasizes

aiding, not only the senior who must
find work after he graduates, but also

the student who is interested in part-

time work throughout the school year.

Any of you may submit your name
for entrance in the placement office

files. With information about the

type of work you prefer, your special

capabilities, and the hours you will

be available for work, the placement
office is equipped to give you many
opportunities for securing a job from
the employers who notify the school

of openings in their concerns. The
Civil Service Commission and govern-

ment divisions are among those who

inform the school of position oppor-

tunity^ By registering with the

placement office, you insure yourseU
of consideration for any job offers

presented li\ employers to the W-L
student body.

So, take note! If you arc interested

in acquiring valuable experience in

the "world of business" and m earn-

ing cash for "stashing" or spending,

drop in and talk to Mrs. Hargravet,
When a call comes from Mr. Business-

man, you may soon be on your way
to an interview which can result in

your holding the very job that you
find most interesting and rewarding.

The student body annually thanks

the Placement Office for one of the

school year's traditional highlights,

Career Day. Scheduled for February

8, Career Day this year found approx-

imately one hundred representatives

from an extensive variety of careers

and professions visiting W-L. On
Career Day each student heard repre-

sentatives from two fields of his own
choosing during the usual fifth and
sixth periods. Once again the Place-

ment Office has scored a hit in giving

the students of W-L great opportuni-

ties in preparing themselves for the

life ahead.

BLACKBOARD JINGLE

George Mitchell

The havoc in the classroom

The stamping on the floors

The panic of the teacher

And the slamming of the doors

—

The teacher climbs up on the desk

He stands there like a tower

He slips, he falls, and then he calls

"I love this 'happy hour'."
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RIPE OLIVES AND A FULL MOON
(Continued from page 15)

"Aw, cut it out. Let's don't be

gruesome today," protested Emily.

"Gee, Luanne. Aren't you scared?"

piped Carol again. "I'm just maid of

honor and I've got butterflies already

—I've had 'em all week."

"Oh, heavens, no. I probably won't

be worried until I get to the church."

"When does Pete get here?"

Johanne stooped down and flipped the

record.

"His ship is supposed to dock in

Boston, Monday morning, so he can

make it to the rehearsal at night."

Johanne did a little pattern on the

floor with her feet—almost in step

with the music. "You know what my
brother Tom always says? 'If you
want to get romantic, you eat ripe

olives'."

For a few seconds an interested sort

of bright look appeared in the eyes of

Luanne's sister Carol. Then, unno-
ticed, the light dimmed.

"I hope there's a full moon," sighed

Luanne again, dreamily.

"Wow! ripe olives and a full moon,"
Emily got into the conversation,

"What a combination!"

Little sister Carol's eyes brightened

again, "Does that really work?"

"Sure it does. If my brother Tom
says something, you can bet your last

pair of nylons on it."

The wedding day came, and all

went smoothly. The guests breathed

the delicate fragrance of white roses

and orange blossoms. Luanne was a

lovely bride.

Carol cried in the receiving line.

Emily tried to comfort her with,

"Don't cry, Carol. Just think, now
you've got a brother." But the tears

welled bigger and flowed faster.

Luanne and Pete were sent safely

on their way with the clamor of tin

cans and rice, and life in the old house

settled to almost normal again.

Carol moped around the house with

a heavy lower lip for some time. But

the night she sat down and ate two
helpings of everything on the table,

cleaning the gravy from the second

plateful with her bread crusts, the

folks knew all was surely back to nor-

mal.

The next week Carol surprised the

family by receiving calls from a mys-
terious friend—an unusual occurrence.

The phone was kept busy for hours

at a time in the evenings.

"Well," said Mother one evening,

"Carol has taken an interest in boys.

I was beginning to wonder if she

wasn't a bit unusual." (Page 30)

Paula Malinick

INTERIM

As time goes on
Thoughts change,

Thoughts diminish

Into the subconscious

—

Never again to be awakened

—

Or maybe just waiting to

Be struck again at a

More appropriate time.
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"Ilmm" s.iid Father—pipe in teeth.

Mother sighed. "I ijucss Luanne's

tting married must have aroused
her interest."

The aexl afternoon a strange sight

\%a^ seen on Ivey Lane; little tom-boy
Carol, strolling nonchalantly along,

jibbering glibly to an adolescent ly

gangling, book-toting boy.

"Well. I'll be! I never thought I'd

the 'lay." exclaimed Mrs. Perkins,

the next door neighbor, from behind

the slats in her Venetian blinds.

The couple ambled up to the porch,

and the boy dropped half the pile of

hooks on the steps.

"Ill see you tonight, Sid" Carol

whispered, "and don't forget the

olives."

"I won't. 'Bye."

Carol ate supper hurriedly, as usual

but when she turned down seconds,

Mother looked at Father wisely.

"So you've got your first date to-

night, Gal?" Father commented.
"Uh, huh."

"Where you going?"

"Oh, the movies, I guess," lied

Carol.

Around seven, the doorbell rang.

Mother and Father approved, and
Carol and Sid slipped out the door in

a pseudo-sophisticated cloud. They
strolled slowly down to the end of the

driveway. The full moon shone

through the leaves of the mimosa,
like a bright candle through black

lace.

Carol turned suddenly, "Did you
bring the olives?"

Sid pulled from his jacket pocket an

unbelievably large jar of ripe olives.

He slipped the olives back into his

pocket, and grabbed her hand—they

turned and raced back up the drive-

way.
There in the back yard, the girls'

little playhouse stood—still erect, but

run down. It was just large enough
for a small group of children to play

a quiet game of house.

Sid held the door open ceremoni-
ously for Carol. They both stooped

to get in.

Orange crates don't exactly provide

the most comfortable lounging chairs.

But the floor was considerably harder.

Carol popped an olive into her
mouth, and passed the jar to Sid.

Neither spoke. Silently the jar passed

back and forth. Sid finally broke the

silence.

"How do you feel?"

"Fine."

"Don't you feel a little funny?"
"Romantic, you mean?''

"Yeah."

"No."
"I don't either."

"Well, maybe I do—just a little.

We have to give 'em time to work,

you know."
"Yeah, I guess so."

"It just has to work. There's a full

moon out, too. And Johanne said her

brother Tom said it always worked.'"

"Well, we'll just have to wait

then."

They sat in the darkness across

from each other for what seemed like

hours. Finally Sid stood up. "Aw.
this isn't going to work. We've waited

over an hour and I feel just the same."

He glanced at the empty olive jar.

"A little full, maybe, but no differ-

ent."

"Me too," said Carol.

A few more minutes passed—min-

utes of mutual disappointment.

Then all of a sudden—Sid lunged
forward. Oh boy, thought Carol, her

hopes renewed, it's working — it's

working!

He came towards her. a wild gleam
in his eye. Suddenly he threw his

hand up to his mouth, and rushed

from the playhouse.
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ELEGY FOR THE BLUES

(Continued from page 12)

she made her way to a spot by the

wall that was comparatively isolated.

The next feature would start in—she

looked at her watch — six minutes,

enough time for a cigarette.

It is difficult to say whether it was
when she opened her bag or when she

reached for the pack of cigarettes that

her eyes were finally caught and held

by a hold and frankly approving stare.

Her head came up quickly, and for

one moment she looked at this person

who stood so far away and yet so

embarrassingly close. Tall, blonde,

intelligent face, her mind registered

—

something it had not done for a long

time. Then, more slowly than it had

been raised, her head came flown

again, seeminglj intent upon the con-

tents of her bag. The hand that pluck-

ed .1 cigarette From the package was
not steady, and her heart was thump-
ing loudly. She felt somehow awk-
ward and gangling, standing th<

She walked slowly to where he was
standing, thinking how many times

she had had to run so very fast, try

ing to escape from this enemy, loneli-

ness. This time, though, it would
take only a lew short steps to he rid

of it. It would he gone. Gone.

She had stopped before him and he
was smiling down at her.

"May I have a light?" she asked.

Lifting her cigarette. But her mind
was saying. "Oh, my love, forgive

me."

Norma Ward

WHO AM I?

Who am I?

I don't know.
It would be fun

to find out though.

What great, important
things I should,

What cute, amusing
things I would
Accomplish if

I only could

find out

Who am I?
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GHOST TOWN

Mary Beth Hulsey

Empty
Lonely

Scarred by years of useful service

The old man
Still sits for hours
Telling of how
The town will prosper,

And grow,

Into a large borrough.
The smoke curls

Fancifully

Around his nodding head.

Then drifts up

—

Whisping through his silver hair.

His hopes
Are but daydreams,

Now
The town's days

Are over

Now.
A little burg

That has outlived its usefulness.

Inhabited

Only by an old man
With poignant memories,

By scuttling mice,

A sleepy owl.

And ghosts of warm and friendly neighbors.

Crumbling red bricks

And
Dusty rafters

—

An important epic

In the growth of

Our America.
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PAEAN

Susan Cotts

Thy name shall live as long

As one man

Can see a tree

And know Thy beauty in it.

DANCING DEER by Alice Peck
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TRIUMPH OF BEAUTY
< ontinued from page 21)

tugged on the rein--. The horse jerked

his head back in pain bul stopped im-

mediately. She --.it on the panting

animal in silence. The only sound
was the heavy breathing of the horse

and the occasional stamping of his

hoofs. Then, the flutter of wings and
a tiny form darted by. The horse

jumped; Michele pulled on the reins;

the horse strained, then ran into the

woods leaving Michele King motion-

less with a gash on her wrist from a

pointed stone. A few minutes later

the horse appeared at the stable, cov-

ered vi ith sweat.

The groom found her.

That niulit Dick opened his door to

the anxious knock of a little colored

boy.

"Mr. Dick. Miss Michele. she's hurt

bad. she needs blood. Old Mr. Hayes
says you better come quick

—
" He

tugged at Dick's sleeve then turned

and ran back down the road.

Diek didn't really understand; he
only knew he had to go to the Hayes
place. He went with only one thought

—Michele is hurt; she needs blood!

A friend of Dick's met him on the

porch of Michele's home. "She's very

ill. Dirk.'* he said, "she needs blood

badly. I thought you'd want to help.

But you don't look too well—per-

haps-
"

"Oh. I'll do it! I'll do it. I'm per-

fectly fit. Just a little thinner. I

swear I'm perfectly fit."

"Are you sure? There'll be tests

of course. It'll be a great bother,

I
"

"Oh. no bother! My blood is the

best. It's just what she should have."

"Well, go on in when the Doc calls

you. I'll be back."

Dick sat on the steps staring into

the blackness of the sky. Now Mi< hele

would have a strain <»f Negm hi i in

her too. oh whal Luck! What colos-

sal link 1 She would despise herself,

loathe herself. She was so proud!
Wait until she knew '

He sat waiting. Suddenly a bird

on a branch overhead began to sing.

Dick looked up.

"Stop that." he cried, "Mop that'"

But the bird filled the air with

music. Dick snatched up a pebble

and threw it at the bird. It reached

its mark. With a strange cry the bird

fell to the ground.

Dick stared at the tiny form on the

ground.

What have I done? He fell to his

knees and picked up the little broken

body. Had he gone mad to kill such

beauty? Had he gone mad to stop

such music? But he must not stay

here. Go inside? Oh, no!

Then he knew he could never do

this thing. He did not love her any
longer; he had seen her soul naked
and found it clouded by pride. Why,
then, couldn't he hurt her? He knew
now, beauty was the breath he felt

within him. He could not do such

an ugly thing. Michele — lie had
never loved her. only her face, so

lovely and sweet, had drawn him to

her! How could he have contem-

plated such a thing?

"Perhaps it's the strain of Negro
blood in my veins."—He shuddered,

stooped and covered the tiny bird

with the warm earth and walked

away. He breathed in the honey
scented air. The moaning tones of a

spiritual drifted to him from the

worker's shacks. A rapt, breathless

look crept into his eyes.
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ODE ON AN ANT

Art Walker

What! Hello—
An ant.

What are you,

Creature,

That you
Should disturb

My poetical endeavors?

Are you aware
That with

One sweep of my hand
I

( !ould

Destroy,

Obliterate,

End
Your life?

You would not dare

Step

Into

The path of my pen,

I lad you not hcen aware
Of
My limitless

Love of insects,

And mv strict

Adherance
To
The Golden Rule

Do
Unto others

As
You
Would have others

Do
Unto you.

But you annoy me
So.

'

'WH| 'KM
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THE SQUEEZE
(Continued from page 6)

ting its compartments straight in his

mind. He checked thoroughly on the

holdfl where the precious cargo was
stored. His father had not told him
what the cargo was, but he had prom-
ised him he would.

The day was advanced, and the

sun was a ball of vivid orange flame,

dipping down for a swim in the sea.

The few clouds were tinted with many
bright colors, and the water was
touched also. The boat swayed gently

in the swell from the reef and a gentle

breeze blew. In the background was
the roar of the waves on the outer

reef, lulling most of the crew asleep.

Soon the stars were out in a cloudless

night as the sun disappeared into the

water and Carlos, with his father,

Gonzalo and Manuel, sat on the for-

ward deck talking. The smell of to-

bacco smoke drifted over the group as

Gonzalo lit his pipe. Then he told

the story of the 'Gaspar', the famed
freighter. It was a jinxed ship he
claimed, because every one of the men
who helped to build it was drowned
when it went into the water on it's

christening day. But the owners had
no trouble finding a crew and soon it

was plying the coast from Jacksonville

to Tampa carrying odd cargoes. It

was a well-run boat and there was
never any trouble aboard until a new
captain came aboard. He was a strict

and disciplined man and tolerated no

"stuff" from a crew. So it was that

hall the nun quit on the night that

she sailed and there was only a mea-
ger (icw aboard. She sailed from
Jacksonville at twelve one night and
was in Miami at ten o'clock the next

morning. During the night a seaman
who had hired on at Jacksonville, fell

overboard. At Miami more of the

crew quit and it was well they did.

The captain was determined to take

the ship through the Straits of Florida

with a northeast storm brewing. So
with very little experience he sailed

from Miami at two in the afternoon.

About six o'clock that evening he
was off Key Largo headed south-south-

west with a sea beginning to kick up.

He was sighted off Key West at four

the next morning running before a

"flukey" northeast wind. Soon after

passing Key West he headed almost

dead north up the coast. The wind
was on his beam now and with a

shortage of hands he was in a bad
position. Unwisely he chose to keep
going and within eight hours he was
nearing the reef. He kept his crew
busy throughout the night lashing

gear and other items and suddenly
there was a scream and yell. A sea-

man had looked up from his work and
heard the pounding of the reef above

the storm. He yelled to his mates
and they stopped work and rushed for

a boat. They never reached it be-

cause as soon as they left their sta-

tions the ship ground onto the reef

Anonymous

SNOWFALL

Snow floats from heaven
And flutters softly to a waiting earth;

Its whispering rustle

Has silenced all the harsher city sounds

And created a world of silent solitude.
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with a terrible force. As it tore into

the coral the bottom was ripped out

and the sides of the ship crumpled
onto the bottom. The machinery and
gear on the deck slewed around, kill-

ing men and smashing deck houses.

Then the fury of the seas covered the

ghastly wreck and it lies there now
with its cargo of manganese and sil-

ver. It is also said that in his safe

the captain carried a number of gems
valued at many dollars.

Carlos thought back to the days

when the ship went down. It must
have been awful for those men. And
to say nothing of the lives the wreck
had claimed in years to follow. Soon
the group dispersed and went to sleep,

for they had a full day on hand to-

morrow.
The next morning was a day like

the preceding day. There was a hint

of a storm, but not enough to worry
about; and the sea was calm and clear.

It was a perfect day for diving and
Carlos was feeling the mounting ex-

citement in his body. He did not eat

any breakfast but instead got his gear

out and made ready to dive.

After breakfast his father came out

and walked over to where he was
looking over the rail at the wreck.

"Will the currents bother much.
Papa?" he asked. His father shook his

head.

"Just remember what I tell you,

and the diving be okay."

Then he took Carlos' arm and led

him into his cabin. From a drawer
he took a small silver cross, beauti-

fully done and on a silver chain. He
turned and said, "It was your moth-
er's, Carlos. You wear it down and
everything be okay."

Carlos took the cross and put it

around his neck. "Thank you. Papd,"

he said. Then he went out into the

sunshine whistling a Spanish tune and

walked to the stool where Gonzalo and
his brother were waiting for him. He
sat down and they began to dress him.

1 [e put on a suit of woolen underwear
and then slipped into the bulky rubber
suit. He snapped the cuffs of the

sleeves to make them hold to his wrist

tightly. Then came the shoes and the

breastplate. His brother gave him
various warnings and instructions as

he bolted the breastplate on. Then
came the lead belt and the weight for

over his shoulders. He sat there and
waited till he was ready to go over the

side, then slipped on a woolen cap,

accepted a cake of gum and was help-

ed to the side. There he stepped onto

the ladder and hung onto the rail.

Gonzalo brought his helmet with the

life line and air hose trailing behind.

He put it over Carlos' head and twist-

ed it to the left to tighten it.

Carlos climbed down the ladder

until his helmet was the only thing

above the water. He felt a cool blast

of air come across his face and he
reached across with his right hand
and opened the air valve which was
across his chest. He floated for a mo-
ment in the water and tested his air

then waved his hand and shut his air

valve.

Slowly he sank beneath the waves
and it was a strange feeling when he
watched the water come up over his

face through the glass. He did not

get wet, though, and that is where the

strange feeling came in. As he drifted

below he looked up and saw the hull

of the boat. It was very clear and
sharp in the water. He could not

look down veiy well so he looked

around him. As far as he could see

to one side was water and the ocean
floor stretching away from him. To
his right, however, he could see the

reef, climbing up to the surface, in all

its vividness. He marveled at what
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he saw—many brightly colored fish

swimming lazily about among vivid

marine growths. The coral ima

carved in the reed were almost alive,

he thought
He was jolted back to what he was

doing when hi^ feel nil the bottom.

He signaled to the ones above that he

was on the bottom. He landed not far

from the wreck and began to walk
to it. He could not walk normally

because of the water so he had to bend

over and trudge along at a forty-five

degree angle. He reached the wreck
and looked up. Some twenty-five feet

above him was the deck so he signaled

to be pulled up. lie made himself

light by increasing the air and he

found himself on the deck in a matter

of seconds. He quickly adjusted his

air and started for the cabin on the

afterdeck some thirty feet away.

As he trudged along something

nudged him in the back. It hit him
again and he froze with fear. The
tiling hit him again and almost

knocked him down. Then he turned

and looked into the ugliest face he had
ever seen, a grouper. The diver's

best friend he recalled hearing his

father say. Not when they scare you
to death he thought.

He reached the cabin door which
was open. It had been wrenched off

but one rusty hinge still BWUng there.

He signaled for more line and pre-

pared to cuter the cabin. The grouper
was still behind him as though he

Were pari of the operation, but Carlos

wasn't afraid now. He gathered up
the lmo and Stepped into the darkened

cabin and waited. As the light from
the surface filtered through he gradu-

ally became accustomed to the dark-

ness. He was looking around when
he got another jolt. He felt a push

on his suit. As he turned to shove

the grouper away, he nearly fainted

with fright. A man hovered there in

the water looking at him. Then an
eddie swept the man away. Carlos

thoughl ih.it he'd better be signaling

for less line and get to the surface as

quickly as he could, but then he got

his senses back and continued on into

the cabin. He would not let his fears

get the best of him! Then he realized

it was easier to say than to do; never-

theless he went about bis work.

He found nothing of importance in

the cabin so he signalled for his line

to be taken up and he emerged into

the lighter water and onto the deck

again. He looked for his friend the

grouper but the big fish had left

Carlos began to walk forward to-

wards the bridge. He reached it and
began to climb up the companionway.

mi et* ,*S

Ml.MHIR I'OIC

Clarendon Trust
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As he was reaching the top of the

ladder the railing gave way and he
almost fell to the deck. Had this hap-

pened he would have been squeezed.

But he held to a hand iron and gained

the safety of the bridge. He went in-

side and searched for the Log. It was
gone, probably taken by previous

divers. He looked for the ship's hell

and saw it. He signalled for tools

which soon came sliding down his

lifeline. He went out to the open

bridge and walked around to the bell.

He leaned over the spray shield and
began to work. After a while he had
the bell loose, but it wouldn't come
off. When he became impatient and
jerked at it. the bell came off and fell

to the deck below. He sent the tools

back up and descended to the deck.

After sending the bell up, he went to

the forward hatch, pulled open the

forecastle hatch cover and started back

with amazement. A hand was com-
ing up out of the hatch and soon a

diver followed. The ship was eerie.

He turned and stumbled aft, not look-

ing back, but soon he ventured for-

ward to go into the hold. He knew
not what to expect now.
He came to the hatch and consider-

ed a moment before opening it. It

was certain that he couldn't take

many more shocks like the two he had

already taken. Bui he opened it any-

how with help from above and peered

in. It was dark in the hold and he

signalled for a submarine lamp. It

came down, and he slowly decreased

his air so he could Boat into the hold.

I le went down into the hold and soon

touched the bottom.

lie adjusted his air and stood a

minute to become accustomed to the

light. He swung the lamp from side

to side, exploring the hold. He had

apparently landed in one of the holds

from which the cargo had been sal-

vaged. There was nothing there ex-

cept a few pieces of cargo crates. So

he started aft to look for a loaded

compartment. He went through the

first one and then stepped through a

water tight door to the next hold. He
flashed the lamp around this one also

and walked to each bulkhead to see if

there was anything to salvage. Find-

ing nothing in the second one. he

walked on to the third. This was the

last one in the forward part of the

ship and his time was just about up
for being down. He stepped through

the door and turned the light until it

came to rest on a stack of several

crates against the far bulkhead. He
started toward them and then noticed

something peculiar. He thought he
saw his air hose and lifeline in front

JAckson 70094
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of him. He wondered h<>w it could

happen tli.it th«\ would he then.

They stretched across the hold toward
the crates BO he decided to follow

them.
Ho put the lamp down, grabbed his

air valve and proceeded to the crates.

I le was about halt way ai ross the hold

when his fool stepped into ....nothing.

He was falling. Quickly he wrenched
his air valve open t<> lighten himai 11

He had opened it too much, and his

suit began to balloon. He tried to

turn the air valve hut his arms wi

spread-eagled at his side. He shot

hack to the top and tangled in air-

huso and lifeline. He bumped into an
object and through his side ports he
s.iw .mother diver. He veiled inside

his helmet, thinking his brother was

there to save him. He watched the

diver, but something about him was
strange. He didn't move at all, but

as Carlos drifted around in the bold,

the other diver followed him. The
truth hit him. His father had said

this would make a man out of him.

This was one of the divers who didn't

know the currents, as Gonzalo put it.

And now Carlos was one of those men.

trapped there in the hold. It was as

though the other diver were holding

him there to stay with him. Carlos

crashed into the bottom of the hold

and passed out.

It had been an hour and one-half

SJnce Carlos had gone down and (lose

to fifteen minutes since they had n

ceived a signal from him. lh is

probably working." said Manuel.
"I do not like it at all," said Gon-

zalo. "He is new at diving, and he

should have given a signal long be-

fore this. There is something wronj

"You are right. Gonzalo," said

Carlos' lather. "I will go down and
what is wrong. Fix me my suit,

Manuel, while Gonzalo stays here and
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tends Carlos' lines."

Manuel rushed to do his father's

bidding and soon had another suit

ready.

Raines hurriedly put the suit on and
clamhered over to the ladder. He
didn't bother to test his air but sank

quickly beneath the waves. Manuel
tended his lines and soon received the

signal that Rames was on the bottom.

They could see him below climbing

into the hold.

Below, Rames struggled through the

hold. Not finding Carlos, he went to

the next hold. Again no sign, so he
proceeded to the third and last hold.

There he saw Carlos' lamp shining

through t lie semi-darkness. He went
over to it and picked it up. He flash-

ed the light about and saw the air-

hose and lifelines. Taking care not to

entangle his with the others, he slow-

ly pushed forward, directing the light

to the floor so he would not step into

any holes. Suddenly the light showed
a gaping hole in the floor and the

lines led into it. He dropped slowly

into the hole and drifted to the bot-

tom. There his light showed him he
nn.is in the tunnel running aft from
the forecastle. Still he could not see

Carlos. Then the light glinted on
metal. It was the coupling of an air

hose. He followed along the hose and
noticed that the hose began to curve
upward; then he realized that Carlos

had over inflated his suit. He must
hurry because surely the suit would
burst soon if it hadn't already. He
directed the light on Carlos after fol-

lowing the hose and then lightened

himself and grabbed for Carlos' lines.

Rames ascended to where Carlos'

still form was in the water, saw the

other diver and realized how Carlos

had become entangled in the dead
diver's lines. Quickly he reached to

the right side of Carlos' helmet and
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turned the exhaust valve to let air out

of the suit. Then he pulled his son

back down to the other deck along
with the other diver. He gave a sig-

nal on his lines and the three began
to ascend.

When they reached the hold, he
pulled Carlos through the hole and
then bent to pull the other diver

through. The other diver was very
light and Ramcs knew the reason

why. He was hoping that Carlos

wasn't light for the same reason. As
he turned and started for the door, he
stumbled over Carlos lying on the floor

and quickly bent to drag him up
again. Realizing that the boy was un-

conscious, he pulled four times on the

lines and Carlos was immediately
snatched from his hands.

Rames was soon out of the holds

and on his way up. He signalled for

a line, tied the other diver's body to

it, and soon they were at the surface.

He asked about Carlos and was met
with a grave answer. The bends.

"Up anchor!" shouted Rames even
before he was out of the water. "All

hands prepare for emergency trip."

Almost immediately men were
swarming around doing vital tilings.

After Ramcs was out of his suit he
went to Carlos. His son was still un-
conscious and his face was severely

bruised.

Rames radioed to the U. S. Coast

$

Buy the

"ECHO"
(I n from MyA

• V V
Elos member
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Guard. Forty-five minutes Later .1 sea

plane was hovering over tin- boal and
then skimming along the water.

Karnes spun the wheel to meet the

bobbing plane and soon Carlos was
inside the plane and it was roaring

oil across the water
On arrival at Key Wesl he was put

in a decompression tank and recom-

pressed. Soon afterward Ins father,

Manuel and (ion/alo came to see him.
He asked ahont the diver who he

thought had I nod to save him, and
they told him what had happened.

The diver they buried in his helmet
was Fales. lie had heen lured across

the hold as was Carlos by the crates

and not watching where he was going
had fallen through the hole. lie had
not been quick enough with the air.

As they were leaving the hospital,

a doctor came to Rames and said,

"Mr. Rodi idi2,xiez, you have the Al-

mighty to thank for your son's life.

Did you notice those welts around his

neck 1

""

"I notice them." said Rames. "It

just where he get slammed with the

breast plate."

"You are wrong. Mr. Rodriguez,"
replied the doctor. "Your son was
within an inch of being smashed to

death by a squeeze!"

And a fervent prayer was offered to

the Almighty.

THE END
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THE MILLSTONE

Dana Kruger

"XU MY DIDNT Y0U cal1 Carol?
VV I reminded you to this morn-

ing. She would have loved to go. Why
didn't you call?*'

Harriet looked up, startled. "Oh.

well, I called a while ago, and her

father said that she wasn't home. And
I called Alice, and her mother had to

go someplace and she had to go. too.

So, well, that's all." She looked past

her mother calmly, evasively.

"You haven't made a move toward
any of your friends in quite a while,

I larriet."

"But, Morn. I . .
."

"It isn't just my responsibility to

see that you go out to people. You
have to go out to people, dear. They
will never all come to you. When did

you call Carol?"

The answer came almost automatic-

ally: "Right after you went back to

bed this morning, about eleven." That
should do. thought Harriet quickly;

she couldn't have heard me call if

she was in bed. "About eleven. Around
then," she said firmly. "So, I'd better

go; I'll miss the bus."

Why don't you take the 8-E bus

home, dear? Then you won't have to

walk so far. You can ask a policeman

where to catch it." She kissed Harriet

on the cheek. "Goodbye, dear. Be home
before five."

"Yes. Mrs. Tyler, sir. 'Bye." Har-

riet's voice came mockingly through

the early afternoon air as she hurried

toward the corner bus stop.

Absently handing her fare to the

sour-looking bus driver, she went to an
empty seat in the rear of the bus <m<l

sat down
1 1. Hi let hadn't wanted to go on this

shopping trip; it had been her mother-
idea. And Harriet, unable to face her

mother's inevitable question of

"Why?" if she refused, had responded
enthusiastically, llow did she know
why she didn't want to go. why she

just wanted to stay at home? Harriet

didn't know and neither did her

mother.

Harriet did not know why she had
lied about calling her friends either,

why she had parried her mother's

question with the lie that immediately
sprang to her lips.

Her mind went back to the previous

summer at camp. She recalled turning

around just in time to see a girl being

lifted to the swimming dock from the

lake, and hearing someone say, "She
hit the diving board when she did a

jack-knife. I think she hit her hip."

Then Harriet remembered the letter

to her parents concerning the acci-

dent. ".
. . and just as she was about

to meet the water, her hip glanced off

the edge of the diving board. Since I

was standing only a few inches away,
I helped get her out of the water. She
had a pretty bad bruise, but she's all

right now."
The wandering mind came back to

the present for a moment, and Harriet

thought. "What a stupid thing to think

about now. in the middle of the

winter."
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She stiffened at her next remem-
brance, just as she had when it oc-

curred. Mom had found out that she

had lied about doing that important

resear< b work for school, and the

girl's contradictory excuses had been
useless against the truth. Mom's ques-

tions of why she had lied had brought
the constant reply of "I don't know,"
from Harriet.

But that was all over now. She
pressed her lips together grimly. If it

killed her. she was going to stop this

awful lying, starting right now, this

very minute. It was no fun to worry

continually about being found out;

even if the lie seemed flawless she

might be discovered.

"Oh. stop acting like a hunted crim-

inal," she told herself. "It isn't as bad

as that."

Her self-reprimand was cut short by

the bus driver's announcement of the

coming stop, the one at which she v^.is

to get off. But she felt strangely happy
and relieved. Harriet Tayler was not

going to lie any more. She felt as if a

weight had been taken from her
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shoulders, and she left the bus with

exuberanl Lightnc
• • * *

era] hours Liter. 1 [arriel giant <
-< 1

at her watch. Better get going, she

thought; 8-E, that's the one Mmn
wanted me !•» take home, isn't it

'

Where's the righl stop? Mom knows

how I hate t<> ask strangers for di-

rections. What it I gel <»n the wrong
bus.' With all these pen she

thought, Looking down at the omits

of her shopping spree, I'd hate to gel

lost. But Mom wanted me to take the

8-E.

"Well." she said softly, "it won't

matter it I take my old bus. NV\t time

I'll take the other.'
1

Alread} she was forming a picture

of her mother's question of how she

had gotten home. "Oh, I asked a police-

man ahont where I could catch the

8-E. hut he- snicl that it didn't run on

Saturdays," she would answer calmly.

That will he all right, she assured her

self; hut as she boarded the bus, some

thing very much like an invisible stone

collar settled around her shoulders

one e again.

SIREN

Peggy Schafer

Faint on the night wind,

Rising and falling.

Wailing its warning
Into the brooding darkness,

The sound of a siren

Comes closer.

Round and round
A red light cuts through the somber blackness,

The squeal of tires.

The siren rises in a shrieking crescendo,

Reaching its peak

As a black car hurtles past

And on into the- night.

And the women
Whose husbands or sons or daughters are not yet home,

Lie tense

And listen to the siren's cry

As it dies away Into silence.

They wait

Until the rasping sound of a key in the lock

Lets them know that all is well.

And somewhere
Oik- mother's son will not come home tonight.
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SUZETTE SALET

CHAPEL

[lain drips on the groups of people rushing

to the door.

Umbrellas (lose

I [eels clip, clip and
Skirts swish as someone steps

into a pew.

The Hashing scout of cool air as someone

brushes by

—

Clip, clip, scuff, scuff

And of materials as they brush wooden

seats

—

The bell and an almost thunderous sound

From the rising of many. Another sound.

As all kneel and how their heads.

Quiet, but one voice speaks ahead.

Rustle of pages turning and clicks of

rosary eases

—

Silence, -is each tries to find peace with

Him—
Absolute humility, as each heart reaches

out for the comforting love

—

Another sound, and another

—

Stand, sit. kneel and pray

—

Rells. bells, silence

—

A hundred voices together in prayer

—

Then scuff, scuff, click, click and cold

air hits contented faces

—

Umbrellas open and
Rain drips on the groups of people rushing

to the cars

—
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ATTITUDES

Judith Schnackenberg

Siamese rats

Brubeck's jazz

No barking clogs

No razz-ma-tazz.

I crave the sleek

Sophisticated.

I shun the staid

And antiquated,

For I am worldly

And so witty,

Call me "'striking.''

Never "pretty.*'

And treat me with respect, m\ dear.

Then your good taste I shall revere.

You'll find me wise,

Yet effervescent;

Go tell my folks.

They swear I'm adolescent,
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EXAM WORRIES?

Bakhaka Jlugens

«4J
ONG ABOUT knce-dccp in

I—' Juno" a universal dread spreads

over the Washington-Lee campus. As
the time for final exams approaches,

moldy textbooks are given a good dust-

ing, pencils are sharpened, and the epi-

demic of sleeping siekness which be^an

last September is miraculously cured.

Too often, however, those prepara-

tions end only in confusion and the

question. "Just how does one study for

an exam?"
Preparation is the key to success.

Begin the day after a test to prepare

for the next one. Arrange a schedide

for review by designating a day and
hour to spend on each subject. Do this

for several davs preceding mid-terms

or finals. College-bound seniors should

note this particularly.

In reviewing, make a list of impor-

tant laws, principles, theories, experi-

ments, or ideas. Also compile a con-

densed summary or outline of all the

material you must cover. By doing this

you will get a '"bird's-eye-view" of all

your information and you will be able

to see how it is inter-related. Spend
time on phases in which you find

yourself particularly weak. An anah
sis of past tests and quizzes will see

you see your weaknesses in a minute.
This may come as a surprise, but

cramming can be beneficial—if it is

a concentrated review of material pre-

viously learned. Painful as it is to

realize sometimes, last minute cram-
ming just won't work if it is the first

effort to learn. One big confused mass

of undigested matter is the Inevitable

result.

Before the tost, find out from the

instructor what material is going to be

covered and what type ot test will be

given. It will be a valuable aid in your
studying if you know whether to ex-

pect objective, interpretive, or discus

sion typo questions. A good trick to

utilize in your studying is a prediction

of the questions you would ask if you
were the instructor. This works only

if you learn the answers to those ques-

tions.

If you find that when you take a

math test you are rushed for time, try

doing your homework problems under
pressure and speed up. Setting an

alarm clock to ring at the end of an
allotcd time will be a good duplicate

of a test situation.

When studying, be sure to notice

the difference between essay and ob-

jective examinations. These tests re

quire different types of study empha-
sis. In reviewing for an essay test, pay
particular attention to main ideas, to-

gether with their supporting points:

relationships among various topi< S,

sections, and chapters: the application

of important principles and ideas, to-

gether with the ability to recall the

necessary information. In reviewing

for objective tests, concentrate not only

on the main points, hut also on the

supporting details, and note striking

words or phrases and key sentences.

In either type of exam, remember

—

(Continued on Page 30)
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A BOY AND AN IDIOT

Susan Cotts

AS THE BOY ambled lazily down
the road, the blistering sun beat-

ing on his head. he felt very happy.

It didn't take much to put him in this

state, and on that day all the essentials

were there; warm sun. clear skies, and
the promise of cool shade at the river's

hank, lie also looked forward to Seeing

the idiot. Almost every day Peter and
the idiot would go fishing.

Peter bad mown up in a family of

ten children, of which he was the old-

est. Until he was ten years old. he was
constantly busy with the children, and
with school. One day he decided this

life was too much for him. so ho would
stop doing anything, and simply do

nothing. He ohseryed the villagers, to

find out which one did the least work.

It didn't take him long to dis-

cover that it was the idiot. An idiot

was a man who lived a perfect lite,

without interference from anyone. He
was usually a man born "feeble," or

one who used this pretense to wall

himself off from the world, or just a

man who was supremely lazy.

Peter watched the idiot and soon

learned a few simple tricks. He learned

to waggle his tongue and stare into

space, to look cross-eyed, and to gurgle

at appropriate times such as when con-

versing with school authorities. The
villagers soon began to think he was

"teched"; and they forgot that he had
not always been like that. They let him
alone, to educate himself. And this he
did. mostly by talking with his friend

the idiot.

Today W8S a good day for fishing

They always wenl fishing on pretty

days, but often they wenl on days that

weren't pretty, because it was so much
Inn to see the rain on the water.

Reaching the stream, the bov saw
the idiot sitting under a tree on the

bank.

*'I got some nice worms today." said

Peter.

"Umm." said the idiot. He could

say more than this, but sometimes he

just didn't want to.

"Think the fishing's good?" asked

the boy.

"Umm." said the idiot.

All necessary information being

changed, they gol down to the business

of stringing their worms. The boy mar-
veled at how the hook went so easily

through the round body of the worm.
and why a worm was pink, and win
it didn't bleed like a human. In silence

they sat beneath the tree, and dangled

their lines and their fed in the water

They wore only the scantiest of cloth-

ing. What they did wen was identical

baggy overalls. Sometimes, on very hot

days, they even took these off and wont

"skinny-dipping."

"Think it's hot enough to go swim-

ming " the boy asked

"Umm." said the idiot.

But both were too lazy to move, so

they sat and fished, talking only when
they felt like it. Their talk usually

varied. They looked at the flowers and
the trees, and they talked about them.

They looked at the sky and the water,
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and they talked about them. And some-

times they remembered, and talked

about that.

The idiot remembered the outside

world, but he didn't talk much about

it. When he did. he told the boy of

streetcars, and laundries, and side-

walks. He had a fine head for details.

The boy didn't have much to re-

member, so mostly he just listened.

When he did remember, he told about

school. He talked about reading, and
erasing the boards, and drawing pic-

tures. He remembered the far places

they had talked about; but most of all

he remembered the other children, and
how they played games. He remem-
bered them laughing and shouting,

and he remembered himself laughing

and shouting, too. He remembered tb.it

he bad liked it.

One da} he remembered the Christ-

mas program and the time when he
was in it and his mother and lather

came to hear him sing, and the other

children and villagers clapped for him.

1 le remembered that he had liked

being clapped for.

"Idiot, were you ever clapped foi
'

"Umm," said the idiot.

"I think I liked it.

"•

Peter got up, put his fishing pule

across the lap of the idiot, and began
walking uncertainly down the red road,

toward the school.

The idiot looked up after him, and
then fell asleep.
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FLOOD TIDE

Ann Hansen

"There is a tide in the affairs of men. which, taken at the Flood, leads

on to Fortune."

Shakespeare

Julius Ceasar

« i|V A AYBE I'm just stage-struck, but

1V1 with me it's going to stick. I

can't imagine doing anything else."

John Hager spoke quietly, smiling a

little, but the intensity of his person

seemed to say, "I mean it." If determi-

nation could guarantee success, this

boy would have Broadway at his feet.

Already he has known the kiss of

success. He played the male lead in

W-L's entry in the district one-act-play

contest, The White Tablecloth. This

play won the district competition and

went on to the State Contest where it

won a rating of "most distinguished."

"A judge at the state contest, the di-

rector of drama at Maryland Univer-

sity, said he felt that I should go on
professionaly in the theatre, but that I

should be a Shakespearean actor." The
joy expressed on his face when he said

this was so genuine that it was almost

an invasion of his privacy to look at

him.

Many W-Lites have seen John act

Shakespeare, for he appears before

sophomore English classes doing
Antony's speech from Julius Caeser,

and for senior English classes he pre-

sents soliloquies from Hamlet. During
homeroom period he is available to do
Hamlet soliloquies.

John is presently rehearsing scent--

from Richard HI to present in three

weeks in the Little Theater all six per-

iods for one day to anyone who is in-

terested. Other plavs he plans to pre-

sent include Julius Caeser, Macbeth.
and Hamlet, all a1 three week intervals

in the Little Theater.

Though many people have advised

him against this project saying, "It

can't be done," John says, "How do

they know, they haven't ever tried it."

He also feels that "Shakespeare is easy

to understand."

Those who remember his perform-

ances in The Robe, Ladies of t/ie Jury,

Maker of Dreams, The Grass Harp, and
The White Tablecloth, often fail to

recognize him in the halls at school, for

the glasses he wears completely change
his appearance.

Tense and high-strung. John has a

cigarette at every opportunity and is

a member of that determined group of

Seniors to be found in the Senior Court

at lunch time, whatever the weather.

Restless and fidgety, he talks with his

hands, and is a picture of perpetual

motion, for he cannot stand or sit still.

Next year. John wants to go to a

drama school in New York. After tli.it.

who knows? Watch this boy. W-L you
knew him when
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Michel Scott

THE THOUSAND YEAR PINE

The trunk and limbs are grooved with scars,

As beaten, knotted, old, he stands;

Yet lingers on this warrior-tree

While deeply rooted in the sands.

Jk

He forms a black and stolid guard

Against the dawn's carnation sky.

Though flaming sword once ripped his heart

While, proud, he held his head high.

Though wars with lightning and with fire

Were fought through ages by this tree,

Full many suns have healed his wounds,

And snows from cold have kept him free.

The record made beneath this fir,

Its boughs in silence bore through years

—

Of myst'ries, love, discoveries, war.

Hardships through rain and mist and tears.

His comrades still fall at his side,

And prostrate, quickly rot away;

But who will mourn this brave old pine

When he must die and then decay?
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MY CHILD

Paula Mai ink k

It was a small child

—

Sin. ill in mind—large in frame

Yet I loved it.

Telling me <>l its love, I was proud

For it was <i greal i onquest

Many others had loved MY CHILD
I » 1 1 1 in \ ain.

It was Fickle—they wen* tup

But when the time < ame

—

Love took a Strong hand

Upon MY CHILD'S heart—1 thought-
Looking endearingly into my eyes

I UOUghl I knew

Everyone thoughl he knew—
Even MY CHILD.

But so little was really known.

MY CHILD was weak-
Weak among persons of strength.

Many strengths

—

Personality

—

Mind

—

Body-
Strengths unkown to humans

—

And MY CHILD is weak in all save body.

The strength was standing

And MY CHILD went running

Leaving me alone—so vei \ alone.

And so is life

—

MY CHILD is no longer MY CHILD.
It belongs to the other Strength.

So be it

—

But let MY CHILD find only happiness with the other one

—

Then 1 are others for me—Always others

—

lint never the same as

MY CHILD.
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THE NICE GUY

AS A SLEEK, two-toned, L955 Lin-

coln convertible whizzed down
the new super highway outside San

Francisco, its two occupants were licit

edly discussing their plans for that

evening.

"Really, Eddie." said the good look-

ing blonde boy at Eddie's right,

"there's no reason why you shouldn't

want to go to the Spring Hop tonight.

It'll be great, man."
"Great!" replied the driver who

looked like a model for collegiate

clothes with his broad shoulders and

his dark complexion. "I don't see any

fun in going to a dance and seeing

you dance with a lot of girls who are

pretty but brainless."

"I give up." said Dick. "You're so

shy that you don't even ask that

beautiful element of our life out for

dates."

Eddie blushed as he said. "If you
mean girls. I go out with them oc

casionally. but I don't make a habit

of it like you do."

Dick laughed and slid into a more
comfortable position. Suddenly he sat

up and looked at Eddie.

"You know, you still haven't an-

swered my question. Are you or aren't

you going to the dance tonight?"

"I suppose I'll go," Eddie said, with

his usual good nature. "Besides if I

didn't go, who would take you?"
"Eddie, old boy." Dick said, "you're

getting smarter every day."
* * *

That night at the dance Eddie sat

at the side talking to some of his fra-

ternity brothers.

Dick, meanwhile, had found a girl

that he liked very much. Up to the

intermission when he brought her over

to introduce her to Eddie, he had

danced v\ ith no one else.

"Jean." he said, "this is Eddie, one

of mv oldest buddies. Eddie, this is

lean, my newest one."

Jean blushed becomingly, and the

three 1 of them chatted ploasantlv for

a lew minutes until Eddie excused

himself, not wanting to spoil Dick's

fun. Dick escorted Jean back to the

teeming dance floor.

While they were dancing in the

great hall bedecked with spring flow-

ers, Jean commented on Eddie's shy,

but effective personality. "He looks as

though he could handle- any situation.

Where did you meet him. Dick?"

"We went to the same high school

in San Francisco." Dick answered her.

"When we were on the football team
we became good friends although

many people thought it was strange

since we are so different. Eddie is a

brain, and ho sure is loaded with

money. I'm just a poor, happy-go-

lucky sort of guy who's fortunate

enough to be his friend."

lie certainly is nice 1." Jean thoughl
wistfully, but then her mind returned

to the man of the moment. Dick was
also nice, but he was right in saying

that there was a world of difference

between them.
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I)i( k continued to soo Jean many
times after the dance, but BOOD he ran

into a problem. One night be tried to

explain it to Eddie.

"Eddie, be started, "uh. Jean and
I have well, I want to . . .you

see. there's a good movie on and . .
."

"That's enough,*
1

Eddie replied. "I

u»t the general idea. You like Jean

.Hid you want to take her out to the

movies, but you don't have any money
Or transportation. Right?"

"Right," said Dick. "But how did

you . .
."

"Never mind," said Eddie, "I un-

derstand. Besides I have to go to the

library for some research work any-

way. Suppose I give you some money,
and I'll take you to the movies on my
way and pick you up on my way back.

Then we'll go somewhere."

"Gee, Eddie," Dick said. " you're a

real pal. But won't you mind being the

odd guy?"
"Not one bit." Eddie replied. "Bo-

sides. I'll just sit there and admire
Jean, thinking what a lucky guv you
are. If there were another girl around

as neat as she is, I wouldn't mind dat-

ing a bit."

"Just remember who she's going

with." Dick laughed. "Then I won't

mind a bit either."
* * * *

During the rest of the college year.

Eddie. Dick, and Jean went every-

where, enjoying themselves complete-

ly. When summer rolled around they

went back to their homes, but every-

one kept up a correspondence, even

Eddie and Jean.

Back at school in the fall, the boys'

studies became harder, and they had
less chance to date. Dick even began
feeling so indebted to Eddie that he
got a job to pay back some of the

money he had borrowed. Eddie just

shrugged this off with his usual gen-

erosity, but Dick began enjoying his

work and even began saving some
money for bis future.

One Friday night Dick had planned
a date with Jean to go to the theatre

in San Francisco. He had already

bought the tickets and some flowers,

when bis boss informed bini thai he

would have to work late that night.

He asked Eddie to take Jean in his

place.

The play which they saw was quite

good, and it deserved all the excellent

notices which it received from the

critics. Afterwards Jean and Eddie

stopped for a bite to eat before they

drove back to the college.

At one o'clock they were in front

of Jean's dormitory and they stopped

to talk for a few rninuti

"Thanks for a wonderful evening,

Eddie." Jean said. "You know. Fve

been waiting quite a while for a date

like this."

"What do you mean by that?" he

asked.

"You know what I mean," she an-

swered. "It's nice to be out alone with

you.

"That's a fine way for a girl almost

engaged to my best friend to be talk-

ing."

Jean w;\s glad 1 hat Eddie would not

be able to see the blush she felt suf-

fusing her face. "I'm sorry, Eddie,

she said softly, but I could never marry
Dick when there is someone like you

around. Dick is a lot of nm to date,

but as for a marriage partner. I'm

afraid that unless he changes, he just

isn't the type."

This said, she jumped out of the car.

and went running to the house, leaving

(Continued on Page 34)
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STILL LISTENING

Ocoee Peterson

Part I

When I was a baby, we lived in the desert

—

And the days were long

And ceremonious in their leaving.

The night and day were friends

—

And they communicated before one left and the other came.

When I was put off to bed

And the light turned off.

And the door shut

—

The night would come alive.

The most beautiful perfume in the world comes from the desert at night.

And there would be music

—

Tumble weeds whispered secrets as they gaily blew along-

Every little cactus cricket sang his little song

—

Far away the desert wolves howled all night long.

The world was mine
And I, a part of it.

AND IN THE NIGHT I HEARD A VOICE.
It was new to me, and exciting

—

It gave me assurance and promise, and beautiful pictures of

the future

AND THE VOICE IN THE NIGHT ENCHANTED ME TO SLEEP.
(Continued on next page)
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Pari II

I was free and wild when I was a littlr girl

And glad I was in Italy.

The day and nighl were rivals then,

And came and went with exquisite ceremony.
I \ i n though m\ governess

it me to bed early

I loved the nighl best

—

Bet ause .it night, I could hear the loveliest violin music in the world

Come from downstairs

In the hotel

—

From my balcony I could watch the sea dance in scarves of silver and

gold.

The fishermen

—

With their bronzed and beautiful bodies

Laughed and sang and talked softly

As they sat on the beach

Near their boats drinking their wine.

And the air was salty and delicious.

I adored the night because it was then

The horsedrawn buggies made pretty music on the little streets

Under my balcony

—

The candles were lighted in the tiny taverns which I could see

From my balcony

—

AND THERE WAS A VOICE IN THE NIGHT
Which taught me

Laughed with me

—

Made me love the world

—

Gave me reason to be alive

—

. . .A voice which told nie I must grow, and mature, and be hurl and

loved

AND I LIVED FOR THAT VOICE IN THE NIGHT.
And life was good.

Something deep inside me swelled in response

—

Every fibre of me tingled at the sensuous beauty of existence

—

I painted only in the night.

I wrote only during the night.

I prayed at night.

I learned at night.

AND I HEARD THE VOICE IN THE NIGHT.
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Part III

When I came to know the pain, confusion and torment of adoleseru e.

Still I know the night.

The Grecian night was soothing with its sounds.

Soft and subtle in its moods
Mellowed by the gentle fingers of age,

The Grecian nights offered

Inimitable surcease.

Rich with spiritual quality, welcoming, challenging, revealing the

Nectar of the Gods,

The voice in the night sang to me as I listened

—

Part TV

But now the night sneaks in behind the day ashamedly,
Neon signs begin to whir and blink,

Electric lights are snapped on.

And curtains roughly drawn to keep the night out.

I hear the clatter of poker chips on the table next door

—

The air is thick with smells of

Dime store perfume.

Fish fried in stale fat

Car grease.

The baby upstairs squalls—the man downstairs swears.

There is the constant roar of cars going by on the highway

—

Nothing blends with anything else

—

Vapidity and grating struggle fight for supremacy.
And I am a woman now

—

Not a little girl anymore.
I have responsibility now

—

And don't dream anymore.
The ugly pattern of the every-day chaos drags by undisturbed

—

And I don't outwardly rebel.

AND THIS IS REALITY .... and this is being grown up.

But when they tell me goodnight and shut the door.

Something in me still listens for THE VOICE IN THE NIGHT.
Thwarted, wretched, restricted. I ache as I try not to listen

For what is not there

—

THE VOICE IN THE NIGHT.
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GIRLS JUST CANT PLAY BALL

Joe Duffield

EACH DAY DURING my English

rlass I am a spectator to a most

hilarious farce — girls vainly attempt-

ing to play the national pastime, a la

Softball. Occasionally I manage to fo-

cus my attention on the English les-

son, but my eyes wander back to the

window which frames this phenome-
non each spring.

These gladiatorial matches begin as

the maidens enter the arena (ball-

field) carrying the balls, bats and
bases. The equipment is promptly dis-

carded so that they may participate in

their superfluous exercises, which are

of absolutely no benefit to anyone. But

the instructors are morally hound to

them by tradition, and they adhere to

the barbaric custom in dedicated sen i

tilde

The exercises completed, the Ama-
zons, (lad in their nauseating little

blue uniforms, proceed with the game.
What enchants me is their complete
inability to catch or throw the ball.

This inefficiency reduces the game to a

snail's pace, and the irony of the sit-

uation is enhanced by the pitcher's in
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competence in getting the ball over

the plate. She averages about twenty

pitches to a batter.

At long last a high, outside one is

meekly slapped, and it rolls towards a

would-be fielder who bends to scoop il

up. The evasive apple manages to slip

between her legs and continues its

hazardous journey through tbe legs of

a half dozen more prospective heroines

until it eventually stops rolling some-

where in the outfield.

While the runner traverses the base-

line, the outfielder nearest the ball re-

trieves it and throws it to the first base-

man, who drops it. She picks it up.

though, and in attempting to throw it

to the pitcher, overthrows to third

base. The third baseman, whose clutch-

ing fingers the ball has escaped, final 1\

captures it. and using her head—car-

ries it to the pitcher, who after fund)

ling around with it for awhile, turns

toward the batter's box and prepares

to repeat the hopeless ritual.

Mercifully, the teacher blows her

whistle, thus ending the farce and my
entertainment, and I return to my
English muttering this thought, "Girls

just weren't intended to play ball."

CONFORMITY

Ann Hansen

If I conform
in outward ways

To social niceties

in dress,

in acts,

in speech,

What will keep my thoughts from
Commonness

in other things?

What shall I do with my convictions?

How do I hide my "unacceptable" love for

Off

Beat

Personalities?

May I enjoy new forms in

culture,

politics,

and worship

And not be labeled "radical," "Bohemian"?
Not yet.

Society's a mold, a form to fit the person in.

It does not bend itself to take in those

who cannot yield that far.
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THE LOSER

Peggy Schafer

TT TAKES PRACTICE to become a

good loser. Not the kind of loser who
forces a smile and congratulates the

winner, hiding a hurt and bitter heart

as lie docs so. but the kind who an-

alyzes the reasons for his loss, remedies

them, and goes on to bigger and bet-

ter things. Mary Jo was a good loser.

She'd had practice.

Mary Jo Dennis lost at everything.

She lost at tennis. Her team invariably

lost at basketball. Every time she play-

ed canasta or chess, she lost. She even

lost at solitare. She lost at wishbone

pulling. Mary Jo was accustomed to

losing. She was good at it.

She never gave up, however. She

kept on playing tennis, basketball, ca-

nasta, chess, and solitare. and pulling

wishbones with her sister at Thanks
giving and Christmas. She kept on los-

ing. '"Some day, though."' she said.

"Some day I'll win."

Mary Jo was a senior in high school

and "some day"' had not yet come. She

stopped heside the bulletin board in the

hall at school to read the announce-

ments. One caught her eye. A national

civic group was sponsoring an oratori-

cal contest, the subject being "What It

Means to be an American Citizen.*
1

Mary Jo read the rules, but it did not

occur to her to enter the contest. That

night she mentioned the contest to her

mother. "You ought to enter it." said

Mrs. Dennis, "After all. the grand
prize is $500. and a trip to Washing-
ton, too."

"As if I'd ever win anything." said

Mary Jo. but she entered the contest

Sooner or later, the law of aven

catches up with everyone. Mary Jo won
the school content. For the fust time in

her life, she had won something im-

portant. "Maybe the tide is turning,'
1

she said to her mother.

The next hurdle was the district con-

test Mary Jo held no hope <>f winning
against nine other people, all experi

enced speakers. She did win. however
Mary Jo was incredulous. "It's like Iv

ing on the SbJ.000 Question.'" she said

to herself. "I've reached the first pla

teau."

The next plateau was the state con

test. Mary Jo got a good case of jit

ters as she saw the sea of faces thai

were to oppose her. "Oh, well,'
1

she

said, "at least I've proved that I can
win."

She could win She did. She listened

to the monotonous clackety-clack of the

train wheels carrying her to Chicago

and the national contest. "The winner,

the winner." they said, over and over.

"It can't go on." said Marv Jo. Bui

it did.

Man-

Jo won her first preliminary

elimination against contestants from

four other states. While she was wait

ing for the second contest, she s.u in

on another preliminary elimination

She was still so excited over winning
her contest that she did not concen

trate on the speaker until she heard a

soft voice behind her sav "She will win
from these five. I think." Marv Jo

looked up. A lovely Oriental girl with
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wide almond eyes and soft hut well-

modulated voice, remarkably like that

of the voice behind Mary Jo, was
speaking. Marv Jo listened, not to the

girl, but to the low-spoken conversa-

tion behind her.

"It is such a good speech. If she

could but win. The money will help

so for the college. She has worked so

hard to gel enough money."
"Sometimes I feel bad that I have

not earned enough money to send her

to college. But all the little ones, and
such poor business. So much money just

to buy her a dress to wear here."

"I almost think she would rather

win the trip than the money. Wash-
ington is a symbol to her. a symbol of

America."

Their voices ceased as the girl finish-

ed her speech. Mary Jo glanced over

her shoulder. The girl's parents were
gazing proudly at their daughter as

she returned to her seat amidst a burst

of applause.

Mary Jo lay awake that night and
thought. She could not get the Oriental

lmiI out of her mind. She could see

the girl's face, the faces of her par-

ents, filled with hope. The prize meant
so much to them. She thought of her
own home, her closet filled with dress-

es and shoes. What did the prize mean
to her? More money to a person who
had never been in want, a trip to a

place she had already seen. Why did
she want to win? Simply because she'd

always lost. But there are times when
losing in the eyes of the world is win-

ning in your own mind. "I hope she

wins." said Mary Jo. Her own voice in

the darkness surprised her. "I hope she

wins."

Mary Jo sat next to the Oriental ^irl

on the stage at the final contest. She

could see the girl's parents sitting near

the front of the audience. Mary Jo

glanced next to her. The girl was smil-

ing at her parents; they smiled back.

There was a silent communication be-

tween them, an unworded hope. But-

terflies fluttered in Mary Jo's stomach.

She glanced at the notes in her hands.

"I hope she wins. I hope she wins."

The girl's speech was excellent.

Mary Jo breathed a sigh of relief. There
was no need to worry. The Oriental girl

was sure to win. hands down.
Mary Jo smiled to herself as the

head judge stepped to the microphone

to announce the winner. Just to see the

expression in the girl's face when she

heard her name announced would be
enough compensation for losing. Mary
Jo was turning to congratulate the girl

before she realized whose name the

judge had said. "Miss Marv Jo Den
nis." Mary Jo Dennis? She saw the

tears spring to the eyes of the Oriental

girl. Turning, she saw the utter disap-

pointment and despair come over the

faces of her parents. Mary Jo wanted
to shout, "Not me! Her!" Her heart

sank as she stood up. She was the

winner now. The winner of a prize

that had lost its meaning. The loser

had lost again.

Linda Roberts
FINGERNAILS

Nature's gift.

Not to be wasted.

But tendered and pampered.
Not to be tasted.
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ELUSIVE LIGHT

Michel Scott

By everj liill and hollow
\\ herever I fare,

A fleeing lighl I follow

Ever and everj \\ h- 1

1

It glances, dances eerily

And Leads me a^ it w ill.

Through regions bright or dreary.

But it eludes me still.

I know th.it I shall never

Possess its glory quite.

But. til 'tis quenched forever,

I must pursue the liidit'

GREEN VALLEY, KENTUCKY

Jane Alice Taylor

It was winter in Green Valley. The cold wind Blew fiercely in the night
Winter hung on. The wind relentlessly pelted the trees, hending their branches

awry. The wind forced its way into the old farm house through many cracks.

The wind storm had started before midnight.

Shortly before dawn the storm gave one final gasp and retreated up the

Green River. The silence that followed in its wake was more penetrating than

the wind.

As the first faint fingers of dawn came over the hill a few birds ventured

to welcome a new day. The first crocuses were peeping through the ground.

As the farmer went about his barnyard chores he saw the first robin. He
smiled for he knew spring had finally arrived.
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Dave

HER SMILE

Her smile

—

It's automatic

Bui nice.

[t's brighl her teeth shine

All are enchanted by her mystic beauty.

She keeps everyone happy

with her bright conversation.

Inside, behind the skin, the \\ heels turn

"How tiring—
Dry up, buddy, yon talk too much.

What a bore this gentleman i Ha!) is-

Ihit lie shall be made happy

—

Else the world think different of me."

Sincere

Kind

Gentle

—

Like a politician.

Don't give her what she wants

One time;

—

The smile is gone.

1 ler smile?

Be glad von haven't seen

Her frown!
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EMPIRICISM
Art Walker

Y\\ inkle. Twinkle little star.

Twinkle, Twinkle, Twinkle.

Be you Venus or be you Mars?

Twinkle. Twinkle, Twinkle.

Id like to think that you above

Twinkle, Twinkle, Twinkle.

( lould be the spirit of my love.

Twinkle. Twinkle, Twinkle.

You seem so far and yet so near.

Twinkle. Twinkle. Twinkle.

My, you're moving. Say, that's queer.

Twinkle, Twinkle, Twinkle.

I believed a star you were.

Twinkle, Twinkle, Twinkle.

Just another flying saucer.

Twinkle. Twinkle Twinkle.
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THE DIMPLED GRIN

Jane McCoixki.k

MET PAT in summer school. I had

always hoard a lot aboul how cute

and everything else under the sun he

was, but that day. when he walked into

class. I didn't believe a word of it.

Grinning a big wide grin that made
two dimples show, ho slouched to tin

back of the room and sat down, tipping

his chair up against the wall. All dur-

ing the class he sat there with a stupid

sort of grin on his face. When the

teacher called the roll he answered in

such a "cool" manner. I thought I'd

die laughing. Once he turned and look-

ed my way. and I could see that he

knew I was alive. I really didn't care

much, but in a way I was sort of glad.

After class, all the girls tagged along

after him down the hall. I just coidd

not figure out why. Maybe it was the

way he had answered the roll. I didn't

know.

The next day. I just happened along

down the hall at the same time he

just happened along.

"Hello." he said, trying to act "cool"

again.

"Hi!" I said, just as "cool."'

He smiled, walked into the class,

went directly to the back of the room
where ho proceeded to sit down. I

don't know why I did it. hut I followed

him to the back of the room and sat

down right in front of him.

Then the "old baa'" walked in. She
really wasn't an "old bag." but we call-

ed her an "old bag" anyway. Matter
of fact, she was a pretty nice teacher.)

She sat at her desk, sort of staring

ahead. One by one. the kids filed in.

and. as usual, left all the seats towards

the front of the room vacant. When
the bell rang to starl the (lass, it v

the teacher's cue t<> say. All students

on the hack row. fill up the limit

seats."' which she did with no prompt-

ing.

I got up slowly and walked to the

front of the room. Pat gol up and

slouched along behind, still smiling

his stupid smile. I don't quite remem-
ber what wont on in class during the

period, il guess that's why I was in

summer school. I couldn't remember
what went on in class during the win-

ter term either.) The teacher rambled
on about what she expected us to do

and what she expected us not to do.

The bell finally rang. I practically

ran from my seat to the door. As I

hurried down the hall. I heard the

clop, clop of big feet behind me. To
my surprise I saw a tall boy with a

stupid sort of grin on his face trying

to catch up with me.

"Well, hello, handsome." I said. It

was then that I noticed all the girls

glaring at me. I looked up. fluttered

my eyelashes, and put on an act.

"What 'cha doin' tonighl
'.'"

"Goin' to town." he retorted. "Want
to go with me?"

"Well— I can't rightly say that I

do." I replied, wishing I had never

asked.

One thing turned into another thing.

Soon he was my protector, mv best

friend, my enemy, the cutest hoy in
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school, <m awful bore, and everything
else—according to my mood.

Days turned into weeks, weeks
turned into months. My grades drop-

ped .iihI my grades came up. Finally,

it was the last <l.iv of summer school.

I went to my first period class and gol

my report card. Then, I walked slowly

up the stairs to my other class, feeling

that something was wrong. I wasn't too

pleased with my grades, hut "what
the heck!" I hit "lousy," as "lousy"

as all get nut.

While walking down the hall, not

caring ahout anything ever again. I

suddenly hoard the clop, clop of big

feet behind me.

"Hi!" I said.

"What's getting you down.'" He
smiled and the dimples appeared
again.

"I don't know. Maybe it's the weath-
er." ( Look old gal, I thought. You'd
hotter snap out of it.) I grinned a

Stupid sort of grin, and as I walked
out of the building everything seemed

wonderful. The sun was nhwing, the

.ur smelled good, hut most ,,| .ill. I

was happy.

We rode along on the bus together,

talking as usual about a little of everj

thing. "First stop." called the DUS
driver. Fat stood up to gel off.

"Good-bye. See you in September,
he said.

( rood bye, Pat,*
1

I said.

I turned in mv sr.it s ( , that I could

watch him cross the highway .1- the

bus drove off. He waved and I s,i\\ his

big grin with the two dimples, flash

again.

Mv girl friend crossed the aisle and
sat down beside me. "You look sick."

she said.

"I am." I replied.

We rode along in silence for a while.

Then she turned to me and asked.

"Do you like Pat?"

"I don't know." I said. "He's real

nice and all. but I just don't know
But I did.

OPTIMISM

'Cheer up' he said. 'Things could he worse'

I cheered up. Things were worse."

METROPOLITAN
SAVINGS AND

LOAN ASSOC. OF
ARLINGTON
2828 Wilson Boulevard

JA 7-1810

CHERRYDALE
FLORIST

1 Fit Your Finances

3725 Lee Highway

JA. 7-1181 — Arlington. Va.
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CRANBERRY COURT
Peggy Schafer

"I went downtown
To sec Mrs. Brown;

She pave mo a nickel

To buy a pickle ..."

THE LITTLE GIRLS are still jump-

ing rope on Cranberry Court.

They chant the same rimes and jump
to the same rhythms as I did when I

was a little girl on Cranberry Court,

long ago. The houses an- still there,

older now, of course, and beginning

to show it. The drug store is still there,

looking much the same as it used to.

although old Mr. Herold no longer

owns it. The old oak tree that grew in

Mrs. Wilson's front yard is gone; so

is Rosenfell's Delicatessen. Yet. on the

surface. Cranberry Court has not

changed much since I lived there.

"The pickle was sour

So I bought a flower;

The flower was dead
So I bought some bread . .

."

Cranberry Court was the most won-
derful street in the world. It was only

two blocks long, a dead-end street

stuck in between the city's busy thor-

oughfares, a street nobody ever noticed

or cared about; still it was the most

wonderfid street in the world. Every-

body knew everyone else on Cranberry
Court, and. more important, everybody
liked everyone else. It was a street for

kids. We used to play baseball and
football in the street, and no one cared

if our ball went on his grass. It was
a slightly different story when our ball

broke a window, of course, but mo-
mentary anger was forgotten as soon as

a promise of payment for the damage

was extracted from the culprit. When
the Samuels' baby was sick, the neigh-

bor women took turns staying with her

other children so that Mrs. Samuels

could be at the hospital all the time.

The whole street took up a Collection

to help Mrs. Wilson pay hospital and

funeral expenses after her husband
died. It was that kind of a street. The

kids on Cranberry Court didn't grow
up to be juvenile delinquents. There
was too much love and joy and un-

derstanding for that.

"The bread was stale

So I bought a pail . .

."

Most of the people who made Cran-

berry Court the street it was are gone
now. Mrs. Wilson is still there, bul

she doesn't remember me. The houses

are somewhat dilapidated, and the

yards no longer reflect the loving care

once given them. Two hoys are having

a fist fight in the middle of the street.

and the man who owns Mr. Herold's

drug store is yelling at some other boys

who have thrown all the soda fountain

straws on the floor. No friendly

"hello's" greet me as I walk down the

street now. The faces of the people

mirror care and weariness. The women
look at me with suspicion and their

faces are lined and grim. The men
look hard and unfriendly. Where is the

Cranberry Court th.it used to be 1 Time
has erased all the love and joy and
left only unhappiness and care.

"Wrap it up in tissue paper

Send it up the elevator,

First floor . . . Stop!"

The Little girls are still jumping
rope on Cranberry Court.
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FOR OFFICE POSITIONS
IN ARLINGTON

Visit

POTOMAC
Employment Agency

and Business School

2334 Wilson Blv'd. Ja. 5-2000

Typing and Shorthand Courses

EXAM WORRIES'?
1 ratinued from Page 9)

m \n i in. mm < i ions iavice—
and underline all significant words in

the directions. II there is an) doubl

aboul the meaning oi a question, don'1

hesitate to ask.

Let's deal with objective tests in

more detail. Find out whether you will

bo penalized for wrong answers or

whether onlj the correct answers will

be i ounted. ll thei < is no penalty for

wrong answers, guess, and don't spend

too much time on any one question.

If a wrong answer will be counted
against your made, be reasonably sure

before you put down an answer. IM,

a mark by the answers you are in

doubt about and come back to them if

you have time.

Beware of the words "only," "al-

ways," "not," and "usually" in

directions or questions. I Fnderline them

MEET YOUR
FRIENDS AT

VZ/lfc-MN

40 Glebe Road, Arlington, Virginia
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before you give your answer. In true-

false questions the words "all," "al-

ways," and "never," have no excep-

tions in their answers, while a question

containing the words "most," or "gen-

erally" allow for exceptions. In a dif-

ficult true-false question von mighl

change the wording to gain a clearer

understanding of the statement.

On multiple-choice questions you
can usually eliminate all but two or

three answers immediately. This makes
things much simpler. I Iere's a hint that

just won't be accepted by some
teachers, but it is worth a try. never-

theless. In a word-completion test, if

you can't remember the exact word
your textbook uses, try to explain your
answer in your own words.

In summing up objective type tests

here arc three reminders. Don't over-

look a re-reading of your paper after

you have completed a check against

carelessness. Remember that overcon

lull in c is one of the mosl < ommon
reasons for careless errors. \N henever

von are in doubt, rely upon your hrsl

answer.

Now for the essay type test. Read all

the questions through before you begin

answering them unless there arc sev-

eral questions requiring short answers

or if the questions are being written

on the blackboard. Spend a little time

jotting down outlines for your answers

This serves two purposes. Those an-

swers that you know immediately you
won't forget, and also a little organi-

zation will make your answers clearer

and easier for the reader to under-

stand.

If there are some optional cmes-

tions, check those that you want to

answer when you read the questions

through for the first time. Make up
your mind about which ones you

WILSON FLORIST
1305 Wilson Blvd.

JAckson 5-7792

Lowest Prices in Arlington

CORSAGES OUR SPECIALTY

Orchid Corsage — $2.50

FREE BOUTONNIERES
to the gentlemen with the

purchase of a corsage

Flowers For Every Occasion!

CONSTANTINE ChRESOHOS, Prop.
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J. W. AYERS
:> & 10c STORE

LAWN and GARDEN SUPPLIES
COSMETICS. NOTIONS

TOYS. BOOKS and GAMES
DuPont Paint & Hardware

Open Daily 8:30 A. If. 9 V. M
epl Sunday

5853 N. Washington Blvd.

Fast Ci rb Service for you

BOBA NELLA

Drive-In Restaurant

903 N. GLEBE ROAD

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA

DELICIOUS HAMBURGERS

TASTY FRENCH FRIES

FOUNTAIN SPECIALTIES

think you can best answer, and then

don't worry ahout vmir decision. If

you actually suffer from "test-time

jitters*
1

don't fighl them; fighting

nervousness will only increase the ten-

tion.

Don't worry about the amount von
have written in answering a particu-

lar question; instead concentrate all

your energies on completing the re-

maining questions. First answer those

you know, then you will have time

to go back and get the questions you
were uncertain about. Always leave

room for additions to the answered
questions. More material may come
to mind during the course of the ex-

amination.

Even if your answers don't satisfy

you, don't spend too much time on
a difficult question. Here's a surprise.

Did you know that inaction may blo< k

your thinking? Forcing yourself to

write may increase your chances of

recalling the forgotten facts. It's a

good idea, however, to confine these

scribblings to scratch paper.

"Think more and write less" is the

rule on the finished copy. It seems that

teachers are usually more impressed

by brevity, conciseness, and accuracy.

JAckson 70094

*EY SIGH
SIGNS TELL TALES
4042 LEE HIGHWAY ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
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Whatever you do, avoid aimless

wandering.

Pay particular attention to din*

tions. Note that to "enumerate" or to

"name" means to "list" rather than

to "describe" or "explain." To "com-

pare" two things means to show how
they are alike and different. To "dis-

cuss" requires a carefully organized

answer. Begin these answers with a

sentence or two of summary. Then
elaborate according to the amount of

time you have.

Ignore your neighbors. They may
finish quickly because they were finish-

ed from the beginning. It will not

help you to gauge your working time

by theirs.

Once again heed the warning to

check your paper. In your check be
certain that you have not left out any
answers or parts of a question. Make
sure that all your statements are clear

and say exactly what you mean. Check
English errors and correct poor hand-
writing. Occasionally your undecipher-

able scrawl may be given the benefit

of the doubt, but it isn't worth the

risk.

Finally, good luck to you! I hope
you reap the benefits with all "A's" in

the next grading period.

Arlington's Most Modern Shop
Conveniently Located Near

The Courthouse

RED THE BARBER
"When' A Haircut Is A Service,

Not i Package**
ALBERT J. ROTHE, Owner

JAckson 7-3377

Ladies' Haircutting Specialist

HOURS: 8 A. M. to 6 P. M.

2117 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va.

r m
lOMKLYNS

FLORIST
20U, WiIson Blvd-

|

Concovre Rcntajon BUq

Mt'mbt'r of- florist

Assoc.

7A 1-VWIo

XA 7-7JI3

"Drive In" Plus Ni<jht Depository

JAckson 8-6164

HURT CLEANERS

3211 Wilson Blvd.

HOUR SERVICE

"On The Circle" Arlington 1, Va.
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S VV E NOW
. . . For college

... A vacation

... A family

AT

FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN

FRED WALKER
Magnavox Sales

& Service

2605 Wilson Blvd., Arlington

(Clarendon), Va.

JA 8-4711 JA 7-1174

Open Mon., Thurs.. Fri., till 9 p. m.

PASK FLORIST

''For Flowers That Last

Try Pask"

Open GET YOUR Wire
Evenings PROM and
and CORSAGE Delivery

Sundays HERE! Service

DISCOUNTS ON ALL
CORSAGES TO
W-L STUDENTS

Call JAckson 3-8506

3508 Lee Highway Arl.. Va.

THE NICE GUY
(Continued from Page 16)

Eddie feeling simicwh.it stupefied.

He drove t<> his fraternity house very
slowly that night, and he still didn't

know just what to think when ho walk-
ed into his room to find that Dick was
still up.

"I h'llo. Eddie." he was greeted. "Did
you have a good time? Isn't she just

great?"
l

Y( s, Dick," Eddie answered "She's

really something," knowing that he
meant every word.

Dick's voice lowered as he said,

"Eddie. Eve got a secret." When he
had said that, he went to the closet

and got a little black box from his

coal pocket. In it was a diamond ring.

"I'm going to ask Jean to marry me
tomorrow

."

The full imped of this hit Eddie

righl between the eyes. Alter being the

"nice guy" for so long, suddenly he
was right in the middle of a big mess,

lie had to do something, quickly.

With a hurried good-bye to Dii k.

and a quickly made-up explanation he

went back to his car to think things

over.
» * * •

Since he didn't have to work the

next day, Dick didn't wake up until

late in the morning. As he drowsily
stretched and turned over, he found
a note that Eddie had written to him.

QUALITY SHOP

Arlington s Oldest Purveyor

Of Nationally Known

MEN'S WEAR

3028 Wilson Blvd.
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"Dear Dirk.

you've been .1 greal pal.

Ili, inks for everything, I'll be

seeing you someda)
Eddie"

Dick couldn't figure it out until he

read bis morning newspaper. In large

print a< hiss the top of the page read

the words, "LOCAL COLLEGE BOY
TAKl.S III I. liY DRIVING CAR IN

TO OCEAN." Beneath, it said that his

body hadn't been found but they be

lieved that it had been washed out to

sea by early morning tides. They had

identified the student by his wallet,

still in the car. and by the identifi-

cation of the car. It was Eddie's.
» * » *

Well, that's the end of my story.

The triangle was finally broken. They
never did find Eddie's body, and Jean

and Dick decided that he had com-
mitted suicide so that he would be the

"nice guy'' instead of spoiling Dick's

plans. His idea iiiusi have been suc-

-tul because Dick saved enough
money to buy a small house, and he

and Jean were married soon alter their

graduation.

Many people wonder how I know s,
P

many details of this story. Actually

it's pretty easy. You see. Eddie's full

name was Eddie Marshall. That's my
name ... I wrote this story, and I guess

I'm still being the "nice guy." The car

was expensive though.

SOUTHERN OFFICE SUPPLY

STATIONERS-
PRINTERS

2131 Wilson Blvd.

Arlington, Va.

JA 7-5230

7-2929

SCOTT'S SHELL
Foreign and Domestic

Car Service

121 N. Glebe Koad

Arlington. Va. JA 8-9558

ROBERT L. SCOTT

COLONIAL
KITCHEN
2045 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, Va.

* STEAKS * SEAFOOD
* CHOPS * PIZZA

JA. 8-9421

FREE PARKING IN REAR

Partners In Progress

Washin<;ton-Lee and
Arlington Trust Company

Former W-Lites make up al-

most one-third of our staff, serv-

ing as bookkeepers, tellers and of-

ficers of Arlington's oldest and
largest bank.

ARLINGTON
TRUST COMPANY
Main Office— 1515 N. Courthouse Rd
Rosslyn Branch—2029 X. Moore St.

Nav\ Facility— Arlington Navy Annex

High Interest Rate Paid on
Savings Accounts

Member Federal Deposit Itisuranee
Corporation

Federal, State and County Depositary
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"YOU KNOW THEM WHEN . .

."

THE PENMAN gathers its material

from all over W-L not from
the staff alone but from everybody

interested in writing. There are eight

non-staff contributors to this issue:

Wayne Ballard, Jill Cusack, Tom
Haskell, Jan Ixukins. Jane McCorkle,

Parr Morse, Bill Salmon, and Jim
Vice. Meet four of them now

—

"I luv to writ, but my speling isn't

the most.'" says Jane McCorkle. And
she does write: a teen column for the

Daily Sun, material for the National

CAR. Magazine, stories for The Fen-
man and the Et Cetera

|
published by

The Penman club last year). She
also serves as managing editor of

Crossed Sabres. Besides engaging in

all these literary endeavors without

TOO many spelling errors she finds

the time to play tennis and listen to

Frank Sinatra. Journalism, however,

is Jane's main interest, and her con-

tributions to many publications are

proof of her ability.

Nothing needs to be written about

Wayne Ballard's prowess as a football

player, for he's familiar to every

W-Lite as the Generals' first string

quarterback. He also plays basketball

and baseball. Football and his duties

as a senior homeroom president take

up "a lot of time" now, but writing

fits in too. (See "The Incident" and
"Poems of the Sea.") Wayne's future

career plans are indefinite, but he does

want to attend college he has his

hopes pinned on either Annapolis or

the Coasl Guard Academy. Football

scholarships offer possibilities also.

Jill Cusack's sense of humor stands

out in almost everything she writes.

Her contributions usually very fun-

ny have appeared in F.t Cetera, The
Penman, and Crossed Sabres. Mem-
bership in tlie Pi nman Club last year,

and two of her electives, advanced

composition and journalism. Further

evidence her interest in writing. A
year-and-a-half which she spent living

in Paris provides the inspiration for

many of her stories. As for other in-

terests: "Music is my PASSION!"
laughs Jill. Seriously, it really is one
of her main interests. Jill's future in-

cludes college too which one. she's

not yet sure, though the courses will

be for an English major.

Speakers's Bureau, the job of car-

toonist for Crossed Sabres, and the

presidency of the 11-4's who won
the sophomore "Best Homeroom" a-

ward last year are among the many
extracurricular activities that keep

Dave Morse on the go all the time.

Also this year he is host to Be-at

Schatzmann. the Swiss exchange stu-

dent Best known to W-Lites as a car-

toonist. Dave also does quite a bit of

writing. The career of an artist-jour-

nalist is his ambition. Although he

writes like a true hardened veteran in

"Chronic Babysitters." Dave cheerfully

admits that baby-sitting is one thing

tint he's never tried.
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GUTEN TAG! WIE GEHT'S

Ann Wieseke Illustrated by Alice Peck

FIRST I HAVE to introduce myself.

I am Ann from Germany, or "Me
Too," as some people like to call me.

I don't want to start my article with

Elvis Presley, because I know that a

certain number of students would kill

me. And I want to live a little bit

longer (though the distance between
the weekends seems to be too long

sometimes)

.

Nevertheless—my first subject is the

W-L jitterbug. I think it is of general

interest (who is opposed?). I mention
it because the first question I heard
about Europe was: "Have you in

Germany jitterbug too?"

Folks, what do you think we do at

our parties? Homework? On the

contrary! We have, so to speak,

"sporting compromise to relax our in-

tellectual complexes." Wow, what a

sentence! Caused by my dictionary.

(Don't understand by myself what it

means.) So—we dance. So—we dance
jitterbug. SO—we dance jitterbug im-
ported from America. For we have
the same records you have. They
come to us about half a year later.

That is why I had not heard any-
thing about Elvis Presley before. I

know it is unpardonable, and I don't

know how I shall ever be able to make
up for that defect. But—I bought some
of his records to bring his "pining"

voice over to Germany. And your jit-

terbug!

For our jitterbug is different from
yours. Our boys have to work harder.

I don't want to say that you are re-

laxing on your dances, for sometimes
watching your jitterbug I have the

feeling of getting sea-sick but we
have more and Easter steps and figures.

We sometimes turn around so fast th.it

we have trouble to disentangle our

. That is German jitterbug.

Every teenager at the age of fifteen

has to go to a dancing school and take

at least one course consisting of thirty

hours. We learn how to dance—waltz,

tango, mambo, rumba, foxtrot—and
jitterbug too. At the end of each

course we have a great formal dance.

Every boy has to give his girl flowers,

and the girls give the boys little silk

handkerchiefs with their names and
the date of the dance.

If the boys get over this first meet-

ing with the girls, and the girls digest

their first idea of what a boy is not

—

they may go to the following courses

to become tournament dancers. That
means they have to learn a lot of new
and hard steps and figures and to

work for years until they are ready to

take part in the national and inter-

national dancing tournaments.

In the winter time we have a party

almost every week. They last usually

from eight until two o'clock in the

night. Boys and girls have to dress

up. Cars are too expensive in Ger-

many. So—after the end of the dame
—the kids walk home Any ques-

tions?

Well, let's return to the cruel real-

ity. And let's return to my first week
at W-L. In those days I learned hew
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to cover the longest distance in the

shortest time. Every morning I sat

trembling and excited in my chair

waiting for the bell. And then, "Get

on your marks—get set—go!" And I

jumped out of my chair and started

to the door. The first crack-up! And
my books—down on the floor. But

don't lose time! And I run up and

down stairs, down and up stairs, up
and down and down and up—up

—

oh. I tried to find the rooms of my
six study halls! It was not my fault

that I was always late, for heavens

sake! By the way. did I say "study

halls"?

But the weekend came and time to

rest (that was what I thought). On
Friday was my first tea-party. I sat

helpless on our couch and tried at

least to understand what was going

on. To every question I said, "yes."

and smiled a little bit stupidly, until

a painful silence in the room showed
me that I was supposed to say some-

thing. I collected, in haste, everything

I had ever heard about English gram-
mar and stuttered, "Oh, I like Ameri-

ca."

On Saturday I was invited to the

Sock Hop. "You have to wear Ber-

mudas." said my foster-sister, Mary
Kay. Bermudas? Never heard before!

I looked into my dictionary to find a

definition. Bergamot—bekelium

—

Berlioz—there, Bermudas: "Bermudas
—plural to Bermuda." Hm! Well, I

looked to Bermuda. But there was
only Bermuda grass:

" (Cynodon dac-

tylon) a grass of trailing habit." So

—

I looked for Cynodons. I am still look-

ing today When we came to

the dance, my date told me that we
were to park our shoes in front of the

door. In we walked in our socks! The
gym was half-lit and a band tried to

put the people into the right feeling.

The only thing I remember is the

man on the spot-lights who with mali-

cious enjoyment swept the gym

—

These were the main impressions of

my first week at W-L. Now every
day starts with the same experience.

You know—six o'clock, the shrill voice

of the alarm clock—everybody storms

the bathroom—at last only three more
minutes to reach the school bus

—

And by the way—before I forget it

—the other day I got two pairs of

"Cynodons."

-i^pte^i
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DEAD LETTER

Anonymous Illustrated by Alice Peck

MY DEAREST ELAINE:
I want desperately to speak to

you—to hear a word from yon! But

I will never see you again. I know
that you cannot come to me, so I am
writing this in the hope that some day
you may read it.

It was twenty-five years ago tonight

when I asked you to meet me at the

house. Everyone knew about it—the

huge derelict house on the outskirts

of town. They said it was haunted.

I laughed at them, and used to tell

you banteringly: "That house has

ghosts the way most old houses have
mice! Of course it's silly superstition

—all of it." How stupid these ghost

tales are, I had thought.

I'll never forget that house. Cold

it was, and dank and dreary; half-

hidden and shadowy in the gray mist

that surrounded it day and night in

all weather. The lawn and exterior

were sadly unkempt; weeds and grass

battled in the yard; the boards were
rotting off the windows; broken and
lost shingles bared the roof. The gray,

old paint was flaking off. One could

almost hear the house moaning in the

wind: "Get away—stay away from
me! You wore not meant to come
here! Stay away—away—away "

I was so excited that night, Elaine,

and could hardly wait for you to come
so we could explore the house together.

You tried, in a half-joking, half-seri-

ous manner, to stop me from going in.

You didn't believe in ghosts and you
weren't superstitious, you insisted.

But I saw a cold light of fear in your
eyes, and I made you follow me up
the soft, wet dirt path that led to the

house. I wanted to conquer that fear,

and to prove to the world — for some
insane reason — that such superstition

was senseless.

Naturally the front door creaked on
its hinges as I pushed it open. We
laughed at that — said that the house
was running true to form — and auto-

matically we thought next about bats.

We found them, too, flying silently

past the cobwebs that shrouded every

corner in the house.

Tradition had it that the house was
haunted. An old sea captain, its own-
er, was said to have drowned a cen-

tury ago in the ocean that roars at

the foot of the cliff upon which the

house was built. It was said that on
some dark, stormy nights, you could

see the white sails of his ship bobbing
far out to sea. Rumors were whisper-

ed that the grandfather clock in the

hall was still running—that the old

man wound it faithfully (hadn't miss-

ed a day in nearly two hundred years)

—and that he always sat in his chair

by the fire-place at night, smoking a

pipe and listening for his clock to

strike the hour. Some said that he
followed the same routine and walked
in the same steps year after vear; so

the footprints in the dust were the

same that he made long ago. and they
never got dusty.

But there were no footprints, and
the dock was silent and the house was
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silent. "See? An old wives tale—all

of it. There are no ghosts," I stated,

and my words echoed tlirough the

empty house and died in a far-off

room.

Suddenly a door slammed upstairs,

and I confess, DOW, that 1 jumped as

much as you did at the sound. I

started to investigate, hut you held me
hack. Upstairs, you said, was where
the sea-captain's sister allegedly com-
mitted suicide on hearing of her

brother's death. Grief-stricken, she

had cut her own throat. Her ghost

was said to roam the house, moaning
and dripping blood. Nonsense, I said,

and made you follow me up the steps

to prove to you that there was nothing

to be frightened about.

Dust lay thick over everything, and
the house became colder and more for-

bidding with each step. We entered

the room you pointed out as the sis-

ter's. Everything was still, and prob-

ably had remained untouched for a

hundred years. A huge bed loomed
in one corner, covered by a bedspread

yellowed with age. The room, except

for the dust, was tidy. However, I no-

ticed several dull, red-brown stains

—

one on the pillow and the rest on the

floor by the bed. It looked as if some-

thing had been spilled on the bed, and
part of it had dripped onto the floor.

I dared not tell you what I thought it

was, although I think that you had
made the same guess.

I quickly crossed the room and
opened the French doors next to the

bed. We walked onto a balcony over-

looking the wild sea. The waves could

be heard clearly, tearing at the cold,

black rocks three hundred feet below.

We were standing together, listening

to the breakers and Looking toward the

angry sea, when suddenly I noticed B

(Continued on Page 37)
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A MAN OF PRINCIPLE

Gray Hoeber

FOOTBALL CAPTAIN, class presi-

dent, social worker, teacher, coach:

these are but a few of the things that

our principal. Jerry J. Gerich, has

been.

Mr. Gerich was born in Leask, Sas-

katchewan, in Canada. He was nine

years old when his father died. Two
years later he came to live in the

United States. When he attended high

school in West Allis. Wisconsin, he

was greatly influenced by his home-
room teacher who aroused his interest

in college. Li high school Mr. Gerich

was a nine-letter man. captain of the

football team, track team and presi-

dent of his junior and senior classes.

After graduation from high school

he went to Northwestern University

where he obtained his degree. He
majored in social science and minored
in coaching and physical education.

During college Mr. Gerich worked
directly with children from the slums.

The college students organized groups

to entertain, feed and help the slum
children for one day. This day has

since become a tradition.

For four years after his graduation
from college. Mr. Gerich did youth
work in a settlement house in the

Chicago slums. He had charge of sev-

eral boys' groups which were on pro-

bation for petty crimes. It was Mr.
Gerich's job to help them become good
citizens. Once he took a group of boys
with police records on a field trip in

the Lincoln country in Illinois. Al-

though people thought the trip would

be unsuccessful, it was not marred by
a single unfortunate incident.

His first teaching job was coaching
all sports and teaching history in the

town of Woodstock, Illinois. He then
went to River Forest where he taught
and later became the principal of a

junior high school. From River Forest

he went to Battle Creek to become
principal of the W. K. Kellogg School.

In 1950 Mr. Gerich came to Arling-

ton as administrative assistant to the

superintendent, and in 1953 he be-

came principal of Washington-Lee.
Our chief administrator is married

to his high school sweetheart. Mrs.

Gerich shares her husband's interest in

sports; her favorites are tennis and
swimming. The Gerichs have two
sons: their older son participates ac-

tively in track and basketball: the

younger, a sixth grader, is also tre-

mendously interested in sports. Mr.
Gerich's hobbies include golf and read-

ing. He is particularly interested in

biographies and. while in college,

made a special study of Lincoln. He
spends much time with his sons play-

ing football and other sports.

Mr. Gerich's interest in young peo-

ple does not end with his sons. He
feels a personal interest in all boys

and girls and shows it by his encour-

agement of the Hi-Y and other school

organizations. It is our principal's

hope that some day Washington-Lee
may have a YMCA nearby.

At one time or another every W-L
(Continued on Page 30 s

)
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Wayne Ballard

AN INCIDENT

WE HAD KNOWN each other by
sight for some time now; at

least I had known her. Wrhy in the

world did I feel so odd about helping

this girl who had scattered her books

all over the floor.

"Thank you very much," she gig-

gled.

Oh no, not one of those, I winced.

And she looks so good. too. Looking

away I said. "You're welcome."
She immediatolv began a long-

winded line of chatter, finishing with,

"You go down to the gym this per-

iod, don't you?"
"Er. a . . . that is. yes- I do. b-but

1 have to go to my locker now." With-
out saving anything additional. I has-

tilv turned to the nearest locker and

began fumbling with the lock. After

a rather long period of time had pass-

ed. T felt she had. bv now, disappear-

ed into the crowd. When I turned

around, much to mv surprise, she was
standing there grinning at me.

Feeling that maybe T could bear her

chatter as far as the gym. I started

toward the gvm. mumbling that I

didn't need that book after all, or some
sueh nonsense. From her. surprising-

lv. I heard nothing. Then I noticed

*he was not beside me at all. I Casual-

ly glanced bark to see if T had rid my-
self of her. Wow! Mv face flooded.

There are a thousand or more lockers

in this school and T had picked hers.

When I left her she was still grinning.

I was grinning also, but I felt awful.
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CONFLICT

Diane Monk Illustrated by Lyn Huber

A battered old tree

Struggling, bending
Against an angry wind;

A lone tiny candle

Flickering, trying

To illuminate an endless darkness;

A single strong man
Standing, defiant

Before the whole world

—

A soul in conflict.
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LIFELINE

Jim Yi< k Illustrated by Larry Rcdingficld

JOHN KINGSTON was an average

Looking man. with only the invis-

ible things like stamina, love of ad-

venture and regard for the well-being

of his fellow men to distinguish him
from the rank and file of masculine

humanity. His profession gave expres-

sion to more than one of these quali-

ties. As a bush pilot, he had chosen

the hazardous job of flying over the

uncharted wilderness, frozen waste-

lands and towering mountain peaks

of Alaska. His monetary return was
relatively small. The major asset was
the good feeling it pave him to be

able to help people who needed him
as desperately as those whom he con-

nected with civilization

Occasionally he or his partner.

Clint Hunt, helped an overly ambiti-

ous hunter in search of a record sized

Kodiak bear. Mainly, however, their

responsibility was to deliver mail,

food, and when needed, medicine, to

the inhabitants of Carson's Creek, a

small mining town about seventy-five

miles from the nearest settlement.

For the last week Clint had been

grounded bv a broken arm, and John
missed their companionship and the

security Clint's presence gave. Trouble
for a bush flier can come in many
forms: carbureter icing, plug fouling,

or howling northern storms, like the

one that was brewing as John entered
the combination house and hanger he
and Clint had built and now shared.

Over cups of steaming coffee the

two talked about the next day's flight

and listened to the program coming in

over their short wave radio. When
their music was suddenly interrupted
by someone trying to get on to their

frequency, John began moving various
dials to give the "go ahead

-

' to who-
ever was trying to contact them.
Through the hum and whining ranie

the voice of Bud Talbot, the mine
foreman and leader of the group of

families at Carson's Creek. His voice

was tense and clipped as it pierced the

annoying static. He quickly outlined

the situation. One of the children in

the camp had swallowed a quantitiv

of slow acting poison and was dvii

despite the best remedy they could ad-

minister. The only hope for the boy
was that John could flv in an anti-

dote which could be obtained from
the old doctor near the flying field.

John promised that he would come as

quickly as his small plane could flv

through the terrific storm.

He fought his way through the

stormy night to the doctor's and re-

turned to the hut with the medicine

as quickly as possible. He thought

hurriedly that he ought to take along

some food, in case the storm should

keep increasing in intensity. After put-

ting the medicine in the co-pilot's seat.

he made several trips to the warm
hanger for cases of powdered and
treated foods. He staggered through
the snow with the heavy cases and
piled them directlv behind him in

the plane

He then checked the flying condi-
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tion of the little ship which was to he

hurled against the elements. Almost
frantically he spun the propeller until

the cold engine caught, sputtered, and
finally settled down into an undulating

roar. John (limbed into the cockpit

and pulled the canopy shut to close

out the Storm. Then he pointed the

ship directly into the screaming gale

and started building up speed for the

take-off. Fifty, sixty, seventy—he

could feel the controls coming to life

—seventy-five, eighty; he was airborne

and gaining altitude to clear the Brst

of the mountains.

After fifteen minutes in the air, he

thought he heard a scraping sound in

the plane, somewhere behind him, but

he dismissed it as a figment of the

imagination. When the storm sub-

sided slightly he let his attention

wander for a few minutes. The weak
light, a faint yellowish glow from the

instrument panel, left large patches of

black shadows in many spots around

the interior of the cockpit. For a mo-
ment he thought he noticed something
unusual in the seat beside him—and
then he was sure!

At first he was merely curious; then

he had a thought which sent cold

chills throughout his whole body. He
remembered the stories he had heard

of the few large timber rattlers which
were known to be that far north. One
might have been in the crates in the

hanger keeping warm, and he could

have carried it to the plane without
even knowing it. Now, whatever it

was, was moving around in the cock-

pit. Then his worst fears were con-

firmed—he saw the triangular head.

tense coils and unblinking eyes of the

thing in the seat beside him.
To turn back was out of the ques-

tion, because it wasn't his life alone

that was in the balance, but also that

of the little boy. He tried to be calm
and think of everything he knew of

the nature of his enemy. He remem-
bered the natural tendency of reptiles

to go into a deathlike state when their

bodies reach a certain temperature.

Maybe if he cut off the heat, opened
the canopy a little, and climbed to as

high an altitude as possible, the snake

woidd become numb and rigid before

it could be roused to strike him. The
plan had one drawback; it required

considerably more movement than

just flying the plane, and every move-
ment now was extremely dangerous.

He successfully opened the canopy
and cut the heat. The blast of icy air

and swirling snow was refreshing and
calming to him. Slowly he began to

ease the plane into a climb. The tem-

perature in the cockpit had dropped
tremendously, and he knew that in a

matter of minutes the snake would be

harmless.

Suddenly the plane lurched into a

turbulent pocket. When the careen-

ing plane was brought into level flight

again he was relieved to notice that

the snake must have crawled back

among the cases.

Then he noticed a sting in his right

wrist. He held it near the lighted

panel to determine the cause and saw
the two small punctures slowly oozing

blood. Even the most elementary ac-

tions to counteract the flow of poi-

son were impossible, because he had
to give his full attention to the con-

trols and keep the ship from spinning

into one of the cloud shrouded peaks

below.

Time passed, cruelly slow. He could

feel his arm swell irm and throbbing

with each heartbeat After what seem-

ed like an eternity, because of the

pain and the lightheadedness which
(Continued on Page 36)
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DAWN

Lani Murphy

Lifting now, the shrouds of mist, which guard

The night,

Merge into the swimming gray

Of the first pale streaks of dawn.

Out of swirling vapors,

As if accompanied by a crescendo of swelling chords.

Dawn's enhancing hues slowly

Drench the sky

—

Until against an opalescent background, the clouds

Are fringed with pink and golden borders.

The air is filled with the fragrance

Of a day untouched by man.

A magestic prelude is all this

—

An ode to the sun now rising

—

Mighty in its glory.

Nature, in her never quenched thirst for beauty,

Now sets the sky afire with day,

Until the eastern horizon is a solid flame

Of gold.

With a blood red sun reigning over its universal realm.

Then—stealthily—the mists glide their way,

Succumbing to the day;

And the magic of dawn lingers

But a moment,

And is gone.
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MADEMOISELLE DE PARIS

Sheila McClarren

MA LLONS. VTTE!" (Come on,

«A quicklj

I settled back in the bus seat hap-

pily. We had been living in Paris

for a month, and I still couldn't quite

believe that I was there. Now I was

actually mi the way to Switzerland.

Italy and Monaco, three of the eleven

countries which we planned to visit

by guided tour. The group consisted

of French and English-speaking peo-

ple from all over the world. The
small blond French girl sitting across

the aisle, next to her mother, looked

only a little younger than I. I smiled

at her uncertainly, and received a shy

response.

"Parlez vous Anglais?" I asked hesi-

tantly, determined to put my two

years of French (Arlington County
school variety i to good use.

"A little. I study it during three

years." she replied eagerly. Soon we
were chattering away, like old friends,

in a comical mixture of the two lan-

guages. Her name was Michele Pin-

cot. She was dressed very simply and
wore no make-up.

'Do you like parties?" I asked.

"Mais, oui. Et vous?"

"Oh. yes. I enjoy dating very

much."
"Avec un garcon? Seulement vous?"

You go with a boy? Alone?")

"Well, nli. yes. That is. sometimes
—or with another couple, usually.

Don't you?"
Michele's huge brown eyes widen-

ed in indignation. "Of course not. I

am nice girl."

*'Just about everyone docs back
home." I explained lamely, and then

subsided, at a loss to know how to

continue.

Michele, however, returned quickly

to the subject of music, in which we
had discovered a mutual interest. We
were both studying ballet and piano,

and had large record collections.

During the next two weeks, when
our busy travel schedule permitted it.

we enjoyed swimming, shopping and
exploring together. I remember verj

well the time that we DO ame lost in

the confusing maze of Venetian canals

while hunting a chug store. Another
time we had to wait for everybody at

a sidewalk cafe outside the Casino at

Monte Carlo, because we were the

only ones who were too young to

in.

The weeks of travel passed all too

quickly. Hut upon our return to the

French capital. I was invited to her

home for luncheon. I arrived shortly

after twelve o'clock. All her family

were there—her father, who was an
architect, her mother, her sister, and
her sister's fiance. After the first greet-

ings were over. Michele brought out

the pictures tli.u her father had taken

on the trip.

"It makes me want to go back," I

sighed, gazing at a picture of the two
of us with the Alps in the background.

"Oui. vraiment." she replied.

At this time Michele's sister enter-

ed from the kitchen, carrying a tray
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with some small "lassos of wine, an
aperitif. It was quite mild, but still I

could not drink it all. This seemed to

upset everyone.

"En Amerique, vous preferez le

whiskey, n'est-ce pas?" Michele's

father asked.

I stifled .1 giggle. "Well, not at my
i

At tins point Madame Pincot an-

nounced Luncheon. We entered the

dining room and sat down before an

attractive spread of spiced cold meats

and melon, served with white wine
and tbe inevitable, but delicious,

French bread. While enjoying the

food. I tried to take in the French les-

son which the Pincots were giving me.
I found out, for instance, that drap dc
lit wasn't what Rastus said when he

dropped the light. It's just an ordi-

nary bed sheet.

When everyone had finished eating,

I waited, hoping that some of tbe ex-

cellent French pastries would be

served for dessert. Mme. Pincot, how-
ever, brought in a casserole containing

a bubbling hot cheese dish.

"Oh. dear. I didn't know this was
coming, or I wouldn't have eaten so

much of the other," I moaned. Mme.
Pincot just smiled and dished a lib-

eral portion onto my plate. It was
mouthwateringly delicious, and I ate

it all.

Michele's mother and sister had
ain left for the kitchen. When they

came bark. I gasped. They still were
not bringing the light dessert which I

had expected, but hot roast beef, pota-

toes, vegetables and a salad. They
were served all at once. American
style, in my honor.

"Je no peux pas fairc cela!" I moan-
ed. (I just can't eat anything else.)

"You must." they insisted. M. Pin-

cot refilled the wine glasses. I was

not surprised by tbis. as Q guide who
bad escorted us on a torn of Paris a

few days earlier bad explained \%b\

the French liked wine with their food.

"Our food," she bad de< land. is

rich. Ii we drank the greal quantities

of water like you Americans we could
never digest it. Instead it would just

float around in the stomach. Anyway,
it is very pleasant and makes one live

longer."

Yeah," mumbled a patriotic Amer
Lean citizen standing behind me.

"Frenchmen don't die. They just get

pickled."

Even though I thought that I would
never be able to eat again after the

meat course, still more was to come.
Next was cheese served as a separate

course, and finally fruit and a pastry

for dessert. And as if this were not

i nough, there was strong French cof-

fee and a liquor, as well as candy.

More than two hours bad passed since

we first sat down at the table.

Afterward we went into the living

room to listen to music on tbe radio.

"I hope I'll be able to move again

some day," I sighed, sinking into a

(hair.

Micbole giggled. "Les Americains!

You eat so little. Alois, maintenant.

que voulez-vous faire?" Now what
do you wish to do?)

•Walk. walk, walk'" I declared. "I

have to walk off some of that dinner."

"Bon! To the park."

We went outside and hailed a taxi.

Tbe driver was a little man wearing

a French beret, and he had a purpose-

ful gleam in his eye. I knew we were
in for a wild ride. Most Paris ta\i

drivers feel that it is against union

rules to go less than sixtv miles an

hour down tbe most crowded streets

tho\ can find. They also seem to be

mtinued on Page 581
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THE NIGHT THE PREACHER
CAME TO CALL Jane McCorkle

Illustrated by Lyn Hubcr

OUR HOME IS usually a madhouse
about 7:30 in th<> evening. My

brother is taking a bath and using up
all the hot water; our dog is sniffing

under the dinner table trying to tell

us that it's time to feed him; and my
parents are still at the table having an
after-dinner drink.

On a particular evening last spring,

the first warm evening of the year,

the family, the dog and a visiting

grandmother were all sitting out on
the terrace. Hearing the doorbell ring,

I ran through the house yelling.

'Don't ya have any patience? I'm

coming. I'm coming'"
I slid into home base and landed,

seat down, in front of the door. Strug-

gling to get up. T (aught my shorts

on the corner of our antique spool

chest and split them up the back. I

stopped to ratch mv breath, and the

bell rang again. T opened the door.

There stood our preacher. I grabbed

the back of my shorts, suddenlv feel-

ing very naked and said. "Hi." He
looked at me strangely and asked if

this wasn't the Tavlor residence. I

made a very intelligent replv. "Yeah,

do you want to come in?" He smil-

ingly nodded, and I opened the screen

door.

"The family's out on the terrace."

I said. "Wait a sec' and I'll get them."

Still smiling and appearing very

agreeable, he assured me that he could

manage to walk out to the back vard.

but I kept insisting that T could bring

the family in. I practically pushed
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him down on the sofa, grabbed the

back of inv shorts, and walked bark-

wards out of the room.

Then from the outside i ame my
mother's voice, "Hey, Fatty, who was
that?"

I motioned her inside and explained

my critical condition. She asked me
who was at the door. I told her that

the preacher had come to call. Then
she called to my father outside.

"Randy. Mr. Hall is here. dear. Get

your shoes on." From her response,

I realized that she didn't believe me.
I loncstly," I said. "Mr. Hall's real-

ly here." Her face suddenly became
quite pale. She signaled to my father,

who came rushing into the house with
two pairs of shoes. Mom and Dad
never wear shoes during the summer.
They put them on and walked into the

living room. As Mom passed, she

said. "Clear the beer cans off the ter-

race. We're going to come out."

T went into my room and changed
my shorts, thinking I could make it

out to the terrace in time to clear off

the beer cans. As usual. I was wrong.
I arrived at the back door just in time
to see Mom introducing the minister

to Granny, who was trying to get the

brer cans under the table in a digni-

fied manner. The whole thing was
pretty funny, to tell the truth.

"Would you like a cup of coffee.

Mr. Hall? Sue. get Mr. Hall a cup of

coffee, won't you, dear?" The "dear"

was a little forced, and it sounded sick.

I got the coffee and brought out the

sugar bowl and cream pitcher filled

with milk. We don't use (ream in our

house because of the high calorie con-

tent. We don't use sugar either, and

the sugar in the bowl was a little

more than lumpy. Mom poured the

coffee and made small talk until every-

one was comfortably settled. The par-

son came out with the same old one,

two, three. He wanted Mom to teach

Sunday School. Dad to help with the

Cub Scouts, and last, but not least,

he wanted me to join the choir. I

squirmed and looked at Mom. She as-

sured him that I sang only in the

bathtub.

In the next half hour, a few obvious

comments were made, and the rest of

the time we sat and looked at each

other. Then the minister told us he

had to be leaving. My parents walk-

ed with him to the gate, breathing a

sigh of relief as he got into his car.

Well, that's what happened when
the preacher came to call. Now I sing

in the choir; Dad helps with the Cub
Scouts, and Mom teaches Sunday
School. Granny joined the Ladies' Aid
to boot.

1 don't know why I did it. but I put

a suggestion in the box down in the

church basement. It read. "I think it

would be appreciated if Mr. Hall

would notify members of the parish

before making personal calls."

ADOLESCENCE

Jan Larkins

The time of wonder
The time of thought

—

Adolescence.

Confusion, heartache

A battle fought

—

Adolescence.
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Illustrated by Larry Bedingfield
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POEMS OF THE OCEAN BY WAYNE BALLARD

SHE

How happy she can be, li<>\\ feminine

—

Smiling, bubbling over with smooth

And sparkling beautj

She can be as still as stone at night.

But when agitated by the piercing, shrieking

Wind which has blown out the stars,

She becomes fierce, violently beating

Those whom she bears on her breast,

Creating a flameless hell, but lasting

Not so long.

And again all is still

And again she smiles.

MYSTIC BEAUTY

An infinite study in green and blue

Edged in foamy white

—

Menacing, unpredictable, murmuring
Like a thousand men;

Framed in wind-tossed sands of

Bony white,

Playing and dancing with glittering rocks

While hurrying to crash upon the shore

And slip away

—

Never to be seen again

—

Ever to be seen again.
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A ROSE BY ANY OTHER . .

.

Dana Krueger

T THINK IT would be wise if I took

this opportunity to do a little ex-

plaining about my name. For as long

as I can remember, people have been

asking. "Hoy. what's the dope on this

Dana Krueger' business? How the

lurk did you get a name like that?"

And I never explain—it's too long,

and they don't really want to know
anyhow.
My greatest fun comes in the mail.

It soems that everyone who sends me
magazines, circulars or newspapers
has his own idea of just who I am
and how to spoil my name. I have

received communications addressed to

Mr. Don. Mr. Dan, and Mr. Ronald
Kreagrr. Miss Dona. Donna. Diane,

Danna. and (note the French influ-

ence) Dicnna Krueger (Kruger. Cru-

der. Krcgger. Kreyer. Kreuger). For
two years my copy of Seventeen has

boon addressed to Mr. Cruger. Just the

other day I was sent a card notifying

me that, as a young man under eigh-

teen and one-half. I was welcome to

join the army in my old Uncle Sam's

Reserve Corps.

I also have an unnerving time over

the telephone, especially when order-

ing merchandise from a department

store. The conversation usually goes

something like this:

Salesgirl: " and we'll send it to

your home. Now, what is the name
on that?"

Me (or "I" if you're picky) ! "Dana
Krueger. K-R-U-E-G-E-R."

Salesgirl: "A-R-U-"

Me: "No, no! That's K. as in king."

Salesgirl: "Well, why didn't you
say so. Mrs. King?"

Me: "No. It's Miss. Miss Dana
Krueger!"

Salesgirl (icily): "You'll get your

package Wednesday. Mrs. Aruger."

At this point I usually hang up in

a huff; however, the salesgirl invari-

ably beats me to it. It's rather frus-

trating.

Perhaps I'll decide to try something

new and turn my name around: Anad
Regeurk. Hm! Has its points

CLOUDS
Bill Salmon

The clouds slip by, floating on the breath of God;
In the morning and the evening they are the cotton-candy

of the angels.

And then sometimes they are feathery patches of smoke
Rising from the pipe of some pensive giant.
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THE JOURNEY

Lani Murphy

NO, I WONT tell anyone. And to

leave a note is too melodramatic.

I'll wail until I get there and then

write a nice explanatory letter. Now.
what shall I wear?

In a whirl of dizzy excitement San-

dra got together her things and stuffed

them into a small overnight case,

which was the only piece of luggage

she had. Then she carefully attired

herself in a gray suit. Not very sty-

lish, but she would have plenty of

time to shop for clothes once she got

there.

It wouldn't bo hard to get there.

New York was only about 200 miles

away, and a bus would be easy enough
to catch—except she'd have to walk
more than a mile to the depot. She
did not have much money—only $16.

But that would do her until she got

there. Of course she would get a job

in the theatre right away. Maybe not

the lead in Oklahorno. Not to start

with, at least. She would be quite

willing to do just understudy parts,

walk-ons or oven mob scenes. One
couldn't expect to start at tho top.

Sandra know that.

She closed the door of her bedroom.
Funny, she didn't fool any pangs of

regret in leaving what had been her

haven ever since she had been a child.

In fact she was glad....glad to be leav-

ing this ceaselesslv quiet life. Luckilv.

now. there was nobody at home, for

the family always went for a drive

on Sunday afternoons. This particu-

lar Sunday she had bogged off with

the pretense of having a headache.

She walked down the porch steps.

Click, click wenl her heels on the ce-

ment pavement. She had practiced

hard to give that click an important

sound, and it fell approvingly on her

ears.

Fall was just about ready to ascend

to its peak. A brisk breeze danced
through tho many-hued Leaves of trees.

Sandra pulled her light coat more
tightly about her. What a shame
these fall days should bo wasted upon
such an inconsequential town as this'

In Now York her eyes became
dreamy as she walked rapidly down
the streets in Now York everything
will have reason to be. Nothing pre-

cious will have to bo wasted in New
York.

Adventure surged in her soul. At

last, free from tho bonds of her child-

hood. No more a child. A glowing
young girl eager to enter adult society.

Her familv? Who wore they? They
had slipped verv far into the past.

They had fulfilled their duty, she re-

flected. They brought me up for th<

seventeen years. Now I have turned

myself Loose. Maybe they won't be

able to understand at fust, but even-

tually they will. And some dav thev

arc oven cooing to be proud of mo. I'll

own a little penthouso overlooking

Broadway. When I'm not too busy
with my career. I'll invite them all up
to sec me. And Mother shall have
that fur coat! What an exhilarating

feeling it was to bo free! Free of the
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apron string ...absolutely fri

It seemed to take forever to gel to

the depot. Finally, worn out from the

l>risk walk, she arrived. Her hair was
wind-blown and her eyes shone with

the eagerness oi a little girl who is

aboul to discover some kind of fairy-

land. "When can I catch <> bus to

\rw York, |>l<\i-<
'

" she asked tin 1

receptionisl at the desk. She was taken

aback by the answer. "Five hours?"
Well. sh(> would wait. She bought a

Modem Screen magazine and sat re

signedl} on one of the benches.

One hour. .two. Maybe if she went
outside and took a breath of fresh air.

A fading afternoon snn met her as

she stepped outside. She sauntered

l< loss tli< street and into a drugstore.

"Small coke, please." She wished af-

terwards she had ordered coffee. It

sounded much more sophisticated. Bu1

it was too late; the coke was placed

before her. and she sipped it reflect-

ively. The young boy at the fountain

what had he to look forward to!
5

He'd probably grow up like a thou-

sand others—become a garage me-
chanic, or maybe raise cattle on a

farm. He'd be married and have
children. His children They'd grow
up, and the same thing would start

all over again. An endless cycle of

deadly routine.

Sandra pushed away the coke as if

in an effort to get away from her

thoughts. Chained. Chained. Chained
to this same life year after year. Well,
not she' Small town people. F.ven

their personalities were small. So what
if Mis. Jones' collie had a litter of

puppies? And the bov who had waited
on her at the fountain. He didn't real-

ly have anv interest in her when he
smiled and asked how she was today

He didn't care about anybody but
himself. Just like everyone else around

here— interested superficially, not gen-

uinely

But NVw Yoik' There people do
Care how you look and how you dress.

They are genuinely interested in you
because you are YOU. And. she

Elected, they'll congratulate me upon
inv sin (esses. They won't humor me
and tell me to hurry and set the table

because dinner will be ready in fi\e

minutes.

She was outside again. A lingering

.uid beautiful sunset illuminated the

western skv She did not even notice

it. She condemned once again the

town and the people in it. She was
aboUt to (Kiss tile street wlldl 3 VOHC
penetrated her thoughts.

"Miss oh Miss!" The young boj

who had waited on her in the drug
store came running breathlessly to

her. How very youthful and unaffect-

ed he looks. Sandra thought. "Miss. 1

think this belongs to you. It must
have fallen from your purse." 1 1<

handed her a roll of bills. Her SI 6.

She had nearly lost her precious sav-

ings.

"Thank you." she said blankly. She
stood looking at him for a moment
and then half smiled at him. "Thanks
,i lot."

"Sme. sure.'
-

he said boyishly. He
turned to <xo back, but then paused

uncertainly. "Sure's been a nice day.

hasn't it? And just i^et a load of that

sunset'"' Whistling a happy tune, he

walked jauntily back into the dme
store.

The sunset? Sandra turned her

face to the west. In a little frasp of

amazement, she regarded it. Why had
she never noticed it before? It was
breathtaking. It hovered over the

gently sloping hills. It seemed to en-

fold the little town in its light and
form a protective layer of radiance.
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\Vliat am I doing? She caught hold

of herself jerkily. I wonder what a

sunset in New York is like. Beautiful,

too, of course. But she know she was
just telling herself that. A sunset there

would be lost amid a thousand talk

dirty buildings. A little angrj at Imy

ing such sentiment, she clutched her

purse anew and wont back into the

bus depot.

Her watch said 5:30. Another two
and a half hours. Back to the bench.

Against her will, she found her

thoughts turned toward home. What
would everybody be doing? Judy, her

little sister, would probably be watch-

ing some cowboy movie on TV. Sandra
smiled to think of her. Judys little

freckled face would be completely ab-

sorbed in whether Roy Rogers got the

cattle rustlers or whatever. Braids

would be flung carelessly over her

shoulders, while enthusiastic cries

would issue involuntarily now and
then. Sandra quickly checked her

smile and the strange sense of fond-

ness that had crept over her. Mother
of course she woidd be preparing

some kind of snack. They always had
sandwiches or something light on Sun-

day nights. Daddy would probably

be going over the editorials in the Sun-
day papers. He was funny that way.
Always saved them to read until Sun-

day night.

And just about now Mother would
be calling her. Sandra, to come and
set up the buffet supper. And Sandra
would be corning out of her room,
having just listened to her favorite

music program on the radio. She
would be saving "Anything special to-

night. Mother?" Mother would, no
doubt, reply, "Nothing but the same
old thing, dear. Cold cuts. But we're

having your favorite kind of ice

cream."

"Your favorite kind of ice cream."
Mother always seemed to remembei
the peculiar quirks oi her tempera
mental daughter's tastes. Your favo-

rite kind ol Lee cream" "Sure has

been a nice day, hasn't it? Just get a

load of that sunset!" Sandra's vision

became blurred. She kept soring her

father seated in his chair and !ud\

listening raptly to TV. I lei- mother's

voice called louder and louder. Hei

face seemed troubled thai her daughter
did not answer to her growing i ries

of alarm. "Sandra Sandra San
dra!" Mother was probably going up
to her room now. Her room a

bright, sunny yellow, for that was her

favorite color with her stuffed ani-

mals sprawled all across the bed. Oh,

she had meant to bring them with her

to New York.

New York? Is that whore she was
going? There were no sunsets there.

No one to remembei- little things like

her favorite kind of ice cream. In

fact, no one.

With one huge effort, Sandra tried

to call back the enthusiasm for New
York which had so eagerly surged in

her soul. Her eves were 1 smarting.

Then she knew. A soft glow of twi-

light prevailed as she stepped outside.

Almost mechanically she found her-

self retracing her footsteps. She began

to run. All at once the world seemed
wonderful! The vivid colors of fall

stood out against the gray of dusk.

Her heart began to beat rapidly. Life

took on a new meaning. Home!
Home their arms would be wait-

ing for her. and by now they would
be terribly worried. She was half sub

bing. half laughing as she dashed up
the porch steps. Wh.it I almosl did

what I almost did! The words raced

through her mind over and over. The
(Continued on Page 35)
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CHRONIC BABYSITTER

Written and illustrated by Dave Morse

MANY ARE THE ways in which
bedlam is created, but the most

effective way by far is by means of

the frustrating activities of the diaper

set. To this elite group, society has

given the name ''small children," al-

though those in close association with

the latter are prone to call them other

names in times of stress.

I am constantly amazed at the tales

of woe which spring up from baby-

sitting circles. Female voices rise to

a quavering pitch as, with a note of

hysteria, they relate their adventures.

It is my understanding that as soon

as mommy and daddy step out, bed-

lam steps in. The door closes on the

only avenue of escape from the play-

ful world of miniature persecutors and
the jungle that is the responsibility of

the baby-sitter comes into reality with
all the delicate grace of a sledge ham-
mer.

Occupational hazards include the

dangers of chewing gum, bows and ar-

rows, water guns and measles. Any
stationary object smaller than a piano

should be regarded with the same sus-

picion as the cherub who wields it.

Peeping from almost any height or

angle, the urchin's gravity-defying

ability to climb, crawl, jump or swing
is unmatched by any other creature

lacking a prehensile tail.

At the age of four, a self-taught

student of organic chemistry managed
to empty a carton of instant rice into

the family wash. Suds, clothes and
hot water combined with the gooey

granules in blending a broth so potent

that no starch needed to be added for

several washings. The clothes were
affected to the point of taking on the

appearance of tweed and the itchy

characteristics of long underwear.
Lacking an ice-skating rink, one re-

sourceful juvenile spread his own sup-

ply of baby oil on the linoleum and
proceeded to slide happily about. Al-

though an Olympic skater may have
been in the making, the more imme-
diate result was the minor concussion

received by the baby-sitter in a futile

attempt to pursue her charge on the

slippery floor.

A problem unique in the Washing-
ton area, is created by the children

of State Department and Army per-

sonnel recently returned from over-

seas. Often the charges may babble
in French or another language equal-

ly confusing to the sitter, who has no
way of understanding what lies in

store until it is too late. Plans are laid

for raiding the icebox or some other

scheme worthy of secrecy, while the

befuddled sitter desperately thumbs
through her dictionary for the trans-

lation. With the plans in progress,

only the fastest of reflexes can pre-

vent their execution.

Motherly love remains strong, even

though surpassed occasionally by the

desire to get away from junior for an
evening. While preparing to leave

for a party, one mother seemed so

obviously disturbed that the sitter

finally asked what was wrong. Final-
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ly the lady reluctantly explained

about an article she had seen telling

of a man reputed to have shut two
children in an oven and turned on

the gas. She had been eyeing the

stove nervously, periodically checking

to see if the gas was turned off.

Despite numerous and painful en-

counters with delinquent tots, sitters

point with pride to the scars which

bear witness to the injuries received

in the line of duty. My own experi-

ence in the field being limited to the

changing of two diapers, I can only

speculate about the primitive thrill

which no doubt sends the blood cours-

ing through many a baby-sitter—the

howl of battle, the hunt, the chase,

and finally, bedtime
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COLLEGE ENTRANCE

Ellin Ginnane

CO YOU WANT to go to coll..

^ Maybe you have always planned

to go or maybe you have just recently

derided that college is for you.

Well, you say to yourself, when
I'm a senior, I'll send away to some

college for an application, fill it out

and that's all there is to it. It's not

that simple.

The first thing to do is to find out

just what type of college you want.

A good reference hook on this subject

is I.orejoy's College Guide. It gives

useful basic information about all

types of colleges, and includes infor-

mation concerning the size of the stu-

dent body- the ratio of teachers to

pupils, the number of volumes in the

Library, information about housing,

courses of study, fraternities, whether

it is co-ed or not, and much more. It

also has a good section on general in-

formation.

Then, during your sophomore year,

if not before, you should send away
for, or borrow from the library, sev-

eral college catalogs. If you have no
specific type in mind, you might get

catalogs of several types of colleges

such as large state universities, small

co-ed colleges, and men's or women's
colleges.

All colleges have certain require-

ments, course-wise, and if you haven't

met them, there are plenty of others

who have. In the ease where two

applicants are being considered, both

with the same grades and activities.

the person who best fulfills the course

requirements will probably be accept-

ed.

With competition for college en-
trance what it is. it is a good idea to

take plenty of academic subjects. You
would hate to be disappointed if. when

ing to college suddenly becomes the

most important thing in the world,

you cannot meet the academic require-

ments. There are several reasons for

the increased competition to get into

college. The colleges simply have not

had the money to expand enough to

take all the qualified student- that ap-

ply. With the high level of prosper-

ity, more and more people are apply-
ing, and the result is greater competi-
tion than ever before.

Requirements differ widely. All col-

leges want students with the best

preparation possible. Good colleges us-

ually have strict requirements.

For example. Sweet Briar, a Vir-

ginia women's college, requires a total

of sixteen credits. To go to Sweet
Briar, you need four years of one lan-

guage or two years of two, three years

of math, one of history, and one of

science.

In the Liberal arts college of Duke
University, a total of fifteen credits is

required, including three years of Eng-
lish, one year of algebra and one year
of geometry They want the balance
of the remaining subjects to be chosen
from groups listed in their catalog.

Pens State, however, requires three

years of English, two years of algebra
or one year of algebra and one of
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plane geometry, one year of history,

one of a science, two yean of a lan-

guage, and six additional subjects to

make up a total of fifteen.

American University, on the other

hand, requires fifteen credits, of which

at least ten should be in academic

courses. To be admitted to American
U., you must have at Least a "C" aver-

age and be in the upper half of your

class.

Also important in your over-all rec-

ord is your rank in class. This is at-

tained only through working for good

grades. Almost all colleges require

that you be in at least the upper Half

of your class, and many require that

you be in the upper third, fourth,

fifth, or tenth.

In addition to courses and grades,

colleges are paying increased attention

to extra-curricular activities. They are

looking for students with well-rounded
programs of activities. You should be-

gin participating in school activities in

your sophomore or junior year, instead

of waiting until you are a senior.

Manv colleges require applicants to

take the college board examinations

—

either the Scholastic Aptitude test

alone, or that test and Achievement
tests. These tests are part of a uni-

form national system of tests. They
are graded on a national basis, there-

in- eliminating the different grading
standards of different high schools.

It is advisable to take these exami-

nations in your junior year for a trial

run. Such a trial run aol only shows

VOU your weaknesses but also gives

you experience La taking a compre
hensive t\ pe test.

An invaluable source of informa-

tion and help is the Guidance Depart

ment. If you are interested in a

scholarship, it can supph you with all

the information you need and will

help you find the best s< holarship for

your needs. College Night, which is

held once a year, offers an opportunity

to talk with representatives from van
ous colleges across the country. The
college bulletin board, put up by the

guidance department, has information

on scholarships, college representa-

tives who will talk to interested stu

dents, and other useful information.

The guidance department keeps on

file the various tests yon have taken.

These tests include intelligence tests.

reading tests, such as the Iowa State

Silent Reading Test, and psychologi-

cal tests, such as the A.C.E. test. They
are all considered part of your over-all

record.

Each student may arrange a confer-

ence with his guidance counselor at

any time. If you have any questions

about college entrance, you might get

your answer there.

Getting into college, as you can see.

is not the cinch you may have thought

it to be. Thousands of freshmen enter

each year. You can be one of them,

too. if you work and plan now

"It's strange how every generation of

young people discovers things t/iat

have been known for centuries, and
yet they derive the same sense of
special unveiling every time."
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REFLECTIONS IN REFUSE

Tom

THOUGH THE SMELL of garbage

is not ffwmng the more pleasant

of odors, its heady aroma hold a cer-

tain fascination for me and my cronies

nt the pre elementary-school days. The
odor itself was unimportant, I sup-

pi >m\ but its associated adventures

were sufficient to raise a squeal of

childish delight from our candy-

smeared lips at its detection. This first

scent was always accompanied by a

robust Hanging of trash cans meeting
pavement, which heralded the arrival

of the "garbage-men," as we affection-

ately called them.

In a child's small world, where the

blowing of the noon siren was an oc-

ion of considerable import, the ar-

rival of the Gargantuan garbage truck,

with its crew of white-uniformed "sol-

diers ' was regarded as a major event.

At the first detection of the various

phenomenon of sound, sight, or smell
—usually smell—accompanying this

urrence, whatever project, fantasy.

or exploration presently engaged in

was hastily dropped by the twenty-

odd juveniles inhabiting our block. As

the more adventuresome of my con-

temporaries ran down the street to

escort the truck triumphantly past, the

rest of us expectantly waited on the

sidewalks, joining in behind the truck

as it proceeded haltingly up the street.

We quavered not in the least at the

pungent, overripe odor drifting back
upon us. An odor that would have
felled a healthy adult seemed no
worse to our benumbed little minds
than the dreaded fragrance of scented

soap.

The action reached its stirring peak
with the "squeezing" of the truck's

contents at the end of the block; it

was then that the truck's hydraulical-

ly operated compressor was put into

operation. This we witnessed with

wide-eyed reverence and fascination.

With this episode over, the excite-

ment passed its peak and our fickle

interest waned rapidly. We tramped
back to annoyed mothers, quite obli-

vious of the odor of grape-fruit rinds

and dog-food cans encircling our

beaming faces.

DAUPHIN & LUTZ GARDEN CENTER

5515 Lee Hwy.Arl. KE-8-7112

Everything For Your Garden
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ALICE'S POEM

In the car two young people talked

of philosophy, politics, ideals, of God;
Hopes, ambitions, the feelings of

Fear, success,

Dreams
Loneliness.

Earnest and sincere were the two;

Sometimes afraid

Sometimes sure,

Always wanting to express what they felt

and wanting
to believe.

The peaceful rain dropping on the windshield

Rolled down in rivers made silver

By the light of the street lamp.

The wet darkness of the- night outside the car.

The gentle murmur of voices from within

Blended with the rain and the melody
of the radio

To create a protecting wall

Separating the outside world.

its troubles,

heartbreaks,

sadness.

From the two inside.
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A FEEBLE HAIL TO THE NEW YEAR

.In i
' Illustrated by Lyn Hubcr

T DON1

1 KNOW how the majority
* nf the population feels aboul New
\ ar's I ve, but as for me, I look for-

ward to it with mixed emotions. Al-

though this is no world-shattering

statement, von probably already have

the opinion th.it the author of this

story And I use the term "author"

Loosely is a dull sort of clod. 'Good

Greenie-goobers!" you are probably

saying to yourself. "Don't tell me she

wants to stay -it home knitting a pair

of argyles!" Well, I don't. But

there is hound to he a happy medium
which I hope some day to attain.

The thing I hate most is the false

gaiety with which the famous nighl

fairly recks. Everywhere you go. peo

pie .ire ^o determined to have a good
time that they practically knock them-
selves out doing it. They use this last

of the year to excuse excesses: the

drunks get drunker, the loud-mouths

get louder, and the proofs pet goofier.

Nobody condemns them hecause. after

all, it is New Year's Eve."

two years in a row. T have
rather timidly suggested to my date

that we "sort of stay at home, off the

roads where the drunken maniacs are

cavorting, invite some other kids over.

and celebrate quietly." Each year, this

apparently absurd suggestion is met
with disgusted looks and promptly dis-

missed as somebody's idea of a hum
ioke So. each vear we trudge to

somebody's party, where everyone is

expected to have a ;;ood time, or else.

At the door little paper hats, stream-
ers and ear-splitting noise makers are

passed out. If they are not used the

hostess becomes preatly concerned and
dashes over to ask if you are feeling

all right I had always heen an ardent

wearer of those little gadget* until

one fateful time I happened to come
face-to-face with a full-lenpth mirror.

There I was. hip as life and twice as

Ugly. The sipht of the cone-shaped
chapeau perched dnmkenlv over one
ear. in what I hoped was a rakish

tilt, pave my head the appearance of

a fat coffee pot readv to pour. This
protesque image of myself so unnerved
me. that ever since then, when offered

a similar head ornament. I have DO
litely declined with thanks

Even at the best of parties, there are

hound to he one or two would-be
sophisticates who have slipped past

the hostess with a flask containinp

their own brand of kirk-a poo joy

juice.

At any rate, almost all poes well,

with the usual amount of dancinp
and general horsing around, until

some sadist announces that it is close

to midnipht. A comparative silence

falls, as all eyes are on the clock.

Five four three two
one MIDNIGHT! From this point

on. you can plan to be at least partial-

ly deaf for the remainder of the night
As thouph a sipnal had been piven.

all horns arc raised to lips, and noisv

bleeps, blaps and honks such as you
have never heard before are made.
There is always a joker in the crowd
who considers it preat sport to creep

up behind you. plant his horn firmlv
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over your ear and let go with a loud
blast. What a little clown! You'd like

to hit him in the face with a sack full

of mush.

Not to be forgotten, by any means,
is the wonderful, age old custom of

kissing the New Year in. It's the best

excuse in the world if there is some-
one near you whom you have secret 1\

admired. It is also an excellent (not

to mention speedy) way to get to

know your date better. But it's people

like the (pardon the expression

"slob," whom I am about to describe,

who ruin the fun.

There I am. minding my own busi-

ness, when all of a sudden a totally

strange boy, probably a "crasher" at

that, comes lumbering across the

room, gathers me into his hairy arms,

and bellows, "Gimme a smooch, hon!"

With half a chance, I might have said

something cutting like, "But, sir, I

hardly know your name!" However,
I never have the opportunity for such

cleverness, and I have no alternative

but to comply. (Of course, if some-

one came up to me and wanted to

shake my hand, I would probably de-

velop a complex of some kind, won-
dering what was the matter with me.
Anyway, this goes on until all

hours. Finally it's time to go home.
This is where the real excitement be-

gins. The minute you step into the

car and head for the nearest highway,
you are taking your life in your hands.

Every madman and his co-pilot are

out, weaving along, crashing into vari-

ous objects and, in general, having a

real ball. As for me, when at last

the familiar sight of my little red

brick house looms up. I am so glad I

have reached it safely that I swear I

will never venture from it again, that

is, not until the nexl year.

And do you know what thoughts

are going through my head before I

finally drop off to sleep? Visions of

myself spending the next New Year's

Eve at home with a few close friends.
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Gray Hoeber

ONCE

Once, when but a child

As I stood on a lofty peak

Gazing upon a town

—

I saw a race of people,

busy, industrious,

Working at their tasks.

Building America
into what it is.

Strong,

Majestic,

Free,

My country.

jfrfcjfat...

:

Lillian Bause Fashions

in CLARENDON

1203 N.Highland - Arl

JAckson 4-1011

FREE PARKING ADJACENT TO OUR SHOT

M- I
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(Continued from Page 25)

thought frightened her now, and she

wanted only to be comforted by her

mother's sympathetic understanding.

She flung open the door.

"I'm home!"
Her father looked up from the news-

paper and smiled hello.

Judy was so wrapped in the TV
program, she didn't even see her.

"You're a little late, dear," her

mother called from the kitchen. "We
thought we were going to have to start

without you."

"Oh?" said Sandra in a small voice.

She stood in the middle of the living

room for a minute. Then, walking out

into the kitchen, she laughed, "What
are we having for dinner tonight?"

There is still time, she thought. May-
be next year.

RENT
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(Continued from Page 14

wane fasl overtaking him. lie could

barely distinguish a yellowish haze

through the snow. Circling lower he

was relieved to see the smoky glow of

the Bret which outlined the only place

mar Carson's Creek ill which he could

land.

The landing u<b B difficult one even

under the host conditions. And now
with his hcid swimming and his re-

actions terribly slowed by the poison.

he did not have enough strength left

to circle the field for a second attempt.

It v\as an incomparable ordeal.

He put the plane in its general glide

path .md foughl to keep its nose head-

id between the two Long rows of flam-

ing hrush. The ground was headed
toward him with tremendous speed.

The realization came through his be-

aumbed braixi that he was coming in

at too steep an angle. But it was too

late for his stiffening body to react.

One of his wingtips dug into the snow
and sent the plane careening crazik

through one of the walls of fire out-

lining the area. The shower of pow
dered snow thrown up by the skidding

plane was settling before the men,
who had come to meet him, could

realize what had happened. When
they came running to the steaming

wreckage, John could hear their mud-
dled voices through the black haze
which seemed to he enclosing him.
The last two things he heard were
Someone asking how ho was and an-

other person saying that the boy would
surely live now that the medicine had
come. John wanted to say how glad
he was. hut the voices seemed !<» he

slipping farther and farther away in

the blackni

John Kingston died as he had
lived — unheralded in a busy world
and devoted to his fellow men,
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(Continued from Page 8)

blur of white far out among the waves.

Elaine, my dearest, we should have

run from that house! For, as I took

a step forward to see better, the rotten

boards beneath me gave way- I heard

your high, terrified scream as I fell.

hut I felt no pain as the ocean and
the rocks dashed my body into noth-

ingness, far. far below you
And now. Elaine, twenty-five years

liter, the rumors have changed. It is

still that the house is haunted, but.

strangely truthful, not by a sea-cap-

tain. No—they say it's a young man
who was smashed to bits on the rocks

while proving to his sweetheart that

there are no ghosts

THE HOME Of THE

MEET YOUR
FRIENDS AT

9&HF-/AW

40 Glebe Road, Arlington, Virginia
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Mademoiselle de Paris

Continued from Page 17)

unable to resisl tin- temptation to see

\u>\\ i lose they can come t<> other cars

without brushing fenders «>i bitting

any Luckless pedestrians who mighl

be in the way. I dosed my ey< s

tightly.

"Lei me know when we net there."

I told Michele. I wasn't being a cow-

ard I've been told thai some people

kneel on the floor of the bark seat.

Whether it is to protect themselves or

to say a prayer, T don't know. Any-
way, to my surprise, we arrived safe-

Parisians are very fond of walking

in their lovely parks. We milled about

the spouting fountains and wandered

aimlessly amonp the beautiful flowers

until we were tired.

It was now becoming late.

"Men i. beaucoup. Thank you very

much for a lovely time." I said.

Michele kissed me on both cheeks,

European fashion. "We are so glad you

i ame
'

"You must come to visit me soon,"

I told her. "And now. if you will

point me in the direction of the near-

cm subway, I have to get home."
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A Man of Principle

(Continued from Page 9)

student has seen or will see Mr. Ger-

h. He is never too busy with hisic

duties (which include many night

meetings) to attend school dances and
the many athletic activities.

BUY THE
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THE BATTLE OF DICKERSON

Linda Ckavotta

HENRY PLEASANT DICKERSON
wasn't bloodthirsty, and ho didn't

particularly like killing, but when
there was a war going on ho wanted

to be right in the middle of it. The
War Between the States seemed to

him a perfect chance to do some real

fighting. Since he was a part of Jeh

Stuart's "fiuhtin" cavalry, finding

targets for his shooting should have

been easy. But Henry hadn't seen one

Yankee from the time he joined the

army in December of 1862 until the

present spring of '63.

The War was becoming a frustra-

tion to this staunch Confederate of

English descent. He'd already missed

several "bloody battles" because of un-

expected delays. In the second year

of the war, when all eighteen -year-

olds were drafted into service, Henry,
who had quit school and was eager

to get into the battle, had a hunting

accident. One day while stalking a

deer he tripped over a branch and
broke five ribs. He got the deer, but

this was no compensation for the

months he spent recuperating.

He and the other members of the

cavalry were now camped in the Tide-

water area of Virginia. Evening had
come and he was at the task of clean-

ing his gun. even though it had been

used these past months only to hunt
squirrels and rabbits. As he rubbed
the shotgun, he watched his friend.

David Morton, curiouslv.

"Sav. Dave, why are you putting
all that grease on your hair? Haven't

seen it so flat since you washed it

about six months ago.'
1 He rubbed

the gun barrel harder.

"You don't think I'd miss that party

they're givin' us at the Crawford's

place, do you? You're not going?
- '

"I've got to clean my gun."

"Boy, I'm glad of that! Now maybe
I'll get something to eat this time,

and probably an extra girl, too."

"Who says I've decided for sure?

Give me some of that grease; I'll <>ct

slicked up. too. Me, for food

—

you.

for girls."

Later that evening, dressed in their

Sunday best. Henry and Dave rode up
to the Crawford home, a Large brick

house beautifully situated on a knoll,

with a winding stream and a large

spring house below. Back of it were

many acres of cultivated fields.

Tall, lanky Henry, with his I

lishman's complexion and liirht brown
hair, strode fearlessly up the walk to

face the bevy of girls. He was an

expert marksman and an excellent

rider, but when it came to girls he

generally avoided them as much as

possible. A party called for every

ounce of courage which he generally

reserved for hunting wolves, bears,

and. he hoped. Yankees. If it had not

been for the promise of food at this

one, he wouldn't have come al all.

He was ushered into a large room
filled with guests. Immediately his

eyes sought the long table of refresh-

ments which extended across one side

of the room. Henry had started to
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make his way over to the food, when
he suddenly lost his appetite. Even

though the room was filled with peo-

ple, he caught si^ht of only one small

girl with reddish-brown hair. She

Stood at the left of the refreshment

table.

He didn't realize he was staring

until Dave poked him from hehind.

"Hey, Henry- don't tell me something

interests you hesides food."

Henry- turned red and gulped. "Of
course not." and made his way over

to the table, still glancing sideways

at his new attraction. At that mo-
ment she looked up, and he saw the

prettiest brown eyes . . . prettier, even

than those of his dog. Calvert. He
turned to Dave.
"Do you know that girl over there

near the baked ham?"
"Yes. don't you? That's Margaret

Belle Crawford. Don't tell me that

von would want to meet a girl?"

Henry colored. "I would."
They walked across the room, and

all too soon Henry was being intro-

duced to the object of his attraction.

As Dave departed. Henry and the girl

were left looking at each other. Henry
finally gained poise enough to say,

"I'd be pleased if you'd dance with

me. ma'am."
"Mr. Dickerson," she said decisive-

ly "I've heard of you. Aren't you
part of Teh Stuart's cavalry?"
"Why. yes." He was amazed. She'd

heard of him! But he'd forgotten the
faet that it was Stuart's cavalry whom
they had invited to the partv.

She smiled at him. and as he step-

ped on her toe. remarked. "Henrv.
von dance better than anyone here."

"Just picked it up. I guess." he
grinned. She was lovelier than any
hunting dog he'd ever owned. She
was prettier than his true horse com-

panion, Kemperling, and this party

was even better than fighting Yankees.

"Where do you come from, Henry
'"

She interrupted his thoughts, but he
didn't mind that kind of interruption.

"Uh, Staunton. Virginia. Right

down there in the Shenandoah Val-

ley. It's wonderful country there in

the Blue Ridge. We've got a farm
just out of town. Dad says he's going

to give me a piece of it when uh
when "

She looked at him encouragingly, as

if prompting him to go on.

"Er when I get uh." he swal-

lowed and blushed, "when I get mar-
ried."

It was lucky that the music stopped

then, for Henry, who had never be-

fore mentioned that word in the pres-

ence of anyone, much less a woman,
was ready to drop through the floor.

That evening was one Henry never

forgot, for they danced and talked

almost the entire time. As he and the

others were ready to leave, he whis-

pered to Margaret. "I hope I'll be see-

ing you soon. You're the prettiest girl

I've ever met." Startling himself with

these words, he raced out and jumped
on his horse. He waved to her as he
and the others started back to camp.
That night, as he lay awake thinking,

he wondered that he had not eaten

anything all evening. That was the

way folks acted when they were (he

gulped) in love.

The War really looked better to

Henry in the morning. He had de-

cided he was coming back after the

War to marry Margaret Belle. In

the meantime. Jeb Stuart was starting

a new campaign and they were going

to fight at last. His regiment was to

go northward, to Pennsylvania, and
there head off the Yankees, who were

(Continued on Page 40)
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THE W-L ORCHESTRA

Phyllis Price '

al ONG HAIR'* music is not music
i—* with long hair, but what is

known by intellectuals as "classical"

music. The teen generation of today

may prefer Elvis and his pelvis to

Bach, but, as always, there is an ex-

ception to every rule. The exception

to this one is the orchestra members.

As you step inside Room 123 at the

beginning of sixth period, a blast of

loud confusion hits the ear. This is

what is called the doodling, noodling,

or more appropriately, the tuning pe-

riod.

It is a happy time when everyone

gets out his instrument and gayly

plucks at the strings and turns little

pegs. In the case of a wind player,

every note possible is blown until the

president, Ben Campbell, can't stand

it any longer. He therefore mounts
the podium with a solemn look in his

eye, raises his right hand, and imme-
diately everyone is silent, (cough)

Someone usually has a birthday at

this point, so the group tries to sound
like the choir, and the room resounds

with the singing of "Happy Birth-

day. " For the orchestra this starts off

each lively sixth period.

The inspector general, guardian of

the peace, and director, is Miss Doro-
thy Baumle. She is often referred to

as "the remarkable Miss Dorothy
Baumle" for the reason that she some-
how lives through each sixth period.

The orchestra has the distinction of

being the only orchestra in the school.

This is quite different from the Con-

cert Band, Marching Band, Pep Band.

Reserve Band, Workshop Band. Dance
Band, or possibly the Assistant Auxil-

iary Associate Reserve Workshop
Band.

Two big concerts are presented dur-

ing the year by the orchestra: the

Christmas Vesper Concert, and the

Spring Concert. The orchestra also

plays for the Thanksgiving. Christ-

mas, and Easter assemblies in the

gym. and in a full length assembly
for the school. In addition, it receives

numerous requests to perform for

other schools and organizations.

Every year the orchestra elects of-

ficers who hold an executive meeting
on the first Monday of every month.
It is here that any problems in the

orchestra are voiced, and a solution

is found. The officers for this year
arc as follows: Ben Campbell, presi-

dent; Donna Northrop, vice president

of strings; Dave Blue, vice president

of winds; Phyllis Price, recording sec-

retary; Lani Murphy, corresponding
secretary; Pat Kruscr. treasurer; Bar-

bara Serr, librarian; Fred Ix»tt and
Warren Hottle. business managers.

Besides these officers, section leaders

are also elected, one or two for each
section of the orchestra. They are ex-

tremely vital to the smooth function-

ing of the group. Their responsibili-

ties are numerous, but their most out-

standing job is to keep up the spirit

that is so important for an organiza-

tion of this kind to have. One of their

various jobs is to keep the rest of the
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Bection from using verbal methods of

communication. They work somewhat
like this Firsl they spot B talker and

Stare at him until he can't stand it.

If this doesn't work, they tap the talk-

er on the shoulder and utter such in-

telligent sounds as, SSSHHHHHH!"
If this. too. fails to work, the last re-

sort is to put the offender in the seat

closest to the podium. He usually

-tops talking.

In preparing for the many per-

formances the orchestra gives, the

group works and practices *iike mad"
during their sixth period. But. as

usual, time flies, and not enough can

be accomplished in the fifty-five min-
utes alloted to rehearsals each day.

To overcome this problem there has

been a system of night rehearsals set

up. each lasting about two hours.

This is the reason students have been

11 sauntering to the music rooms <it

seven P.M. or thereabouts, mostly

thereabouts.

Although rehearsals are fun. a great

deal of work is done at <•<»< h one, and
they are an integral part of making a

successful orchestra. After spending
literally hundreds of dollars for the

music that goes into the concerts,

hours must be spent going over the

Same pieces, the same phrases, and the

same patterns in order to come as

nearly as possible to perfection. In

addition to nipht rehearsals, there are

sectional rehearsals that arc held after

si hool and individual practicing

which goes on at home.
For these and many other reasons

the orchestra has built itself into an
organization of which W-L has every

right to be proud.

TEMPUS FUGIT

I)i\^i Monk

Precious seconds speeding by

Going, going, gone.

Lost and unreclaimahle

—

Lost, when they should have been saved

Should have been s,,\e(l for what?
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THE GUARDIANS

Tom Reese

I VAN PATOV Lay still in the snow
1 as a cold wind swept through the

trees. Reside him was his comrade,

Anton. They were guarding the bor-

der against the Hungarians who were

attempting to escape into Austria.

Their weapon was a light machine-

gun. Ivan pulled the trigger, and

Anton fed the ammunition. Together

they were a deadly pair, and it was
unfortunate for any group of refugees

that came their way. Ivan looked

into the sky. and said to Anton. "I

wish I were in Russia tonight."

"Yes, Russia is very beautiful on
nights like this. Why must we be
lost in this dismal Hungarian country-

side?"'

"It looks as though we are going
to have to spend our New Year here."

said Ivan.

"If only I could he home with my
family, instead of fighting these peas-

ants. It will take a long time for

these people to forget what we have
done."

"Was the Party wrong?*'

"No, Ivan, the Party is never

Illustrated by Lyn Huber
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wrong/' said Anton ruefully,

Ilir two stiffened as the} saw a

small group of peasants coining to-

ward the border. Slowly the machine-

run BWUDg to cover them. Ivan's

finger tightened upon the trigger; he

pictured thi^ group as advancing ene-

my .soldiers With that in mind he

opened fire. The gun shuddered as

it spouted flame, and the still night

was broken by the confusion of the

little group. One by one they fell,

as the machine gun bullets ripped

into them. Soon they lay still in the

snow, slaughtered by the two Rus-

sians.

The woods slowly forgot the echo

of the machine-gun; the smoke began
to clear away, and then the place was
as quiet as the fall of the snow. Once
again there was movement; this time

it was beyond the group. By chance
one person had escaped the Russian's

fire. Now ignoring freedom, he crept

back to the silent group. The two
Russians watched quietly as the figure

stopped at the side of a dead girl. He
took her head in his arms and wept
silently. With no emotion the gun
once again was swung around. The
flame danced across the snow and the

clatter screamed through the woods.

The boy jerked up as his chest was
ripped open by the bullets; for a

moment he hesitated on his knees,

and then he fell into the snow. He
would no longer have to worry about

his dead companion.
The two Russians breathed heavily,

and neither one of them said a word.
There was no laughter and singing
for this victory. They just sat there
in the snow and looked at the dead.

Do we have to sit here and stare at

them all night?" asked Ivan.

Do you want to bur}- them?" re-

plied Anton softly.

"No. we couldn't do that. We can

leave them there as a further warn-
ing to others who try to cross the bor-

der."

"A good idea. Ivan; nothing else

serves as a warning as well as dead

bodies."

"I find your voice filled with sar-

casm. Are you sorry that you helped

kill these people for the Party?" ask-

ed Ivan.

Anton looked at Ivan with empty
eyes and replied to him. "When one

is a member of the Russian Army, he

can not feel sorry for the ones he is

directed to kill. If I were allowed a

conscience. I would never sleep."

"I do not wish to argue with you.

Anton. It is too cold."

So the two grew silent as the wind
grew colder and the snow fell faster.

The two Russians huddled next to

their gun and waited for the night to

end.

Finally when the day came, the

snow had stopped falling. The dead

bodies of the fallen peasants were now
humps under the snow. The snow
was their grave until springtime. As
for the two Russians—they were still

huddled close to their gun. but it, too.

was covered with snow. Beneath the

snow Anton still held the ammuni-
tion and Ivan held the trigger. Des-

pite their different opinions thev had
remained faithful to the end. Not
only would they spend New Year's

Day in Hungary, but an eternity as

well.
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FACES

Gray Hof.ber

W hile walking down a busy, neon-lighted
street at night. I saw there

a city, a town, a world of humanity

Every person an island in himself:

pride,

despair,

happiness,

defeat,

written clearly on myraid faces

Reflected upon by gaily colored lights

—

JOE'S CAFE
JAZZLAND
I'D WALK A MILE FOR A CAM I I

Each face tells a tale;

one of woe,

one of indecision,

still another of achievement.

I low strange that a mere face, an
Expression can reveal a life;

Each line, each scar is a hook in itself.

Faces tell.

Illustrated by Larry Bedingfield
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IN WHICH I GO TO THE OPERA

Jl! I (YSACK

Till m ( I >M1 S a day in the life

ill everj American teenager liv-

ing in Paris when his parents decide

he is not sopping up enough European

culture. Ms parents have always felt

that I should have gone to a French

school, which is the jumping off place

as far a^ 1 in concerned.

"But, darling, think of the French

you'll learn, the fascinating children

you'll meet," they said to mr.

Nertz," I said t<> them.

1 always managed to get out of go-

ing to a French school by making
threats to the effect that if they made
me go, I would start eating garlic and

onions. I would also give up taking

baths and brushing my teeth. I would
wear horn-rimmed glasses and Girl

Seoul oxfords, pari my hair in the

middle, and si it k it down with lots

«md lots of oil. Furthermore, I hinted

darkly, "Girls who go to French

schools never get married." I used as

an example a girl I knew who prob-

ably wouldn't have gotten married
had she met every man in the world.

The mere mention of her name
brought chuckling noises and echoes

of "What a pity!" and "How unfor-

tunate
1
"'

Anyway, my parents, be-

lieving me to he a "pretty child" (you
know how prejudiced parents are) de-

< ided it would he a shame if I threw

my whole life away. As a result I

continued in the American school.

Hut Mother had not given up the

idea of culture. One day she happily

announced that Carmen was playing

at the opera in l'aris. and that she had
tickets for me and my friend. Dee
Mother's determined attitude made
me turn to my father for help. I felt

that surely he wouldn't make me go,

hut he was engrossed in the evening

paper and only muttered, "Do what
your mother Says." I later found

OUt that lather had distinguished him-
self at the Paris Opera some years

previous by falling asleep, a cute habit

he has ol expressing extreme bore-

dom, i In the end. it was decided that

I. accompanied by my unwilling

friend, would go to the opera for an

afternoon oi culture and refinement
Dee and I started off the day with

Lunch .it a pi< turesque restaurant in

the heart of the Latin Quarter in

I'aiis. We were lavishly attended by
a flirtatious waiter who kept asking us

for our phone numbers. He finally

brought us the dirty, fingerprint-

stained menus, which, because of the

Lighting system of the place, would
have been nun b easier to read had
they been printed in Braille. I sup-

pose that the candles were for atmos-

phere, but we assumed that they weir

being used to cut down the electricity

bill.

For the meager sum of '500 francs

$1 ">n we had steak, vegetables, salad

and pastries, plus the services oi a

seedy, unshaven Algerian violinist

who hovered over our table during
the entire meal. He played sad gypsy
love songs with such emotion that, in

no time, tears were coursing down his
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sunken cheeks. (The tears, no doubt.

were included in the hill.)

After wo had eaten and paid, we
felt our way out into the blaring log

and wore accosted by another Algerian

(probably in cahoots with the violin-

ist inside). This one tried to sell us

an uncurcd goat skin, the odor of

which I will never forget—although it

was a toss-up as to which smellcd

worse, man or animal. Farther on.

we came into contact with a persistent

little Moroccan peanut vendor who
trotted along behind us for blocks.

Becoming convinced that we were not

interested in his wares, he said in a

confidential hiss that he also sold

"dirty peectures and real Persian

bracelets" (the latter probably manu-
factured wholesale in New Jersey).

At last we arrived at the opera.

with aching bunions and fallen arch-

es, and presented OUT ti< ketS at the

door. We were ushered up several

flights oi st.ni s and th< down a Long

corridor which had numerous little

doors Leading from it. Finally we
stopped before one such doer. It was
opened for us. and. upon entering, we
found ourselves in a box high above
the audience and the stage. Now
when I say box, I mean box! The
whole thing couldn'1 have been any
Larger than two of the hotel's tele-

phone booths put together, which is

very small. There were two rows of

(bairs. three in each row. Our seats

were in the front, and the people in

the back had to move their (hairs out

into the corridor to allow us to enter.

The performance had started by the

time we were finally seated, and we
focused our attention on Carmen, who

(Continued on Page !J

initiated by Sin- Havlick
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NOT ANOTHER SUMMER

BSTTl DlENKH

tii^vll. MOTHER! Not again, not

v>/ .mother summer' Please!"

Two pairs of blue eyes met across

the small kitchen and, in that mo-
ment, the older pair both saw and re-

membered the frets and anxieties that

arc a part of growing up.

Susan Raymer saw her mother sil-

ently choosing her words before speak-

ing. It was a habit that she had be-

gun after her husband had died a

year ago. Susan was different. She

must have inherited her characteris-

tics from her father, since she was the

exact opposite of her mother. Her
mother's paleness contrasted sharply

with Susan's deeply tanned skin. Al-

though her mother was thin and
graceful, Susan was neither plump
in ii- slender. Her mother quietly

thought things out. but Susan would
quickly decide what she wanted to do
and strain impatiently to carry out

her plan.

As for the likeneses. there were the

two pairs of blue eyes. They were a

symbol of the love that bound them
together. Sad or happy, rain or shine,

whenever those eyes interlocked, their

hearts and minds were also bound to-

gether.

As her mother began to speak. Susan
realized how important the forthcom-
ing statement would be to both of

them.

"Susan. I'm really sorry that this

has to be done, but I see no other
way clear. Your aunt and mule in

Rocky River are simply dying to have

you visit them, and your grandmother
would love it too. Since I'm working
all day. I hate to leave you alone in

this house. It would really relieve me
to know th.it you wore safe down
there."

"Safe isn't the word for it," Susan
replied. it's so quiet and peaceful

around there that Grant's Tomb at

midnight is more cm iting. For e\

( itement down there they have a

square dance every other Saturday
night. Oh please. Mother. Not an-

other summer!"
* * * *

"All out for Rocky River, .ill out

for Rockv River!"

Well, thought Susan, here I ,^\n for

another summer of the same old

things

—

sittinu on the hack porch gos-

siping with the neighbors, and sweat-

ing out the ninety-degrcc-plus after-

noons. I can hardly wait to see all

of the other boys and girls that are

almost my age. hut not quite. They
are such cute little things, always act-

ing eight years old. which is exactly

half of their actual age.

As she left the train. Susan could

hear her aunt's excited voice. "There
she is. over there. I told you that this

was the train'"

Now it starts. Susan thought. Here
they come with more hugging and
kissing than there is in a movie.

"Oh, darling, we're so glad to see

\<ni! You just don't know how long

we've waited."

I thought Aunt Betty Anne would
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Start it. Now Grammy will start cry-

ing and Uncle Jimmy will stand back

and wait for me to kiss him. Man, if

I can live through this. I just might
1><- able to survive the rest of the sum-

mer. A slightly audible sniffle from

her grandmother's direction proved

Susan's anticipations to be correct.
* • * *

Later, after dinner was over, a

neighbor, Mrs. King, dropped in, and

everyone except Aunt Betty Anne and
Susan visited on the porch. Soon,

however, Susan was sent out to be

'sociable" and her uncle was sent into

the kitchen to help with the dishes.

Ton minutes after she arrived on

the porch. Susan knew the latest ill-

nesses of all the town's inhabitants,

who had died recently, and all of the

general happenings of the whole

county.

An hour later she had heard all of

this information repeated for about

the fiftli time, and she was beginning

to feel like a bronco that was tied up,

ready and waiting to be let loose.

Steady girl, she thought to herself,

just freeze the smile on your face and
pretend that this is the first time that

you've ever heard this. Good night

shirt, arc they talking about Joshua
Barnes again. I've already heard
about his kidneys, his liver, his heart.

and his blood. There couldn't be any-
thing else. I've got to get out of here.

"Excuse me, please," she said sud-

denly, interrupting her grandmother.
'Tm awfully tired, so I'm afraid that

if I don't go to sleep soon. I'll just

drop off in my chair. Goodbye. Mrs.
King, it was nice seeing you."
Without waiting for their reply, she

turned and flew into the house. As
she rushed through the kitchen, she
nearly collided with Aunt Betty Anne.

"What's the matter?" her aunt ask-

ed. "You look like your uncle used to

when he was the fullback for State

University."

"Doggone it all." cried Susan. "I'm

so tired of hearing about who is whose
mother, and who died of what, and
how sick everybody is. that I'm about

ready for the "looney" wagon. By
the way." she continued sarcastically.

"did you know that Joshua Barnes

"Now, Susan, you've got to remem-
ber that your grandmother is old. and
talking is one of her few forms of

entertainment. I'm sorry if it bores

you. Maybe tomorrow will be more
exciting for you. but we try the best

we can."

"Yeah. I bet tomorrow will be bet-

ter. I'll wake up at noon, loaf around
until five o'clock, eat supper, and go
to bed. Wow! What a thrill!'* With
that she hurried off to bed.

When she awoke at ten o'clock the

next morning the sun was streaming
through her open window. As she sat

up to stretch, she glanced at the view
through the window and thought to

herself. Man alive! It's a shame that
I'm not an artist or a musician be-

cause there's enough inspiration down
here in the deep South for a million
Bembrandts and Grandma Moseses.

Refreshed by this thought she wash-
ed and dressed quickly, and then she
went out to the kitchen to sec what
was happening. Just as she started

to say good morning to her uncle, she
looked out the window, and her mouth
flew open.

"Wow 1 " Susan said. "Quick. Uncle
Jimmy, who is he. and most of all.

what's he doing here!"

"Him." said her uncle slowly. "Oh.
he's just Frank Belle, the summer me-
chanic at the local garage. During

(Continued on Page 41)
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MEMORIES

La m Mi iiniY

How heedlessly they come nmr.

Their evasive phantoms awakening <i Lonely joy

To the soul.

They engulf the mind, the heart

And obliterate the < rude, banal cries of the real.

Wraiths laugh and dance tantalizingly,

Offering a tempting haven in their embrai
Cleverly painting a cruelly poignanl picture of yesterday.

Filled is the mind with an obsession of yearning

For what was
And may never he again .

Only now—now. that Perfect Moment gone
Can one appreciate its reminiscent wonder

—

Too fleeting to have captured then.

Memories
A defiance of TIME,

A compassionate kiss of the p.ist.

The essence of a dream for the future.
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ADVENTURES IN CHESS

Written and illustrated by
Jack de la Torre

1 T WAS BECOMING cold and dark

1 in the city as I descended the stairs

to the subway. Below, a gust of warm
air greeted me as the rushing ex

presses thundered in and out of the

station. Two minutes later I was
treading my way through the crowded
cars when I spotted an empty seat in

the rear of the last compartment. I

sat down with a sigh of relief and
opened my newspaper to the sports

section.

After a few minutes. I noticed, out

of the corner of my eye, a curious

small box with tiny peg-ins held by
my travelling companion. I looked

closer and recognized them to be

miniature chess pieces. Shifting my
glance to the owner of the box, I saw
an old gentleman who in appearance
was about seventy. His white hair fell

in silky strands over his forehead; his

features were delicate, although worn
by the tide of time; his eyes held that

wise but benignant glint which comes
only with gradual experience. With-
out uttering a word. I suddenly felt a

deep liking for the strange individual

who was now gazing intently at the

checkered board.

"Sir," I interrupted, "I was under
the impression that chess was always
played by two persons, but I noticed

you. . .
." It was not his surprise that

Cut me short, but rather his puzzled
expression as he slowly raised his head
to meet my eyes. After a moment he
smile (1

"You are almost right." He snap-

ped shut the chess set. "What I am
doing, however, is mererj composing
chess problems and solving them h\

analy/utiuii."

Analyzation! The slow breaking
lown process of problems and the

word I would know intimately in the

years to follow. At that time my
knowledge of chess was superficial.

hut just listening to the stories of that

unpredictable old fellow seemed to

open the door to an entirely new
world where curiosity was predomi

nant.

Night had fallen when I began to

walk home. I had missed my sta-
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tiun. hut it didn't seem to matter.

Snovi had begun to fall slowly, trying

hard to blanket the earth, heralding

winter. I recalled the last words of

my new acquaintance, "Chess," ho

had said, "is as nun h a gauge of a

mans intelligence as is love, or war,

or politics, or anj other game." Then

he looked .it the chessboard and add

ed. "When I tire of chess. I shall tire

dt lite itself."'

Summer came and went, and school

began as usual, in September. After

the excitement of the first lew weeks

had worn oil. s. hool began to operate

normally, and meetings of various

( luhs started. As soon as the chess

club was mentioned. I immediately

signed as a member. The first few

games I played were against a senior

who had a very smug look and an

impressively high forehead. We be-

gan to play, and I began to lose. After

losing three games, I stood up. quite

weary and humiliated, thanked him.

and decided to call it an afternoon.

When the school tournament took

its toll. I found I had lost sanies to

half of the members in the club. W r

hat

bewildered me was the fart that I

could not attribute my slump to any
specific error.

It was in my sophomore year that

the idea hit me. Why not have an

inter-high school chess league 1 A
school could he known to possess not

onlj a powerful football team hut also

a scpiad of logical thinkers. The idea

looked great on paper, hut I would
need to convince a galaxy of skeptics

that the project would bo worthwhile.

While still in my second year, I

became a prolific reader of literature

on the three basic fields: the opening,
the middle game, and the end game.
That winter I joined another chess

I lub. apart from the one in school.

There were people I met there from
all walks of life, from a fire captain

to u nuclear physicist. When the Im-

portant game had to bo played, occu-

pations and agM Were forgotten, and
the thing that mattered was outplay-

ing ones opponent. As my cheat

ability improved, my desire to estab-

lish a chess league increased. This

idea was shared only by Karl lievan,

a fellow student whom I had met that

\ ear.

Late in June, elections of officers

for the chess club were held in a

crowded homeroom. The office oi

president and vice president were

taken unanimously by myself and
Karl respectively. The possibility oi

establishing a league now began to

look good. W hen the school season

commenced in September, I had more
than a good reason to be busy writing

letters to all the high schools that I

suspected mighl have an organized

chess club. I was beaten to the punch
when a letter from a neighboring

high school arrived by mail one morn-
ing. It stated that the team would
be glad to meet us in a (boss match.

As time passed, we entered more
and more matches, and our once un-

skilled squad began to improve vast-

ly. Our confidence was overwhelming

when we took the bus one day for a

scheduled match against our arch

i i \ ii Is of the county. The bus was

nearly empty before we boarded it

with all the necessary paraphernalia

—from score sheets to electric clocks.

Some of the boys decided to sit in

front and talk shop, but since I had
the most reason for being nervous. I

took a seat alone in the back of the

bus. and started to read. I couldn't

help grinning when a little later I

looked up from my book and saw four

of the boys "attempting" to teach the
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moves to a pretty girl passenger of

about eighteen.

It was Tom Walker, our fifth board

player, who first yelled at me to come
on the double. I walked over to the

murmuring group in the front of the

bus while Tom explained how the girl

had beaten the fourth and third board

players simultaneously. "You're jok-

ing," I searched his face for an indica-

tion of a gag, but I had never seen

Tom more serious. I turned and look-

ed at the girl, who. with a faint smile

of an angel, was obviously enjoying

the situation. I decided to prove that

her success had been the greatest piece

of luck, probably, in her whole life.

I sat opposite her, and we chose col-

ors. I made the opening move and

proceeded with a quick attack. She
moved her pieces with split second ac-

curacy and developed a technical and
involved counter-offensive.

It was clear from the start that she

was a good player, but not good
enough to make me bow. On the

twentieth move I felt a relief come
over me when I captured one of her

pawns off the board. Four plays

later I realized I had fallen into a

clever combination in which I would
get the short end of the exchange. I

began to perspire and mentallv curse

at my stupidity. "How." I asked my-
self, "had this girl seen a pitfall seven

moves deep that even a chess expert

might have missed?" On the thirty-

third move my position was hopeless-

ly lost. I stared at the board and
managed a croaking. "I resign."

"And it's a good thing too." She
stood up cheerily. "I get off at the

next stop."

I Felt as though someone had pound
concentrated cyanide over the hole in

my head. "I didn't even get her

name." I heard someone remark be-

hind me. Needless to say, our morale
took such an ebb that out of the six

games we played in our match, we
managed to salvage only two draws.

Members of the squad to this day will

swear that she was an apparition sent

by electro-magnetic waves from our

opponents to crush our high spirits.

In May. the chess league represen-

tatives from the high schools involved

met with the president of the Nor-

thern State's Chess Federation. All of

the debates, preparations, and count

less proposals, plus the many hours

spent on the project, led at last to the

ratification of the league. In Septem-
ber, 1956, most of the newspapers in

the area carried an article on the new-
ly-formed league, part of which read:

"The inter-high school chess league,

which is composed of six county
schools, is reputed to be one of the

first of its kind in the United States.

The recognition of this achievement
may be awarded to the many individ-

uals, both advisers and students ...."'

The story doesn't end here. The
phenomena, the laughs, the disap-

pointments are all part of a rontinu

ous fascinating adventure th.it seems
to go perpetually with life, hut more
specifically with that rate specimen

—

the chessplayer.
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TRICK KNEE

Ui Bond

Tom FRANKLIN had been tackled

hard. 1 Ik- ground was soft and

c ool. I !«• sav« no point in getting up.

loin's eyes dropped as he saw the

hard look in Coai h Lincoln's face.

ime thing, I suppose.'
1 The voice

dripped sarcasm.

"Yeah, it's my knee again."

'"Could I see you in my offi<

Tom knew what was coming. He

steeled himself and followed the

coach. His eyes searched the office

walls, seeking confidence from the

pictures that hung there.

"Tom, the best doctors in the Eas1

can't find anything wrong with Man-

knee, and it always seems to bother

von when the going gets rough. That

suggests only one thing.

"There are a lot of things that can

go wrong with a knee, and a doctor

can't see pain, no matter how good

he i-

"You and I both know that you are

a potential Ail-American. You have

the speed of a halfback and the drive

of a fullback. There's no doubt that

von have the ability, hut you simply

Lai k the will. The team needs some-

one it can depend on in the (hitch.

Unless something (an be done about

this situation, we'll have no choice but

to drop Mm. The hoard of coaches

has met and agreed to give von one
more chance in the Center game next

week. It' an\ game will sep, irate the

men from the boys, that's it."

Tom tried to ignore the talk in the

Locker room, but he couldn't shut out

the phrases like "damned chicken."
They no Longer bothered to keep their

voices Low. The words , ut i j ^,. a ,,,|

hot knife, hut he pretended not to

notice. After all. he couldn't fighj the

whole squad. lie left the locker room
without taking a shower.

It had been this way ever since his

mother and dad had died in the w rec k

when he was only ten. Somehow.
after that there had been no one to

fight for. Sure, the folks at the orph

anage had been plenty kind; hut they
could only do so much with eight kids

to each mm.
A voice <ut into his reverie He

turned to face Mike Gambol. Mike
had been the greatest hallback in the

N.F.L. until he had given up playing

for scouting. 'Tom. the office at IV
troit is keeping its eye on you. I hope
you won't disappoint them by giving

up football."'

"What gives von the idea that I

mighl quit
i"

"Why. your coach said that you

were giving some consideration to tak-

ing a job that would necessitate vonr

dropping out."

lust like the coach, making it easy

on him by paving the road out. "V
I have given it some thought," he

answered.

"The job's not what I really wanted
to talk to you about, though. I just

found out that you and I are alumni
of the same institution. St. Joseph's

orphanage. They need a coach over

there. They asked me. but since I do
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so much traveling, 1 suggested you."

'(
, lr. (ianibol

—

"

"The name's Mike'
••—Mike— I didn't know you were

an orphan."

"Yes, I am—but the question at

hand is whether or nol you will coach

St. Joe's
"

"Well. I don't want to agree to

something I can'1 follow through on.

Could I tell you—say, Thursday?"

"Sure. See you then."

As Tom lay in bed that night, he

wondered it he oughl not to quit the

team and Leave college. The dinner

that night had boon "hell." Two of

his "hat" brothers were on the squad,

and they had spread the word around.

There would be a meeting tonight.

Thr de< ision would be the same as

that of the board of coaches: wait un-

til after the Center game.
Wednesday's last (lass was an eter-

nity. Tom knew there was no use

Staying on campus after school. He
w.is as welcome there as a do-it-your-

self smallpox kit. He left the grounds

and started toward town. He didn't

have anywhere to go, but he "sure as

heck" couldn't stick around. He wan-
dered aimlessly, and he was surprised

to find that he was automatically re-

turning to the orphanage. Since he
was there, he might as well see what
kind of material he would have if lie

look the job of coaching, lie was in

no hurry to commit himself by being

recognized, though; so instead of go-

ing in. he watched the football field

through the fence.

It took no more than five minutes

to convince him that they needed a

coach badly. One little fellow, in

particular, kept tackling the hall-car-

rier around the neck, giving him an
extra two yards while he slid down
to his Legs to trip him. The other

boys were body-blocking on plays thai

(ailed for brush-blocking. Generally

they were playing Lousy football. Af-

ter ten minutes of this, he c ould i e

strain himself n<> Longer.

lie Left the orphanage when it be-

came too dark to play an\ mure. lie

was hooked now. <uid somehow, he

wasn't sorry.

When he got hack to his fraternity

house, he called Mike Gambol to

make it official. "Mike.' Tom. I've

decided to take the coaching job."

"Fine, Tom. I thought you'd kick

through. The first practice is 1 ri

day."

"Okay. Ill be there."

The days passed slowly. Every-

where ho went, he was met with (old

stares and ill-concealed whispers.

Tom's last class Thursday was mental

torture. He wondered if he would
fail the orphanage as he had failed

the school. At the orphanage he was
still the vaunted hero. I low long

would it take them to find out what
he was really like?

He approached the boys' athletic

field with considerable anguish. As
he rounded the corner, a great shout

arose. There in the middle of the

field stood Mike with a megaphone
in his hand, surrounded by cheering

youngsters. "And this is your new
coach. Tom Franklin." The roar re-

doubled. Hero-worship was written

all over every face. There was no
doubt about it: he was the "Man of

the I lour" here.

After the noise had subsided, Tom
said, "Well, gentlemen, lets get down
to work." The practice went wonder-
fully. The team improved one hun-
dred percent. There was one little

scat-back in particular who had the

makings of a fine football player. He
1 ontinued on Page 15
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BACKFIRE
I,\\l I 1 I 1'kterson

MEL CONWAY slammed the car

door, scowling at the trace of

dust on the handle, as his wife slid

out the other side.

"I don't understand how a little

thing like which flowers to grow next

spring," he puffed, "could possihly be

worth arguing about!" He paused,

il von wanl yellow next to violet, all

light. It's your garden, and further-

more you can dig it too."

"Thank you." Mrs. Conway mum-
bled, looking straight ahead in a man-
ner guaranteed to prevent Further

conversation.

Mr. Conway allowed his wife to

enter before him. His temperature

took a final jump as he spied his eter-

nal annoyance—the trash can.

"Son. why haven't you taken out

the trash? How many times do I

have to tell you It's been your job

for four years now. and still I come
back home from work and find that

you haven't done it. That's a fifty

'iiit reduction from your allowance.

and if you don't get your shoes on.

it will he fifty cents more. You walk
around with your head in the clouds

half the time. How do you expect to

ever make a living?"

Digging ditches. I guess." was the

glum reply.

"Don't you talk back to me

—

that's

fifty cents more. Boy. vou'd better

straighten up around here. You have
duties like the rest of US."

"I was watching a good program

—

I was gonna do it." said the fourteen-

year old.

"Well, do it then."
I don'l see win you have to get so

mad about that old trash anywa\.
the boy said.

"Because that's your duty. You feel

persecuted because you have one sim-

ple job. A moron could do it. Why
can't you? Now I mean it—get that

mess out of here. How do you expect

your mother to cook with that in here?
Don't answer me—just get it out of

here."

At this point. Mrs. Conway entered.

Id like to know what's the mattcr

with you, my dear husband. You
fussed at me all the way home, and
now you're after the kids."

"It doesn't concern you, my drat

I'm merely enforcing a few rules. He
hasn't taken out the trash again."

"Well, you could ask him nicely.

Maybe he wouldn't be so reluctant if

you did

"I'll be— I was better off in the

navy. I wish I had stayed in."

"Well, if an excuse is all you need.

feel free to leave at any time—right

now is most convenient."

"If anybody leaves, it will be you.

I like this place—besides I'm too well

set up."

"Then I'll leave'" Mrs. Conw.iv
screamed as she fled from the room.

"If you need any help in packing

your bags—feel free to call on me."
A few minutes later their daughter

Anne came in. informing her father

that his dear wife was locked in her

bed room crying.

Heading toward the foot of the

stairs he hollered. "Are you locked in

there on purpose, or was it an acci-

dent?"

"It was no accident—that's for
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sure!"

'You're acting like a child. I sup-

pose you think you're setting a good

example for the children. What do
you think they think of their mother?"

Their mother'—ha!" she mocked
as she opened the door. 'Their

mother?" What in heaven's name do
you think they think of their father?"

"I'll tell you," interrupted Anne's

calm voice. "I think you're two of

the silliest parents I know. Why do
you have to get all steamed up over

nothing? So Tom didn't take the

trash out. What of it? Besides, he
was watching something educational."

"Learning responsibility is part of

education."

"Yes. but he doesn't plan to be a

garbage man."
"Young lady—you had better not

gel that tone in your voice, or you'll

get fined too."

"I beg your pardon, sir."

"Don't call me sir."

"Yes. sir."

"That's fifty cents."

Mrs. Conway, now calm and col-

lected, came into the room laughing.

"Let's call it a draw. We all sound
like children."

"You're right, wife number one.
You're still my little woodum pood-
uin'"

"Yes. of course," she replied, smil-

ing.

"Tom. I actually think they are
crazy—our parents of course." re-

marked Anne.
"Oh. kids, you can

fines, but let's trv to be

cooperative around here.

Tooi. have you taken the trash out
vet?"

"No. but I'm going to right now. in

just a minute, after this program."
"You're going right now—come on— into the kitchen—get every bit of it

forget those

a little more
By the way.

—I'll open the door—okay—outside

—

be careful, you're spilling it—oh. good
heavens—well, you'll have t<» < lean it

up yourself. Grab that shovel and
scoop it up—oh, here, I'll get it

ooooh! Great Scott! get me out of this

stinking garbage. Why in tarnation

don't you do something? What arc

you laughing about?—Gel me out of

this mess. Where are you going.

Come back here—I mean it. son

COME BACK HEBE!"
YOU

Illustrated by John Carr
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PICTURES IN THE NIGHT

Written and illustrated by
Dana Krvkger
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I.

Die moon hangs on a brittle silver wire,

Freezing the world below in her thin light.

Grey gauze clouds hurry uncertainly around her

I [iding

then reappearing moodily

II.

In a barren, empty lot

A swing hangs sullenly from a shadowed branch
On gnarled ropes,

brought from the gallows

By .1 I)1<k k cloaked hangman.
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III.

A si rap of paper
—startled by the wind

—

Whirls rustling under a prickly hedge,
And a black cat darts across the street

to be swallowed up
in tbe moon-chilled

Night.

IV.

A willow tree is a sleeping witch

With wiry, wild, unruly hair

—

Waiting to wake
and cbase

and snatch

Tbe passerby whose footsteps echo

hollowly through the cold

Darkness

Am

v.

A man
in a greasy undershirt

Yavt ns.

Turns off his television set—
Leaving on it a warm beer can

with cigar ashes in the bottom
He flicks a switch on a dirty wall

and the final light goes out

—

leaving the world
empty

—

dark

—

unguarded
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REQUIEM FOR A. AUDETT

Vlt Si I I'll AN Sussm \N

THE SCENE opens with completely

black Stage. Soft, eerie, organ

music is heard, and over this comes

in monotone the roice of a preochei

giving a eulogy. The organ reaches a

bridge, drowning out the roice. A sin-

gle spotlight is thrown on the stage

center where a solitary figure is seen.

She is Mrs. Audett, A. Audetfs

mother. She, like all other women in

this ploy, is dressed in mourning.

The music fades slowly as she begins

to speak.

MRS. AUDETT (weeping slightly

and speaking in a Iialf sobbing ix>ice )

.

I'm Mrs. J. L. Audett. Alfred's moth-

er (She breaks into sobs.) My boy.

my boy .... such a good man ....
such a fine, respected man .... just

like his father was. Oh. his father

was so wonderful; Alfred was just his

father's image. I did my best to raise

him as his father would have. I re-

member when his father died and left

us the steel plant and all that money
—well, left it to Alfred. Of course

Alfred made it into the biggest com-
pany in the world. Alfred was a

strange boy .... I remember he

showed no sorrow at his father's fune-

ral ... . why? Alfred loved his

father. Now both of them are gone.

and I'm all alone . (She bows
her head and sobs gently.)

[At this point the audience will be
shocked to fiear loud, mocking
laughter with a heavy echo. Mrs.
\udett does not hew tliis and

keeps in character. A bright

spotlight is thrown to stage left.

Within this sphere of light stands

A. Audett. He is dressed in his

burial clothes, and his COmph
ion is a ghastly uttitc. He open
ly enjoys fiis mother's sorrow.]

A. AUDETT (still laughing sar-

castically). Oh, my dear, sweet
Mother .... standing there and lux-

uriating in your Sorrow! Listen to

that babbling! "Alfred loved his

father." HAH' Certainly no one re-

joiced more over his demise than I.

Unhappy over his death 1 Oh. dear
Mother, how much remorse could I

have shown at the thought of inherit-

ing the Audett Steel Corporation 1

Hah .... had I not had a clear head
at his funeral. I'd have beamed with
happiness even as they lowered his

coffin into the grave. But. there.

there, dear Mother. You are alone
now. and I'm dead. Accept it! I

suppose that only I could have known
how inevitable my death was to be.

When I died last night. I was forty-

seven years of age .... yet do you

realize. Mother, you continued to call

me "my little hoy" up until my
death? Even in my last davs on

earth, you. my poor, lonolv Mother,

tormented me. as has been your habit

always.

[Mrs. Audett breaks into sobbing
gasps.]
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Ahhhhh .... even in death, death

renowned for its peace, this woman,
my mother, tortures me with her in-

cessant sobbing! Leave me! Leave

me!

[She exits, as though of her own ac-

cord. As she exits, Mrs. A. Au-
dett, Alfred's wife, enters.]

MRS. A. AUDETT (directing

speech to the audience). A. Audett,

as he was known to the world, was
my husband. Did you see his poor

mother? I can't help feeling sorry

for her.

A. AUDETT. Well, well, my dear.

You must be quite happy over my
passing on.

MRS. A. AUDETT. I guess I don't

sound too broken hearted over Al-

fred's death. I don't really think Al-

fred would have expected me to be

.... you see, we were on the verge

of divorce just before his death.

A. AUDETT. True, true .... and

I guess my death was the easy way
out.

MRS. A. AUDETT. Alfred's death

was the easy way out.

A. AUDETT. Know all the answers,

huh? Just see how well you'll get

along without me.

MRS. A. AUDETT. I think I'll get

along fine without Alfred. I can re-

lax on the profits of the Audett Steel

Corporation, of which I now own
over half the stock.

A. AUDETT. You own?
MRS. A. AUDETT. I bought it up

secretly over the years. You see, I've

been waiting for this day!

A. AUDETT. Why you cheap lit-

tle ... .

MRS. A. AUDETT. Sleep tight, Al-

fred! (She exits.)

A. AUDETT. All that work ....

all that work to make the Audett
Corporation what it is. only to have

my wife take it over. How I worked

.... how I cheated for that com-
pany. I cheated, lied—even killed'

[MRS. S. enters, unnoticed at first by
the audience.

]

MRS. S. Alfred Audett killed my
son

A. AUDETT. Mrs. Shroder ....
you! What are you doing here?

MRS. S. My son was Dan Shroder.

an employee at the Audett Plant. The
last time I saw my hoy, he told me
that he knew something about Mr.
Audett. something that would prove

him to be the very horrible man that

he was. Before Dan could get to the

authorities, he—he was killed.

A. AUDETT. Yes. he was killed.

And I remember the day after his

death. You came to mv office at the

plant and accused me of murdering
him.

MRS. S. (screaming over the foot-

lights). Audett. you killed my son!

(Slie breaks into tears and exits slow-

ly.)

A. AUDETT. Yes. I killed your
son! Then I took my own life. What
else could I do Dan Shroder was
going to go to the authorities and tell

them about the collapse of the ele-

mentary school. He had found out

that I had used faulty steel in its

construction. Of course I had done
it in order to gain a higher profit. I

couldn't let Dan Shroder ruin my
reputation by talking. I wanted to

live in peace, so I had to get rid of

him. And I did' It was easy ....
I lured him onto a catwalk over the

steel pots. Then, with one hard push,

over he went without even a scream.

Then, a few weeks later. I learned
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thai I had incurable cancer and had

only six months to live. I went home
and "accidentally" took an overdose

dt sleeping pills. I'd wanted it thai

way., for it would have been awful to

wail out those six months, and then

die with so much pain. I couldn'l

face the thought. (He pauses here

and bows his head thoughtfully.) Oh,

the Irony of it all! I remember Mrs.

Shroder's Lasl words to me as she u.i-

being dragged from my office: "Au-

dett, you horrible man, you'll suffo-

cate in your own bad deeds!" Suffo-

cate .... hah! Mrs. Shroder, I

passed away gently in my sleep!

[At thi< point, the eerie organ music
rises slowly in the background.

The spotlight begins to falter.]

Something's wrong. (He cups his

head in his hands suddenly, and seems

to feel something coming over him
^ liat is it .... I feel so strai

. . . . I foci hci\\ again ... .is I

did before 1 patted out. I feel at

though I'm about in wake up. Wake
up? No. no! i He slowly backs out

>\ the audience's view.) I'm waking
up .... I'm waking up' The pills

.... didn't take enough .... w.ikiiu

up .... inside tbe coffin .... can't

breath .... inside tbe coffin ....
suffocating ....MI POCA I

!\(.'

[This last word is screamed out. The
organ music reaches a bridge,

and once again the preacher is

heard as In- finishes the eul<>

Then tin- music stops and the

only thing heard is the slow
sound of dirt being thrown on
a coffin top.]

THE END

CHERRYDALE
FLORIST

Original Corsages to Fit Your l-inanccs

3725 Lee Highway

JA. 7-1181 — Arlington, Va.
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WINTER MORNING IN SWITZERLAND

Beat Heinz Schatzmann

PRRRRRRRRRRR! With this ugly

sound a new day of my Life an-

nounccs its beginning. It is, as you

may have guessed, my cruel alarm-

clock that tears me out of my sweet

dreams. For a moment I try to decide

whether I want to go hack to that far-

away wonderland or whether I want
to throw myself into a new day of

experience. Finally the ambitous part

of my mind wins, and I jump out of

my bed. flinging the pillow into a

corner of the room.

In a short time. I am dressed and
going down to the dining room. Al-

though it is pitch dark outside. I see

an unusual light glimmering through
the windows. At once I dash out to

the front of our house. At the first

steps of the stairs I come to a sudden
halt. The wind has done a fine job; a

wall of snow, about six feet high and
nicely piled up. is barricading the

way. That is no problem for a coun-
try boy, of course. Back in the house
I run and reappear with a shovel,

and soon a narrow footpath is cleared.

In the meantime, my sisters and my
brother have finished their breakfasl

and are ready to go to school. Swal-
lowing a piece of bread and honev. I

swing the satchel on my back and
storm out into the white mass. What
a joy! It really is snow, knee-deep'
As every winter, when I see it for the
first time. I become half crazy. I

jump about, whistle and yell like mad.
Down on the highway the situation

is even better. The snow lies about

three feel deep, and no car has tried

yet to cut through. From the dis-

tance, however, we hear hells. Th.it

shows us that the snowplow is under
way. and after ten minutes we meet
that huge wooden monster pulled by
a dozen horses. On each of the horses

are a few small hells that make high

silvery sounds. They get an echo

from the invisible walls of the icy

air, a rather beaut i fid sound in this

dawning morning. The only things

audible besides the hells are the heavy
beating of the horseshoes on the snow
and the snorting of the horses. The
men. with their sharp features and
lambskin coats, are holding their

guide ropes and petrol lamps, and
look like ghosts. We exchange a few-

words, and the procession goes on its

way, now showing distinct contours

on the light background.
In some minutes we are going to

witness one of the most magnificent

freaks nature has to offer. The lake

is still dark and black at the bottom

of the valley, hut the peaks of the alps

in the distance are slowly taking on a

red color. A few purple strips of

clouds above them make the picture

complete: the best painter in the

world could not paint a better one.
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BEAT SCHATZMANN

Dave Morse

HAVE FOUND Uie qualities of an
1 international citizen not in the per-

son of a briefcase-carrying ambassa-

dor, hut in one Beat Schatzmann, ex-

change student from Switzerland.

This eighteen -year-old manages to be

( ungenial in several languages, includ-

ing the following: Swiss-German.

English. German, French and Italian.

A fireball of European energy. Beat

walks with a gait similar to that of a

rubber ball; and on noisy trips up-

stairs, he exercises a lovable clumsi-

ness comparable to that of a young
St. Bernard.

In his thick woolen socks. Beat

stands a shade under five feet, nine

inches, bouncing tlie scales at 145

pounds. His eyes are blue* and never

without a trace of humor; his nose

turns up slightly, and his chestnut

locks have been victimized by an
American crew-cut which he received

on the boat coming over.

His skill in athletics, ('pronounced

ath -le-tics) makes itself readily known
in hockey, track and field, fencing,

swimming, riding, handball and soc-

cer. Aside from sports, his interests

range from his fraternity, cadet corps

and photography, to politics, military

Functions and helping to raise and dis-

till Burgundy grapes, his father's hob-

by. Near the head of this list is his

interest in music of all kinds and na-

tionalities. Beat enjoys and has a keen
appreciation of classical, folk and pop-

ular songs. He even likes "rock 'n

roll"!

In spite of his power to adapt him-
self to American customs, some people

express a curiosity as to whether Beat

is being Americanized or his friends

being "Schatzmannized." Although
his black and white saddle shoes and
previously mentioned flattop are de

cidedly American. Beat is no less a

Swiss than before he came to this

country. This is good, for the objec-

tive of the exchange program is not

only to teach foreign students about

our country but also to acquaint stu-

dents of the host country with diffei

cut cultures. The end result is a urn

tual exchange of information about

customs, ideas and philosophies.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

D,EAR 1 RH NDS,
Because of my absence from our

meeting tonight, 1 \% isli to send my
thoughts til you on paper.

First nl .ill. I have had wonderful
timo with you. I know I will never

forgel the experience of being in an

organization such as we have. Von
gave me confidence, and I rose in

soi i.il prestige when I joined with yon.

In a huge m bool the feeling of secur-

ity and belonging broughl us mem-
bers i loser together.

You encouraged my participation

in s< hool activities so that I might

better represenl you. I thank you for

arousing me into taking an active part

in school, for I have come to know
many people that way. You were

d supporters, and I knew that I

could rely on you to hack me and my
ideas when I was running for an of-

fic e or had a job to do.

I know that you try to do the right

thing, hnt you are too busy with

yourselves to see the damage you do
to others. It is not tangible, hut it is

there I lie brunt of your thought-
lessness falls Upon those "lew" who
are not included in a club. I low do
they feel.' What do they think* Yon
do not care, for you think they do not

matter. I have heard you say "Every-
one who is 'anyone' is in an organize
tion such as ours.'

1

Is that true 1 Do
MM! really mem to say that If you
do. von must he so narrow-minded
tli.it you do not let yourselves know-
other people. Not only do von lift

your noses to non-members, hnt also

to members of less respected clubs.

One of the first questions asked about

a person is. "Which club does lie 1><

long to.'" You want to know and be
known with only a celebrated few

Why must your friends pass a popu-
larity test? I realize it is human na-

ture to want popular friends, hut

must it come to the point of snob-

bery Instead of increasing the inter-

ests of the members, our club has nar-

rowed them by snobbishness.

Maybe the reason we might feel

superior to others is determined by the

way we select our members. Some-
times we are a little undemocratic in

our choices. We have based our selec-

tions on popularity, personal appear-

ance and, sometimes, even on wealth.

We become unable at times to see .1

person for his true points. This waj
of passing on and accepting people

makes our club exclusive. Some peo-

ple find an air of glamour in this, and
it is very appealing to them. Many
people whom we have rushed have
been hurt when we did not choose

to pledge them. In a large school,

such as we have, we need small groups

in which we can gel to know people.

It is a must. Hut the cliques we form
are harmful as much to ourselves as

to others.

Not only do we hurt people, but we
hurt our school. The school has form-

ed into many clans, each striving for

itself. It is something like the tribes

of England many years ago. These
tribes broimht no national feeling.
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only strong tribal feeling. The clans,

or clubs, have formed not strong

school spirit, but only an out-of-

school-club spirit. This cannot be

good for any school.

Right now is the time when 1 feel

I should be shaping myself as an in-

dividual. I do not want you or any-

one else to pattern my thoughts or ac-

tions. No longer do I want to follow

the gang blindly, doing whateva
everyone else does. If I did, it would

be hard to distinguish right from

u rang alter awhile.

Will you think this out with me so

that when we arc together again we
<.m make a decision about whal w<

will do in the future.'

Affectionately,

Your Sister

DAYDREAM

Kay Buchanan

A flight of fancy to this fools'

The fond hope that exiles all

And creates a new feeling of

This retreat from the actual,

everyday occurrences;

111 is Utopia of visions;

This reverie

paradise;

misgivings

security;

the habitual

It's yours—all yours

And then, the bell!
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PUPPY LOVE

Ann Elliot

Puppy love is a passing thing,

A fleeting glance, a kind of spring.

You find no fault.

He's never wrong.

Your heart is singing a sweet love Bong.

You're on a cloud,

You feel so-oo nice,

I know—it's happened to me twice.

_M
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(Continued from Page 2

1

had fiery hair, and his name was Bill.

Every time one of the players would
get out of line. Bill would have him
back in order in no time, with the

words, "Don't argue with him; he's

Tom Franklin."

After the practice, Mike came over

to Tom in the dressing room. "Con-

gratulations, coach! By the way, I've

talked to Coach Lincoln, and he thinks

it would be a wonderful idea if St.

Joe's team came to the Center game
Saturday. He is positive he can get

seats for them. What do you think?"

"That's a rhetorical question if I

ever heard one. What can I say hut

'Yes'?"

Saturday afternoon Tom went to

the stadium early, principally because
there was nothing else to do. It was
an hour hefore game time, hut the

kids from the orphanage were already

there. Bill sat in the front row. Tom
hurried up to the group. His greet-

ing was returned en masse. He found
a seat in front of them. Excitement
filled the air like a tangible thing.

"You're uoing to win. aren't you.

Tom?" Bill asked. "I know von will.

'cause I prayed that you would in

chapel this morning."
Tom didn't answer, hut turned and

walked to the locker room. There
was no one there. He was glad. It

had been a long time since he had
prayed—he had learned how at St.

Joe's, hut he had almost forgotten.

When the team came out of the

Locker room a hall' hour later, he was
calm. It was a feeling he had never

had hefore. There was complete con

fidence. hut most important, a COD

sinning desire to win.

When the gun sounded, ending the

half, the score read Midvale— 7. Ten

ter— 1 }. It was a new sens.it ion to

look at the scoreboard and know that

he had accounted for six of those

points. The halfthne talk was the

same "give 'em hell" routine that

Coach Lincoln had used all year, hut

now Tom took it personally,

The second half was a nightmare
for Center. Midvale played like a

team possessed, led by a fiery halfback

by the name of Franklin. Everytimo
he got the ball, twenty shrill voices

led the crowd in yelling, "Go, go.*
1

The score skyrocketed like a basket-

hall tally. With less than a minute
to go it read 42-1 }. Center fought like

a championship team, but the final

gun was obviously a relief for them.

Tom felt himself being lifted. He
looked down on his teammates, barely

able to tell them apart because of the

tears which welled up in his eyes and
overflowed. As his teammates lower-

ed him. the coach laid a restraining

hand on his shoulder.

"Clad to see your knee behaved."

Tom grinned. "I wouldn't worry
any more about that."

Alice Mii.i.er

CHANGE

Crandad called it spoonin"

Father called it sparkin'

But in our modern world.

We all call it parkin'.
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MOMENT OF DECISION

Shi ii a M< Ci ajuu n

Gl \ll',\l WASHING l<>\ came
down the stairs of the veranda

slowly, the darkness sheltering his

movements from the marching sentry

who paced to and fro near by. He
was thankful for the darkness, and

ignoring etiquette, which would not

allow an officer to appear before his

men in shirt sleeves, be removed the

dark blue coat of his uniform and
loosened his collar against the humid
August heat of New York. Sinking

down on onr of the steps, he stretched

his Long booted le^s out before him.

The day's battle came hack vividly

to his mind. The sun had glared

down on the men as they dug hasty

entrenchments to protect themselves

after yesterday's swift retreat across

the river. Early morning—and it was

already hot. Then the seemingly in-

vincible soldiers in red coats advanced,

and the fighting started. It was fierce

and bloody. His troops were outnum-
bered and for the most part terrified.

The smoke was thick on the humid
air. The men had cursed, hied and

died hencath the broiling sun. and he
had watched and wanted to die with
them.

The same feeling of despair came
over him again as he sat remember-
ing. The dream of liberty which had
broughl men from New England with
its port cities and granite mountains,
from the flat middle colonies, from the

western wilderness, and from the fer-

tile tobacco, cotton, and rice fields of

his native South to Brill the world-

famed armies of Greal Britain seemed
doomed to an earlv death.

The thoughts of the South broughl
to mind his own plantation. Mount
Vernon. The stately white house- sit-

ting on top of the green hill and over-

looking the wide Potomac River—the

plowed fields of rich earth worked by
Negroes Singing in mellow voices—all

this was unspeakahly dear to him. He
thought of his wife, hrown eves ser-

ene, hoops swaying gently as she

moved efficiently to perform the many
duties of the mistress of ,i large plan-

tation. He realized suddenly hovi

much he missed these things, and a

wave of homesickness such as he had
never before experienced swept over
him. How long would it he before

he would see this again .... perhaps

never.

If this fighl for liberty failed, as it

seemed it must, he could expect the

gallows, or, at the very least, prison

and confiscation of property for his

pari as commander-in chief of the

rebel forces. Of course he might he

killed in battle. At this point he
smiled wryly to himself. No. thoughts
of defe.it. which seemed inevitable

now. were not pleasant. Still—his

mind skipped hack to his youth—he

had known defeat and disappointment

before. During the war with the

French, the wilderness had offered

him hitter cold, blazing heat, hunger.

,ind danger aplenty. Yet he and his

small body of buckskin-clad colonials

had survived and eventually conquer-
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ed. They had finally been successful

where the British army and all its

mighl had failed. His task now was

to take liis strange assortment of men
—remnants of today's defeat—and try

again to surpass the same British

might. He had seen that army hum-
hied in this land before. It could

—

it must happen again.

At that moment, the man changed
—changed from a gentleman planter

of Virginia with a soft-spoken voice,

courteous manner, and a temper often

controlled only by an iron will, into

a man dedicated to a single purpose.

Lost to him. probably forever, was the

slow pleasant life to which he had
been accustomed and which he had

Loved for sixteen years before tins

struggle began. It was lost, and lie

regretted it. but the decision bad been

made. There would be no thoughts

of turning back. His wife would un

derstand—she always did—and would
stand by him. though her regrets

would be as dee]) as his own.
He stood up suddenly and put on

his coat. The sentry caught a brief

glimpse of his tall figure in the faint

light (oming from inside as he paused

in the doorway. His voice was crisp

and firm as he announced to the wait-

ing officers, "Staff conference now,
gentlemen." They noted the steely

glint of determination in his steady

blue eyes, and they were reassured.

Lois Larsen

A PRAYER

Our Father,

We want to thank Thee for

the simple things

—

the blessings that we see daily

the freedom that we feel

in our discussions,

in our school.

Thank Thee for

Thy love

—

the parents who have reared us,

the friends that we know.

the strangers who smile

as we pass,

the children playing in the streets.

no worry in their voices.

And we should like

to give extra thanks to Thee
for listening when we pray.

Amen.
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NI VER BEFORE had I driven down
Glebe Road on a Saturday morn-

ing, going through all the red lights

«iiid honking the horn cra/ily. And
instead itf bring pursued, I was es-

corted by a policeman in front of me
and by another one behind me. I

was a part of a cavalcade of VVash-

ington-Lee and Wakefield seniors who
participated in the Citizenship Edu-

cation Project in October. We were

helping in the campaigns of local pol-

itic ians seeking local and state offices.

This was just one of the many activi-

ties that 250 seniors worked cm. as

pai t of the project.

111. Citizenship Education Project.

i arried out at W-L and Wakefield

this fall, was the largest of its kind

ever attempted anywhere. Its purpose

was to teach democratic ideas and con-

cepts to students by giving them a

< bance to participate in democratic

undertakings. There have been simi-

lar, though smaller, projects in the

past.

The project was started by Mr.
Dean Brundaga, chairman of the so-

< ial studies department at Washing
ion Lee. First, be contacted the can-

didates in the election. All of them,
whether representing the A.I.M..

A. B.C. Republican, or Democratic
parties, enthusiastically approved the
idea \C\t a Steering committee was

established. It consisted of six teach-

plus two delegates from each of

the politic.d groups involved. This

Committee set up the ueneral policy

and worked out the administrative

angles.

Before actually beginning the poli-

tical work of the project, each student

made a survey of his voting precinct.

This included getting past voting Pi

ords. finding out about the political

organization in the individual pre-

cincts, drawing maps, and driving

around the precinct to determine hous-

ing and financial conditions. Many
students also took surveys in their

precincts and made recommendations
for improvement of roads, recreation

areas, and other community facilities.

The first phase of the project was

studying the political issues in the

classroom. This was accomplished

through means of debates held on all

levels of the election in Arlington

—

local, state, and national. Next the

students heard representatives or can-

didates of the different parties speak

in the government classes and at pub-

lic- meetings. Finally, each student

decided which candidate or party he

wanted to work for. During the thr. <

weeks before the election, students

worked at the headquarters of their

candidate's, typing, addressing mail

outs. sorting brochures, soliciting

money, and helping in many other

wavs.

At last election day arrived—No-

vember 6—and all the students in-

volved were excused from school to

work at the polls or at headquarters

Many students acted as babysitters

for people who could not get awa\
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to vote without this aid. Others drove

people who needed rides to the polls.

Most of the students, however, worked
directly at the polls, giving out cam-
paign literature for their parties.

The reaction of this project has been

very favorable. The only criticism

was that it should have been started

sooner to give the political groups a

chance to take better advantage of the

students' help. One local politician,

when asked his opinion of the projet t.

stated definitely that what helped the

most was having the pretty girls at the

polls.
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I iitinned from Page 6)

supposed to be advancing toward the

South.

Afl be ununited his horse, lie patted

his shiny gun and hoped it would

finally get .1 chance to show off.

I),i\s passed, and although they

were in Pennsylvania, Henry still

hadn't mtii any villainous looking

Yankees , . . jusl .1 fevt ordinary peo-

ple on their farms. One night the

cavalry camped on a hillside. Every-

one was wondering where the ad-

vancing Yankees would strike, when a

messenger rode hurriedly into camp,

shouting, "General Stuart! Take mi'

to Genera] Stuart." Young Jeb, him-

self, came out of his tent demanding,
"What is it? Any word from Vir-

ginia '

Sir'" he slid off his horse and sa-

luted. "'A force of Yankees came
through Virginia while you were

away. They've completely burned
and wiped out many of the planta-

tions. The people have barely enough
food."

"We must go there immediately.

Lieutenant Dickerson!"

"Who. me. Sir?" Henry came run-

ning to him.
Yes. yon will now be in charge

of part of the division. Break camp
and mount up."

"Yes, sir," he excitedly replied, and
turning to his division ordered, "Break
1 amp. We move out in an hour."

I 'pon reaching Virginia several

days later. Henry discovered that the

Yankees had killed many people and
left many more homeless. His hate

for them increased to a point where
he felt he must have some sort of re-

venge. When Stuart rode up with

orders for him to take seven men and
go after food to supplement the snp-

plv for the people and the cavalry.

Henry's thoughts were hitter. Seven

men I And food gathering while most
of the others were going after the

Yankees. H<. was si( k. but at that

moment Dave came riding up and
saluted.

"Well. Lieutenant, where do Wl

first?"

Dave would be riding with him.
and that was a consolation.

The damage to Virginia was more
than they had anticipated, and for

months Henry and his men salvaged
the remaining food. It was distributed

to the men and families, so desper-

ately in need of it.

Henry hadn't seen Margaret Belle

for months, and his anxiety for her

had increased since he could not find

out whether she was safe. He was
thankful his own home had been

Saved, but he felt g]ief for his nearby

neighbors whose homes lay in ruins.

Virginia quickly exhausted her own
food supply, and Henry's hand had to

face the problem of confiscating sup-

plies from the Yankees

"But. Henry." Dave protested, "you
don't mean we're going to wear farm
clothes instead of our uniforms? We'll

be shot as spies!"

"When we go into that Yankee ter-

ritory I don't expect to get any food

by flaunting my uniform in their

faces."

"They'd have to give us a military

trial, if we were caughl that way,"
Dave said bluntly.

"Then we'd still be shot." Henry
replied.

"O. K.. we can wear farm gear. I

don't particularly care what clothes I

get shot in. anyway."
It was night when they rode into

West Virginia. From the ridge they

saw a prosperous farm. After tak-

(Continned on Page 43)
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(Continued from Page 15)

the winter he goes to State Timer-

slIV

"Urn—m—m boy! How do yon

wreck a car quickly so that it'll take

the rest of the summer to fix it? Hey.

is he coming in here?"

"Sure, he is," her uncle said as she

reapplied her lipstick and recombed

her hair. "How else could I pay him,

and besides, what's so good aboul

him? He doesn't have anything that

I don't have, does he?"

"Uncle Jimmy." she replied, "your

taste is all in your feet."

In a few short minutes, after she

had met him. she had Frank Belle

talking as if they were old friends.

"I hear that you go to State." she

said.

"Nothing but the best." he answer-

ed. "Arc you still in high school?"

"Uh—yes. I'm seventeen, and I'm

a senior." Susan said. Oh well, she

thought, what's a year or two anyway.

"What are you doing tonight?" he

asked.

"Who. me?" she said in a surprised

sort of way. "Uh, nothing that I

know of."

"Well," he continued. "I've got a

'52 Ford convertible that's a pretty

smooth running car. Would you like

to go out for a drive in it?"

"Oh. Id love to, and I'm sine that

Aunt Betty Anne wouldn't mind a

bit. Thanks a lot."

"That's good," he said with a big

smile sliding across his face. "Well,

I've got to be going back to work.

but I'll be back around 7:30. 'Bye."

"Good-bye
Susan thought for a minute and

then she went into her grandmother's
room

.

"Grammy," she asked, 'uh.it do

you know about Frank Belle
"

"He certainly is a nice child . .

."

she began.

"Child!" Susan exclaimed, "lie's

the Invest six-foot, blue-eyed blond

haired (hunk of child that I've ever

seen.

"lie comes from a nice family ton.'

her grandmother continued, "because

his mother was a Gordon before she

was married, and that's a good family.

I reckon that it was twenty-some-odd-

years ago when she got married. Her
son is all grown up. and he's supposed

to be a handsome boy. Now. on his

mother's side there were seven chil-

dren . .
."

"Grammy," Susan interrupted a-

gain, "in a lot of ways this summer
will be like all the rest, but in a lot

more ways, it'll be quite a bit better,

in a six-foot-tall sort of way. if you
get what I mean."

"As I was saying." continued her

grandmother, "there was Eulinda. and
Mary Martha Grace, and . . .

."
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ontinued from Page I J

was shrieking her head off down on

the staj

Suddenly, as l<ite would have it. a

burning, .ill powerful thirst overtook

me. I tried to curb it. as Dee and I

were already in the "dog house'
1

foi

coming in late; but the more I tried

to forget about it. the more I knew
I had to have .1 drink of water. So.

once again the opera Lovers back of

us had to move their chairs to Let me
t Limb out. I tried to look as if I

were going to be violently sii k. I

wanted them to feel that their efforts

were for .1 good cause. Maybe they

would even feel sorry for me. Rut I

only succeeded in making them move
faster.

|
And again they were dis-

turbed when I returned.

At last we were settled. I wormed
around in the hard eliair. trying to

find .1 comfortable position. When I

rased off my pumps, my toes, in an

tasy of delight at being free again,

wiggled gratefully— in fart, so grate-

fullv that they accidently knocked one

of my shoes through the railing. I

couldn't bear to watch, but Dee said

it went plunging downward through
space and finally landed in an empty
seat below. It could have been worse

1 mean there could have been some-

one fitting in the seat.

\ rain, I fought my way out of the

box, and walked down the corridor

toward the stairs with the half-lurch-

ing drunken gait that a person with
one shoo on and one shoe off has. I

tip-toed down the stairs quietly. tr\

ing not to arouse the suspicions of the

ushers, who, it they are typfc al

Frenchmen, think all Americans are

1 razy anywaj < me did see me. how
ever, but he must have thought I was
an eccentric millionairess, for he onl}

winked and smiled knowingly. Alt<i

a tedious descent. I was on the ground
floor and found the main entrance to

the opera. I entered, searching the

boxes up above for the familiar fact

of Dee. She was hanging over the

railing to point out the whereabouts
of the shoe.

To explain how I Email} retrieved

the "guided missile"' would take too

Long to tell. After I did got it. I puff-

ed up tiie stairs. Rather than try to

enter the box again. I told Dee to get

our coats, purses, packages, etcetera,

and get ready to make a hasty de-

parture.

Once outside, we made lor the near-

est cafe and ordered two cups <>l coffee.

At this point I must explain that

French coffee at its best is (1 vile con-

coction which tastes like thick, warm
pea sou}) poured over so main ground
up cigar butts. Strangely enough, it

has a steadying effect on the nerves,

which, at this point, were ninety-nine

per cent shot.

On the way home, we decided it

would he better to spare our mothers
the details of our adventures. Thev
had paid ,1 considerable amount foi

the day's activities and were entitled

to their money's worth. Consequently,

when asked if we enjoyed the opera,

we politely replied, through clenched

teeth. "Yes. it was delightful."' PortU

nately the subject was never brought

up again.
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(Continued from Page 40)

ing a very short inventory, the men
started to round up the livestock.

"Henry, do you want a nice, fat

cow?" Dave whispered, crouching

low near the barn.

"No, we'll take up cattle rustling

another time. Right now. we're

chicken thieves and hop, snatchers.

Got your sacks men . . .? 0. K.. rush

thorn."

The hens, startled by the intrusion.

weren't willing captives and didn't go

into the sacks without fight. A shot

over his head interrupted Henry's ac-

tivities, and he dropped to the ground.

As he crouched low, he saw a black

figure coming towards him. The
chickens were still squawking. He
raised his rifle.

"Don't shoot. Henry! It's only me.

I fell into the hog pen, but I got one."

Dave held up a squirming bag. "What
was that shot?"

"Get down. Dave. We have to get

out of here. Come on. boys."

Racing with chickens and pigs

wasn't easy, but mounting a horse and
riding off with their prizes was worse.

With squeals and cackles, groans and
veils, they made it.

Through months of "borrowing."

Henry's resentment of all barnyard
occupants and Yankees increased to a

point where only a good fight could

dispel it. At this point news came
that Sherman, on his way towards
Georgia, had struck the Tidewater
area of Virginia. Luckily Henry and
his men were of the regiments order-

ed to go down there to protect the

remaining plantations. A whole year
had passed since he had seen Mar-
garet Relic. He prayed nothing had
happened to her.

Time had forced numerous hard-
ships upon the old uniforms and they

were gradually falling apart as a re-

sult. Henry's breeches were so com-
pletely worn tluit he now had a hole

in the seat of his trousers about five

inches in diameter. Horseback rid

ing did not help the situation much
cither, for the hole had expanded to

seven inches by the time he reached

Tidewater, and it was still growing.
Fortunately Henry had salvaged a

heavy overcoat lengthy enough to

cover his worn trousers. He was never

seen without it.

The entire trip was a disheartening

one. The waste of crops and burnt

ruins of plantations painted a picture

that was not easily erased.

Henry, who asked that his group
guard the Crawford plantation, arrived

to find their once proud barn a mass
of cinders and the fields in ashes. The
beautiful house was still unharmed.
As they rode up to the yard. Henry
saw two younger boys whom he recog-

nized as Margaret's brothers.

After they had exchanged greet-

ings, Henry, who suddenly remember-
ed his torn trousers, asked: "Say, Mike,
do you think you can lend me a pair

of pants? The threads of mine have
given out."

"Sure. Henry." Mike winked at his

brother Robert, "but later. First you've

got to see Margaret Relle. You know,
you're just in time for dinner."

"I'll run and tell the others

'specially Maggie." Robert laughed,

running into the house.

"Why. that little . .
." Henry

paused and turned to the others. They
were all grinning at him, and when
he turned back again. Margaret was
rushing toward him. She took his

hand, and that same funny feeling

that he'd had at the partv gripped

him again.

Margarel turned to the others. *You
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(.in wash up <u ili.it pump before din-

ner."

\- the men hurried off, Henry alone
rem,lined, still wondering how he

could gel some trousers in a bun
It \%<is <i cinch her stupid brothers

wouldn't e.et them for him. Margaret
Belle was still talking: "Henry, I

was so worried when I didn'l hear
from yon. I thoughl maybe you'd

forgotten aboul me."
"Forgotten? No, Margaret, you're

the only thing that's been on my
mind—e\rept lor horses and chickens

and pigs and Yank. Now this

wasn't how he'd pictured meeting her

again. Here he was trying to get

some trousers, when he oughl to he
tolling her how much he had missed

her.

"Dinner's netting (old. you all."

Robert shouted importantly from the

doorway. Henry turned to ji<> the

other way, hut Margaret took his arm
"Come on. Henry. After th.it long

ride, you must he starved."

When they were all seated, and Mr
Crawford had said the grace, Mike
called out innocently, "Why, Henry,
don't you think you'd better take off

that coat of yours
"

"Oh. yes." Margaret put in quickly,

"I'm sorry, I forgot to take it lor you
Let me

"No. no!" Henry stammered, "I've

been cold all da v. March d>«

chills

"We'll not have any of our fruests

freezinfj to death. Robert." (ailed

James Crawford, "go fetch some more
wood for the fireplace."

"Yes. Dad." Robert jumped up.

smiling.

"Please don't bother." Henry pro-

tested.

"No trouble at all." Julia Crawford

added.

As the roaring fire heated the room
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Come on, take

. nil . . . I'm

to a soaring temperature, the brothers

maliciously insisted: 'Isn't it warm
enough yet, Henry
off your coat."

"No, thank you
comfortable."

"I'll have none of this. Robert, put

on some more wood," James Craw-

ford ordered, "and Michael—you go

build up the fire in the sitting room."

"Please . . . don't . .
." he pleaded.

perspiration running down his fore-

head. Finally, as a last resort, he

added. "Dave knows that I like keep-

ing my coat on in the house, don't I,

Dave?"
But Dave, falling into the spirit of

things, answered, "No . . . you never

. .
.," but he grimaced as Henry

twisted his wrist. He quickly amend-
ed "I ... I mean . . . like I was say-

in', . . . you never see Henry without

Ins coat on."

That evening when half of the men
went outside to keep watch. Henry re-

mained in the parlor with Margaret
Belle. His heavy coat still covering

the growing hole in his trousers.

When they were comfortably seated

on the sofa, he nervously began,

"Margaret . . .," He took a deep
breath, for he'd heard that it helped
to overcome a fear of girls. 'I . . .,"

He took another deep breath for good
luck. "I'm not going to be here

long . .
."

"Yes, I know." she replied, looking

up at him.
".

. . . And I just wanted you to

get used to the idea."

"What idea, Henry?" she asked
curiously.

"Well ... uh ... of becoming my
wife," he replied all at once. He'd
done it.

"Why . . . why, Henry!" She was
the one stumbling now. "I . . .1 really
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don't know VOU I his b Ollly the

.iid time . • •

you like me better than a . . .

than .1 friend, don'l y» I he woi b(

w.is over, .md Henry's composure was

returning.

W by . . . all . . . y<

\n(l I'm able to provide vmi with

od home, am I not?"

I . . . I . . . yet

You aren't promised to another.

are you?"
Well . . . no."

Thru take this.'' He quickly pull-

ed a silver ring from his pocket and

put it on her finger. "We're now
engaged ... if ... it it's all right

with you," he added generously.

"Why . . . why . .
.." Margaret was

startled. "Why. yes."

As Henry happily dashed out of the

room, overjoyed about his success with

a woman, and proud of the fact that

he'd acquired a fiancee in five ruin-

ates, he ran right into L)a\< "H<
he shouted, "Guesa what! I'm getting

married''

A week later word came that the

immediate danger of Sherman's arm\
had passed and th.it .ill the groups

were being moved farther north to

collect for a major battle. Henry was
finally going to he in the war. He
w.is impatient to be off hut not before

he had extracted a promise from Mar-
garet Belle that upon his return they

would he married.

Several months passed hefore the

actual battle began, hut Jeb Stuart's

cavalry was ready at any time. The
Battle of Gettysburg began July 1.

186 5. when Lee's forces met General
Meade's army of ninety thousand.

Henry knew if they could win this

battle, it would mean victory for the

South.

For three days bullets and cannon
fire poured from both sides. Henry
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.mil his gun 1 1*1 1 i accounted for more
than thirty Yankees, but it look more
than tli.it to boat ninety thousand
men. On the last <lav the Confeder-

ates made one final attempt. Thej
were going to rush the Northern

Army!
I he two armies met with the clash

(.I shattered glass. Henry, in the first
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few minutes of the fight, had been
jerked from his horse and disarmed,

lie was in combat with .i swarthy

Yankee soldier who had jumped him.

With a hard punch Henry knocked
the bigger man to the "round. He
stood over him a minute breathing

heavily, unaware of a second man
taking aim at him. Dave glanced up
just in time to see Henry fall from
the Yankees' shot. Taking quick aim.

Dave fired and hit his enemy. Then
he rushed to Henry to find that he

had been shot in the leg.

Finally the Confederate Army was
forced to retreat. Lee was defeated.

For days they filed through rough ter-

ritory to reach the Potomac River

stronghold. Henry, who at first had
been able to shake off the m< kening

feeling the leg wound had brought on,

fainted. They were about two hours
away from the Potomac.

He recalled hazily being transport-

ed in a wagon somewhere, and then

to his surprise he woke up in the bed
of a hospital. Dave and a doctor

stood by him. Dave was the first to

speak.

"Henry, Fm really sorry . .
." His

voice trailed off as Henry looked down
at the hump his legs made in the bed.

There was one long, straight line to

indicate his left leg .... The other
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was missing.

"I'm sorry. Homy, but we had to

amputate your log at the knee yes-

tii(l.i\ The doctor confirmed what
Henry had just discovered.

()h. Dave!" Henry moaned
"It isn't that bad. Homy." Dave

comforted, "You i an wear one of those

fan - like . . . like ol' Mister
( .iilci's."

"It isn't my leg, as much as . . .

Oh. can't you see? . . Now I can't

... I won't marry Margaret."

No, that isn't 50. You can take

her td your farm, and . .

."

I won't have hoi' saddled to an in-

valid for the rest of her days. Be-
sides, she probably wouldn't even
want to marry mo. now."
"Henry!" It was Margaret who

i. one rushing into the room. "How

could you think such a thing? Oh,
darling, I came as soon as I heard."

"Margaret Belle!" Henry gasped.

"You aren't trying to get out of a

promise, are you? And remember
this ring," she teased. "Now, just as

soon as you start walking . .
."

Walking? If Margaret Belle was

near him. of course, he could be^in

to walk. He'd even farm again, or

break ten pegs trying.

She continued. ".
. . then, we'll be

married."

With a determined girl like Mar-
garet Belle, it didn't take long for

Henry to be persuaded.and as she bent

close to him. her reddish-brown hair

touched his face and they kissed. She

would be something to work for, he

thought. Fighting Yankees was never

like this.
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I IF l'i nmais U happy to present its tenth anniversary issue. During
* tho decade of its existence, the Penman has travelled far along the

innumerable roads which express the varied moods and feelings of liter-

ary thought Amidsl the ever-changing atmosphere of Washington-

it was gradually molded into our present literary magazine.

To commemorate this tenth year, there are several special features

in addition to the regular content. "Give Me Cities," by Judy Potter.

"Sonnets," by Perry Organ, and "Arlington." by Leslie Adkins have

been selected for their excellent quality to represent the Penmans of

past years. An interesting insight into the history and background of

the Pi \man is given in the article "Ten Years of Editing." Many new
ideas have been introduced in the art and layout departments. In addi-

tion. the Elos short story winner, "Paso Doble," by Sheila McClarren,

is featured in this issue.

Many hours of hard work and planning make working on a pub-

lication one of the most rewarding of jobs. As varying as a kaleido-

scope, the publication is an outlet for the versatile imagination of its

writers. Thus, with the ceaseless tide that is not only Washington-Lee,

but life itself, the Penman continues to grow.

Columbia Scholastic

Medalist Winner. 1957
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THE EPOCH OF BUDAPEST

Cliff Currier

NOW AND THEN a lonely man
was known to appear in the streets

of Budapest; a thin gaunt soul he

was, troubled by too much thought

and too much love. He could ven-

ture forth only at night, when others

stayed at home. Those who saw him
watched and wondered. Often he

would kick loose cobblestones, sending

them slithering and bouncing through

the blackness and thus causing an

echo to follow his passage through the

dark, empty streets. Occasionally he

spoke aloud in a voice so clear and
poignant that one might think it had
come from a pulpit; it was as if he

were trying to enlighten the blackness

around him.

Budapest was sleeping like a cat

this night, saving its strength for the

day ahead—and paying no heed.

Peter drew his collar tighter, for

the dampness of the fog was beginning

to numb his neck. He could think of

no solution for his jealous love, so he

kept on walking and walking through

the endless, empty fog.

Amidst the fog he saw designs and
fancied people, though mostly he saw
the things that troubled him. He pic-

tured Budapest and his love together

and alike in meaning: the raven hair,

the misty hazel eyes, and the sweet

and gentle quality upon which he
could rely. As he walked on, he saw
the statue of Szechenyi. He knew the

statue well. To him it seemed a spirit,

ancient and senile. It also seemed to

beckon to him, and yet, with its up-

raised hand, warn him of confusion

and even death.

Thus he went on his way, being

unrealistic and undisciplined, dream-
ing what others dared not to dream,
but being too weak to seize opportun-

ities. Suddenly he mumbled to him-
self in a voice hardly like his own,
"Budapest is wiser than us all: I must
go home."

Peter awoke the next afternoon, re-

gretting, as usual, his foolish wander-
ings of the night before. Then he
remembered being determined to

"bide his time" with his girl. Lisa,

and he thought it appropriate to start

by going to Raffel's. There he would
meet with his friends. They might
be discussing some fantastic venture

that would lighten his gloom, and,

besides, he was thirsty. He didn't

know why, but he found himself hur-

rying.

The strains of Strauss waltzes were
broken intermittently by the banging
door and outbursts of laughter at Raf-

fels. The dampness through the years

had mellowed the place, made it

musty, and warped its woodwork. It

had a stale smell, that of spilt beer

on unwashed tables. But Raffel's was
a happy place, gay as its youthful

< uMomers and caught up in their

ways.

Peter stationed himself at a rear

table in the alcove, as was his cus-

tom. There he sat. for he had come
too early, waiting for his friends and
thinking of the night before. His



memory broughl back the fog and the

image of Lisa he had pictured. What

did it mean? She had ju-t stood th<

with a strange look oi bewilderment,

saying nothing, bul mutelj speaking

«.i catastrophe with her eves. Then

he remembered an image oi Szechenyi

had appeared, stark and ominous. '"Oh

well," he told himself, "it doesn't

matt
His thoughts turned to Bras< li. liis

,1 friend. Peter always regarded

Brasch with a slighl jealousy—not

ili.it he undul\ admired him. hut he

couldn'1 help noticing the way the

-iiU were drawn to him. He was

strong, and often badgered Peter with

PENMAN

insults concerning his physique. Peter

told himself that it really didn't mat-

ter— Brasi h soughl only to enjoj hie

through laughter and adventure. He
was a man of the new era. and I'eter

wouldn't lie a part of it.

Brasch bursl into the place, bring-

ing with him a Hood of friends. They
began exchanging opinions on Peter's

femme fatals. and. in their usual bois-

terous manner, fan< ied him as a hen-

pecked rooster that had just struggled

under the fence The group then rol-

licked at their own humor Hut Peter

didn't hear: he was used to their jok-

i ontinued on Page K)

Illustrated In Kathj \/> < arthy
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HUMILIATION OF A HERO
Dick Pace

ABOUT FIVE YEARS ago I was an

impulsive little "squirt" in the

seventh grade. At thai time the three

boys closest to my ape in the neigh-

borhood were all i\m> years older than

I. They were rather wild young boys

who always seemed to be in some kind

of trouble. I tried to emulate these

boys and wanted to be in on every-

thing they did. Sine? they were al-

lowed more freedom than I was. there

was a continuous argument between
mv parents and me. Even with my
superior logic. I always lost.

One night after supper. Johnny,

Paul and Ray came up to mv window
and rapped on it—the signal to come
out and join the gang. Hastily I

thought up some excuse to gel out of

the house, and fortunately, it worked.

When I joined mv friends, we start-

ed walking through back yards and
climbing over fences. Walking on
sidewalks was much too prosaic. In

answer to my query as to "wdiat was
up" they replied that they had plan-

ned to visit the site where the county
was building a new grammar school.

What exciting news this was! There
is nothing like a half-finished con-

struction job to provide excitement.

Ray went on to say that we should

do something to thwart the building
of such an institution as a school. We
agreed, since we all disliked school and
school buildings. I could sense the

approach of an enthralling adventure.

Having reached the site of the

school, we lay on our stomachs as we
surveyed the uncompleted construction

below. It would be as if we were
commandos destroying an enemy fac-

tory. We would reduce it to ruins

right under the nose of the guards.

The steel girders poked into the night.

They seemed to grow oul of piles of

building material. In the nighl watch
man's shack off to the side, there w,is

a light on. and the watchman was

reading a magazine.

Ray pointed out a nearby pickup

truck; already constructive ideas were
beginning to form. He said he would
release the hand brake on it. and. if

we gave it a shove, it would roll righl

into a tin tool shack. Wo all thought
it an excellent idea' The watchman
would be confused and frightened;

there would be much noise, and it

would be a sight to behold.

After we had planned our escape

and assigned responsibilities, we crept

up to the truck. They thought I was

too small to push, so they stationed

me in a position from which I could

give warning if the watchman should

come out prematurely. Ray stood

upon the running hoard, reached in-

side the cab and released the brake.

Upon his signal. Johnny and Paul

threw their strength against the truck:

it began to roll slowly down hill. I

began to get the jitters. I wished they

would hurry.

After the final shove, we all ran to

a safer place behind some trees to

view the wounding of the enemy.
Muscles tense, scarcely breathing, we
watched as the truck picked up more
speed than we had anticipated. With
a scream of ruptured metal, our
guided missile tore off a corner of the

enemy's fort. We did not wait to see

what the watchman did. We ran as

fast as we could for seven or eight

blocks. Through back yards we sped.
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lorn by fence tops and chased by dogs.

Our only thoughts were of escape.

Then, as suddenlj as we had torn

off. we stopped and began to walk

fearlessly down the middle of the

street. As soon as each of us had

caughl his breath, we began to talk

in loud, brave voices of the successful

mission. We tried to relate to each

Other all at the same time, the 1111-

equaled glories of the deed. There

was so much laughing and so much
enthusiasm thai the boisterous conver-

sation wis a jumble. We tried to re-

enacl the scene, using our bands to

represent the truck and tool shack,

but even that was hard. We could

only beam with pride and direct our

thoughts in a scarcely organized

resume of our mighty conquest. Think
of the story we could tell the kids at

school! Think of how we befuddled

the guard, a grown man with a gnn.

who was paid to protect! We were

heroes'

Ray lit a cigarette that he had
taken from his mother, and we shared

it fraternally. We decided to walk to

the drug store and celebrate our vic-

tory with milkshakes. We were cele-

brities now. all four of us'

We must have been lost amid our
victories, for we did not hear the

patrol car pull up behind us. Sud-

denly the hero spell was broken. We
were dominated, body and soul, by
two huge adults in blue uniforms

—

the uniforms of complete supremacy,
lobnnv. who was noted for his ability

to talk bis way out of trouble, ex-

plained to the policemen that we were
only young first offenders and that

we were just joking. Tt did no good.
We were herded into the police car

and asked our names and addresses.

1 was too scared to do anything but
sit open-mouthed. Ray and Paul sat

in sullen silence. Johnny viewed the

passing scenery as though he were on
.in everyday automobile ride. We ad-

mired bis coolness.

My house wis tin- first stop. One
of the officers and I got out. I gave

a look of fright to my friends as I left

T walked up the path, the policeman's

hand on my shoulder. T was sure I

felt worse than a murderer being led

to the <:as chamber. At that time. I

knew no greater horror than extremely

angry parents. The officer knocked
on the door and my surprised father

let us in. I marched in first, my head
down and my fists crammed deep
into my low-slung Levi's. T sat down
in one of my mother's silly antique

straipbt-backed chairs while the of-

ficer explained the situation in an in-

different tone. I glanced up to see

my parent's shocked eyes on me. I

wished T were an ant and could crawl

under the nig. Immediately after the

policeman left. T was sent to bed with-

out a word.

The next morning, my sentence was
pronounced upon me. Mv allowance

was cut off indefinitely. I was restrict-

ed to the yard for a month, and I was
never to associate with mv three

friends again. (Mv parents said they

were a bad influence.)

In short. I was reduced from my
elevated plane of heroism to that of a

weak, runny-nosed pre-adolescent.

My friends did not end in a school

of correction as my parents had

thought they would. As a matter of

fact. Johnny is a sophomore at Perm
State studying to be a psychologist:

Paul is at Yale planning a career in

Theology: and Ray is in the army
band and is stationed in Germany.
As for me. T am a senior in high

school with no thoughts of burning

school houses or hindering public wel-

fare. T would rather learn to write a

novel.



SEVENTH GRADE

*dra Drescher Illustrated by John Carr

Self-improvement

eyebrows! They're sloppy and

long enough to comb,

is Noir will do the trick,

i bald. Till they grow out, I, I'll

stay at home.

iy, mom. I'm very sick."

Persecution

at man back there—he looks nice as

can be

d he apologized, but I know,

did it on purpose—he really

hates me.

iv rise would he step on my toe?
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Family Relations

ley don't understand. They hate me.

Just listen to them shout.

[y mother says I'm much too

mean to live,

ster spit at me, so I locked her in

the closet and I wouldn't let her out.

hat doesn't prove I'm mean. It shows I'm

sensitive.
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PASO DOBLE

ALICIA "i GHT to be here any
minute. Manuel leaned back

againsl the high wall surrounding the

bull ring, trying t<> find her among
the throng of people that crowded

Barcelona during the tourist season.

Suddenly Ik- savt her descend from .1

t.ixi and hurry toward him.

\m I late, Manuel? I didn't mean
to hr. hut there was m, uiik h traffic.

"

\". there is still enough tune.'
1

Ih- took her hand. "Let's find some
place t<» talk." They crossed the

street to the square and made their

\\<iv through the Fluttering pigeons t"

an empty bench.

Alicia's blue eyes were troubled.

I- everything all righl now' Arc
you still " She broke off. ombar-

rassed.

Am I still scared? Don't try to

spare my Feelings, Alicia. Yes. I'm

very Frightened, and with good reason.

If I go into that ring today, I will

die."

"Then don't go! Oh. Manuel, this

is all so—so Foolish."

I Ik smile was hitter-. "Nol at all.

I have a tradition to uphold. I must
live up to the Famous name of my
hither."'

Her eyes turned to the colorful pos-

ter adorning the high wall across the

street. It praised lavishly the imv.iI

talents of Ins, Rodriguez, Manuel's
fail "The world's greatesl Mata-
dor" it (ailed him. "I hate him." she

thoughl fiercely She had hated him
since their first meeting. She remem-
bered the time well, be, ause it had

7957 Elos Short Story Winner

broughl Manuel into her lite she.

Alii ia Whitman, an average American
tourist, had felt very fortunate tD

n eive an invitation to a party honor-

ing lose Rodriguez, the celebrated bull

fighter. She had known very few pi

pie there and. consequently, was

Standing alone in a remote corner of

the room when Manuel came up to

her. tall. dark, and very attractive.

"How do you do 1 Are you enjoying

yourself, Miss ?"'

"Whitman," she replied. Wis. I

am. Very much."
"'I am Manuel Rodriguez. Ma\ I

imt bring you something to eat?*
1

"Oh, no. thank you Are you. by

any chance, related to the Matador?"
Manuel had smiled. "He is my

Father."

"Your father' But he looks s () young
to—to

"

"To have a grown son. He mar-
ried my mother when he was (inly

eighteen. I was born a year later.

Would you like to meet him?"
"Ob. yes. please!"

Manuel had led her across the room
and made the introduction.

Alicia was enthusiastic. I enjoyed

seeing you this afternoon. It was fas-

cinating."

"Many American ladies do not like

the killinu You did not mind?"
"I don't think so. I was interested

in the pageantry and form. I didn't

really think much about that part."

Alicia turned to Manuel. "Are you a

matador also
'

Senor Rodriguez had laughed then.
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.iikI a sneer crossed his handsome fea

inns. | lis voice was taunting. "My
SOU SHOWS whal U) do and when and

how to do it— iii practice. But he is

a coward. 1 le cannol fa< e the bull.

Manuel prefers things that arc safer

—

like that violin that he sometimes
wastes eight hours a day playing.

But then, it docs not fi^ht back, eh,

m\ hi ui e one?"

The smile left Manuel's lace, and

his lips tightened. Alicia spoke has-

tily. "Shall \\o get something from

the buffet?"

"(M course, it you wish."

Alicia and Manuel met many times

alter that, hut had never spoken of the

incident until last night. They were

Strolling along one of the roads on the

heights which overlooked the city, and

had Stopped to wat( li the rellec lion oi

the moon and stars playing over the

rippling water in the harbor.

Its so differenl From an Amerii an

city," Alicia remarked "I suppose

there are onl\ a lew more lights in

Barcelona now than there were a

hundred years ago

"Probablj .

'

"1 can't even Bnd the hull ring, and

it looks almost like .1 football Stadium

from here in the daj time."

Abruptly Manuel turned to her.

"I'm facing the hull tomorrow alter

noon. Do von want to watch.'"

"But, I thoughl " She hesitated,

tTJ injj. to see his I<k e in the darkm
'That I was afraid? I am afraid

—

and with reason, lor I will piohahh
( ontinued on Page 1 7

lllustrati-d by Judy Fiedelman
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SALT AIR

Illustrated by Ada Anderson

I hear the distanl cry of

. ulls .iv they beat their grey-white

\\i> tinsl an azure sky;

timeworn ( lifi's upon

Which the waves beat

With stead} regularity;

I smell the sharpness of the salt air;

I feel the breeze ruffling my hair

As it whirls about me;

I sense a calmness which no

Hum, in sound should break,

And I am silent.

IT CAME TOO SOON

Sandra Drescher

It came too soon.

We were too young to know that then,

But now we know
It's flown with all that could have been.

Love is a bird

We clutched at it, then held it fast;

It struggled, stilled

And over us its spell was cast.

Love saw its chance
And in an instant it was gone;

It flew away,
Love's night turned into lonely dawn.

It came too soon

—

We had no strength to hold it then;

Don't say, dear heart,

You'll hold the bird again.

Illustrated by Jan Baxter



FADE OUT

I'he clock strikes twelve

You yawn
and gaze into the empty sky

devoid of heavenly light,

A sky covered with

filmy grey clouds which

shut out all radiance.

The Night envelopes you in its obscurity.

All is quiescent; a god has snuffed out

the moon,
the stars,

And dissolved the Milky Way.

It chaws you farther from reality

Until you slip into

nothingness

—

completely absorbed in the depths

(or are they heights?)

of Night.
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SCHOOL PANORAMA

Diwi Monk ,iih1 Ellin (Jinnane

II SE1 MS SI RANGE to think of a

1 \\ I . different from the one we
know, yel in the last ten years the

5< h (i (> 1 has undergone numerous
( hanges.

The building which we now use

.iikI the one in which earlier W-Lites

spenl their time differ vastly in size

and shape. Additions in the last ten

years have included the Campbell gym
,md <m entire new wing. The rooms

thai are now the grade chairmen's of-

fices were once the main office, and

our presenl music rooms served as a

Thousands of students have attend-

ed W-L in the more than thirty years

ot its existence. Many of them have

:ie on to find success, and some, like

Forresl Tucker, Shirley Maclaine. and

Shelley Mann, even fame. Increas-

ingly \\ 1. is noted for its exception-

ally high st holastic rating and the

high degree of capability shown by
its college students.

Although we now have only three

grades, junior high students were once

,i pari ot W I. Alter World War II

many veterans added further to the

wide variety of age groups. Every
graduating class left something behind

that added to W-L tradition. Our
s< hool's oldest tradition is the gift the

iduating senior class presents to the

si llool

Junior-senior rivalry has always
been much a pari of the school spirit.

\ tradition which began in 1041 is

the junior-senior game. In past years

the juniors annual!} entertained the

seniors at a banquet and a dance;

both classes gave plays up until 1951.

hii years ago the junior play was,

incidentally, The Youngest—the same
play that was produced here this fall.

One of the most spirited oJ tradi-

tions is the annual G.W. football

game. This Thanksgiving Day classic

was first played in 1926. but the Old

Oaken Bucket trophy was uo1 estab-

lished until 1935. This cherished

trophy was brought back into our

possession this year for the first time

in ten years. The i Lima* of the foot-

ball season was reached when our

team won the Virginia State Cham-
pionship.

An institution once very prominent

at W-L. but now almost forgotten, is

the Cadet Corps. This activity was
important for both boys and girls, but

interest in it gradually decreased un-

til, in 1955. the Cadets ceased to exist.

Extra-curricular activities, the music

groups, sports, publications, and the

Student Council have long been a ma-
jor part of Wr

-L life, and students have

devoted much time after school to

these activities. All of them have

undergone changes in recent years.

Choir once consisted of separate boys'

and girls' glee clubs; the Madrigal

Singers, of members from all three

classes. A major change in the sports

program was the elimination of girls'

varsity teams. Another alteration was
the dropping of boy cheerleaders. s >

era! years ago. the Student Council

included the regular officers along

(Continued on Page 52)
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"THEY ALSO SERVE..."

Gray Hoeber

IN A SEARCH for teachers who have

been especially influential at Wash-
ington-Lee during the past ten years,

only four could be chosen. These

four must therefore be representative

of the many fine teachers here. Each
one is an entirely different personal-

itv. vet all have one thing in common
—service to their school and com-
munity.

Few current W-L students know
about the faculty member for whom
the Campbell gymnasium was named.
"Rudv" C. Campbell was a quiet

scholarly man with as much school

spirit as one medium-sized person

could contain. A native Virginian, he
studied at V. P. I. and then received

his master's degree in history at Co-

lumbia University. When he began
teaching here in 1941, he taught

Problems and United States and Latin

American History. Although Mr.
Campbell was a bachelor, those who
knew him have said that he was
"married" to Washington-Lee. Being
single, he coidd and did devote much
time to extracurricular activities. This

dedicated teacher was the sponsor of

Elos and worked with plays and the

debate team.

Mr. Campbell was a comparatively
vi mug man when he died of a heart

attack in 1952. at the age of forty-

four. The Student Council of 1952-

53 purchased and presented to the

school the Campbell Plaque, which
was placed over the gymnasium door
in honor of the well-liked instructor.

Elos, the society with which Mr.

Campbell had spent much of his time
established the one hundred dollar

Campbell Memorial Scholarship

"Rudy" Campbell had a world of de

voted friends who remember him
warmly.

Miss Jane Elliott, a former Student

Council sponsor who teaches American
history here, was born in Chatham.
Virginia. She received her bachelor's

and master's degrees at Madison and
Peabody Colleges respectively; she

majored in education and the social

sciences. Before coming to Washing-
ton-Lee in 1931. Miss Elliott was the

principal of Cherrydale Elementary
School for five years. She began work-

ing with the student government in

1938 by reviving the then-dissolved

Student Council. Prior to her term as

its sponsor, the Council did not have
a regular faculty adviser and was
loosely organized. Since that time.

however, the constitution has been

improved and the Council has become
the great organization that it is today.

Miss Elliott ended her valuable serv-

ices and rewarding job as student gov-

ernment sponsor in 1055. after seven-

teen years of hard but enjoyable work.

It was at this time that she became
the sponsor of the Future Teachers of

America Club, a positon that she

holds today.

This active instructor likes outdoor
sports and enjoys the "spirit of moun-
tain life." She believes her most
genuinely satisfying experience at

Washington-Lee was her participation

in the first domestu ex< bange, in
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1055. with Holly Ridge High School

in Ixniisiana.

A member of the W-L (lass of 1941,

Mr. Dean Brundaue has hren a gOV-

ernment-histnrv ten her here sin< 6

1^40. A native Arlingtonian. he at-

tended Princeton whore he obtained

his bachelor's deforce: he received his

master's degree at Georgetown Uni-

versity. During World War I, Mr.

Brundage volunteered for service in

the parachute infantry and served in

the Asiatic Pacific Theater of Opera-

tions. Since 1051. he has been head

of the Social Studies Department and
this September he became the director

of the Wr

ashington-Lee Night School.

Mr. Brundage manifested his defi-

nite interest in politics by running

for Congress in the 1054 Democratic

Congressional Primarv. He was de-

feated, although by a narrow margin.

Last spring he was elected a delegate

to the Virginia Constitutional Conven-

tion, representing Fairfax and Falls

Church. There is some possibility that

this faculty member will seek election

to the Virginia House of Delegates in

thr future.

Mr. Brundage. his wife. four

children and numerous pets live in a

log cabin in Fairfax overlooking a

lake. More than one hundred of his

students have helped him to build

what was once a one-room cabin into

a rambling house. The students vol-

unteered for this work—"volunteers

being much more numerous as exams
drew near." Mr. Brundage observes

humorously. He enjoys all outdoor
sports, tennis being his favorite. Mr.
Brundage savs of his country home.
"It's a bit primitive at times, but it's

<i wonderful environment in which to

live.*'

Miss Sally B. Loving, the only mem-
ber of the original faculty horn today,

has been teaching in Arlington for

thirty-three years. She worked her

way through Madison State Teachers

College where slip was president of the

Student Government. Soon after her

graduation from college. Miss Loving
came to W-L, in the fall of 1924, to

teach in the Cherrvdale Branch of the

school. Washington-Lee, as we know
it. opened its doors to 450 student? a

year later. Starting out as a home
economics teacher, she switched to

vocational civics (the study of voca-

tions> in 10^1. and. in 10}7. to civics,

the subject for which she is now
known. An integral part of her

course is a "learning-bv-doing" studv

of congressional and election prac-

tices. These activities, which she be-

gan in 1040. enable each student to

grasp better the complex issues and
procedures involved in the functioning

of the government. During the latter

part of 1056. Miss Loving was selected

Citizen of the Week bv the Organized
Women Voters for her outstanding

service to vouth.

Extracurricularly, she is the spon-

sor of The National Honor Societv. an
organization which she helped to

form. This friendly teacher enjovs

certain kinds of cooking, salt-rising

bread and delicious jams being but a

few examples of her culinary talents.

I nknown to manv students. Miss I/yv-

ing will always remain "in" W-L. for

her name, together with the names of

the original faculty and students, is

sealed in the cornerstone of the school.
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GIVE ME CITIES

Judy Potter

Penman, May 1951

rHE BELLS began ringing within

the body, from the earth—the

strong, hollow, ponderous bells, huge
in their depth, chiming with the

pounding heartbeat. Slowly, again

and again—it knifes and claws at the

heart. Then the delicate, silvery bells

are sweetly in tune with the vibrations

of the living. The black limbs of trees

stand clearly bared in the shimmering,
dancing air—cold and clean. The land

races beneath the feet to clasp the dull

grey-blue sky—the sun casting a stark

white light over the embrace. The
moist dark earth, eager to join the

living, stretched in every direction be-

fore the eyes. It chokes the heart in

love, too big and vast for it to know
or keep under key. The dry, rough
grass is stately in its reality of being,

of sifting through soft fingers, of be-

ing cursed because it cannot give a
child of reality—only clouds of pul-

sing emotion—the seeing, the smell-

ing, tfw breathing of the universe.

"Hero, take it. The change is all

there. I can't give you a tip. I only
have enough to get home on." She
narrowed her eyes defiantly at the

driver, and her cheeks began to burn
in shame. ("'Why should I have to

explain, why didn't I just give the

money to him! I don't have to apol-

ogize to anyone!")

Illustrated by Andree Walker
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The driver pursed his lip thoughl

fully, .mil painstakingly counted oul

the < hange. Suddenly he Leaned back

and swung the door open.
•

( )kay, Lady, its' ill there. You
wanl me hack in an hour, huh.'"

I issie onlj nodded in return. She

swaddled the baby in more blankets

.Hid. clutching the child close to her,

( limited out of t lio battered taxi. As

the taxi started to Leave, she regained

courage and called commandingjy.
\ml don't forgel to conic hack For

us!" She knew he couldn't hear.

Standing in the road, her figure was
ereel and possessive, vivid in strength

— .1 young woman's body, nol grace-

ful with the wind of spring, hut stout.

small in height, shoulders broad. She
looked down tiredly :;t the child in

her arms— 1 1
i

*- very Large, unafraid

- were watching 'he expression

< rossing her mobile face. Lissie Laugh

ed and stuck her tongue out at him.

II. gurgled happily and opened and
closed his eyes in ecstasy. Lassie

hoisted him over tier shoulder and
walked slowly into the field bordering

the roadway, the mud pulling at her

boots. She 1 paused at times to turn

dually in a complete ciicle. her

breathing deep and satisfied, sweeping
the flat grasslands, smothered in hluo

Lupines, into her gaze and pulse.

\ she walked. lassie whispered
back to the baby who was watching
id' world over her shoulder. "This
is land, my lord You cm own it if

you like. Build a ( itv. a road with a

string of billboards, a home with a

• or two. or nothing if von wish'
Yen

( an jusl Mt and look .it it. Tt

will stay there, he yours, belong to

when you become a part of it.""

I he bab) drooled unceremoniously
on her blouse. I.i^io wiped his chin
and secured some tissues on her

shoulder. She pulled at one ol his

hoots and i hirped i ontentedrj

'sir. I don't think You're Listening

to me. Now, it I had a house here I

wouldn't need to sin^ Lullabies t" you,

for the wind and rain would do that

I en when they're angrj or sad, they

still sitiM if you listen, and I would

teach you that."

Lassie sal down, crosslegged, on an

upraised roll of land. The baby was
(i.ulled between her Legs. Qui: klv she

hen! and kissed him on the EMM

While he sputtered in ( onstei nation,

she started appraising this child of

hers, as she did every d.iN . She

chanted it in a childlike, sing song

manner.
"I love von. T Love you, love you for

your softness, your pinkness. your fun

nv fuzzy bald head, those tiny I

and " Suddenly she burrowed her
head in the baby's blankets. \hhh.

Mm are so beautiful! Johnny says he

Loves von for your ugliness." Indis

cernihlv. I.issip changed to a quiet

mood. "I know why 1 really Love you
though, and why Johnny does, t""

Because 111 never die with you—I'm

a part of you. You'll keep me alive

and pass sum,, of m\ soul to your
son." Her voice softened in emotion.
'*! must he very careful to mold v»n
as beautifully as you are now*"

The baby was no Longer peaceful,

hut restless with hunger. Picking up

her bag. Lissie hunted for the jar of

apple sauce 1 she had broughl for him.
\s she pried the top off and hegan

feeding the baby, the reality of her

own life enveloped her Methodical
lv shoving the food to the baby's

mouth, she visualized going home to

the small tenement jammed on top of

a delicatessen and a grocery store.

trucks Lumbering down the streets day

and night
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Looking far out to the meadow,
wrapped in a light, fuzzy haze of soft

spring air, she couldn't live with the

paced and resounding beats of sorrow

in her heart. The land was loo per-

Pect in Line and wonderful to see.

Making the !>al>v comfortable on his

blankets, Lassie plodded through the

meadow, awkward with the desire to

pick the regal lupines. She gathered

a bunch and showered the baby with

them, much to bis delight. Then be-

hind each of her ears they went

—

long, stiff flowers grotesque in her thin

light hair: into her skirt belt and each

buttonhole. She did a little skip and
turn Indian dance, humming to the

tap of her feet. She stopped in a half-

turn, suddenly self-conscious, aware
that she might be caught in some-

one's vision. Slowly she twisted her

gaze around the neighboring fields,

suspicion narrowing her eyes—her

hands fumbling with the flowers in

her skirt, quietly, unobstrusively tak-

ing them out and dropping them to

the ground. Satisfied that she wasn't

being watched, but now ashamed, she

smoothed her hair, fingers touching

the delicate formation of living blue

stars, passing over them, leaving them,
and brushing those left off the baby's

blanket.

Her face cracked tiredly into lines

of tragedy and hurt, her eyes pressing

tightly againsl tears. Her voice strain-

ed in whisper as she cuddled the baby.

bundling him up against the evening

chill. 'This is no place to be sad; the

sea is best when you are sorrowful."

The baby began whimpering with
sleepiness. Lissie secured his bunting

tighter.

"We'd better walk back to the road.

The taxi'll be along soon, and he

won't do any waiting."

The wind, child of night, was ris-

ing, the dull-red sun setting the world

trembling with trapped brilliance

Lissie saw it all, but she was tired, her

walk slow, dragged. Her back was

straight, but her eyes wept with the

weary body. The tear streams were
cold on her face—the wind stung.

Still she walked slowly, now looking

nowhere but to the north where the

sputtering taxi drew to a halt in the

rutted road.

Slamming the taxi door shut. Lis-

sie raced to catch the trolley slithering

along the silvery rails illumined in the

street lamp's li^ht. She (ailed fran-

tically, her breath coming in short

gasps. "Waif Wait! Please tell

him to wait." She stumbled on the

tracks and, as she regained her bal-

ance, watched the trolley clatter out

of sight. Sitting down on the waiting

bench near the curb, she hugged the

screaming, hungry baby (lose and.

unable to control herself, began to i rj

in exhaustion.

A group of teenage boys careened

around the corner, swaggering three

abreast, forcing others off the side-

walk into the gutter. Their laughter

was harsh, too old.

Lissie closed her eyes and tried to

make herself smaller. "I don't believe

the stars shine in this quarter of the

world." She looked up. The stars

were very bright.

The baity had cried himself to sleep

by the time she caught the next trol-

ley. Into the greedy slot went the last

two nickels. The trolley's inside lights

played savagely on the brightly color-

ed advertisements plastered above the

windows Back and forth il sway-

ed — the bell clanging at every

stop. The car was filled with
couples 0U1 for the evening—the gi i rl

s

utinued on Page 50)
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SONNETS
Penman. Autumn 1950

When beauty is an ember in thine eyes,

Soon smoldered to graying ash in which
I heir dwells no secret warmth, no glow to rise

And (heer thv mind or li^ht some darkened niche;

W hen all thy senses are bereaved of that

Which once they treasured most; fair beauty's name,

In varied shapes well told: the pools, whereat

Thou oft would come like Pan, a king, to claim

Some portion of their fairness of thine own,

Eta .ill thee not, nor make thee reminisce;

When thus so disenchanted and alone.

Mine eyes shall yet hold hope for thee in this;

Reflections of the love which we have shared

Shall prove to thee that beauty's unimpaired.

II

1 love the chapel's quiet at this hour.

The stillness gives one pause to meditate

While sunlight comes in peaceful shafts that flows

Upon the somber panes, which then create

A beauty of their own; and carpets lie

Quiescent in the dusk, like virgin snow

Quite undetiled by hasty feet; a sigh

Is faith profound as any prayer. To know

Serenity like this is recompense

ill the former tempests of the mind;

And worshipping, one's faith is no pretense,

peace thus offered cannot be declined.

\\ it li all I share the beauty of this bow'r,

In thanks to God, who gives me this fair hour
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No Longer do I feel thee. Death, nor < all

Thee "stranger,' for oi late thy darkling wings

Have brushed i li.sc upon my spirit. All

The nameless fears oi thee I once possessed

Were but VOling willows in the wind, and tllUS

rhey danced to please the wind, no reason more

Compelled them. Now the willows, old as I

Have wat< lied their Leaves fall one by one. and so

Perceive in retrospect the folly of

Their springtime. For convention, so * t is called,

(Though better name he ignorance must swav
I s. as the wind, to make us tear thee. Death,

With mute intensity. Yet now I see

Thy shadowed rustlings are hut Stirrings in

The dawn— 1 know that soon the sun shall rise.

-^^«

ceptre of the flame is absolute.

1 this flit k'ring silence who will speak?

nigh we know that we are destitute,

: from one another, who will seek

ove <>l language in this magic ring'

ery wish to understand, communicate.

led into the labyrinth of things

Ue we know them not. until too late.

ilence of the flame extinguishes

imming words; do lips forget their goal?

audio's light lull well distinguishes

neighbor's dreaming face—but not his soul.

out the flame! Let darkness, if it can.

p the void dividing man from man.

Illustrated by Lyn Hubei
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ARLINGTON

I.I -l IE Adkins Penman. Match 1951

THERE WERE FOUR of them—
l.ukK. I I. line. Ruth Anne, and

ilia, and they had a me from wide-

ly separated parts oi the continent:

i,k kie Erom the Languid South. Elaine

from the cosmopolitan East, Ruth

Anne Erom boisterous Texas, and Ce-

cilia Erom Ecuador. They were fac-

tors in their families' orbits, and their

paths met with Elenita's in the only

place where such a thing could hap-

pen, in Arlington. For their lathers

and mothers were part of the throb-

bing machine which is the govern-

ment, whose pulse nevt r slows. They
were sent hither and yon at the ca-

price of that government, and so they

passed for a time through Arlington,

where everyone else is like themselves

—transients destined no man knows
where.

This is not apparenl in the casual

glance at Arlington, stretched drowsily

along the Potomac, Washington's foot-

stool. Rut there it is—the people who
move in and go about their peaceful

pursuits merely feign slumber; they

never relax their tension.)

Elenita met them at school. One
by one, they became acquainted, and.

on the school bus, at the shopping

center, in their classes, to each other

they were at Brsl only familiar faces

in a confusion <>f unfamiliar ones.

Slowly they drew together, as though
h instinctively fell in the others

some deep set kin. some intangible

bond. Elenita spoke Spanish to Ce-

• ilia while Ruth Anne and Jackie

compared drawls. Elaine laughed in

her light-hearted waj at them all.

Their appearances were as \,uied as

the rainbow—from dusk\ brunette to

sunny blonde to inflammable redhead,

yel th( \ were sisters of a closer kin-

ship than blood So Elenita came to

love them.

Those who for a lifetime live in one
place establish a tap root, but the

tragedy of the people who are con-

tinually reestablishing themselves is

that they must not come to love a

place, for it is theirs for only a short

while, and leaving would be so hard

But it is human nature lor men to

make friends, if only with God; we
cannot stand completely alone.

The four girls, as Elenita saw them.

would have been better suited to B

single little town. 1 h< \ were like

friends of many years to her. and she

knew and understood them. She
eluded Elaine on her man}- boyfriends,

one of whom was jilted every week.

She grew impatient with Cecilia's shy-

ness and simplicity, even while she

treasured it. She loved to watch
Jackie's ways—her manner of speech,

the imperious tilt of her head and her

(puck, purposeful walk. And most oi

all. she kept Locked in her heart a de-

sire to be always with Ruth Anne
of the lyric voice, the lady in minia-

ture, with her slow, gentle manner.

To her. their conversation was edify

ing, because it was nol (entered and

weighed down by the usual concerns
oi high-school girls: boys and proms
and football games. These things they

liked, but did not make them their
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life. They had seen too much of the

depth of life to skim its surface in

such a manner. It seemed immaterial

to Kut li Anne whether she was asked

to the Turkey I lop or not. And Ce-

cilia did not break her heart over

social activities, even though she did

sometimes gaze wistfully at Elaine's

brighl life.

The winter mellowed into spring.

and to Elenita came a realization of

the inevitable—that they all would

soon be going hack into the obscurity

that was the world beyond Arlington.

Their lives had connected, only to

sweep away again al a tangent. They
had touched hands, as it were, in the

darkness, and a chord had been struck

that would continue forever to vibrate.

So summer came, and they said

good-bye to Washington-Lee.
Cecilia was the first to go. and after

she left they pulled the strings of

their friendship tighter, for fear they

would be broken. lint hum a cor-

ridor of the Pentagon went out an-

other mandate, and Ihith Anne re-

turned to her blue-bonnets. Elaine
was not long in going; two do/en

adolescent hearts were left broken

behind her.

Elenita bid Jackie God-speed with

sadness. She did not hear from them:
she did not need to. They were pre-

paring another, a different life, and
she had other friends, other familiar

faces to greet, so thai she thought of

them seldom.

The day came when Elenita herself

was sent away, hut behind her she saw

no void. The pattern was being re-

peated in ever-widening circles; those

hands she had touched in the dark-

ness were forever none. This is the

sum and substance of Arlington,

stretched drowsily along the Potomac,
whose inhabitants never speak to

strangers on the street.

HEART SPRINGS

Tbacy

I'm simply delighted

To find that my heart

Is made of such

Practical stuff!

I fancied it delicate

Fragile and frail

But I see it is

Really quite tough.

No need is there longer

To handle with care

Or jealously cherish

\nd save it.

It's all in one piece

And has tuner a dent

Prom the kicking around that

You gave it.
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THE FACE IS FAMILIAR

|)\-\ \ KnrF.GER

1r WAS ONE of those days when we
Elaine and I fell like improving

our minds—sort of a yearning for Cul-

ture. So we figured "W:hat better

w.iv to gel Culture than to trot down-
town in <i Cultural-type city like

Washington and visit ,1 Cultural-typo

institution." The National Art Gal-

lery, we decided, would be just the in-

stitution we wanted. We dressed.

checked the bus schedule for perfect

week-day timing, waited about an
hour for the right bus because it was
<i Saturday, <md soon found ourselves

at the massive door of the gallery.

We had previously decided that in

order to look cultured, one must look

like either the philanthropic Rorkc-

feller-type connoisseur or the other

extreme—the ragged, knowledge-hun-
gry student, complete with glasses.

clip-board, and valiant expression. We
didn't have the money, but we did

have the glasses or, lather, the near-

sightedness, as we never wear our

glasses ; and before entering the gal-

lerv. we also assumed a certain fond.

wise n,\/ r to be used for pure effect

while observing some of the world's

lime-honored masterpieces. Thus arm-
ed, we entered.

Unfortunately, and contrary to our

hopes, we were absolutely unnoticed.
With unsquashed spirits, however, we
clattered through the huge rooms.

making very ignoranl and derogatory
remarks about every painting we saw

I*he prize was a small painting of a

num. hanging in .1 dark, unimportant
corner of a room filled with the por-

traits of bejeweled, plump. Renais-

sance-type matrons. I remarked. "That
looks just like the guv who played
Nemo in 20.000 T/mgltet I ruler the

Sea. You know—" and I fumbled for

the name. Elaine knew all right.

She said. '"Oh. yes. You mean. uh.

what's-his-name who was the captain

of the Nautilus." That was a fine ans-

wer, but neither of us could think of

this name. After a period of solid-

type brain-racking, we conceded the

game to temporary amnesia, and ad-

journed the meeting to that room in

the gallery with potted palms and
brass cherubs sublimely spouting wa-
ter. We sat on one of the very hard
-tone benches and thought.

People must have thought that we
were a bit strange; to get to that

room you had to go through several

others, and we wore, at that time, an

expression of the most intense con-

centration. Heads bent slightly ceil-

ingward. lips moving silently, we
must have looked like idiots. Every
so often we snapped to attention.

Struck with an idea, and spasmodical-

lv spoke the name of a movie actor;

then we shook our heads and mur-
mured "No. no." The removed air

returned, and. even the sitting down
was to no avail. Consequently we re-

sumed our intellectual trek.

Following the mass of tin- sjrrht

seeing populus. we found ourselves

standing in front of The T^ist Supper.

by Dali. It was off in a little alcove

by itself, and around it stood the most
arty of all the arty connoisseurs, peer-
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ing and scribbling in small notebooks.

The silence was absolute. Suddenly

Blaine's voice rang out, clear and bell-

like as if transfixed with beaven -sent

inspiration: JAMES MASON!" Well,

it was piercing, man, and tbe effect

was immediate—but like they didn't

dig loud noises, even tbougb it was
the original inspiration-type shout.

Heads snapped around; eyes fixed us

with angry stares; some slowly closed

their eyes in resignation. Elaine and
I dissolved instantly into hysterics.

Hands clapped over mouths, we sped

from the room. It wasn't a terribly

intellectual thing to do, but it certain-

lv left an impression.

Having found a suitably deserted

room, we collapsed on cushioned

( hairs. When the Laughter had sub-

sided, I remarked much to Elaine's

regret) that I hadn't been thinking of

James Mason, although he did play

the part in question. I had been
thinking of Thomas Mitchell, who, I

realize as I look back on t he incident,

played Nemo on the TV show, and I

did not have the Wall Disney char-

acter in mind, after all. However,
that thought was totally absent at the

time, and the name was Seemingly
unattached to any previous idea: I

just knew that the man in the paint-

ing resembled Thomas Mitchell.

Needless to say, we left the art gal-

lery a very short time later. We
haven't been back since.

WORTHLESS STOCK

Tom Reese

She gave to him

Her future and her soul,

Her world and her heart,

Her will and her love,

Then she called

—

And he was gone.
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ODE TO AN OARSMAN

Reese James

As the sun rose high in the sky that day,

A bright spring morning last year,

We started to row our shell upstream

For the race . . . the race was near.

The long smooth strokes of the wooden sweeps

Shot the shell ahead with great force;

And every oarsman's muscles were taut

And the coxswain, he yelled himself hoarse.

We turned to approach the starting line.

Our crew gave a silent prayer.

The silence gave the lift and strength

So needed by everyone there.

And then, before we had time to think,

Before the tension could grow,
A cry, a plea, pierced the morning air

"Are you ready? .... ready all! Row!"

The boat shot out like a long, slim bird;

Each stroke picked up more speed.

For twenty strokes we hit our peak
And then we took the lead.
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As the stroke hit an even thirty-four

Each oarsman pulled 'til it hurt,

And before we reached the Sisters

Sweat stained every shirt.

"Half mile to go," the coxswain shouts

As he looks just past my face,

"We've got 'em by two men," he says.

"I want you to take this race!"

So we pulled, and the next we heard him say

Was "Up we go in three!"

And every oarsman said inside,

"The sprint is up to me."

Then slowly the stroke was taken up:

Thirty-four to six, to eight;

We hit forty-two for twenty strokes,

And we walked the other eight!

We led by a length in an open stretch

With the end of the race so near

We knew when we'd crossed the finish line,

For the crowd let out a great cheer.

And then the gun had sounded,

The coxswain yelled "Let 'er run!"

Every man in that boat collapsed on his blade;

Dead tired. But still, we'd won!

Illustrated by Ellen Mills
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TEN SHORT YEARS ago Washing-
ton-Lee published an annual and

a newspaper, but had no literary mag-
azine. Confronted with the problem
of discarding worthwhile material be-

cause it did not fit newspaper or an-

nual categories, Mrs. Councell saw the

need for a literary magazine. When
a student, Katherine Johnson, suggest-

ed strongly that such a magazine be
started, Mrs. Councell knew it was
time something should be done. With
the approval of the principal, Mr.
Richmond, the staff of the Penman
was organized in September, 1947.

The organization of the first staff was

a far cry from that of today. It con-

sisted of a business manager, an edi-

tor, and a sponsor. "No one knew
anything about putting out a school

magazine," says Mrs. Councell. "We
looked at magazines from other schools

and finally found a layout everyone
liked."

So much work had to be done that

only one issue could be published that

year. The first Penman came out in

April, 1948. One can imagine the

feeling of success for all concerned
when there was a complete sell-out on
the first day.

Too much cannot be said for ambi-
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tious Kitty Johnson, who not only was

willing to toil in establishing a mag-
azine but whose idea it was to have a

literary magazine in the first place.

After leading a busy life at high

school, Kitty went on to Oberlin Col-

lege and majored in history. She con-

tinued her work and interest in the

literary field as feature editor for the

college newspaper. Now she is mar-

ried to an Assistant Professor of Eco-

nomics at Oberlin. Though she does

not have much time for writing, she

says, "I find myself now and then

working out a short story on the type-

writer without any reward other than

the pleasure it gives me."
Dick Roelofs, Penman's second edi-

tor, excelled as a writer, artist, speak-

er, and musician. He had energy and
determination, and knew what he
wanted. Before he graduated from
high school, he had already planned
to become a minister. He went to

Ohio Wesleyan where he continued

extra activities in music and litera-

ture. He was elected to the National

Music Honorary and the National

Journalistic Honorary Societies. Dick
completed work toward his chosen
career by attending the Yale Divinity

School where he was Vice-President

of his '56 class.

Improvements in the Penman and
in its organization were being made.
During the school year 1949-1950, the

Penman staff, for the first time, met
together during a regular period. This
staff was very literary minded. Janice

Lea Holm, Wayne and Duane Holm,
Tom Lloyd. Donna Franz, and Bar-

bara Marx, who were all the back-
bone of the staff, and their editor,

Mary Jane Martin, formed their own
literary group. They even found time
to meet together weekly in the even-
ings. There is no doubt that many

ideas used in the Penman today stem-

med from this group.

Mary Jane Martin, a girl with un-
usual ideas, wrote extremely well for

a young person. She was especially

noted for her poetry. In her quiet

way, she did a fine job as editor, too.

She could gather material, encourage
her staff to work, and edit material in

such a way as not to offend the writer.

The 1950-51 Penman had the bene-

fit of two editors, Mary Meade Har-
nett and Judy Potter. Mary Meade
Harnett was just as much the writer

as her predecessor, Mary Jane Martin.

Mary Meade's specialty was the short

story, where her vivid imagination

could show itself. She had always in-

tended to become a writer. She went
to Radcliff and majored in English.

While she was there she made many
literary contributions and, in fact,

even tried to start a literary maga-
zine. Right now Mary is working on
her first novel, which is one-third fin-

ished.

When Mary became sick during the

year, Judy Potter took her place. This

dark-eyed girl not only had literary

talents in reading and writing, but

also had enthusiasm which carried

through to her staff. She lived for the

Penman. She would carry the copy
magazine around with her until it

nearly disintegrated. Judy, who is

living in California, now is working
on her MA. in Political Science and
writing poetry.

The Penman was coming of age.

In 1951 the Southern Inter-Scholastic

Press Association awarded our literary

magazine a trophy, or in other words,

first place among magazines from
many other states. Under Will Horn's

editorship it won a second S.I.P.A.

trophy. Norma Small was editor in

1953 when the Penman, once more,
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won the highest award. Since no
other high school literary magazine
had ever won the first place honors

for three consecutive years, a new
award had to be devised. The Wash-
ington-Lee Penman was the first

magazine to receive this special award.

Will Horn, Norma Small, and
George Wilson (our student council

president, Suzie Wilson's brother) who
attended the University of Arkansas,

American University and Princeton,

respectively, all agree that their edit-

ing experience in high school helped

them immeasurably in college. At
first, it might be hard to see how one
high school activity could help in such

different majors as Will's German
Language and Literature, Norma's
English and Teaching, and George's

International Relations. On second

thought, however, it can be under-

stood how the subject of writing and
editing is helpful in almost every-

thing we do.

The Penman started the year of

1954-55 without an editor. Judy Acker,

with her wonderful enthusiasm and
her ability to work hard, was chosen

to become the ninth editor after school

opened that fall. She writes from
William and Mary College, "Working
on the Penman was one of the high-

lights of my school life. I feel that

working with people and meeting a

deadline (sometimes we didn't) is an
experience more people should have."

With eight years of history behind
it, the ninth year opened with Kathy
Gard in the editor's seat. A good
logical thinker, Kathy found little

trouble in rearranging and choosing

suitable material. It was surprising

how well she could read through the

rubble and bring out the worth of an
idea. Now Kathy is attending the

University of Kentucky and plans to

major in Social Science.

Just as it takes time for a person

to prove himself so it has taken time
for our literary magazine to establish

itself.

This year, the Penman staff was
particularly pleased to receive the

Medalist Award in the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association's national

contest. It is a fitting climax to ten

years of publication.

Illustrated by Lyn Huber
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ROAD PATTERNS

Lani Murphy

The road I tread—is it

An endless apparition?

The ascent to the sublime?

Or just what I see

under my feet now?

As perpetually as life itself, the road unfolds,

Sometimes depressing and confusing,

Sometimes inspiring.

I have gone so far,

And found I have gone not so far at all;

Somewhere eternity has captured me and

I find myself forever its prisoner.

II

The road reveals itself in myraid personalities

—

Sometimes only footsteps for me to follow on a

Sandy, windy beach

—

this is happiness,

caprice.

Other times the path is swept by utter darkness,

As roaring thunder frowns a troubled brow

And rain creates a solid shield of sorrow

—

this is tragedy.

Then, with sudden unexpected beauty,

The path descends into a valley

A valley more beautiful than a summer morning,

golden and sunny by day

and shimmering silver by night.

There are lofty peaks there to ascend, too

—

this is love.
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Suddenly,

The path is blocked;

The way becomes tortuous.

Naked trees reach out with gnarled hands,

sneering evily;

A greenish hue hovers about this fiendish place

—

this is hate,

jealousy.

And what innumerable times have there been

Little paths leading away from the main road

—

They beckon with the sweet promise of honey.

But damn each one in all its apparent innocence;

this is temptation.

Ill

The road I tread is

My own world.

I can be alone

In a night world of silky vapors,

Where street lamps are but a blur

in a deep mist,

lost in soft reverie.

My road is there personal and intimate then.

I can be a part of a great laughing crowd

My road is there,

like a highway

to be shared by all.

It is my life

Where it ends, I know not;

I shall follow it,

And someday know.
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Illustrated by Lorry Bcdingfield
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FREEDOM

Anne Wright

AFTER GOING through red tape

with the Czech border police

—

showing passports, and signing docu-

mented items—we crossed the border.

It was noon, Thursday, the twenty-

fifth of February, 1948. It had been

snowing since we left that morning,

and about two feet of snow covered

the ground. All of us were excited

over the prospect of a four-day visit

to Praha, Czechoslovakia. As we rode

along the bumpy road, a dark cloud

loomed, halfway spoiling the spirit of

the occasion. Little did we know what
was in store for us this trip.

The villages passed were typical

European ones, especially typical of

Czechoslovakia. Families lived to-

gether in little villages, spending the

day in the fields. Their clothing was
plain, yet bright and colorful. Cen-

turies of toil and strain were marked
on their faces and labor-worn hands.

An earthen smell of freshness reached

us as we passed their stone houses.

Occasionally horses' hoofs and sleigh

runners in the snow reached our ears.

As nightfall approached, we came
to Praha. The lights twinkled as

brightly as those in New York, but

the atmosphere was different. Demon-
strations and marchers were every-

where. We weren't sure exactly what
it all meant. Driving deeper into the

city, we became more aware of the

surroundings. Russian flags were fly-

ing; troops were marching. It was
apparent that the Communists had
taken over Czechoslovakia. Our next

thought was whether we were the only

Americans in the country, and, more
important, whether we would be able

to get out. As usual, Dad remained
calm. If it had not been for him all

of us would have been panicky. He
said the best thing to do was remain
unconcerned until we could go to the

American Embassy. My mother was
jittery. She is usually calm in any
situation, but not this one. I thought
it all very exciting. I realized the

seriousness of it and what it could

mean, but I thought it was a perfect

setting for adventure, provided it

didn't get out of hand.

We reached our destination in

Praha, The Palace Hotel, and picked

up our reservations at the desk. I

shall never forget that first night.

The tension was mounting. Every-

where there were demonstrations,

speeches, riots, news reports, and con-

fusion. The radio reported that there

was only one American family in

Czechoslovakia besides the embassy
families. Our hearts froze. We were
that family. Our concern must have
been evident, because at dinner a man
at the next table was watching us.

We found out that he was a well-

known guide and a friend to Ameri-
cans. He hated the Communists and
was an expert in political psychology

and philosophy. He knew every move
the Communists made and why. At
first glance it was difficult to be much
impressed with this little man of

forty-six. His name was Anton Ca-

pek.

Anton presented himself to us,
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along with credentials to establish his

identity. I liked him instantly. There
were numerous years of experience

showing in the wrinkled lines of his

face and in his squinted eyes. Anton
promised us that unless something
happened to him, he would be our

faithful guide throughout our four-

day visit. He never fell back on his

word.

The Embassy was the first stop the

next morning. We were told to re-

main the four days just as if nothing

had happened and tour as we ordinar-

ily would. The only specification was
that we refrain from taking any pic-

tures or entering into political dis-

cussions or affairs. Relieved, we left

the Embassy to meet Anton. He took

us to "Enuins," a famous Czech res-

taurant, for lunch. As we seated our-

selves at a table, I noticed a man in

gray sitting nearby. He was the man
who had been in the hotel lobby as

we left, seemingly waiting for some-
one. I wanted to explore this situa-

tion further. The man was good-
looking, like an important foreign dip-

lomat; but I knew what his occupa-
tion must be. He was a member of

the Communist Secret Police. I

caught his eye and he smiled. I

smiled back. Who would have
thought this gentleman was spying
on us. The fact, however, was un-
deniable.

After lunch we went back to the
hotel, Anton with us. The four of

us discussed the man, and decided to

ignore him. The rest of the after-

noon was spent touring Praha. The
history given by Anton was helpful in
throwing light on the present situa-

tion.

By evening, we were too tired to go
anywhere, so we ate dinner at the
hotel and planned to get a good

night's sleep. But our plans were
disturbed. As we came into the lobby
from dinner there was an old woman
peddling Czechoslovakian handiwork.
Mom and I, being the fanatics we are

on such things, found it difficult to

resist some black-marketing, which
would not have been too safe an un-
dertaking. We ignored the woman's
offers and went to our room.
About an hour later a knock sound-

ed on the door of our room. Dad
cautiously opened it. There stood the

peddler woman. Without waiting for

an invitation, she barged into the

room. Something told Mom and me
not to have anything to do with her.

She spoke English too well and was
too shrewd to be an ordinary peddler.

Besides, how could she have known
which room was ours? It was evident

that the Communists were going to

do anything they could to catch us

doing something underhanded. We
told the woman flatly that we wanted
none of her things. She left promptly.

We realized we'd have to be on guard
all the time, lest we be caught in a

set trap.

Our last night in Praha we saw
La Boheme. We were thoroughly ab-

sorbed in the opera when suddenly
I felt two hands clamp over my
mouth and eyes. Through the con-

fusion that followed, I heard a voice

whisper to my parents to get out of

the country by morning. A huge
overcoat was thrown over me, and I

was held captive. Anton was, at the

same time, being captured in a simi-

lar manner.
Where our kidnappers took Anton

and me, or how long we rode I'll

never know. All I could think then

was, "Why do they want me?" I

knew what my fate would probably

(Continued on Page 44)



Lilacs

tiny, soft lavender stars,

dewy fresh in the cool wind of morning,

fragrant with a faint perfume

—

Droll-faced iris

peering darkly from behind a new brick wall-

A sweet, hushed rain

so soft with its caress

—

Sunshine
delicious and warm, dappling my hair

as I sit by a rough-clad tree

—

All this is Spring:

light and fresh, eternally young.

But, though gladdened, I am misty-eyed:

For what keeps Spring ageless?

My youth.

WHIMSY /

Lani Murphy

The passions of man are dispersed

In the moodiness of the wind
His anger and hate blown to nothingness.

His love carried softly to a loved one

Thousands of miles

Away.

Illustrated by Charlene Magaka
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(Continued from Page 6)

ing, and, like Brasch's insults, it didn't

matter.

Later another friend entered. The
noble Shando, tall and impressive,

who would have none of their foolery.

To Peter, Shando represented the old

Hungary. He saw him as a replica

from a forgotten era with the qualities

of a Cicero and a Plutarch combined
as one. With his presence he always
brought a more serious mood, for he
was of nobility, the unofficial leader,

the accepted master. His low, strong

voice, of which he made constant use,

could silence any crowd. When he
spoke satirically on politics and free-

dom, those present would listen in-

tently.

Shando often began his orations

thus: "We are, and always will be,

ruled by suspicion, being like we are,

a satire of human bondage. For we
are the pawns of a tyranny so strong

that only our posterity may see its

end." And they would always seem-
ingly agree, though saying nothing,

for they all knew of secret police.

Now they watched and wondered
as Shando took the portrait of Sze-

chenyi from the wall. In the old rev-

olutionary days, Szechenyi had been a

close companion of Raffel, and there-

fore Szechenyi's portrait later held the

honored place at this establishment.

Shando's audience became alert, sus-

pecting a new approach.
"You wonder at me as I hold up

this portrait. But you all have the
intelligence to know I have a pur-
pose!" They all chuckled, and then
Shando continued, "Yes, I have a pur-
pose. I wish to experiment, as per-
haps the politician would, with the
thoughts and strengths of people."
Thus he continued, gradually mod-

ulating his voice into a more serious

mood. "Who is this man, Szechenyi?

Why do we revere him? Do we revere

him for what he did or for what he
thought? Is he a hero because he won
a revolution or because he attempted
to establish the principles of equal

rights among men? I think it is the

latter. But then, of course, there is

another question. Why do we not

live by these principles today? Is it

because we sit like clods and do
nothing, or is it because these prin-

ciples are wrong?"
At this point Peter interrupted.

"The answer lies not in Szechenyi,

his principles, or the people. The
answer is fear."

"Ah, but are we blind? Did not

Szechenyi face this same fear? Has
our courage degenerated to something
less than that of normal men?"
The crowd was hushed by the im-

pact of Shando's words. He let the

picture slip slowly to the floor, ridicul-

ing them all the more by saying,

"Maybe we are not men, but boys,

who have no more courage than the

toys with which they play."

The crowd was now stirring and
mumbling with indignation. It had
swelled out of the little cafe and into

the street. All those who were na-

turally curious came crowding and
pushing to get a glimpse of the ex-

citement, possibly to enter into it if

the opportunity came.
In the next instant, Brasch leaped

up onto a table. His eager hand
clutched the broken picture of Sze-

chenyi, and he held it overhead shout-

ing, "Szechenyi died! We will die!

But what is death? There is freedom
in death! We must be free! We will

be free!"

The crowd responded accordingly.

Those who had been timid before

were shouting. They, too, were
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spreading the words, the thoughts, and
the fire of revolution. No one knew
its significance until it was upon him.

Then they were caught up in it, fast

becoming frenzied to the point of re-

volt. All those hopeful, dreaming peo-

ple of Budapest were being awakened
from their stupor and fear by a school-

boy who really didn't care.

They all began marching, they

knew not where, amid shouts of "Hun-
gary first! Down with secret police!

Elections Elections " On and on

they marched, through the streets and
into the square. They all felt gay and
full of pride; they were going to show
the world a "Hungary Prima."

Russian tanks appeared in the

square and on the bridges. The tide

of humanity pressed nearer its mas-
ter's machines of war. Rocks began
to strike at the masters and bounce off

their machines. A commander was
struck on the head. He gave the

order "Fire!"

The tide recoiled, stunned, bewild-

ered, massacred. But then, manifest-

ing a swollen hatred, the tide rolled

forward again, pitting flesh against

steel. It engulfed its tormenters and
swallowed them. Then it moved on, a

tide of indignation, unleashed and
momentarily insurmountable.

Brasch, Peter, and Shando took up
firearms with the others and joined in

the attack. They all fought with blind

persistence and extreme courage. They
had a cause—they were the cause. On
they fought, until nothing seemed to

matter; they were free, and the Rus-

sians were leaving. That was all they
knew. That was all that mattered.

After the initial fighting the three

wandered through the streets looking

for secret police and informers to kill.

Brasch took the lead in their hunting
and searched out the victims. As they

intercepted one fleeing figure, he
shouted a resonant "Halt!" and then

began this dialogue:

"No, Brasch, don't shoot! I did no
wrong!"
"You informer!"

"Me, an informer? No, Brasch, you
are making a mistake."

"I make no mistake."

The prey appealed to Brasch like a

cowed mongrel with eyes begging for

mercy.

"We are fellow students. Last week
we drank together and now you would
shoot me down. I don't understand

you, Brasch; you always were a good,

kind fellow."

"Save your words, informer! We
wait for my friends, then you will

die."

Peter and Shando came slowly down
the alley, stumbling over the debris

as they walked. The three were now
approaching exhaustion, but somehow
they managed to maintain their ap-

pearance of strength through pride.

Pride was their motivation. It was
uncommon to them. It was novel.

They liked the novelty.

Peter sank down on a brick ledge.

He had been so busy he had forgot-

ten about Lisa, about everything but
war. Only now, in the ominous quiet

of the alley did he remember his love,

now separated from him by all this

struggle, death, and confusion. It was
a respite long sought.

Brasch barked impatiently, "Well,

what are we going to do with him?"
Shando was quick to reply, "Shoot

him, he is only delaying us. Let's be
done with it."

The captive, seeing they were be-

yond reason, broke loose and bounded
up a nearby fire escape. Brasch quick-

ly fired once, wounding him. The vic-

tim squealed from the wound, but still
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managed to scramble up the fire es-

cape. Then Shando and Brasch both

fired simultaneously, cutting him
down and leaving him a shapeless

heap at the bottom of the ladder.

Peter stood blinking at the spectacle.

He had seen more killing than his

mild soul had ever deemed possible.

He observed it was now legal in the

hearts and minds of men to murder
and maim each other. He didn't un-

derstand this whole crazy thing

—

shooting down fellow students, no food

or sleep, and all this killing. He was
sick of it all and wanted to go home,
but there was no more home.
The three wandered on together

through the alleys, searching for food

and a comfortable place to rest. Peo-

ple, seeing they were rebels, gave

them what they could—a little news,

a lot of thanks, but never enough
food. They learned that the Russians

were retreating; Nagy was in control,

and there were to be democratic elec-

tions. They also learned that food

was arriving from the country. These
things made them feel better. It was
as if the battle were over.

The three finally found a place to

rest and made an effort to sleep off

the wine of war. But they were ac-

customed to the fight, and fear, and
sudden death. Sleep came hard. Their
hearts still yearned for action. Thus
it proved more than just too much
wine.

The solace the three friends found
was in strutting about with their

guns, dreaming of world recognition,

and absorbing the admiration of those

too young or too old to fight. Though
sporadic skirmishes continued to domi-
nate the scene, Russian resistance in

Budapest had ebbed. The armed
groups of rebels were now following
the Russian retreat outside the city.

Somehow, in the melee, the comrades
had become separated from their has-

tily formed unit, but for them it was
over. They didn't care; they liked

Budapest better; they wanted to enjoy

this newly won freedom.

A good beginning for the new life

would be a celebration at Raffel's.

They thought this to be in order, for

hadn't they just won a great victory?

If they were to start a new era, they

wanted to do it right. Besides, they

were a rowdy bunch and saw no need
for conformity.

A few days later, news of a Rus-

sian counter attack reached them.

Word had come that Russian tanks

and troops were streaming into Buda-

pest. The roads and bridges were be-

ing cut off. Nagy was summoning all

men who could fight, every man was
needed for a last ditch stand.

Shando was shocked, for he had
been the most confident; Brasch be-

came eager at the thought of renewed
action; and Peter resigned himself to

his unpredictable, but apparently in-

evitable fate. They were again march-
ing with the crowd from Raffel's.

Youth to the rescue, ready to die, but

too young to understand death, and,

least of all, war.

Their leadership was gone, captured

by Soviet treachery. The novelty was
gone, shattered by experience. Only
the task of attempting to defend the

new born democracy remained, urgent

and appalling.

Russian tanks streamed into the city,

driving the organized opposition into

pockets which cut them off from sup-

plies and communication. Ultimately

the little band of youth was ambush-
ed. Tanks surrounded it and pro-

ceeded to cut it down in a vicious

cross-fire. The three friends took to
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a nearby sewer, escaping death by-

seconds.

Shando had become determined to

find a way out, and turned all his en-

deavors to this end. He claimed he

wasn't satisfied to sit safely in a sewer

while his comrades were dying in the

streets. But Shando always had a way
with words. The others knew the

Russians would look for them, and
eventually find them. Shando sur-

mised there might be another entrance

farther down the tunnel where he
might escape, and started to look for

it. He carried their only light and
surged far ahead of his plodding com-
rades. They followed after him blind-

ly, being too frightened and too cold

to balk at his commands.
They all became aware of a loud

rumbling above them in the tunnel,

then suddenly water began cascading

in on them from above. The light

ahead vanished, leaving Brasch and
Peter alone and sopping in an eerie

void of water and mud. By instinct

they flung themselves against the

wall, which shook and crumbled. A
series of sharp explosions roared over-

head, followed by a deafening crash.

Then silence, broken only by the stac-

cato dropping of the rain above. The
fugitives' tomb had been thrown open,

excavated by war.

Brasch looked up, gasping the fresh

air and blinking in the dim light that

surrounded him. Peter lay motion-

less beside him, while Brasch, seeing

that Shando was gone, took Peter's

money and scaled the crumbled wall

to the street. He found he was on
Lenin Street. He knew the right

direction; he'd head for the west. De-
mocracy might be fighting and dying
around him, but what of that? What
was democracy to him? All he had
done was get wet wet and cold. He

wanted to be free. He was going to

Austria where there weren't any Rus-

sians.

By nightfall, Peter was awakened
by the rain which came pouring
through the hole above him. He look-

ed about, bewildered. His head
twinged with pain. When he lifted

his hand to it, he felt sticky blood

ooze through his fingers. Somehow he
managed to reach the street, while
mumbling to himself in a confused

babble, "My friends must have
thought I was dead. They'll be at Raf-

fel's—I'll go there."

He noticed it was raining harder up
on the street, and the icy drops clung
to his skin like tiny leeches. Peter

wandered down alleys and through
streets trying to find Raffel's. In his

confused state he crossed Parliament
Square twice, stumbling over the lit-

ter of barricades and the bodies of

fallen comrades.

Finally, becoming exhausted, he
leaned against a shattered lightpost,

babbling incoherently. "They'll think

I've deserted them. They probably
will be discussing some new venture,

so I must be there."

Then he saw Lisa, like a vague and
wonderful dream. Her beautiful raven
hair moved gently in the breeze as

she smiled at him. Her smile was
like no other he had ever known. He
shouted to her, but she kept going.

He knew he must catch up with her;

he needed her. As he stepped off the

curb, he didn't hear the clicking of a

rifle breech, nor the sharp crack of

its discharge. He only felt a sudden
burning sting as he fell to the pave-

ment. At first he felt giddy, and then
his sight became misty. Through the

mist he made out an image of Sze-

chenyi with an upraised hand, warn-
ing him of death. The echoes of
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Peter's cries died with him. Budapest

would no longer hear his voice, for

he was lost in her forevermore.

A light snow blended into the

streets of Budapest, flakes touching

pavement, losing their shape, their

color, and their meaning, like the dy-

ing embers of a once bright fire—lost

forever to the earth.

(Continued from Page 36)

be. Thoughts ran through my mind
of Communist brutality. I could see

why they might possibly want to kill

Anton. He openly defied the Com-
munist regime and even told them
they ought to go to Hell, but I'd never

done anything except smile smugly
at that stupid looking oaf of the Secret

Police. The Communists wouldn't

need a reason though.

Meanwhile, my parents went
straight to the Embassy. They had

to leave the country, regardless of

circumstances. They drove all night
to the border and found no trouble
crossing into the U. S. Zone of Germ-
any. They stopped near the town of

Koblenz and had not been there long
when a messenger came to the German
cottage where they were. He deliver-

ed a telegram from a friend of An-
ton's who had known what the Com-
munists were plotting. The telegram
read: DO NOT FEAR TWO SAFE
WAIT FURTHER NOTICE.

This was hope, but my parents

doubted the validity of the telegram.

It could be another Communist trick.

Still, it was better than nothing.

Having no other alternative they de-

cided to wait.

That night was the most miserable

I've ever spent. Anton and I were
united, but thrown in the back of a

truck with only one overcoat to keep
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us warm. His confiding manner was
the only thing that kept me from be-

coming hysterical. The whole thing

had ceased to be an adventure, and
we both knew our lives were in dan-

ger. He told me he was sure he knew
where they were taking us—to a small

prison camp near the German border.

I had heard of this "deathpot," and
I shuddered at the mere thought of it.

Anton said he knew we could manage
to escape with some planning. We
charted our course of action, praying

that it would work.

The truck stopped and we heard

the guards talking at the gate. The
two men who had kidnapped us came
around to the back of the truck flash-

ing a light. We pretended we were
half-frozen and half-asleep. It work-

ed. One of them bellowed out with

laughter.

"Those crazy fools will be frozen

by morning and we won't have to

bother shooting them dead; they'll be

frozen dead! Come, my comrade, let

us go drink vodka and be merry."
We Americans call those "famous

last words." We knew we didn't have
to worry about those two coming
back. Perhaps the other guards would
follow their course; it would make our
escape much easier. We waited about

an hour. One by one, the guards left

their posts to go to the local bar, until

only one remained. Idiot, he must
have felt a keen sense of loyalty to

his duty. His steps made monotonous
crunches in the snow.
As we crept out of the truck, we

had to fall in step with him to pre-

vent conveying new sounds in the

snow. The snow was cold under my
feet and the stab of wind, even colder.

Anton gave me the overcoat. We
crouched behind the tree near the sen-

try-gate. There was no moon, so
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watching shadows was not necessary.

Anton fell into step behind the guard
and crept up behind him. One swift

blow on the head knocked the guard
out. Anton looked first at me and
then away. We were near the edge
of the border, but he said we'd never

make it on foot—we'd be frozen in

the twenty degree below zero tem-
perature before we walked a mile.

He asked me if I'd be willing to take

a chance with a plane. I replied yes.

The landing field was a few hun-
dred feet away. It seemed strange

that the place wasn't covered with

guards. Suddenly I stumbled over

something in the snow. Looking down,
I saw a small dog, half-frozen. Un-
able to leave him to freeze to death, I

picked him up and tucked him under
the overcoat.

That it had stopped snowing the

day before was a godsend. Though
the ground was still covered with

snow, the take-off strip was clear. We
climbed into the plane and warmed
ourselves. The craft was small but

there was enough room for us and
the dog.

Dawn was breaking. We knew
we'd have to make our escape soon

or not at all. Anton started the en-

gine. It gave a giant roar. I ex-

pected gunshots to fly any minute,

but God was with us. It wasn't until

the plane lifted from the ground that

we could hear bullets buzzing by the

plane. A few of them hit the plane,

but they didn't hurt us. Within five

minutes we had crossed the Russian

border into East Germany and free-

dom. Even the little dog seemed to

sense freedom as he eagerly wagged
his tail and licked my face.

We flew to Dussleheim. As the

plane was brought down, the sun
arose, casting a blinding effect over
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the snow. Bedazzling though it was,

it was a wonderful sight.

After telling our experience to the

villagers, we sent a telegram to An-
ton's friend, who in turn forwarded it

to my parents in Koblenz. We were
reunited with them in Bamberg the

next day.

Our family now has two new addi-

tions: a faithful Anton and a little

dog whom we named "Freedom."

(Continued from Page 11)

die. If a matador is afraid he has

little chance," he added quickly with

a shrug that indicated he was ready

to drop the subject.

"Then, why are you doing it?"

Alicia was persistent.

He had looked down at her, his

eyes blazing. "No man will ever have
reason to call me a coward."

Manuel's voice now interrupted

Alicia's wandering thoughts, bringing

her back to the present. "If you are

to find a seat, you should go now, and
I must get dressed." They crossed the

street silently and stopped before the

fighters' entrance to the ring. "Good-
bye, Alicia." His gaze clung to her
for a moment, then he kissed her
quickly and disappeared down the

corridor to the dressing rooms.

Manuel changed clothes mechanic-
ally, trying to keep his mind a blank.

He must concentrate on Alicia, think

only of her soft blonde loveliness. He
left the dressing room and went to

wait at the entrance to the ring. The
pageantry which would precede the

fight was ready to begin. Manuel
joined the colorful parade, marching
in the center of the group of matadors,
the customary place for the newest of

the fighters. The crowd gave Jose,

the senior matador, a wild ovation as

soon as he appeared. Beside him,
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Manuel scanned the spectators, search-

ing for Alicia. He found her finally,

sitting tensely in the third row next

to the entrance. She saw him, waved,

and gave him a smile of encourage-

ment.

When Manuel went to receive his

equipment, the hands that took the

cape were clammy with sweat. He
waited at the side of the ring to watch
the banderilleros make the prelimi-

nary passes which would give him the

opportunity to see the bull in action

before meeting it. The beast was only

mildly interested at first. He stood

large and black, blinking in the sun-

light. It was soon established that

he favored his right horn. Manuel
next moved to the center, and the

struggle began. Tormented by the

lances of the mounted picadors and

excited by the yells from the crowd,
the animal was becoming angry.

On Manuel's part, to his surprise,

all feeling seemed to have left him.
He was able to make the familiar

passes without thought, and he exe-

cuted the first series, the veronicas,

with perfect precision. Having cal-

culated the action of the bull, he then

began working toward the climax. His

movements were quick and graceful.

He had received his sword now. Man-
uel's "Moulinet" pass, bringing his

lithe, supple body almost within the

spearlike horns of his adversary, drew
a gasp of admiration from the specta-

tors. By now the word had spread

among them that this was Jose's son.

Well, that was no surprise, they

agreed. If, with his brilliant artistry

and repertoire, this new matador fin-
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ished his bull successfully, he would
be the toast of Barcelona—a rival even

for the adulation which was given to

his famous father.

The time for the kill, "the moment
of truth," had arrived. The crowd
waited, breathless. Manuel, apparent-

ly still calm, moved expertly, maneu-
vering the bull into the prescribed

position. Only a few more minutes
and it would be over. For a brief

instant he dared to hope but, no,

it was too much. He sensed a chok-

ing sensation coming over him, and
felt the familiar fluttering in his

chest. He wished suddenly that he
had told Alicia that the horns of the

enraged beast in the ring with him
weren't the object of his fear, but that

it was his own heart. The doctor had
warned him that he would never live
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through a fight, but he had been too

proud to admit his weakness to any-

one but himself. Suddenly the bull

charged straight toward his opponent,

1,300 pounds of tortured fury. Manuel
knew what was going to happen.

There was the sudden terrific searing

pain in his abdomen, and he felt his

feet leave the ground. The screams

coming from the spectators were some-

thing in the far distance. The only

thing present was the pain—the ter-

rible, agonizing pain. Dios! Let it

stop!

When he was next aware of any-

thing, there were many people around
him. He could see them through a

dim haze. He distinguished the red

and gold clad figure of his father, and
saw Alicia's tear-stained face bending
above him. Manuel placed his hand
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over the wound. It was warm and
sticky. They had not been able to

staunch the flow of blood. In a few
minutes his prediction would come
true. He would be dead. His eyes

met Alicia's briefly before they closed.

"I had to try, at least." He forced

his lips into the twisted semblance of

a smile. "But I could not do the

last paso dobleT

(Continued from Page 19)

with playing eyes and soft colored

dresses; the boys possessive and eager

to please. A few late factory workers

sat reading the sport and funny pages,

their empty lunch boxes lined up in

the aisle. An old woman, whom Lis-

sie recognized as the janitress of a

neighboring apartment house, was
comfortably snoring in a back seat.

The black curtain inclosing the con-

ductor stood out starkly in the yellow
light of the trolley, reflected back
from the muddy-yellow wicker seats.

So back and forth the trolley swayed.
Lissie pulled the bell and climbed

off at her corner. She leaned against

the lamp post for a few seconds, shift-

ing the weight of the baby to her
other arm, her sleeping veins prickling

as the blood began to flow evenly
again. She looked down the long
dark block to home. The streets were
quiet, but with a suppressed eagerness
for riot, excitement. The ice cream
man's bell tinkled innocently in the
cool, windswept night. Lissie walked
ungracefully, trying to hurry. It

wasn't a night of nature's invention,

but man-made—silently creeping, sin-

ister.

(In the dark hall, up the wooden
steps, watch out for the fifth step with
a board out.) Lissie hesitated outside
the apartment door. No sound was
audible. Blackness seeped out from

beneath the door. Giving a flip to

the knob, she walked quietly into the

living room. Johnny was sprawled in

the one-arm chair, legs hoisted up to

the window sill, the stream of moon-
light pointing toward the red end of

his cigarette.

Softly, "I'm home, Johnny."
"I know."
Noiselessly, he got up and gently

took the baby from her. "Here, I'll

take him. You're tired, Lis."

She reached to reclaim the baby.

"No, I want to take care of him."
He gave the baby back to her with-

out argument. "Yes, you'd best do it."

The ash of his cigarette fell on Lissie's

blouse. She looked at the burning
hole for a moment, then brushed the

dead ash off unconsciously. He watch-
ed her, unable to catch her eyes.

Then, unsure—"You where did you
go?"

"To the land." She would give him
no more.

"All right, then. It's your busi-

ness."

Automatically she went through the

motions of warming the formula,

freshening the baby, and feeding him.
She crooned the child asleep in the

dark bedroom, cradling him long after

he had fallen to sleep, savoring his

sweet-smelling warmth against her

body. Finally, Johnny came, and free-

ing the child from Lissie's arms, put
him in the small crib. Lissie went to

the window and, kneeling, put her

arms on the sill, resting her chin on
the knuckles of her hands.

A crap game was in full swing on
the pavement below. It had a care-

free air to it, but each man eyed the

others suspiciously. The dice clicked

in rhythm, the jargon, quick and wor-
shiping, and disappointed grunts

heavy against the single, momentary
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cry of victory. A group of young-
sters, bundled up against the cold of

the night, played their card games
under the street lamp. They used the

cards as a background for quick

brawls, loud joke sessions and fast

flirting. The married couples were
gathered about the squeezed doorways
of their tenements, talking about

prices, city politics and the new wage
increase for the elevator factory work-
ers. The delicatessen was lighted

brilliantly, doing a last-minute rush

before the store closed for the night.

And in this vibrant night, the ab-

surdity of "Clair de Lune" sifting out

from an amateur pianist's apartment
made Lissie smile.

Johnny came, and kneeling beside

her, held her tenderly as she began
talking, quickly, defensively.

"I can't show what I bought with
the money. The money's spent. I

just wanted to show the baby how
beautiful it was." She tried to wrench
away from him, but his hold was
strong. Her fury released all lies and
tears. She relaxed her weight toward
him. When she started talking again,

the words were mumbled, disjointed.

"It was hard coming back But
I'm not crying because of that."

"So?" His hands smoothed her hair,

fingers roughly catching a small sprig

of lupines. He held it out to her, but
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she let it fall on her outspread skirt.

"It hurts to learn something that

rocks all your dreams. I thought that

living close to the earth was so

much richer fuller than the way
we live. That's what I thought we
were working for why we had
Johnny." She toyed with a button, a

little ashamed. "That's why I cried

on the way home. Yet when I did

come in and see you so patient, quiet,

and I held the baby when he was
contented with food and love, and lis-

tened to the noise and racket of the

streets below—it all fell into place.

This was all the people—the love,

and vulgarity, the restlessness. I could-

n't live without them without you."

She stared blankly at the wilted

lupines. "Still, when i dream breaks,

your heart is chipped, too."

They both sat on the broad window
sill, leaning against the jamb, John-

ny's arm tight around her waist, Las-

sie's hands folded over his scraped

knuckles. He grunted in her ear, "It's

all right now?"
"Yes."

The sowids of a city are moody,
for the city lives only with the flow-
ing blood of man. The city is harsh,

always a particle of evil with the

good, cross-streams rushing beneath
the main surge of action, crying for

love, uproarious with laughter at the

clutched phase of man's grotesqueness,

riotous with loyalty for a brief second
in time, when spitting a blot out the

pure stain. How beautiful the city is

in love and dignified in old age, how
lewd in love and sickening in decrepit-

ness. The City is Man's Lone Posses-

sion.

(Continued from Page 14)
with the respective presidents and
vice-presidents of the three classes. A
recent amendment to the Student Gov-
ernment Constitution provides for the

senator system.

Changes have been more important
than fixed tradition at W-L. This is

caused largely by Arlington's transient

population. The constant turn-over

has many disadvantages, but it also is

a great factor in making the school

what it is. The spirit of change and
progress is an important one. Johnny
Jiminez, our 1955-1956 exchange stu-

dent, summed up the whole idea when
he observed, "W-L is like a little

United States."

Barbara Serr

SOLITUDE

People,

Leave me alone

To count my imperfections,

Recant my sins.

Go,

And with you
My faults shall fade,

For I am alone

With God.
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THE PENMEN

THIS PAGE is devoted to acquainting our readers with some of the

writers at Washington-Lee whose efforts appear in this issue.

The Penman feels that the public should know something about the

people who actually create the magazine; so, here are THE PENMEN.
Jack Hall is the author of the story which appears opposite this

page. The four years during which Jack lived in England provided

the background for the British characters and dialogue in "The Gen-
eral's Horse." As is clearly evident in his story, Jack has a great liking

for the dry wit which characterizes British humor. Jack, a senior, par-

ticipates in the accelerated math and science programs and takes ad-

vanced composition.

Versatile Vic Sussman has three contributions in this issue. Two
of them are poems which won top honors for Vic in the Penman's
poetry contest; "Full Circle" won first place and "Another Definition"

was awarded the fourth place. Vic's third contribution, "The Best

Trick of All," grew out of his interest in the art of magic. The stage

is another area in which Vic excels; he is the author of the prize-

winning short play, "Requiem for A. Audet," and last fall he had a

featured role in the school's presentation, Harvey.

The provocative poem which took second place in the poetry con-

test is Jeff Human's "Requiem for Humanity." Jeff is best known for

his work in the Student Council, and he has a reputation for getting

things done. Jeff was the chairman of the committee which brought

the popular, money-saving Athletic Card into existence in spite of many
obstacles.

The other prize-winners in the poetry contest also appear in this

issue. "Motion" and "The Facts of Life" together won third place for

Chip Hartman, who is well known for his musical and acting ability.

Honorable mentions were awarded to Jessica Lippmann for "A Pile of

Blocks" and to Linda Cravotta, assistant Short Story Editor of the

Penman, for "It's a Bug's Life."

Sophomore Jennifer Kosh is the author of "Reply to Cynic." In

this poem she takes exception to Vic Sussman's cynical observations

("I despise: mean horseflies...") which appeared in the fall issue. This

attitude is natural for Jennifer, a most un-cynical girl. Jennifer enjoys

taking part in all kinds of activities and expects to belong to many
clubs and organizations at W-L during her high school career.

Barbara Francis' "Inspiration" is based on the theme of a tale she

first heard when she was eight years old. A similar story was recently

dramatized as a Christmas "Dragnet" presentation. Like Jennifer Kosh,

Barbara enjoys taking part in extra-curricular activities. She is an ard-

ent cheerleader, and is the president of Beta-Tri-Y.
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THE GENERAL'S HORSE

Jack Hall Illustrated by Medra Morton

jr WASN'T OFTEN that the War
Ministry sent a man around to in-

spect the various outposts in foreign

lands, but the regiment at Herat was
usually ready for anything, even a

visit from the Minister of War. The
Commanding General of this particu-

lar regiment was exacting when it

came to giving reviews and parades

for visiting dignitaries. Consequently
he was overjoyed to hear of the Min-
ister's visit. By George, he'd show
those lads at the Ministry a thing or

two. It was to be a smart review in

double time, the best that the old

142nd had ever given. The hot

Afghanistan sun made most such re-

views torturous affairs, but, in the

words of the General, "We must show
London that we are a vital factor in

maintaining the respect for the British

out here."

"Simms! Simms!" The General was
angry. "Now where in blazes has that

wretched little batman of mine gotten

to? Simms!" he cried again. "Here
it is the day of the Minister's review
and I can't even find my tunic. Drat
that man!"
A small wiry man burst breathless-

ly into the room and snapped to at-

tention. "You called, sir?"

"Did I call?" the General question-

ed with wide eyes. "Confound it,

man, I've been shouting my lungs out

for you for the last quarter of an hour.

Where the devil is my tunic?"

Simms reached into a small cup-

board and produced a neatly pressed

tunic. '"Ere you are, sir."

The General looked slightly em-
barrassed. In fact, he looked that way
quite often, for Simms was forever

bringing out things that the General
had been looking for when the article

was directly in front of him.
"Well, don't just stand there—help

me on with it, man. Did you check
the parade ground?"

"Yes, sir."

"Hew about the stables?"

"Yes, sir."

"Everything quite in order, is it?"

"Quite, sir."

"All right now, where's the hel-

met?"
"The what, sir?" asked Simms.
"The helmet, man. A chap can't

be expected to ride about in this

cursed sun without a helmet."

"Begging your pardon, sir," said

Simms, "but it's on your 'ead."

The General raised his eyes to meet
the brim of the plume-topped sun
helmet. Simms started to smile as

he caught a glimpse of a laugh in

the General's eye, but he snapped back

to rigid attention as the General clear-

ed his throat, frowned, and said,

"Very well. Let's be off."

Away they strode: the small, eager-

to-please man-servant, and the pomp-
ous but lovable old General. Many
had said that they pitied Simms,
having to wait on "the old boy" hand
and foot. But even though the Gen-
eral was as strict as the toughest of-

ficer could be, he held the highest

admiration for his batman and at least

once a day could be heard to declare
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he would not trade him for anything.

The sun was unusually hot that

morning. The General mopped his

brow as he squinted at Simms and
said, "All right now, go and fetch

Jupiter round here promptly."

Jupiter was the General's finest

horse. He was a tall white stallion,

but was gentle as a lamb. He was a

perfect mount for the General. A
massive animal, but not the least bit

frisky, he could be depended upon not

to rear up and dump the General in

front of the Minister at the reviewing

stand.

As the General stood there silently

cursing the sun, Simms came running
around the corner of the stable.

'"E's gone, sir! 'E's gone an' dis-

appeared!"

"What?" gasped the General in dis-

may.
"Jupiter's gone, sir! 'E's been

pinched."

"Nonsense, Simms. He can't be
gone. I've got to ride him in the re-

view in ten minutes."

"Begging your pardon, sir, but 'e's

just not 'ere!"

"Well don't stand there, man,"
shouted the General, "do something!
I can't ride in the review without a

horse, now can I?"

Simms wrinkled his brow in deep
concentration. "You'll just 'ave to

ride another 'orse, sir."

"Why that's impossible!" spluttered

the General. "You know that Jupi-

ter is the only animal that I could
even get near."

"It's the only way, sir," pleaded
Simms.

"Oh, very well. I guess there's

nothing else for it. Go and fetch

another, and be quick about it."

Five minutes later Simms was lead-
ing a dappled old mare around the

corner. The General stared at her,

and immediately there seemed to be
a mutual feeling of resentment. As
Simms was throwing the saddle across

her back, the General looked the horse

straight in the eye. "Now see here,

old girl," he said, "I don't like this

any more than you do, I'm sure.

However, I shall tolerate no insolence

or friskiness whatsoever. So steady-on

and this will all be over soon." After
this short talk, the General cautiously

but awkwardly mounted. Assuring
himself that he was securely settled

on the old horse, he nudged the

mount and they trotted off to take

their place at the head of the parade.

It was to be a magnificent parade.

Behind the General marched seven

ranks of Dragoons; immediately to

the left was a Mounted Drum and
Bugle Corps. To the rear of the Drum
and Bugle Corps trotted the Horse
Guards. Last in the magnificent pro-

cession came the famous Horse Drawn
Artillery, with its caissons pulled by
the proud, well-trained steeds of the

Royal Stables. Hundreds of Afghan
natives lined the parade ground. After

all, one of the purposes of this parade

was to make a show of force by the

British Army, which would in turn

promote respect from the natives.

While the General had taken his

position at the head of the procession,

Simms had taken up his post at the

side of the reviewing stand. As he
stood there, straining his eyes against

the glaring sun, the regimental Ser-

geant-Major strolled over to him.

"Hullo there, Simms. Beastly hot,

eh?"

"Aye, sir. That it is," agreed the

General's batman.
"I say there," continued the Ser-

geant-Major, "where did the old boy
[Continued on Page 37]
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FLEETING TIME

Leona Stone

What? When? Where? Why?

Questions about anything and everything

That will come as the year looms ahead.

And soon some questions will be answered

and fulfilled,

Bringing progress, disappointments, or disintegrating

into dust.

Before anyone realizes it, time has flown

And has run through winter, spring, summer,

and fall,

And again a noisy ending to a year

And then a new one is born.

We let time slip through an hourglass.

This is what the New Year is to me

—

A time ... a space . . . with thoughts

and actions

That run too quickly until it seems that there

is no road left

And one has come to the end of the last year . . .

the end of life.
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NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION NO. ONE
Naomi Harrison

THE TORTURES of a New Year's

Eve party!

With stern instructions rumbling
through my head, and my parents'

final, "Have a good time and be very

careful, darling," I left my home for

what turned out to be an evening of

shrieking horror.

Upon arrival at the party, my date

and I were greeted with cheers, wails,

moans, paper hats and noisemakers.

With a paper hat placed not-so-secure-

ly on my head, I made my debut into

the bellowing yo-ho's of a crepe-paper

incrusted, closet-sized chamber.
The evening's hilarity was just be-

ginning, and the situation was still

under control. Although there were
a few who managed to find a small

corner in which they, like great spi-

ders, interlaced themselves amid the

falling crepe-paper, the majority of

the guests incautiously stomped to the

blasts from the historic record player.

By this time most of the girls were
dancing in their stockings, for it is

their custom, when at a party, to kick

off their shoes and display their mon-
strous feet. By the end of the party

the shoes are pyramided into a con-

glomeration of black suede in five

different sizes, and shoes of white,

brown and possibly blue. The girls

then organize into a tribe, encircle the

bale of shoes, and begin their war
dance.

Tbe New Year's party continued

to grow in pandemonium. As the

clatter of voices rose, the peals of the

record player grew to fanfare volume.

Then, when the drumfire of music

muffled the voices of those who wish-

ed to talk, the would-be conversation-

alists increased their tones to ear-

splitting cries.

By 11:30 I was exhausted. The
sounds re-echoed and droned through
my mind. The concentration of claps,

toots, howls, bleats and screeches

swelled and exploded in my ear. The
clangor continued and grew until

thirty seconds before midnight, when
as though cut with a knife, every-

thing stopped in mute numbness.

With almost painful deliberation,

the clock began its slow chime of

twelve and the noise from the group
seemed like the deafening echo that

might herald the dawn of eternity.

The teen-age socialites reverted to the

behavior of five-year olds at a party

when everyone receives a present.

After fifteen minutes of this un-
earthly sound, I approached my date

and sweetly screamed, "I have to be

home by 12:30." At the end of the

next dance we bellowed good-by to

our friends and host, and groped for

the stairs.

Outside, the cold, crisp air provided

a refreshing change from the hysteria

of overwrought humanity, and re-

stored our sanity, somewhat.

New Year's Day dawned bright and
clear. With pencil in hand, I began
my list of resolutions. My first was
quickly made. Next New Year's Eve I

would stay at home and invite a few
friends over to celebrate in my especi-

ally-decorated-for-the-occasion crepe-

paper incrusted recreation room.
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LOOK DOWN

Written and Illustrated by Judith Darnell Weihe

Look down, look down upon these trials of men:

Look down, look down from your mighty mountain,

See, see those naked figures dragging themselves in the

dust;

Each day a thousand and one die because there is no rain.

They crawl for miles and miles until their bellies shrink

And the sun beats on their parched forms until they are

scorched,

And drought and thirst are lost in delirium.

Glance down, glance down upon our troubled world,

See, see those brittle beings trudging through the bitter

snow;

Each day a thousand and one die because there is no warmth.

They huddle close together until their bodies freeze

And the snow descends covering them with sheets of ice,

And cold and chill are lost in final numbness.

Look down, look down from your wind-stripped rock,

See, see those desperate people searching for food;

Each day a thousand and one die because there is no fruit.

They hunt for miles and miles until their stomachs swell,

Fighting among the multitudes for nourishment,

And hunger and emptiness are lost in unconsciousness.
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But observe, the horrors caused by man are worse:

Observe, observe our mutinous peoples,

See, see those men dragging themselves through the bloodied

field;

Each day a thousand and one die because there is no tol-

erance.

They crawl for miles and miles until their wounds infect

And the masses are heaped high amid deformed piles,

And horror and fear are obscured by hatred.

Observe, observe our churning existence,

See, see the stupidity of man's evil;

Each day a million and two die because man has no mercy.

They fail to halt the rising evil within themselves,

And the evil is destroying the world.

And love, where is love? Search, for it is there:

Notice, notice this from your towering heights,

See, see, each twisting road has the same end.

Watch as they stretch their arms upward in time of need;

They give themselves so freely and with such trust.

And why? For you are the Religions of the World,

For you are the hope of mankind.
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THE GRANDMOTHER

Linda Baum Illustrated by Joan Ogrosky

J INDA BAUM has based this story

A-* on the plot and characters of

"The Jilting of Granny Weatherall,"
a short story by the noted author,

Katlierine Anne Porter. With the in-

spiration from Miss Porter, Linda pro-

duced an exceptionally moving and
well-written story.

Why is it that deathbeds are so

lumpy, why does everyone always
have to stare at people dyin'? The
Grandmother raised herself on one el-

bow and spoke sharply to the relative

nearest her bed. It was her eldest

daughter.

"Well, what are you standin' there

for, Mildred? You don't have to keep
starin' at me like that. I'll let you
know when I'm going to die."

Strange that it took so much
strength to lean over a little, thought
the Grandmother. With a grumble
the old woman settled herself again
on the pillow. "Now, Father Mac,
who sent for you? By the way every-

one in this house is carryin' on, you'd
think I was the first person to die.

Leave me be, all of you. I told you
once I'd let you know when it was
time to cover me up."

"Oh, Mother," wailed Mildred.
"You always make things so difficult

for us," and stifling a sob with her
hand, Mildred turned toward the old

priest.

"Humph," said the Grandmother as

Mildred's voice rose above the rattling

and bubbling noise in her ears. When
did I ever make things difficult for

them? Oh, why doesn't this terrible

noise in my head stop? Mildred, stop

that! Tell John and Maria to stop

making so much noise. Mildred! Oh,
stop it girl, I didn't ask you to hold
my hand, I distinctly told you to quiet

those children. Johnny, Maria! Stop

that noise this minute and come here,

both of you.

Impudent little rascals, thought the

Grandmother. Poor fatherless children.

The nerve of Richard and then Harry
—both of them dying and leaving me
to raise four children. I wish Richard
could have seen his children grow up.

But as for Harry, I think he wanted
to die just to get away from them.

"Mildred, let go of me."
Mildred dropped the withered old

hand and looked hopefully toward
Father Mac. The priest was quietly

fingering his Bible and staring at his

cross. He glanced from the stern old

lady to the girl and shook his head
slowly.

"Oh, Mama!" cried Mildred, and
her heart was wrenched at the sight

of the old woman lying thin and
sharp beneath the blankets.

With a firm hand, John, Mildred's

brother, pulled her away from the

Grandmother.
"Oh, Johnny, she thinks we're still

children," sobbed Mildred.

The Grandmother could tell just

what her son and daughter were
planning. Those two were always

plotting against her. The Grand-
mother opened her mouth to speak
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but the noise in her ears drowned out

what she had planned to say.

Well, never mind, she thought sad-

ly. They wouldn't have listened any-

way. Turning her head toward the

window, the Grandmother stared

through tired eyes at the yard below.

The sun is glittering like tinsel on the

daffodils, she thought. The morning
glories are climbing the trellis like

blue and white acrobats. With a sud-

den lurch of feeling the Grandmother
realized she was going to die.

I'm dying and it's a beautiful day.

It isn't right. I wish it had rained.

The morning glories and the daffo-

dils waved stiffly at the old woman
in the window. In the little arbor

under the willow tree, the beginnings

of spongy spring moss quietly waited
for summer. The roses by the intri-

cate once-white-now-rusted iron bench
were just beginning to stretch their

slender stems and the tiny stream

gurgled and rippled with its burden
of April rain. For the first time in

many years the Grandmother began
to weep. Silent tears rolled down the

leathery old cheeks as the old woman
remembered. "I don't want to die, I

can't die," said each tear. "I've al-

ready died once."

June, not April, had been the

month of her death.

When she was barely eighteen the

Grandmother had fallen in love with
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the most sought-after bachelor in

town. Every window on the block

had hidden jealous, admiring glances

as the girl and her lover passed. The
girl and the man were as deeply in

love as any young couple had ever

been. The early days of their court-

ship had been spent in the yard, under

the willow tree, beside the brook. The
vows heard only by the daffodils and
roses were vows of loyalty to be for-

ever kept.

The lace dress lay softly on the bed.

A wreath of orchids rested on the

shiny bureau along with a bouquet of

roses. The wedding cake towered

majestically on the dining room table,

surrounded by silver bowls of sparkl-

ing champagne. Flustered, but out-

wardly calm, the bride waited for

news of her groom's arrival. The ap-

pointed hour slowly passed. The sun
sank peacefully behind the willow

tree. With a calm, assured hand, the

wedding dress was packed, the wreath
thrown away. Only the roses were
kept, pressed until black between the

pa^es of English Composition.

"Mildred! Bring me my book!"

The Grandmother called with all her
strength, but the sound was barely
audible. However, the voice shook
Mildred and she immediately went
for the old book she had secretly

watched her mother fondle.

"My flowers have died," murmured
the Grandmother. And turning her
head stiffly the tears began to flow

ajjain.

"Mother?"
The Grandmother fretfully pushed

her daughter's hand from her flushed

forehead.

"Maria has come, Mother."
Hello, Maria. It's nice to see you,

child, but why have you come such
a long way?

"Mildred, she hasn't answered you.

I've been away, Mother. Now I'm
back. Oh, please, Mother!"
Now what is that child crying

about? I suppose she's afraid I'll die.

Well, I hope I make a good show of

it; this whole bunch will be mighty
disappointed if I don't.

"Oh, Mildred, take those old flowers

away from her. Can't you see she's

dying?"

Maria always was a hysterical

child. "Maria, honey." The Grand-
mother's voice was barely a whisper.

Her mother's hand felt very limp,

and Maria was a little repulsed and
tremendously afraid at the same time.

I don't want to die, the Grand-
mother's brain repeated. I've already

died once, I can't die again. What
has happened to my flowers? It isn't

fair. Why must I suffer again? Why,
why?
The Grandmother's funeral was

held on a bright April day. The
birds sang and the flowers waved
gaily.

How ironic, thought Mildred. She
loved them, yet they sing for her

death.

"Yes, Mrs. Jones. Yes, I do suppose

it was for the best. No, Mrs. Jones,

she died peacefully, very quietly.

There was a smile on her face and
she seemed happy to be leaving."
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ANOTHER DEFINITION

Vic Sussman

Illustrated by Andree Walker

Fourth Place Poetry Winner

Love is a ghost.

If you chance to see it

You begin to boast

That you know what it is.

But you don't.

Love is like a magic trick:

Now you see it;

Now you don't.

And when you do,

You don't.

And so it flits by

And you chase after it

And it catches you.

Does it let you go?

It "don't."

So now you've got

Your ghost and you

Will boast, and you'll

See it, and you

Won't. But never

Let it go—don't!
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TARNISHED SILENCE

Judie Francis

THE GAUDY LIGHTS of a near-by

bar winked at him and beckoned.

"A beer, Mac," he said, and he settled

back into a booth. Tonight the bag-

pipes above the bar stared at him; the

thud of the darts hitting the dartboard

pounded on his brain. The air in the

bar became close. He gulped down
his beer and hastily went outside. He
lit a cigarette but his fumbling fingers

dropped it. He lit another and start-

ed to walk determinedly. At a broken-

down shanty, he paused and then en-

tered. An elderly man arose, scowl-

ing, as Warren entered. In a hushed
voice, Warren began, "Uh, Pa, I have
something to tell..."

"Well, well. Rover Boy has decided

to return. Where have you been all

these weeks? Sitting in some bar
with your friends, I suppose. You
could work, you know. But, no, you
have to run wild; you have to think

of yourself. I can't understand you
and God knows I've tried. I haven't

been able to control you since your
mother died. And you've turned out
to be a bum!" The veins stood out
on his forehead. He stepped forward
and gave Warren a vicious slap in the

face.

With a pitying look at his father,

Warren spoke, "Good-bye, Pa. I'm
netting out of this hell-hole once and
for all. and this time I ain't never
coming back. Say good-bye to Sis

for me. She and Ma are the only
<rood things that ever came out of this

familv." He turned on his heel and
left. His father rushed to the door

and, with the strength of an enraged
bull, yanked it open. But the dark-

ness had swallowed his boy.

When Eileen came home from choir

practice, her father was reading the

newspaper. As she approached the

stove, she glanced around and saw a

brown knit cap on a chair.

"Pa, this is Warren's hat!"

"I know."
"He's come home. He's finally come

home! Where is he now?"
Her father didn't look up. Pools of

tears sprang to her eyes and slowly

traced paths down her cheeks. "Why
did you send him away again?"

"He's no good. He's nothing but a

bum. He doesn't even live at home;
he leaves you to do all the work
around the house; he hangs out in

cheap bars. He's no son of mine!"
"Pa, I don't mind. He's all right.

He just wants to be independent.

Maybe he feels he isn't wanted around
here."

Her father had gone back to his

newspaper, but he wasn't looking at

the printed pages.

The dinner was eaten quietly, but

an uneasy atmosphere penetrated the

air. The dishes were washed; the

evening wore on. About 10:30 that

evening there was a knock at the

door.

"Lindsly residence?"

"Yes."

"Police."

"Come in, officers."

They came in and glanced around.

[Continued on Page 40]
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Second Place Poetry Winner

The Stardust turns to greyness,

The moonbeams fade away..,

He came in the darkness,

And lie fought for the light.

The dusty skies grow cooler;

Day is almost over...

Night exploded brighter

Than he could bear to see!

The night's a savage ruler;

It claims the earth its own...

He was a great dreamer,

But a child, none the less.
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THE CAMEO

Sandy Sours Illustrated by Phyllis Sachleben

MONDAY EVENING two weeks

before Christmas, an anxious

young customer came into the store.

"Can I see that pretty pin with the

lady on it?" asked the boy. "It's in

the window."
"Which one, sonny?"

'That one," said the boy pointing

to the cameo. Mr. Heimer had a

strange feeling as he lifted the cameo
from its familiar place in the window.
He had never thought of selling it.

It looked exactly like his wife who
had left him long ago. It served as a

reminder of her and kept her close to

him.

"It's awful pretty," said the boy,

smiling. "I'm going to buy it for my
mother for Christmas." Mr. Heimer
smiled to himself knowing the boy
couldn't possibly have ninety-five

dollars.

"It's very expensive, sonny," said

Mr. Heimer.
"Oh, I have enough. I saved my

money for a long time. I have thirty

dollars," said the boy with a great

deal of pride.

Understandingly Mr. Heimer said,

"That's a lot of money. You must
have worked very hard. But this pin

is ninety-five dollars."

The boy was stunned. How could

anything cost so much? Nothing else

would do for his mother. He looked
at Mr. Heimer. His words tumbled
out, "When I served papers over here,

I saw the pin in the window and
everyday I looked to be sure it wasn't
gone. I have to get it for my mother.

She works very hard and I want to

get it for her." His voice dropped off

and he looked as if he could not fight

the tears that were coming to his eyes.

Mr. Heimer looked at the boy. He
thought of his own son. He wondered
what he would choose for his mother.

He could not disappoint this boy. He
had planned on the day when he could

give his hard-earned money in ex-

change for the beautiful cameo. The
pin meant a lot to Mr. Heimer, but

perhaps it meant more to this deter-

mined boy.

"How's this?" he asked, "If you
work for me in this shop every after-

noon until Christmas, I'll let you have
the cameo."
The boy's face lit up. Then he said

excitedly, "Yes, yes, I will! I'll start

right away. I'll do everything you
want me to do and even stay late if

you want. Gosh, thank you!"

Mr. Heimer smiled at the boy, "No,
tomorrow is soon enough. Say, what
is your name? I'm Mr. Heimer."

"I'm Johnny Gehman, and I'll be

here as soon as I get out of school to-

morrow."
"Fine, Johnny. Now you go on

home. It's getting late. I'll see you
tomorrow." Johnny went out the door

still thanking Mr. Heimer. Mr. Hei-

mer would miss the cameo that had
been there so long and there was
nothing to be done in a shop so small,

but he would find something. How
could you turn such a child down?
Everyday Johnny came. He swept

the floor, dusted the showcases, emp-
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tied the trash, and did various other

small jobs. He was such a help that

Mr. Heimer wondered how he had
gotten along without him. As they

worked, the boy told him about his

school and of his mother whom he
loved very much. She had to work
very hard and was tired. His father

died when he was a baby and he
didn't have any brothers or sisters.

They lived in a small apartment way
on the other side of town.

As the weeks wore on, Mr. Heimer
became more and more fond of the

boy. Mark would be about Johnny's

age now. Sometimes he even pretend-

ed that Johnny was his son and that

he was helping in his father's shop be-

cause someday he would take over the

business.

One day while dusting the show-
case and looking at the beloved cameo,
Johnny turned to Mr. Heimer, "You
know why I want this for my mother,

Mr. Heimer? It's because the pretty

lady on the pin looks just like my
mother." Mr. Heimer's body went
weak. He looked at the boy closely.

Suddenly, the boy took on all the fea-

tures of the estranged Mrs. Heimer.
His dark eyes and dark hair why
hadn't he noticed before? For a little

bit he couldn't speak. Then he began
asking the boy questions slowly, be-

cause he was afraid his hope might
be proved wrong.

"What does your mother look like?"

asked Mr. Heimer. "I'll bet she has

dark hair."

"Oh, yes, it's dark even though
she's always saying it's turning gray.

Our eyes are the same. She's very

pretty but every time she looks in the

mirror she says, 'The years are tell-

ing'." That was something that Mar-
garet would say. He was sure that

[Continued on Page 43]
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THE SCIENTIST AND SOCIETY

Cary Gravatt Illustrated by Greg Smith

" ME HAD ON his white jacket.

• •11 He was wearing a pair of

very plain eye-glasses. His bent body
was hovering over the bubbling tubes

and beakers. His odd laugh could
only mean that his experiment was
successful. Although his actions did

not merit it, something about his be-

ing made you think that this man was
a dull-witted, absent-minded anti-

humanist."

These are perhaps the most fre-

quent connotations that follow the in-

troduction, "Meet Mr. So-and-so, a

very brilliant scientist." Even though
these descriptions are only mental as-

sociations, they can be very damag-
ing.

It is incredible that this dedicated

section of society has become charac-

terized as strange. Perhaps this is one
of the factors that sways today's youth
away from such a profession. These
stereotyped descriptions, regardless of

their untruth, are constantly in the

back of the minds of the young boy
and girl who do well in their math
and science. These descriptions are

blocking the path to national scientific

security. Scientists might say that

they don't mind this public opinion,

but it is a known fact that this atti-

tude turns many away from scientific

professions. High school students shun
science because they do not want peo-

ple to think they are odd. Even now,
when science is in the minds of all

people, our society is doing very little

to make the sciences the popular and
desired professions they should be.

Among the adults of today, a great

amount of this public opinion about
science probably comes from memor-
ies of high school science subjects that

seemed "impossible." Since only the

"brains" of the class could get good
grades in the subjects, the students felt

that one would have to be a person

of superior intellect to be a scientist,

and along with the brand of superior

intellect came all those other wild

descriptions.

Have you ever thought that the

man who fixed your radio was an
oddball? Of course not. Then why
consider the man who designed that

radio to be one?

You are familiar with the "mad
scientist" who appears in T. V. shows,

motion pictures, and especially in con-

junction with Superman. This purely
fictitious character has always been
depicted as a cruel man with an ab-

solute absence of morals. These ter-

rible and unjust representations are

quite exciting to the gullible—young
and old.

Maybe some scientists do look or

dress a little differently, but perhaps

they are not necessarily concerned
with trends of styles and social regis-

ters. The few scientists we have are

doing the jobs that protect us and in-

sure our future—yes, they even work
for those who think they are the "odd-

balls" of society.

More and more is being found out

about our world every day, but there

is much left to know, and after that

[Continued on Page 44]
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A MOST UNUSUAL NEIGHBOR

Caholyn Copenhaver

STANDING IN THE front yard in

his best suit and a red hunting

jacket with cap to match, Alvin Ben-

nett hailed me with "How's the world

treating you, fat girl?" An inquiry

of "Where are you off to, friend?'

'

from me, and Al replied, "Hunting
season opened on pheasant, and I

thought I would get enough for

lunch!" Al was oblivious of the fact

that he had his best suit on and I

knew it would be useless to tell him.
He had his mind on his favorite

sport.

When he returned with his usual

quota, nothing, I followed him into

his new home which is in Sleepy
Hollow. He marched into the house
to face the usual comments of, "The
conquering hero returns with meat
for the family," and laughed, "Next
lime I'll get something. The birds

s<i\y mo coming. My gun was too

shiny. I just cleaned it."

An architect—and a good one—Al
has a job at the Bureau of Ships in

the Navy Department. He was one
of the few men to work on the design
of the new jet plane carriers that are

now in use. A self-taught man. Mr.
Bennett learned his trade mostly
through reading and experience. Of
course he had some scholastic training
l)u t just enough to help him pass the
technical examinations that would
classify him as a Professional En-
gineer. His job, however, is not limit-
id to architecture. He works with his

brother. A. J. Bennett, a builder in

Arlington. Some of the fine homes
he has designed are sprinkled through
the county.

The Bennetts lived next door to us

prior to moving to Fairfax County.

At one time their home was filled

with a very large Irish setter, a beagle

hound, two cats, an owl, a salaman-
der, several white mice, various gold-

fish and a parakeet. Jimmy, the Irish

setter, insisted on staying in the Ben-

netts' house, although a beautifully

designed and constructed dog house

—

large enough for small children to

live in—sat in the back yard. These
facts, however, are not the only basis

from which I have concluded that few
people other than I have had a neigh-

bor such as Al.

One day I noticed a strange type of

grain growing in the yard; I was
soon to find an unusual type garden
had been planted. "That is Bicolor

Lespedise, to feed quail." There arc

few quail in Arlington, but that didn't

bother Al. It seemed like a good idea

at the time. The robins in our neigh-

borhood were the healthiest, best fed

robins in the area that year. I never

knew what happened to the quail

idea.

A handsome man of forty. Al looks

to be about thirty. His twinkling

brown eyes and cheerful outlook on

life can make any day seem bright.

The father of three children, Al is a

good companion for his "followers."

He always has time for them, no mat-

ter what his schedule calls for.
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Ironic happenings seem prevalent

in Alvin's life. He showed my parents

a fine fire extinguisher he had and he
showed them where he would keep it

in the kitchen. The very next day a

fire broke out in his kitchen, and with

his fire extinguisher he was able to

stop the fire before too much damage
was done.

A man of many talents, Alvin has

done some oil paintings that are of

professional quality. I asked him why
he hadn't continued with his painting.

He showed me a picture he had done
of his father, an excellent likeness,

and said he was so displeased with
the picture he would never paint

again. "Temperamental artist with

wasted talent," I said. Then he show-
ed me a drawing he was doing of a

house.

"This is my art now. It pleases me

a great deal more than painting did."

Life will never be commonplace
for Mr. Bennett. His present hobby
is taking care of the yard of his home.
He has about a fourth of an acre of

land, most of it planted in trees of all

description and in beautiful flowers.

My quizzical look at the abundant
flowers brought the comment, "I'm
running short of money this week

—

I thought I'd sell them on street cor-

ners."

A host to the end, when I left to

come home Alvin walked to the car

with me. "So nice to see you, Carolyn,

do come back again about this time
next year," was his fond farewell.

Upon departure from the Bennetts'

I glanced back at Alvin, and he was
busily chasing a cat away from a

bird's nest.

THE FACTS OF LIFE

Chip HartMAN Third Place Poetry Winner

Sitting here I see a man
Talking of nothing as loud as he can.

He hasn't got problems

—

No, not a one;

Put next to my life,

His life is fun.

This point seems hard

For others to see:

No one in this world

Has problems, but me.
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FULL CIRCLE

Vic Sussman

Illustrated by Andree Walker

First Place Poetry Winner

Night becomes master, and

Citizens hide within four walls.

They work and sleep,

Grow fat and die.

Through the confusion,

Which is constant,

Move the dark, dark souls,

The crawling things,

Which steal and run

And kill and maim.

Once in a while

The badge of law

Casts a reflection

On a dark corner, and

An animal with absent soul

Cringes from the light

And is captured.
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Through the night

The souls run and hide, and

Emerge only to attack,

To take, to kill.

The wet streets glisten

And mirror the horror

Of their crimes

On the normal ones.

Dawn approaches, and

The creatures slither

To hide from the light.

In ebony corners

And crevices and

Night-filled holes they cower

The sword of dawn

Prods the animals

Into hiding

Not to return

Until the night comes again.
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INSPIRATION

Barbara Francis Illustrated by Jane Ashley

T AM A PRIEST, a man of God. I

am designated to direct the minds
of people into a better way of life ex-

emplified by Christ. I was ordained

two years ago and since then have

spent my time in St. Andrews church,

in the midst of a low-class neighbor-

hood.

I was brought up in a wealthy

neighborhood called Larkinsburg and
was exposed to the best in education,

welfare, and society. Being top man
in my senior class was another asset.

I felt that I could work best with edu-

cated people. This new environment
was completely strange to me.

I had devoted my life to God and
was failing. My sermons were less

than inspirational. The expressions

on the parishioners' faces every Sun-
day indicated my failure.

My efforts toward reaching a me-
dium between the parishioners of St.

Andrews and myself were always
crushed. When I gave advice in a

marriage problem, it was never help-

ful. When comforting a frustrated

child I was ignored. Vocational ad-
vice I gave to young men went un-
heeded. People who at first thought
they could come to me for advice
now turned to others—the family doc-
tor, friends, or teachers. The parish-
ioners beld back their confessions. I

had never been asked to a home to

bless il or even to visit. T felt like an
outcast; I bad failed.

It was Christmas Eve and I had to

prepare a sermon for the masses on

Christmas Day. It had been on my
mind for weeks but I couldn't touch
on the right subject. These people
were poor, simple, and humble. They
knew the suffering connected with the

scarcity of material things. What
went on in their homes I did not

know. I knew only of the material

facts of their lives.

I remember the sermons the priest

in Larkinsburg used to give on Christ-

mas. He always made us realize the

importance of suffering and sacrifice.

The conditions Christ was born under
always painted a vivid picture in our
minds. His words, however, would
not apply to these people. After many
hours of meditation, I retired. My
sermon was still not prepared. Upon
arising from a sleepless night I went
to the chinch early. This day was to

be my final test. I had to prove to

myself as well as to my parishioners

that I had the ability to lead them
onto the right path.

The church was barren and cold;

only a few beams of light filtered

through the huge glass windows. This

church was the center for every con-

ceivable thought, hope, and honor. It

was to be my inspiration. Walking
toward the altar. I noticed the man-
ger scene had been disturbed. The
figure of the Christ child was gone.

This was the most treasured possession

of the parishioners. A deceased par-

ishioner, who was loved by all, had
carved it and presented it as a gift to

the church. It had to be found before
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the first mass. Should I call the po-

lice? What could I tell the parish-

ioners? Who could have taken it?

The large wooden door at the en-

trance of the church opened and snap-

ped me out of my thoughts. A small

boy of about six entered the church
pulling a shiny red wagon. The
figure of the Christ child was in the

wagon. A wave of anger spread

through my body. I stepped forward,

speechless. I wanted to hit the child,

but my hands remained motionless.

He walked toward me with an air of

accomplishment about him.

"Good morning, Father," he whis-

pered as he passed.

I watched him walk to the manger
scene. Reverently he lifted the figure

out of the wagon and into the hay.

He then knelt to pray. He was bun-
dled up for the cold in a heavy frayed

jacket and a hat that hugged his head
like a glove.

The wind's howling around the

church was the only sound reaching

my oars for the next few minutes.

The only thing I could see was the

small boy kneeling before the manger.
I kept wondering what motives the

child had behind the incident. Before

I had a chance to speak the boy was
leaving the church, pulling his wagon
with him. Quickly I followed him.

"I'd like to have a talk with you.

son."

"O. K., Father. I don't have much
time, though, 'cause my mother will

be worrying about me. I've been gone
from home ever since I saw what
Santa Claus brought me."

"Let's walk over to my house," I

suggested. As we walked, the boy
did not speak. He clutched the handle
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of the wagon as if it were the most

valuable thing in the world. I asked

him his name.
"Tommy," he said with a dignified

manner.
After assuring Tommy that the

wagon would be safe by the door, we
walked into the parlor.

"Why did you take the figure of

the Christ child?" I asked after we
sat down.

"I promised I'd take Him for a

ride."

"Why did you promise that?" I

asked curiously.

"Because I prayed that Santa Claus

would bring me a red wagon and I

told Jesus that if He would get me
t ho wagon He would be the first to

ride in it on His birthday. I bet that's

the prettiest wagon He's ever ridden

in!"

"I imagine it is," I said as seriously

as I could.

"I gotta go now 'cause I'll get in

trouble if I don't," Tommy said as he
stood up.

"All right, but I'd like you to visit

me sometime, Tommy."
"Sure, Father. 'Bye, and Merry

Christmas."

"Merry Christmas, Tommy," I said

as I watched him pull his wagon into

the street. By this time people were
gathering for the first mass. Sudden-
ly, I knew that I had the subject for

my sermon.

I walked to the church with mixed
feelings of confidence, anxiety, and
hope. Within the next hour the test

would be over and I could only pray

that I would pass.

Throughout the sermon I could see

that I was stimulating thoughts in the

minds of the listeners. As to whether
I was inspiring them, I could not as-

certain.

After mass a couple with three

children walked up to me. They were
plain people, but their expressions

showed delight.

"Father, would you please have

Christmas dinner with us?" they ask-

ed eagerly.

MOTION

Chip Hartman Third Place Poetry Winner

Forward, ever forward,

Across the plains of life.

So fast, yet ever faster,

Never looking,

Only passing through.
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THE TYPEWRITER SONG
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THE RAILROAD THAT RUNS PAST W-L

Charles Thomas Illustrated by Jan Baxter

THE SLOW, ponderous shortline

railroad has probably stirred

more hearts and tempers than any
other form of transportation in our
history. Running from one small

town to another, the shortline is a

major factor in the economy and so-

cial life of many a wayside town.
Typical of these shortlines is the

Washington and Old Dominion Rail-

road which runs past Washington-
Lee, and which serves the lush coun-

try of Northern Virginia.

The Washington and Old Dominion
is descended from the former Alex-

andria, Loudoun, and Hampshire
Railroad. Discussion on this line be-

gan in 1847. The plan was to con-

nect Washington with the rich coal

fields near Paddytown, in Hampshire
County, West Virginia (then a part of

Virginia). Construction of the first

forty miles of the line, from Alexan-
dria to Leesburg, Virginia, was begun
in 1855 at an approximate cost of $1,-

538,744.

The coming of the Civil War
brought a halt to the progress of the

up-and-coming little railroad while

the war raged around it. The rail-

road was held up many times by
"Mosby's Raiders," a Confederate par-

tisan group led by John S. Mosby.
Trestles and much of the track work
were destroyed by General Lee's re-

treating army, leaving Northern Vir-

ginia without a railroad during the

war and for several years afterward.

In 1874 the second portion of the

line was begun. It was to run to

Roundhill. Virginia, a distance of

thirteen miles. On the way to Round-
hill the line went through Purcell-

ville, Virginia. The Irish track gangs
building the line, it has been said,

came into the town after work and
became so "lawless" that they often

molested and abused the peaceful citi-

zens of Purcellville. But they moved
on after the railroad was finished and
the addition of the road helped the

business of the line towns enormously
and provided a useful method for

transporting the fine agricultural

products of the Loudoun Valley area.

The Alexandria. Loudoun, and
Hampshire stock was liquidated in

1867. A new company, the Wash-
ington and Ohio, was formed but
finally became bankrupt in 1882. The
railroad changed hands several times

during these years.

At Roundtree a turntable was built

to enable engineers to reverse the en-

gines for the return trip to Washing-
ton. On the night of December 25,

1874, the crew of the passenger run
to Roundtree was feeling a little bit

groggy with "Christmas spirits" as

the train came to the terminus. In-

stead of running the engine onto the

turntable properly, the engineer ran

the locomotive off the end of the turn-

table, wrecking the engine and crush-

ing the fireman to death.

Another tale about this turntable

tells about the grave it was built on.

The story goes that a Quaker farmer
had owned the farm on which the

[Continued on Page 45]
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Betty Diener

THEY AND WE

The world around
All loves to hear

Of Russian-U. S.

Hate and fear.

We've heard and read

Of fights and splits,

And since last year

Of new Sputniks.

The missiles spun,

The missiles flew;

We tried one

And Vanguard blew.

It seems a shame
We can't be free

To work together

—

They and we.

PERPETUAL MOTION

Jennifer Kosh

Always rushing hither . . . thither . .

Life is naught but constant dither.

"Do this work," and "Write this theme!"
I feel just like a one-man team.

Up at six, in bed at ten;

I sure could use fun now and then.

I'm always plagued by organizers

—

What I need are tranquilizers!
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Jessica Lippman

Jennifer Kosh

A PILE OF BLOCKS

Honorable Mention

A pile of blocks:

Some jagged and rough,

Like a sunbleached cornstalk;

Some smooth and gray,

Others pebbled and brown,

Like an old man withering.

The stone will stay...

But man will gently fade away.

REPLY TO "CYNIC

I agree with you concerning flies,

But what, pray tell, is wrong with pies?

Crying tots your heart do rend,

But a dog on the bed is usually a friend.

Fat women wearing shorts aren't snappy,

But a radio's blaring means someone is happy.

Your life, I think, must be no picnic,

This to you I say, oh cynic.
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^ HINDU FAKIR stands in an
SI open area just outside the dust-

choked Indian city. There are no
trees or structures anywhere around
him, and the sun erases any hiding

shadows. In his hand the magician
holds a large coil of hemp rope. As
he tosses the rope skyward, the spec-

tators press forward. The rope does

not fall back to earth, but hangs

stiffly downward like a pole. A small

boy, the fakir's assistant, steps for-

ward. At a signal from his master

the boy leaps on the rope and climbs

slowly upwards. When he reaches

the end of the rope, the outline of his

body becomes hazy, then transparent,

and suddenly he is gone. The magi-

cian screams in mock anger, draws a

sharp-bladed ghurka and scrambles

up to the top of the rope where he

too disappears.

At this point the onlookers are

treated to the sounds of inhuman
screaming which issue from the sky.

The screams drop to moans, and a

rain of horror follows. From above

the rope fall the limbs, head, and
torso of the former assistant spewing
blood in their wake. The crowd
watches in fascination, and those who
still have their eyes open watch as

the fakir quickly descends the rope.

His garments and hands living in

blood, he gathers the remnants of the

body together and drops them into a

wicker basket. Placing the lid on it,

he mutters an incantation and steps

back. Slowly the lid rises, and the

young assistant steps out, fully re-

stored. A snap of the magician's fin-

gers and the rope collapses in a snake-

like mass. Certainly, the rope is no
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THE BEST TRICK OF ALL
Vic Sussman

limper than the dumbfounded spec-

tators.

What you have just read is a

description of what is probably the

world's best known and greatest mag-
ical illusion. Never has any other

trick excited such wonder. As a

magician, it would normally be un-

thinkable for me to reveal the work-
ings of any magical effect, no matter

how small. Yet, now I will reveal for

you the workings of this great effect

and I will feel no pangs of conscience.

The secret is simple. The Great In-

dian Rope Trick does not exist. It

never did.

In 1875, Lord Northbrook, a British

Viceroy in India, advertised by procla-

mation that he would pay the sum of

10,000 pounds to anyone who could

perform the trick. His only stipula-

tion was that the effect be done out-

doors. Northbrook wanted the trick

to be the main attraction at a cele-

bration honoring the Prince of Wales
who was then in India. It was a

more than generous offer, but some-

thing must have been lacking. No
one accepted the challenge. I think

what was lacking was the Hindu
Rope Trick itself.

Even today, in a sputnik age, there

are many who do not take this in-

cident (one of many) at its worth.

Some subscribe to the theory that the

Rope Trick is part of a religious cere-

mony, that its performance is sacred,

and for this reason it could not have

been presented no matter how much
money was offered. Yet India at that

time was more poverty stricken than

it is today. It is also true that the

Illustrated by Andree Walker

smell of fortune changes men. His-

tory has shown that men will betray

their countries and families for

money—why not, then, their relig-

ions? I am sure that for the fortune

Northbrook offered someone would at

least have contacted him with infor-

mation concerning the performance
of the trick.

Some persons would have us be-

lieve that the illusion can and has

been presented through use of "mass
hypnotism." This is pure nonsense.

Mass hypnotism, except under labora-

tory controls, does not exist. Any
hypnotist will tell you that there are

some people who absolutely cannot be

hypnotized. How, then, can anyone
believe that a group of individuals,

each with different emotions and
mental attitudes, can be put into a

trance en masse? It cannot be done

successfully unless the hypnotist has

personally selected and/or previously

hypnotized the spectators. I do not

doubt that narco-hypnosis can be ac-

complished with drugs, but remember
that this would leave after-effects or

traces in the system.

How did it all start? How did the

fantastic idea of a magical rope

evolve? This too is a mystery. There
are accounts of its being a press

agent's invention. John Mulholland.

a New York magician, savs that it

may have started from a Chinese fairy

tale much like our "Jack and the

Beanstalk." Whatever its origin, how-
ever ancient its fame, the Great Hindu
Rope Trick exists only in people's

imagination.
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Linda Cravotta

IT'S A BUG'S LIFE

Honorable Mention

Illustrated by Joan Ogrosky

A dog complains about his life

While resting on his rug,

But no one ever gives a thought

To the predicament of the bug.

The bug is a handsome creature;

He decorates your house,

Even when he's bombed and sprayed

And plagued by nasty shouts.

You dogs are tired of chasing sticks,

And running after balls?

At least you aren't assassinated

While hopping on the walls.

When a mutt's invited to a meal,
He gets a tasty stew.

The insect never gets a bite,

Unless he's in the brew.

A bug is proud of just one point:

He is small, but he is frightening,

And when an insult's thrown at him,
He bites as fast as lightning.
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THE GENERAL'S HORSE
[Continued from Page 6]

ever get that horse?"

"We couldn't find his regular

mount, sir. Old Jupe's just up an'

disappeared. We 'ad to make do with
old Daisy over there."

"Never thought that I'd see the old

boy on a cavalry horse," laughed the

Sergeant-Major. "By the way, Simms,
how—Simms? Simms! I say, Simms!
What the deuce is the matter with

you?';

"Did you say a cavalry 'orse, sir?"

choked Simms. "You mean them kind

what rides into the battle at the sound
of drums an' bugles an' the like?"

"Of course that's what they do, you
silly oaf. What do you think they

do?"

"Cor blimey!" moaned Simms with

a horrified look in his eyes. "D'ya
know what's going to 'appen the min-
ute them buglers start to blare out

with a fancy march of some kind

when they pass the bloomin' review

stand? No tellin' what that old 'orse

out there is likely to do. The Gen-
eral, with all due respect, sir, couldn't

'andle no 'orse except Jupiter."

"Good Lord, Simms," cried the

Sergeant-Major, suddenly realizing

the seriousness of the situation. "We've
got to do something!"

Simms and the Sergeant-Major were
still staring at each other when the

first few off-key notes reached their

ears.

"Too late!" they both hissed at

once.

The old mare until this time had
looked quite uninterested in the whole
proceedings. Now she pricked up her

ears and stiffened all over. The Gen-

eral looked down at the horse and
then nervously over at the reviewing

[Continued on Page 38]
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stand and Simms. Quite suddenly
she reared, whirled around, and
charged back through the ranks. The
Dragoons immediately split their

ranks up the middle as the General,

holding onto the old mare's neck des-

perately, galloped through them. The
left flank of the Dragoons smashed
directly into the Drum and Bugle
Corps, with a loud volley of oaths

from the drummers as hoof met drum
with a sickening rip. Bugles and cym-
bals flew in abandon as the remains
of the Corps streaked away in five

different directions. The right flank

of the Dragoons was more fortunate.

Running into the Horse Guards was
somewhat less troublesome. The rear

of the parade, the glorious Horse
Drawn Artillery, was completely dis-

rupted as the General, the last two
ranks of Dragoons and three drum-
mers, without drums, leaped over the

caissons and wagons in desperate

flight.

"Ruddy oafs!" shouted the wagon
drivers as the Horse Guards trampled

their intricate network of reins and
hitches.

"Move that bloomin' wagon!"
"Mind that bugle, will ya?"

"Get your mount's blinkin' 'oof out

of my drum!"
Scores of oaths and shouts were

still being issued when the dust set-

tled and there, in the middle of the

parade ground, lay fifty dazed Dra-

goons, thirteen horseless Horse Guards
and one bass drum, miraculously still

intact. The Horse Drawn Artillery

was still being rounded up.

The Sergeant-Major was still stand-

ing with his mouth open in sheer hor-

ror when Simms suddenly cried,

"Where's the General gotten to?"

"There he is!" said the Sergeant-
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Major, pointing to a flurry of dust

by a distant tree which stood by it-

self in the vast, barren plain.

A few moments later they rushed

up to the spot. "Are you all right,

sir?" they gasped. From the dust

there arose an almost unrecognizable

figure. The General's beautiful uni-

form was ruined, but he was un-

scratched. He managed to splutter

out something about having two or

three heads severed by morning. Still

cursing, but in a less violent manner,
the General was aided back to the

parade ground.

"Just look at those natives laughing
and howling out there. We shall be

years getting back their respect for

the British Army."
Overflowing with apologies and

condolences, Simms and the Sergeant-

Major helped the General to his quar-

ters. By this time he had settled

down a little.

"Simms," croaked the General, "did

you ever find Jupiter?"

"One of the stable boys found 'im

in the grain shed, sir. Most annoyed
they were at 'im too. 'E must 'ave

eaten up at least three days' supplies

for the rest of the 'orses."

"Great stars!" shouted the General.

"We shall never hear the end of this

from the War Ministry."

At that, moment the door swung
open and the Minister himself strode

into the room. The three men snap-

ped to attention but the Minister

waved them to rest.

"Splendid display, General," he
boomed. "Best series of maneuvers
I've seen in quite a while. Tremendous
idea that. Was it yours? Why, the

enemy would be so completely baffled

that overrunning them would be a

piece of cake. Rest assured that Lon-

[Continued on Page 40]
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don and the Ministry shall hear about

this. Wouldn't be at all surprised if

you received some kind of award or

something for this bit of strategy.

Well done!" He turned and walked
out quickly, writing something in a

little book as he went. The door slam-

med and the three men slowly melted.

"Lummy!" exclaimed Simms.
"What parade was 'e at?"

"The old 142nd has done it again,

sir!" cheered the Sergeant-Major.

"So it has," said the General, star-

ing blankly at the door. "So it has."

He sank down into a chair, and Simms
and the Sergeant-Major quietly left

the room. As they plodded down the

steps and out into the blistering sun,

the Sergeant-Major turned and stared

at Simms.
"I say, old man, are all your days

usually this bad?"
"I must admit most of 'em are,

sir," replied Simms with a smile. "But

you know something else, sir? I

wouldn't trade the General for any-

thing."

TARNISHED SILENCE
[Continued from Page 16]

Then they sat down.
"You have a son Warren?"
"Yes, sir."

"Where is he?"

"I don't know. He hasn't been liv-

ing at home. He was home tonight,

but he left again. What has he done?"

"He stabbed a man, Mr. Lindsly.

The man will live but he's cut up bad.

He identified your son."

"I knew Warren would do some-

thing like this. Always was the black

sheep of the family. Why, I was just

telling Eileen tonight he was no-good,

that he would get in trouble. Well,

he's no son of mine!"
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Eileen stood up, her face ashen, and
faced the officers. "If Warren did

this, he had a reason. Maybe he
hangs out in bars, and doesn't work,

but he wouldn't stab a man. I just

don't understand it."

The officers also arose and faced

the girl. "That may be so, Miss, but

the fact remains that he did it." They
started toward the door with words to

notify them if Warren got in touch

with them.

When they had departed, Mr.
Lindsly put his head in his hands.

Eileen sat down. She stared into

space. The ticking of the clock filled

the room; everything else was still.

The minutes passed.

"Pa, what will they do to him?"
"Reform school."

"Oh."
"Eileen, I can't understand why he

would disgrace us like this. He must
have been influenced by those tough
friends of his. Sure, he breaks the

law in minor ways, but to stab a man!
My son stabbed a man!"

Eileen looked at him solemnly.

"When Warren came home this

evening, he must have had a reason.

If he hasn't come home for weeks,

why would he all of a sudden come
back? What did he say when he came
in?"

"He started to tell me something."

"What did he tell you?"
"I don't know. I didn't let him

finish. I yelled at him and he walked
out. He did say to tell you good-bye,

that you and your mother were the

only good things ever to come out of

this family."

This was the first time Mr. Lindsly

had shown any concern for the way
his son felt. Eileen wanted to tell

him he was wrong in his treatment of

[Continued on Page 42]
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[Continued from Page 41]

his son. She had to be careful because

her father had heart trouble; he was

warned not to get excited or upset.

He had already had enough excite-

ment tonight.

"Pa, ever since he was born, you

have picked on him. When he first

started getting into trouble he came
to you. But you just got mad, never

understood, or helped him out. I think

when he came home tonight, he was
going to tell you about it; he was
seeing if you had finally accepted

him, but you were blind." She swal-

lowed hard and bit her lip. Then she

broke down and gave way to all the

hurt she had watched Warren suffer

because of his father. Her father's

eyes softened. For the first time since

his wife died, he bowed his head. If

she had lived, Warren would have
had more of a chance. Maybe I have

resented him because she died of his

birth. If only I hadn't been so blind

all these years. But, it isn't too late.

They will find Warren and after he
gets out of reform school, I could

make it up to him. It will be hard,

but I'll do it. I owe him seventeen

long years.

Had Eileen known what her father

was thinking, she might have slept

that night. The night was filled with
deep thoughts and sleeplessness for the

two of them. It passed slowly as all

nights do when one has a problem
weighing down his heart. The list-

less rays of dawn filtered through the

worn curtain. It was time to rise.

Mr. Lindsly climbed out of bed and
awoke Eileen. This was Saturday and
there were chores to do. At ten

o'clock that morning came a knock at

the door. The uniform didn't sur-

prise her. They had found Warren.
On the way to the police station, the

officer told them that Warren made a

formal confession to the stabbing. He
told the police that the man insulted

his father. In his fury he stabbed the

man.
The corridor of the police station

echoed with every footstep. Mr. Lind-

sly's hands were clammy; he had a

prickling sensation in his stomach.

Here, at last, was the room his son

was in. The police granted him per-

mission to see his son alone and he
entered the room. Warren was sitting

behind a desk with his head in his

hands. He glanced up at his father

and put his head back down again.

The seconds stretched into minutes be-

fore Warren spoke. Bitterly, he said,

"Why did you come?"

^K, ***
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Mr. Lindsly tried to speak, but the

words wouldn't come. He was aware
of a sharp pain in his chest. He
flinched; he ground his teeth. His son

didn't glance up. His heart said the

words he wanted Warren to hear, but
his lips were mute. In a moment it

was over. Mr. Lindsly crumpled to

the floor, still clutching his heart and
trying to speak.

Yes, the silence was tarnished. War-
ren's father was dead.

THE CAMEO
[Continued from Page 19]

it must be she.

That night when Johnny left, the

rain was coming down in sheets, push-

ed on by a driving wind. The cold

was a blue-black veil, suddenly drop-

ping and extinguishing all warmth.
"Be careful, Johnny, it's bad out.

As soon as you get home, take your
wet clothes off and get warm. Have
some hot soup. It will keep you from
catching cold."

"Yes, sir, I will. See you tomorrow,
Mr. Heimer," called Johnny as he left

the shop. Mr. Heimer was worried

about Johnny. He had such a long

way to go. He thought of how nice

it would have been if the three of

them could have been together.

The next day Mr. Heimer couldn't
wait for Johnny to get there. The
more he had thought about the boy,
the more he was sure. The shop
wasn't right without the boy anymore.
But Johnny never came. Mr. Heimer
was sure the boy was sick. Why
hadn't he ever asked the boy's ad-

dress? Why hadn't he made the boy
stay with him on that rainy night?
Again Mr. Heimer was a lonely

man. Now when he looked at the
cameo, he missed them more than
ever. If he could only find his son
and his wife what a wonderful
Christmas it would be.

It was Christmas Eve when Johnny
came into the shop. He looked pale

and sick.

"Mr. Heimer, I wanted to let you
know but there was no way. I've been
real sick. I even had to have a doc-

tor." The boy stopped and looked at

the floor. Mr. Heimer was so glad
to see the boy that he couldn't speak.

"I know I can't have the pin now,
Mr. Heimer. I haven't worked every-

day. " The boy's disappointment prick-

ed him. Such a thought never came
into his mind.

"Oh, Johnny, of course the pin is

yours. It wasn't your fault that you

[Continued on Page 44]
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[Continued from Page 43]

got sick. It was mine. I shouldn't

have let you go out on that rainy

night. I'm so glad to see you that I

don't know what to say. You look so

pale. Are you all right now?"
Johnny's pale face and tired eyes lit

up. "Yes, I'm fine now. The doctor

says I can't play rough games for

a while. Mr. Heimer, are you sure I

should have the pin? I didn't work
like I said I would."

"The cameo is yours, Johnny," said

Mr. Heimer taking the cameo from

the window and handing it to the boy.

"Oh, Mr. Heimer! I know my
mother will like it. I'll come back

after Christmas and work to make up
for the days I was sick."

"All right, but you must get well

first." Mr. Heimer was delighted at

the thought of having his son with

him.

It was 6:30 and Johnny left the

jKjK
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shop with the cameo. "I'll never for-

get this, Mr. Heimer. You have been
so good to me. I can't wait to give

this to my mother." Johnny waved as

he went up the street tightly clutching

the cameo to him.

"Merry Christmas to you and your
mother. I'll see you soon." Mr.
Heimer closed his shop. Christmas

Eve and he had never been so happy.
"Merry Christmas," he called again.

He would never forget the boy's hap-

py face. This would be the most
wonderful Christmas he had ever had.

Mr. Heimer felt so joyous that he all

but skipped down the street.

"Merry Christmas, Mr. Heimer!"
called Larry Jordon excitedly from
across the street. "Hurry! I came to

take you to our house. Gosh, the tur-

key is huge and does it ever smell

good. This Christmas is going to be

the best Christmas ever."

"You bet it is," Mr. Heimer said

affectionately to the boy. "Let's go

have that turkey." Off they went
down the street.

THE SCIENTIST AND SOCIETY
[Continued from Page 21]

there will be worlds other than ours

that will need to be understood. In

these days we feel that the nation that

has the top scientists is the nation that

has the best chance for power and sur-
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vival. Why continue, then, to make
the sciences a shunned subject? In-

stead we should do all in our power
to make the young people want to

become active science enthusiasts, and
one very important way of assuring

this is to throw away our false and in-

jurious ideas about science and the

scientist.

THE RAILROAD THAT RUNS
PAST W-L

[Continued from Page 31]

turntable was built. He fought in the

Revolutionary War and thereby got

into disagreement with the Quaker
elders. When he was about to die he
requested that he be buried on his

farm instead of in the Quaker ceme-

tery, and his wishes were carried out.

Sometime later a relative removed the

gravestone from the grave, but not the

body of the fighting Quaker. It was
not until after the turntable had been

built over the farmer's grave that the

mistake was discovered.

Between 1877 and 1921 special

trains were run from Washington to

Purcellville, where annual "bush
meetings" took place in what was
then known as Dillon's Woods. The
meetings were held in early August
to discuss current topics, such as the

liquor traffic. Later the meetings took

on an evangelistic nature.

Representative of the small towns

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK OF

ARLINGTON
ooOoo

MAIN OFFICE

249 N. Glebe Road

serviced by the shortline is Leesburg,

Virginia, a prominent little town in

the Loudoun Valley. In 1909 Lees-

burg boasted a business center of two
banks, two large hotels having ac-

commodations for 130 people, an arti-

ficial ice plant, a horse-racing track,

a pop plant, two harness factories, and
many other establishments typical of

that day. All of these were affected

by the railroad in some way or an-

other.

If one had lived in Washington in

those days he would, no doubt, have
taken the Great Falls and Old Domin-
ion Electric Railroad to Great Falls

Park, the "Niagara of the South."

People came to the park to watch the

falls and hear the band concerts in

the evenings. The park also had vari-

ous amusements. The falls, thirteen

miles from Washington, were served

[Continued on Page 46]
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by a two-track electric mainline fea-

turing "the finest cars and equipment
in the United States." Unfortunately,
in 1934 the line to Great Falls was
torn up. The route used by the rail-

road is now a highway named Old
Dominion Drive. Great Falls Park
is still one of the scenic highlights of

Northern Virginia.

In 1911 the Washington and Old
Dominion Railway was formed, but
it went into receivership in 1932. In
1936 the line became the present

Washington and Old Dominion Rail-

road.

The Washington and Old Dominion
was originally powered by steam lo-

comotives. In 1917 the expensive

process of electrifying the whole line

was completed. In 1942 the first two
diesel-electrics were purchased, both

forty-four ton locomotives. The en-

tire electrified system was torn down
in 1943, thus completing the change
to diesels. The route is now served

by four diesel switching locomotives.

The passenger service was first

abandoned in 1943, but was brought

back in the form of gas-electric "doo-

dle-bugs" in 1944. Passenger service

was completely abandoned in 1951.

All freight trains are operated as

extras and run whenever traffic war-

rants a train. The single units carry

approximately nine cars in a train

PARTNERS IN PROGRESS
Washington-Lee and

Arlington Trust Company
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and the multiple unit carries twenty
cars per train. About four extras

leave Rosslyn, the line's headquarters,

each day. One of these trains goes to

Purcellville. The Washington and
Old Dominion owns no rolling stock

of its own. It has one small Burro
crane and other track repair equip-

ment. The line does not operate ca-

booses.

The Washington and Old Dominion
joins with the Baltimore and Ohio;

Chesapeake and Ohio; Pennsylvania;

Richmond, Fredericksburg, and Po-

tomac; and Southern Railways at the

Potomac Yards in Bluemont Junction,

the road's classification yard where
the dispatcher is located. Individual

trains are made up there and are sent

to Rosslyn, where the road's shops and
offices are located, and to Falls

Church, Leesburg and Purcellville on
the western division. The Washing-
ton and Old Dominion operates fifty

miles of mainline trackage.

With the increased industrial ex-

pansion of Northern Virginia, the

railroad's future is bright. Sixty-nine

industries, fourteen of which are lo-

cated in Arlington, have private sid-

ings along the line.

The Washington and Old Dominion
is an example of a typical shortline

railroad; in fact, it is typical of the

American way of life
—

"it just keeps

rollin' along."
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We dedicate this issue to our new principal
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MIKE HOWARD is in his first year at W-L, after transferring from

California. He is a member of the Key Club, likes to play tennis, and

hopes to attend Dartmouth next fall. Looking back on his "Brotherly

Interview," Mike says, "I have wondered many times how I could ever

have written anything like that about my brother."

BARBARA FRANCIS is a Varsity cheerleader, president of Beta-Tri-Y,
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stories, "Lunatic at Large," was awarded a certificate of merit. She

will attend Miami University, in Ohio, in the fall.

PAUL BALTES' story, "Incident at Mission Angelo," is his first ma-
jor effort. He has been president of his homeroom for two years, is
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Honor Card Review Board.

PHYLLIS PRICE has a great liking for music and drama. She has

been a member of the W-L orchestra for the past three years, had the
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last fall's "Harvey." She is also publicity chairman of the Beta Club.

VIC SUSSMAN, whose humorous column, "Ad-Libbing," appears

regularly in the Crossed Sabres, has the ambition of writing humorous
stories for magazines and doing work in radio or television. Rifle-

shooting, magic, and reading about psychic phenomena are among his

hobbies. Vic says, "To me, the most important thing in life is money."

CHIP HARTMAN is active in the fields of writing, drama (he acted
in "Our Town" and "Harvey"), and music (he is the leader of a band
he formed himself) . He prefers to write poetry, because it allows him
freedom of expression. He admits that he writes for himself and a limit-

ed audience.

CAROLYN COPENHAVER's main interests are music and writing.
She is the president of Thespians and of her homeroom, and plans to

attend Tennessee University with the idea of becoming an elementary
school teacher. Personality-wise, Carolyn says, "I would like most in
life to be an Emersonian non-conformist."
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THE FUTURE

Linda Schecter Illustrated by Phylis Sachleben

MRS. MURDOCK glanced out at the

rain. It had been falling in grey

sheets most of the day, and the scene

outside her office window was shaded
in greys. Inside, however, articles

were bathed in a warm yellow light.

Faces were sharply etched, and there

were no softening effects.

The tired face of the guidance coun-

selor was turned encouragingly toward
the younger, fresher face across the

desk. From the fresh young face came
a voice—disquieting and obtrusive.

"Well, but gosh, Mrs. Murdock, I

just wish I knew what I should do.

College just doesn't seem for me, but

the college kids I know say it's really

a blast. It's also a heck of a lot of

work, too. I think being a secretary

or a model, or maybe an airline hostess

is more for me. Gosh, it wouldn't be
such a grind, and it wouldn't take so

long, and well, then you'd really know
how to do something. You know, you
just wouldn't have a lot of facts you
wouldn't know what to do with. I

mean, I guess I just don't care at all

about getting all those dull oT facts.

I guess I just really don't," the girl

ended lamely.

Mrs. Murdock sighed inwardly. She
felt so inadequate. Was there nothing
she had learned which she might put

to practical use? Was there no guid-

ance she might give to Youth?
She believed firmly in Youth and its

potentialities. Youth was strong; it

had vitality and imagination. It was
priceless, and it owned a priceless pos-

session. It owned the future. But it
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realized none of these things, and that

was its tragedy. As Mrs. Murdock con-

templated the tragedy of Youth, a wisp

of a sympathetic smile blew momen-
tarily over the expressive face. How
little they realized! They didn't notice

that tragedy and the future hung wait-

ing over their lovely young shoulders.

Youth and the girl danced lightly on

their way, taking the easiest and

"neatest" road they could find. They
took the road of mechanical careers,

the ones which offered the least pos-

sible mental strain.

Perhaps if she could try to explain

a little of what college had meant to

her, how it had opened her eyes to life,

and changed her, there was a small

chance she could get through to the

girl. Either that, or bore her stiff.

The girl waited submissively. At
least it was a way to stay out of Eng-

lish. Mrs. Murdock slowly began to

speak. Her thoughtful, reminiscing

voice came across to the bored girl.

First, there had been the distaste

of studying. How she had hated the

long hours of concentration needed in

order to pass. It was so dull to have
to digest one remote fact after an-

other. It seemed like a completely
alien world, much too deep and dif-

ficult ever to be comprehended.
Then suddenly, without a warning,

the facts began to make sense. They
began to grow together and form beau-
ty, as separate flowers joined to form
a colorful bouquet.

Writers, long turned to dust, began
to speak to her. Their words sprang
alive from the pages of the past. Their
poetry was exquisite, and their insight

remarkable. Great philosophers, scien-

tists, and musicians paraded their gen-
ius before her. History, which before
had been pointless, now molded a
world's story with separate facts. It

explained what had happened, and, if

one looked intensely enough, what
would happen in a future dependent
upon the past. She was deeply moved
by symphonies, and awed by the paint-

ings of the masters.

Besides the awakening to her sub-

jects, there were the activities of peo-

ple. She went to football games, fra-

ternity parties, and bull sessions. She
met a wonderful young man with
whom to attend these functions. And
with the young man, too, there came
a sudden understanding of another of

life's abstractions. Together, they be-

gan to comprehend the abstraction of

love. Their love laughed and shouted
at a football game. It danced slow,

dreamy dances at a fraternity party.

At the bull sessions where heart and
mind spoke with one another, their

love grew warm with understanding
and agreement about a surprising

number of ideas.

So, college had opened her eyes to

life—-its fullness and rewards, its trag-

edies, and achievements. It was in-

conceivable, now, that she might never
have gone to college. Her life would
have been totally different. In find-

ing her own way of life, she had found
the way to guide others in finding

theirs.

Mrs. Murdock suddenly remember-
ed where she was. She forced herself

back to reality, and with a jolt, realized

that the expression on the girl's lovely

face had changed from one of apathy

to attentiveness. She seemed truly in-

spired by Mrs. Murdock's soliloquy.

Her face was bathed in a warm glow
of understanding. Had the woman cut

through to the girl?

The voice came, not quite so obtru-

sively as before.

"Well, jeepers, Mrs. Murdock. I

[Continued on page 36]
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LIFE'S FOREST

Leona Stone

YOU WALK THROUGH the forest of life struggling for something
unseen. You can't seem to grasp what it is that is so near yet so far.

You go on and on through the dark depths of time and see only dimly
the world around you. And then... you come to the end of life and an
invisible hand reaches down and spreads apart the multitude of branch-

es, letting the light stream through.

A FUZZY NIGHTMARE

Suzanne Duvall

The ball of fuzz which sits upon my floor

Is somewhat larger than it was before.

There's something frightening in its steady spread.

It's reached the dresser; now it's reached the bed.

It's crawled up on the blanket and the sheet.

Oh, mercy! Now it's covering up my feet,

My legs, my arms, my neck, and now my chin.

My goodness gracious! What a mess I'm in!

It isn't stopping; now it's on my face;

Mmmfff!
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THE STRANGE HOLIDAY

Vic Sussman Illustrated by Don Mortensen

TT WAS AN odd thing to do, he
*• thought. He had always been a

calm person; sudden danger never ex-

cited him. And yet, when the taxi

just missed him, he yelled like a

wounded animal. Gilbert Ronald

Parkhurst was his name. Yes, they

couldn't take that away from him. He
thought back to the long nights he had
sat in the room and repeated it over

and over to himself. Gilbert Ronald

Parkhurst didn't want to be like the

others. They sat in darkness too, but

they had forgotten everything. Be-

sides, Gilbert was different; that's why
he deserved this holiday. Where
should he go now? What should he

do?

To Gilbert, the park was like a won-
derland. Everything was green and
fresh. Everything smelled good and
looked good. How wonderful to have
a day off, thought Gilbert. He re-

moved the jacket and sat on a stone

bench. He ran his fingers over the

sleeve material and smiled. It wasn't

his jacket, but he would make believe

it was and then it would be all right.

The sun was warm and kind on Gil-

bert's skin, like an old friend patting

him on the back. He was so pale,

he thought. Maybe a little sun tan

might be nice. Gilbert stood and
stepped off the pavement onto the

spongy grass. It was like another

world—all green and flowing. The
grass crinkled under his feet and he al-

most felt sorry to be walking on it.

The sun was like a drug; it made him
feel warm and at peace. Strange, he
thought, the sun is everywhere—yet

here in the park it felt like something
new. Perhaps it was his sun and it

was shining just for him. That was a

nice thought.

As Gilbert stood looking for a place

to sit, a small child ran near him and
tripped and fell at his feet. She was
tiny and blonde; her hair caught his

sun and threw it back at him. Her
face turned up to his and she chuckled.

Slowly Gilbert reached down and
touched her face. He was as gentle as

one caressing a delicate crystal struc-

ture. The child was so bewildered by
the gesture that for a moment she was
motionless. Then she stood and ran off

laughing. Her laughter made such a

sweet sound that Gilbert wished for a

memory like a pocket, where he could

keep things forever.

The summer sky was cloudless and
blue. There on his back, Gilbert

thought that if there were clouds, he
would reach out and touch one. May-
be it would be soft like the child's

face. It was all so wonderful, he
thought—to be at peace. It was a fine

holiday.

An ant crawled onto his hand. Mov-
ing aimlessly, it carefully picked its

way through the forest of hair. Then,
as though realizing its plight, it be-

gan to race about madly. Gilbert rose

on one elbow and stared down at the

wildly-moving insect. For a long mo-
ment he thought of pressing his thumb
over the bug and stopping its journey.

But, no, he would not spoil his holiday
with death. The ant crawled off and
scurried back into another world.

A spasm of fear darted through
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Gilbert's brain. What if the ant he let

go went back to its people and told

them where Gilbert was? All the ants

might come and crawl all over him.

They would crawl over his face and

into his eyes and ears and nose. He
would scream and that would attract

attention. He could not afford atten-

tion so he began to run.

When the pain in his side forced

him to stop, he collapsed onto a bench.

His heart beat so furiously that he be-

gan to wonder if perhaps it was not

his heart, but an animal trying to force

its way out of his chest. Then Gilbert

found the treasure. To some it might
have been a simple pencil, but to Gil-

bert it was a rare treasure. He reached

down and picked it up with the same
care as one might handle an egg. Only
a pencil—but now it belonged to him.

It was while he was musing over

his good fortune, that he saw the men
coming. They moved very slowly and

very cautiously. From each side they
closed in. Gilbert kept his head low,

pretending that he was unaware of

their presence. Then, just as they
closed in, he bolted between two of

them and began to run again. His

breath came in short, painful bursts

and the animal tried to beat its way
out again. Gilbert wondered why he
was running. He knew they would
catch him—just as they always did.

But he had to run. He had to preserve

the last few moments of his holiday.

He had to live out the last few mo-
ments of freedom. Gilbert knew that

when they caught him they would take

away his pencil, and the little girl's

laugh, and his belt, and his shoes

—

and everything. They would ask ques-

tions again and again. And when the

questions stopped they would watch
him very closely. There would be no
more holidays for a long, long time.

CYNICISM

Carolyn Ervin

I just can't stand sarcastic folks.

I never understand their jokes.

Their laughter's aimed in cruelty

I wonder if they're mocking me?
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WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED JAZZ?

Tom Conlin Illustrated by Joan Ogrosky

<«.... LOUD, moaning saxophone

.... screeching trumpet .... the

steady boom-boom-boom of the drums
. . .

." What's this nonsense? This,

claims the poet, is jazz. Lovely words,

these, abounding in poetic beauty, but

this is not jazz.

"What?" you say. "If this isn't jazz,

what is?"

Well, let's see ....
Many people, on hearing Elvis

Presley belt out "Hound Dog," say,

"Wow! That's jazz!" Lesson number
one: Anything Elvis sings (I use the

term loosely) is not jazz. Nor is

"Wake up, Little Suzie," "Raunchy,"
or "Great Balls of Fire!" Rock-and-roll

and jazz are as different as pickles and
strawberries.

Jazz is a serious, sensible form of

self-expression, closely related to art.

literature, drama, poetry, and classical

music. But in one way it is different:

jazz is American.
It was born in New Orleans in the

1890's and was played in saloons, at

parties, and in the streets. From there

it spread slowly, taking root in San
Francisco, Chicago, and New York.

Soon it could be found anywhere in

the United States.

This early jazz is what we generally

refer to as "Dixieland jazz." Few of

these musicians could read music; they
had to play what they felt rather than
what they read, and this improvisation

formed the basis of all jazz.

Then came the roaring twenties. The
dance craze hit the nation and jazz-

bands became "dance-bands." Play-
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ing for dancing, the bands had to be

more closely knit and "written" jazz

was born. This is referred to as the

"swing" era, its leading exponents be-

ing Jimmy Lunceford, Benny Good-

man, and Count Basie.

Experiments during the forties led

to the development of "modern jazz,"

the accent being placed on listening

rather than dancing. This allowed

the musicians more freedom of expres-

sion, since they were not tied down to

a "danceable" beat. Notable in this

field are Stan (The Man) Kenton.

Gerry Mulligan, Miles David, and Bill

Russo, to mention a few.

Today, jazz has a large audience,

both in America and in other countries.

But it has never reached the status it

deserves in this country. It has never
been recognized as an important part

of our American culture. This is

largely because it hasn't been given a

chance to prove itself. You don't hear
much jazz on the radio, nor are there

many jazz concerts. In fact about the

only place you can hear jazz is in a

smoke-filled night club. Certainly

America's only true contribution to the

world's culture deserves more recog-

nition than this.

Why all the fuss over jazz? Be-

cause I believe, as Dizzy Gillespie put
it, that jazz is "freedom of speech in

music."

±1 ± 1

Vic Sussman

INSANITY

A vacant stare

At life so bare,

And wall and floor the same.

The creature sits in

Empty waiting—
A soul without a name.
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IF I WERE A WIZARD

Barbara Francis

If I were a wizard,

The wisest man alive,

I'd capture all the beauty

And keep it in disguise.

I'd breathe all sweet odors

And hide them in my lungs.

I'd read all great writings

And conceal them in my tongue.

I'd seize all works of nature

And place them in a cart.

I'd take all the love

Which is held in men's hearts.

And when earth's wars were over,

I'd give these things away.

Piece by piece they'd leave me,

And with each gift I'd say,

"Take these treasures, foolish man,

Don't shut your honest heart.

Know these joys I hand to you;

Use them as your chart."
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INCIDENT AT MISSION ANGELO

Paul Baltes Illustrated by Jane Ashley

THE GENERAL leaned heavily on

the pommel of his saddle. He
surveyed the valley carefully, his face

a frozen mask of indifference. But the

expression on his face belied the con-

cern in his heart, concern that was re-

flected outwardly by his staff, which

now stood awaiting his decision.

The rain had stopped an hour before

and the grey dawn was damp and

musty. The valley floor had been con-

verted into a veritable bog with great

pools of dark water scattered over its

floor. For three straight days a deluge

had pelted the general's beleagured

division; now, hours before the battle,

the drenched battalions struggled up
the ridge to their positions. The can-

noneers in their scarlet and gold jackets

stood out from the drab countryside as

they lashed the caisson teams up the

narrow trail. Their white duck trous-

ers were already splashed with the

thick mud. The cavalry squadron
urged their mounts up the slope with
the Bow of profanity common to their

branch. The infantry toiled up the

ridge behind the artillery in steady

cadence with a drum.
The general straightened in his sad-

dle, wheeled his mount to the right

and loped back to his staff. "All the

artillery will be placed in that cul-de-

sac, Major. I want salvos into those

woods at first light." The red-coated
major saluted smartly and galloped off

in the direction of the shallow ravine.

As more orders were given, the appre-
hension of the officers subsided, re-

placed by the cold efficiency of im-
pending combat. His field briefing

finished, the general turned wearily to

his aide-de-camp.

"What's that building down the

ridge?" he asked. The tall young
lieutenant unfolded a battered map
and pored over it.

"The St. Angelo Mission, sir," came
the reply.

"Inform the battalion commanders
that Mission St. Angelo will become
my headquarters."

"But, sir, the map says the mission

is still in use. To set up headquarters

in the house of..."

"At once, Lieutenant!" the general

said, standing in his stirrups.

"Yes, sir," and the young officer

turned and rode off.

The general sat back in the saddle.

He noticed the look of disapproval on

the faces of the remaining officers.

"War is hell, gentlemen. Follow me."

He spurred the charger along the

ridge toward the mission.

Brother Anthony was weeding the

garden when the horses cantered

through the gate. The horsemen
reigned up in front of him.

"Good morning. Welcome to the

Mission of Saint..."

"Who's in charge here?" snapped

the general.

The monk looked straight into eyes

of cold steel. "Father Quintus," he
said evenly. "This way, please."

The priest was a tall, strikingly

handsome man of sixty-five. His

brown robe fitted him loosely and his

hair was the color of weathered gran-

ite. He walked with a slight limp.

[Continued on page 36]
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VIEWS
REACTION

Marcia Smith Illustrated by Elaine Kuntz

THE STUDENTS filed slowly into

the gymnasium; there seemed to

be little enthusiasm for the program

scheduled for this particular morning.

A few minds reviewed the occasional

times when the assembly period had
been a real treat. The confident

strains of the Army Field Band and
the entertaining performance of their

master-of-ceremonies were still a popu-

lar topic of conversation around the

halls. A faculty speaker, however,

was seldom anticipated eagerly by the

students, and today their faces reflected

their I'd-rather-be-doing-something-

clsc thoughts as they took their places.

The teachers, sitting in their assign-

ed areas, watched their charges of six

months through eyes reddened by ex-

cessive paper-grading. They saw the

restless movement of the student body.

They could almost read the thoughts
of the young people who faced them:
What a time for an assembly — right

before my physics test. They'll prob-

ably have a program the day of finals,

too. That would be one way to keep
us from making good grades. It will

be hard enough to study with a vaca-
tion just behind us. I can hardly wait
for June.

When a comparative stillness lay

over the gymnasium, the head of the

student body took his place to make
the usual announcements. During his

brief engagement at the rostrum, many
favorite, if not crude, comments had
issued forth from the group. Already
they were restless.

The announcements over, the main
speaker was introduced to the assem-

bled mass. The time dragged, backs

ached, eyelids drooped. Buzzes and
mumbles were forming a slight under-

tone.

"In conclusion...."

Finally. They sighed a sigh of re-

lief. The student body president was
back at the rostrum again. Another
announcement was made. Another fea-

ture was introduced. The reaction was
unanimous. Pleasure was seen on the

faces of everyone — pupil and teacher

alike. A relaxed air circulated freely

throughout the gymnasium. Melodious
tones were agreeable even to the tone-

deaf. For ten minutes the choral de-

partment entertained the student body,

and all forms of tension were released.

The religious song, the ballad, and
finally the popular song. This ten

[Continued on page 39]
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AND REVIEWS
II THOUGHTS ON BEING A SENIOR

Naomi Harrison Illustrated by Elaine Kuntz

BY THE TIME one has reached the

rank of senior in high school, he

has learned to endure the agonies

which once were so hard to bear. He
has learned to stand up to the stern

reprimands of his English teacher,

when he has failed to do his assign-

ments. He has learned to hold his

head high after losing an election or

not getting a part in a play. He can

live down the embarrassment of not

being able to answer a question in

class.

The gloom of sitting at home in-

stead of being at the school dance passes

as one grows and matures. The wor-

ries of what to wear and how to act

lessen with each year gone.

When one has reached the status of

senior he feels as if at last he is master

of his world. Nothing can stop him,

he's on his way. With a patronizing

nod of his head he bids his hello and
shuffles on. The senior knows nothing

that can stop him. He is afraid of

nothing.

This air of supremacy lasts about

three weeks. Then, his mind turns to

thoughts of college and the joy of be-

ing a senior shifts to uncertainty as he

realizes that he knows nothing about

next year. He remembers the college

boards he took in his junior year, and
knows that this time they will not be

for practice. They are an important

part of his future now.
Madly he begins to buy books that

give lists of different colleges and con-

cise descriptions of them. He also buys
books to help him study for the College

Boards. He furiously writes to colleges

asking for applications for admission.

The senior becomes generally fluster-

ed. He worries about his grades as he

has never worried before. He spends

half his time adding numbers and
figuring averages. He gives concen-

trated thought about which teachers

like him most and which will write

the best recommendations for him.

The senior begins to worry about his

future. He suddenly becomes aware of

the fact that he has conquered only

one world and that there are still more
to come. He has reached the culmina-

tion of his high school world and is

now beginning at the baseboard of a

new world—the one of college. And
for how many ages and through how
many worlds will he climb and des-

cend and climb again?
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THE RUBBLE OF THE NATIONS

Written and Illustrated by Judith Darnell Weihe

This is the rubble, the rubble of man's civilizations,

The remnants of crude monuments and still cruder philosophies,

The particles of man's attempts to gain beauty and power.

Here lie in destruction the Great Pyramids of Egypt,

And the static cultures of Mesopotamia, India, and China.

These are the remains of Greece and her lost artistry;

This is Rome, and the corruption of Rome's Nero,

For here too lies the conqueror and governor of vast domains.

In this litter remains the military challenge of Prussia

Along with the lands defeated by Napoleon's might.

Here lie the torn pieces of the wooden vessels of Portugal,

And the remains of Great Britain's sea power,

And the poverty of Spain, and the reign of Italy's Fascism,

And the efficient master nation, Germany, under Nazism.

Here lie the curse of Russia and the youth of America.

Here lie the remains of great accomplishments, of great feats,

Of great successes, great triumphs, and great defeats.

Now they have disintegrated into a single rubble,

Fragments of crumbled freedoms and crumbled morals;

Compassion melted by conflagration, glory overpowered by infamy,

Grandeur obtained through war, stimulation through the sensuous.

But retained through crushed marble and broken bits of glass,

Through roughened highway systems and blended ruins.

Here were no lasting empires, rather, confusing patterns of history.

Now men are free to walk over this rubble, to observe, and learn,

And from this rubble they can construct new worlds, new orders,

New civilizations, utilizing the experiences of the past.

After the cities that they have created have also fallen

There will be others to think, to analyze, and to rebuild.
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DOTS AND DRIBBLES

Betty Jane Diener Illustrated by Sue Mahan
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EDDINS INTERCEPTS a pass—dot,
attempts a layup—dot; Sanders re-

bounds—dot; Neubauer shoots a set

—

dot; Olson rebounds and taps it in

—

dot, dot, dot. These dots in their re-

spective columns tell our basketball

coach and the players an overall story

of W-L's latest game.
This past season I learned to enjoy

and understand basketball better than

I ever had before, by "dotting" in a

complicated chart as Washington-Lee's

varsity statistician. After I had learn-

ed such things as free throw rules, the

referee's hand signals, and the numer-
ous fouls and violations possible, I was
able to devise a "plus and minus"
chart which showed the records of the

teams, both Washington-Lee's and the

opponent's. It included free throw
and field goal percentages, points

scored, offensive and defensive re-

bounds, and the number of intercep-

tions or steals. On the negative side

there were the violations—poor ball

handling and personal fouls.

The charts provided a box for each

action a player made, and little dots

showed the number of times the action

occurred. If the game was a fast one,

or if there was much action, I was
quite hurried; but with an assistant

and many interested spectators eager

to prompt me, the chart became more
and more accurate. The dots were
carefully recorded, bvit occasionally

when a player was off his game as well

as his disposition, he doubted my rec-

ord. Usually, however, the team
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studied their records gratefully to

learn how to improve their game.

As a rule, trips away from home
were without incident, but on one

snowy Saturday in early winter, the

exception occurred. We were on our

way to High Point, Maryland, for a

scrimmage. Thirty miles after we had
taken the wrong turn off the Balti-

more-Washington Parkway, we discov-

ered our mistake and had to reroute

ourselves. At a junction we went right

and ended up far from our objective.

We conferred in chilly discomfort with

the driver of a car we flagged and soon

learned that our destination was ten

miles to the left of where we had turn-

ed right. We pulled up at High Point

High School two and one-half hours

after our departure from Arlington and
scrimmaged in a gymnasium that was
not very warm, but seemed wonderful
after our long, cold trip.

The season had great variety—amus-
ing moments, sad moments, and joyous

moments. One of the most amusing
occurred in an early scrimmage. Time
was in and one of our boys had pos-

session of the ball at mid-court. Sud-
denly one of the other team's players

yelled, "Stop!" Our player obligingly

stopped, and then a look of utter in-

credulity came to his face hs his op-

ponent grabbed the ball and dribbled

in for a basket, yelling, "Stop the bub-

ble machine!"
Soon after the second semester be-

gan, I recklessly told one of the start-

ers that I would pay him a dollar for

every game in which he could make
ten points. His average at this time
was much lower. That night I sat with
his parents and watched him "gun" as

he poured in nine points in the first

half. In the second half, each time he
grabbed an offensive rebound, I was
sure he was about to make that tenth

point, and I could see my personal

fortune dwindling as the season prog-

ressed. By this time we were ahead by
ten or more points, and as we went
further into the lead, he and other

members of the first team were grad-

ually replaced. During the rest of the

year he continued to make eight or

nine "dots," or points, for himself. I

sometimes wished he would make the

tenth point.

Since there are no varsity teams for

girls at Washington-Lee, a girl's par-

ticipation in sports is limited. The ap-

peal of being a statistician is that one

is both a spectator and a participant. I

can only hope that in future years

more girls can take part in and learn

more about the wonderful game of

basketball.

JUNGLE

Carolyn Copenhaver

Evil lion and pretty pussycat tiger,

Play in opposite sides of the jungle,

Stalking, creeping, lashing, tearing.

Trying to maintain life.
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FLIGHT 16

Suzanne Duvall Illustrated by Judy Fiedelman

<<TT'LIGHT 67, now arriving at Gate
I 7 on the North Concourse." The

voice over the loudspeaker drew a sigh

of disgust from the tall man who was
pacing the floor impatiently. He was
a busy man; he had no time to wait

for airplanes. Stopping at the informa-

tion booth, he inquired the where-

abouts of Flight 16.

"You'll have to be patient, sir. The
fog's so bad, they're all late tonight.

About six of them are stacked up wait-

ing to land right now. There's no tell-

ing when yours will get down."
Tom Croft stalked back to his chair.

He was due at the Statler in a few
minutes to meet an important buyer
from Chicago. Why on this, of all

nights, did the plane have to be late?"

"Daddy," came a small voice in the

next chair, "I want a dime." The
voice belonged to his daughter. Sandy
was the cause of his being here to-

night. She was to meet her mother
here and fly back to Maine with her

to spend the rest of the year. Tom and
Dora Croft had lived apart six months
now, and he was miserable. Time, and
hard work at the office, had failed to

heal the wound of separation. He
could still remember the time when he
found out that she didn't love him. It

was the day when he noticed that she

had stopped wearing his ring.

Rings. ..he might not know much
about women, but he did know about
engagement rings. Once, before he
knew Dora, he had been engaged. The
girl had two-timed him. When he con-

fronted her, she admitted all, but with-

out shame. Although he had not

noticed, she had said, she had taken off

her ring when she began dating the

other man. She was not bound to

Tom as long as she did not wear his

ring.

Yes, he knew about rings all right.

No woman would ever fool him that

way again.

"Daddy," the voice insisted, "I need
a dime."
"And just why must you have a

dime?"
"I... I want to buy one of those

rings."

"Rings?" He started.

"That man over there. He's selling

'em."

The sight of the concession man's
wares sent a pang straight to Tom's
heart. The man was selling cheap
jewelry. The object of Sandy's desire

was a small imitation diamond ring.

"Look, honey, forget the ring. Go
buy yourself a coke."

He was annoyed at her for speaking
of the painful subject. He lapsed back
into thought. After Dora had stopped

wearing the ring, he'd known what it

meant. Then he'd remembered the

phone call she'd gotten from a strange

man, and the letter addressed to her in

unfamiliar male handwriting. Well,
he couldn't really count that; it had
been from her cousin. But he'd had
proof enough. Oh well. ..He shook his

head angrily and stalked over to the

information booth.

"Look, Flight 16 is over an hour late.

Are you sure you haven't heard any-
thing?"

[Continued on page 39]
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THE CAPITAL OF THE NATION

Naomi Harrison

Soft creamy white hands

Sweetly folded on the lap.

Ten slender fingers tipped

With pastel rose and laced in black

—

Dirty fingernails.

YOU HAVE TO LOOK
Carolyn Copenhaver

Starlight casts shadows on velvet cats

While a purple moon with irridescent light

Beams on the hunting ground of the gold feathered owl.

The silver tufted mouse hunts the topaz cheese,

Watching the dark for a pearl-studded trap.

And a fat old king dressed in ermine and mink,
Sleeps not a wink, longing for excitement in his castle.

SOCIETY

Carolyn Ervin

Someday I think I will rebel

Against the social set;

I'll put an end to sheep-like crowds
And draw the leaders in my net.

I'll give them such a talking to,

Put self-respect to shame,
And tell them things that I have thought
About their social game.

And I expect my class will fall

And I'll be left in sorrow.
Someday I think I will rebel.

Not now; perhaps tomorrow?
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EXPERIENCE

Ann O'Neill

The road to happiness

Is often paved with tears;

The road to learning

Is often paved with years.

BLACK CLOUD OF TYRANNY

Carolyn Copenhaver

You saturate the atmosphere with a devastating effect;

Man is blinded with your dust and his eyes close,

And no longer do they see the truth.

Cover the earth with your murky shroud

And smother freedom.

Dark will be the grave of destroyed ideals,

And loud the cries of the tortured.

TEARDROPS

Carolyn Ervin

Drizzling rain on windowpane,
Drizzling rain in heart,

Blurs grey figures on the street,

Blurs my pain in part.

Drops of sadness, crystal-clear,

Drops to blot out memories,
Liquids drowning clouds of tears,

Burdening lakes and seas.

Downpours of sorrow

Drench human art,

With fingers delve

Watery grave for heart.
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THE LOOKOUT

Judie Francis Illustrated by Mary Gilliss

THE CAR SHOT through the night

as a steel blade slices the flesh.

The grotesque arms of the trees grasped

at the car as it flashed by. Obscure ob-

jects on the road were crushed beneath

the wheels hurtling over them. Inside

the car the radio played softly. The
girl's head on the boy's shoulder was
a silhouette in the eerie night.

"Good party, don't you think, Joan-

nie?"

"Wasn't it?"

"It's only midnight and we have an
hour. What do you want to do now?"

"Oh, I don't know. Why don't we
go up to the lookout for a while?"

"No sooner said than done."

The radio interrupted their conver-

sation with a break in the music. "We
interrupt this program to bring you a

public service announcement. An in-

mate has escaped from the Lancaster

County Asylum. He is believed dan-

gerous, but not armed. He is five feet,

ten inches tall, and weighs 160 pounds.

His left arm is amputated above the

elbow and he wears an artificial arm.
Notify the police immediately if you
know of his whereabouts. That is all."

The music resumed. Joannie looked

up, momentarily aroused.

"What did the radio say, Mark?"
"Oh, some lunatic just escaped from

the asylum. It was just a warning."
The drive to the lookout was a calm

one. The air beat against the windows
in a steady rhythm. The lookout was
a small deserted turn-off from a road
outside the town. Although the lights

of the town blazed brightly, the look-

out was surrounded by a thick, black

night. Mark switched off the ignition

but left the radio playing. In a few
moments the song was interrupted.

"This is a public service announce-
ment. Your attention, please. An in-

mate, five feet, ten inches tall, and
weighing 160 pounds, has escaped

from the Lancaster County Asylum.
He is extremely dangerous but be-

lieved unarmed. He is dark-complex-

ioned with brown eyes and has a scar

on the right side of his neck. We ask

your cooperation in this search. If you
see him, telephone the police or the

Lancaster County Hospital immediate-
ly. Thank you."

"Mark, that's the second time we've
heard that announcement. Maybe we
should leave this deserted place. The
whole town must be up in arms to put

the announcement over the radio like

that and frighten so many people. Let's

go. You can come in at my house."

"Now, honey, how many times have
you heard an announcement over the

radio that you've paid any attention to?

You hear them all the time. Don't
worry, he won't come up here. It's too

deserted. He'll probably leave town."
The shadows jumped about on the

car windows and the trees danced gent-

ly in the breeze. The night was very

still. Mark and Joannie found them-
selves whispering. The sky was a heavy
black paint unmarred by stars. The
dash panel of the car leered at them.
Mark's voice boomed out, "What are

we whispering for? Let's don't act like

children. So it's a dark night. So

what?"
[Continued on page 41]
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NOT WITHOUT HONOR

Chip Hartman Illustrated by Judith Darnell Wcihe

Not without honor, is retreat,

It holds the honor of intelligence.

Honor without recompense,

Which other men's success will soon delete.

The honor of defeat, however pure,

Is dwarfed by that of battle wrongly won.

Victory that with foul stroke is done,

Brings fame and glory, for all the men to hear.

Cherish honor, die for honor's sake,

But let my words ring in your dying ears,

For if your victories are in arrears,

No matter for the blows that you took,

For holy honor's name and for her sake,

Your dust will be bereft of human tears.
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A SISTERLY INTERVIEW

Phyllis Price Illustrated by Andree Walker

J
F YOU HAPPEN to pass an elemen-

1 tary school during the afternoon,

you can not help noticing the hordes

of little people being released. The
philosophers, and the people who think

they are philosophers, term the chil-

dren "the nation's future leaders, our

great scientists, statesmen, etc. etc."

They go on and on relating that the

children are vastly important to our

nation's future. If the little ones them-
selves feel "vastly important" to some
future time, this is never revealed.

My sister, or "future leader," Pam-
mie, is going through the typical "I

hate school" phase of life. "I just like

my friends a lot," she states quite em-
phatically, "but I'm gonna put a bomb
in my teacher's chair 'cause she said

I always mess my desk up." This was
accompanied by a beautiful swan dive

onto the couch.

Her teacher, we find, is an old crab,

a chowder head, and has a pointed

chin with a stupid smile. Reference

should be made to the fact that this

woman must be some relation to a

previous Sunday school teacher who
had the same characteristics.

"I'm gonna do some exercises. I like

'em, except for the ones I hate." Exer-

cises are her favorite pastime. For the

past three or four weeks her main goal

in life has been to be a wrestler. As
she rocked back and forth on a very

rotund mid-section, she tried to think

of her second choice of vocation. "Oh,

I guess I'll just be an Indian, or some-
thing." My sister, endowed with chub-

by cheeks, large, round blue eyes, and
[Continued on page 42]
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A BROTHERLY INTERVIEW

Mike Howard Illustrated by Andree Walker

T WALKED TO the door and opened
•*•

it. From the room emerged a hor-

rible din. Not that Gershwin's "Rhap-

sody in Blue" is horrible, but when it

comes full volume from a record play-

er, it does become a little tiresome.

Managing to wade through the sound,

I turned down the volume much to

my brother's annoyance. I asked him
why on earth he wanted it so loud.

He looked at me strangely. "I just like

to have something going," he remark-

ed. "You should know that." Think-
ing about this intellectual gem, I re-

called the fights we had had over the

radio volume in the car, and realized

he was right. I should know.
This was the object of my interview:

Kenny, a five-foot-four-inch, fourteen-

year-old brother, having no really ser-

ious faults. As he regained his relaxed

position on a chair, I informed him
that this was the time for the inter-

view. No comment; only a finger that

pointed to a sign hanging on one wall.

"I'd like to help you out," it read.

"Which way did you come in?"

Actually Ken is not quite as humor-
ous as the picture painted here. He,
too, has his serious moments, although
this was not one of them. Responding
to the interview opener concerning
things he liked, Ken ran through the

list: art, car designing, science fiction,

short stories, Glenn Miller records, and
girls—a rather typical selection, I

thought.

Probably one of the most controver-

sial subjects among brothers is how
they feel toward each other. This is

[Continued on page 44]
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TRAGEDY
Written and Illustrated by Jeff Human

This day will end before its time.

And yield unto the night's design.

For darkness always conquers light.

And for its own, it claims all life.

Now as the twilight slowly dies.

The frightened soul within me cries.

For it will also die too soon.

And have to face the night alone.
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CAPTURED
Linda Cravotta Illustrated by Andrcc Walker

IT WAS A beautiful March day in

1751 in the Shenandoah Valley.

Hannah Dennis bent down to pull a

bucket of clear water from the quiet

spring that bubbled up between the

rocks. Her beautiful reflection ap-

peared in the water and she glanced at

it with a start. Beside it was the fierce

image of an Indian warrior!

Suddenly, a heavy blow came crash-

ing down on her skull and all was
black. When she regained conscious-

ness she found that her wrists were
tightly bound and she had been thrown
across the back of a horse like a sack

of meal. Where was she? Where were
they taking her? As if in answer to

her questions the horses stopped and
Hannah was jerked to the ground. Her
captors stood facing her and Hannah's
heart fell, for she immediately recog-

nized the Indians as belonging to the

Shawnee tribe because of their great

height and regal bearing. All other

men were held in contempt by thorn

—

Indians as well as whites. How glad
she was that her husband had gone
hunting; otherwise they would surely

have killed him.

They immediately tied her in the
saddle again, but this time in an up-
right position. She rode rapidly with
her captors. Night descended, drawing
a tight net around the small group
and preventing the slightest hope of

escape.

Several days had passed when she
first saw her kidnappers sending
smoke signals. Hannah realized that
they were nearing Chillicothe, the
home of the Shawnee. Soon they came

[Continued on page 34]
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[Continued from page 33]

to a large Indian village; dogs, chil-

dren, squaws and braves ran around

them yelling and pointing to Hannah.

But the group went directly to a tall

wigwam where Hannah was pulled

from her horse and roughly pushed in-

side.

An old squaw in the center of the

teepee eyed her suspiciously, then went

outside to talk to the braves. Hannah
collapsed on a bed of skins and slept.

A rough shake woke Hannah and

the old squaw pushed her from the

tent. It was soon evident that she ex-

pected Hannah to cook for her. In

spite of the disturbing interference of

the young braves who gathered

around, Hannah prepared an excellent

meal which everyone insisted on sam-

pling. The braves laughed and talked

as they ate, telling each other that the

beautiful white girl was strong and
healthy and, more important, could

cook. "What a good squaw she will

make for one of us," they mused.
Months passed. Hannah, realizing

the absolute necessity of learning the

Shawnee language if she was to sur-

vive, was soon able to speak the tongue
without difficulty. She won approval

for her hard work and the quick way
that she had adapted to life in an In-

dian village. Grey Dove, with whom
she lived, was the widow of a chief.

She was skilled in weaving, planting,

and the curing of meats. These skills

she passed on readily to Hannah, but
it was a long time before she agreed
to teach Hannah the medicinal use of

herbs. Sometimes the taciturnity of

the old woman dropped from her and
then Hannah knew that she had gained
the affection of Grey Dove.
One morning Hannah was wakened

by Grey Dove's restless tossing. The
old squaw had a high fever and was
moaning softly. Hannah stepped out-

side the wigwam and called to one of

the braves.

"Come quickly, please—Grey Dove
is ill."

"She is an old woman," he replied.

"It does not matter."

"You do not care? Bring the medi-
cine man or she will die."

Two hours later an ancient medi-

cine man bent over the old squaw and
said solemnly, "There is nothing I can

do for her. May her spirit soon go to

rest in the Great Beyond."

Hannah was shocked that he would
not even try to help Grey Dove and re-

fused to accept his verdict. She slipped

out later and gathered herbs and barks

that she had learned to use. Hannah's
continual nursing was so beneficial that

on the third day the fever disappeared.

In a short time Grey Dove was up and
around, working the garden again. The
old woman was convinced that Han-
nah had supernatural powers and had
raised her from the dead.

Rumors of her mystifying powers

even reached the ears of Leaping Buck,

the oldest son of the chief. Although
he did not believe the story, it added

to his interest in this strange, charm-

ing woman. It was beneath his dignity

to go over and speak to her, but he

stared at her often and Hannah was
uneasily aware of it.

One day when he saw that no one

was around, Leaping Buck decided to

honor the white woman by speaking

to her. Hannah saw him approaching

and turned to walk in another direc-

tion.

"Halt, woman!" he called out.

She pretended not to hear him and
walked faster, but his long stride soon

overtook her. He grasped her arm and
she spun around to face him.

"What do you want of me?"
"A squaw should not ask such ques-

tions."
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"Will you please let go of my arm?"
"You should be honored that I, Leap-

ing Buck, the next chief, touch you."

He smiled arrogantly.

"Please let me go. I must return to

Grey Dove."

"Pah! That old woman is useless.

But you..."

At that moment a brave came run-

ning up to them. "Leaping Buck, the

chief summons you."

Hannah breathed a sigh of relief at

the inteiTuption. The brave continued,

"Your young brother, Little Eagle, is

ill. The medicine man has failed to

help him."

Leaping Buck turned and walked
quickly in the direction of the chief's

teepee.

Hannah later discovered that in spite

of the fact that medicine men had been
summoned from all the neighboring

tribes, they could not cure the boy. On
the third day of his illness, Hannah
was summoned by a messenger.

"The wise medicine men of our

tribe have failed. You are to come to

the chief's wigwam immediately," he
said gravely. With a scornful look, he
added, "At least you can do the boy no
harm, for he is dying."

Hannah, certain that the boy had
pneumonia, worked with all the skill

that she knew, but he did not improve.

The medicine men were ready to stop

her when, after four days, Little

Eagle's fever dropped. He was on the

road to recovery. A few weeks later

he was running around with his play-

mates.

The chief and the entire tribe con-

sidered her a white goddess endowed
with supernatural powers. No one, ex-

cept Hannah, was surprised when the

chief announced he was going to make
her a full princess of the tribe at a

special ceremony. She was elated, for

with this honor would come greater

freedom and she might finally escape

and return to her husband.
The preparations for the ceremony

were complete. A great hush fell over

the crowd as the chief began to speak.

Hannah stood beside him.
"My people," he began in his steady,

powerful voice, "we have been honored
by the Great Spirit who has sent us this

woman to heal my son. To show that

we recognize the gift, I, Chief Snarling
Bear, make this woman a princess of

our tribe." He lifted a heavy necklace

from his neck and placed it on Han-
nah. "You shall now be called White
Spirit."

A yell went up from the crowd and
Hannah thought the ceremony was
over, but the chief spoke again.

"White Spirit, who is now a prin-

cess, will soon become the wife of my
oldest son, Leaping Buck. The mar-
riage ceremony will take place in three

days when the moon is at its fullest."

Hannah was horrified. She would
not become the squaw of the arrogant

son of Snarling Bear—she would es-

cape first.

At daylight, Hannah told Grey Dove
goodbye, and headed for the fields with
her herb basket. Instead of gathering

herbs she dug up a bundle previously

planted, containing a hatchet, a knife.

a blanket, and some cord. She entered

the forest with only her bundle, some
dried venison, and a small bag of corn-

meal.

At night-fall, the Shawnee began
searching for their White Spirit. Alarm
spread through the entire tribe when
her disappearance was discovered.

At daybreak, after an all-night

search, the warriors caught sight of

Hannah crossing a clearing. She was
headed for the Scioto River which was

[Continued on page 45]
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THE FUTURE
[Continued from page 6]

just never realized about college be-

fore. I guess maybe I ought to try it

for a year or two anyway. I guess it

wouldn't hurt.

"College really sounds fabulous. I

moan, you know, those fraternity par-

ties and stuff. Who knows, I might

even make cheerleader! Thanks so

much for the pep talk, ma'am! Bye,

now!

INCIDENT AT MISSION ANGELO
[Continued from page 14]

"We must use your mission for our

headquarters. Padre. You and your

monks may leave if you wish."

For a long time the priest stood star-

ing at the officers. The general and

his staff became uneasy.

"I said we must use your mission,

Father."

"I heard you. General. My monks
and I will stay. Please be so kind as

to use the courtyard, and don't draw
fire on the chapel."

The general and his officers looked

surprised. The priest hesitated at the

floor of the chapel. He turned to the

horsemen. "I was once a soldier my-
self."

Within the hour several tents had
been erected in the courtyard. Couriers

raced in and out, sentries paced the

walk anxiously, everyone was waiting

for the sound of battle. The rever-

berating boom of the field pieces was
audible just as the sun stood above the

ridge. The rattle of musketry and the

shouts of the advancing armies were
mixed with the chorus of the monks'
morning hymns.
The battle raged all morning with

neither side gaining the advantage.

But in the noon hour the greater num-
bers of the enemy began to push the

general's army slowly across the floor

of the valley. Exhausted in the fury

of the battle, the general's troops look-

ed for a sign of their great leader to

encourage their efforts. Where was
the general?

The general sat in his tent looking

at the map. The bad reports had been

coming in for about an hour now. He
knew in his heart he must go out and
let them see him. How many battles

he had turned by his mere appearance

on the scene! But now he was in a

cold sweat—the sweat of fear. Fear of

the enemy, which he had never known
before. From a small chest he pro-

duced a bottle of cognac. He filled a

glass and downed it in a gulp. Then
another glass, and another. The lieu-

tenant looked worried. He glanced at

the staff. Their faces were frozen al-

most in contempt of the old man.
A courier whipped through the gate

and slid off his mount. The lieutenant

opened the message and handed it to

the general. The general sat with his

ANON
Carol McCrary

Truthfulness

Often brings

Fruitfulness.
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head down and his tunic open. His

sword lay across the table. "Read it,"

he said thickly.

The lieutenant began, "The garrison

at Conte has capitulated. Town now
in enemy hands. Casualties high

among defenders." It was signed by a

captain from Corps Headquarters.

"Conte. Isn't that your town, sir?"

asked the lieutenant.

"Yes, Conte is my town. Both my
sons were in the home guard."

Silence descended upon the tent.

The officers looked nervously at each

other. The general swallowed the last

of the cognac. He slowly withdrew his

sword from its scabbard, turning it

over in his hand. Suddenly he started

thrashing the table with the sabre,

then he fell sobbing onto the cot. For
several minutes he lay there whimper-
ing. The lieutenant stared in disbelief

at the general. This man, this god
among his troops, behaving like this?

It couldn't be true. As quickly as it

had started, the sobbing ceased. Slow-
ly the general got to his feet and look-

ed each man in the eye. Then he but-

toned his tunic and smoothed out his

gold braid. Buckling on his sword, he
said to the lieutenant, "Mount the

hussars and bring them to the left

flank. Tell the colonel not to charge
until I signal. Orderly, saddle my
horse."

As he swung into the saddle his eyes

met those of Father Quintus. The
general turned his head slowly and
galloped out of the courtyard.

He rode slowly past the broken
remnants of his army, now retreating

up the ridge. As he passed the little

ravine he saw that his cannons were
silent. Here a scarlet tunic hung over

a wheel, there a pair of white duck
trousers protruded from beneath a

caisson. He saw the grotesque death
mask of the major, who with drawn
sword lay sprawled over the battle-

ment. The barrel of one of the cannons
was tilted at a crazy angle toward the

sky, her dead crew lying charred in a

neat circle around what had been a

direct hit. At the final battery a gun-
ner with one arm shot away struggled

feebly to his feet in salute. The infan-

try's ranks were thinned out almost
[Continued on page 38]
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[Continued from page 37]

entirely. From the neat rows of enemy
riflemen, the general saw cotton-like

puffs of smoke emerge and in his own

ranks a soldier would topple forward

with a terrible scream. The enemy's

cannons were shooting grape shot at

his infantry. The field pieces would

roar and the grape would tear into the

formation, shredding it to pieces. Huge
sections of turf would be thrown into

the air by the shells hurled from the

opposite ridge. A horseman dashed out

of the general's ranks toward the

enemy. A shell caught both horse and

man and flung them skyward.

The general now spurred his horse

to the waiting cavalry. The colonel

rode up to meet him. "Ready, sir."

"I will lead, Colonel." The gener-

al's face was expressionless. There

was no use to protest.

"Yes, sir."
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The general looked over the dash-

ing hussars carefully. He wheeled his

mount around and drew his sabre.

"Very well, trumpeter, sound the

charge."

The enemy had expected the cavalry

to charge the flank. But these were
inspired cavalry. The momentum of

the charge carried the hussars through
the neat rows of enemy riflemen, scat-

tering them as though they were
straws. The general's infantry, seeing

the counter-attack, promptly rallied

and barreled down the slope into the

compact blue rows. The general was
everywhere, hacking, clubbing, and
shouting commands at his delirious

troops.

A bullet brought down the general's

horse. On foot he gathered a ragged
company together and charged the

enemy ridge. The little band of at-

tackers was greeted with a withering

fusillade of musketry. Half-way up
the slope the general pitched forward.

He was dead before he hit the ground.

For an instant the general's troops

froze in their stride, their eyes on their

fallen leader. Then, as if they were
one man, they tore up the hill and
tumbled into the trenches. Bayonets
slashed the defenders to ribbons. Foot

by foot the small knot of green-coats

began driving the enemy before them.

On stormed the enemy cannon.
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In the late afternoon the battle

ceased. The enemy was withdrawing

across the distant river. The general's

troops sank to earth in exhaustion.

The casualties limped to the mission

for treatment. Those who couldn't

limp lay where they had fallen in the

brown mud.
It was a sad little procession that

brought the general's body to the mis-

sion. The lieutenant rode ahead of the

wagon, his shoulders hunched over, his

uniform tattered and muddy from

combat. When they reached the gate

the padre stood waiting.

"He was a brave soldier, Father."

"Yes, he was indeed, Lieutenant."

Father Quintus conducted the simple

burial. The general was wrapped in

his overcoat with his battered ensign

laid over him. A few prayers, and a

little firing squad sent three volleys

into the crimson sunset.

As swiftly as they had come, the

army departed. The lieutenant rode

slowly down the road. The mission's

lone bell was tolling mournfully. He
pulled off the road and looked back.

There were tears in his eyes.

I REACTION
[Continued from page 16]

minutes had overcome the extreme
formality of the former atmosphere.

The "kids" were beginning to accept

this assembly period with less resent-

ment; then, a student council repre-

sentative cut the bursts of applause

short with one more announcement.

As he spoke he realized he was jeop-

ardizing his popularity. He hated

to make this announcement. It was
the wrong time to try to make light of

a grievous subject, but the big snow
had cut off two academic school days

and they must be made up. In parting,

he said, "You may now return to your

first period class!"

FLIGHT 16

[Continued from page 23]

"I'm sorry, sir," was the weary re-

ply. "It's probably up there waiting

to land. They're bringing them down
as fast as they can."

"Oh, are you waiting for Flight 16,

too? My son's on that. He's coming
[Continued on page 40]
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[Continued from page 39]

home from the army." This came

from a small, elderly lady, obviously

anxious to talk. "I haven't seen him

for two years, and I'm so excited."

"I'm sure you are," Tom replied

shortly, walking off. He had been

rude, he supposed. But, good heavens,

he had no time for talkative old

women.
The passengers were just coming in

from Flight 67. All were commenting
on their trip.

"Glory! It's bad out tonight. The
river was really rough. Don't believe

I've ever seen it so bad."

"We came in so low, I was almost

afraid we'd land in it. If we had,

we'd have been goners. No rescue

crews could get through that water."

The newcomers gradually cleared

the waiting room, and Tom returned

to his place. Sandy was there waiting

for him.

"Did you enjoy your coke?"

"I didn't buy a coke."

"Well, what did you buy?"
"I, uh, I bought a ring."

"Good Heavens, girl! What do you
want with a ring? You'll have enough
time to worry about such things."

"It isn't for me. It's for Mommy."
"Your mother has one ring, and she

doesn't wear that. I'm sure she doesn't

want another one."

"But, Daddy, she does want one.

Ever since she lost the other one..."

"Lost it!"

"Daddy, don't be mad at Mommy.
It was me that lost it. I. ..I didn't

mean to. I just was holding it while

she washed her hands, and it went
down the drain."

"But, my God! Why didn't anyone
tell me?"

"She made me promise not to tell.

She said you'd be mad. That's why
she cries at night, when I'm in bed.
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But now," Sandy became bright again,

"she'll be happy, because I got her a

new one."

Tom sat stunned for a minute. How
could he have been such a fool! Well,

he'd make it up to her now. He jumped
up.

"Sandy! Wait here. I'll be right

back."

He rushed into the lobby to a

phone booth and dialed his secretary.

"Marian? Listen carefully. You
remember the jeweler where I got

Dora's engagement ring? Well, I want
you to get down there as quickly as

you can and buy another just like it.

Then bring it down to the airport.

What? Oh, forget the man from Chi-

cago. He'll have to wait. Tonight I'm

celebrating! Now get down here fast."

As Tom stepped back into the wait-

ing room, he was aware of an unusual
silence. The faces of people looked

white and strained. Over in a corner,

the talkative woman was crying softly.

From outside came the faint wail of an
ambulance. A sudden pang of fear

clutched at his heart. He grabbed a

sleeve belonging to one of the shocked

faces.

"What is it? Why is everyone so

quiet?"

"Horrible thing, sir, horrible. It

just came over the loudspeaker. A big

plane's down in the river. Flight 16,

I think they said..."

THE LOOKOUT
[Continued from page 27]

"There is an insane man loose."

"Joannie, grow up."

"I don't care. I want to get out of

here. This place gives me the creeps.

Please, Mark!"
Mark tried to get the car started,

but it was useless. "Must be because

[Continued on page 42]
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[Continued from page 41]

we left the radio on so long. We'll have

to sit awhile longer."

Joannie shivered. The breeze was
chilly now and slow tears came to her

eyes. "Joannie, for Pete's sake! You've

been up here before and never acted

like this. What is the matter?"

"I want to get out of here! I want to

go home! Just get me out of here.

Mark, hurry!" Her voice was piercing

the night in shrill jabs.

Mark tried to start the car again and
there was no reaction. He let off the

emergency brake and rolled a few
inches back.

"Hurry, Mark, hurry!"

"Shut-up, Joannie. I'm doing the

best I can."

He let the car roll completely into

the road and this time it started. The
drive home was unusually silent.

Joannie's house loomed up comfort-

ingly ahead. Joannie was the first to

speak. "I'm sorry I acted like such a

fool, but that place really scared me
tonight. I don't know what it was."

"That's O.K. Get a good night's sleep

and you'll feel better. Forget it."

Mark got out and walked around
the car to let Joannie out. When he

reached her door, he gave a horrified

cry.

Hanging from the handle of the car

door was a hook arm and a piece of

human flesh.

A SISTERLY INTERVIEW
[Continued from page 30]

a pug nose, guesses she will be an In-

dian (or something)

!

A three-legged crawl brought her

from her exercises back to the couch,

and a conversation ensued which got

us nowhere.
"Madam, what is your theory on

education?"
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"Theory?" With this her eyes

widened.

"Yes. How do you think education

should be run?"
"Urn, well-ah, er." Here a long

series of unintelligible sounds were

emitted with a vigorous scratching of

the head and knee.

"Suppose you were a teacher. How
would you teach your class?"

"But I'm gonna be a wrestler.

Wanna feel my muscle? How come
you don't like wrestlers? I'm strong.

Heck, I could beat you up any day."

I admitted she could.

"Oh boy! I'll rip 'em apart, and tear

'em up, and sock 'em and bang 'em on

the wall, and squash their tummy."
Some people may call this "evading

the original question." But some in-

visible soul was having his head beaten

against the piano bench, and imagin-

ary arms and legs were flying all over

the room. At last he was thrown in

the fireplace and pronounced quite

dead. Executing an about-face, she

"stomped" out a march to the tune of

"Onward Christian Soldiers." Her su-

periors, however, were quick to put an

end to this kind of racket. Undaunted,

she reclined movie-star-fashion on the

opposite end of the ever-faithful

couch. "Oh, darling, I'm so beauti-

ful," she drawled as she hideously

grinned, exposing two monstrous front

teeth. It's not often one sees a beauti-

ful wrestler.

"The children at school all have
fun. Nobody fusses unless they want
to," she remarked very seriously. Two
boys are seated on each side of her in

school. The conclusions she draws
from this are numerous but only two
are discussed. First, every girl should

sit between two boys because they

know about wrestling. Secondly, girls

[Continued on page 44]
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[Continued from page 43]

are too giggly. It is much better to sit

next to people who laugh with their

whole voice.

She claims that paying attention is

easy for her. To prove this she learned

the Lord's Prayer and the Pledge of

Allegiance. She says the latter looking

very patriotically at nothing in par-

ticular. The absence of a flag makes
this necessary.

The call to retire has a temporary

quieting effect on Pam — quieting

enough to send her behind the couch

as her superior's footsteps approach.

Her hiding place is always discover-

ed, but all she has to do is "get real

mad." Then she has a wonderful op-

portunity to practice wrestling.

A BROTHERLY INTERVIEW
[Continued from page 31]

a loaded question when one is being

interviewed directly by his brother,

but Ken struggled through it. At first

he told of the horrible things brothers

do, while I just listened. "Of course

I am just joking," he said laughingly.

"Brothers are a very good thing to

have, and I think that boys who have
no brothers are missing a great deal.

At least if you have brothers there is

never a dull moment."
Ken appears to be a person of con-

tradictions. Although he tries never to

show that he is hurt, he is really a

sensitive person. When he tries to

laugh something off, he is probably

thinking very seriously about the in-

cident. I am not trying to say whether
this is good or not, since it is a wonder-
ful thing that all people are different.

Ken is much interested in art. As a

matter of fact, he mentioned that one
of the jobs he would most like to have
would be that of an artist in the Walt
Disney Studios. Also on his list of de-
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sirable jobs is that of car designer, an

occupation which has a certain amount
of art connected with it.

We had passed through the last

strains of "Rhapsody in Blue," and
were now listening to the final bars of

"Love Walked in." It was getting late,

and Ken dropped a subtle hint that I

should leave. "Mike, why don't you
get out of here so I can do my home-
work?"

Ah, brotherhood!

CAPTURED
[Continued from page 35]

a short distance away. The Indians

began shooting at her—not to kill but

to wound her.

Hannah ran for cover and had al-

most reached a dense clump of trees in

the jungle-like area which bordered

the river when one of their bullets hit

her in the leg. She suppressed a

scream and fell to the ground.

Her four pursuers were riding down
the hill at a full gallop. Hannah shak-

ily arose and made a desperate attempt

to escape. At this moment a heavy fog

descended, hugging the ground like a

cloud and obscuring everything in a

thick mist. The Indians paused, mo-
mentarily dumbfounded at the way
Hannah had dissolved into thin air.

However, Leaping Buck, who was lead-

ing the party, gave a yell to his fol-

lowers. He realized that this was ordi-

nary fog and knew they would find

Hannah among the trees. Soon they

were forced to dismount as the under-

growth sprang up to the branches of

the trees. It formed a tangled mass that

could only be crawled through. Get-

ting out their hatchets, they chopped
their way about looking behind all the

trees and even up in the branches. The
younger Indians began to chant,

[Continued on page 46]
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[Continued from page 45]
"White Spirit has gone to the Great

Beyond!
"To completely disappear from our

well-trained hunter's eyes is not pos-

sible for a mortal. The Great Father

descended on a cloud and took her up
into the sky where her spirit will al-

ways watch over us."

Leaping Buck was still unconvinced

and insisted that they look farther.

Hours later the group had blazed a

trail to the river but they could find

no trace of Hannah.
By now, even Leaping Buck was cer-

tain that they had witnessed a super-

natural event. All swore on their re-

turn to Chillicothe that they had seen

a cloud descend to bear the princess

away to the far land of the Great

Spirit.

Hannah remained hiding for several

hours after her pursuers had departed.

When she was absolutely sure that

they were not coming back, she climb-

ed out of the hollow log that had hid-

den her so well. Her leg was swollen

where their bullet had deeply grazed

it. She had stopped the bleeding with

a compress of leaves, but it was three

more days before she was strong

enough to continue her journey.

After walking several miles Han-
nah realized that she was not strong

enough to continue her journey on foot,

and decided to construct a raft. It was

a harder task than she had anticipated.

Although it looked like a large crow's

nest, it floated. She hoped that, with

luck, the river would take her to civili-

zation.

For three days Hannah floated

downstream, tying up to the bank at

night when she slept. By the fourth

day her food supply had run out.

Weak from hunger and constant toil,

she could keep her eyes open no longer
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and fell into a doze.

A jolt awakened her. Hannah look-

ed up with horror to see that the cur-

rent had led her boat directly toward

the crest of a waterfall. Her sudden

fear was jumbled in an instant with

the blur of being carried over the falls.

The pounding water pushed her down;
struggling, she came to the surface,

only to be engulfed in the foam and
pulled under again. Hannah's strug-

gles ceased as she felt herself sinking.

It might have been for the last time

had not one of the logs from her raft

floated by. She grabbed desperately

for it, and clung to it for her life. Sud-

denly she was out of the rapids and in

the midst of a quiet pool. She dragged

herself to the shore, then lapsed into

unconsciousness.

When Hannah opened her eyes she

was in a bed. A middle-aged man and
woman were smiling down at her.

"Peter thought you were an Indian,

child. He was on his way home from
hunting when he saw you," said the

lady in a soft voice.

"I—I'm Hannah Dennis..." It was
the first English Hannah had heard or

spoken for nearly a year.

"Hannah Dennis!" the man cried.

"Everyone had given you up for dead.

We heard from your husband how the

Shawnees wrecked your house and car-

ried you off. He was here about a

year ago with some neighbors search-

ing for you. They lost your trail after

a heavy rain."

Breaking in on her husband, the

woman said to Hannah, "You just rest

up now, and after you're stronger we'll

see about getting you home."
Hannah closed her eyes happily and

thought of Dave. The Indians could

do without their "White Princess."

She liked being just plain Mrs. Han-
nah Dennis.
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